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THE
CLASSICS.

f i l i f o r m  w ith Volume and Same P rice .

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES ON SOME OF THE 
VOLUMES.

ohakespeare (6 vols.).
This is a complete ̂ dition of the plays and poems of the greate; 

of the world’s writer* It is printed from a oarefuUy selected fou.J 
of type, and is one of the prettiest, as well as one of the cheapest, editi< 
of Siji^espeare ever published.

•

The Count of Monte-Cristo (2 vols.).
*  Ahil^ANDRE DUJlj

In “  Monte-Cristo ”  Dumas left the path of historical fiction fo 
romance of his own time. It is the most famous of the world’i,trq 
stories, and tells how a young man, imprisoned on a false chafj 

..French fortress, learns from a fellow-prisoner the secret of great/ 
"lyWlen on a Mediterranean island ; how he finds the treasure, an^

M  remaining years rewarding his friends and avenging hiinsq 
?aTues.

sues of Clerical Life*
t y i t h  the thrge stories in this volume— “  Amos 

Story,” and “ Janet’s Repentance ”-*-George 
still remain perhaps '    

 



Wales.
This book was the result of Borrow’s wandei 

of “ Lavengro” and “ The Romany Rye. 
throughout the country* and the work is a 
of the scenery and people.

Toilers of the Sea.

The Laughing Man. ,

L e i Mis^ables (2 vols.) .\

’Ninety-Three.
Victor lingo took the romantic novel ^ ^ ^ n te d  by Sir Walter Scot’ 

pnd gave it a new and philosophic intcn^A All his great romances 
Eiave a purpose. “ Les Miserables”  ej^BR  .the tyranny of human 
Haws; “  The Toilers o f the Sea”  shows thfconflict of man with nature ; 
[“ The Laughing M an’’ expounds the tyranny of the aristocratic ideal 
bs exemplified in England. But bein  ̂a great artist as well as a greai 
Blinker, he never turned his romances into pamphlets. Drama is alw.ays 
B s  aim, and no novelist has attained more often the supreme dramatic 
noment.

■VICTOR H ue
3

The cljeapest books in the,world. Pro*i 
duced in the same excellent form and 
convenient-^ize as the*other Nelson 
Li^^tries, they contain works which are

{LAS iTELSOiSf A N D  SOT&
Dultĵ rv.

    
 



THE NELSON
Unifortn with this Volume and Same Price^

CONDENSED LIST.
1. A  Tale of Two Cities.
2. Tom Brown's Schooldays.
3. The Deerslayer.
4. Henry Esmond. •
5. Hypatia.
0. The Mill on the Floss.
7. Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
8. The Last of the Mohicans.
9. Adam Bede.

III. The Old Curiosity Shop.
11. Oliver Twist.
12. Kenilworth.
13. ' Robinson Crusoe.
14. The Last Days of Pompeii.
15. Cloister and the Hearth.
16. Ivanhoe.
17. Fast Lynne. 
iS. Cranford.
19. John Halifax, Gentleman.
20. The Pathfinder.*
21. Westward Ho!
22^rhe Three Musketeers.

Channings.
24. The Pilgrim’s Prot^ess.
25. Pride and Prejudice.
26. ' Quentin Durward.
27. Villette.
28. Hard Times.
29. Child’s History of England. 
JO. The Bible in .“̂ ain.
31. Gulliver’s Travels.
32. Sense and Sensibility.
33. Kate Coventry.
I34. Silas Marner.
35. Notre Dame.
36. Old St. Paul’s. ,/'■
37. Waverley. /
38. ’Ninety-Chree.

39. Eothen.
40. Toilers of the Sea.
41. Children of the N e*  Forest.^
42. The Laughing Man.
43. A  Book of Golden Deeds.
44. Great Expectations.
45. Guy Mannering.
46. Modern Painters (Selections)^
47. Les Miserables— I.
4& Les Misdrables— II.
49. Monastery.
50. Romola.
51. The Vicar of Wakefield.
52. Emma,
53. Lavengrd.
54. EmersonJs'Essays.
55. The Bride of Lammermoor.
56. The Abbot.
57. Tom Cringle’s Log.
5K Lamb’s Dales from Shake

speare.
59. The Scarlet Letter.
60. Old Mortality.
61. The Rorbany'Rye.
62. Hans Andersen.
63. The Black Tulip
64. Little Women.
65. The Talisman.
66. Scotthsh Life an*
67. The Woman i
68. Tales of
69. Fair Maid
70. Parables
71. Peg Wo:
72. Windsor
73. Edmund
74. Ingoldsbj]
75. Pickwick

    
 



.SON CLASSICS ̂—Coniinuea

'ickwick Papers— II. 
Verdant Green.
The Heir df Redclyffe. 
Wild Wales.
Twoyears Before theMast. 
J[an̂  Eyre,

82. Deivid Copperfield— I.
83. ^)avid Copperfield^^n. 
8 4 /Hereward the Wake.
M . Wide Wide World, 
w .  Michael Strogoff.
87. Shirley.
88. Jack Sheppard.
89. Masterman Ready.
90. Martin Cbnzjslewit— I. 
gi. Martin Chtizslewit— II.
92. Twenty Years After.
93. Lorna D oone~l.
94. Lorna Dooa4— II.
95. Marguerite die Valois.
90. The Old. Lieutenant and 

his Son.
Sylvia’s Lovers.
Rob Roy.
Shakespeare-'—I. 
Shakespeare— II. 
Shakespeare— II I.
"" ̂ kesp'eare— IV.

' :espeare— V.
' ;speare— VI.

n Decisive Battles of 
iVorld.

Nickleby— I. 
Nickleby— II. 

Oolts.
► bs, and Barry

reasury._
Is of Nigel.

113. Scenes of Clerical Life.
114. Tales of the Gods and

Herpes.
115. Mrs.Halliburton’sTroubles
116. House of the Seven Gables.
117. Bnrehester To wars.
118. Thl^s of the West.
119. Lays of Ancient Rome,

and other Poems.
120. Coral Island.
121. First Love and Last Love.
122. Count of Monte-Cristo— I.
123. Count of Monte-Cristo—

II.
124. Dombey and Son— I.
125. Dombey and Son— II.
126. Vanity Fair— I.
127. Vanity Fair— II.
128. The Antiquary.
129. Martin Rattler.
130. The Smuggler.
131. Ravenshoe.
132. Ecce Homo.
133. Franitey Parsonage.
134. Coningsby.
.135. Chronicles of the Sc^ n  

•  ̂ berg-Cotta Farnil)jpiflf 
i365,'’Rvftal Rides.
137  ̂ Anna Karenina— I.
1381 .Anna Karenina— II.
I39- Voyage of the “ Beagle.” 
I4t>- The Daisy Chain.
141, Eugenie Grandet.
142. Elsie 'Sumer.
143- Phantom Regiment. 
144., Salem Chapel.
145. Longfellow’s Poems— I.
146. Longfellow’s Poems— II. '
147. Tom Brown at Oxford.
148. ■ .S’be Essays of Elia.

M AS NFLSON AND\ ,S(JNS. 
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to Uphusband ; including a 
Kiohoster, at a Binner -with, the

Hampshire, Berkshire, Surrey, and

T Kensington to Worth, in Sussex

Torn the (London) Wen across Surrey, across the
(of Sussex, and into the South-East of Hampshire

iide through the South-East of Hampshire, baok 
Ptlirough the South-West of Surrey, along the Weald of 
I Surrey, and then over the Surrey Hills down to the Wen

id  Bide through the North-East part of Sussex, and all 
’ across Kent, from the W eald of Sussex, to Bover ,

Xural Ride from Bover, through the Isl? of Thanet, by 
Canterbury and Eavergham, across to Maidstone, up 
to Tonbridge, through the Weald of Kent ajid over the 
Hills by Westerham and H ays, to the Wen .

Rural Ride' from Kensington, across* Surrey, and along 
 ̂ t h a t ' c o u n t y ...................................................................

(Rural Ride from Chilworth, in Surrey, to Winchester . •

Rural Ride froju Winchester to Burghcler^ .

al Ride from Burghelere to Petoysfleld . . . .

1 Ride froni' Petersfield to K e n sjh g to n ..................

down the V^ney of tlip Avon in Wiltshire .

,ide from Salisbury to Warminster, from War- 
nsier to BVome, from Frome to  Bevizes, and from

:zes to Highworth , . . '..............................
•

from Highworth to Cricklade, and thence to
[bury........................

86

107

148

150

171

200

221

245"

256

269

2 8 7

296

327

•  .

348
• •

363

    
 



C O N T E N T S .

Rural Ride from London, through Kewbury, to Burghclere, j 
Hurstboum Tarrant, Marlborough, and Cirencester, to 
Gloucester . . . ' ......................................................

Rural Ride from Gloucester, to Bollitree in Herefordshire,
Ross, Hereford, Abingdon, OxfOjd, Cheltenham, Bnrgh- 
clere, Whitahurch, UphurstbOur^ and thence to Ken- 
siugtoiP............................................................................... 21

f̂iural Ride fronT* Kensington to Dartford, Rochester,  ̂
Chatham, and Paversham.................................  . . . 40

Ndrfofe and Suffolk J o u r n a l .................................................45

Rural Ride from Kejaeington to Battle, through Bromley, 
Sevenoaks, and T u n b r id g e ........................................... -

IRiura^Ride through Croydon, Godstone, East Grinstead- 
and tjokfield, to L ew «, and Brighton; returning b;̂ ’ 
Cuckfield, Worth, and Red-hill : . . . . ,.

* *
Ri^al Bide from London, through Ware and Royston,^

* Huntingdon.........................- ................................

,^ u r a l  Ride from Kensington to St. Albans, through EJ 
ware, Stanmore, and Watford, retumihg by 

. bourn, Hempstead, and Chesham
    

 



CCiTFENTS.

Kurul Bide from Malmsbury, in Wiltshire, through Glou-
eesterahire, Herefordshire, and Worcestershire . . 38^

Rural Ride from Ryall, in Worcestershire, to Burgiiclere,
in Hampshire . . _...................................................40^

Rural f^ide froTu Burghclere, to Ljnidhurst, in the Kew
F o r e s t ...............................................   42(

Rural Ride from Lyndhurst to Beaulieu A bbey; thence 
to Southampton, and Weston; thence to Botley, 
Allington, West End, near Hambledon; and thence 
to Petersfield, Thursley, and Godaiming . . . .  449

Rural Ride from Weston, near vSouthampton, to Ken
sington ....................................................................................462

Rural Ride to Trin^ in H e rtfo rd sh ire ......................... 485

Northern T o u r .........................f ................................... - 494

Eastern T g ir . • ...............................• .....................................498

Midland Tour • . * ? .....................................• 535 i

Tour in the W e s t ............................................ 550

Progi»ss in the N o r t h .......................... 551

    
 



R U R A L  R I D E S ,  ETC.

JO TO N A L : f r o m  LONDON, t h r o trOH KEW BUBY, TO BBECHCLEBB, 
HUBSTBOraN TA E E A N T , MABLBOEOTOH, AND  CIBBNCSSTIia, 
TO 6LODCBSTEE. ,

Berghclere, near Newbury, Hants, 
October 3(X 1821, Tuesday (Evening).

F o g  that you might cut with a m ife all the way from Ix>ndoa 
toNewbuiy. This fog does notioeithings. Itisratheraamoite 

than a fog»» There are no two things in this world ; and, were it 
not for fear of Siz-A ttS  (the “  wholesome restraint ”  of which 
I  continually feel) I  might be tempted to  carry m y comparison 
further; but, certainly, there are no two things in this world 
so dissimilar as an English and a Long Island autumn.— These 
fogs are certainly the white Hands that we sometimes see aloft. 
I  wa)#once upon the Hampshire Hills, going from igobertOB 
Down to Petersfield, where the hills are high and steep, not very 
wide at thdr base, very irregular in their forrn and direction, 
and have, of course, dcfp and najreow vaUeys winding about 
between them. In dne plaae that I  had to pass,.two of these 
t'alleyg were cut asunder by a piece of hill that went across them 
and formed a sort of bridge from one long hij} to another, h 
little before I  came to this sort of bridge I  saw a smote flying 
^ ross i t ; and, not knowing the w ay by eixperienoe, I  said to tire 
person who was with me, “ there is the turnpike road |*rhich 
we were expecting to come t o ) ; for, don’t  you see the dust ? ” 
The day was very fine, the sun clear, and the yfeather dry, 
When we came to the pass, however, we^ound oprselves, not m 
dust, but in a fog. After getting over the pass, we looked down 
into the vaUeys, and there we saw the log going along the valleys 
to the Noidih, in dethched parcels, that is to say, in clouds, and, 
as they came to the Ĵ rss, they rose, went over it, then descended 

136

    
 



6 RT7RAL

again, keeping constantly along just above the ground. And, 
to-day, th$ fog o?ime by spdh. I t  was sometimes thinner than 
at Other tim es; and ^ ese  changes were very sudden too. So 
that I  am convinced that these fogs are dry douda, such as those 
that I  saw on the Hampshire Downs. Those did not wet me at 
aH; nor do these fogs Wet any thing; and I  do not think that 
they are by any meaps injurious to health.— I t  is the fo^s that 
rise out of swamps, and other places, full of putrid vegetable 
matter, that kill people. These are the fogs that sweep olf the 
new settlers in the American Woods. I  remember a valley in 
Pmnsylvania, in a part called Wysihicken. In  looking from 
a hill, over this valley, earlv in the morning, in November, it 
presented one of the most teautiful sights that m y eyes ever 
beheld. I t  was a  sea bordered with beautifully formed trees 
of endless Variety of colours. As the hills formed the outsides 
of the sea, some of the tregs showed only their tops ; and, every 
Bow-and-then, a lofty tree growing in the sea itself raised its 
head above th? apparent waters. Except the setting-sun 
sending his horizontal beams through all ^he variety of reds 
and yoUows of the branches of the trees in Long Island, and

B , at the same time, a^ort of silver cast to the verdure 
ih them, I  have never seen anything so beautiful as the 

foggy valley of the W ysih iek^  But I was told that it  was very 
fatal to the people; and that whole families were«feequently 
swept off by the faU-fever."— Thus th8^meK*has a  great deal 
to do with health. There can be no doubt that Butchers and 
their wives fatten upon the smell of meat. And this accounts for 
the precept of m y grandmother, who used to tell me to hite my 
hread and im dl to my. cheese ; talk, much more wise than that 
of certain <id grannies,-who go about England crying up*“  the 
Uessings ”  ftf paper-money, taxes, and national debts.

The fog prevented me from seeing much 9f the fields as I  came 
along yesterday }•' but the fields of Sr^^sh Tmnip# that I  did 
see were good ; pretty good; fhOugh nofelean  and neat like 
ithose in Norfolk. The farmers here, as every where elsc^ com.i 
plpin most bitterW •, but. they hang on,‘ like s^ o rs to the masts 
or hull of a wreoK. *jhey read, you will observe, nothing but 
the country newspapers; they, of course, know nothing of the 
câ tae s i  their “  b ^ ' times.”  ,They hope “  the times will mend.” 
If they quit business, they must sell their stock; and, having 
thought this worth So much money, they cannot endure the 
thought of selling for jythird of the sum. Thus they hang o n ; 
thus the landlords will first tUm the farmers’ pockets inside o u t; 
and then their turn comes. To finish the present farmers will 
not take long. There has been stout flglii going on all this 
morning (it is now 9 o’clock^ between the»«ua and the fog, ]

    
 



    
 



FROM LOSTDOII T O  GLOUCESTER. 7
have baeked the former, and he appears to have gained the 
day ; for he is now shining most delightfully.

Came through a place called “ a  park”  belonging to a Mr. 
Montaohe, who is now abroad ; for the purpose, I  Suppose, 
of generously assisting to compensate the French people for 
what they lost by the entrance of the Holy Alliance Armies into 
their country. Of aH the ridiculous things I  ever saw in my life 
this place is the most ridicidous. The house looks like a sort of 
chru’ch, in somew’hat of a gothic style.of building, with crosses 
on the tops of different parts of the pile. There is a  sort of . 
swamp, at the foot of a wood, at no great distance from the front 
of the house._ This swamp has been dug out in the middle to 
show the water to the e y e ; so th at there is a  sort of river, or 
chain of dimmutive lakes, going down a little valley, about 500 
yards long, the water proceeding from the soah of the higher 
ground on both sides. B y  the sides of these lakes there are 
little flower gardens, laid out in the Dutch manner ; that is to 
say, cut out into all manner of superficial geometrical figures. 
Here is the grand c# petit, or mock magnificence, more complete 
than I  ever beheld it  before. Here is a fountain, the basin of 
which is not four feet over, and tJie water spout not exceeding 
the pour from a tea-pot. Here is a  bridge over a river of which_ 
a child four yeiftrs old would clear Mie hanks at a jump. -I could 
not have #u.sted mysiJ^on the bridge for fear of the oonsequenoee 
to Mr. Montaciwe ; but I  very conveniently stepped over the 
river, in imitation of the Colossus. ' In another part there was a  
lion's mouth spouting out water into the lake, which was so 
much like the vomiting of a  dog, that I  cordd almA'st have’pitied 
the poor Lion. In short, such fooleries I  never^before-beheld ; 
but %?hat I disliked most was the apparent -iinpietykif. a  'part o i 
these works of refiuij|J taste. I  did not like the crpstes on the 
dwelling hmise ; but, in #ne of the grav^jl wal^s,'w'e .had to pass 
under a  gothic arch  ̂willi a cross on the top -'Of it, and in the 
jroint of the arch a niche fdf a saint Of k virgM, the figure being, 
gone through the lapse ̂ of centmies, and the pedestal only re
maining as we so frequently see on" the' butsiies of Cathedrals 
and of old Churches and Chapels. But, the good o f i t  was, this 
igothic. arch, disfigured by the hand of old. Father Time, was 
composed of Scotch fir wood, as rotten as a pear; nailW to
gether in such a way as to make the thing appear, from a distance, 
like the remnant of a ru in! I  wonder how long this sickly, this 
childish, taste is to remain. I  do not know who this gentleman 
is. I  suppose he is some honest person, from the ’CSiajige or its 
neighbourhood; and that these gothic arches are to denote the 
antiquWy of his ori^n !  Not a  bad p lan ; and, indeed, it  is one 
that I  once took th(? liberty to recommend to thosd' Fundlords

    
 



8 RT7R A L RID E

who retire to be country-’squires. But I  newer recommended 
the Crucifixes! l o  be sme, the Roman Catholic religion may, 
in England, be considered as a gen&eman's religion, i t  being the 
most ancient in the eovmtry; and therefore i t  is fortunate for a. 
Eundlord when he happens (if he ever do happen) to be of that 
faith.

This gentleman may, for anything that I  know, be a  Qathohe -, 
in which case I  applaud his piety tmd pity his taste. A t  the 
end of this scene of mock grandeur and mock antiquity I  found 
something more rational; namely, some hare hounds, and, in 
hrif an tour after, we found, and I had the first hare-hunt that 
I had had since I  wore a  smock-frock! W e hilled our hare 
after good sport, and got to Bergholere in the evening to a  nice 
farm-house im a deH, sheltered from every wind, and with plenty 
of good living; though with no gothic arcdies made of Scotch fir 1

October 3l .  Wednesday.
A fin® day. Too many hares here; but ^ur hunting was not 

bad; or, at least, it  was a great treat to me, who used, when a 
boy, to have m y legs and t^ghs so often filled wUh thorns in 
running after the hounds, ^inticipating, with pretty great cer
tainty, a “  wcding ”  of the i^ack a t night. W ^had gr^hounds 
a  part of the d a y ; but tbo ground on the hills is  acyfiiniy, that 
I  do not like the country for coursing. *She dogs’ legs are pres
ently out to pieces.

V Hov. 1. Thursday.

Mr. BtTDD has. Swedish Turnips, Mangel-Wurzel, and Cab- 
b ^ s  of va^ oS  kindSrdiranspIanted. A jf are very fine indeed. 
I t  Is impossible to make more Satisfactory experiments in trans- 
l^nling  than have been, made here.« BoS this is not a  proper 
place to give a  particular account onthem. I  we»t to  see the 
best cultivated parts found Newbi^jy^ b»t I  saw no spot with 

• half the “  feed ’^that l  see here, upon a spot of similar extent. •
• '

Burstbourn Tarrant, Bants, 
Nov. 2. Friday.

Thfh place is commohly called Uphsisband, which is, 1 think, 
as decent a corruption of names as one would wish to meet with.' 
However, Uphusband the people will have it, and Uphusband 
it  shall be for me. I  «ame from Bergholere this morning, and 
through the park of LpsD Cabknabvon, at Highelere. I t  is  a' 
fineseaSon to look atwoods, The oaks are still covered, the beeches 
in  their best dress, the elms yet pretty gretn, and the beautiful 
ashes only beginning to tom  off. This* is, according to  my

    
 



FROM LOXDOM XO GLOUCESTER. 9
fancy, the prettiest park that I have ever seen. A  great variety 
of hill and dell. A good deal of water, and this, in one part, only 
wants the colours of American trees to make it  look like a “ creek; ”  
for the water runs along a t the foot of a steepish hill, thickly 
covered w ith trees, and the branches of the lowermost trees 
hang down into the water and hide the bank completely. I 
like this place better than FortihUl, Blenheim, StovK, or any 
other ^ntlem an’s grounds that I  have seen. The house I  did 
not care about, though it  appears to be large enough to hold half 
a village. The trees are, very good, and the woods would be 
handsomer if the larches and firs were burnt, for winch only 
they are fit. The great beauty of the place is the lofty downs, 
as steep, in some places, as the roof of a house, winch form a 
sort of boundary, in the form of a' part o f a cresoeht, to about a 
third part of the park, and then slope off and get more distant, for 
about half another third part. A  part o f these downs is covered 
with trees, chiefly beech, the colour of which, at this season, 
forms a most beautiful contrast w ith that of the down itself, 
which is so green iuid so sm ooth! From the vale in the park, 
along which we rode, we looked apparently almost perpendicu
larly up at the downs, where the trees have extended themselves 
by seed more in some places thaf? others, and thereby formed 
numerous salient parts of various forms, and, of course, as many 
and as v^iously formed glades. ‘ These, which are always so 
beautiful in forests aed parks, are peculiarly beautiful in this 
lofty situation and with verdure so smooth as that of these 
chalky downs. Our horses beat up a  score or two ofhar'S  as we 
crossed the park ; and, though we met with uo; gothic arches 
made of Scotch fir, we saw something a  great dealbetter; namely, 
about forty cows, the most beautiful tha,t I  ever saw, aS to colour 
at least. They appear to be of the. Galway-breed. ■ '•They are 
called, in this countiy, l£ rd Oaernarvotis breed. They have no 
horns, and#their colour jp a ground o f ' white 'with black Or red 
spots, these spots being* fmm the size of a plate to that of a 
icrown piece; and some' of them have ho small Spots. These 
cattle were lying downdngether in .the spape of about an acre 
of ground: they were in excellent condition, iRid so fine a sight 
of the kind I  never saw. Ujam leaving-the park, and coming 
W er the lulls to this pretty vale of Uphusband, I  could not help 
calculating how long it might be before .some Jew woula begin 
to fix his eye upon Highclere, and talk o f  putting out the present 
owner, who, though a Whig, is one df the best of that set of 
politicians, and who acted a manly part fh the case of our deeply 
injured and deeply lamented l^een. Perhaps his lordship  
thinks that there i| no fear of the Jews as -to him. B ut does he 
think that his tena«ts can sell fa t  bogs at ^s. 6d. a score, and

    
 



10 'E tn iA L  RIDE

pay him. more than a third of the rent that they have paid him 
wlme the debt was contracting ? I  know that such a man doea 
not lose his estate at once; but, without rents, what is the  ̂
estate ? And that the Jews will receive the far greater p a r t ' 
o f his rents is certain, upless the interest of the Debt be reduced. 
liOltD Cabehabvon told a man, in 1820, that he did not Wke my 
politics. But what did he mean by m j politics t  I  have no 
politics but such as he onght to like. I  want to do away v'fth that 

‘ infernal System, which, after having beggared and pauperized 
the ^labouring 0asses, has now, according to the Report, made 
by the Ministers themselves to the Souse of Commons, plimged 
the owners of the land themselves into a state of distress, for 
which those Ministers themselves can hold out no rem edy! 
To be sure, I  hdmur most assiduously to destroy a  system of 
distress and misery; but is th at any reason w by a  Lord should 
dislike my politics ? However, dislike or like them, to them, 
to ttiose Very politics, the Lords themselves must come, at last. 
And that J should exult in this thought, and take little pains 
to disguise my exultation, can surprise nobody who reflects on 
what has passed within these last twelve years. If the Land
lords be w ^ ; if things be going right with them; if they have fair 

' prospects of happy d a y s; then what need they care about me 
and my politics; but, if  tl^py find themselves in “ distress,”  
and do not know how to get out of It; and, if theji^ave been 
plunged into this distress by those who • ‘^isliljp m y politics; ’ ’ 
is there not some reason for men of sense to hesitate a  little before 
they condemn those politics ? I f  no great change be wanted ; 
if things could remain even ; then men may, with some show 
of reason, say that I  am disturbing that which ought to be let 
alone.' But fe things earrnot remain as they a re ; if there%aust 
be a great change ; is it  not foUy, and, indeed, is it  not a species 
of idiotic perverseness,; for men to set their fhoes, without rhyme 
or reason, against wlmt'is said as tolihis change ^  me, who 

\ have, for nearly twenty, years, heen*wlmii% the country of its 
danger, and foretelHugtfiat which has now come to pass and ia 
coming to pass ? However, I  make no Complaint on* his score. 

.People d is k in g ^ y  politics “ neither picks m y pocket, nor 
breA s my leg,”  as Jebm bso n  said by the writings of the Atheists.^ 
If theji be pleased in disliking m y politioa, I  am pleased in liking 
them; and so we ate both enjoying ourselves. If the country 
wants no assistance from me, I  am quite sure that I  want none 
from it.

Nov. 3. Saturday.
Pat hogs have lately sold, in this viHagep at 7a. 6d. a  score 

(butwoula hardly bring that now), that is tcaeay, at 4|d. a pound.
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The liog ji! weighed whole, when idDed and dre.ssed. The head 
and fi'nt are included ; but so is the lard. Hogs fatted on peas 
or harley-meal may be called the very best meat that England 
contains. A t  Salisbury (only about 20 miles off) fat hogs sell for 
.5,?. to 4s. ad. a score. But, then, observe, these are dairy hOgs, 
which are not nearly so good in quality as the oom-fed hogs. 
Hut I  shall probably hear more about these prices as I  get 
furthcF towards the West. Some wheat has been sold at New- 
bury-iuarket for 61. a load (40 bushels); that is, a t 3«. a  bushel. 
A  con.siderable part of the crop is wholly unfit for bread flour, 
and is not equal in value to good barley. In not a few instances 
the w heat has been carried into the gate, or yard, and thrown 
down to  be made dung of. So that, if  we were to take the 
average, it  would not exceed, I  am convinced, 5a. a bushel in this 
part of the country ; and the average of all England would not, 
p-rhaps, exceed 4a. or 3s. Od. a bushel. However, L o r d  L i v e r 
p o o l  has gf)t a had harvest at la s t! That remedy has been 
ai)plicd 1 Somebody sent me some time ago that stupid news
paper, called the H^rnirig Hercdd, in which its readers were re- 
mind<'d of m y "falsa prophecies,'”  I  having (as this paper said) 
fori'told that wheat woidtl be at l̂M’o shillings a hmkel before 
Christtna.H. These gentlemen of the “  respectable part of the 
press ”  do not jpind lying a little ^pon a pinch. [See Walter’s 
“  Times ”* o f  Tuesday last, for the following: " M r .  Cdbhett 
has thrown open^the fi-9nt of his house at Kensington, where 'he 
proposts to sell meat at a reduced price.” ] What I  said was this : 
tliat, if the crop W’ere good and the harvest fine, and gold con-' 
tinued to bo paid at the Bank, we should see wheat at four, not 
two, shillings a bushel before Christmas. Now, the crop was, 
in m#ny parts, very much blighted, and the harvest was very 
bad indeed r and yet the average of England, including that 
which is destroyed,*or i» t  brought to 'market a t  all, will not 
e.xcecd 4s. •  bushel. A  farmer told me, the other day, that he 
got so Utile oliered ft>r som^ of his wheat, that he was resolved 
not to take any more of it  to marketf_bu1r to give it to hogs. 
Theroforc,*in speaking »f the price of'wheat, t o u  are to take in 
the unsold as well as the sold ; that which fetolffis nothing as well 
•vs that which is sold at high price.— I  see, in the Irish papers, 
‘which have overtaken me on m y way, th at the system is vmrking 
the Agrioulturasses in “  the sistor-kingdoin ”  too ! The following 
paragraph will show that the remedy of a  had harvest has not done 
our dear sister much good. “  A  very numerous meeting of the 
“  Kildare Farming Society met at Naas on the 24th inst., the 
“  Duke of Leinster in the C hair; Robert de la Touche, Esq., 
“  M.P., Vice-Pre.sigent. Nothing can more strongly prove 
“  the 33A E N E SS OF THE TIMES, and very unfortunate state
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“  of the country, than the neoessitty ia which the Society finds 
“  itself of discontinuing 4ts premiums, from its present want of 
“  funds. The best members of the farming classes have got so 
“  mnoh in arrear in their subscriptions that they have declined 
“ to appear or to dine with their neighbours, and general de- 
“  pression damps the spirit of the mort industrious and hitherto 
“  prosperous cultivators.”  You  are mistaken, P a t; i^ is pot 
the times any more than it  is the stow. Bobadil, you know, 
imputed his beating to the planets: “ planet-stricken, by the 
foot of Pharaoh!” — “ No, Captain,” says Welldon, “ indeed 
it  was a stick.”  I t  is not the times, dear Patrick: it  is f^  goverm 
mentf who, having first contracted a gresft debt in depreciated 
atomy, are tiow compelling yon to pay tbe interest a t  the rate ot 
three for one. Whether this be r^w, or wrong, the Agricnl. 
turaases best know: it is much more their affair than it  is m ine; 
but, be you well assured, that they are only a t  the beginning 
of their sorrows. Ah ! Patrick, whoever shall live only a few 
years will see a grand change in your state ! Something a little 
more rational than “ Catholic EmanCipatiqp” will take place, 
or I  am the most deceived of aU mankind. This Debt is your 
best, and, indeed, your ordyjriend. It  must, a t last, give the 
THING a shake, such as i t  never had before.— The accounts 
which my country newspapeiis give Of the failmp of farmers are 
perfectly dismal. In many, many instances they h»ve put an 
end to their existence, as the poor dduddfPcrealiores did who had 
be«l ruined by the & u th  Bitbble! I  cannot help feding 
for ttese people, for whonumy birth, cdncataon, taste, and habits 

me so strong a  partiality. Who can help feeling for t h ^  
wives and children, hurled down headlong from affluence to 
misery in the space of a few months! Become all of a dhdden 
the mookerjw.o'fctho^ whom they compelled, perhaps, to cringe 
before them ! If  _tfo T,abom-erS ej^ to one*cannot say that i t  is 
unnatural. If Beason Have her fair sway, I  am exftnpted from 
all pain upon this occasion. I  ha»s aontf my best to prevent 
these calamities. Those farmers who have attended to me ar« 
safe while the storm jagjs. My ende^ours to stop the evil in 
time cost me tne, eajau^s of twenty long years! I  did not 
sink, no, nor bend, beneath the heavy and reiterated blows of tha 
aeornged system, wlpoh I  have dealt back blow for blow; anoT 
blessed be God, I  now. see i t  red t  I t  is staggering abpwt like a 
sheep with water’in the head x tnmfeg its pate up on one sid e: 
seeming to listen, but ^as no hearing: seeming to look, but has 
no sight: one day it capers and dances: the next i t  mopes and 
seems ready to die.
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Nov. 4. Siindai/.
This, to m y fancy, is a very nice country. I t  is continual 

hill and dell. Row and then a chain of hills higher than the 
rest, and these are downs, or woods. To stand upon any of the 
hills and look armmd you, you almost think you see the ups 
and downs of sea in a heavy swell (as the sailors call it) after what 
they cffi a  gale of wind. The undulations are endless, and the 
great variety in the height, breadth, length, and form of the 
little hills, has a very delightful effect.— The soil, which, to look 
on it, appears to be more than half flint stones, is very good in 
quahty, and, in general, better on the tops of the lesser hills 
than in the valleys. I t  has great ten acity; does not wash away 
like sand, or light loam’. I t  is a  stiff, tenacious loam, mixed 
with flint stones. Bears Saint-foin well, and all sorts of grass, 
which make the fields on the hills as green as meadows, even at 
this season; and the grass does n ot bum up in summer.— In 
a country so full of hills one would expect endless runs of water 
and springs. The^ are none: absolutely none. No water- 
furrow is ever made in the land. No ditches round the fields. 
And, even in the deep valleys, such as that in which this village is 
situated, though it  winds xoimd fbr ten or fifteen miles, m e re ; 
is no run of wa^r even now. There is the hed, of a brook, which 
will run bjjf ore spring, and i t  continues running with more or less 
water for about half»ttie year, though, some years, it  never 
runs at all. It rained all Friday n igh t; pretty nearly all day 
yesterday; and to-day the ground is as dry as a  bone, except 
just along the street of the village, which has been kept in a sort 
of stabble by the flocks of sheep passing a lon g,to and from 
Appl(tehaw fair. In  the deep and long and narrow valleys, such 
as this, there are meadows with v e r y . fine’.hecbage and very 
productive. The gJfess wery fine and excellent in its quality. 
It is very •urious that Mlie soil is miioh. shatlfnoer in the- vales 
than on the hills, in  tlm vales it  ism.sort of hade-mould on a 
4)ed of something approaching to graved; but on the hills it 
is stiff loam, with appa*ntly half flints, on a  bed of something 
like clay first (reddish, not yellow), an4*then %omes the chalk, 
which they often take up by digging a  scfrt of w e l ls a n d  then 
^hey spread it  on the surface, as they do the clay in some countries, 
where they sometimes fetch it  many miles',and a t an immense 
expense. I t  was very common, near Botley, to  chalk land a t an
expense of sixteen poimds an acre.----- The land here is excellent
in quality generally, imless you get upoti the highest chains of 
hiUs. They have frequently 40 bushels of wheat to the acre. 
Their barley is ver j  fine ; and their Saiut-foin abundant. The 
turnips are, in genesal, very good a t this tim e; and the land
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appears as capable of carrying fine crops of them as any land 
that I  have seen. A  fine country for sheep: always d r y : they 
never injure the land when feeding ofi turnips in wet weather; 
and they can lie down on the d r y ; for the ground is, in fact, 
never wet except while the rain is actually falling. Sometimes, 
in spring-thaws and thunder-showers, the rain runs down the hiUs 
in torrents; but is .gone directly. The flocks of sheep, some in 
fold and some at large, feeding on the sides of the hflls, gi-̂ e great 
additional beauty to the scenery.— The woods, which consist 
chiefly of oak thinly intermixed with ash, and well set with 
underwood of ash and hazle, but mostly the latter, are very 
beautiful. They sometimes stretch along the top and sides of 
bills for miles together; and as their edges, or outsides, joining 
the fields and the downs, go winding and twisting about, and as 
the fields and downs are nated of trees, the sight altogether is 
very pretty.— The trees in the deep and long valleys, especially 
the Elm and the Ash, are very fine and Very lo fty ; and from 
distance to distance, the Books have made them their habita
tion. This sort of country, which, in irregu^r shape, is of great 
extent, has many and great advantages. Dry- under foot. 
Good roads, winter as well as summer, and little, very little, 

J expanse. Saint-foin flourislJIs. Fences cost little. Wood, 
hurdles, and hedging-stuff c îeap. No shade wet harvests. 
The water in the weUs excellent. Good sporting coug^y, except 
for coursing, and too many flints for th»t.— ^^lat becomes of 
all the wat̂ r % There is a spring in one of the cross valleys that 
runs into this, having a basin about thirty feet over, and about 
eight feet deep, which, they say, sends up water once in about 
30 or 40 years; apd boils up so as to make a large current of 
water.— Not far from DPBxrsBAlro the WansiiTce. (I thinlf i t  is 
called)' crosses the country. Sm B iohard Colt Hoare has 
written a great deal about this ancient Imupdllry, which is, indeed, 
something very curious.. In  the plouj*ed fields the*tra^s of it 
are quite gone; bht they remain in^ne wemis as well as on the 
downs. '

Abo. 5. Monday.
A  wTiite frost this morning. The hills roimd about beautiful 

a t sui^rise, the rOoks making that noise which they always mak^ 
in winter mornings...,T1̂  Starlings are come in large flocks; 
and, which is deem^ a sign of a hard winter, the Jieldfares 
ate come at an early season.* The haws are very abundant; 
which, they say, is another sign of a hard winter. The wheat 
to high enough here, in some fields, “  to hide a hare,”  which is, 
indeed, not saying much for it, as a hare ^ o w s  how to hide 
herself upon the bare ground. But It ls,*m some fields, four
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inclya hitrb, and is green and gay, the colour being finer than 
that of any grass.— T̂he fuel here is wood. LittleJooM is brought 
from Andover. A  load of fagots does not cost above 10s. So 
tliat, in this respect, the labourers are pretty well off. The 
wages here and in Berkshire, about 8s. a  week ; but the farmers 
talk of lowei’ing them.— The poor-rates heavy, and heavy they 
must be, tin  taxes and rents come down greatly.— Saturday, 
and tc^day Appleshaw sheep-fair. The sheep, which had taken 
a rise a t Weyhill fair, have fallen again even below the Norfolk 
and Sussex mark. Some Southdown Lambs were sold at 
Apploshaw 80 low as 8s. and some even lower. Some Dorset
shire Ew es brought no more than a  pound ; and, perhaps, the 
average did not exceed 28s. I  have seen a  farmer here who can 
get (or could a few days ago) 28s. round for a lot of fat South- 
down Wethers, which cost him just that money, when they 
wore Iambs, two years ago I It  is impossible that they can have 
cost him less than 24s. each during the two years, having to be 
f('d on turnips or hay in winter, and to be fatted on good grass. 
Here (upon one hundred sheep) is a  loss of 120?. and 14?. in ad
dition a t five per cent, interest on the sum expended in the 
purchase ; even suppose n ot a sheep has been lost by death or 
othcrv/iHc.— I mentioned before,*! believe, that fat hogs are' 
31)1(1 at Salisbup’ at from 5s. to 6<?. the score pounds, dead 
weight.—^hoeso has come down in the same proportion. A  
corrosponuent in£orinfe»me that one hundred and fifty Welsh 
Sheep were, on^he 18th of October, offered for 4s. 6d, a  head, 
and till’ , tlr-y went away unsold I The skin was worth a shilling 
of tlio money I The following I  take from the Tyne Mercury 
of till) of <3i:tober. “  Last week, at Northawton fair, Mr. 
“  l!i»ma,s ( ooper, of Bow, purchased three milch cows and forty 
“ sheep, for liil. IGs. 6d. 1 ”  The skins, four-years ago, would 
have sold- for morc*tham the money. .' The Hampshire Journal 
says that,#on 1 Novoiilier (Thursday} ,at Newbury Market, 
wheat sold from 88a to the Quarter. This would make an 
average of Sdv. But very little indeed' was sold at 88s., only 
Ihe prime of the old wheat. The best o f the new for about 48s., 
and then, if we take into view the greatspropOttion that cannpt 
go to market at all, we shall not fibnd the average, even in this 
rather dear part of England, to exceed 32s., or 4s. a Jjushel. 
And if we take all England through, ifd o e* not come up to that, 
nor anything like it. A  farmer very JBensibly observed to me 
yesterday that “  i f  wo had had such a  ^rop and such a  harvest 
a few years ago, good wheat would have been 50?. a load; ”  
that is to  say, 25s. a bushel 1 Nothing can be truer than this. 
And nothing can bg clearer than that the present race of farmers, 
generally speaking, anust be swept aw ay by bankruptcy, if  they
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do not, in timfe, make their bow, and retire. There are two 
desorptions of farmers, very distinct as to the effects which this 
change must naturally have on them. The word farmer comes 
from the Erenoh, fermier, and signifies rerUer. Those only who 
rent therefore, are, properly speaking, farmers. Those who till 
thek own land are yeomen ; and when I was a boy it was the 
common practice to call the former farmers and the latter yeoman  ̂
farmers. These yeomen have, for the greater part, been shallowed 
«p fcy the paper-S3TStem which has drawn such masses of money 
term er. They have, by degrees, been bought oiU. Still there 
are some few le ft ; and these, if not in debt, will stand their 
ground. But all the present-race of mere renters must give way, 
m tme manner or another. They must break, or drop their 
style greatly; even in the latter case, their rent must, very 
diortly, be diminished more than two-thirds. Then comes the 
£ane£itd’s turn ; and the sooner the better.— În the MaiisUme, 
Qasdie I  find the following : “  Prime beef was sold in Salisbury 

•‘ 'market, on Tuesday last, a t  4d. per lb., and good joints of 
“ mutton at 3|<i.; batter lid . and I2d. per lb.— £i the West of 
“  Cramwall, during the summer, pork has oiten been sold at 2-Jd.
“  per lb.” — This is very true } and what can be better ? How 
can Peel’s Bill work in a more ddightful manner ? W bat 
nice “ general vxrrHng of ev^ets !  ”  The coun l^  rag-merchants 
have now very little to d d  T h ^  have no aiscom ts. W hat 
they have out they om  : it  is so mu«b debt: an^  of course, 
they become poorer and poorer, because they must, like a mort
gager, have more and more to pay as prices falL This is very 
good; for it  will make them disgorge a part, a t least, of what 
they have swallowed, during the years of high prices and de
preciation. They are worked in this sort of w a y : th* Tax- 
Golleotdrs, the Excise-fellows, fo r instance, hold their sittings 
every sik weeks,’ in. certain -towns abonkthe coimtry. They 
win receive the country rags, if the man can 4nd, and will 
give, security for the due payment^fsns lags, when they arrive 
in London. For want of .such security, or of some formaliiy 
of .the kind, there was,a great bustle in a town in this county 
not many days 9go.- ■ The Excise-fellow demanded sovereigns, or 
Bank of En^and notes. Precisely how tne matter was finally 
settibi 1 know n o t; but the reader will see that the ExcisemaB 
was only-taking a proper precaution ; for if the rags were n o t, 
paid in London, the loss was his. ’

Marlborough,
Tuesday noon, Nov. 6.

I  left Uphusband this morning at 9, ani^came across to this 
place (20 miles) in a post>ohaise. 0ame,up the valley of Up-
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husband, which ends at about 6 miles jErom the village, and puts 
one out upou'the Wiltshire Downs, which stretch away towards 
the West and South-west, towards Devizes and towards Salis
bury. After about half a mile of down we came down into a 
level country ; the flints cease, and the chalk comes nearer die 
top of the groimd. The labourers along here seem very poor 
indeed. Farmhouses with twenty ricks round each, besides 
those stahding in the fields ; pieces of wheat 50, 60, or 100 acres 
in a piece ; but a group of women labourers, who were attend
ing the measurers to measure their reaping work, presented 
such an assemblage of rags as I  never before Saw even amongst 
the hoppers a t Famham, many of >vhom are common beggars. 
I  never before saw country people, and reapers top, observe, 
so miserable in appearance as these. There were some very 
pretty girls, buf ragged as colts and as pale as ashes. The 
day was cold too, and frost hardly off the ground; end their 
blue arms and lips would have made a n y  heart ache but that 
of a seat-seller or a loan-jobber. A  little after passing by thpse 
poor things, whom I left, cursing, as I  went, those who had 
brought them to th is 'ta te , I  came to a  group of shabby houses 
upon a hill. While the boy was watering his horses, I  asked 
the ostler the rumie of the place ; and^as the old women say, “  you 
might have knocked me down with a  feather,” when he said, 
“  Hreat Bedwin.” * The whole of the tiouses are not intrinsically 
worth a thSlisand pous4s. There stood a thing out in the 
middle of the plaflb, about 25 feet long and 15 wide, being a 
room stuck up on unhewed stone pillars about 10 feet high. 
I t  was the Town Hall, where thp ceremony of choosing the two 
ilenibers is performed. “  This place sends Members to Par
liament* don’t  it ? ”  said I  to  the ostler. “  Yes, Sir.”  “  Who 
are Members now .? ”  “  I  don’t Itnow, indeed. Sir.” —J  have not
read the Henriade of J^olt^re f or these., 30 -years ; but in rumi
nating upon^the ostler’s /answer, and in thinjjmg how the 
world, yes, the whole «jprWJhas been deceived, as fo this matter, 
two lines of that poem came'Soross m y m em ory:

Repr5sentans du *f)euple, les Granite et l^ B o i:
Spectacle magnifique! Source saoriSe des lois!

Trhe Frenchman, for want of imderstanding the .TH IK^ as 
ipeU as I  do, left the eulogium incomplete. I  therefore here add 
four lines, which I  request those who phblish future editions 
of the Henriade to insert in continuation of the above dulogiUm 

«of Voltaire. * . .
'* I wlU not swear to the very words; but this is the meaning of Voltaire: 

“ Representatives of theapeoi^e, the lords and the'K ing: Magnificent 
“ spectaclet £jf>eredsourc%ottbelaws!”
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Bepr^sentana du peuple, qiie celni-ci ignpre,
SontJait k miracle pour garder son O r!
Peuple trop lieureux, que le bonheur inond©!
L ’envie de vos yoisins, admir© du monde! *

The first line was suggested by the o stler; the last by the 
words which we so very often hear from the bar, the bench, the 
seats, the pulpit, and the throne. Doubtless my poetry is not 
equal to that of Voltaire ; but my rhyme is as good as his, and 
my reason is a great deal better.— În quitting this villanous place 
we see the extensive and uncommonly ugly park and domain of 
L ord A tlesbu kv , who seems to have tacked park on to park, 
like so many outworks of a fortified city. I  suppose here are 
50 or 100 farms of former days swallowed up. They have been 
bought, I  dare say, from time to time; and it  would be a labour 
very well worthy of reward by the public, to trace to its source 
the money by which these immense domains. In different parts 
of the country, have been formed !—MAELBOEOtrOH, which is an 
ill-looking place enough, is succeeded, on m y road to Swikdqn, 
by an extensive and Tery beautiful do#n about 4 miles over. 
Here nature has flimg the earth about in a great variety of shapes. 
The fine short smooth grass has about 9 inches of mould under 
it,' and then comes the chalk. The water that runs down the 
narrow side-hill vaUeys is»oaught, in different parts of the down, 
in basins made on purpose, and lij^jd with clay apparently. 
This is for watering the sheep in summer; «sure sign of a  really 
dry so il; and yet the grass never parches upon these downs. 
The chalk holds the moisture, and the grass is fed by  the dews in 
hot and dry weather.— A t the end of this down the high-country 
ends. The hill Is high and steep, and from It you lopk imme
diately down into a level farming country; a nttle further on 
into ^ e  dairyrcountry, whence the North-Wilts cheese comes; 
and, beyond th^t, info the vale of k r k ^ ir e , and^ven to Oxford, 
which lies away to the North-ea|t from this iiill.— The land 
continues good, flat and rather -#et to Swindon, which Is a  plain 
country town, bOilt-of the stone which is found a t about 6 feet 
Under ground abou^ here.— I come in  now towards Cirencester, 
thro’ the dairy county of North Wilts.

Cirencester,
Wednesday (Noon), 7 ivo®,

I slept at a Dairy-farm house at Hannington, about eight 
miles from Swindo^, and five on one side of-my road. I  j---—

^ ** Kepresentatives of the people, of whom the people know nothing, 
”  must be miraculously well calculated to have the care of their m oney! Oh 1 

People too happy f overwhelmed with blessin|h! The envy o f your neigh- 
hours, And admired hy the whole worlds'* *
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through that villanous hole, Cricklade, about two hotics StgO}' 
and, certainly, a more rascally lodking place I  never set m y ©yeS 
on. I  wished to avoid it, but could get along no other way. 
All along here the land is a whitish Stiff loam upon a bed of soft 
stone, which is found at various distances from the surface, 
sometimes two feet and sometimes ten. Here and there a  field 
is fenced with this stone, laid  together in  walls without mortar 
or earth. *A11 the houses and out-hoitses are made of it, aild even 
covered with the thinnest of it  formed into tiles. The stiles in 
the fields are made of large flags of this stone, and the gaps in 
the hedges are stopped with them.— ^There is very little Wood 
all along here. The labourers seem miserably poor. Their 
dwellings are httle better than pig-beds, and their looks in
dicate that their food is not nearly equal to that of a pig. Their 
wretched hovels are stuck upon little bits of ground on the road 
side, where the space has been wider than, the road demanded. 
In many places they have n ot two rods to a hovel. It se'ims 
as if they had been swept off the fields by a hurricane, and' lad 
dropped and found slijlter under the banks on the road sid e! 
Yesterday morning was a sharp fro s t; and this had set the 
poor creatures to digging up their little  plats of potatoes. Lx 
my whole life I  never saw human wretchedness equal to th is : 
no, not even amoqgst the free negroes in America, who, on an 
average, do nj>t work one d a y  out of four. And this is “  pros
perity,”  is it ? Thgse, OH P itt  I are the fruits of thji hellish 
system! However, th is Wiltshire is a  horrible coimty. This 
is the county that the Qallon-loaf man belongs to. The land 
all along here is good. Fine fields and pastures all around; 
and yet the cultivators of those fields so miserable 1 This is 
particularly the case on both sides of Cricklade, and in it  too, 
where everything had the air of the most deplorable want.—  
They are sowing wheaiTall the way from the Wiltshire downs 
to Cirencester jSthough therefis some wheat'up. ' Winter-Vetches 
are up in some places, a«id look very well!—rThe turnips of both 
kinds are good all along here.— I  met a  farmer going with porkers 
to Highworth market. Tli*y would Weigh; he said, four score 
and a half, and he expected to get 7a. fid. a score. I^xpect he will 
not. He said they had been fed on barley-m eal; but I  did not 
belTbve him. I  put it  to his honour whether whey and beqjj.s 
hgd not been their food. He looked surly, and pushed on.—  
On this stiff ground they grow a good m any beans, and give 
them to the pigs with w hey; which makes excellent pork for the 
ionduners ; but which must meet with a  p r^ ty  hungry stomach 
to swallow it  in Hampshire. The h°gs, aU. the w ay that I  have 
come, from Buckingh^shire, are, without a  single exception 
that I have seen, uie «ld-fashioned black-spotted hogs. ,Mr.
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'  BiiOTTNT at Uphusband has one, -whioh now weighs about thirty 
score, and wjU possibly weigh'forty, for she moves about very 
Easily yet. This is the weight of a good o x ; and yet, what a 
littie thing i t  is compared to an o x ! Between Crioklade and 
this place (Cirencester) I  met, in separate droves, about two 
thousand Welsh Cattle, on their way from Pembrokeshire to the 
fairs in Sussex. The greater part of them were heifers in calf. 
They stere purchased In Wales at from 3f. to 41. lOs. each! 
Kone of them, the drovers told me, reached 5f. These heifers 
used to fetch, at home, from 6f. to S!., and sometimes more. 
Many of the things that I  saw in these droves did not fetch, in 
Wales, 25s. And they gO to no rising m arket! i Now, is there 
a man in his senses who believes that this TH IN G  can go on in 
the present way ? However, a fine thing, indeed, is this fall of 
pficesl My “ cottager”  will easily get his cow, and a young 
oOw too, for less than the 5Z. that 1 talked of. These Welsh 
heifers will oalve about M a y ; and they are just the very thing for 
a cottager.

•  Gloucester,
Thursday (moridiig), Nov, 8.

In leaving Cirencester, which is a pretty large town, a  pretty 
nice town, and which the people call Cititer, l^came up hill into a 
country, apparently formerly a  down or oomrjpn, but now 
.^vided into large fields by stone vteHs. ^ ^ ything So ugly I  
have never seen before. The stone, which, on the other side of 
Ctoncester, lay a good way under ground, here lies very near 
to the surface. The plough is continually bringing it  up, and 
thus, in general, come the means of making the wans that serve 
as fences. Anything quite so cheerless as this I  do nofrreooUect 
to have seen 5 for the Bagshot country^ and the commons between 
Farnham mid Haslemeroj have Aeafh jR any ra te ; but these 
stones are quite abominable. The turnips are nRt a  fiftieth of a 
crop like those of Mr. Clarke at j^ofe-Apton in Norfolk, or Mr. 
Pym at Beigate in Surrey, or of Mr. Brazier a t Worth in Sussex. 
I  see thirty rmres here that have ]sa»food upon them than I  saw, 
tiie other day upon half an acre at Mr. Budd’s a t Bergholere. 
Can i t  be good farmii^ to plough and sow and hpe thirty acres 
tciiget what wojl be got upon half an acre ? Can that half Jore 
cost more than a tenth part as much as the thirty acres ? B»t 
if I  were to go to this thirty-acre farmer, and teu him what to 
do to the h ^  acre- would he not exclaim with the farmer at 
Botley: “ ■ W hat!’ Mwa away all tiiat ’mw grtmnd between IAr  
tains I Jod’S* blood ! -With the exception of a little dell 
about eight miles from Cititer, this misejipble country continued 
to the distance of ten miles, when, all ofta sudden, I  looked down
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from the top of a high hill into (he vale o f Gloucester! Never 
was there, surely, such a  contrast in this worjd I This hill is 
called Burlip HiZl; it is much about a  Itdle down it, and the 
descent so steep as to require the wheel of the chaise to be locked ; 
and even with that precaution, I  did not think it  over and 
above safe to sit in the chaise ; so, upon Sir Robert Wilson’s 
principle j f  taking care of Number One, I  got out and walked 
down. From this hill you see the Morvan Hills in Wales. You 
look down into a*sort of dish  with a flat bottom, the Hills are 
the sides of the dish, and the City of Gloucester, which you 
plainly see, at seven miles distance from Burlip Hill, appears 
to be not far from the centre of the dish. All here is fine ; fine 
farms ; fine pastures ; all enclosed fields ; all divided by hedges; 
orchards a plenty; and I  had scarcely seen one apple since I  left 
Berkshire.— G l o u c e st e r  is a  fine; clean, beautiful place; and, 
which is of a vast deal more importance, the labourers’ dwellings, 
as I came along, looked good, and the labourers themselves pretty 
well as to  dress and healthiness. The girls at work in the fields 
(always m y standard) *re n ot in rags, with bits of shoes tied on 
their feet and rags tied round their ankles, as they had in Wilt
shire.

JOURNAL : FROM GLOUCESTER, TO BOLLITREB IN  HEREFORD
SHIRE, ROSS, HEREFORD, ABINGDON, OXFORD, CHELTENHAM, 
BERGHCLBRE, WHITCHCTBOH, UPH0RSTBOURN, a S d  THENCE  
TO KENSINGTON.

Bollitree Ca,stle, Herefordshire, 
Friday, 9 Novi 1821. ■

I  GOT to this bft,utiful place»(Mr. W i l l i a m  P a l m e r ’ s )  yesterday, 
from Gloucester. This*is iti yie parish of Weston,, two miles 
on the Gloucester side of Ross, and, if not the first, nearly the 
first, parish in H#refordshi*o upon leaving Gloucester to go on 
through Ross to Hereford.— On quitting Glouceste?! crossed the 
Sememe, which had overflowed its banks and covered the 
meadows with water.— The soil good but stiff. The coppijjps 
a«d woods very much like those upon the clays in the South of 
Hampshire and in Sussex; but the land better for com and 
grass. The goodness of the land is showra. by the apple-trees, 
Snd by the sort of sheep and cattle fed here. - The sheep are a cross 
between the Eyland and Leicester, and the cattfe of the Here
fordshire kind. Thesa»would starve in the pastures of any part 
of Hampshire or Susses»that I  have ever seen.— A t about seven
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miles from Gloucester 1  came to hills, and the land changed 
from the whitish soil, which I  had hitherto seen, to a red brown, 
with layers of flat stone Of a  reddish cast under it. Thus it  con
tinued to BoUitree. The trees of all kinds are very fine on the 
hills as well as in the bottoms.— The spdt where I now am is pecu
liarly well situated in all respects. The land very rich, the pas
tures the finest I  ever saw, the trees of all kinds surpt^sing upon 
an average any that I  have before seen in England. * From tlio 
house, you see, in front and winding round ^  the left, a lofty 
hill, called Penyard Hill, a t  about a mile and a half distance, 
covered with oaks of the finest growth : along at the foot of this 
wood £we fields and oroha^s continuing the slope of the hill 

, down for a ebnsjderable distance, and, as the ground lips in a sort 
of ndgeS from the wood to the foot of the slope, the hill-aud- 
dell is very beautiful. One of these dells with the two adjoining 
sides of hills is an orchard belonging to Mr. Palmee, and the 
trees, the ground, and everything belonging to it, put me in 
mind of the -most beautiful of the spots in the -North of Long 
Island. Sheltered by a lofty wood; tlif grass fine beneath the 
fruit trees ; the soil dry under foot though the rain had scarcely 
ceased to fa ll; no moss^on the trees; the leaves of m any of 
them yet green; everything brought my mind to the beautiful 
orchards near Bayside, l it t le  Neck, Mosquito Cove, and Oyster 
Bay, in Long Island. No wonder that this is a i^untry of c«dcr 
and 'perry ; but what a shame it is*fliat Ijpre, a t any rate, the 
owners and cultivators of the soil, not content with these, should, 
for mere fashion’s sake, waste their substance on imne and s'pirits J, 
They really deserve the contempt of mankind and the curses 
of fiieir cliiidren.— The woody hill mentioned before, winds 
away to the left, and carries the eye on to the Forest of Dean, 
from which it  is divided by a  narrow and very deep valley. 
Away to the right of Penyard HiU liel  ̂ in the bottom, a t two 
miles distance, and On the bank <* the river thO town of
Ross, over, which we lopk dow%tlte vaie to Monmouth and see 
the. Welsh hills beyond ij. Beneath Penyard Hill, and on one 
of-the ridges before mentioned, is the parish phuroh of Weston, 
with some ^ e tty  white cottages near it, peeping through the 
o,rchard and other trees;. and coming to the paddock brfore 
the house are some of the largest and loftiest trees in the country, 
standing singly here and there, amongst which is the very 
largest and loftiest walnut-tree that I  believe I  ever saw, either 
in :4inerica or in. England. In  abort, there wants nothing but 
the autumnal colours of the American trees to make this ties 
most beaiitiful spot I  ever beheld.— I  was much amused for an 
hour after daylight this morning in loolyng at the dovds, rising 
a t  intervals from the dells the side of Penyard Hill, and
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flying to the top, and then over the Hill. Some of the clouds 
■ went up in a roundish and compact form. Others rose in a sort 
of string or stream, the tops of them going over the hiU before the 
bottoms ■ were clear of the place whence they had arisen. Some
times the clouds gathered themselves together along the top 
of the hill, and seemed to connect the topmost trees -with the
skj'.----- 1 ^ave been to-day to  look at Mr. P almek’s fine crops
of Svxdish Turnips, ■ which are, in general, called “  Swedes." 
These crops having been raised according to my plan, I  feel, 
of course, great interest in the matter. The Swedes opcupy 
two fields: one of thirteen, and one of seventeen acres. The 
main part of the seventeen-acre field was drilled, on ridges, 
four feet apart, a single row on a ridge, at different times, between 
Kith April and 29th May. A n acre and a half of this piece was 
tTansptajUcd on four-feet ridges 30th July. About half an acre 
across the middle of the field was sown hroad-cast 14th April.—  
In the thirteen-acre field there is about half an acre sô wn broad
cast on the 1st of June ; the rest of the field ■ was transplanted ; 
part in the first week %f June, part in  the last week of June, 
part from the 12th to ISth July, and the rest {about three aoresj 
from 21st to 23vd July. The drilled ^wedes in the seven t̂een- 
aore field, contain full 23 tons to the acre ; the transplanted 
ones in that field, l(i tons, and the brojid-cast not exceeding 1 0  
tons. Those the thirteen-acre field which were transplanted 
before the 21st July, oontJlfh 27 if not 30 tons; and the rest of 
that field about 17 tons to the acre. The broad-cast piece here 
(half an acre) may contain 7 tons. The shortness of-my time 
■ \vill prevent us from ascertaining the weight by actual weigliings ; 
but such is the crop, according to the best of m y judgment, 
after a v#ry minute survey of it  in every part of each field.-^ 
Now, here is a httlo short of 800 tons of food, about a  fifth part 
of which consists of to ^  ; ^ d ,  of course, there is about 640 
tons of bulb. M  to the vahk and l̂ses of this prodigious crop 
I  need say nothing ; and Its to*th%time and manner of so^wing and 
raising the plants for transplanting, the act of transplanting, 
and tlie after cultivation, Mr»PAmtKB has followed '^o directions 
contained in my “  Year’s Besidence in  -America ; ’ ’ and, indeed, 
he is forwanl to acknowledge that he had nefver thought of this , 

I moclo of culture, ■ which he has followed now for three yeai;§, • 
an*l which he has found so advantageous, until he read that 
work, a -work which the Farmer’s Journal thought proper-to 
treat as a romance.— Mr. Pa m iee  has had gtjpie cabbages of.the 
l»ge, drum-head kind. He had about three acres, in rows 
at four feet apart, and at little less than three feet apart in the 
rows, making ten thousttnd cabbages on the three acres. He 
kept ninety-five wethers ninety-six ewes (large fatting sheep)
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tipoa them, for fitie weeks all bat two days, ending in the first 
. wecli; of November. The $heep, which aro now feeding off 

yeUow turnips in an adfoioing part of the same field, eome back 
over the cabbage-ground and scoop ont Ae stumps almost to  the 
ground in many cases. This ground is going to be ploughed for 
wheat immediately. Cabbages are a very fine autumn, crop; 
but it is the Swedes on which you must rely for the spring, and on 
housed or stacked Swedes too > for they will rot in nlhny of our 
winters, if left in the ground. I  hawe had them rot myself, and 
I saw, in March 1820, hundreds of acres rotten in Warwickshire 
and Northamptonshire. Mr. PalMi e  greatly prefers the (rans- 
plantinq to the drilling. I t  has numerous advantages over the 
drilling; greater regularity of crop, greater certainty, the only 
sure way of avoiding the flu, greater crop, admitting of two 
months later preparation of land, can come after vetcMs out up 
for horses (as, indeed, a  part of Mr. Ralm ee ’s transplanted 
Swedes did)<and requiring less labour and ex^nse. I  asserted 
this in my “  Tear’s R e s i d e n c e and Mr. Fa i-mbi;, who has 
been very particular in ascertaining the fact, states positively 
that the expense of transplanting is not so great as the hoeing 
and setting out of the drilled crops, and not so great as the 
common hoeittgs Of broad-cast. This, I  think, settles the ques
tion. But the advantaggs of the wide-row culture by no means 
confine themselves to the green and root cro p ; Mr-^RALMEE 
drills his wheat upon the same r id ^ , without ]^oughing, after 
be has taken off the Swedes. He drills i t  at eigM inches, and 
puts in from eight* to ten gallons tp the acre. Hfo crop of 1820, 
drilled in this way, averaged 40 bushels to the' acre; part drilled 
in November, and part so late as February. I t  was the common 
Dammas wheat- His last crop of wheat is not y et aseertained; 
but it  was better after’ the Swedes than in  any other of his 
land. His manner of taking off the oi«p is excellent. He first 
puts .off and oarriPs away the tops\ Then he h »  an implement, 
drawn by two oxen, walking on %acfe» side of the ridge, with 
Whieh he cuts off the tap root of the Swedes -without distimhing 
the land pf the ridge. Any ohildvcan then puU up the bulb. 
Thfis the monnd, clean as a garden, and in that compact state -which 
■ the wheat is well known t f i^ e , is ready, at once, for drilling with 
^ ^ a t. As tp the uses to which he applies the prop, tops a ^ e l l  
^  bulbs, I  must speak of tlie-se hereafter, and in a  work pf a 
description different from this. I  have been thus particular 
herCy because the Farmer’ s Jourmd treatpd my book as a pack 
of lies. I  know that m y (for it  is mine) system of cattle-fo*d 
husbandry Will finally be that of cfll Rnglanid, as it  already is 
that of Ameriea; but what I am d,oin  ̂ here is merely in sdf- 
defonoo against the slanders, the mahgnaat' slanders, of the
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Farmer's JourruH- Where is a \fliig lord, who, some years ago, 
wrote to a gentleman that “  he would hare nothing to do with 
any reform that Cobbett was engaged in ”  ? But in spite of the 
brutal Journal, farmers are not Such fools as this lord was: 
they win not reject a good crop because they can hare it  only 
by acting upon m y plan ; and this lord wiU, I  imagine, yet see 
the day wken he will be less averse from having to do with a 
reform in which “  Cobbett ”  shall be engaged.

OU Uda,
Solurday night, Nov. 10.

W ent to  Hereford this morning. I t  was markebday. My 
arrival became known, and, I  am sure, I  Cannot tell how. A 
sort of buz got about. I  could perceive here, as I  always have 
elsewhere, very ardent friends and Very bitter enemies; but afl 
full of curiosity. One thing cpuld not fail to please me exceed
ingly : m y friends were gay and my enemies gummy : the former 
smiled, and the latter,%i endeavouring to screw their features 
into a  sneer, could get them no further than the half sour and 
half sa d : the former seemed in their looks to say, “ Here he
is,”  and the latter to respond, “  Yes, G----- d------ him 1 ” —1
went into the marketplace, amongst the farmers, with whom, in 
general, I  w a t e r y  much pleased. I f  I  were to live in the county 
two months, I  should be acquainted with every man of them. 
The country is very fine all the w ay from Boss to Hereford. 
The soil is  always a red loam upon a bod of stone. The trees 
are very fine, and certainly winter comes later here than in 
Middlesex- Some of the oak trees are still perfectly green, and 
many of the ashes as green as in September.— In coming from 
Hereford to this place^which is the residence of Mis. PitMER 
and that of hqj two younge^ sons, Messrs. Philip and W alter 
Palmer, who, with their brother, had accompanied me to 
Hereford ;• in coming to tniseplace, which lies at about two 
miles distance from the great road, and a t about an .equal dis
tance from H ereford and*from Ross, we met wjih something, 
the sight of which pleased me exceedingly : it  was that of a vfery 
pratty pleasant-looking lady (and young too) with two beautiful 
children, riding in a little sort of chaise-cart, drawn b y  an.^^s, 
i?hich she was driving in reins. She appeared to be well knqwn 
to m y friends, who drew up and spoke to her, calling her. Mrs. 
Lock, or Locky (I hope it was not Lockart),4ov some' such name. 
*fler husband, who is, I  suppose, some young farmer of the 
neighbourhood, may well call himself Mr.' Lucky.;- for to have 
such a wife, and for ^oh a wife to have the good sense to put 
up with an ass-cart, i!l order to avoid, as much as possibl
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feecliag those com orants -n'lio gorge on the taxes, is a blessing 
that falls, I  am afraid, to the lot of very few rich farmers, ilrs. 
Look (if that be her name) is a  real fraotical radical. Others oi 
us resort to radical coffee and radical tea ; and she ha? a radical 
carriage. This is a very effectual xVay of assailing the THING, 
and peculiarly well suited for the practice of the female sex. 
But the self-denial ought not to be imposed on th* Wife only: 
the husband ought to set the example; and let me hope that 
Mr. Lock does not indulge In the use of wine and spirite while 
Mrs. Lock and her children ride in a jackass g ig; for if he do, 
he wastes, in this way, the means of keeping her a chariot and 
pair. If there be to be any expense not absolutely necessary; 
if there bo to be anything bordering on extravagance, surely 
it  ought to be for the pleasure of that part of the family 
who liave the least number of objects of enjoyment.; and for a 
husband to indulge himself in the guzzling of expensive, un
necessary, and really injurious drink, to the tune, perhaps, of 
50 or 1 0 0  pounds a year, while he preaches economy to his wife, 
and, with a face as long as m y arm, tali* of the low price of com, 
and wheedles her nut of a  ourriole into a  jack-ass cart, is not 
only unjust b u t ■ unmattly*

 ̂ Old Hall, Sunday night, II  Nov.
We have ridden to-day, though Jn the rain i#r a  great part 

of the time, over the fine farm o O fr. Pbhlip Paim be, at this 
jffaoe, and that of Mr. W alter Palmer, in the adjoining parish 
of PJsrCOVd. Everything here is good, arable land, pastures, 
orchards, coppices, and timber frees, especially the elms, many 
scores of wMoh approach nearly to a himdr^ feet in height. 
Mr. Philip Palmer has four acres of Swedes on four-feet ridges, 
drilled on the 11th and 14th of Maj^ The plants were very 
much injured by the fy  ; so muoh,*that it was a||.uestion whether

was twice ploughed between the ridges. The crop here is very 
fine I and I^hOuld think that its weight could not be less than 
17 tons to the acre.— Of Mr. W alter P aljuer’s Swedes, five 
aca;es wfere drilled, on ridgeS nearly four feet apart, on the 3*1 of 
^ n e ; lour acres on the 15th of June; and an acre and a half 
transplanted (after vetches) on the 15th of August. The weijht 
of the first is about twenty tons to the acre ; that of the second 
act much less; and«that of the last even, five orsix tons. The first 
two pieces were mauled to jaeoCs by the fiy ; but the gaps wdfs 
filled up *by transplanting, the ground being digged on the tops 
of the ridges'to receive the pW ts. S* thaf» perhaps, a third 
part or more of the crop is due to ■ She tra,nsp.anting. As to
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kihes. They are very ; and, altogether, he
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distiuguishall 
inspire a ooi 
therefore, rid

lat any one but a  “  Icryal "  farmer might envy him— This is 
really the radical system of husbandry. Radical means, ielong- 
ing to the root; going to (he root, ilmd the main principle of 
this system (first taught by TvlD is that the root of the plant 
is to be fed by deep tillage while it  is growing; and to do this 
we must have our wide distances. Our system o:L husbandry 
is happily illustrative of our system of politics. Our lines of 
movement are fair and straightforward. We destroy all weeds, 

^vhich, like tax-eaters, do nothing but devour the sustenance 
that ought to feed the valuable plants. Our plants are all welZ 
fed ; and our nations of Swedes and of cabbages present a happy 
uniformity of enjoyments and b-dlk, ahd not, as in the bro^ -

------ ‘ ■ “̂yruption, here and there one of enormous size,
lusands of ô>Or little  starveling things, scarcely 
h  the k e ^ e st eye, or, if seen, seen only to 
pt of the musbandman. The Norfolk boys are, 

f i  caViiv.g tiheir Swedes Radical Swedes.

1 BoUitree, Tuesday, 13 Nov.
Rode to see a*yroue\belonging to JIrs. WBSTPHAlJlf,

which contains the very finest \trees, oaks, chestnuts, and ashes, 
that I  ever saw in Engtand. T his grove ts worth going from 
London to Weston to see. The Lad^* who is verj^much beloved 
in her neighbourhood, is, apparently, of thS dd school; and her 
house and gardens, situated in a  beautiful dell, form, I  think, 
the most comfortable looking thing of the kind that I  ever saw. 
I f  she had known that I  was in her grove,'! dare say she would 
have expected it  to blaze up in flames ; or, at least, that I  was 
come to view the premises previous to confiscation 1 I  can for
give persons like her; but I  ca m o t Jprgive the Parsons and 
others who have misled them ! Mrs. WESTPH4 1 JI1, if  she live 
many years, will find that the besk fri^ d s of the owners of the 
land are those who have endeavoured to produce such a reform 
of the Parliament as would have prevented the ruin of tenants. 
— This parish of W sbton is remawrable for hav.ing a. Rector 
who has constantly resided for twenty years / I  do fiot believe 
tixalt, there is an instance to match this in the whole kingdom. 
\ow aver, the “  reverend ”  gentleman may be assured that, before 
^ in y  .years have passed over their heads, they will be very 
Pad to reside in their parsonage houses.

•
BoUitree, Wednesday, 14 Nov.

Rode to the foi^st of Dean, up a v e ^  steep hill. The lanes 
here are beljween high banks, and on th#sides of the hills the road
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piwev that tranjgplanted on the ISth of August, aftS 

vetehes, it  is clear that there could hdrve been no crop withoufl 
transplanting; and, after all, the crop is by no means a badl 
one.— Ît is clear enough to mo that this system ■ will finally 
prerail all over England. The “  loyal,”  indeed, may be afraid 
to adopt it, lest i t  should contain something of “ radicalism.”  
Sap-headed,fools ! They will find something to do, I  believe, 
soon, besides railing against radicals. We will din “  radical ”  
and “  national faith ”  in their ears, till they shall dread the din 
as much as a dog does the sopnd of the bell that is tied to the* 
■ whip.

 ̂  ̂ Bollitree, Monday, 12 Nov.
also

the three 
gh round at 
There was a 

and 
acres 

‘thirty 
ighed one of

Returned this morning and rirfe about th 
about that of Mr. WnswAr., where I  saw, for 
plough going without being held. Ifhe man. 
horses that drew the plough, and carried the 
the ends; but left it  to itself the rest'nf the th 
skim coulter that tu m e i the swarfs in under th 
the work ■ was done very neatly. This gentlema' 
of cahhages. On ridges four feet apart, jjdth a dif 
inches between the plants on thwridge. He has 
what he deemed an asrerage weight, and^ormd it  to ■ weigh fifteen 
pounds without the stumor Sow, as ttiere are 4,320 upon an 
acre, the wfeight of tli© aCrcS is thirty tons all but 400 pounds ! 
This is a  prodigious crop, and it is peculiarly well suited for 
food for dieep a t this season of the ymr. Indeed it  is good for 
any farmrstock, oxen, cows, pigs: all like these loa v̂ed cabbages. 
For hogs in yard, after the stubbles are gone; and before the tops 
of the Swedes oome in. What masses of manure m ay be created 
by this moana 1 But, above all things, for sheep to feed ofi upon 
the ground. Common ^hrnipS have not half the substance in 
them weight for^tlight. Then they are in the ground ; they are 
dirty, and in wet weathe# th^ sl ĉep must starve, or eat a great 
deal of dirt. This very day, for instance, what a  sorry sight 
is a flock of fatting sheep <pon turnips; what a ^less of dirt 
and atubbldl' The cabbage stands boldly up above the ground, 
and ̂ the sheep eats it  all n p  without treadmg U morsel in the 
dirt. Mr. WnnfAl. has a large flock of sheep feeding on 
cabbages, which they will have finished, perhaps, by Januarf 
This gentleman also has some “  radical Swedes," as they -.ciJ _ 
them in Norfolk. ' A  part of his crop is on ridges five'feet apart 
■ Btth two rows on the ridge, a part on four feet ridges ■ with one 
row On the ridge. I  cannot see that anything Is gained in weighif 
by the double rows. Ibdiink that there may be nearly tw'enty 
tons to the acre. Anoflier piece Mr. Winnal transphanted after
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rater having long ago washed all the earth away, 
e, I  ihifl, carried on here, as is the case in all the 

Tfor&sta'!, Are these things dwai/s to be carried on 
Here is a domain of thirty thousand acres of the 

r-land in the world, and with coal-mines endless! 
i nothing i  Cannot each acre yield ten trees a year ?

_ se trees worth a pound apiece ? Is not the estate 
xee or four hundred thousand pounds a year ? And does 
anything to the 'public, to whom it belongs ? But it is 

to  waste one’s breath in this way. W e must have a 
of the Parliament: without it  the whole thihg Will fall 

ces.— T̂he only good purpose that these forests answer 
Fiiat of furnishing a  place of being to labourers’ families on 
L'ir sk irts ; and hero their cottages are very neat, and the 

I look hearty and well, just as they do round the forests in 
ampshire. Every cottage has a  pig or two. These graze in 

forest, and, in the fall, eat aeoms and beech-nOts and the 
i  of the ash; for these last, as well as the others, are very 
. o f oil, and a  pig tlsat is p ut to his shifts will pick the seed 

fery  nicely out from the husks. Some of these foresters keep 
bows, and all of them have bits of ground, cribbed, of course, at 
different times, from the fo rest: and to what better use can 
the ground be put % I  saw several whpat stubbles from 40 rods 
to 1 0  rods. 4  naked one man how much wheat he had from 
about 10 rods. He^aid ifiCre than two bushels. Here is bread 
for three weeks, or more perhaps; and a winter’s straw for the 
pig besides. Ain these things nothing t The dead limbs and 
old roots of the forest give fn d ; and how happy are these people, 
compared with the poor creatures about Great Bedwin and 
Criclclade, where they have neither land nor shelter, and where 
I  saw the girls carrying home bean and wheat stubble for fu e l! , 
Those countries, alway^but badly furnished with fuel, the deso
lating and danmable system of paper-money, by sweeping away 
small homesteads, and iayiflg ^ n  farms into one, has literally 
stripped of all shelter for the labourer. A  farmer, in,such oases, 
has a  whole domain in his hands, and this not onlv to  the mani- , 
fest injury of the public at large, b u t in open DiolaSlon of posUive 
lav  ̂ The poor forger is hanged ; but where is the prosecutor 
of the monopolizing farmer, though the lav) is as clear in the one 
case as in the other ? But it  required this infernal system t o  
render every wholesome regulation nugatory; and to reduce to 
such abject misery a people famed in aU ages for the goodness 
®f their food and their dress. There is one termer, in the North 
of Hampshire, who has nearly eight thousand acres Of land in his 
hands; who grows foHrteen hundred acres, of wheat and two 
thousand acres of b a rl^  I H e occupies what was formerly 40
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farms ! Is it  any tvonder that paupers iiicreasa 
not here cause enough for the increase of poor, wj 
to the doctrine of the barbarous and impious Ma3 
assistants, the fedosofors of the Edinburgh Review’ll

g'sts and umderstrappcrs of the Whig-Oligaicli^ 
nner has done nothing •mdainfuil”  some one wi 

say he has ; for there is a  law to forbid him thus to,; 
land. But no matter ; the laws, the management of 1 
of a  nation, ought to he such as to preveni the existence of i 
tation to such monopoly. And, even now, the evil ough'3 
remedied, and could be remedied, in the space of half 
years. The disappearance of the paper-money would d3 
thing in tim e; but this might be assisted b y  legislative : 
ures.— In returning from Ihe forest we were overtaken b y l 
son, whom I  had begged to come from London to see this beautil 
oountry. On the road-side we saw tw o lazy-looking feUmd 
in long great-coats and bundles in their hands, going in t^  
cottage. “  W hat do you deal in ? ”  said I, to one of 
who had not yet entered the house. # “  In  the ‘medical .... 
said he. And I  find that vagabonds of this description 
seen aU over the country ̂ ith  tealieences in  their pockets. ThcJ 
vend tea, drugs, and rdigtous tracts. The first to bring the body 
Into a debilitated state ;• the second to finish the corporeal part 
of the business; and the third to pr^ are the sp^-it for its sepa
ration from the clay 1 Never was*# system so well calculated 
as the present to  degrade, debase, and enstove a  people I Law, 
and as if that wore not suflacient, enormous subscriptions are 
made; everything that can be done is done to favour these 
perambulatory impostors in their depredations on the ignorant, 
while everything that can be done is done to prevent them from 
reading, or from hearing of, anythiim that has a tendency 
to give them rational notions, or to  bCTcer their lot. However, 
ajl is not buried in ignorance. Down the del^ and beautiful 
valley between Penyard Hill %pd*the«Hill3  on the side of the 
Forest of Dean, there runs a stream of water. On that stream 
of water thme is a paper-mill. In that paper-mill there is a set 
of workmen; That set of workmen do, I  am told, take the 
Register, and have taken it  for years I It  was to these gooc^and 
sensible men, it  is supposedi that the ringing of the hdls of Weston « 
^ureh, upon my arriyal, -fras to be ascribed; for nobody that 
I m sit^ l^d any knowledge of the cause. W hat a  subject for 
lamentation, with,corrupt hypocrites! That even on this 
secluded spot there should he a leaven of common-sense! N<̂ : * 
aU is npt enveloped in brute ignorance yet, in spite of every 
artifice. that hellish Corruption has be*n able to employ; in 
spite of all her menaces and all her brutalities and cruelties.
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Old Hcdh Thmsday, 15 Nov.
We came this morning from Bollitree to Ro^s-Mar'ket, and, 

thence, to this place. Ross is an old-fashioned tow n; 'but it 
is very beautifully situated, and if there is little of finery in th® 
appearance of the inhabitants, there is also little of misery- 
It is a  gooct plain country town, or settlement of tradesmen, 
whose business is that of supplying the wants of the cultivators 
of the soil. It  presents to us notliing of rascality and roguishness 
of look which you see on ^almost every visage in the horomyU- 
towns, not excepting the visages of the women. I  can tell ,a 
borough-town from another upon m y entrance into it  by  the 
nasty, cunning, leering, designing look of the people j a loo k 
between that of a bad (for some are good) Methodist Parson 
and that of a pickpocket. I  remember, and I  never shall forget, 
the horrid looks of the villains in Devonshire and Cornwall. 
Some people say, 0, poor fellows!  I t  is not their fault.”  
No ? Wlioso farilt is it, then ? The miscreants who bribe 
them ? True, that theseadeserve the halter (and some of them 
may have it  y e t); but are not the takers of the bribes equally 
guilty ? If we bo so very lenient here, ;^ay let us ascribe to the 
Devil all the acts of thieves and robbers; so we d o ; but we 
hang the thieves and robbers, nevertheless. I t  is no very 
unprovoking rt^cction, that from these smks of atrocious villany 
come a very considerai)le ptB-f of the men to fill places of emolu
ment and trust. What a  clog upon a  Minister to have people, 
bred in such scenes, forced upon him ! And why does this 
curse continue ? However, its  natural consequences are be
fore us ; and are coming on pretty fast upon each other’s heels. 
There are the landlords and farmers in a state of absolute ruin ; 
there is the Debt, puUin" the nation down like as a stone pulls 
a dog under water. Thn sy.stpm seems to have fairly wound 
itself up 5 to havff tied itself hand and foot with cord's of its own 
spinning !— This is the tOA*n t» w^jich P ope has given an interest 
in our minds by his eulogium on the “  Man of B oss"  a portrait 
of whom is hanging up in a, house in  which I  now am.— T̂he 
market at Ross was very dull. No wheat in demand. No 
buyei^. I t  must come down. Lord Liverpool’s remedy, a bad '' 

^larvest, has assuredly failed. Fowls 2«. a couple ; a goose froj^ 
"2s.^d. to 3 s .; a turkey from 3s. to 3s. fid. Let a turkey .come 
down to a shilling, as in France, and then we shall soon be'to 
riglits. ■ .

Friday; 16 Nov.
A whole day most dejightfully passed a hare-hunting, with 

a pretty pack of hounds io p t  here by  (Messrs. Palmer. They
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put jne upon a horse that seemed to have been made on purpose 
for me, strong, tall, gentle and bold ; and that carried me either 
over or through everything. I ,  who am just the weight of a 
four-bhshel sack of good wheat, actuaEy sat on his back from 
daylight in the morning to dtisk (about nine hours) without 
once setting my foot on the ground. Our ground was a t  Oroop, 
a  place about four mfles’ distance from this place. ,W e found a 
hare in a  few minutes after throwing off ; and in the course of 
the day we had to find four, and were never more than ten 
minutes in finding. A  steep and naked ridge, lying between 
two flat valleys, having a mixture of pretty  large fields and 
email Woods, formed our ground. The hares crossed the ridge 
forward and backward, and gave us numeroiis views and very 
fine sport— I  never rode on such steep groimd before ; and really, 
in going up and down some of the cra ^ y  places, where the rains 
had washed the earth from the rooks, I  did think, once or twice, 
of my neck, and how Sidmouth would like to see me.— As to 
the crudty, as some pretend, of this sport, that point I  have, I  
think, setUed in one of the Chapters o im y  “  Year’ s Uesidemce in 

' America.”  As to the expense, a pack, even a fuU pack of har
riers, like this, costs 1^  than two bottles of wine a day m th 
tbeir inseparable concomitants. And as to the time thus 
spent, hunting is inseps^ablo from early rising : and with habits 
of early rising, who ever wanted tin» for any bpjriness 1

Oxford,,
 ̂ Saturday, 17 Nov.

We left Old Hall (where we always breakfasted candle
light) this morning after breakfast; returned to fo U itre e ; 
took the Hereford coach as it  passed about noon ; and came 
in it through Gloucester, Cheltenhaffi, Korthleaoh, Burford, 
Whitney, and on to this city, where we arrived%bout ten o’clock.
I could not leave JSerefordshim without bringing with me the 
most pleasing impressions. I t  is not for one to descend to 
particulars m  characterising one’s^ersonal friends; and, there
fore, I  wUr content myself with saying, that the treatment I 
met with in this beautiful county, where I  saw not one single 
|aae‘ -that I had, to m y knowledge, ever seen before, was mucla 
more than sufficient to compensate to me, personally, for aU«fche 
atrocious calumnies, which, for twenty years, I  have had to 
endure; but where is ray country, a great part of the present 
hideouB suffering# of which will, by every reflecting mind, 4)e* 
easily traced to these calumnies, which have been made the 
ground/’ or y ete x t, for rejecting tha% counsel by listening to 
which those sufferings would have keen prevented; where is
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m y country to find a compensation ?----- Ât Gloucester {as there
were no meals on the road) we furnished ourselyes with nuts 
and apples, which, first a handful of nuts and then an apple, are, 
I  can assure the reader, excellent, and most wholesome fare. 
They say  that nuts of all sorts are unwholesome; if  they had 
been, I  should never have written Registers, and if  they were 
now, I  should have ceased to  write ere this ; for, upon an average, 
I  have eaiftn a  pint a day since I left home. In  short, I  could 
be very  well content to live on huts, milk, and home-baked
bread.------From Gloucester to Ohdienham the country is level,
and the land rich and good. The fields along here are ploughed 
in ridges about 2 0  feet wide, and the angle of this species of rooj 
is p retty  nearly as sharp as that of some elated roofs of house^ 
There is  no wet under; i t  is the top wet only that they aim at 
keeping from doing mischief.— Cheltenham is a  nasty, ill-looking 
place, half clown and half cockney. The town is one street 
about a mile long; but, then, at some distance from this street, 
there are rows of white tenements, with green balconies, like 
those inhabited by  the tax-eaters round London. Indeed, this 
place appears to  ije the residence of an assemblaro of tax-eaters. 
These vermin shift about between London, ChStenham, Batti, 
Bognor, Brighton, Tunbridge, Bamsgafe, Margate, Worthing, 
and other spots in England, while some of them get over to 
France and K a ly : Rustlike those body-vermin of different sorts 
that are foudU in differeai parts of the tormented carcass a t 
different hours of tfte day and night, and in different degrees 
of heat and cold.

Cheltenham is at the foot o f a part of that chain of hills which 
form the sides of that dish which I  described as resembling the 
vale of Gloucester. Soon after quitting this resort of the lame 
and the lazy, the gormandizing and guzzling, the bilious and the 
nervous, we proceededaon, between stone walls, over a  country
little better tlia* that from CJlrenoester to Burlip-hUl.----- A  very
poor. duU. and uninteresting country all the w ay to Oxford.

Burghdere (Bants), .
SutM y, 18 Nov.

We left Oxford early, and went on, through Abingdon (Berks) 
to Market-Ilsley. It is a saying, hereabouts, that a t OxfSrd 
toey make the living pay for the dead, which is precisely ac
cording to the Pitt-System., Having smarted on this account, 

jft'e were afraid to eat again at an Inn ; so vie pushed, on through 
Hsley towards Newbury, breakfasting upon the residue of the 
nuts, aided by a new supply of apples bought from a poor man, who 
exhibited them in his s^ d o w . Inspir^, like Bcm Qnixot^ by
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the sight of the nuts, and recollecting the last idght’s bill, I  ex
claimed t “  Happy ! thrice happy and blessed, that golden age, 
“  when men l iv ^  on the simple fruits of the earth and slaJM 
“  their thirst at the pure and limpid brook! when the trees shed 
“ their leaves to form a couch for their repose, and cast tjieir 
“  bark to furnish them w ith a canopy ! Happy age; when 
“  no Oxford landlord charged two men, who had drw pra into a 
“  common coach-passenger room, and who had swallowed three 
“  pennyworths of food, ‘ four shillings for teas,' and ‘ eightera 
“  pence for cold meaf,’ ‘  tw o shillings lor moidds and fire' m tins 
■“  oonimon coach-room, and ‘ five shillings for beds ( ' "  This 
was a sort of grace before meat to the nuts and apples; and 
iit had much nore m erit than the harangue of Don Quixote, 
for he, before he began upon the nuts, had stu/fed himself well 
with goat’s flesh and Wine, whereas we had absolutely fled from 
the breakfast-table and blazing fire at Oxford.— Upon beholdicm 
the masses of buildings a t  Oxford devoted to what they can 
“  learning," I  could not help reflecting on the drones that they 
contain and the wasps they send fort^l However, malignanf 
as scane are, the great and prevalent characteristic is foUg: empti
ness trf head ; want of ta len t; and one half of the fellows who are 
what they call educated Here, are unfit to be clerks in a  grocer’s 
ac mercer’s shop.— As I  looked np at what they call Dniuersiti 
Bcdl, I  could not help rdfleoting that what i  ha^written, even 
sJnce I  left Kensington on the 29tW«f October, would produce 
more effect, and do more good in the worldfthan all that had foi 
a  hundred years been written by all the members of this Uni
versity, who devoxu-, perhaps, not less than a million pounds a 
year, arising from property, completely a t the disposal of the 

Great Council of the N ation ; ’ ’-and I could not help exclaiming 
to myself: “  Stand forth, ye big-wigged, ye gloriously feeding 
“  Doctors 1 Stand forth, ye rich of that church whose poor 
“  have had given them a hundred thousand pounds a year, not out 
“  of your riches, but o u t of the fcjras, raised, in part, from the 
“  salt of the labouring m an ! wtand lorth and face me, who 
“  have, from the pen of m y leisure hoprs, sent, amongst your 
“ flocks, a  lltm dr^ tlicrusand sermons in ten.m onths! More 
“ than you have all done for the last half century 1 ’’— I  «x- 
claimod in vain. I  dare say (for it  was at peep of dayj that not 
a ^ a n  of them had yet endeavoured to unclose his eyes-i—In 
coming thro’ Abingdon (Berks) I  could not help tbinking of 
that great financier, Mr. John Maberly, by whom this p ( ^  has, 
I  believe, the honowr to be represented in the Collective Wisdost 
of the Nation.— In the w ay to Dsley we came across s part of 
that fine feact of land, called the Vale gf Berlcshire, where ihey 
grow wheat mdrbeans, one after anoQier, for many yearn to-
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gether. About three miles before we reached Ilsley we came 
to downs, with, as is always the case, chalk under. Between 
Ilsley and Newbury the country is enclosed ; the land middling, 
a stony loam ; the woods and coppices frequent, and neither 
very ^ood, till we came w ithin a short distance of Newbury. 
In going along we saw a piece of wheat with cabbage-leaves 
laid aU ovej it  a t  the distance, perhaps, of eight or ten feet from 
each other. I t  was to catch the dugs. The slugs, which com
mit their depredations in the night, creep under the leaves in 
the morning, and by turning up the leaves you come at the 
slugs, and crush them, or carry them away. But besides tbe 
immense daily labour attending this, the slug, in a field sowed 
with wheat, has a clod to creep rmder at evMy foot, and will not 
go five feet to get under a  cabbage-leaf. 'Then again, if the day 
be wet, the slug works by d ay as well as by night. It  is the sun 
and drought that he shuns, and not the light. Therefore the 
only effectual way to destroy slugs is to sow lime, in dust, and 
not slaked. The slug is wet, he has hardly any skin, his dime 
is his covering ; the smallest dust of hot lime kills him ; and a 
few bushels to the acre are sufficient. You must sow the lime 
at d'osk ; for then the slugs are sure^to be put. Slugs come 
after a crop that has long afforded a  great deal of shelter from 
the sun ; such as p(^s and vetches. In  gardens they are nursed 
up by strawteiry beds and by weeds, by asparagus beds, or 
by anjrthing that ren^ainslflr a  long time to keep the summer- 
sun from the earth. We got about three o’clock to this nice, 
snug little  farmhouse, and found our host, Mr. Budd, at home.

Burghdere, Monday, 19 Nov.
A  thorough wet day, the only day the greater part of which 

I  have not spent out oftloors^sinee I  left home.

^Burghdere, Tuesda/g, 20 Nov.
W ith Mr. Budd, we rod^ to-day to see the Fcujj? o/ TvU, at 

Shedborne, in Berkshire. Mr. Budd did the same thing with 
Arthur Young twenty-seven years ago. I t  was a sort of pil
grimage ; but as the distance was ten miles, we thought ̂ it
best to perform it  on horseback__We passed through the parish
of Highdere, where they have enclosed commons, worth, as tillage 
land, not one single farthing an acre, and never will and never 
*an be. As a common it afforded a  little pfeking for geese and 
asses, and in the moory parts of it, a little fuel for the labourers. 
But now it really can a«ord nothing. I t  will all fall to common 
again by  d^rees. This tnadness, this blind eagerness to gain, is
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BOW, I hope, pretty nearly over— A t East Woody we' passed 
the house of a Mr. Goddard, which is uninhabited, he residing 
at Bath.—’A t West Woody (Berks) is the estate of Mr. Sloper, 
a very pretty plaee. A  beautiful sporting country. Large 
fields, small wo<m s , dry soil. What has taken place here is an 
iustanee of the workings of the system. Here is a  large gentle
man’s house, But the proprietor Uts it (it is, just now, empty), 
and resides in a farmhouse and farms his own estate. Happy 
W the landlord who has the good sense to do this in time. This 
is a  fine farm, and here appears to be very judicious farming. 
Large tracts of turnips ; clean land; stubbles ploughed up early; 
ploughing with oxen; and a very large and singularly fme 
floek of sheep. ' Everything that you see, land, stock, imple
ments, fences, buildings; afl do credit to the OWnUr; bespeak 
lus sound judgment, his industry and care. A ll that is wanted 
here is the radicrA husbandry ; because that wotdd enable the 
owner to keep three times the quantity of stock. However, 
since I  left home, 1  have seen but Very few farms that I  should 
prefer to that of Mr. Sloper, whom I j^ave not the pleasure to 
know, and whom, indeed, I  never heard of till I  Saw his farm. 
At a village (certainly ^ m e d  by some author) called Inhpen, 
we passed a neat little nouse and paddock, the residence of a 
Jlr. Butler, a  nephew of Hr. Butler, who digd Bishop of Oxford, 
and whom I  can remembfer hearii^ preach at Fam tam  in Surrey 
when I  was a  very very little boy.*T hav^ his features and his 
wig as clearly in m y recollection as if I  had seen them but yester
day ; and I  dare say I  have not thought of Hoctor Butler for 
forty years before to-day. The “  loyal ”  (oh, the pious gang !) 
will Say that m y memory is good as to the face and wig, but bad 
as to me Boetor’s Sermons. Why, I  must confess that I  have 
ho recollection of them ;, but, then, do I  not make Sermons 
rnysdf ?-—-A t about two miles |rom fakp'en we came to  the 
end of our pilgrimage. The farm ̂  which was lilt. Tull’s ; where 
he used the first drill that evej u»s ; where he practised 
his husbandry; where he wrote that book, which does so much 
honour to his memory, and to whic^ the cultivators of England 
Owe so mucSl; this farm is on an op«i and somewhat bleak 
spot in Berkshire, on the borders of Wiltshire, and within Eivery 
^Ort distance of a part of Hampshire. The ground is a loam, 
mixed with-fiiuts, and has the chalk a t no great distance beneaith 
it. I t  is, therefore, free from wet: needs no water furrows; 
and is pretty good in its nature. The house, which has been 
im prov^ by Mr. Blandy, the present proprietor, is still but%  
plain farmhouse. Mr. Blandv has lived here thirty years, 
and has brought up ten children to mq(i’s and woman’s estate. 
Mr. Blandy was from home,! but AJtti. Blandy received and
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entertained us in a veiy hospitable mannen— rttuTned, not 
along the low land, but along the top of the downs, and tteoagh 
Lord CaemaxTon’s park, and got home after a very pleaeant day,

B urgh (les :e , W ednesday, 21 Nov-
We intended to  have a h u n t; but the foxhounds came across 

and rendered it  impracticable. As an instance of the change 
which rural customs have undergone since the hellish pai»r» 
system has been so furiously a t work, I  need only mention 
the fact, that, forty years ago, there were fim packs of foxMunds 
and fen packs of harriers kept within ten miles of Newbury; 
and th at now there is one of the former (kept, too, by siAscriy- 
tion) and none of the latter, except the few couple of dog? kept by 
Mr. Budd ! “  So much the better,”  says the shaJUow fool,
who cannot duly estimate the difference between a resident 
native gentry, attached to the soil, known to every farmer and 
labourer from their ohildhoock frequently mixing with them in 
those pursuits where all*irtificial distinctions are lost, practr i»g 
hospitality without ceremony, from habit and not on calculation ; 
and a gentry, only now-and-then residigg at all, having no relish 
for country-delights, foreign in their manners, distant and 
haughty in their bejjaviour, looking to the soil only for its rents, 
viewing it  asi^ mere object of speculation, unacquainted with 
its cultivators, despjging iSftm and their pursuits, ^ d  relying 
for influence, not upon the good will of the vicinage, but upon the 
dread of their power. The war and paper-system has brought 
in nabobs, negro-drivers, generals, admirals, governors, com- 
,missaries, contractors, pensioners, sineourists, commissioners, 
loan-jobbers, lottery-dealers, bankers, stock-jobbers; nOt to 
mention the long and Hack list in gowns and three-tailed wigs. 
You can see but few gc*d houses not in possession of one or the 
other of these. •  These, with the Parsons, are now the magis
trates. Some of the congeqveru^ are before u s ; hut they have 
not aU yet arrived. A  taxation that sucks up fifty millions 
a year must produce a n ^  set of proprietors every twenty 
years or less*; and the proprietors, v/hile they lastfcan  be little 
better than tax-collectors to the government, and scourgers 
of the people.— I must not quit Burglidere without notici]^ 
hkr. Budd’s radieal Swedes and other things. His is but minia- 
ture farming ; but it is very good, and very interesting. Some 
time in May, he drilled a piece of Swedes on four feet ridges. 
She fly took them off. He had cabbage %nd mangel-wurzel 
plants to put in their stead. Unwilling to turn back the ridges, 
and thereby bring the (kmg to the top, he planted the cabbages 
and mangel-wurzel on the ridges where the Swedes had been
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drifled. Hii$ was done In JunA Late in July, his neighbour, 
a farmer Hulbert, had a field of Swedes that he was hoeing. 
Mr. Rudd now pnt sonxe manure in the furrows between the 
ridges, and ploughed a furrow over it from each ridge. On this 
he planted Swedes, taken from farmer Hidbert’s field. Thus 
his plantation consisted'of rows of plants two foot apart. The 
result is a prodigious crop. Of the mangel-wurzel ^^eens and 
all) he has not less than twenty tons to the acre. He can scarcely 
have leas of the cabbages, some of which are green savoys as fine 
as I  ever saw. And of the Swedes, many of which weigh from 
five to nine poimds, he certainly has more than twenty tons to' 
the acre. So that here is a crop of, at the very least, forty tons 
to the acre. This piece is not much more than half an acre f  
but he will, perhaps, not find so much cattle food upon any four 
acres in the county. He is, and long has been, feeding four milch 
cows, large, fine, and in fine condition. Upon cabbages some
times, and sometimes on mangel-wurzel leaves. The butter 
is excellent. Not the smallest degree of bitterness or bad taste 
of any sort. Bine colour and fine taste. And here, upon not 
three quarters of an acre of ground, he has, if  he manage the 
thing well, enough food f^r these four cows to  the month of May ! 
Can any system of husbandry equal this ? W hat would he do 
with these cows, if he had not this crop ? « He could not keep 
one of them, except on hay. And he owes all thiawrop to  trans
planting. He thinks that the trans?)fanting, fetoning the Swede 
plants and aU, might cost him ten or twelve shillings. I t  was
done by women, who had never done such a  thing before.-----
However, he must get in his crop before the hard weather comes; 
or my Lord Caernarvon’s hares udll help him. T hey have begun, 
ahesdy; and it  is curious that they have begim on the mangel- 
wurzel roots. So that hares, at anv rate, have set the seal of 
merit ui>on this root.

Whitchurehy
* Thursday (night), 22 Nov. ,

We have come round here, instead of going by  Newbury in 
consequenoe^f a promise to Mr. B lount a t XJphulband, that I  
would caE on him on m y return. We left Uphusband b y  lamp
light, and, of course, we could see little on our way.

Kertsington, 
Friday, 23 Nov. ^

Got home by the coach. A t leaving Whitchurch we soon 
pa^ed ^ e  mill where the Mother-Bank^aper is made! Thank 
God, this mill is likely soon to want ^ p lo y m e n t! Bhttd by is
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a pretty park and house, belonging to “  'Squire ”  Portal, the 
paper-maker. The country people, who seldom want for sar
castic shrewdness, call it ' ‘ Mag HaU”  !— perceive that they 
are planting oaks on the “  wastes”  as the Agricvlturasses call 
them, about Hartley Mow ; which is very good; because the 
herbage, after the fust year, is rather increase than diminished 
by the operation; while, in time, tHb oaks arrive at a timber 
state, and add to the beauty and to the real loeaMh of the country, 
and to the real and solid wealth of the descendants of the planter, 
who, in every such case, merits unequivocal praise, because 
he plants for his children’s children.— The planter here is LAdY  
Mild m a y , who is, it seems. L ad y  of the Manors about hero. 
I t  is impossible to praise this act of hors too much, especially 
when one considers her age. I  beg a  thousand pardons! I  do 
not mean to say that her Ladyship is old ; but she has long 
had grand-children. I f  her Ladyship had been a reader of old 
dread-death and dread-devil Johnson, that teacher of moping 
and melancholy, she never would have planted an oak tree. I f  
the writings of this tinse-serving, mean, dastardly old pensioner 
had got a firm hold of the minds of the people a t large, the people 
would have been bereft of their v e iy  souls. Thdse writings, 
aided by the charm of pompous sound, were fast making their 
way, till light, rea^n, and the French revolution came tp drive 
them into ohjjjvion; or, at least, to confine them to the shelves 
of repentant, married old*ftikes, and those of old stock-jobbers 
with young wives standing in need of something to keep down 
the rmruly ebullitions which are a p t to take place while the
“  dearies ”  are gone hobbling to ’Change.----- “  After pleasftire
comes p ain ”  says Solomon ; and after the sight of L ady Mild- 
may’s truly noble plantations, came that of the olouta of the 
“  gentlemen cadets ” of the “  Moyal Military College of Sand
hurst t, ”  Here, close iby thp road side, is the drying-ground. 
Sheets, shirts, %nd all sorts of things were here spread upon 
lines, covering, perhapg, an Mre of ground I We soon after- 
v/ards came to ‘ ‘ York Place ”  on “  Osnaburg HiU.”  And is 
there never to be an end pf these things ? Aw ay to the left, 
wo see that immense building, which contains children breeding 
up to be military commanders't Has this plan cost so little as 
two millions of pounds ? I  never see this place (and I  h^ve 
seen it  forty times during the last twenty years) without asking 
myself this question: Will this thing be suffered to go o n ; 
will this thing, created by money raised by loan ; wiU-this thing 
i)e upheld by means of taxes, while the irtterest of the Debt is 
reduced, on the ground that the nation is urume to pay the 
interest in  full ?— Ânsmpr that question, Castlereagh,Hidmouth, 
Brougham, or Scarlett. * '
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KEN TISH  JOVRSTAL : EBOM K E N SIN O TO lf TO D ABTFO ED , 
E O C H E S T E B , CHATHAM, A N D  rA V B E S H A M .

/ Tuesday, Detember 4, 1821, 
Mverton Farm, near FavershSm, Kent.

This is the first time, since I  went to Erance, in 1792, that 
I  have been on this side of Shooters’ HM. The land, generally 
speaking, from Deptford to Dartford is poor, and the surface 
ugly by nature, to which ilgliness there has been made, just 
before we came to the latter place, a considerable addition 
by the enclosure of a common, and by the sticking up of some 
shabby-genteel houses, surrounded with dead fences and thiiiw 
called gardens, in aU manner of ridiculoun forms, making, fll 
together, the bricks, hurdle-rods and earth say, as plainly as 
they can speak, “  Here dwell vanity and ‘poverty.”  This is a 
little excrescence that has grown out*of the immense sums 
which have been drawn from other parts of the kingdom to be 
expended on Barracks, Magazines, JIartello-Towers, Catamarans, 
and all the excuses for lavish expenditure ■ which the war for 
the Bourbons gave rise t^. All things wiU»return; these rub
bishy flimsy things, on this common, will first be Resorted, then 
crumble doWn, then be swept away,*Md tljp cattle, sheep, pigs 
and gSese will once more graze upon the common, which will 
again furnish heath, furze and turf for the labourers on the 
neighbouring lands.— ^After you leave Dartford the land becomes 
excellent, r  ou come to a bottom of chalk, many feet from the 
surface, and when that is the case the land is sure to be good ; 
no icet at bottom, no deep ditches, no water furrows necessary; 
sufficiently moist in dry weather* and*no water lying about 
upon it in wet weather for any length of time. Tne chalk acts as a 
filtering-stone, not aS a sieve, lil^ gravqj, and not as a dish, like 
clay. The chalk acts as the soft stone in Herefordshire does; 
but it is not^so congenial to trees ijiat have tap-roots.— Along 
through Gravesend towards Rochester the country presents 
a sort of gardening scene. Rochester (the Bishop of which 
is , or lately was, tax CoUectcrr for London and Middlesex) is a 
small but crowded place, lying on the south bank of the beautiflll 
Medway, with a rising ground on the other side of the city. 
Stroud, which you pass through before you come to the bridge, 
over which you go to enter Rochester; Rochester itself, and 
Chatham, form, in fact, cme main street of about two miles and 
a half in length-— Here I  was got into th» scenes of m y cap-and- 
feather days 1 Here, at betw'een sixtdfen and seventeen, I  en-
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listed for a soldier. Upon looking np towards the fortifications 
and the barracks, how many recollections crowded into my 
m ind! The girls in these towns do not seem to be so pretty as 
they were thirty-eight years a g o ; or, am I not so quick in dis
covering beauties as I  was then ? Have thirty-eight years 
corrected my taste, or made me a hypercritio in these matters ? 
Is it  that I  now look at them with the solemnness of a  “  pro
fessional flian,”  and not with the enthusiasm and eagerness of 
an “  amateur ? ”  I  leave these questions for philosophers to 
solve. One thing I  will say for the young women of these 
towns, and that is, that I  always found those of them that I 
had the great happiness to he acquainted with, evince a sincere 
desire to do their best to smooth the inequalities of Ufe, and to 
give us, “  brave fellows,”  as often as they could, strong beer, 
when their churlish masters of fathers or husbands would have 
drenched us to death with small. This, at the out-set of life, gave 
me a high opinion of the judgment and justice of the female 
se x ; an opinion which has been confirmed by the observations 
of my whole life.— Thi| Chatham has had some monstrous wem 
stuck on to it  by the lavish expenditure of the war. These will 
moulder away. I t  is curious enough that I should meet with a 
gentleman in an inn at Chatham to*give me a picture of the 
house-distress in that enormous wen, which, during the war, 
was stuck <m to t ’ortsmouth. Noteless than fifty thousand 
people had reen drawn *;»gether there! These are now dis
persing. The coa^lated blood is diluting and flowing back 
through the veins. Whole streets are deserted, and the eyes 
of the houses knocked out by the boys that remain. The jack
daws, as much as to say, “  Our turn to be inspired and to  teach 
is come,”  are beginning to take possession of the Methodist 
chapels. The gentleman told me that he had been down to 
Portsea to sell half ai^treet of houses, left him by a relation; 
and that noboBly would gi^e him anything for them further 
than as very cheap fuel and rubbish ! Good God ! And is this 
“  prosperity ? ”  Is thfe tlie ‘•prosperity of the war 1 ”  Have 
I  not, for twenty long years, been regretting the existence of 
these unnatural embossnJents; these white-s\«Bllings, these 
odious wens, produced by Corruption and engendering crime 
and misery and slavery ? We shall see the whole of these wens 
{(.bandoned by the inhabitants, and, at last, the cannons onifcho 
fortifications may be of some use in battering down the buildings. 
— But what is to be the fate of the great wen of all ? The 
monster called, by the siUy coxcombs of^he press, “ the me- 
tropolis of the empire ”  ? W hat is to become of that multitude 
of towns that has been stuck up around it ? The vilHge of 
Kingston was smoth^gd in the town of Portsea; and why f
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Because taxes, drained from other parts of the kingdom, were 
brought thither.

_The dispersion of the wen is the only real difSculty that I  see 
in settling the affairs of the nation and restoring it to a happy 
state. But dispersed it  mutt be ; and if there be half a million, 
or more, of people to suffer, thetionsolation is, that the suffering 
will be divided into half a million of parts. As if t^e swefling 
out of London, naturaUj' produced by the Bunding System, 
were not sufficient; as if the evil were not sufficiently great 
from the inevitable tendency of the system of loans and fimds, 
our pretty gentlemen must resort to positive institutions to 
augment the population of the Wen. They found that the 
increase of the Wen produced an increase of thieves and pros
titutes, an increase of all sorts of diseases, an increase of miseries 
of all sorts; they saw that taxes drawn up to one point pro
duced these effects; they must have a “  penitentiary,”  for 
instance, to check the evil, and that they must needs have in the 
W en! So that here were a million of pounds, drawn up in 
taxes, employed not only to keep the ^ ieves and prostitutes 
stiU in the Wen, but to bring up to the Wen workmen to build the 
penitentiary, who and whose families, amounting, perhaps, 
to thousands, make an adJition to the cause of that crime and 
misery, to check which is the object of the Pei^tentiary ! People 
would follow, they must follow, the million of mpney. How
ever, this is of a piece with all the re»t»of their goings on. They 
and their predecessors. Ministers and House, have been collect
ing together all the materials for a dreadful explosion; and 
if the explosion be not dreadful, other heads must point out 
the means of prevention.

Wednesday, B Dec,
The land on quitting Chatham is jh a lk * t  bottom ; but before 

you reach Sittingboume there is a vein of gftivel and sand" 
under, but a great depth of loam aljove. About Sittingboume 
the chalk bottom comes again, iBad continues on to this place, 
where the land appears to me to be as good as it  can possibly be. 
Mr. W illiamW alleb, at whose house I  am, has grown, this 
year, Mangel-Wurzel, the roots of which weigh, I  think, on an 
average, twelve pounds, and in rows, too, at only about thirty 
iuoiles distant from each other. In short, as far as soil goes? 
it is impossible to see a finer country than this. You frequently 
see a field of fifty acres, Tevel as a die, clean as a garden and as 
rich. Mr. Birkheck taeed not have crossed the Atlantic, and* 
Alleghany into the bargain, to look for land foo rich to hear wheat; 
for here is ar plenty of it. In  short, th ij is a country of hop
gardens, cherry, apple, pear and filbert «orohards, and quick-set
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hedges. But, alas ! what, in point of iamty, is a country , 
woods and lofty trees ! And here there are very few 
I am now sitting in a room, from the window of which 
first, over a large and level field of rich land, in which the 
wheat is finely come up, and which is surrounded by clipped 
quickset hedges with a row of apple trees running by the sides 
of them ; next, over a long succession of rich meadows, which are 
here caUeJ marshes, the shortest grass upon which will fatten 
sheep or oxen; next, over a little branch of the salt water which 
runs up to Faversham; beyond that, on the Isle of Shepry (or 
Shepway), which rises a little into a sort of ridge that runs along 
i t ;  rich fields, pastures and orchards lie all around m e; and 
yet, I  declare, that I  a million times to one prefer, as a spot to 
live on, the heaths, the miry coppices, the wild woods and the 
forests of Sussex and Hampshire,

Thursday, 0 Dec.
“  Agricultural distress ”  is the great topic of general con

versation. The Webb l^aUites seem to prevail here. The fact , 
is, fanners in general read nothing but the newspapers ; these, 
in the Wen, are under the control of the Corruption of one or 
the other of the factions; and in th? country, nine times out 
of ten, under the control of the parsons and landlords, who 
are the magistrates, as they are pompously called, that is to 
say. Justices Si the Peace.* *From such vehicles what are farmers 
to learn ? They arS, in general, thoughtful and sensible m en; 
but their natural good sense is perverted by these publications, 
had it  not been for which we never should have seen “  a sudden 
transition jrom war to peace ”  lasting seven years, and more 
sudden in its destructive effects at last than at first. Sir Edward 
KnatchbvU and Mr. Honeywood are the members of the “  Col
lective Wisdom ”  for tkis county. The former was, till of late, 
a Tax-CoUectorM I  hear that he is a great advocate for corn-biUsl 
I  suppose ho does not wish Jo let people who have leases see the 
bottom of the evU. Hi? may ^ t  his rents for this year ; but it 
will be his last year, if the interest of the Debt be not very greatly 
reduced. Some people hSre think that com i»  smuggled in 
even now! Perhaps it is, upon the whole, best that the defusion 
should continue for a year longer; as that would tend to make 
yie destruction of the system more sure, or, at least, make Wie 
cure more radical.

 ̂ Friday, 7 Dec.
I went through Faversham. A  very pretty little town, and 

Just ten minutes’ w a it  from the market-place up to the Dover 
tumplke-road. Here aje the ' powder-affairs that Mr. H umh
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exposed. An immensity of buildings and expensit-e 
Why are not these premises let or sold ? However, 

|PiIl never be done until there be a reformed ParliamM. 
little Van , that beauty of aU beauties; that oratori Of 

all orators; that saint of aff saints; that financier of aU finan
ciers, said that if Mr. Hume were to pare down the expenses 
of government to his wish, there would be others “  the Hunts, 
Cobbetts, and Carliles, who would still want the Expense to 
be less.”  I  do not know how low Mr. Hume would wish to g o ; 
but’ for myself I  say that if I  ever have the. power to do it, I 
will reduce the expenditure, and that in quick time too, down 
to what it was in the reign of Queen Anne ; that is to say, to less 
than is now paid to tax-gatherers for their labour in collecting 
the taxes ; and, monstrous as Va n  may think the idea, I  do not 
regard it  as impossible that I  may have such power; which I 
would certainly not employ to do an act of injustice to any 
human being, and would, at the same time, maintain the throne 
in more real splendour than that in which it  is now maintained. 
But I would have nothing to do wit^ any Vans,  except as 
door-keepers or porters.

Saturday, 8  Dec.
Came home very much pleased with m y visit to Mr. WaLkee, 

in whose house I  saw no drinking of wine, spirits, j r  even beer; 
where all, even to the little ohildrao) were up bjr candle-light 
in the morning, and where the most perfect sobriety was ac
companied by constant cheerfulness. Kent is in a deplorable 
Way. The farmers are Skilful and intelligent, generally speaking. 
But there is infinite corruption in Kent, owing partly to the 
swarms of West Indians, Nabobs, Commissioners, and others of 
nearly the same description, that have selected it for the place 
of their residence; but owing still mor* to the immense sums 
of public money that have, during the last thfcty years, been 
expended in it. And when one thinks of these, the conduct 
of the people of Dover, Canterbh^, and^ther places, in the case 
of the ever-lamented Queen, does them everlasting honour. 
The fruit in Kent is more select tharP in Herefordshire, where it 
is raiSed for cyder, while, in Kent, it is raised for sale in its fruit 
state, a great deal being sent to the Wen, and a great deal sent 
to*the North of England and to Scotland. The orchards ar« 
beautiful indeed. Kept in the neatest order, and, indeed, all 
belonging to them excels anything of the kind to be seen in 
Normandy; and asJ;o apples, I  never saw any so good in BVance* 
M those of Kent. This county, so blessed by Providence, has 
been cursed by the System in a peculiar ijpgree. It  has been the 
receiver of immense sums, rais^  on tlie other counties. This
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lias puffed its rents to an unnatural height; and now that the 
drain of other counties is stopped, it feels like a pampered pony 
turned out in winter to live upon a common. It  is in an extremely 
“  unsatisfactory state,”  and has certainly a greater mass of 
sufiering to endure than any dther part of the kingdom, the 
Wens only excepted. Sir E dwabd K natchbum ., who is a 
child of the System, does appear to see no more of the cause 
of these sflfferings than if he were a baby. How should he ! 
Not very bright by nature; never listening but to one side of 
the question; being a man who wants high rents to be paid 
him ; not gifted with much light, and that little having to strive 
against prejudice, false shame, and self interest, what wonder 
is there that he should not see things.in their true light ?

sroBTor^ A N D  SU IT O D K  JOTJENAL.

Bergj^Apton, near Norwich, 
Monday, 10 Dec. 1821.

F bom the l|̂ crt tcf Norwich, from which I  am now distant 
seven miles, there is nothi»g in Essex, Suffolk, or this county, 
that can be called *a hiU. Essex, when you get beyond the 
immediate influence of the gorgings and disgorgings of the W en; 
that is to say, beyond the demand for crude vegetables and 
repayment in manure, is by no means a fertile county. There 
appears generally to be a bottom of day ; not soft chalk, which 
they persist in calling clay in Norfolk. I  wish I had one of these 
Norfolk men in a copjiioe in Hampshire or Sussex, and I  would 
show him what»Zay is. C laris  what pots and pans and jugs and 
tiles are made o f ; and not soft, whitish stuff that crumbles 
to pieces in the sun, inSteaS dt baking as hard as a stSIle, and 
which, in dry weather, is to be broken to pieces by nothing 
short of a  sledge-hammei? The narrow ridges «n which the 
wheat is sown ; the water furrows ; the water standing in the 
dips of the pastures; the rusty iron-like colour of the water 
coming out of some of the banks; the deep ditches ; the n»ty 
look of the pastures— all show, that here is a  bottom of clay. 
Y et there is gravel to o ; for the oaks do not grow well. It 
iwas not till I got nearly to S u d b t o y  that I  #aw much change for 
the better. Here the bottom of chalk, the soft dirty-looking 
chalk that tho Norfolk neople call clay, begins to be the bottom, 
and this, with very litHg exception (as far as I  have been) is the
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bottom of all the lands of these two fine counties of Suffolk aftd 
Norfolk.— Sto bu by  has some fine meadows near it  on the sides 
of the river Stour. The laud all along to Bury Saint Edmund’s 
is very fine; but no trees worth looking at. Bury, formerly 
the seat of an Abbot, the last of whom was, I  think, ha^ed, 
or somehow put to death, by that matchless tyrant, Henry V U l., 
is a very pretty place ; extremely clean and n e a t; no ragged 
or dirty people to be seen, and women (yowng ones I  tnean) very 
pretty and very neatly dressed.— On this side of Bury, a ton- 
siderdble distance lower, I  saw a field of Bape, transplanted 
very thick, for, I  suppose, sheep feed in the spring. The farming 
all along to Norwich is very good. The land clean, and every
thing done in a masterly manner.

Tuesday, 11 Dec.

Mr. Samuhij Clarke, my host, has about 30 acres of Swedes 
in rows. Some at 4 feet distances, some at 30 inches; and 
about 4 acres of the 4-feet Swedes we^ transplanted. I  have 
seen thousands of acres of Swedes in these counties, and here are 
the largest crops that I have seen. The widest rows are de
cidedly the largest crop# here; and, the trarisplatUed, though 
under disadvantageous circumstances, amongst the best of the 
best. The wide rows amount to a t least 2t) to n j to the acre, 
exclusive of the greens taken off twa»aionths ago, Which weighed 
5 tons to the acre. Then, there is the inte:if tillage, so beneficial 
to the land, and the small quantity of manure required in the 
broad rows, compared to what is required when the seed is 
drilled or sown upon the level. Mr. N icholls, a neighbour of 
Mr. Clarke, has a part of a field transplanted on seven turn 
ridges, put in when in the other part of the field, drilled, the 
plants were a fortnight old. He has a  B»uch larger crop in the 
transplanted than in the drilled ^art. But, id it  had been a 
fy-year, he might have had none in the drilled ̂ part, while, in all 
probability, the crop in the traiftplauteS part' would have been 
better than it  now is, seeing that a, wet summer, though favourable 
to the hittingsof the Swedes, is by n6  means favourable to their 
attaining a great size of bulb. This is the case this year with 
all turnips. A  great deal of leaf and neck, but not bulbs in 
pwportion. The advantages of transplanting are, first, yoi» 
make sure of a crop in spite of f ly ; and, second, you have six 
weeks or two months longer to prepare your ground. And the 
advantages of wide«rows are, first, that you want only about* 
half the quantity of manure; and, second, that you 'plough the 
ground two or three times during the sunder.
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Grove, near Holt, Thursday, 13ft Dec.

Came to the Grove (Mr. Withers’s), near Holt, along "with 
IVIr. Clarke. Through Norwich to Aylsham and then to Ildt. 
On our road we passed the house of the late Lord Suffield, who 
married Castlereagh’a wife’s sister, who is a daughter of the late 
Earl of Buckinghamshire, who had for so many years that 
thumping linecure of eleven thousand a year iff Ireland, and who 
was the son of a man that, under the name of JVIr. Hobart, cut 
such a figure in supporting Lord North and afterwards Pitt, 
and was made a peer under the auspices of the latter of these 
two heaven-born Ministers. This house, which is a very ancient 
one, was, they say, the birth-place of Ann de Boleyne, the mother 
of Queen Elizabeth. Not much matter; for she married the 
king while his real wife was alive. I  could have excused her, 
if there had been no marrying in the case; but hypocrisy, always 
bad, becomes detestable when it resorts to religious ceremony 
as its mask. She, no more ;than Cranmer, seems, to her last 
moments, to have remembered her sins against her lawful queen. 
Fox’s “  Book of Martyrs,”  that ought to be called “  the Booh of 
lAars,”  says that Cranmer, the reoanter and re-recanter, held 
out his offending hand in the flames, Snd cried out “  that hand,, 
that hand ! ”  If he had cried out Catherine 1 Catherine ‘I I  
should have.thou^it better of him f  but it is clear that the 
whole story i#a he, invented by the protestants, and particularly 
by the sectarians, t 8  white-wash the character of this perfidious 
hypocrite and double apostate, who, if bigotry had something 
to do in bringing him to the stake, certainly deserved his fate, 
if any offences committed by man can deserve so horrible a 
pimishment.— The present Lobd Sotfibld is that Mr. E dwabd 
Haeboed, whose father-in-law left him 6001. to buy a seat in 
Parliament, and who <refused to carry an address to the late 
beloved and Itmented Queen, because Major Cartwright and 
myself were chosen to accompany him ! Never mind, my 
Lord; you wiU gro'# less "fastidious! They say, however, 
that he is really good to his tenants, and has told them, that 
he wfll take anything that they can give. Ther»is some sense 
in this 1 He is a great Bible Man; and it is strange that he 
caimot see, that things are out of order, "when his interference 
tu this way can be at all necessary, while there is a Church tkat 
receives a tenth part of the produce of the earth.— ^There are 
some oak woods here, but very poor. Not like those, not near 
like the worst of those, in Hampshire and Herefordshire. AH 
this eastern coast seems very unpropitious to trees of all sorts.—  
We passed through tljp estate of a Mr. Marsin, whose house is 
near the road, a very peor spot, and the first really poor ground
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I have seen in Norfolk. A  nasty spe-svy black gravel on the t^p 
of a sour clay. It  is worse than the heaths between Gocjalinitig 
and lip h o o k; for, while it is too poor to grow anything but 
heath, it is too cold to give yOu the chirping of the grasshopper 
in summer. However, Mr. Ilarsin has been too wise to enclose 
this wretched land, which is just like that Which Lord Caernarvon 
has enclosed in the parishes of Highclere, and Burgholere, lind 
which, for tUlage, leaUy is not worth a single fartliing’ an acrt.—  
Holt is a little, old-fashioned, substantially-built market-tcwn. 
The laud just about it, or, at least, towards the east, is poor, 
and has been lately enclosed.

Friday, 14ft Dec.
Went to see the estate of Mr. Hardy at Leveringsett, a hamlet 

about two miles from Holt. This is the first time that I have 
seen a valley in this part of England. From Holt you look, to the 
distance of Seven or eight miles, over a very fine valley, leaving 
a great deal of inferior hiU and dell within its boundaries. At 
the bottom of this general valley, Mr. Hardy has a very beautiful 
estate of about four hundred acres. His^ouse is at one end of it  
near the high road, where he has a malt-house and a brewery, 
the neat and Ingenious msgmer of managing which I  would detail 
if m y total unacquaintanoe with machinery did not disqualify 
me for the task. His estate forms a valley « f  itself, somewhat 
longer than broad. The liops, and tljg sides of t]^ tops of the 
hiUl round it, and also several littlo*lullook# in the valley itself, 
are judiciously planted with trees of various sorts, leaving good 
wide roads, so that it is easy to ride round them in a carriage. 
The fields, the fences, the yards and stacks, the buildings, the 
cattle, aU showed the greatest judgment and industry. There 
was reaUy nothing that the most oritioal observer could say was 
out of order. However, the fotest trees do not grow well here. 
The oaks are mere scrubs, as they a»e abd^t Brei^wood in Essex, 
and in some parts of Cornwall; and, for some unacooimtable 
reason, people seldom plant t h e ^ ^  wl*ich no wind will shave, 
as it  does the oak.

Saturday, IS Dee.
Spent the evening amongst the Farmers, at their Market 

Room at H olt; and very much pleased at them I  was. We 
taSted over the cause of the low ‘prices, and I, as I  have don* 
everywhere, endealvoured' to convince them, that prices must 
fall a great deal lower y e t ; and that no man, who wishes not 
to be ruined, ought ^0  keep or take a  farm, unless on a calcula-< 
tion of best wheat at 4s. a bushel and a best Southdown ewe at 
15s. or even 12s. They heard me patiently, and, I  believe, 
were well convinced of the fenith of wfeat I  said. I  told them
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of the correctness of the predictions of their great countryman, 
Mr. PAifTE, and observed,[,how much better it would have been, 
to take his advice, than to burn him in effigy. I  endeavoured 
(but in such a case all human powers must f a i l !) to describe to 
them the sort and size of the talents of the Stern-path-of-duty 
man, of the great hole-digger, of the jester, of the Oxford 
scholar, of the loan-jobber (who had just made an enormous 
grasp), o f the Oracle, and so on. Here, as everywhere else, 
I  hear every creature speak loudly in praise of Mr. Coke. It  is 
wed known to my readers, that I think nothing of him as a 
pvhKc m an; that I  think even his good qualities an injury to 
his country, because they serve the knaves whom he is duped 
by to dupe the people more effectually; but, it would be base 
in me not to say, that I  hear, from men of all parties, and sen
sible men too, expressions made use of towards him that affec
tionate children use towards the best of parents. I  have not 
met with a single exception.

Bergh Apton, 
Sunday, 16 Dec.

Came from Holt through Saxthorpe and Cawston. A t the 
former village were on one end of a^decent white house, these 
words, “  Queen Caroline ; jor her Britons mourn,'’ and a crown 
over all in black. • !  need not have lacked to see: I  might have, 
been sure tHVt the owne%<jE the house was a shoe-maker, a trade 
which numbers mo*e men of sense and of public spirit than any 
other in the kingdom.— At Cawston we stopped at a public 
house, the keeper of which had taken and read the Register for 
years. I  shall not attempt to describe the pleasure I felt at the 
hearty welcome given us by Mr. Pern and his wife and by a young 
miller of the village, who, having learnt at Holt that we were 
to return that way, hml come to meet us, the house being on the 
side of the gre^ road, from -frhioh the village is at some distance. 
This is the birth-place of the famous Botley Parson, all the 
history of whom we new feaifced, and, if we could have gone 
to the village, they were prepared to ring the hdls, and show us 
the old woman who nursed the Botley Parson !  ^hese Norfolk 
haws never do things by halves. We came away, very much 
pleased with our reception at Cawston, and with a promise, on my 
lart, that, if I  visited the county again, I  would write a Regieter 
here; a promise which I  shall certainly keep.

Qregt Yarmouth,
Friday {morning), 21s< Dec.

The day before ye^erday I set out for Bergh Apton with 
Mr. Claekb, to come l»ither by the way oi-Becdes in Suffolk.
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We stepped at Mr. Charles Clarke’s at Beeclcs, where we saw 
some good and sensible men. who see clearly into all the parts,of 
the works of the “  Thunderers,” and whose anticipations, as to 
the “  general working of events,”  are such as they ought to be. 
They gave us a humorous account of the “  rabble ”  having 
reoentfy crowned a Jackass, and of a struggle between them 
and the “  Yeomanry Gavaltry.”  This wa$ a place of most 
ardent and blazing hyalty, as the pretenders to it  call i t ; but, 
it seems it now blazes less furiously ; it is milder, more measured 
in its effusions; and, with the help of low prices, will become 
bearable in time. This Beecles is a very pretty place, has watered 
meadows near it, and is situated amidst fine lands. What a 
system it must be to make people wretched in a country like 
th is! Could he be heaven-horn that invented such a system 7 

• Gafpee Goo era’s father, a  very old man, lives not far from here. 
We had a good deal of fun about the Gaffer, who will certainly 
never lose the name, unless he should be made a Lord.— We 
slept at the house of a  friend of Mr. Clarke on our way, and got 
to this very fine town of Great Yarmoutt yesterday about noon. 
A  party of friends met us and conducted us about the town, 
which is a vfery beautiful qpe indeed. What I  liked best, however, 
was the hearty welcome that I  met with, because it  showed, 
that the reign of calumny and delusion was passed. A  company 
of gentlemen gave me a ‘dinner in the evening, ^ d ,  in all my 
life I  never saw a set of men mor^lrorthy of m y respect and 
gratitude. Sensible, modest, understanding the whole of our case, 
and clearly foreseeing what is about to happen. One gentleman 
proposed, that, as it would be Impossible for all to go to London, 
there should be a Provincial Feast of the Oridiron, a plan, which, 
I  hope, will be adopted.— leave Great Yarmouth with senti
ments of the sinoerest regard for all those whom I  there saw 
and conversed with, and with myjcest Wishes for the happiness 
of ah its inhabitants; nay, even the farsorS not excepted; 
for, if they did not come to y^lcem e^e, they ooUeoted la  a 
group to se& me, and that was one step towards doing justice 
to him whom their order have so njueh, so foully, and, fi they 
knew their own interest, so foolishly slandered. ,

Bergh Apfen,
22«<i Dee. (nigh£f.

After returning from Yarmouth yesterday, went to  dine 
at Stoke-Holy-CroS&, about six miles off; got home a t mid*" 
night, and came to Norwich this morning, this being market- 
day, and also the day fixed on for a Radical Reform Diimer at 
the Swan to which L was invited* Norwich is a very fine
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city, and the Castle, which stands in the middle of it, on a hiH, 
is truly majestic. The meat and poultry and vegetable market 
is beautiful. It is kept in a large open square in the middle, or 
nearly so, of the City. The ground is a pretty sharp slope, so 
that you see aU at once. I t  resembles one of the French markets, 
only there the vendors are aE standing and gabbEng like parrots, 
and the meat is lean and bloody and nasty, and the people 
snuffy ana grimy in hands and face, the contrary, precisely 
the contrary of aE which is the case in this beautiful market 
at Norwich, where the women have a sort of uniform brown 
great coats, with white aprons and Mbs (I think they caE theml 
going from the apron up to the bosom. They equal in neatness 
(for nothing can surpass) the market women in Philadelphia.—  
The cattle-market is held on the hiE by the castle, and many 
fairs are smaBer in bulk of stock. The corn-market is held 
in a  very magnificent place, caEed Saint Andrew’s HaE, which 
wiE contain two or three thousand persons. They teE me, 
that this used to be a most delightful scene; a most joyous one ; 
and, I  think, it  was this^cene that Mr. CrrEWEK described in such 
glowing colours when he was taEdng of the Norfolk farmers, 
each worth so many thousands of pounds. Bear me witness, 
reader, that I  never was dazzled by such sights; that the false 
glare never put my^yes o u t; and that, even then, twelve years 
ago, I  wamgd hir. Ctow bu  of the result I Bear witness to 
this, my Disciples, and jit^ify the doctrines of him for whose 
sakes you have endured persecution. How different would 
Jlr. CuEWEir find the scene now I What took place a t the 
dinner has been already recorded in the Register; and I  have 
only to add with regard to it, that my reception at Norfolk was 
such, that I have only to regret the total want of power to make 
those hearty Norfolk and Norwich friends any suitable return,

Kensington,
Monday, 2-4 Dec.

Went from Bergh Apt6:g to Norwich in the morning, and 
from Norwich to London during the day, o a r r ^ g  with me

Jg'eat admiration of and respect for this county of excellent 
armera, and hearty, open and spirited men. * The N o rfi^  

people are quick and smart in their motions and in their speak
ing. Very neat and trim in aE their farming concerns, and very 
skiEiJ. Their laud is good, their roads are level, and the bottom 
• f  their sofl is dry, to be sure; and these ai5 great advantages ; 
but they are dEigent, and make the most of everything. Their 
management of aE sor1#i of stock is most |udicious; they are 
careful about manure | tlScir teams move quickly; and, in short,
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it is a county of most excellent cultivators.— The churches in 
Norfolk are generally large and the towers lofty. They have 
all been well built at first. Many of them, are of the Saxon 
architecture. They are, almost all (I do not remember an 
exception), placed on the highest spots to be found near where 
they stand ; and, it is curious enough, that the contrary practice 
should have prevailed in hiUy countries, where they |i.re gener
ally found in valleys and in low, sheltered dells, even in those 
valleys! These churches prove that the people of Norfolk 
and Suffolk were always a superior people in point of wealth, 
while the size of them proves that the country parts were, at 
one time, a great deal more populous than they now are. The 
great drawbacks on the beauty of these counties are, their 
flatness and their want of fine woods; but, to those who can 
dispense with these, Norfolk, under a wise and just government, 
can have nothing to ask more than Providence and the industry 
of man have given.

L asdlobd  D isteess Mkbtinos.

For, in fact, it  is not the farmer, but the Landlord and Parson, 
who wants relief from the “  Gollective.”  T^e tenant’s remedy 
is, quitting his farm or bringing down his rent to,what he can 
afford to give, wheat being 3 or 4 sMHings a bushfel. This is his 
remedy. What should he want high prices*for ? They can do 
him no good; and this I  proved to the farmers last year. The 
fact is, the Landlords and Parsons are urging the farmers on to 
get something done to give them high rents and high tithes.

A t Hertford there has been a meeting at which some sense 
was discovered, at any rate. The parties talked about the 
fund-holder, the Debt, the taxes, an^ so oi(> and seemed to be in a 
very warm temper. Pray, keep yourselves Sol, gentlemen; 
for you have a great deal to ei^ui^ y^t. I  deeply regret that 
I  have not room to insert the resolutions of this meeting.

There is to be a meeting at Roh^ '(East Sussex) on the 3rd 
instant, at wSich I  mean to he, I  want to see m y friends on the 
South Downs. To see how they look now.

J^At a public dinner given to Mr. Cobbett at Norwich, on the^ 
market-day above mentioned, the company drank the toa»fc 
of Mr. Cobbett and his Trash," the name “  two-penny trash,” 
having being at one time applied by Lord Castlereagh to the 
Begister. In acknetwledging this toast Mr. Cobbett addressee^ 
the company in a speech, of which the following is a passage :]

“ My thanks to you for having drui|^ my health, are great 
and sincere; but much greater pleasure do I  feel at the ap-
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probation bestow d on that Trash, which has, for ao many 
years been a mark for the finger of scorn to-be pointed at by 
ignorant selfishness and arrogant and insolent power. To 
enumerate, barely to name, all, or a hundredth part of, the 
endeavours that have been made to stifle this Trash would 
require a much longer space of time than that which we have 
now befoje us. But, gentlemen, those endeavours must have 
cost money ; money must have been expended in the circulation 
of Anti-Cobbett, and the endless bale of papers and pamphlets 
put forth to check the progress of the Trash ; and, when wo take 
into view the immense sums expended in keeping down the spirit 
excited by the Trash, who of us is to teU, whether these endeav
ours, taken altogether, may not have added many millions to 
that debt, of which (without any hint at a concomitant measure) 
some men have now the audacity, the unprincipled, the profli
gate assurance to talk of reducing the interest. The Trash, 
Gentlemen, is now triumphant; its triumph we are now met to 
celebrate; proofs of its triumph I  myself witnessed not many 
hours ago, in that seen# wliere the best possible evidence was to 
be found. In walking through St. Andrew’s Hall, m y mind was 
not so much engaged on the grandejjr of the place, or on the 
gratifying reception I  met w ith ; those hearty shakes by the 
hand which I  so njuch like, those smiles of approbation, which, 
not to see wi^x pride would argue an insensibility to honest fam e; 
even these, 1? do sigcerelf Assure you, engaged m y mind much 
less than the melancholy reflection, that, of the two thousand 
or fifteen hundred farmers then in ray view, there were probably 
three-fourths who came to the Hall with aching hearts, and 
who would leave it  in a state of mental agony. What a thing 
to contemplate. Gentlemen! What a scene is here! A  set 
of men, occupiers of the land ; producers of all that we eat, 
drink, wear, and of *11 that forms the buildings that shelter 
us ; a  set of me§ industrious and careful by habit; cool, thought
ful, and sensible frorn Ihe itLstjjpctions of nature; a set of men 
provident above all others, and engaged in pursuits in their 
nature stable as the very ^arth they t i l l : to see a set of men 
like this plunged into anxiety, embarrassment, je^ ardy, not to 
be described; and when the particular individuals before me 
were famed for their superior skill in this great and solid pursijjt, 
and were blessed with soil and other circranstances to make them 
prosperous and hap py: to behold this sight would have been 
more than sufficient to sink my heart within me, had I not 
«been upheld by the reflection, that I had d8ne aU in my power 
to prevent these calamities, and that I  still had in reserve that 
which, with the assistance of the sufferers themselves, would 
restore them and the nation to happiness.”
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SUSSEX jottestal; to battle, th eotoh  b k o m l e y , sbyest-oaks,
ABB TtrWEEIDaE.

Battle,
Wednesday, 2 Jan. 1822.

Ca m e  here to-day from Kensington, in order to see what 
goes oA at the Meeting to be held here to-morrow, of th^“  Gentry, 
“  Clergy, Freeholders, and Occupiers of Land in the Rape of 
“  Hastings, to take into consideration the distressed state of the 
“  Agricultural interest.”  I  shall, of course, give an account 
of this meeting after it  has taken place.— Ŷou come through part 
of Kent to get to Battle from the Great Wen on the Surrey side 
of the Thames. The first town is Bromley, the next Seven- 
Oaks, the next Tunbridge, and between Tunbridge and this place 
you cross the boimdaries of the two counties.— B̂Vom the Surrey 
Wen to Bromley the land is generally a deep loam on a gravel, 
and you see few trees except ebn. A  very ugly country. On 
quitting Bromley the land gets poorer; clay at bottom; the 
wheat sown on five, or seven, turn lanete; the furrows shining 
with w e t; rushes on the wastes on the sides of the road. Here 
there is a common, part j f  which has been enclosed and thrown 
out again, or, rather, the fences carried away.— There is a frost 
this morning, some ice, ând the women laok rosy-cheeked.—  
There is a very great variety of soil along this :r»ad; bottom 
of yellow c la y ; then of sand; th^ll of ^nd-stone; then of 
solider stone ; then (for about five miles) of chalk ; then of red 

. c lay ; then chalk again ; here (before you come to Seven-Oaks) 
is a most beautiful and rich valley, extending from east to west, 
with rich corn-fields and fine trees; then comes sand-stone 
again ; and the hop-gardens near Seven-Oaks, which is a pretty 
little town with beautiful environs, part of which consists of the 
park of Knowle, the seat of the Dijchessfif Dorset. It is a very 
fine jJaoe. And there is another park, on the 8 ther side of the 
town. So that this is a deligh]^ul»pla(^, and''the land appears 
to be very good. The gardens and houses all look neat and nice. 
On quitting Seven-Oaks you come Jo a  bottom of gravel for a  
short distance, and to a clay for many miles. When I say that 
I  saw teams carting gravel from this spot to a distance of nearly 

miles along the road, the reader will be at no loss to know, 
\^at sort of bottom the land has alT along here. The bottoti 
then becomes sand-stone again. This vein of land runs all 
along through the county of Sussex, and the clay runs into 
Hampshire, across the forests of Bere and Waltham, then across 
the parishes of Ouslebury, Stoke, and passing between the sand 
hills of Southampton and chalk hills o i  Winchester, goes west
ward till stopped by the chalky dowtis between Romsey and
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Salisbury.— Tunbridge is a small but very nice town, and has 
some line meadows and a navigable river.— The rest of the 
way to Battle presents, alternately, clay and sand-stone. Of 
course the coppices and oak woods are very frequent. There 
is now and then a hop-garden spot, and now and then an orchard 
of apples or cherries ; but these are poor indeed compared with 
what yoUjSee about Canterbury and Maidstone. The agri
cultural state of the country or, rather, the quality of the land, 
from Bromley to Battle, maybe judged of from the fact, that I  did 
not see, as I came along, more than thirty acres of Swedes during 
the fifty-six miles ! In Norfolk I should, in the' same distance, 
have seen five hundred acres! However, man was not the 
maker of the land; and, as to human happiness, I  am of opinion, 
that as much, and even more, falls to the lot of the leather
legged chaps that live in and rove about amongst those clays 
and woods as to the more regularly disciplined labourers of the 
rich and prime parts of England. As “  God has made the back 
to the burthen,”  so the clay and coppice people make the dress 
to the stubs and bushe#. Under the sole of- the shoe is iron ; 
from the sole six inches upwards is a high-low; then comes a 
leather bam to the knee ; then comes q^pair of leather breeches; 
then comes a stout doublet; over this comes a smock-frock; 
and the wearer seta brush and stubs and thorns and mire at 
defiance. I  have always observed, t fe t  woodland and forest 
labourers-are *best in The main. The coppices give them 
pleasant and profitable work in winter. If they have not so 
great a corn-harvest, they have a three weeks’ harvest in April or 
M ay; that is to say, in the season of barking, which in Hampshire 
is called stripping, and in Sussex flaying, which employs women 
and children as well as men. And then in the great article of 
fud ! They buy none. I t  is miserable work, where this is to be 
bought, and where, as tM; Salisbury, tbe poor take by turns the 
malang of fires fit their houses to boil four or five tea-kettles. 
What a -winter-life must Jhose le^d, whose turn it is not to make 
the fire! A t Launceston m Cornwall a man, a tradesman too, told 
me, that the people in generaj^could not afford -to have fire in ordi
nary, and that he himself paid 3d. for boiHng a leg of mutton at 
another man’s fire! The leather-legged-raoe know none of these 
miseries, at any rate. They literally get their fuel “  by hooh qj 
by  crook,”  whence, doubtless, comes that old and very expressive 
saying, which is applied to those cases where people wiU have a 
thing oy one means or another.

Bat&e,
 ̂ Thitrsday {night], 3 Jan. 1832.

To-day there has bee»»a Meeting here of the landlords and
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farmers in this part of Sussex, which is oaEed the Rape of HaM- 
ings. The object was to agree on a petition to Parliament 
praying for relief! Good God ! Where is this to end, ? We 
now see the effects of those rags which I  have been railing against 
for the last twenty years. Here wore collected together not less 
than 300 persons, principally landlords and farmers, brought 
from their homes by their distresses and by their alarms for the 
future ! Never were such things heard in any counfiy before; 
and, it  is useless to hope, for terrific must be the consequences, 
if an effectual remedy be not speedily applied. The town, which 
is small, was id a  great bustle before noon; and the Meeting 
(in a large room in the principal inn) took place about one o’clock. 
Lord Ashbumham was called to the chair, and there were present 
Mr. Curteis, one of the county members, Mr. Duller, who for
merly used to cut snch a figure in the House of Commons, Mr. 
Lambe, and many other gentlemen of landed property within 
the Rape, or district, for which the Meeting was hold. Mr. 
Curteis, after Lord Ashbumham had opened the business, ad
dressed the Meeting. • •

Mr, Full^ then tendered some Resolutions, describing the 
fallen state of the landed interest, and proposing to pray, gener
ally, for relief. Mr. Britton complained, that it was not pro
posed to pray for some specific measure, a^d insisted, that the 
cause of the evil was thS rise in the value of mqjiey without a 
corresponding reduction in the taJ* . — K  Comiftittee was ap
pointed to draw up a petition, which waS next produced. It 
merely described the distress, and prayed generally for relief. 
Mr. Holloway proposed an addition, containing an imputation 
of the distress to restricted currency and unabated taxation, 
and praying for a reduction of taxes. A discussion now arose 
upon two points: first, whether the addition were admissible at 
a l l ! and, second, whether Mr. HpUoway was qualified to offer 
it to the Meeting, Both the points having bee#, at last, decided 
in the affirmative, the addition, qjr amendment, was put, and 
lost ; and then the original petirien was adopted.

After the business of the day was ended, there was a dinner 
in the iim, A  the same room where* the Meeting had been held. 
I  was at this dinner; and Mr. Britton having proposed my 
health, and Mr. Curteis, who was in the Chair, having given it^ 
r  thought it would have looked like mock-modesty, which fc, 
in fact, only another term for hypocrisy, to refrain from expressing 
m y opinions upon a point or two connected with the business 
of the day. I  shWl now insert a substantially correct sketcl^ 
of what the company was indulgent enough to hear from me 
at the dinner; which I  take from the.report contained in the 
Morning Okronicle of Saturday last, ffhe report in the Chronicle
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has all the ■ ■ pith of ■ what I  advanced relative to the inutility of 
Corn Sills, and relative to the came of f urther dedining prices ; 
t-wo points of the greatest importance in themselves, and -which 
I  -was, and am, tmoommonly anxious to press upon the attention 
of the public.

The folio-wing is a part of the speech so reported :—
“  I  am fieoidedly of opinion, Gentlemen, that a Com BiU of no 

description, no matter -what its principles or provisions, can 
do either tenant or landlord any good; and I am not less de
cidedly of opinion, that though prices are no-w lo-sv, they must, 
all the present train of public measures continuing, be yet lo-wer, 
and continue lower upon an average of years and of seasons.—  
As to a Corn B ill; a law to prohibit or check the importation 
of human food is a perfect novelty in our history, and ought, 
therefore, independent of the reason, and the recent experience of 
the case, to-be received and entertained -with great suspicion. 
Heretofore, premiums have been given for the exportation, and 
at other times, for the importation, of co m ; but of laws to 
prevent the importation of human food our ancestors kne-w 
nothing. And what says recent experience ? When the present 
Corn Bill -was passed, I, then a farmeif unable to get my brother 
farmers -to join me, petitioned singly against this B iU ; and I  
stated -to my hrotBfer farmers, that s«ch a  BiU could do ns no 
good, -while IV would notj^^il to excite against us the iU-wiU of 
the other classes o f  the community; a thought by no means 
pleasant. Thus has it  been. The distress of agriculture was 
considerable in magnitude then; but what is it now ? And 
yet the BiU was passed; that BiU which was to remunerate 
and protect is stiU in force ; the farmers got what they prayed to 
have granted them ; and their distress, with a short interval 
of -tardy pace, has pr^eeded rapidly increasing from that day 
to this. What^in the way 6 f Corn BiU, can you have. Gentle
men, beyond absolute prohibition ? And, have you not, since 
about April, 1819, had«abs81u1fe prohibition ? Since that time 
no com has been imported, and then only thirty miUions of 
bushels, which, supposing ii»aU-to have been wheat, -»as a quantity 
much too insignificant to produce any sensible depression in the 
price of the immense quantity of com raised in this kingdom 
^noe the last bushel was imported. If your produce had falfcn 
m this manner, if your prices had come do-wn very low, im
mediately after the importation had taken place, there might 
have been some colour of reason to impute the faU to the im
portation ; but it so happens, and as if for the express purpose 
of contradicting the crude notions of Jlr. Webb Hall, that your 
produce has fallen in ;^oe at a greater rate, in proportion as 
time has removed you from the point of im portation; and,
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as to the circumstance, so ostentatiously put forward by Mr. 
Hall and others, that there is still some of the imported com 
«?iiold,'what does it  prove but the converse of what those Gentle
men aim at, that is to say, that the holders cannot afford to sell 
it at present prices; for, if they could gain but ever so little 
by the sale, would they keep it wasting and costing money in 
warehouse ? There appears with some persons to b* a notion, 
that the importation of com is a new thing. They seem to 
forgot, that, during the last war, when agriculture was so pros- 
perom, the ports were always open; that prodigious quantities 
of com were imported during the w ar; that, so far from im
portation being prohibited, high premiums were given, paid out 
of the taxes, partly raised upon Enghsh farmers, to induce men to 
import com. All this seems to be forgotten as much as if it had 
never taken place; and now the distress of the English farmer 
is imputed to a  cause which was never before an object of his 
attention, and a desire is expressed to put an end to a branch 
of commerce which the nation has always freely carried on. I  
think. Gentlemen, that here are reason^quite sufficient to make 
any man but Mr. Webb Hall slow to impute the present distress 
to the importation of c#rn; but, at any rate, what can you 
have beyond absolute efficient prohibition ? No law, no duty, 
however high; nothing* that the Parlianftnt can do can go 
beyond this; and this you now h^’se, in effect,,'hs completely 
as if this were the only country beneath «the sky. • For these 
reasons. Gentlemen, (and to state more would be a waste of your’ 
time and an affront to your understanding.s,) I  am convinced, 
that, in the way of Com BiU, it is impossible for the Parliament to 
afford you any, even the smallest, portion of relief. As to 
the other point. Gentlemen, the tendency which the present 
measures and course of things have to^arry prices lower, and 
considerably lower than they noyf are, and to^eep them for a 
permanency at that low rate, this is a  matter worthy of the 
serious attention of all connected *with the land, and particu
larly of that of the renting farmer. During the war no im
portations distressed the farmer. 4t was not till peace came 
that the cry of distress was heard. But, during the war, there 
was a boundless issue of paper money. Those issues were 
instantly narrowed by the peace, the law being, that the Baijl^ 
should pay in cash six mouths after the peace should take place. 
This was the cause of that distress which led to the present 
Com BiU. The di^pase occasioned by the preparations for cash- 
payments, has been brought to a  crisis by Jtir. Peel’s Bill^ 
which has, in effect, doubled, if not tripled, the real amount 
of the taxes, and violated aU ooutrao^? for tim e; given triple 
gains to every lender, and placed every borrower in jeopardy.
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Kensington, Kriday, 4 Jan. 1822.

Got home from Battle. I  had no time to see the town, having 
entered the Inn on Wednesday in the dusk of the evening, 
having been engaged all day yesterday in the Inn, and having 
come out *)f it only to get into the coach this morning. I  had 
not time to go even to see Battle Abbey, the seat of the Webster 
family, now occupied by a man of the name of Alexander t. 
Thus they replace them h It  will take a much shorter time 
than most people imagine to put out. all the ancient families.
I  should think, that six years will turn out aU those who receive 
nothing out of taxes. The greatness of the estate is no protection 
to the owner; for, great or little, it  will soon yield him no rents; . 
and, when the produce is nothing in either case, the smalt estate 
is as good as the large one. Mr. Curteis .said, that the land was 
immovable; y e s ; but the rents are not. And, if freeholds 
cannot be seized for common contract debts, the carcass of 
the owner may. B ut,^ n fact, there will be no rents; and, 
without these, the ownership is an empty sound. Thus, at last, 
the burthen will, as I  always said it urould, fall upon the land- 
owner ; and, as the fault of supporting the system has been 
wholly his, the burihen will fall upon^the right hack. Whether 
he win now ctjfl in the peojrle to help him to shake it  off is more 
than I can say ; but, if he So not, I  am sure that he must sink 
under it. And then, will revoUUion No. I. have been accom
plished I but far, and very far indeed, will that bo from being 
the close of the drama !— I oaimot quit Battle without observing, 
that the country is very pretty all about it. All bill, or valley. 
A  great deal of wood-land, in which the underwood is generally 
Very fine, though the oaks are not very fine, and a good deal 
covered with «a«s. T^is shews, that the clay ends before the 
top-root of the oak gets as deep as it would go ; for, when the 
clay goes the full depth, th» o^cs are always fine.— The woods 
are too large and too near each other for hare-hunting; and, 
13 to eoursing it is out of J;he question here. Bi;J it is a fine 
jountry for shooting and for harbouring game of all sorts.— It 
eras rainy’ as I came home; but the woodmen were at work. 
k great many hop-poles are cut here, which makes the oopplo#3 
Sore valuable than in many other parts. The women work in 
ihe coppices, shaving the bark of the hop-poles, and, indeed, 
it  various other parts of the businesA These noles are shaved to 
firevent maggots from breeding in the bark and accelerating 
she destruction of the pole. It  is curious that the bark of trees 
ihould generate m aggof*: but it  has, as well as the wood, a 
wgary matter in it. Tb® hickory wood in America sends out
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from the ends of the logs when these are buming, great quantities 
of the finest syrup that can be imagined. Accordingly, that 
wood breeds maggots, or worms as they are usually called, 
surprisingly. Our ash breeds worms very much. When the 
tree or pole is out, the moist matter between the outer bark 
and the wood putrifies. Ihenoe come the maggots, which 
soon begin to eat their way into the wood. For this reason 
the bark is shaved off the hop-poles, as it ought to be off all our 
timber trees, as soon as out, especially the ash.— Little boys 
and girls shave hop-poles and assist in other coppice work very 
nicely. And it is pleasant work when the weather is dry over
head. The woods, bedded with leaves as they are, are clean 
and dry underfoot. They are warm too, even in the coldest 
weather. When the ground is frozen several inches deep in the 
open fields, it is scarcely frozen at all in a coppice where the 
underwood is a good plant, and where it is nearly high enough 
to out. So that the woodman’s is really a pleasant life. We 
are apt to think that the birds have a hard time of it in winter. 
But we forget the warmth of the wc^ds, which far exeeeds 
an3ffhing to be found in farm yards. When Sidmouth started 
me from my farm, in 18i7, I  had just planted m y farm yard 
round with a pretty coppice. But, never mind, Sidmouth 
and I shall, I  dare say, have plenty of time and occasion to talk 
about that coppice, and many othgr things, l^ o re  we die. 
And, can I, when I  think of these things, no-si, 'pity those to whom 
Sidmouth owed his pouxr of starting m e!— But let me forget
the subject for this time at any rate__Woodland oomitries are
interesting on many accounts. Not so much on account of their 
masses of green leaves, as on account of the variety of sights 
and sounds and incidents that they afford. Even in winter 
the coppices are beautiful to the eye, while they comfort the 
mind with the idea of shelter and watmth. ^In spring they 
charge their hue from day to day during two whole months, 
which is about the time from th# first appearance of the delicate 
leaves of the birch to the full expansion of those of the ash; 
arid, even b^ore the leaves come a* all to intercept the view, 
what in the vegetable creation is so delightful to behold as the 
bed of a  coppice bespangled with primroses and Blue-bells 1 
'Sb-e opening of the birch leaves is the signal for the pheasai^ 
to begin to crow, for the blackbird to whistle, and the thrum 
to sing; and, just when the oak-buds begin to look reddish, 
and not a day befi^e, the whole tribe of finches burst forth in 
songs from every bough, while the lark, imitating them all, carried 
the Joyous sounds to the sky. These are amongst the means 
which Providence has benignantly appointed to sweeten the 
toils by which food and raiment are prexiuoed ; these the !l^glish
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Ploughman could once hoar without the sorrowful reflection, 
that he himself was a pauper, and that the bounties of nature 
had, for him, been scattered in va in ! And shall he never see 
an end to this state of things ? Shall he never have the due 
reward of his labour ? Shall unsparing taxation never cease to 
make him a miserable dejected being, a creature famishing in 
the midstiof abrmdanoe, fainting, expiring with hunger’s feeble 
moans, surrounded by a carolling creation ? O ! accursed 
paper-money! Has heE a torment surpassing the wickedness 
of thy inventor ?

SU SSE X  J O tT R X A i: TH BOU GH  C R O YD O N , G O D STO N B, E A ST-SE IN - 
STE AD , A N D  u a K E IB L D , TO DEW BS, A N D  B R IG H T O N ; RETURN
IN G  B Y  O D C K FrELD , W ORTH , A N D  R E D - H U i.

Lewes,
Tw siay, 8 Jan., 1822.

Came here to-day, from home, to see what passes to-morrow 
at a Meeting to be held here of the^Dwners and Occupiers of 
Land in the Rapes of Lewes and Peveusey.— In quitting the 
great Wen we go ihrough Surrey mgre than haE the way to 
Lewes. Eronj Saint Oeoĵ ge’s Fields, which now are covered 
with houses, we go» towards Croydon, between rows of houses, 
nearly half the way, and the whole way is nine miles. There 
are, erected within these four years, two entire miles of stock- 
jobbers’ houses on this one road, and the work goes on with 
accelerated force ! To be sure; for, the taxes being, in fact, 
tripled by Peel’s BiE, the fundlords increase in riches ; and their 
accommodations increase of course. What an at once horrible 
and ridiculous ^ in g  ftiis ocRmtry would become, if this thing 
could go on only for a few years! And these rows of new 
houses, added to the W«n, are firoofs of growing prosperity, are 
they ? These make part of the increased capital of the country, 

‘ ~ ........................  ' '  ■ ' "  I  know notdo they ? But how is thi* Wen to be u.»ô c/ocu/ £>- x jtmuw uuu 
whether it be to be done by knife or by caustic ; but, dispersed it 
must be I And this is the only difficulty, which I do not see the

f  sy means of getting over.— Aye ! these are dreadful thonghfig !
know they are: hut, they ought not to be banished from the 

mind ; for they wiE return, and, at every return, they wiU he more 
frightfid. The man who cannot oooEy look ^  this matter is unfit 
Tor the times that are approaching. Let the interest of the Debt 
be once weE reduced (and that must he sooner or later) and then 
what is to become of M f  a million at least of the people con
gregated in this Wen ?* Oh I precious “  Great Man now no
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more! ”  Oh ! “  Pilot that weathered the Storm ! ”  Oh !
“  Heaven-bom ”  pupil of Prettyman ! Who, but him who can 
number the sands of the sea, shaU number the execrations with 
which thy memoty will be loaded!— From London to Croydon 
Is as ugly a bit of country as any in England. A  poor si)ewy 
gravel with some clay. Few trees but elms, and those generally 
stripped up and villanously ugly.— Croydon Is a  go«d market- 
town ; but Is, by the funds, sweEed out into a  Wen.— Upon 
quitting Croydon for Godstone, you come to the chalk hills, 
the juniper shrubs and the yew trees. This Is an extension 
westward of the vein of chalk which I  have before noticed 
(see page 54) between Bromley and Seven-Oaks. To the west
ward here lie Epsom Downs, which lead on to Merrow Downs 
and St. Margaret’s HiU, then, skipping over Guildford, you come 
to the Hog’s Back, which is still of chalk, and at the west end 
of which lies Famham. With the Hog’s Back this vein of chalk 
seems to end; for then the valleys become rich loam, and the 
hills sand and gravel till you approach the Winchester Downs 
by the way of Alresford.— Godstone, IMiich is in Surrey also, 
is a beautiful village, chiefly of one street with a fine large green 
before it and with a pondiin the green. A  little way to the right 
(going from London) lies the vile rotten Borough of Blechingley ; 
but, happily for Godstonf, out of sight. A* and near Godstone 
the gardens are all very neat, and ^t the Iim A ere is a nice 
garden well stocked with beautiful flowejs in the seasoii. I  
here saw, last summer, some double violets as large as small 
pinks, and the lady of the house was kind enough to give me 
some of the roots.— From Godstone you go up a long hill of ciay 
and sand, and then descend into a levd country of stiff loam 
at top, clay at bottom, com-fields, pastures, broad hedgerows, 
coppices, and oak woods, which country continues till you quit 
Surrey about two miles before yoft reaol EastiQrinste^. The 
woods and ooppioes are very fine here. It  is the genuine oak- 
soil; a bottom of yellow clay tetany d ^ th , I  dare say, that man 
can go. No moss on the oaks. No dead tops. Straight as 
larches. T ljf bark of the young t*ees with dark spots in it ;  
sure sign of free growth and great depth of clay beneath. The 
wheat is here sown on five-tum ridges, and the ploughing is 
^ o n g st the best that I  ever saw.— A t East-Grinstead, w hii^ 
is a rotten Borough and a very shabby place, you oome to stm 
loam at top with sand stone beneath. To the south of the place 
the land is fine, qjid the vale on both sides a very beautiful 
intermixture of woodland and com-fields and pastures.-—A r  
about three miles from Grinstead you come to a pretty village, 

.called Forest-Row, and then, on the road to Uokfield, you cross 
Ashurst Forest, which is a heath, wfth here and there a few
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birch scrubs upon it, verily the most villanously ugly spot I 
ever saw in England. This lasts you for five miles, getting, 
if possible, uglier and uglier all the way, till, at last, as if barren 
soil, nasty spewy gravel, heath and even that stunted, were 
not enough, you see some rising spots, which instead of trees, 
presents you with black, ragged, hideous rocks. There may be 
Englishmen who wish to see the coast of jVom Scotia. They 
need not g* to sea; for here it  is to the life. If I  bad been 
in a long trance (as our nobility seem to have been), and had 
been waked up here, I  should have begun to look about for the 
Indians and the Squaws, and to have heaved a sigh at the thought 
of being so far from England.— Erom the end of this forest 
without trees you come into a country of but poorish wettish 
land. Passing through the village of Uckfield, you find an 
enclosed country, with a soil of a clay oast all the way to within 
about three miles of Lewes, when you get to a chalk bottom, 
and rich land. I  was at Lewes at the beginning of last harvest, 
and saw the fine farms of the Ellmans, very justly renowned for 
their improvement of tl»  breed of South-Down sheep, and the 
younger Mr. John Ellman not less justly blamed for the part 
he had taken in propagating the errors of JVebb Hall, and thereby, 
however unintentionally, assisting to lead thousands to  cherish 
those false hopes th^t have been the (jpuse of their min. Mr. 
Ellman may ^ y  that he thought ho was right; but if he had 
read my New Year’s Gilt tB the Farmers, published in the pre
ceding January, he could not think that he was right. If  he had 
not read it, he ought to have read it, before he appeared in print. 
A t any I’ate, if no other person had a right to censure his pub
lications, I  had that right. I  will here notice a  calumny, to which 
the above visit to Lewes gave rise; namely, that I  went into the 
neighbourhood of the EUmans, to find out whether they ill- 
treated their laboxu'ers* No «naa that knows me will believe 
this. The facts %,re these: the Ellmans, celebrated farmers, 
had made a great figure j i  the evidence taken before the Com
mittee. I  was at W o r t h ,  abifut twenty miles from Lewes. 
The harvest was begun, '^orth is a woodland cotintry. I  
wished to know the state of*the crops; for I  was,%t that very 
time, as will be seen by referring to the date, beginning to  write 
my First Letter to the Landlords. Without knowing anything 
l x  the matter myself, I  asked my host, Mr. Brazier, what gooS 
com country was nearest to us. He said Lowes. Off I  went, and 
be with me, in a post-chaise.. We had 20 miles to go and 20 
back in the same chaise. A  bad road, and* rain all the day. 
We put up at the. White Hart, took'another chaise, went round, 
and saw the farms, through the window of the chaise, having 
stopped at a little public-house to ask which were they, and
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having stopped now and then to get a sample out of the sheaves 
of wheat, came back to the White Hart, after being absent only 
about an hour and a half, got our dinner, and got back to Worth 
before it was d ark; and never asked, and never intended to 
ask, one single question of any human being as to the conduct 
or character of the Ellmans. Indeed the evidence of the elder 
Mr. Ellman was so fair, so honest, and so useful, particularly 
as relating U> the labourers, that I  could not possibly suspect 
him of being a cruel or hard master. He told the Committee, 
that when he began business, forty-five years ago, every man in 
the parish brewed his own beer, and that now, not one man did 
it, rmless he gave him the m alt! Why, here was by far the most 
valuable part of the whole volume of evidence. Then, Mr. 
Ellman did not present a parcel of estimates and God knows 
w hat; but a plain and honest statement of facts, the rate of 
day wages, of job wages, for a long series of years, by which 
it clearly appeared how the labourer had been robbed and 
reduced to misery, and how the poor-rates had been increased. 
He did not, like Mr. George and otlftr • BuU-frogs, sink these 
interesting facts; but honestly told the truth. Therefore, 
whatever I  might think of his endeavours to uphold the mis
chievous errors of Webb Hall, I  could have no suspicion that 
he was a hard master.

teJfes,
Wedr^day, 9 Jan. 1822.

The Meeting and the Dinner are now over. Mr. Davies 
Giddy was in the Chair: the place the Coimty HaU. A  Mr. 
Partington, a pretty little oldish smart truss nice cockney- 
looking gentleman, with a yellow and red handkerchief round 
his neck, moved the petitiem, which was seconded by Lord 
Chichester, who lives in the neighkourhotd. Much as I had read 
of that great Doctor of rrirtiui representation and Royal Commis
sioner of Inimitable Bank Note  ̂ Jfc. !l^vies Giddy, I  had never 
seen him before. He called to my mind one of those venerable 
persons, who administer spiritual comfort to the sinners of the 
“  sister-kin^om ; ”  and, whether I  looked at the dress or the' 
person, I  could almost have sworn that it was the identical 
Father Luke, that I  saw about twenty-three years ago, at P h i^  
oelphia, in the farce of the Poor Soldier. Mr. Blackman ^  
Lewes I believe) disapproved of the petition, and, in a speech of 
considerable length, Mxd also of considerable ability, stated 
to the meeting that the evils complained of arose from the 
ctwreney, and not from the importation of foreign corn. A 
Jlr. DosrAVQN, an Irish gentleman, whe* it scorns, is a magistrate 
in this “ disturbed county,”  disapjftoved of discussing any-
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thing at such a meeting, and thought that the meeting should 
merely state its distresses, and leave it  to the wisdom of Parha- 
mont to discover the remedy. Upon which Mr. Chatfield ob
served : “  So, Sir, we are in a trap. We cannot get ourselves 
“  out though we know the way. There are others, who have 
“  got us in, and are able to get us out, but they do not know 

how. A id  we are to tell them, it  seems, that we are in the 
“  t r a p b u t  are not to tell them the way to get us out. I  
“  don’t  like long speeches. S ir; but I  like common sense.” 
This was neat and pithy. Fifty professed orators could not, 
in a whole day, have thrown so much ridicule on the speech of 
Mr. Donavon.— A  Mr. Mabbott proposed an amendment to include 
all classes of the community, and took a hit at Mr. Curteis for 
his speech at Battle. Mr. Curteis defended himself, and I 
thought very fairly. A  Mr. Woodward, who said he was a farmer, 
carried us back to the necessity of the war against France; 
and told us of the horrors of plunder and murder and rape that 
the war had prevented. This _gentleman put an end to my 
patience, which Mr. DoRavon had put to an extremely severe 
test; and so I  withdrew.— Âfter I went away Mr. Blackman 
proposed some resolutions, which were carried by a great majority 
by show of hands. But, pieces of paper were then handed 
about, for the votefs to write their names on for and against 
the petition. #,The greater,part of the people were gone away 
by this tim e; but, a t any rate, there were more signatures for 
the petition than for the resolutions. A farmer in Pennsylvania 
having a visitor, to whom he was willing to show how well ho 
treated his negroes as to food, bid the fellows (who were at 
dinner) to ash for a second or third cut of pork if they had not 
enough. Quite surprised at the novelty, but emboldened by a 
repetition of the injimction, one of them did say, “  Massa, I 
wants another c^t.”  I&e haft i t ; -hut as soon as the visitor 
was gone away, “  D — n you,’’ says the master, while he be
laboured him with the it co^'skjn,” “  I ’ll make you know how 
to understand me another time ! ”  Tne signers of this petition 
were in the dark while the»show of hands was gfflug on ; but 
when it came to signing they knew well what Massa meant 5) 
This is a petition to he sure; but it is no more the petition of 

^ 0  farmers in the Rapes of Lewes and Pevensey than it is t]je 
petition of the Mermaids of Lapland.— There was a dinner after 
the meeting at the Star-Inn, at which there occurred something 
rather curious regarding myself. When at.Battle, I  had no 
Intention of going to I..ewes, tiU on the evening of my arrival at 
Battle, a gentleman, who had heard of the before-mentioned 
calumny, observed to miftjhat I  would do well not to go to Lewes. 
That very obseirvatiou m^de me resolve to go. I  went, as a

3
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spectator, to the meeting; and I  left no one ignorant of thef 
place where I  Was to be found. I  did not covet the noise of a’  
dinner of from 200 to 300 persons, and I  did not intend to go 
to i t ; but, being pressed to go, I  finally went. After some 
previous common-place occurrences, iVIr. Kemp, formerly a 
member for Lewes, was called to the chair; and he having 
given as a . toast, “  tJie speedtj discovery of a remedy for our dis
tresses," Mr. Ebenezer Johnstone, a gentleman of Lewes, whom 
I  had never seen or heard of until that day, but who, I  understand, 
is a very opulent and most respectable man, proposed my heoMh, 
as that of a person likely to be able to' point out the vrished-for 
remedy.— This was the signal for the onset. Immediately 
upon the toast being given, a IVIr. Hitohins, a farmer of Seaford, 
duly prepared fpr the purpose, got upon the table, and, with 
candle in one hand and Register in the other, read the fonowing 
garbled passage from my Letter to Lord Egremont.— “ But, let us 
hear what the younger EUman said : ‘ He had seen them em
ployed in dravring beach gravel, as h ^  been already described. 
One of them, the leader, worked with a bell about his meek.’ 
Oh 1 the envy of Surrounding nations and admiration of the 
world ! Oh I what a *  glorious Constitution ! ’ ‘ Oh 1 what a
‘ happy country!~ Impudent Radicals, to want to reform a 
‘ Parliament, under winch men enjoy such blessings ! On such 
‘ a  subject it is impossible (under Six-Acts) to trust one’s pen !
‘ However, this I  will sa y ; that here is i5uch more than enough 
‘ to make me rejoice in the ruin of the farmers ; and I do, with 
‘ all my heart, thank God for i t ; seeing, that it appears abso- 
‘ lutely necessary, that the present race of them should be totally 
‘ broken up, in Sussex at any rate, in order to put an end to this 
‘ cruelty and insolence towards the labourers, who are by far the 
‘ greater number and tdho are men, amd a Utile better men too,
‘ than such employers as thes ,̂ who are, in fact^nonsters in human 

■ ‘ shape!’ "
I  had not the Register by fte, ana oonld not detect the garb

ling. AH the words that I have^ ut in Italics, this Hitohins 
left out in <he reading. 'What sort of man he must be the public 
will easily judge.— sooner had Hitchius done, than up started 
Mr. Ingram, a farmer of Bottendean, who was the second person 

*5n the drama (for all had been duly prepared), and moved tK!it 
I  should be put out of the room ! Some few of the Webb HaUites, 
joined by about six or eight of the dark, dirty-faced, half-wbi.s- 
kered, tax-eater? from Brighton (which is only eight miles off) 
joined in this cry. I  rose, that they might see the man that 
they had to put out. Fortunately forjftcmselves, not one of them 
attempted to approach me. Thej* were like the mice that 
resolved that a bell should be put rbund the oat’s neck !— How-
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ever, a considerable hubbub took place. A t last, however, the 
Chairrt3.an, Sir. Kemp, whose conduct was fair and manly, having 
given my health, I  proceeded to address the company in substance 
as stated here below ; and, it is curious enough, that even those 
who, upon m y health being given, had taken their hats and 
gone out of the room (and amongst whom Jlr. EHman the younger 
was one) c#me back, formed a crowd, and were just as silent 
and attentive as the rest of the company 1

[NOTE, written at Kensington, 13 Jan.— I  must here, before 
I  msert the speech, which has appeared in the Morning Chronicle, 
the Brighton papers, and in most of the London papers, except 
the base sinking Old Times and the brimstone-smelling Tramper, 
or Traveller, which is, I  well know, a mere tool in the hands 
of two snap-dragon Whig-Lawyers, whose greediness and folly 
I  have so often had to expose, and which paper is maintained 
by a, contrivance which I will amply expose in my n ex t; I 
must, before I  insert this speech, remark, that Mr. EUmau the 
younger has, to a gentleman whom I  know to be incapable of 
falsehood, disavowed tlif proceeding of H itchins; on which 
I  haie to observe, that the disavowal, to have any weight, must 
be public, or be made to xne. •

As to the provocation that I have given the Elhuans, I  am, 
upon reflection, read^ to confess that 1 may have laid on the 
lash without a,due regard Jo mercy. The fact is, that I  have 
so long had the misjortune to be compelled to keep a parcel . 
of badger-hided fellows, like S c a b l e t t , in order, that I  am, 
like a drummer that has been used to flog old offenders, become 
heavy handed. I  ought to have considered the EUmans as 
recruits and to have suited my tickler to the tenderness of their 
backs.— hear that IVIr. Ingram of Rottendean, who moved for 
my being turned out of the room, and who looked so foolish 
when he had to^ urn Rimself out, is an Ofiioer of Yeomanry 
“  Gavaltry.”  A  ^oughman spoiled 1 This man would, I  dare 
say, have been a very g«od Thu|^bandman; but the unnatural 
working of the paper-system has sublimated him out of his 
senses. That greater Doctor, Mr. Peel, will brine him down 
again.— Mr. Hitchins, I  am.told, after going away, came back, 
stood on the landing-place (the door being open), and, while I

f is speaking, exclaimed, “  Oh 1 the fools 1 How they opOT 
eir mouths 1 How they suck it all in.” — Suck what in, Mr. 

Hitchins? Was it  honey that dropped from m y lips? Was 
it flattery ? Amongst other things, I  said that I liked the 
plain names of farmer and husbandman hmter than that of 
agriculturist; and, the prospect I  held out to them, was that 
of a description to ca tA  their applause ?— But this Hitchins 
seems to he a very silly pSrson indew-}
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Rhe following is a portion of tile speech:—
“  The toast having been opposed, and that, too, in the extra

ordinary manner we have witnessed, I  will, at any rate, with 
your permission, make a remark or two on that manner. If 
the person who has made the opposition had been actuated 
by a spirit of fairness and justice, he would not have confined 
himself to a detached sentence of the paper from ^hich he has 
read; but, would have taken the whole together; for, by 
taking a particular sentence, and leaving out all the rest, what 
writing is there that will not admit of a wicked interpretation ? 
As to the particular part which has been read, I  should not, 
perhaps, if I  had seen it in print; and had had time to cool a 
little [it was in a Register sent from Norfolk], have sent it  forth 
in terras so very general as to embrace all the farmers of this 
county; but, as to those of them who put the hell round the 
labourer’s neck, I  beg leave to be now repeating, in its severest 
sense, every word of the passage that has been read.— Bom in a 
farm-honSe, bred up at the plough-tail, with a smock-frock on 
my back, taking great delight in aff the pursuits of farmers, 
liking their society, and having amongst them my most es
teemed friends, it  is ifetural, that I  shotdd feel, and I do feel, 
uncommonly anxious to prevent, as far as I am able, that total 
ruin which now m enace them. But the ISbourer, was I to have 
no feeling for him ? Was not ha»my countryman too ? And 
was I  not to feel indignation against those farmers, who had 
had the hard-heartedness to put the beU round his neck, and thus 
wantonly insult and degrade the class to whose toils they owed 
their own ease ? The statement of the fact was not mine; I  read 
it  in the newspaper as having come from hlr. Ellman the younger; 
he, in a  Very laudable manner, expressed his horror at i t ; and 
was not I  to express indignation at wha|jj Mr. EUman felt horror ? 
That Gtentleman and Mr. Webfi Hall may jnonopolize all the 
wisdom in matters of political economy; but are they, or rather 
is Mr. EEman alone, to engrOs* all th# feeling too ? [It was here 
denied that Mr. Ellman had said the bell had been put on by 
farm ers.jiferj well, then, the ocftnplained of passage has been 
productive of benefit to the farmers of this county; for, as the 
thing stood in the hewspapers, the natural and unavoidable 

iinference was, that that atrocious, that inhuman act, was a n ^ t  
of Sussex farmers.”

Brighton,
Thursday, 10 Jan., 1852.

Dewes is in a vaUey of the Soidh Downs, this town is at eight 
miles’ distance, to the south south-%jdht or thereabouts. There 
is a great extent of rich meadows above and below Lewes. The
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town itscH is a model of solIUty and neatness. The buildings 
all substantial to the very out-skirts; the pavements good and 
complete; the shops nice and clean; the people well-dressed ; 
and, though last not least, the girls remarkably pretty, as, indeed, 
they are in most parts of Susses; round faces, features small, 
little hand^ and wrists, plump arms, and bright eyes. The 
Sussex men, too, are remarkable for their good looks. A Mr. 
Baxter, a stationer at Lewes, showed me a jariner’s account hook 
which is a very complete thing of the kind. The Inns are good 
at Lewes, the people civil and not servile, and the charges really 
(considering ’ the taxes) far below what one could reasonably 
expect.— Prom Lewes to Brighton the road winds along between 
the hiUs of the South Downs, which, in this mild weather, are 
mostly beautifully green even at this season, with flocks of sheep 
feeding on them.— Brighton itself lies in a valley cut across 
at one end by the sea, and its extension, or Wen, has swelled 
up the sides of the hills and has run'some distance up the vaUey. 
— The first thing you seq*in approaching Brighton from Lewes 
is a splendid horse-barrack on one side of the road, and a heap 
of low, shabby, nasty houses, irregularly built, on the other side. 
This is always the case where there is a*barraok. How soon a 
Reformed Parliament would make both disappear! Brighton 
is a very pleasant place. Por a vxn remarkably so. The 
Kremlin, the v fty  name of Which has so long been a subject of 
laughter all over the’ country, lies in the gorge of the valley, 
and amongst the old houses of the town. The grounds, which 
oaimot, I  think, exceed a couple or three acres, are surrounded 
by a wall neither lofty nor good-looking. Above this rise some 
trees, bad in sorts, stunted in growth, and dirty with smoke. As 
to the “  palace ”  as the Brighton newspapers call it, the apart
ments appear to be all*ipon the groimd floor; and, when you 
see the thing froft. a distance, you think you see a parcel of 
cradle-spits, of various din^nsipns, sticking up out of the mouths 
of so many enormous squat decanters. Take a square box, 
the sides of which are three ̂ eet and a half, and tlie height a 
foot and a half. Take a large Norfolk-turnip, cut c® the green 
of the leaves, leave the stalks 9 inches long, tie these round 
with a string three inches from the top, and put the turnip on 
tHfe middle of the top of the box. Then take four turnips oP 
half the size, treat them in the same way, and put them on the 
comers of the box. Then take a considerable number of bulbs 
of the crown-imperial, the narcissus, the hyScinth, the tuhp, 
the crocus, and others ; let the leaves of each have sprouted to 
about an inch, more or ss according to the size of the bulb; 
put all these, pretty pronpscuously, but pretty thickly, on the 
top of the box. Then stand ofi and look at your architecture.
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There! That’s “  a. Kremlin ”  '! Only you must out some 
church-looking windows in the sides of the box. As to what 
you ought to put into the box, that is a subject far above my 
cut.-—Brighton is naturally a place of resort for expectants, 
and a shifty ugly-looking swarm is, of course, assembled here. 
Some of the follows, who had endeavoured to distjjrb our har
mony at the dinner at Lewes, were parading, amongst this 
swarm, on the cliff. You may always know them by their 
lank jaws, the stiffeners round their necks, their hidden or iu> 
.shirts, their stays, their false shoulders, hips, and haunches, 
their half-whiskers, and by their skins, colour of veal kidney- 
suet, warmed a little, and then powdered with dirty dust.—■ 
These vermin pxcepted, the people at Brighton make a very 
fine figure. The trades-people are very nice in all their con
cerns. The houses are excellent, built chiefly with a blue or 
purple brick; and bow-windows appear to be the general taste. 
I  can easily believe this to be a very healthy place : the open 
downs on the one side and the open s ^  on the other. No inlet, 
cove, or river; and, of course, no swamps.-—I have spent this 
evening very pleasantly in a company of reformers, who, though 
plain tradesmen and meohauios, know I am quite satisfied, more 
about the questions that agitate the country, than any equal 
number of Lords. . *

Kensington,
Friday, 11 January, 1822.

Came home by the way of Cuckfield, Worth,, and Eed-HiU, 
instead of by Uokfleld, Grinstead and Godstone, and got into 
the same road again at Croydon. The roads being nearly 
parallel lines and at no great distance from each other, the 
soil is nearly the same, with the ^ceptiiip of the fine oak country 
between Godstone and Grinstead, which d#e.s not go so far 
westward as my homeward boupd road, where the laud, op
posite the spot just spoken (#, becomes more of a moor than 
a clay, and though there are oaks, they are not nearly so fine 
as those oft the other road. The tops are flatter; the side 
shoots are sometimes higher than the middle shoot; a certain 
proof that the tap-root has met with something that it does 
mot like.— I see (Jan. 15) that Mr. Curteis has thought it  neoift- 
sary to state in the public papers, that he had nothing to do- with 
my being at the dinner at Battle! Who the Devil thought 
he had ? Why, #as it not an ordinary; and had I  not as much 
right there as he ? He has said, too, that he did not know that 
I  was to be at the dinner. How ^ould he ? W hy was it 
necessary to apprise him of it any n»ore than the porter of the 
inn ? He has said, that he did not hear of any deputation to
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invite me to the dinner, and, “  îpon inquiry,”  cannot find that 
there was any. Have I  said that there was any invitation 
at a l l ! There w as; but I  have not said so. I  went to the 
dinner for my half-crown like another man, without knowing, 
or oaring, who would be at it. But, if Mr. Curteis thought 
it  necessarj  ̂ to say so much, he might have said a little more. 
He might have said, that he twice addressed himself to me in a 
very peculiar manner, and that I never addressed myself to 
him except in answer; and, if he had thought “  inquiry ” 
necessary upon this subject also, he might have found that, 
though always the first to speak or hold out the hand to a hard- 
fisted artisan or labourer, I  never did the same to a man of rank 
or riches in the whole course of my life. Mr. Curteis might have 
said, too, that unless I  had gone to the dinner, the party would, 
according to appearances, have been very sdect; that I  found him 
at the head of one of the tables, with less than thirty persons in 
the room; that the number swelled up to about one hundred 
and thirty ; that no per^n was at the other table ; that I  took 
m y seat at i t ; and that that table became almost immediately 
crowded from one end to the other. To these Mr. Curteis, 
when his hand was in, might have addid, that he turned him
self in his chair and listened to my speech with the greatest 
attention; that he Bade me, by namfs, good night, when he 
retired j that Se took not »man away with him ; and that the 
gentleman who was called on to replace him in the chair (whose 
name I have forgotten) had got from his seat during the evening 
to come and shake me by the hand. All these things Mr. Curteis 
might have said; hut the fact is, he has been buUied by the 
base newspapers, and he has not been able to muster up courage 
to act the manly part, and which, too, he would have found 
to be the wise part in end. When he gave the toast “  wore 
money and less tdkes,”  he turned himself towards me, and said, 
“  That is a toast that I  am jure you approve of, Mr. Cobbett.” 
To which I  answered, “  f t  would* be made good. Sir, if members 
of Parliament would do their dnty.” — J. appeal to all the gentle
men present for the truth of what I  say. Perhaps Mr. Curteis, in 
his heart, did not like to give my health. If that was the case, 
he ought to have left the chair, and retired. Straight forward 
iS» the best course; and, see what diffloulties Mr. Curteis ha» 
involved himself in by not pursuing it 1 I  have no doubt that 
he was agreeably surprised when he saw and heard me. Why 
not say then: “  After aU that has been saW about Cobbett, 
“ he is a devilish pleasant, frank, and clever fellow, at any 
“  rate.”— How much better this would have been, than to 
act the part that Mr. uurteis has acted.— t-The Editors of 
the Brighton Chronicle and Lewes Express have, out of mere
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modesty', I  dare say, fallen a little into Mr. Curteis’s strain. In 
closing their account (in their paper of the 15th) of the Lewes 
Meeting, they say that I addressed the company at some 
length, as reported in their Supplement published on Thurs
day the 10th. And then they think it necessary to add ; “  For 
OURSELVES, -we can say, that we never sa-w Mh. Cobbett until 
the meeting at Battle.” No'sv, had it not been for pure maiden
like bashfulness, they -would, doubtless, have added, that -when 
they did see me, they were profuse in expressions of their gratitude 
to me for having merely named their paper in my Register a 
thing, which, as I told them, 1 myself had forgotten. When, too, 
they were speaking, in reference to a speech made in the HaU, 
of “  one of the finest specimens of oratory that has ever been 
given in any assembly,”  it was, -without doubt, out of pure 
compassion for the perverted taste of their Le-wes readers, 
that they suppressed the fact, that the agent of the paper a1 
Lewes sent them word, that it was useless for them to send anj 
account of the mooting, unless thaj account contained Mr. 
Cobbett’s speech ; that he, the agent, could have sold a hundred 
papers that morning, if they had contained Mr. Cobbett’s speech ; 
but could nob sell one*without it. I  myself, by mere accident, 
heard this message delivered to a third person by their agent a1 
Lewes. And, as I  said tiofore, it must hav8  been pure tendemess 
towards their readers that made tlce editors suppress a fact sc 
injurious to the reputation of those reaifera in point of taste i 
However, at last, these editors seem to have triumphed over all 
feelings of this sort; for, having printed ofi a placard, advertis
ing their Supplement, in which placard no mention was made oi 
me, they, gro-wn bold all of a sudden, took a painti-ng brush. 
and in large letters put into their placard, “  Mr. GohbetCs Speech 
at Lewes; ”  so that, at a littl^ dista]|ce, the placard seemed 
to relate to nothing else ; and there was ‘ th(*finest specimen oi 
oratory ”  left to find its way into the world.under the auspices 
of my rustic harangue. Good«God ! *What -will this world come 
t o ! We shall, by-and-bye, have to laugh at the workings oi 
envy in the very worms that w8 breed in our bodies 1— The 
fast-Sinkine Old Times news-paper, its oat-and-dog opponent 
the New Times, the Courier, and the Whig-Lawyer Tramper, 

^ U ed  the “  Traveller; ”  the fellows who conduct these vehicle; 
these -wretched fellows, their very livers burning with envy, 
have hasted to inform -fcheir readers, that “  they have authority 
“  to  state that L(*-d Ashbumham and Mr. Fuller were not present 
“ at the dinner at Battle where Cobbett’s health was drunk.”  
These fellows have now “  authority ”  to state, that there were 
mo two men who dined at Battle, thaij: should not prefer as oom- 
paniops to Lord Ashbumham and Mr. Fuller, commonly called
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“  Jack Fuller,”  seeing that I am no admirer of lojty reserve, and 
that, of aU things on earth, I  abhor a head like a drum, all noise 
and emptiness. These scribes haTe also “  authority ”  to state, 
that they amuse me and the public too by declining rapidly 
in their sale from their exclusion of m y country lectures, -which 
have only begun. In addition to this The Tramper editor 
has “ authority”  to state, -that one of his papers of 5th Jan. 
has been sent to the Begister-ofBco by post, with these words 
written on i t “  This scoundrel paper has taken no notice of 
Mr. Cobbett’s speech.”  “  AU these papers have “  authority ” 
to state beforehand, that they wiU insert no account of what 
shaU take place, within these three or four weeks, at Huntingdon, 
at Lynn, at Oliichester, and other places where I  intend to be. 
And, lastly, the editors have fuU “  authority ”  to state, that 
they may employ, without let or molestation of any sort, either 
private or pubbe, the price of the last number that they shaU 
seU in the purchase of hemp or ratsbane, as the sure means of a 
happy deliverance from ^oir present state of torment.

H U N T IN G D O :^  J O t lB U A L : M BO tX G H  W A B B  A H D  EQ -VSTO n, t O  
HxrimNGnoN.

Boyston,
Monday morning, 21sf Jan., 1822.

Ca m e  from London, yesterday noon, to this town on my 
way to Huntingdon. My road was through Ware. Royston 
is just within the ling (on the Cambridgeshire side), which 
divides Hertfor<g(hire from ’Cambridgeshire. On this road, 
as on almost aU the others going from it, the enormous Wen 
has sweUed out to the distime* of about six or seven miles. 
— The land till yoji come nearly to Ware which is in Hert
fordshire, and which is tw#nty-three miles from Jihe Wen, is 
chiefly a strong and deep loam, with the gravel a good distance 
from the surface. The land is good wheat-land; but I  ob
served only three fields of Swedish turnips in the 23 miles, and im 
wheat drilled. The wheat is sown on ridges, of great widm 
here-and-there; sometimes on ridges of ten, at others on ridges 
of seven, on those of five, four, three, and e ^ n  two, feet -wide. 
Yet the bottom is manifestly not very wet generaUy; and 
that there is not a  bottom of clay is clear from flie poor growth 
of the oak trees. All fhe trees are shabby in this country; 
and the eye is incessantly offended by the sight of. 'pollards.
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which, are seldom suffered to di.sgrace even the meanest lands in 
Hampshire or Sussex. As you approach Ware the bottom 
becomes chalk of a dirtyish colour, and, in some parts, fai’ below 
the surface. After you quit Ware, which is a mere market town, 
the laud grows by degrees poorer; the chalk lies nearer and 
nearer to the surface, till you come to the open common-fields 
within a few miles of Eoyston. Along here the ISnd is poor 
enough. It is not the stiff red loam mixed with large blue-grey 
flints, lying upon the chalk, such as you see in the north of Hamp
shire; but a whitish sort of clay, with little yellow flattish 
stones amongst i t ; sure signs of a hungry soil. Yet this land 
bears wheat sometimes.— Eoyston is at the foot of this hinh 
poor land; or, rather in a dell, the open side of which looks 
towards the North. I t  is a common market town. Not mean, 
but having nothing of beauty about i t ; and having on it, on 
three Of the aides out of the four, those very ugly things,.common- 
fields, which have all the nakedness, without any of the smooth
ness, of Downs.

•
Huntingdon,

Tmsday morning, 22nd! Jan., 1822.
Immediately upon quitting Eoyston, you come along, for a 

considerable distance, with enclosed fields the left and open 
common-fields on the right. Her% the land i^  excellent. A 
dark, rich loam, free from stones, on chafe beneath at a great 
distance. The land appears, for a mile or two, to resemble 
that at and near Eaversham in Kent, which I  have before noticed. 
The fields on the left seem to have been enclosed by Act of Par
liament ; and they certainly are the most beautiful tract of 
fidds that I  ever saw. Their extent may Ipe from ten to thirty 
acres each. Divided by quick-set hedges, exceedingly well 
planted and raised. The whole tract IS nearjjr a perfect level. 
The cultivation neat, and the stubble heaps, such as remain 
out, giving a proof of great er#ps*of straw, w'hile, on land with 
a chalk bottom, there is seldom any want of a proportionate 
quantity o f^ a in . Even here, however, I  saw but few Swedish 
turnips, and those not good. Nor did I  see any wheat drilled; 
and observed that, in many parts, the broad-cast sowing had 
been performed in a  inost careless manner, especially at abojit 
Mree miles from Eoyston, where some parts of the broad lands 
seemed to have had tbe seed flung along them with a shovel, 
while other part3,oontained only here and there a blade; or, 
at least, were so thinly supplied as to make it almost doubt
ful whether they had not been whoUy missed. In some parts 
the middles only of the ridges w e ^  sown thickly. This is 
shocking husbandry. A  Norfolk or a Kentish farjner would
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have sowed a bushel and a half of seed to the acre here, and 
would have had a far better plant of wheat.^— About four miles, 
I  think it is, from Eoyston you opme to the estate of Lord Hard- 

. wioke. You see the house at the end of an avenue about two 
miles long, which, however, wants the main thing, namely, 
fine and lofty trees. The soil here begins to be a very stifi 
loam at t o f ; clay beneath for a considerable distance ; and, 
in some places, beds of yellow gravel with very large stones 
mixed in it. The land is generally cold ; a great deal of draining 
is wanted ; and yet the bottom is such as not to be favourable 
to the growth of the oak, of which sort I  have not seen one 
handsome tree since I  left I,ondon. A grove, such as I  saw at 
Weston in Herefordshire, would, here, be a thing to attract the 
attention of all ranks and all ages. What, then, would they say, 
on beholding a wood of Oaks, Hickories, Chestnuts, Walnuts, 
Locusts, Gum-trees, and Maples in America !— Lord Hardwicke’s 
avenue appears to be lined with Ehns chiefly. They are shabby. 
He might have had ash; for the ash will grow anywhere; 
on sand, on gravel, on city, on chaUc, or in swamps. I t  is sur
prising that those who planted these rows of trees did not ob
serve how well the ash grows here ! J!n the hedge-rows, in 
the plantations, everywhere the ash is fine. The ash is the 
hardiest of aU our li»rge trees. Look »t trees on any part of 
the sea coast.*. You will them all, even the firs, lean from 
the sea breeze, excejiit the ash. You will see the oak shaved 
up on the side of the breeze. But the ash stands upright, &s 
if in a warm woody deU. We have no tree that attains a greater 
height than the ash ; and certainly none that equals it in 
beauty of leaf. I t  bears pruning better than any other tree. 
Its timber is one of the most useful; and as underwood and 
fire-wood it far* exceeds all others of English growth. From 
the trees of an ^enue*like tHat of Lord Hardwicke a hundred 
pounds worth of fuel might, if the trees were ash, be cut every 
year in prunings necessary tt> pjeserve the health ahd beauty 
of the trees. Yet, on this same land, has his lordship planted 
many acres of larches and firs* These appear to have been planted 
about twelve years. If instead of these he had flaijted ash, 
four years from the seed bed and once removed ; had but them 
djwn within an inch of the ground the second year after planting; 
and had planted them at four feet apart, he would now have haS 
about six thousand ash-poles, on an average twelve feet long, on 
each acre of land in his plantation; which, at three-halfpence 
each, would have been worth somewhere nearly forty pounds an 
acre. He might now have cut the poles, leaving about 600 to 
stand upon an acre to ooKie to trees; and while these were grow
ing to timber, the under-^ood would, for poles, hoops, broom-
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sticks, spars, rods, and faggots, have been worth twenty-five or 
thirty pounds an acre every ten years. Can beggarly stuff, 
like larches and firs, ever be profitable to this extent ? Ash 
is timber, fit for the wheelwright, at the age of twenty years, 
or less. What can you do with a rotten fir thing at that age ? 

■ T— This estate of Lord Hardwicke appears to be very large. 
There is a part which is, apparently, in his own hand!, as, indeed, 
the whole must soon be, unless he give up all idea of rent, or, 
unltss he can choack off the fundholder or get again afloat on the 
sea of paper-money. In this part of his land there is a fine 
piece of Lucerne in rows at about eighteen inches distant from each 
other. They are now manuring it with burnt-earth mixed with 
some dung; and I  see several heaps of burnt-earth hereabouts. 
The directions for doing this are contained in my Year’s Residence, 
as taught me by Mr. WiUiam Gauntlet, of Winchester.— The land 
is, aH along here, laid np in tho.se wide and high ridges, which 
I  saw in Gloucestershire, going from Gloucester to Oxford, 
as I have already mentioned. These ridges are ploughed hack or 
down ; hut they are ploughed up agifin for every .sowing.— At 
an Inn near Lord Hardwioke’s I  saw the finest parcel of dove- 
house pigeons I  ever » w  in my life.— Between this place and 
Huntingdon is the village of Caxton, which very much resembles 
almost a village of the* same size in Pio0dy, where I Saw the 
women dragging harrows to harrpw in the ^rn. Certainly 
this village resembles nothing English,* except some of the 
rascally rotten boroughs in Cornwall and Devonshire, on which 
a just Providence seems to have entailed its curse. The land 
just about here does seem to be really bad. The face of 
the country is naked. The few scrubbed trees that now-and- 
then meet the eye, and even the quick-sets, are covered with 
a yellow moss. All is bleak and comfortless ; and, just on the 
most dreary part of this most dfeary scene, stands almost op
portunely, “  Caxton Gibbet,”  tendering its friendly one arm to 
the passers-by. I t  has recentif bfeen fresh-painted, and written 
on in conspicuous characters, for the benefit, I  suppose, of those 
who canno^ exist, undef the thougltt of wheat at four shillings a 
bushel.-T-Not far from this is a hew house, which, the coachman 
says, belongs to a Mr. Cheer, who, if report speaks truly, is not, 
Jjowever, notwithstanding his name, guilty of the sin of maki»g 
people either drunkards or gluttons. Certainty the spot, on 
whiph he has built his house, is One of the most ugly that I  ever 
saw. Pew spots Jiave everything that you could wish to find ; 
but this, according to my judgment, has everything that every 
man of ordinary taste would wish to avoid.— The country 
changes hut little till you get quite Huntingdon. The land 
is generally quite open, or in large fields. Strong, wheat-
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land, that wants a good deal of draining. Very few turnips 
of any sort are raised; and, of course, few sheep and cattle 
kept. Few trees, and those scrubbed. Few woods, and those 
small. Few hills, and those hardly worthy of the name. All 
which, when we see them, make us cease to wonder, that this 
country is so famous for ^ox-hunting. Such it has doubtless 
been in all*times, and to this circumstance Huntingdon, that 
is to say, Huntingdon, or Hnntingdown, unquestionably owes 
its name; because down does not mean unploughed land, but 
open and unshdtere^ land, and the Saxon word is dun.— When 
you come down near to the town itself, the scene suddenly, 
totally, and most agreeably, changes. The Ri ver Ouse separates 
Godmanchester from Huntingdon, and there is, I think, no very 
great difference in the population of the two. Both together 
do not make up a population of more than about five thousand 
souls. Huntingdon is a slightly built town, compared with 
Lewes, for instance. The houses are not in general so high, nor 
made of such solid and costly materials. The shops are not so 
large and their contents*not so costly. There is not a show 
of so much business and so much opulence. But Huntingdon 
is a very clean and nice place, contain# many elegant houses, 
and the environs are beautiful Above and below the bridge, 
under which the OuSe passes, are the cnost beautiful, and by 
far the most Vautifu l, m^dows that I ever saw in my life. 
The meadows at Lewe«, at Guildford, at Famham, at Winchester, 
at Salisbury, at Exeter, at Gloucester, at Hereford, and even 
at Canterbury, are nothing, compared with those of Hunting
don in point of beauty. Here are no reeds, here is no sedge, 
no rmevennesses of any sort. Here are howling-greens of hun
dreds of acres in extent, with a river winding through them, 
full to the brink. One of these meadows is the race-course ; 
and so pretty a s#ot, so level,*so smooth, so green, and of such 
an extent I  never saw, and never expected to see. From the 
bridge you look across tl*e vhUojf'S, first to the West and then 
to the E a st; the valleys terminate at the foot of rising ground, 
well set with trees, from rdnongst which church ̂ spireS raise 
their heads here-and-there. I think it would be w r y  difficult 
to find a more delightful spot than this in the world. To my 
% icy  (and every one to his taste) the prospect from this bridgg 
far surpasses that from Richmond Hill.— All that I  have yet seen 
of Huntingdon I like exceedingly. It  is one of those pretty, 
clean, unstenohed, uneonfined places that teijd to lengthen life 
and make it  happy- '
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JO U R M AL: H BETFO ED SH IEB, AH D BTJOKINOHAMSHtEB : TO ST. 
A iB A IT S, THEOTTGH B D G W AEE, STANM OKE, A N D  W ATFOBD, 
E E TtrE N IN G  EX' EED B O U B N , H EM PSTEAD, A N D  CHBSHAM.

Saini Albans, Jun^lQ, 1822.
From Kensington to this place, through Edgware, Stanmore, 
and Watford, the crop is almost entirely hay, from fields of 
permanent grass, manured by dung and c îher matter brought 
from the Wen. Near the Wen, where they have had the first 
havl of the Irish and other perambulating labourers, the hay 
Is all in rick. Some miles further down it is nearly all in. To
wards Stanmore and Watford, a third, perhaps, of the grass 
remains to be cut. I t  is curious to see how the thing regulates 
itself. We saw, aU the way down, squads of labourers, of 
different departments, migrating from tract to tra ct; leaving 
the cleared fields behind them and pjocoeding on towards the 
Vork to be yet performed; and then, as to the classes of labourers, 
the mowers, with their scythes on their shoulders, were in 
front, going on toward# the standing crops, while the haymalcers 
■ were coming on behind towards the grass already out or cutting. 
The weather Is fair and*wmrm; so that th^ public-houses on the 
road are pouring out their beer pretty fast, ar*t are getting a 
good share of the wages of these thirsty soRls. It  is an exchange 
of beer for sweat; hut the tax-eaters get, after ah, the far 
greater part of the sweat; for, if it were not for the tax, the 
beer would seU for three-halfpence a pot instead of fivepence. 
Of this threepence-halfpenny the Jews and Jobbers get about 
twopenoe-haJfpenny. It is curious to observe how the different 
labours are divided as to the jwfion^ The mowers are all 
English ; the haymakers all Irish. Scotchmen toil hard enough 
in Scotland ; but when they go from home it is not to work, 
if you please. They are fo iad  in gardens, and especially in 
gentlemen’s gardens. Tying up flowers, picking dead leaves 
off exotios,«peepiug into melon-frahies, publishing the banns of 
marriage between the “  male ”  and “  female ” blossoms, tap- 
tap-tapping against a wall with a hammer that weighs half an 
®unoe. They have backs as straight and shordders as square 
as heroes of Waterloo ; and who can blame them ? The digging, 
the mowing, the carrying of loads, all the break-back and sweat- 
extracting work, they leave to be performed by those who have 
less prudence than they have. The great purpose of human artj 
the great end of human study, is to obtain ease, to throw the 
burden of labour from our own ^ouWers, and fix it  on those of 
others. The crop of hay is very large, and that part which is
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in, is in very good order. We shall have hardly any hay that is 
not fine and sweet; and we shall have it, carried to London, at 
less, I  dare say, than 3Z. a load, that is 18 owt. So that here 
the ei>il of “  over-production ” will be great indeed ! Whether 
we shall have any projects for taking hay into pawn is more 
than any of us can s a y ; for, after what we have seen, need 
we be surplised if we were to hear it proposed to take butter 
and even milk into pawn In after times, the mad projects 
of these days will become proverbial. The Oracle and the 
over-production men will totally supplant the March-hare.—  
This is, all along here, and especially as far as Stanmore, a very 
dull and ugly country : fiat, and all grass-fields and elms. Few 
birds of any kind, and few constant labourers being w anted; 
scarcely any cottages and gardens, which form one of the great 
beauties of a country. Stanmore is on a h ill; but it  looks over 
a country of little variety, though rich. What a difference 
between the view here and those which carry the eye over the 
coppices, the com-fields, the hop-gardens and the orchards of 
K e n t! It  is miserable l*nd from Stanmore to Watford, where 
we get into Hertfordshire, Hence to Saint Albans there is 
generally chalk at bottom with a red ^nacious loam at top, 
with flints, grey on the outside and dark nine within. Wherever 
this is the soil, the wheat grews well, ’̂he crops, and especially 
that of the ha*|ey, are very fine and very forward. The wheat, 
in general, does not #.ppear to he a heavy crop; but the ears 
seem as if they would be full from bottom to top ; and we have 
had so much heat, that the grain is pretty sure to  be plump, 
let the weather, for the rest of the summer, be what It may. 
The produce depends more on the weather, previous to the 
coming out of the ear, than on the subsequent weather. In the 
Northern parts of America, where they have, some years, not 
heat enough to bring •the Indian Com to perfection, I  have 
observed that, ii they have about fifteen days with the ther
mometer at ninety, befo*e the ear makes its appearance, the 
crop never fails, though the weather may be ever so unfavourable 
afterwards. This allies with the old remark of the countrjr 
people in England, that “  May makes or mars tfee wheat; ” 
for it  is in May that the ear and the grains are formed.

Kensington, 
June 24, 1822.

Set out at four this morning for EedbouA, and then turned 
.off to the Westward to go to High Wycombe, through Hemp
stead and Ohesham. She icheat is good all the way. The 
barley, and oats good enffugh till I  came 'to Jlempstqad. But
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the land along here is very fine: a red tenacious flinty loam 
upon a bed of chalk at a yard or two beneath, which, in my 
opinion, is the very best corn land that we have in England. 
'Die fields here, like those in. the rich parts of Devonshire, will 
boar perpetual grass. Any of them will become upland meadows. 
The land is, in short, excellent, and it  is a, real corn-country. 
The frees, from Redboum to Hempstead are very %ne; oaks, 
ashes, and beeches. Some of the finest of each sort, and the 
very finest ashes I  ever saw in my life. They are in great 
numbers, and make the fields look most beautiful. No villanous 
things of the fir-tribe offend the eye here. The custom is in this 
part of Hertfordshire (and I  am told it  continues into Bedford
shire) to leave a border round the ploughed part of the fields to 
bear grass and to make hay from, so that, the grass being now 
made into hay, every corn field has a closely mowed grass walk 
about ten feet wide aU round it, between the com and the hedge. 
This is most beautiful ! The hedges are now full of the shep
herd’s rose, honeysuckles, and aU sorts of wild flowers; so that 
you are upon a grass walk, with this m?st beautiful of all flower 
gardens and shrubberies on your one hand, and with the corn 
on the other. And thu» you go from field to field (on foot or on 
horsebaokl, the sort of corn, the sort of underwood and timber, 
the shape and size of f ie  fields, the heiglft of the hedge-rows, 
the height of the trees, all oontinuaily varying. ,*Talk of pleas
ure-grounds indeed ! What, that man ever invented, under the 
name of pleasure-grounds, can equal these fields in Hertford
shire ?— This is a profitable system to o ; for the ground under 
hedges bears little com, and it bears very good grass. Some
thing, however, depends on the nature of the so il: for it is not 
all land that will bear grass, fit for hay, perpetually; and, when 
the land will not do that, these headlands would only be a harbour 
for weeds and couch-grass, the leeds ot whj^h would fill the 
fields with their mischievous race.— Mr. T u l l  has observed upon 
the great use of headlands.—4 t ffi cifrious enough, that these 
headlands cease soon after you get into Buckinghamshire. At 
first you s ^  now-andithen a fielcJ without a grass headland;, 
then it comes to now-and-then a field with one ; and, at the end 
of five or six miles, they wholly cease. Hempstead is a very 
gretty town, with beautiful environs, and there is a canal th ^  
comes near it, and that goes on to London. I t  Res at the foot 
of a hill. I t  is clean, substantially built, and a very pretty 
place altogether. ,  Between Henmstead and Chesham the land 
is not so good. I  came into Buckinghamshire before I  got 
into the latter place. Passed over two commons. But, still,, 
the land is not bad. I t  is drier; n ejftr the chalk, and not so, 
red. The wheat continues good, though not h eavy; but the
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barley, on the land that is not very good, is light, begins to look 
hhie, and the backward oats are very short. On the .stiU 
thinner lands the barley and oats must be a very short crop.—  
People do not sow turnips, the ground is so dry, and, I  should 
think, that the Stvedn-crop will be very short; for Swedes ought 
to be up at least by this time. If I  had Swedes to sow, I  would 
sow them nftw, and upon ground very deeply and finely broken. 
I  would sow directly after the plough, not being half an hour 
behind it, and would roll the ground as hard as possible. I  
am sure the plants would come up, even without rain. And, 
the moment the rain came, they would grow famously.— Ches- 
ham is a nice little town, lying in a deep and narrow valley, 
with a stream of water running through it. AU along the 
country that I  have come the labourers’ dwellings are good. 
They are made of what they call brick-nog; that is to say, a 
frame of wood, and a single brick thick, filling up the vacancies 
between the timber. They are generally covered with tile. 
Not pretty by any moans; but they are good; and you see 
here, as in Kent, Susse:^ Surrey, and Hampshire, and, indeed, 
in almost every part of England, that most interesting of all' 
objects, that which is such an honor!* to England, and that 
which distinguishes it from all the rest of the world, namely, 
those neatly kept anê  prod^ive little gatdens round the labourers’ 
houses, whichVire seldom ^nornamented with more or less of 
flowers. We have anly to look at these to know, what sort 
of people English labourers are: these gardens are the answer 
to the Malthuses and the Scarletts. Shut your mouths, you 
Scotch Economists; cease bawling, Mr. Brougham, and you 
Edinburgh Reviewers, tiU you can show us something, not like., 
but approaching towards a likeness of this t  

The orchards aU along this country are by no means bad. 
Not like those Hor8 fordshlre and the north of K e n t; but a 
great deal better than in many other parts of the kingdom. 
The cherry-trees are p i*ttjf al^adant and particularly good. 
There are not many of the merries, as they call them in Kent 
and Hampshire; that is to say, the little black cherry, the 
name of which is a corruption from the Erench, Cerise, in the 
singular, and merises in the plural. I  saw the little boys, in 
many places, set to keep the birds off the cherries, which le- 
minded me of the time when I  followed the same occupation, 
and also of the toU that I  used to take in payment. The children 
are all along here, I  mean the little Children, looked out of the 
doors, while the fathers and mothers are at work in the fields. 
I  saw many little groups of this sort; and this is one advantage 
of having plenty of roSjp. on tire outside of a house. I  never 
’saw the country children better clad, or look cleaner and fatter
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than they look here, and I  have the very great pleasure to add, 
that I  do not think I  saw three acres of potatoes in this whole 
tract of fine country, from St. Albans to Eedbourn, from Bed- 
boum fx) Hempstead, and from Hempstead to Chesham. In 
all the houses where I  have been, they use the roasted rye instead 
of coffee or tea, and I  saw one gentleman who had sown a piece 
of rye (a grain not common in this part of the couritry) for the 
eitpress purpose. I t  costs about three farthings a pound, roasted 
and ground into pOwder.— The j^ y  of the labourers varies from 
eight to twelve shiUings a-week. Grass mowers get two shillings- 
day, two quarts of what they call strong beer, and as much small 
beer as they .can drink. After quitting Chesham, I  passed 
through a wood, resembliug, as nearly as possible, the woods 
in the more cultivated parts of Long Island, with these excep
tions, that there the woods consist of a great variety of trees, 
and of more beautiful foliage. Here there are only two sorts 
of iwes, beech and oak; but the wood at bottom was precisely 
like an American wood; none of that stuff which we generally 
call underwood : the trees standing vflty thick in some places : 
the shade so complete as never to permit herbage below: no 
bushes of any sort; and nothing to impede your steps but little 
spindling trees here, and Siere grown up from the seed. The trees 
here are as lofty, too, a^they geueraUy ar« in the Long Island 
woods, and as straight, except in caros where yo«i find clumps 
of the tulip-tree, which sometimes go*muoh,above*a hundred feet 
high as straight as a  line. The oaks seem here to vie with 
the beeches, in size as well as in loftiness and straightness. I  
saw several oaks which I  think were more than eighty feet 
high, and several with a clear stem of more than forty feet, 
being pretty nearly as far through at that distance from the 
ground as at bottom; and I think I  saw more than one, with 
a clear stem of fifty feet, a foot amd a hfif through at that dis
tance from the ground. This is by far the finrat pfarefc oak that 
1 ever saw in England. The rij^d thrtjigh the wood is winding 
and brings you out at the comer of a fimd, lying sloping to the 
south, three sides of it  bordered by.wood and the field planted 
as an orchari. This is precisely what you see in so many thou
sands of places In America. I  had passed through Hempstead 
a little while before, which certainly gave its name to the Town; 
sMp in which I  lived in Long Island, and which I  used to write 
Bampstead, contrary to the orthography of the place, never 
having heard of such a place as Hempstead in England. Passing 
through Hempstead I  gave my mind a toss back to Long Island, 
and this beautiful wood and orchard really made me almost 
conceit that I  was there, and gave rise te a thousand interesting 
and pleasant reflections. On quitting the wood I  crossed the
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great road from London to Wendover, went across the park 
of Mr. Drake, and up a steep hill towards the great road leading 
to W'ycombe. Ms. Drake’s is a very beautiful place, and has 
a great deal of very fine timber upon it. I  think I counted 
pretty nearly 20 0  oak trees, worth, on an average, five pounds 
a-pieoe, growing within ■ twenty yards of the road that I  was 
going along. Mr. Drake has some thousands of these, I  dare 
say, besides his beech; and, therefore, he will be able to stand 
a tug with the fundholders for some time. W^en I  got to Higli 
Wycombe, I  found everything a week earlier than in the rich 
part of Hertfordshire. High Wycombe, as if the name was 
ironical, lies along the bottom of a narrow and deep valley, the 
hills on each side being very steep indeed. The valley runs 
somewhere' about from east to west, and the wheat on the hills 
facing the south will, if this weather continue, be fit to reap 
in ten days. I  saw one field of oats that a bold farmer would 
cut next Monday. Wycombe is a very fine and very clean 
market town; the peopfe all looking extremely w ell; the girls 
somewhat larger featured and larger boned than those in Sussex, 
and not so fresh-coloured and bright-eyed. More like the girls of 
America, and that is saying quite as tnuoh as any reasonable 
woman can expect or wish for. The HiUs on the south side of 
Wycombe form a park and estate no# the property of Smith, 
who was a Vanker or s*ooking-maker at Nottingham, who 
was made a Lord hf the time of Pitt, and who purchased this 
estate of the late Marquis of Landsdowne, one of whose titles 
is Baron Wycombe. Wycombe is one of those famous things 
called Boroughs, and 34 votes in this Borough send Sir John 
Dashwood and Sir Thomas Baring to the “  collective wisdom.”  
The landlord where I  pxit up “  remembered ”  the name of 
D.ashwood, but had ‘ yoiyott^ ”  who the “  other ”  was ! There 
would be no forfbttings of this sort, if these thirty-four, together 
with their representatives, jrere called upon to pay the share 
of the National Debt*due f#)m High Wycombe. Between 
High Wycombe and Beaconsfield, where the soil is much about 
that last described, the whdkt continued to be e qu ^ y early with 
that about Wycombe. As I  approached Uxbridge I  got off 
the chalk upon a gravelly bottom, and then from Uxbridge to 
Shepherd’s Bush on a bottom of clay. Grass-fields and eljj- 
trees, with here and there a wheat or a bean-field, form the 
features of this most ugly country, which would have been 
perfectly imbearable afber quitting the meighbourhoods of 
•Hempstead, Chesham and High Wycombe, had it  not been for 
the diversion I derived from meeting, in aU the various modes 
of conveyance, the cockneys going to Ealing Fair, which is one 
of those things which nature herself would almost seem to have
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provided for drawing off the matter and giving occasional relief 
to the overcharged Wen. I  have traversed to-day what I think 
may be called an average of England as to corn-crops. Some 
of the best, certainly ; and pretty nearly some of the worst. My 
observation as to the wheat is, that it  will be a fair and average 
crop, and extremely early; because, though it is not a heavy 
crop, though the ears are not long they be fu ll; and the 
earliness seems to preclude the possibility of blight, and to ensure 
plump grain. Tlfe barley and oats must, upon an average, be a 
light crop. Tho peas a light crop ; and’as to beans, unless there 
have been rains where beans are mostly grown, they cannot be 
half a  crop ; for they will not endure heat. I  tried masagan beans 
in Long Island, and could not get them, to bear more than a 
pod or two upon a stem. Beans love cold land and shade. 
The earliness of the harvest (for early it  must.be) is always a 
clear advantage. This fine summer, though it may not lead 
to a good crop of turnips, has already put safe into store such 
a crop of hay as I  believe England never saw before. Look
ing out of the window, I see tho harnesf of the Wiltshire wagon- 
horses (at this moment going by) covered with the ohalk-dust 
of that county; so that«the ^ e  weather continues in the West. 
The saint-foin hay has all been got in, in the chalk countries, 
without a drop of w et; «and when that is Uie case, the farmers 
stand in no need o f oats. The g i^ s  crops h ^ e  been largo 
everywhere, as well as got in in good orde». The fallows must 
be in excellent order. I t  must be a sloven indeed that wiU 
sow his wheat in foul ground next autumn ; and the sun, where 
tho fallows have been well stirred, wiH have done more to enrich 
the laud than aU the dung-carts and aE the other means em
ployed by the hand of man. Such a summer is a great blessing; 
and the only draw-back is, the dismal apjjj'ehensiou of not seeing 
such another for many years to* come. It  % favourable for 
poultry, for colts, for calves, for lambs, for young animals of 
all descriptions, not excepting <jbhe*gaftc. The partridges wiB 
be very early. They are now getting into the roads with their 
young ones, to roU m the dust. TSe first broods of partridges 
in England are very frequently kflled by the wet and cold; 
and this is one reason why the game is not so jdenty here as it 
is in countries more blest with sun. . This wiE not he the case 
tms y ea r; and, in shorty this is one of the finest years that I 
ever knew.

Wm. COBBETT.
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S U R A L  S ID E , OE 104 M ILES, PEOM  K E N S IN G T O N  TO  'D TH trsBAN I) ; 
IN CLU D IN G  A  R U S T IC  H ARANGUE A T  W IN C H E STE R , A T  A 
D IN N ER  W ITH  TH E  EAEM ER S, O N  TH E  28tH SEPTE M BE R .

Chilworth, near Ouildford, Surrey, 
Wednesday, 25th Sept., 1822.

T his morning I set off, in rather a drizzling rain, from Ken
sington, on horseback, accompanied by m y son, with an inten
tion of going to Uphusband, near Andover, which is situated 
in the North West corner of Hampshire. I t  is very true that 
I could have gone to Uphusband by travelling only about 6 6  
miles, and in the space of about eight hours. B ut m y object 
was not to See inns and turnpike-roads, but to see the country; 
to see the farmers at home, and to see the labourers in the fields ; 
and to do this you must go either on foot or on horse-back. 
With a gig you cannot get about amongst bye-lanes and across 
fields, tluough bridle-w^s and hunting-gates; and to tramp it 
is too slow, leaving the labour out of the question, and that is 
not a trifle. ,

We went through the tumpike-gate at Kensington, and 
immediately turnechdown the lane tq our left, proceeded on 
to Fulhami grossed Putijey bridge into Surrey, went over 
Barnes Common, an<i then, going on the upper side of Rich
mond, got again into Middlesex by crossing Richmond bridge. 
All Middlesex is ugly, notwithstanding the millions upon millions 
which it is continually sucking up from the rest of the kingdom ; 
and, though the Thames and its meadows now-and-then are seen 
from the road, the country is not less ugly from Richmond to 
Chertsey bridge, tlirough Twickenham, Hampton, Sunbury, and 
Sheperton, than^t is Ssewhefe. The soil is a gravel at bottom 
with a black loam at top near the Thames ; further back it is a 
sort of spewy gravel; *nd»thn buildings consist generally of 
tax-eaters’ showy, tea-garden-like boxes, and of shabby dwell
ings of labouring people who, in this part of the country, look 
to be about half Saint Giles’s : dirty, and have evei^ appearance 
of drinking gin.

A t Chertsey, where we came into Surrey again, there was 
a Fair for horses, cattle, and pigs. I  did not see any shee|f). 
Everything was exceedingly dull. Cart colts, two and three 
years old, were selling for less than a third of^what they sold for 
in 1813. The cattle were of an inferior description to be sure; 
but the price was low almost beyond belief. Cows, which 
would have sold for IS.^in 1813, did not get buyers at 31. I 
had no time to inquire much about the  ̂pigs, but a man told
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me that they were dirt-cheap. Near Chertsoy is Saint Anne’s 
EiU and some other pretty spots. Upon being shown this hiU 
I was put in mind of Mr. Ibx ; and that brought into my head 
a grant that he. obtained of Crown lanis in this neighbourhood, 
in, I  think, 1806. The Duke of York obtained, by Act of 
Parliament, a much larger grant of these lands, at Oatlands, 
in 1804, I  think it was. But this was natural enoi%h; this is 
what would surprise nobody. Mr. Box’s was another affair ; 
and especially when taken into view with what I  am now going 
to relate. In 1804 or 1805, Bordyce, the late Duchess of Gordon’s 
brother, was Collector General (or had been) of taxes in Scotland, 
and owed a large arrear to the public. He was also Surveyor of 
Crown lands. The then Opposition were for hauling him 
up. Pitt was again in power. Mr. Creevey was to bring 
forward the motion in the House of Commons, and Mr. Box 
was to support it, and had actually spoken once or twice, in 
a preliminary way on the subject. Notice of the motion was 
regularly given; it was put off from time to time, and, at 
last, dropped, Mr. Box dedining to supfort it. I  have no books 
at hand; but the affair will be found recorded in the Begister. 
It was not owing to Mj. Creevey that the thing did not come 
on. I  remember well that it was owing to Jlr. Box. Other- 
motives were stated; find those others smight be the real 
motives; but, at any rate, the ne:jjt year, or ^se year after, 
Mr. Box got 'transferred to him a part at that estate, which 
belongs to the public, and which was once so great, called the 
Crown lands ; and of these lands Bordyoe long had been, and 
then was, the Surveyor. Such are the facts: let the reader 
reason upon them and draw the conclusion.

This county of Surrey presents to the eye of the traveller 
a greater contrast than any other coimty in England. ’ It 
has some of the very best and iSbme o? th e^ o rst lands, not 
only in England, but in the world. We were here upon those 
of the latter description. Bor.five miles on the road towards 
Guildford the land is a rascally common covered with poor 
heath, exce^ where the gravel is «o near the top as not to 
suffer even the heath to grow. Here we entered the enclosed 
lands, which have the gravel at bottom, but a nice light, black 
mould at to p ; in which the trees grow very well. Through 
l^e -lanes and bridle-ways we came out into the London road, 
between Bipley and Guildford, and immediately crossing that 
road, came on to-s^rds a village called Merrow. We came out 
into the road just mentioned, at the lodge-gates of a Mr. Weston, 
whose mansion and estate have just passed (as to occupancy) into 
the hands of some new man. A t Mtrrow, where we came 
into the Epsom road, we found that ftr. Webb Weston, whose
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mansion and park are a little further on towards London, had 
just walked out, and left it  in possession of another new man. 
This gentleman told us, last year, at the Epsom Meeting, that he 
was losing his income ; and I told him how it was that he was 
losing i t ! He is said to be a very worthy m an ; very muoh 
respected; & very good landlord; but, I  dare say, he is one 
of those who approved of yeomanry cavalry to keep down the 
“  Jacobins and Levellers; ”  but who, in fact, as I  always told 
men of this description, have pvt down themselves and their 
landlords; for without them this thing never could have been 
done. To ascribe the whole to contrivance would be to give to 
Pitt and his followers too much credit for profundity; but if 
the knaves who assembled at the Crown and .<Vnchor in the 
Strand, in 1703, to put down, by the means of prosecutions 
and spies, those whom they called “  Republicans and Levellers; ”  
if these knaves had said, “  Let us go to work to induce the owners 
‘*and occupiers of the land to convey their estates and their 
“ capital into our hands,” and if the Government had corre
sponded with them in views, the effect could not have been more 
complete than it has, thus far, been. The yeomanry actually, 
as to the effect, drew their swords to heap the reformers a t  bay, 
while the tax-eaters were taking away the estates and the 
capital. It  was the* sheep surrendering up the dogs into 
hands of the -valves. •

Lord Onslow lives *near Merrow. This is the man that was, 
for many years, so famous as a driver of four-in-hand. He 
used to be called Tommy Onslow. He has the character of 
being a very good landlord. I  know he called me “  a d—— d 
Jacobin”  several years ago, only, I  presume, because I  was 
labouring to preserve to him the means of stiU driving four- 
in-hand, while he, an^ others like him, and their yeomanry 
cavalry, were woijting as hartf to defeat my wishes and endeav
ours. They say here, that, some little time back, his Lord- 
ship, who has, at any rafte, had»the oourago to retrenph in all 
sorts of ways, was at Guildford in a gig with one horse, at the 
very moment, when Spicer, the Stock-broker, who yas a Chair
man of the Committee for prosecuting Lord Cochrane, and who 
lives at Esher, came rattling in with four horses and a couple 
of out-riders I They relate an observation made by his Lorejj 
ship, which may, or may not, be true, and which therefore, 
I  shall not repeat. But, m y Lord, there is another sort of 
courage; courage other than that of retrenching, that would 
become you in the present emergency : I  mean political courage, 
and especially the courage of acknowledging yowr errors ; con
fessing that you were ^jong when you called the reformers 
Jacobins and levellers; the courage of now joining them in their
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efforts to save theii' country, to regain their freedom, and to 
preserve to you youf estate, which is to be preserved, you will 
observe, by no other means than that of a Reform of the Par
liament. It  is now manifest, even to fools, that it  has been by 
the instrumentality of a base and fraudulent paper-money 
that loan-jobbers, stock-jobbers and Jews have gol^the estates 
into their hands. W ith what eagerness, in 1797, did the no
bility, gentry, and clergy rush forward to give their sanction 
and their support to the system which then began, and which 
haa finally produced, what we now behold ! They assembled 
in aU the counties, and put forth declarations that they would 
take the paper of the Bank, and that they would support the 
system. Upon this occasion the county of Surrey was the 
very first county; and on the list of signatures the very first 
name was Onslow I There may he sales and conveyances; 
there may be recoveries, deeds, and other parchments; hut 
this wae the real transfer; this was the real signing away of 
the estates. ^

To come to Chilworth, which lies on the south side of St. 
Mfirtha’s Hill, most people would have gone along the level 
road to Guildford an<> come round through Shawford under 
the hills; but we, having seen enough of streets and tum- 

'■ {)ikes, took acro.ss ovef Merrow Down, ’̂here the Guildford 
raccicourse is,- and then mounted th» “  Surrey HjBs,”  so famous 
for the J>rospeots they afford. Here we locked back over Middle
sex, and into Buckinghamshire and Berkshire, away towards 
the North-West, into Essex and Kent towards the East, over 

- part of Sussex to the South, and over part of Hampshire to the 
West and South-West. We are here upon a bed of chalk, where 
the downs always afford good, sheep food. We steered for St. 
Martha’s Chapel, add went round at tl|  ̂ foot-of the lofty hill 
on which it  stands. This broughli us down tlie side of a steep 
hill, and along a bridle-way, into the narrow and exquisitely 

r beautiful vale of Chilworth, where Ve -frere to stop for the night. 
This vale is skirted partly by woodlands and partly by sides of 
hills tilled ^s com fields. The lahd is excellent, particularly 
towards the bottom. Even the arable fields are in some places, 
towards their tops, nearly as steep as the roof of a tiled house; 
^ d  where the ground is covered with woods the groimd is stiU 
more steep. Down the middle of the vale there is a series 
of ponds, or small lakes, which meet your eye, here and there, 
through the tree% Here are some very fine farms, a little 
strip of meadows, some hoplgardens, and the lakes have given 
rise to the establishment of powder-mills and paper-iniUs. The 
trees of all sorts grow well here; apd c^^pioes .yield poles for the 
hop-gardens and wood to make charcoal for the powder-mills.
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They are so-ning wheat here, and the land, owing to the 
fine summer that we have had, is in a very fine state. The 
rain, too, which, yesterday, fell here in great abundance, has 
been just in time to make a really good wheat-sowing season. 
The turnips, all the way that we have come, are good. Rather 
backward in some places; but in sufficient quantity upon the 
ground, ana there is yet a good while for them to grow. AU 
the fall fruit is excellent, and in great abundance. The grapes 
are as good as those raised under glass. The apples are much 
richer than in ordinary years. The crop of hops has been very- 
fine here, as well as everywhere else. The crop not only large, 
but good in quality. They expect to get six pounds a hundred 
for them at Weyhill fair. That is one .more than I think they 
will get. The best Sussex hops were selling in the Borough 
of Southwark a t three pounds a hundred a few days before I 
left Loudon. The Pamham hops may bring double that price ; 
but that, I  think, is as much as they w ill; and this is ruin to tfie 
hop-planter. The tax, w i^  its attendant inconveniences, amounts 
to a pound a hundred; the picking, drying, and bagging, to 
50s. The carrying to market not less than 6s. Here is the sum 
of 31. 10s. of the money. Supposing the crop to be half a ton 
to the acre, the bare tillage will be 10s. The poles for an acre 
cannot cost less thaif 21. a-year; that i» another 4s. to each hun
dred of hops. % This brings the outgoings to 82s. Then comes 
the manure, then <»me the poor-rates, and road-rates, and 
county rates; and if these leave one single farthing for rent 
I  think it is strange. *

I hear that Mr. Birkbeok is expected home from America! 
It  is said that he is coming to receive a large legacy; a thing 
not to be overlooked by a person who lives in a country where 
he can have land f<yr ̂ nothing I The truth is, I  believe, that 
there has lately #lied a gentleman, who has bequeathed a part 
of his property to pay the creditors of a relation of his who 
some years ago became *  bafikr»pt, and one of whose creditors 
Mr. Birkbeck was. What the amoimt may be I know n o t; 
but I  have heard, that the bankrupt had a  partner^nt the time 
of the bankruptcy; so that there must be a good deal of diffi
culty in settling the matter in an equitable manner. The 
Chancery would drawl it out (supposing the present systejp 
to continue) tiU, in all human probability, there would not be 
as much left for Mr. Birkbeck as wordd be required to  pay his 
way back again to the Land of JPromise. I»hope he is coming 
here to remain here. He is a very clever man, though he has 
been very abusive and very unjust with regard to me.
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Len, near Oodnlming. Surrey, 
Thursday, 26 Se'pt.

We started from Chiiworth this morning, came down the 
Tale, left the village of Shawford to our right, and ( l̂at of Won- 
ersh to our left, and crossing the river Wey, got into the turn- 
pike-road between Guildford and Godaiming, went on through 
Godaiming, and got to Lea, which lies to the north-east snugly 
under Hindhead, about 11 o’clock. This was coming only 
about eight miles, a sort of rest after the 32 miles of the day 
before. Coming along the road, a farmer overtook us, and as 
he had known me from seeing me at the Meeting at Epsom last - 
year, I  had a part of my main business to perform, namely, to 
talk politics. He was going to Haslemere fair. Upon the 
mention of that sink-hole of a Borough, which sends, “  as dearly 

the sun at noonday,”  the celebrated Charles Long, and the 
Scarcely less celebrated Robert Ward^to the celebrated House 
of Commons, we began to talk, as it were, spontaneously, about 
Lord Lonsdale and the Lowthers. The farmer wondered why 
the Lowthers, that we»e the owners of so many farms, should 
be for a system which was so manifestly taking away the estates 
of the landlords and th» capital of the fariflers, and giving them 
to Jews, loan-jobbers, stock-jobl^rs, plaoen^h, pensioners, 
sinecure people, and people of the “  deskl weight.”  But his 
wonder Ceased ; his eyes were opened ; and “  his heart seemed 
to burh within him as I  talked to him on the way,” when I 
explainei to him the nature of Oroion lands and “  Grown tenants,”  
and when I  described to him certain districts of property in West
moreland and other parts. I  had not the book in my pocket, 
but my memory furnished me with qu itj a sufficiency of matter 
to make him perceive that, in supf)orting the present system, the 
Lowthers were by no means so foolish as he appeared to think 
them. From the Lowthers 14'Urfled *to Mr. Poyntz, who lives 
at Midhurst in Sussex, and whose name as a “  Crown tenant ” 
I  find in a Report lately laid befhre the House of Commons, 
and the paftioUlars of which I  will state another time for the 
information of the people of Sussex. I  used to wonder myself 
what made Mr. Poynte call me a Jacobin. I  used to think 
fnat Mr. Poyntz must be a fool to support the present system. 
What I  have seen in that Report convinces me that Mr. Poyntz 
is no fool, as far asj^elates to his own interest, at any rate. There 
is a mine of wealth in these “  Oroion lands.”  Here are farms, 
and manors, and mines, and woods, and forests, and houses, and 
streets, inoaloulable in value. Whai*%an be so proper as to 
apply this public property towards the discharge of a part, at
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least, of that public debt, whiob is hanging rotmd the neck 
of this nation like a mill-stone ? Mr. Ricardo proposes to 
seize upon a part of the private property of every man, to 
be given to the stock-jobbing race. A t an act of injustice 
like this the mind revolts. The foolishness of it, besides, is 
calculated Jo shook one. But in the ptihlio property we see 
the suitable thing. And who can possibly object to this, ex
cept those, who, amongst them, now divide the possession or 
benefit of this property ? I have once before mentioned, but 
I will repeat it, that Marlborough Home in Pall Mall, for which 
the Prince of Saxe Coburg pays a rent to the Duke of Marl
borough of three thousand pounds a-year, is rented of this 
generous public by that most Noble Duke at the rate of less 
than forty pounds a-year. There are three houses in Pall Mall, 
the whole of which pay a  rent to the public of about fifteen pounds 
a-year, I  think it is. I  myself, twenty-two years ago, paid 
three hundred pounds a-year for one of them, to a man that 
I thought was the own^ of them; but I  now find that these 
houses belong to the public. The Duke of Buckingham’s 
house in PaU Mall, which is one of the grandest in all Dondon, 
and which is not worth less than seven «ir eight hundred pounds 
a-year, belongs to the public. The Duke is the ten ant; and 
I think he pays* foi*it much less than twenty pounds a-year.
I speak fromVnemory her* all the way along; and therefore, 
not positively; I  w81, another time, state tire particulars from 
the books. The book that I am now referring to is also of a 
date of some years back ; but I  will mention all the particulars 
another time. Talk of reducing rents, indeed I Talk of gemrous 
landlords / I t  is the pubho that is the generous landlord. It 
is the public that lets its houses and manors and mines and 
farms at a cheap rat% I t  certainly would not be so good a 
landlord if it h a i  a Reformed Parliament to manage its affairs, 
nor would it suffer so many snug Corporations to carry on their 
snu^glings in the mamffer that* they do, and therefore it is 
obviously the interest of the rich tenants of this poor public, 
as well as the interest of the Inugglers in Corporation^, to jmevent 
the poor pnblic from having such a Parliament.

We got into free-quarter again a i L e a ; and there is nothing 
like free-quarter, as soldiers well know.i Lea is situated qp 
the edge of that immense heath which swehps down from the 
summit of Hindhead across to the north over innumerable 
hiUs of minor altitude and of an infinite variety of shapes to
wards Pamham, to the north-east, towards the Hog’s Back, 
leading from Famham Jo Guildford, and to the east, or nearly 
so, towards Godaiming.* Nevertheless, the enclosed lands at 
Lea are very good and singularly beautiful. The timber of all
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Sortij grows w ell; the land is light, and being free from stones, 
very 'peasant to work. If you go southward from Lea about a 
mile you get down into what is called, in the old Acts of Par- 
liament, the Weald of Surrey. Here the land is a stiff tenacious 
loam at top with blue and yellow clay beneath. This Weald 
continues on eastward, and gets into Susses near^-East Grin- 
Stead : thence it  winds about under the hills, into Kent. Here 
the oak grows finer than in any part of England. The trees are 
more spiral in their form. They grow much faster than upon 
any other land. Y et the timber must be better; for, in some 
of the Acts of Queen Elizabeth’s reign, it is provided, that the 
oak for the Royal Navy shall come out of the Wealds of Surrey, 
Susses, or Kent.

OdiJthm, Hampshire, 
Friday, 27 8ept.

Erom Lea we sot off this morning about six o’clock to get 
free-quarter again at a worthy old fj^end’s at this nice little 
plain market-town. Our direct road was right over the heath 
through Tilford to Eamham; but we veered a little to the 
left after we came to 'Klford, at which place on the Green we 
stopped to look at an oak tree, which, when I  was a little boy, 
was but a very little tfee, comparatively* and which is now, 
take it altogether, by far the finest «tree that I  ewer saw in my 
life. The ^ m  or shaft is short; that ft to say, it is short 
before you come to the first limbs ; but i t  is full thirty feet round, 
at about eight or ten feet from the ground. Out of the stem 
there come not less than fifteen or sixteen limbs, many of which 
are from five to ten feet round, and each of which would, in fact, 
be considered a decent stick of timber. I  am not judge enough 
of timber to say anything about tjie quajjtity in the whole tree, 
but my sou stepped the ground, and as nearly ^  we could judge, 
the diameter of the extent of the branches was upwards of ninety 
feet, which would make a ciroumferendfe of about three hundred 
feet. The tree is in full growth at this moment'. There is a 
little hole i% one of the limbs; but with that exception, there- 
appears not the smallest sign of decay. The tree has made 
great shoots in aU parts of it this last summer and spring; 
^ d  there are no appearances of vfhite upon the trunk, such 
as are regarded as the symptoms of fuU growth. There are 
jnany sorts of oak in England; two very distinct; one -with 
a pale leaf, and one -with a dark leaf: this is of the pale leaf. 
The tree stands, upon TiUord-greeu, the soil of which is a light 
loam with a hard sand stone a good way beneath, and, prob
ably, day beneath that. The spot ^ e r e  the tree stands is 
about a hundred and twenty feet from the edge of a little river,
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and the grotmd on which it  stands may be about ten feet higher 
than the bed of that river.

In quitting Tilford we came on to the land belonging to 
Waverly Abbey, and then, instead of going on to the town 
of Famham, veered away to the left towards Wrecklesham, 
in order to cross the Farnham and Alton turnpike-road, and 
to come o i  by the side of Crondall to Odiham. We went a 
little out of the way to go to a place called the Bourn, which 
lies in the heath at about a  mile from Farnham. I t  is a winding 
narrow valley, down which, dming the wet season of the year, 
there runs a stream beginning at the Holt Forest, and emptying 
itself into the Wey just below Moor-Park, which was the seat 
of Sir William Temple when Swift was residing with him. We 
went to this Bourn in order that I  might show my son the spot 
where I received the rudiments of my education. There is a 
little hop-garden in which I  used to work when from eight to 
ten years o ld ; from which I  have scores of times run to follow 
the hounds, leaving the hoe to do the best that it  could to destroy 
the weeds; but the nftst interesting thing was a sand-hill, 
which goes from a part of Idle heath down to the rivulet. As 
a due mixture of pleasure with toil, I,*with two brothers, used 
occasionally to desport ourselves, as the lawyers call it, at this 
sand-hill. Our divStsion was this: we used to go to the top 
of the hiU, rAioh was stegper than the roof of a house; one 
used to draw nis asms out of the sleeves of his smock-frock, 
and lay himself down with his arms by his sides ; and then the 
others, one at head and the other at feet, sent him rolling down 
the hiU like a barrel or a log of wood. B y the time he got to 
the bottom, his hair, eyes, ears, nose, and mouth, were aU full 
of this loose sand ; then the others took their turn, and at every 
roU there was a monstrous spoU of laughter. I  had often told 
my sons of this -v|jiile ifSey wefe very little, and I now took one of 
them to see the spot. But that Was not aU. This was the 
spot where I was receivi«g ray e4ucation ; and this was the sort 
of education; and I am perfectly satisfied that if I  had not 
received such an edueatio®, or something very much like i t ;  
that, if I  had been brought up a milksop, with a 8ursery-maid 
everlastingly at my heels, I  should have been at this day as 
great a fool, as inefficient a  mortal, as any of those frivolous 
idiots that are turned out from Winchester and Westminster 
Schools, or from any of those dens of dunces caEed Colleges and 
Universities. It  is impossible to say how qjuch I owe to that 
sand-hill; and I went to return it my thanks for the ability 
which it probably gave me to be one of the greatest terrors, to 
one of the greatest and tijost powerful bodies of knaves and fools, 
that ever were permitted to afflict this or any other country.
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Prom the Bourn we proceeded on to Wrecklesham, at the 
end of which we crossed what is called the river Wey. Here 
we found a parcel of labourers at parish-work. Amongst them 
was an old playmate of mine. The account they gave of 
their situation was very dismah The harvest was over early. 
The hop-picking is now over; and now they are employed 
hy the Parish ; that is to say, not absolutely diggiftg holes one 
day and filling them up the n ex t; but at the expense of half- 
ruined farmers and tradesmen and landlords, to break stones 
into very small pieces to make nice smooth roads lest the jolting, 
in going along them, should create bile in the stomachs of the 
overfed tax-eaters. I  call upon mankind to witness this scene ; 
and to say, whether ever the hke of this was heard of before. 
It  is a state of things, where all is out of order; where self- 
preservation, that great law of nature, seems to be set at de
fiance ; for here are farmers unable to pay men for working for 
them, and yet compelled to pay them for working in doing 
that which is really of no use to any human being. There he 
the hop-poles unstripped. You see % hundred things in the 
neighbouring fields that want doing. The fences are not nearly 
what they ought to The very meadows, to our right and 
our left' in crossing this little valley, would occupy these men 
advantageously until the setting in 'of the* frost; and here are 
they, not, as I said before, actuallj digging hojps one day and 
filling them up the n ext; but, to all intents and purposes, as 
uselessly employed. - Is this Mr. Canning’s “  Sun of Prosperity S ”  
Is this the way to increase or preserve a nation’s wealth ? Is 
this a- S i^  of wise legislation and of good government ? Does 
this thing “  work well,” Mr. Canning ? Does it  prove that 
we want no change ? True, you were bom under a Kingly 
Government; and so was I as well as you ; but I  was not born 
under Six-Acts ; nor was I  borfl unde? a s^te of things like 
this. I  was not bom under it, and I  do not wish to live under 
i t ; • and, with God’s help, I  wH} ohang* it  if I  can.

We left these poor fellows, after having given them, not 
“  religious Tracts,”  which would, if 4hey could, make the labourer 
content wifti half starvation, but something to get them some 
bread and cheese and beer, being firmly convinced that it  is 
the- body that wants filling and not the mind. However, In 
Ipeaking of their low wages, I  told them that the farmers and 
hop-planters were as much objects ô  compassion as themselves, 
which they acknojrledged.

We immediately, after this, crossed the road, and went on 
towards CrondaU upon a soil that soon became stiff loam and 
flint at top with a  bed of chalk beneath. We did not go to 
CrondaE; but kept along over Slaae Heath, and through a
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very pretty place called Well. We arrived at Odiham about 
half after eleven, at the end of a beautiful ride of about Beven- 
teen miles, in a very fine and pleasant day.

Winchester,
Saturday, Wth September.

Just after daylight we started for this place. B y  the turn
pike we could have come through Basingstoke by turning 
off to the right, or through Alton and Alresford by turning 
off to the left. Being naturally disposed towards a  middle 
course, we chose to wind down through Upton-Gray, Preston- 
Candover, Chilton-Candover, Brown-Candover, then down to 
Ovington, and into Winchester by the north entrance. From 
WreoHesham to Winchester we have come over roads and 
lanes of flint and chalk. The weather being dry again, the 
ground under you, as solid as iron, makes a great rattling with 
the horses’ feet. The country where the soil is stiff loam upon 
chalk is never bad for cofir. Not rich, but never poor. There 
is at no time anything deserving to be called dirt in the roads. 
The buildings last a long time, from the absence of fogs and 
also the absence of humidity in the giound. The absence of 
dirt makes the people habitually cleanly; and all along through 
this country the peddle appear in general to be very neat. It 
is a country fat sheep, whi«h are always sound and good upon 
this iron soil. The‘ trees grow well, where there are trees. 
The woods and coppices are not numerous; but they are good, 
particularly the ash, which always grows well upon the chalk. 
The oaks, though they do not grow in the spiral form, as upon 
the clays, are by no means stunted; and some of them very 
fine trees; I  take it that they require a much greater number 
of years to bring then^to pe:rfection than in the WeMs. The 
wood, perhaps, trfliy be harder; but I have heard that the oak, 
which grows upon these hard bottoms, is very frequently what 
the carpenters call shaky* The underwoods here consist, almost 
entirely, of hazle, which is very fine, and much tougher and 
more durable than that w^ioh grows on soils wjth a moist 
bottom. This hazle is a thing of great utility here. It  fur. 
rushes rods wherewith to make fences; but its principal use is, 
to make wattles for the folding of sheep in the fields. Thei^ 
things are made much more neatly here than in the south of 
Ham|)shire and in Sussex, or in any other part that I  have seen. 
Chalk is the favourite soil of the yew-tree ;• and at Preston- 
Caudover there is an avenue of yew-trees, probably a mile long, 
each tree containing, ag nearly as I can guess, from twelve 
to twenty feet of timbert which, as the reader knows, implies 
a tree of considerable size. They have probably been a century
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or two in growing; but* in any way that timber can be used, 
the timber of the yew will last, perhaps, ten times as long as the 
titober of any other tree that we grow in England.

Quitting the Candovers, we came along between the two 
estates of the two Barings. Sir Xhomas  ̂ who has supplanted 
thO- Duke of Bedford, was to our right, while Alexander, who 
has supplanted Lord Northington, was on our lef£ The latter 
has enclosed, as a sort of outwork to his park, a pretty little 
down called Northington Down, in which he has planted, 
here and there, a clump of trees. But Mr. Baring, not reflecting 
that woods are not like funds, to be made at a heat, has planted 
his trees too large ; so that they are oovere(J with moss, are dying 
at the top, and are literally growing downward instead of up
ward. In short, this enclosure and plantation have totally 
destroyed the beauty of this part of the estate. The down, 
which was before very beautiful, and formed a sort of glacis 
up to the park pales, is now a marred, ragged, ugly-looking 
thing. The dying trees, which have been planted long enough 
for you not to perceive that they hafe been planted, excite the 
idea of sterility in the soil. They do injustice to i t ; for, as a 
down, it was exeellenjj. Everjrthing that has been done here is 
to the injury of the estate, and discovers a most shocking want of 
thste in the projectoig Sir Thomas’s ^antations, or, rather 
those of his father, have been managed more juiMciously.

I  do not like to be a sort of spy in a ^ a n ’s neighbourhood; 
but I  will tell Sir Thomas Baring what I  have heard; and if 
he be a man of sense I  shall have his thanks, rather than his 
reproaches, for so doing. I  may have been misinformed; 
bat this is what I have heard, that he, and also Lady Baring, 
are very charitable ; that they are very kind and compassionate 
to their poor neighbours ; but that they tack a sort of condition 
tp this charity; that they insisi^upon ftie ol^eots of it adopting 
their notions with regard to religion; or, at least, that where 
the people are not what they de»m ^ious, they, are not objects 
of their benevolence. I  do not say, that they are not perfectly 
sincere themsMves, and that their wishes are not the best that can 
possibly b e ; but of this I  am very certain, that, by pursuing 
this principle of action, where they make one good man or 
woman, they will make One hundred hypocrites. I t  is not little 

•books that can make a people good; that can make them 
moral 5 that can restrain them from committing crimes. I  
believe that books of any sort never yet had that tendency. 
Sir Thomas doe?, I  dare say, think me a very wicked man, 
since I aim at the destruction of the funding system, and what 
he would call a robbery of what he«calls the public creditor; 
and yet, Ood help me, I  have read books enough, and amongst
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the rest, a great part of the religious tracts. Amongst the 
labouring people, th® first thing you have to look after is, common 
honestij, speaking the truth, and refraining from thieving ; and 
to secure these, the labourer must have his belly-full and be 
free from fear ; and this belly-fuU must come to him from out 
of his w^es, and not from benevolence of any description. 
Such being A y  opinion, I  think Sir Thomas Baring worfid do 
better, that he would discover more real benevolence, by  using 
the influence which he must naturally have in his neighbour
hood, to prevent a diminution in the wages of labour.

Winchester,
Sunday Morning, 29 Sept.

Yesterday was market-day here. Everything cheap and falling 
Instead of rising. If  it  were over-production last year that pro
duced the distress, when are our miseries to have an end ! They 
will end when these men cease to have sway, and not before.

I  had not been in Winchester long before I  heard something 
very interesting about the manifesto, concerning the poor, which 
was lately issued here, and upon which I  remarked in m y last 
Eegister but one, in my Letter to Sir Thomas Baring. Pro
ceeding upon the true,milita.ry prinoiple,^! looked out for free- 
quarter, which ihe reader will naturally think difficult for me 
to find in a toAn coi^faining a Cathedral. Having done this, 
I  went to the Swan Inn to dine with the farmers. This is the 
manner that'I like best of doing the thing. Six-Acts do not, 
to be sure, prevent ns from dining together. They do not 
authorize Justices of the Peace to kill us, because we meet to 
dine without their permission. But I do not like Dinner- 
Meetings on my account. I  like much better to go and fall 
in ■ with the lads of the l««id, oravith anybody else, at their own 
places of resort; a%d I  am going to place myself down at Up- 
bmsband, in excellent free-quai^er, in the midst of all the great 
fairs of the West, in order, before'the winter campaign begins, 
that I  may see as many farmqfs as possible, and that they may 
hear my opinions, and I  theirs. I  shall be at WeyMU fair on 
the 10th of October, and, perhaps, on some of the succeeding 
d ays; and, on one or more of those days, I  intend to dine at 
the White Hart, at Andover. What other fairs or places I 
shall go to I shall notify hereafter. And this I  think the frank
est and fairest way. I  wish to see many people, and to talk to 
them : and there are a great many people whcf wish to see and 
to talk to me. W hat better reason can be given for a man’s 
going about the country an^ dining at fairs and markets ?

A t the dinner at Winoheiter we had a  good number of opu-
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lent yeomen, and many gentlemen join^  us after the dinner. 
Tile state of the country was well talked over; and, during 
the session (ranch more sensible than some other sessions that 
I  have had to remark on), I  made the following

RUSTIC h a r a n g u e.

GnHTLEMRif,— ^Though many here are, I  am sure, glad te 
see me, I  am not vain enough to suppose that anything other 
than that of wishing to hear my opinions on the prospects 
before us can have induced many to choose to be here to dine 
■ with me to-day. I  shall, before T sit do-wn, propose to you 
a toist, which you •will drink, or not, as you choose; but I 
shall state one particular -wish in that shape, that it may be 
the more distinctly understood, and the better remembered.

The -wish to which I allude relates to the tithes. Under 
that word I  mean to speak of all that mass of wealth -which 
is vulgarly called Church property ; "but -Which is, in fact, puUic 
property, and may, of course, be disposed of as the Parliament 
shall please. There, appears at this moment an uncommon 
degree of anxiety on the part of the parsons tp see the farmers 
enabled to pay rents  ̂ The business ofsthe parsons being only 
-with tithes, one naturally, at first jight, wonder* why they should 
care so much about rents. The fact is this ? they see clearly 
enough, that the landlords will never long go without rents, 
and suffer them to enjoy the tithes. They see, too, that there 
must be a struggle between the land and the funds: they see 
that there is such a struggle. They see, that it  is the taxes that 
are taking away the rent of the landlord and the capital of the 
farmer. Y et the parsons are afraid -to see the taxes reduced. 
Why ? Because, if the taxes«be recftioed^n any great degree 
(and nothing short of a great degree will give relief), they see 
that the interest of the DeJjt aam^t be paid ; and they know 
well, that the interest of the Debt can never be reduced, -until 
their tithes have been reduced* Thus, then, they find them
selves in*a great difficulty. They wish the taxes to be kept up 
and rents to be paid too. Both cannot bê  unless some means 
or other be found out of putting into, or keeping in, the farmer’s 
pocket, money that is not now there.

The scheme that appears to have been fallen upon for this

rpose is the strangest in the world, and it must, if attempted 
be put into execution, produce something little short of open 
and general commotion; namely, that of reducing the wages 

of labour to a mark so low as to i»ake the labourer a walking 
cteletom Beforo X proceed furthe?, i t  is right that X coam uai-
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oate to you an explanation, ■ which, not an hour ago, I  received 
from Mr. Pouitor, relative to the manifesto, lately issued in this 
town by a Bench of Magistrates of which that gentleman was 
Chairman. I have not the honour to be personally acquainted 
■ with Mr. Poulter, but certainly, if I  had misunderstood the 
manifesto, it was right that I  should be, if possible, made to 
understand ih Mr. Poirlter, in company with another gentle
man, came to me in this Inn, and said, that the bench did not 
moan that their resolutions should have the effect of lowering 
the wages: and that the sums, stated in the paper, were sums 
to be given in the way of relief. We had not the paper before 
us, and, as the paper contain^ a good deal about relief, I, in ■ 
recollection, confounded the two, and said, that I  had understood 
the paper agreeably to the explanation. B ut upon looking 
at the paper again, I  see, that, as to the words, there was a clear 
recommendation to make the wages what is there stated: How
ever, seeing that the Chairman himself disavows this, we must 
conclude that the bench put forth words not expressing their 
meaning. To this I  must gjld, as connected with the manifesto, 
that it is stated in that document, that such and such justices 
were present, and a large and respectable number of yeomen 
who had been invited to attend. Now, •Gentlemen, I  was, I  
must confess, struck with this addition to the bench. These 
gentlemen have hot been accustomed to Treat farmers with so 
much attention.% I t  seemed *dd, that they should want a set 
of farmers to be present, to give a sort of sanction to their acts. 
Since my arrival in Winchester, I have found, however, that 
having them pre.sent was not a ll; for that the names of some 
of these yeomen were actually inserted in the manuscript of the 
manifesto, and that those names were expunged at the request 
of the 'parties named. This is a very singular proceeding, then, 
altogether. I t  presents ■ (̂  ns a ̂ trong picture of the diffidence, 
or modesty (call it*which you please) of the justices; and it 
shows us, that the yeomen present did not like to have their 
names standing as giving sftncfion to  the resolutions contained 
in the manifesto. In de^ , they knew well, that those resolu
tions never could be acted uptin. They knew that ■ tĵ ey could 
not Uve in safety even in the same ■ village ■ with labourers, paid 
at the rate of 3, 4, and 5 shillings a-week.

To return, now. Gentlemen, to the scheme for squeezing 
rents out of the bones of the labourer, is it  not, upon the face 
of it, most monstrously absurd, that this scheme should be 
resorted to, when the plain and easy and just w ay  of insuring 
rents must present itself to every eye, and can be pursued by 
the Parliament whenever it  choose ? We hear loud outcries 
against the poor-rates; enormous poor-rates; the all-
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duvoming- poor-X’ates; but 'srhat are the facts; vniy, uuao, 
iu Great Britain, six miUions are paid in poor-rates, seven millions 
(or thereabouts! in titfies, and sixty millions to the fund-people, 
the army, placemen, and the rest. And yet nothing of all 
this seems to be thought of but the six millions. Surely the 
other and so much larger sums ought to he thought of. Even 
the six millions are, for the far greater part, wages end not poor- 
rates. And yet all this outcry is made about these six millions, 
■ while not a -w'ord is said about the other sixty-seven millions.

Gentlemen, to enumerate aU the ways, in which the public 
money is spent, would take me a week. I  -will mention two 
classes of persons who are receivers of taxes; and you will 
then see ■ with what reason it is, that this outcry is set up against 
the poor-rates and against the amount of wages. There is a 
thing called the Dead Weight. Incredible as it may seem, that 
such a ■ Vulgar appellation should be used in such a way and 
by such persons, it is a fact, that the Ministers have laid before 
the Parliament an account, called the account of the Dead 
Weight. This account tells how fire millions three hmidred 
thousand pounds are distributed annually amongst half-pay 
officers, pensioners, retired commissaries, clerks, and so forth, 
employed during theSast war. If  there were nothing more en
tailed upon us by that war, this is pretty smart-money. Now 
unjust, unnecessary a l that war was, detestable as it  was in aU 
its principles and objects, stiH, ft) evo^ mai^ who really did 
light, or who performed a soldier’s duty abroad, I  would give 
something: he should not be left destitute. But, Gentlemen, 
is it  right for the nation to keep on paying for life crowds of 
young fellows such as make up the greater part of this dead 
weight ? This is not all, however, for, there are the widows 
and the children, who have, and are to have, pensions too. You 
seem surprised, and ■ well you maji’ ; hut^his is the fact. A  young 
fellow who has a pension for life, aye, or *n old fellow either, 
win easily get a ■ wife to enjoy it ■ mth him, and he will, I ’U warrant 
him, take care that she shall not be* old. So that here is abso
lutely a premium for entering into the holy state of matrimony. 
The husljand, you ■ will perceive,*cannot prevent the ■ wife from 
ha'ving the pension after his death. She is our widow, in this 
respect, not his. She marries, in fact, with a jointure settled 
on her. The more children the husband leaves the better for 
the widow; for each child has a pension for a certain number 
of years. The man, who, under such circumstances, does not 
marry, must b» a woman-hater. An old man actually going 
into the giave, may, by the mere ceremony of marriage, give any 
woman a pension for life. Even tte  widows and children of 
insane officers are not excluded. • I f , an ofSoer* noifv insane.
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but at large, were to marry, there is nothing, as the thing now 
stands, to prevent his widow and children from having pensions. 
Were such things as these ever before heard of in the world ? 
Were such j>remiums ever before given for breeding gentlemen 
and ladies, and that, too, while all sorts of projects are on foot 
to check the breeding of the labouring classes ? Can such a 
thing go on 1*1. say it  cannot; and, if it could, it must inevitably 
render this country the most contemptible upon the face of the 
earth. And yet, not a word of complaint is heard about these 
five miUions and a quarter, expended in this way, while tho 
country rings, fairly resounds, with the outcry about the six 
miUions that are given to the labourers in the shape of poor- 
rates, but which, in fact, go, for the greater part, to pay what 
ought to he called ioages. Unless, then, we speak out here; 
unless we call for redress here; unless we here seek relief, we 
shall not only be totally ruined, but we shall deserve it.
. The other class of persons, to whom I have alluded, as having 

taxes bestowed on them, are the poor dergy. Not of the church 
as by law established, to sure, you will say 1 Yes, Gentle
men, even to the poor clergy of the established Church. We 
know well how ric.h that Church is ; we know well how many 
millions it annually receives; we know*how opulent are the 
bishops, how rich they d ie ; how rich, jn short, a body it is. 
And yet fifteen hundred thousand pounds have, within the same 
number of year^ been^iVen,*out of the taxes, partly raised on 
the labourers, for the relief of the poor clergy of that Church, 
while it is notorious that the livings are given in numerous cases 
by twos and threes to the same person, and while a clamour, 
enough to make the sky ring, is made about what is given in 
the shape of rdief to the labouring dasses / Why, Gentlemen, 
what do we want more than this one fact ? Does not this one 
fact sufSoiently chaxactwize th» system under which we live ? 
Does not this pror^ that a change, a great change, is wanted ? 
Would it not be more natui^l i# propose to get this money hack 
from the Church, than to squeete so much out of the bones of 
the'lahourers ? This the Parjjament can do if it  nleasea .• and 
this it win do, if you do your duty.

Passing over several other topics, let me. Gentlemen, no-w 
come to' what, at the present moment, most nearly affects you ; 
namely, the prospect as to prices. In theUfirst place, this depends 
upon whether Peel’s Bill will be repealed. As this depends 
a good deal upon the IVEnisters, and as I  am convinced, that 
they know no more what to do in the present Emergency than 
the little boys and girls that are running up and down the street 
before this house, it  is impossible for me, or for any one, to say 
what will be done in this resj^ot. But m y opinion is decided, that

60673
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the-BiD will not he repealed. The Ministers see, that, if they 
were vow to go back to the paper, it  would not be the paper 
of 1819; but a paper never to be redeemed by gold ; that 
it  would be assignats to all intents and purposes. < That must 
of necessity cause the complete overthrow of the Government 
in a very short time. If, therefore, the Ministers see the thing 
in this light, it  is impossible, that they should thiftk of a repesd 
of Peel’s Bill. There appeared, last winter, a strong disposition 
to repeal the B ill; and I verily believe, that a repeal in effect, 
though not in name, was actually in oonteniplation. A Bill 
was brought in, which was described beforehand as intended 
to prolong the issue of small notes, and also to prolong the time 
for making Bank of England notes a legal tender. This would 
have been a repealing of Peel’s Bill in great part. The Bill, 
when brought in, and when passed, as it finally was, contained 
no clause relative to legal tender; and without that clause 
it was perfectly nugatory. Let me explain to you, Gentlemen, 
what tills Bin really is. In the seventeenth year of the late 
King’s reign, an act was passed for*a time limited, to prevent 
the issue of notes payable to bearer on demand, for any sums 
less than five pounds In the twenty-seventh year of the late 
King’s reign, this Act was made perpetual; and the preamble 
of the Act sets forth, that it is made perpetual, because the 
preventing of small notes being ma^ has been proved to be for the 
good of the nation. Nevertheless, in jusjj ten gears' afterwards; 
that is to say, in the year one thousand seven hundred and 
ninety-seven, when the Bank stopped payment, this salutary 
Act was suspended; indeed, it  was absolutely necessary, for 
there was no gold to pay with. I t  continued suspended until 
1819, when Mr. Peel’s Bill was passed, when a. Bill was passed 
to suspend it still further, until the year 1825. You will observe, 
then, that, last winter there were yitt three years to come, 
during which the banks might make small *  otes if they would. 
Yet this new Bill was passed last ■ yinter to authorize them to 
make small notes \mtil the year 1833. The measure was wholly 
uncalled for. I t  appeared to b^ altogether unnecessary ; but, 
as I hav#just said, the intention was to introduce into this Bill 
a clause to continue the legal tender until 1833 ; and that would, 
indeed, have made a great alteration in the state of" things; 
and, if extended to the Bank of England, would have been, 
in effect, a complete repeal of Peel’s Bill.

It was fuUy expected by the country bankers, that the legal 
tender clause wSuld have been inserted ; but, before it came to 
the trial, the Ministers gave way, and the clau^ was not inserted. 
The reason for their giving way, I* do verily believe, had its 
principal foundation in their percefVing, that the public would
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eloarly see, that such a measure would make the paper-money 
merely assignats. The legal tender not having been enacted, 
the Small-note BiH can do nothing towards augmenting the 
quantity circulating medium. As the law now stands. Bank 
of England notes are, in effect, a legal tender. If I  owe a debt of 
twenty pounds, and tender Bank of England notes in payment, 
the law says»that you shall not arrest me ; that you may bring 
ypur action, if you like ; that I  may pay the notes into Court; 
that you may go on with your action; that you shall pay all 
the costs, and I  none. At last you gain your action; you 
obtain Judgment and execution, or whatever else the ever
lasting law allows of. And what have you got then ? Why 
the notes ; the same identical notes the Sheriff will bring you. 
You will not take them. Go to law with the Sheriff then. He 
pays the notes into Court. More costs for you to pay. And 
thus you go on ; but without ever touching or seeing gold !

Now, Gentlemen, Peel’s Bill puts an end to all this pretty 
work on the first day of next May. If you have a handful of a 
country banker’s rags noit, and go to him for payment, he will 
tender you Bank of England notes ; and if you like the pa3ung 
of costs you may go to law for gold. But when the first of 
next May comes, he must put gold into ^ u r  hands in exchange 
for your notes, if you ghooso it; or you njay clap a bailiff’s hand 
upon his shoulcjpr : and if ho choose to pay into Court, he must 
pay in gold, and^ay ygur coAs also as far as you have gone.

This makes a strange alteration in the thing ! And every
body must see, that the Bank of England, and the country 
bankers; that all, in short, are preparing for the first of May. 
It is clear that there must be a farther diminution of the paper- 
money. It is hard to say the precise degree of effect that this 
will have upon prices; but that it must bring them down is 
clear ; and, for my ownapart, I am fully persuaded, ,that they 
wiU come down to*the standard of prices in France, be those 
prices what they may. ^his, indeed, was acknowledged by 
Mr. Huskisson in the Agricultural Report of 1821. That two 
countries so near together, bjth having gold as a currency or 
standard, should differ very widely from each otb»r, in the 
prices of farm-produce, is next to impossible; and therefore, 
when our legal tender shall be completely done away, to the 
prices of France you must come; and those prices cannot, I  
think, in the present state of Europe, much exceed three or four 
shillings a bushel for good wheat.

You know, as well as I  do, that it is impassible, with the 
present taxes and rates and tithes, to pay any rent at all with 
prices upon that scale, l^ t Ipan-jobbers, stock-jobbers, Jews, 
and the whole tribe of ta*-&,ters say what they will, you know
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that it is impossihle, as you also know it would be cruelly unjust 
to wring from the laboiirer the means of paying rent, while those 
taxes and tithes remain. Something must be taken off. The 
labourers’ wages have already been reduced as low as possible. 
AH pubHe pay and salaries ought to be reduced ; anR the tithes 
also ought to bo reduced, as they might be to a great amount 
without any injury to religion. The interest of the debt ought 
to be largely reduced; bxit, as none of the others can, with 
any show of justice, take place, without a reduction of the 
tithes, and as 1 am for. confining myself to one object at present, 
I win give you as a Toast, leaving you to drink it  or not, as you 
please, A large Reduction of Tithes.

Somebody proposed to drink this Toast with three times 
three, which was accordingly done, and the sound might have 
been heard down to the close.— Upon some Gentleman giving 
my health, I  took occasion to remi#d the company that the 
last time I  was at Winchester we had the memorable fight with 
liookhart “  the Brave ”  and his sable friends. I  reminded them 
that it was in that s ^ e  room that I told them that it would 
not be long before Mr. Lockhart and ^hose sable gentlemen 
would become enlighi^ned; and I obsMved that, if we were 
to judge from a man’s language,* there was irfit a land-owner 
in England that more keetdy felt than Mr. Lockhart the truth 
of those predictions which I had put forth at the Castle on the 
day alluded to. I  reminded the company that I  sailed for 
America in a few days after that meeting; that they must be 
well aware that, on the day of the meeting, I  knew that I  was 
taking leave of the country, but, I  observed, that I  had not been 
In the least depressed by that jircumj^ance; because I relied, 
with perfect confidence, on being in this sfcne place again, to 
snjoy, as I  now did, a triumph over my adversaries.

After this, Mr. Hector gave a Constitutional Reform in the 
Commons’ House of Parliament, which was drunk with great 
snthusias*a; and Mr. Hector’s health having been given, he, 
in returning thanks, urged his brother yeomen and freeholders 
to do their duty by coming forward in county meeting and 
giving their support to those noblemen and gentlemen that 
were willing to stand forward for a reform and for a reduction 
of taxation. I  held forth to them the example of the county 
of Kent, which ta d  done itself so much honour by its conduct 
last spring. W hat these gentlemen in Hampshire will do it  is 
not for me to say. If notiiing he done bj' them, they will cer
tainly bo ruined, and that ruin w ey certainly deserve.
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It  was to the farmers that the Government owed its strength 
to carry on the war. Having them with it, in consequence 
of a false and bloated prosperity, it cared not a straw for any
body else. ♦  If  they, therefore, now do their d u ty ; if they all, 
like the yeomen and farmers of Kent, come boldly forward, 
everytliing ■ îU be done necessary to preserve themselves and 
their country; and if they do not come forward, they will, as 
men of property, be swept from the face of the earth. The 
noblemen and gentlemen who are in Parliament, and who are 
disposed to adopt measures of effectual relief, cannot move 
with any hope of success unless backed by the yeomen and 
farmers, and the middling classes throughout the country 
generally. I  do not mean to confine myself to yeomen and 
farmers, but to take in all tradesmen and men of property. 
With these at their back, or rather, at the back of these, there 
are men enough in both Houses of Parliament to propose and 
to urge measm'es suitable to the exigency of the case. But 
without the middling classes to take the lead, those noblemen and 
gentlemen can do nothing. Even the Ministers themselves, 
if they were so disposed (and they must be so disposed at lastj 
could make none of the reforms that are necessary, without 
being actually urged on by the middle classes of the community. 
This is a very importaft consideration. A new man, as Minister, 
might indeed Ij;opose the leforms himself; but these men. 
Opposition as well a# Ministry, are so pledged to the things 
that have brought all this ruin upon the country, that they 
absolutely stand in need of an overpowering oaU from the people 
to justify them in doing that which they themselves may think 
just, and which they may know to he necessary for the salvation 
of the country. They dare not take the lead in the necessary 
reforms. It  is too muejj to be expected of any men upon the 
face of the earth, (pledged and ’situated as these Ministers are; 
and therefore, unless the people will do their duty, they will 
have themselves, and only»thdhiselvcs, to thank for their ruin, 
and for that load of disgrace, and for that insignificance worse 
than disgrace which seems, after so many years of ^nown, to 
be attaching themselves to the name of England.

V'phushand,
Sunday Evening, 29 Sept. 1822.

We came along the turnpike-road, through Wherwell and 
Andover, and got to this place about 2 o’clock. This country, 
except at the village and town just mentioned, is very open, a 
thinnish soil upon a bed%£ chalk. Between Wiuchester and 
Wherwell we came by some hundreds of acres of ground that
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was formerly most beautiful down, whieh was broken up in 
dear-corn times, and which is now a district of thistles and 
other weeds. If I had such land as this I  would soon make it 
down again. I  would for once (that is to say if I  hacithe money) 
get it quite clean, prepare it as for sowing turnips, get the 
turnips if possible, feed them off early, or plougjj  ̂ the ground 
if I  got no turnips; sow thick with Saint-foin and-meadow- 
grass seeds of aU sorts, early in September ; let the crop stand till 
the next J u ly ; feed it then slenderly with sheep, and dig up 
all thistles and rank weeds that might appear; keep feeding 
it, but not too close, during the summer and the fa ll; and 
keep on feeding'it for ever after as a down. The Saint-foin 
itself would last for many years; and as it disappeared, its 
place would be supplied by the grass ; that sort which was most 
congenial to the soil, would at last stifle all other sorts, and the 
land would become a valuable down as formerly.

I  see that some plantations of ash and of hazle have been 
made along bere; but, -with great ^bipission to the planters, 
I  think they have gone the wrong way to work, as to the mode 
of preparing the ground. They have planted small trees, and that 
is right; they have tnfnched the ground, and that is also right; 
but they have brought the bottom soil to the top ; and that is 
wrong, always'; and eepecially where th« bottom soil is gravel 
or chalk, or clay. I  know that same people ■ giU say that this 
is a puif ; and let it pass for th a t; but i i  any gentleman that is 
going to plant trees will look into my Book on Gardening, and 
into the Chapter on Preparing the Soil, he will, I  think, see how 
conveniently groimd may be trenched without bringing to 
the top that soil in which the yotmg trees stand so long without 
making shoots.

This country, though so open, has its beauties. The home
steads in the sheltered bottoms*with A e  lq|ty trees about the 
houses and yards form a beautiful contrast with the large 
open fields. The little -villages,* rn*ning straggling along the 
dells (always -with lofty trees and rookeries) are very interesting 
objects, even in the winter. You feel a sort of satisfaction, when 
you are o?t upon the bleak lulls yourself, at the thought of the 
shelter which is experienced in the dwellings in the valleys.

, Andover is a neat and solid market-toTvii. It  is supported 
entirely by the agriculture around i t ; and how the makers of 
population returns ever came to think of classing the inhabi
tants of such a î -n-n as this under any other head than that of 
“  persons employed in agriculture,” . would appear astonishing 
to any man who did not kno-w those population return makers 
as well as I do. , •

The village of Uphusband, the legal name of which is Hurst.
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bourn Tarrant, is, as the reader will recollect, a great favourite 
with me, not the less so certainly on account of the excellent 
free-quarter that it  affords.

THEOTTGH H AM PSH IEB, B B B K S H IE B , S r E E E T , A N D  S U S S E X , B E 
T W E E N  7tH O CX O BEE A N D  1st DEOEM BEE, 1822, 327 M M S .

101 to m h  Oct. 1822.
A t  Uphusband, a  little village in a  deep dale, about five 
miles to the North of Andover, and about three miles to the 
South of the HiUs at Highclere. The wheat is sown here, and 
up, and, as usual, at this time of the year, looks very beautiful. 
The wages of the labourers brought down to si.x shillings a week ! 
a horrible thing to think o f ; but, I  hear, it  is stiB worse in 
Wiltshire.

Wth October.
Went to Weyhill fair, at which I  w&S about 46 years ago, 

when I rode a little p#ny, and remember how proud I was on 
the occasion; ^ut I ajso remember that m y brothers, two 
out of three of ifhom yere oRler than I, thought it unfair that 
my father selected me ; and my own reflections upon the occasion 
have never been forgotten by me. The 11th of October is the 
Sheep-fair. About 300,000?. used, some few years ago, to be 
carried home by the sheep-sellers. To-day, less, perhaps, than 
70,000?., and yet the rents of these sheep-seUers are, perhaps, 
as high, on an average, as they were then. The countenances 
of the farmers were destwptive t>f their ruinous state. I  never, 
in all my life, beheft a more mournful scene. There is a horse- 
fair upon another part of Jthe, down; and there I saw horses 
keeping pace in depression with the sheep. A pretty numeroiM 
group of the tax-eaters, from .Andover and the neighbourhood, 
were the only persons that had smiles on their fac*. I  was 
struck with a young farmer trotting a horse backward and 
forward to show him oS to a couple of gentlemen, who were 
bargaining for the horse, and one of whom finally purchased 
him. These gentlemen were two of our “ dead-weight" and 
the horse was that on which the farmer had pranced in the 
Yeomanry Troop 1 Here is a turn of things ! ^Distress ; press
ing distress; dread of the bailiffs alone could have made the 
farmer sell his horse. If  had the firmness to keep the tears 
out of his eyes, his heart nfust have paid the penalty. What,
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tlieil, must hare been, his feelings, ii he refleutod, as I did, that 
the purchase-money for the horse had first gone from his pocket 
into that of the diad-weight! And, further, that the horse 
had pranced about for years for the purpose of subduing all 
Opposition to those very measures, which had finally dismounted 
the owner!

From this dismal scene, a scene formerly so j(Jyous, we set 
off back to Uphusband pretty early, were overtaken by the rain, 
and got a pretty good soaking. The land along here is very 
good. This whole country has a chalk bottom ; but, in the 
valley on the right of the hill over which you go from Andover 
to WeyhiU, the challc hes far from the top, and the soil has few 
flints in it. It is very much like the land about Malden and 
Maidstone. Met with a farmer who said he must be ruined, 
unless another “  good war ”  should come! This is no un
common notion. They saw high prices with war, and they 
thought that the wstr was the cause.

12 to 16 of October.

The fair was too dismal for me to go to it again.* My sons 
went two of the days, and their account of the hop-fair was 
enough to make one gloomy for a month, particularly as my 
townsmen of Famham» were, in this case,*amongst the sufferers. 
On the 12th I went to dine with smd to hara^ue the farmers 
at Andover. Great attention was paid «fco what 1 had to say. 
Tile crowding to get into the room was a proof of nothing, 
perhaps, but curiosity ; but there must have been a cause for the 
curiosity, and that cause would, under the present circumstances, 
be matter for reflection with a wise government.

17 October.

Went to Newbury to dine with and to hrftangue the farmers. 
It was a fair-day. It rained so hjrd Jhat I  had to stop at Burgh- 
clere to dry my clothes, and to borrow a great coat to keep me 
dry for the rest of the w a y ; sô  as not to have to sit in wet 
clothes, iht Newbury the company was not less attentive 
or less numerous than at Andover. Some one of the tax-eating 
crew had, I  understand, called me an “  incendiary.”  The day 
is passed for those tricks. They deceive no longer. Here, at 
Newbury, I  took occasion to notice the base accusation of Dun- 
das, the Member for the County. I  stated it  as something that 
I had heard of, abd I was proceeding to charge him conditionally, 
when Mr. Tubb of ShiUhigford rose from his seat, and said, 
“ I myself, Sir, heard him say the v^rds.”  I  had heard of his 
vile conduct long before; but I  aftstained from charging him
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with it tiU an opportunity should offer for doing it in his ow'n 
country. After the dinner was over I went back to Burghclere. ,

18 to 20 October.
A t Burgholere, one half the time writing, and the other half 

hare-huntmgk
21 October.

Went back to Uphusband.
22 October.

Went to dine with the farmers at Salisbury, and got back to Up
husband by ten o’clock at night, two hours later than I have been 
out of bed for a great many mouths.

In quitting Andover to go to Salisbury (17 miles from each 
other) you cross the beautiful valley that goes winding down 
amongst the hills to Stookbridge. You then rise into the open 
ooimtry that very soon becomes a part of that large tract of 
downs, called Salisbury Plain. You are not in Wiltshire, how
ever, tin you are about half the way to Salisbury. You leave 
Tidworth away to your right. This is the seat of Asheton 
Sm ith; and the fine coursing that I  on?.e saw there I  should 
have called to recollection with pleasure, if I  could have for
gotten the hanging of the men at Winchester last Spring for 
resisting one of»tliis ^mith’^ game-keepers! This Smith’s son 
and a Sir John Pollen are the members for Andover. They are 
chosen by the Corporation. One of the Corporation, an At
torney, named EtwaU, is a Commissioner of the Lottery, or 
something in that way. It  would be a curious thing to ascertain 
how lar^e a portion of the “  public services ”  is performed by the 
voters m Boroughs and their relations. These persons are 
singularly kind to the nation. Hhey not only choose a large part 
of the “  representaflves of the people ; ”  but they come in person, 
or by deputy, and perform ^ very considerable part of the 
“  ‘public services." I  should like to know how many of them 
are employed about the 8all-J'ax, for instance. A  list of these 
pubho-spirited persons might be produced to show #ie benefit 
of the Boroughs.

Before you get to Salisbury, you cross the valley that brings 
down a little river from Amesbury. I t  is a very beautiful < 
Talley. There is a chain of farmhouses and little churches 
all the way up it. The farms consist of the land on the flats 
on each side of the river, running out to a greater or less extent, 
at different places, towards the hills and downs. Not far above 
Amesbury is a little village called Netherhaven, where I once 
saw an ocre of hares. We trere coursing at Everly, a few miles
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o fi; and one of the party happening to say, that he had seen 
“  an acre of hares ”  at fth. Hicks Beech’s at Netherhaven, we, 
who wanted to see the same, or to detect our informant, sent a 
messenger to beg a day’s coursing, whiph being p an ted , we 
went over the next day. Mr. Beech received us w ry  pohtely. 
He took us into a wheat stubble close by his paddock; his son 
took a gallop round. Cracking his whip at the saftre tim e; the 
hares (which were very thioldy in sight before) started all over 
the field, ran into a f/xh like sheep ; and we all agreed, that the 
flock did cover an acre of ground. Mr. Beech had an old grey
hound, that I  saw lying down in the shrubbery close by the 
house, while several hares were sitting and skipping about, with 
just as much confidence as oats sit by a dog in a kitchen or a 
parloiff. Was this instimt in either dog or hares ? Then, mind, 
this same greyhound went amongst the rest to course with us 
out upon the distant hills and lands ; and then he ran as eagerly 
as the rest, and killed the hares with as little remorse. Philos
ophers will talk a long while before they will make men believe, 
that this was instinct alone. I  beh^e that this dog had much 
more reason than half of the Cossacks have; and I  am sure 
he had a great deal njore than many a Negro that I have seen.

In crossing this valley to go to Salisbury, I  thought of Mr. 
Beech’s hares; hut J really have neither thought of nOr seen 
any game with pleasure, since the hanging o^the two men at 
Winchester. If no other man win petii^n fo?the repeal of the 
law, under which those poor fellows suffered, I  w ilt But let 
us hope, that there will be no need of petitioning. Let us hope, 
that it will be repealed without any express application for it. 
It  is curious enough that laws of this sort should increase, while 
Sir James Maehinlosh is so resolutely bent on “  softening Che 
criminal code ! ”

The company at Salisbury*was T*ry numerous; not less 
than 500 farmers were present. They were very attentive 
to what I said, and, which ratiier surprised me, they received 
very docilely what I  said against squeezing the labourers. A 
fire in d farmyard had latelji taken place near Salisbury; 
.80 that <he subject was a ticklish one. But it was my very 
first duty to treat of it, and I  was resolved, be the consequence 
what it  might, not to neglect that duty.

23 to 26 October.
A t Uphushand. A t this village, which is a great thorough

fare for sheep ahd pigs, from Wiltshire and DorsetsJiire to Berk
shire, Oxfordshire, and away to the North and North East, 
we see many farmers from differenteparts of the country; and, 
if 1  had had any doubts before, as ^  the deplorableness of their
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atats, those would uow no longer exist. I  did, indeed, years 
ago, prove, that if we returned to cash payments without a 
reduction of the Debt, and without a rectifying of contracts, 
the present race of farmers must be ruined. But still, when the 
thing actuary comes, it astounds one. It is like the death of a 
friend or relation. We talk of its approach without much 
emotion. foretell the when, without much seeming pain. 
We know it m'ust be. But, when it comes, we forget our fore- 
teUingg, and feel the calamity as acutely as if we had never 
expected it. The accounts we hear, daily, and almost hourly, 
of the families of farmers actually coming to the parish-book, are 
enough to make any body but a Boroughmonger feel. That 
species of monster is to be moved by nothing but his own pe
cuniary sufferings; and, thank God, the monster is now about 
to be reached. I  hear, from aU parts, that the parsons are in 
great alarm ! Well they may, if their hearts be too much set 
upon the treasures of this world ; for I can see no possible way 
of settling this matter justly, without resorting to their tem
poralities. They have Io m  enough been oalh'ng upon all the 
industrious classes for “  sacrifices for the good of the country.” 
The time seems to be come for them to do something in this way 
themselves. In a short time there wiU be» because there can be, 
no rents. And, we shall see, whether the landlords will then 
suffer the parsons to <;ontinue to roceiv# a tenth part of the 
produce of the dand ! In n^ay places the farmers have had 
the sense and th? spiri1» to rate the tithes to the poor-rates. This 
they ought to do in all cases, whether the tithes be taken up in 
kind or not. This, however, sweats the fire-shovel hat gentle
man. Jt “  bothers his wig.”  He does not know what to think 
of it. ' He does not know who to blame ; and, where a parson 
finds things not to his mind, the first thing he always does is, 
to look about for somebody to accuse of sedition and blasphemy. 
Lawyers always be^in. 111 suchtjases, to hunt the books, to see 
if there be no punishment to apply. But the devil of it is, 
neither of them have now any»body to lay on upon 1 I alwa)^ 
told them, that there worild arise an enemy, that would laugh 
at all their anathemas, informations, dungeons, halters and 
bayonets. One positive good has, however, arisen Sut of toe 
present calamities, and that is, the parsons are grown more 
humble than they were. Cheap com and a good thumping debt 
have greatly conduced to the producing of the Christian virtue, 
humility, necessary in us aU, but doubly necessary in the priest
hood. The parson is now one of toe parties wl^o is taking away 
the landlord’s estate and the fanner’s capital. When the 
fanner’s capital is gone, there will be no ren ts; but, without 
a law upon the subject, tht^arson will stiU have his tithe, and a
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tithe upon the taxes too, which, the laud has to hear I Will the 
landlords stand this ? No matter. If there be no reform of 
the Parliament, they must stand it. The two sets may, for 
aught I care, worry each other as long as they please. When 
the present race of farmers aro gone (and that wfll soon be) 
the landlord and the parson may settle the matter between 
them. They will be the only parties interested* and which 
of them shall devour the other appears to be of little consequence 
to the rest of the conummity. They agreed most cordially 
in ereating the Debt. They went hand in hand in aU the meas- 
nres against the Reformers. They have made, actually made, 
the very thing that now frightens them, which now menaces 
them with total extinction. They cannot think it  unjust, if 
their prayers be now treated as the prayers of the Beformers 
were.

27 to 29 October.
A t Bnrghclere. Very nasty weather. On the 28th the 

fox-hounds came to throw off at Peiwood, in this parish. Hav
ing heard that Dundas would be out with the hounds, I  rode 
to the place of meeting, in order to look him in the face, and to 
give him an opportunity to notice, on his own peculiar dunghill, 
what I  had said of him at Newbury. He came. I  rode up to 
him and about him ; »but he said not # word. The company 
entered the wood, and I  rode backitowards my^uarters. They 
found a fox, and quickly lost him. The® they came out of the 
wood and came back along the road, and met me, and passed 
me, they as well as I  going at a foot pace. I  had plenty of time 
to survey them all well, and to mark their looks. I  watched 
Dundas’s eyes, but the devil a bit could I  get them to turn my 
way. He is paid for the present. We shall see, whether he will 
go, or send an ambassador, or neither, j^hen I  shall be at Bead
ing on the 9th of next month.

30 October.
Set off for London. Went by Alderbridge, Crookham, Brim- 

ton, Mortimer, Stratbfield Say,* Heokfield Heath, Eversley, 
Blaokwater, and slept at Oakmgham. This is, with trifling 
exceptions, a miserably poor country. Burgholere lies along at 

,the foot of a part of that chain of hills, which, in this ^wt, 
divide Hampshire from Berkshire. The parish just named is, 
indeed, in Hampshire, but it forms merely the foot of the High- 
olere and Kingsqjere Hills. These hills, from which you can see 
aU across the country, even to the Isle of Wight, are of chalk, 
and with them, towards the North, ends the chalk. The soil 
over which I  have come to-day, is gSheraJly a stony sand upon
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a bed of gravel. With the exception of the land just round 
Crookham and the other villages, nothing can tcell he poorer 
or more villanously ugly. I t  is all first cousin to Hounslow 
Heath, of which it is, in foot, a continuation to the Westward. 
There is a|;lay at the bottom of the gravel; so that you have 
here nasty stagnant pools without fertility of soil. The rushes 
grow amongpt the gravel; sure sign that there is clay beneath 
to hold the water; for, unless there be water constantly at their 
roots, rushes will not grow. Such land is, however, good for 
oalcB wherever there is soil enough on the top of the gravel for 
the oak to get hold, and to send its tap-root down to the clay. 
The oak is the thing to plant here; and, therefore, this whole 
country contains not one single plantation of oaks ! That 
is to say, as far as I  observed. Plenty of /ir-trees and other 
rubbish have been recently planted ; but no oaks.

A t Strathfidd Say is that everlasting monument of English 
Wisdom Collective, the Heir Loom Estate of the “  greatest Cap
tain of the Age / ”  In his peerage it  is said, that it  was wholly 
out of the power of the ̂ nation to reward his services fu lly ; 
but, that “  she did what Sie could ! ”  Well, poor devil I And 
what could any body ask for more ? I t  was well, however, 
that she give what she did while she wasfirunk ; for, if she had 
held her hand till now, I  am half disposed to think, that her 
gifts would have beeif very small. can never forget that we 
have to pay ii^ rest on 50(000f. of the money merely owing 
to the coxcombery of the late Mr. Whitbread, who actually 
moved that addition to  one of the grants proposed by the Min
isters 1 Now, a great part of the giants is in the way of annuity 
or pension. It  is notorious, that, when the grants were made, 
the pensions would not purchase more than a third part of as 
much wheat as they will now. The grants, therefore, nave been 
augmented threefold. W hat tight, then, has any one to say, 
that the labourers’ ought *to fall, unless he say, that these
pensions ought to be reduced I The Hampshire Magistrates, 
when they were putting f«rtl# their manifesto about the allow
ances to labourers, should have noticed these pensions of the 
Lord Lieutenant of the C<»unty. However, real Starvation 
cannot be inflicted to any very great extent. The present race 
of fanners must give way, and the attempts to squeeze rents 
out of the wages of Jabour must cease. And the matter will 
finally rest to be settled by the landlords, parsons, and tax- 
eaters. If the landlords choose to give the greatest captain 
three times as much as was granted to him, w hj, let him have it. 
According to all account, he is no miser at any rate ; and the 
estates that pass through his hands may, perhaps, be full as 
well disposed of as they-^ e at present. Considering the mis-
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erable soil I  have passed over to-day, I  am rather surprised 
to find Oakingham so decent a town. It has a  very handsome 
market-place, and is by no means an ugly country-town.

s i  October.
Set off at daylight and got to Kensington about noon. On 

leaving Oakingham for London, you get upon wEat is called 
Windsor Forest; that is to say, upon as bleak, as barren, and 
as villanous a heath as ever man set his eyes on. However, 
here are new enclosures without end. And here are houses 
too, here and there, over the whole of this execrable tract of 
country. “  W h at! ”  Mr. Canning wiU say, “  Will you not allow 
that the owners of these new enclosures and these houses know 
their own interests ? And are not those improvements, and 
are they not a proof of an addition to the national capital ? ” 
To the first I  answer. May be so ; to the two last. No. These 
new enclosures and houses arise out pf the beggaring of the 
parts of the country distant from the vortex of the funds. The 
farmhouses have long been growing fewer and fewer; the 
labourers’ houses fewer and fewer; and it is manifest to every 
man who has eyes to^see with, that the villages are regularly 
wasting away. This is the case all over the parts of the king
dom where the tax-eai^rs do not haunt. »In aU the really agri
cultural villages and parts of the Jdngdom, there is a  shocking 
decay ; a great dilapidation and constant ̂ ulliu§ down or falling 
down of houses. The farmhouses are not so many as they 
were forty years ago by three-fourths. That is to say, the 
infernal system of Pitt and his followers has annihilated three 
parts out of four of the farm houses. The labourers’ houses 
disappear also. And all the useful people become less numerous. 
While these spewy sands and gravel near London are enclosed 
and built on, good lauds in other parts ar| neglected. These 
enclosures and buildings are a waste; they are means mis
applied ; they are a proof of na*ion#l deoHne and not of pros
perity. To cultivate and ornament these villanous spots the 
produce and the  ̂population are* drawn away from the good 
lands. Hiere aU manner of schemes have been resorted to to 
get rid of the necessity of hands ; and, I  am quite convinced, 
that the population, upon the whole, has not increased, in Eng
land, one single soul since I was bom ; ah opinion that I have 
often expressed, in support of which I have as often offered 
arguments, and those arguments have never been, answered. 
As to this rascllly heath, that which has ornamented it has 
brought misery on millions. The spot is not far distant from 
the Stock-Jobbing crew. The road|eto it  are level. They are
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smooth. The -wretches can go to it from the ’Change -withoiit 
any danger to their worthless necks. And thus it is “  vastly 
improved. Ma'am / ”  A  set of men who can look upon this as 
“  improvement,”  who can regard this as a proof of the “  in
creased capital of the country,”  are pretty fit, it  must be allowed, 
to get the country out of its present difficulties 1 A t the end 
of this blaotguard heath you come (on the road to Egham) to a 
little place called Sunning Hill, which is on the Western side of - 
Windsor Park. It  is a spot aH made into “  grounds ”  and 
gardens by tax-eaters. The inhabitants of i t  have beggared 
twenty agricultural villages and hamlets.

Prom this place you go across a comer of Windsor Park, 
and come out a t Yirginia Water. To Egham is then about 
two miles. A  much more ugly country than that between 
Egham and Kensington would -with great difficulty be found 
in England. Flat as a pancake, and, until yon come -to Hammer
smith, the soil is a nasty stony dirt upon a bed of gravel. Houns- 
low-heath, which is only a little worse than the general run, 
is a sample of all that is %ad in soil and viHanous in look. Yet 
this is now enclosed, and what they call “  cultivated.”  Here 
is a fresh robbery of villages, hamlets, and farm and labourers’ 
buildings and abodes! But Here is one of those “  vast im- 
provemenls, Jfa’am,”» called Barracks.  ̂ What an “ improve
ment 1 ”  WhaJ) an “  addition to the national capital I ”  For, 
mind, MonsieUt de gnip, ^te Surrey Norman, actually said, 
that the new buildings ought to be reckoned an addition to the 
national capital! What, Snip! Do you pretend that the 
nation is richer, because the means of making this barrack 
have been dra-wn away from the people in taxes ? Mind, Mon
sieur le Normand, the barrack did not drop down from the sky 
nor spring up out of the earth. It  was not created by the 
unhanged knaves of pesper-momey. It  came out of the people’s 
labour; and, when you hear Mr. Ellman teU the Committee of 
1821, that forty-five yearg agp every man in his parish brewed 
his own beer, and that now not one man in that same parish 
does i t ;  when you hear tlys. Monsieur de Snip, you might, 
if you had brains in your skull, be able to estimateikhe effects 
of wfiat has produced the barrack. Yet, barracks there must 
be, or Oatton and Old Sarum must fa ll; and the fall of these 
would break poor Mr. Canning’s heart.

8 November.
From London to Egham in the evening.

9 November.
Started at day-break «in a hazy frost, for Beading. The 

horses’ manes and ears otivered with the hoar before we got
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across Windsor Park, which appeared to be a blackguard soil, 
pretty much like Hounslow Heath, only not flat. A very large 
part of the Park is covered with heath or rushes, sure sign of 
execrable soil. But the roads are such as might havabeen made 
by Solomon. “  A  greater than Solomon is here ! *  some one 
may exclaim. Of that I  know nothing. I  am but a traveller ; 
and the roads in this park, are beautiful indeed. *My servant, 
whom I brought from amongst the hiUs and flints of TJphusband, 
must certainly have thought himself in Paradise as he was going 
through the Park. If I  had told him that the buildings and the 
labourers’ clothes and meals, at TJphusband, were the worse 
for those pretty roads with edgings cut to the line, he would 
have wondered at me, I  dare say. It would, nevertheless, have 
been perfectly true; and this is feelosofee of a much more useful 
sort than that Which is taught by the Edinburgh Reviewers.

When you get through the Park you come to Winkfield, 
and then (bound for Reading) you go through Binfield, which 
is ten miles from Egham and as many from Reading. At 
Binfield I  stopped to breakfast, at a '^ ry nice country irai called 
the Stag and Hounds. Here you go along on the North border 
of that viUanous tract of country that I  passed over in going 
from Oakingham to ^Jgham. Much of the land even here is 
but newly enclosed ; ^ d  it was really ni*t worth a straw before 
it was loaded with the fruit of the labour of < ê people living 
in the parts of the country distanf from Ihe F%iid- Wen. What 
injostioe ! What unnatural changes 1 Such things cannot be, 
without producing convulsion in the end! A  road as smooth 
as a die, a real stock-jobber’s road, brought us to Beading by 
eleven o’clock. We dined at one; and very much pleased I 
was with the company. I  have seldom seen a number of per
sons assembled together, whose approbation I  valued more 
than that of the company of this daif. Last year the prime 
Mmister said, that his speech (the grand speech) was rendered 
necessary by the “  pains that hâ l bgen taken, in different parts 
of the country,” to persuade the farmers, that the distress had 
arisen out of the measures of the government, and not from over- ' 
production!  To be sure I  had taken some pains to remove 
that stupid notion about over-production, from the minds of 
the farmers; but did the stern-path-man succeed in counter
acting the effect of my efforts ? Not he, indeed. And, after his 
speech was made, and sent forth cheek by jowl with that of the 
sane Castlereagh, of hole-digging memory, the truths Inoul- 
cated by me wefh only the more manifest. This has been a fine 
meeting at Beading! I  feel very proud of it. The morning 
Was fine for me to ride in, and the r»in began as soon as I  was 
housed. *
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I  came on horse-back 40 miles, slept on the road, and finished 
my harangue at the end of twcrdy-two hours from leaving Ken
sington ; and, I  cannot help saying, that is pretty well for 
“  Old Cobbptt.”  I  am delighted with the people that I  have 
seen at ReaWing. Their kindness to me is nothing in m y estima
tion compared with the sense and spirit which they appear to 
possess. It ?s curious to observe how things have worked with 
me. That combination, that sort of instinctive union, which 
has existed for so many years, amongst all the parties, to keep 
me down generally, and particularly, as the County-Club called 
it, to keep me out of Parliament “  at any rate”  this combination 
has led to the present haranguing system, which, in some sort, 
supplies the place of a seat in Parliament. I t  may be said, 
indeed, that I have not the honour to sit in the same room with 
those great Reformers, Lord John Russell, Sir Massey Lopez, and 
his guest, Sir Francis Burdett; but man’s happiness here below 
is never perfect; and there may he, besides, people to believe, 
that a man ought not to break his heart on account of being 
shut out of such company, especially when he can find such 
company as I have this day found at Reading.

10 November.
Went from Reading, through Aldern^aston lor Burgholere. 

The rain has bqpu very heavy, and the water was a good deal 
out. Here, on A y  way, I  got upon Crookham Common again, 
which is a sort of continuation of the wretched country about 
Oakiugham. Fl’om Highclere I looked, one day, over the flat 
towards Marlborough; and I  there saw some such rascally 
heaths. So that this villanous tract, extends from East to 
West, with more or less of exceptions, from Hounslow to Hunger- 
ford. From North to South it extends' from Binfield (which 
cannot be far from th* borders of Buckiughamshire) to the 
South Downs of Hiftupshire, and terminates somewhere between 
Liphook and Petersfield, aRer stretching over Hindhead, which 
is certainly the most villanous spot that God ever made. Our 
ancestors do, indeed, seem have ascribed its formation to 
another power; for the most celebrated part of it* is called 
“  the Devil's Punch Bowl.”  In this tract of country there are 
certainly some very beautiful spots. But these are very few 
in number, ■ except where the chalk-hills nm into the tract. 
The neighbourhood of Godaiming ought hardly to be considered 
as an exception; for there you are just on the outside of the 
tract, and begin to enter on the Wealds ; that <s to say, clayey 
woodlands. All the part of Berkshire, of which I have been 
recently passing over, if J except the tract from Reading to 
Crookham, is very bad land%nd a very ugly country.
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11 November.
• Uptiusband once more, and, for the sixth time this year, 
over the North Hampshire Hills, which, notwithstanding their 
everlasting flints, I  like very ranch. As you ride (long, even 
in a green lane, the horses’ feet make a noise like hammering. 
It  seems as if you were riding on a mass of iron. *Yet the soil 
is good, and bears some of the best wheat in England. AH 
these high, and indeed. aH chalky lands, are excellent for sheep. 
But, on the top of some of these hills, there are as fine meadows 
as I ever saw. Pasture richer, perhaps, than that about Swindon 
in the North of "Wiltshire. And the singularity is, that this 
pasture is on the very tops of these lofty hiUs, from which you 
can see the Isle of Wight. There is a stiff loam, in some places 
twenty feet deep, on a bottom of chalk. Though the grass 
grows so finely, there is no apparent wetness in the land. The 
wells are more than three hundred feet deep. The main part of 
the water, for all uses, comes from the clouds; and, indeed, 
these are pretty constant oompaniSns of these chalk hills, 
which are very often enveloped in clouds and wet, when it 
is sunshine down at Burghdore or Uphusband. They manure 
the land here by digging wdls in the fields, and bringing up the 
chalk, which they spread about on the lapd; and which, being 
free-chalk, is reduced to powder by the frosts. considerable 
portion of the land is covered with wood ;,and a«, in the clearing 
of the land, the clearers followed the good soil, without regard 
to shape of fields, the forms of the woods are of endless variety, 
"Which, added to the never-ceasing inequalities of the surface 
of the whole, makes this, like all the others of the same descrip
tion, a very pleasant country.

17 November.
' Set off from Uphusband for Hambledo#. The first place 

I had to get to was Whitchurch^ On my way, and at a short 
distance from Uphusband, down tne valley, I  went through 
a village called Bourn, which takes its name from the water 
that runs»down this valley. A bourn, in the language of our 
forefathers, seems to be a river, which is, part of the year, 
without waier. There is one of these bourns down this pretty 
valley. I t  has, generally, no water till towards Spring, and 
then it runs for several months. It  is the same at the Can- 
dovers, as you go across the downs from Odiham to Winchester.

The little T i l la g e  of Bourn, therefore, takes its name from 
its situation. Then there are two Hurstbourns, one above and 
one below this vifiage of Bourn. Ijiurat means, I  believe, a 
Forest. There wore, doubtless, onS of those on each side of
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Bourn; and when they became villages, the one above was 
called Up-hurstbonrn, and the one below, De«m-hurslboum; 
which names have become Upltnshand and Dcwnhiuhand. 
The lawye*, therefore, who, to the immortal honour of high- 
blood and *Norman descent, are making such a pretty story 
out for the io rd  Chancellor, relative to a Noble Peer who voted 
for the Bill against the Queen, ought to leave off oaUing the seat 
of the noble person Hursperne ; for it is at Downhurstboum 
where he lives, and where he was visited by Dr. Bankhead !

Whitchurch is a small town, but famous for being the place 
where the paper has been made for the Boroiigh-Bank / I  passed 
by the mill on my way out to get upon the downs to go to 
Alresford, where I intended to sleep. I  hope the time will 
come, when a monument will be erected where that mill stands, 
and when on that monument will be inscribed the curse of Eng
land. This spot ought to be held accursed in all time henceforth 
and for evermore. I t  has been the spot from which have sprung 
more and greater mischie:^ than ever plagued mankind before. 
However, the evils now appear to be fast recoiling on the merci
less authors of them ; and, therefore, one beholds this scene of 
paper-making with a less degree of rag# than formerly. My 
blood used to boil when I  thought of the wretches who carried 
on and supported the*system. I t  does liot boil now, when I  
think of them. curse, wWch they intended solely for others, 
is now falling’ on theAselvea; and I  smile at their sufferings. 
Blasphemy! Atheism ! Wh(j can be an Atheist, that sees 
how justly these wretches are treated ; with what exact measure 
they are receiving the evils which they inflicted on others for 
a time, and which they intended to inflict on them for ever 1 
If, indeed, the monsters had continued to prosper, one might 
have been an Atheist. ^The true history of the rise, progress 
and fall of these m<»isters, of tlfeir power, their crimes and their 
punishment, will do more than has been done before to put an 
end to the doubts of those WhoTiave doubts upon this subject.

Quitting Whitchurch, I  went off to the left out of the Win
chester-road, got out upon tMfe high-lands, took an ‘̂ observa
tion,”  as the sailors call it, and off 1 rode, in a  straight line, 
over hedge and ditch, towards the rising ground between Stratton 
Park and Micheldever-Wood ; but, before I reached this point, 
I  found some wet meadows and some running water in my way 
in a little valley running up from the turnpike road to a little 
place called West Stratton. I, therefore, turned to my left, went 
down to the turnpike, went a little way along it, then turned 
to my left, wei t̂ along hy Stratton Park pales down East Stratton- 
street, and then on towarS# the Grange Park. Stratton Park 
is the seat of Sir Thomas Baring, who has here several thousands
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of acres of land ; ‘"who has the living of Jlioheldever, to which, 
I  think, Northington and Swallowfield are joined. Above all, 
he has Mioheldever Wood, which, they say, contains a  thousand 
acres, and which is one of the finest, oak-woods England. 
This large and very beautiful estate must have nelonged to 
the Church at the time of Henry the Eighth’s “  ̂ sformation." 
It was, I  believe, given by him to the family of B w sd l; and 
it was, by them, sold to Sir Francis Baring about twenty years 
ago. Upon the whold, aU things considered, the change is for 
the better. Sir Thomas Baring would not have moved, nay, 
he d ii  Tust move, for the pardon of Lopei, while he left Joseph 
Swann in gaol for four years and a half, without so much as 
hinting at Swann’s case! Yea, verily, I  would rather see this 
estate in the hands of Sir Thomas Baring than in those of Lopez’s 
friend. Besides, it  seems to be acknowledged that any title is 
as good as those derived from the old wife-kiUer. Castlereagh, 
when the ’Whigs talked In a rather rude manner about the 
sinecure places and pensions, told ^em , that the title of the 
sinecure man or woman was as good as the titles of the Duke 
of Bedford ! this was plagiarism, to the sure; for Burke had 
begun it. He called*the Duke the Leviathan of grants; and 
seemed to hint at the propriety of over-hauling them a little. 
When the ipen of Keht petitioned for a*“  jush reduction of the 
National Debt,”  Lord John Russeli, with that ^sdom  for which 
he is renowned, reprobated the prayer ;• but, having done this 
in terms not sufSciently rmqua^fied and strong, and having 
made use of a word of equivocal meaning, the man, that cut 
his own throat at North Cray, pitched on upon him and told 
him, that the fundholder had as much right to his dividends, as 
the Duke of Bedford had to his estates. Upon this the noble 
reformer and advocate for Lopez men^pd his expressions; and 
really said what the North Cray phUosopliBr said he ought to 
say ! Come, come; Micholdever Wood is in very proper hands ! 
A  little girl, of whom I  asked m^ w*y down into East Stratton, 
and who was dressed in a camlet gown, white apron and plaid 
cloak ( ity a s  Sunday), and who hfld a book in her hand, told mo 
that Lady Baring gave her the clothes, and had her taught to 
read and to sing hymns and spiritual songs.

As I  came through the Strattons, I  saw not less than a dozen 
girls clad in this same. way. It is impossible not to believe 
that this is done with a good m otive; but it is possible not to 
believe that it i% productive of good. It must create hypocrites, 
and hypocrisy is the great sin of the age. Society is in a queer 
state when the rich think, that they must educaie the poor in 
order to insure thek- own safety : foathis, at bottom, is the great 
motive now at work in pushing on the education scheme, though
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in this particular case, perhaps, there may be a little enthusiasm 
at work. When persona are glutted with riches; when they 
have their fill of them ; when they are surfeited of aU earthly 
pursuits, they are very apt to begin to think about the ne:rt 
world; an|, the moment they begin to think of that, they 
begin to look over the account that they shah have to present. 
Hence the faft greater part of what are called “  charities.”  But 
it  is the business of governments to take care that there shall 
be very little of this gluUing with riches, and very little need 
of “ charities.”

Erom Stratton I  went on to Northington D ow n; then round 
to the South of the Grange Park (Alex. Baring’s), down to 
Abbotson, and over some pretty little green hiUs to Ahesford, 
which is a nice little town of itself, but which presents a sing
ularly beautiful view from the last little hill coming from Abbot- 
son. I  could not pass by the Grange Park without thinking 
of iM'd and Lady Henry Stuart, whose lives and deaths sur
passed what we read of in the most sentimental romances. Very 
few things that I  have mat with in my life ever filled me with 
sorrow equal to that which I  felt at the death of this most vir
tuous and most amiable pair.

It  began raining soon after I  got to SUresford, and rained 
all the evening. I  he^d here, that a Requisition for a County 
Meeting was in the course of being signdfl in different parts of 
the county. Tl»iy mean to petition for Reform, I hope. A t 
any rate, I  intend to g5 to see what they do. I  saw the parsons 
at the county meeting in 1817. I  should like, of all things, to 
see them at another meeting rum. These are the persons that 
I have most steadily in my eye. The war and the debt were 
for the tithes and the boroughs. These must stand or fall to
gether now. I  always told the parsons, that they were the 
greatest fools in the wqjjd to put the tithes on board the same 
boat with the borot%hs. I  told them so in 1817 ; and, I  fancy, 
they will soon see all about it. _

November 18.
Came from Alresford to Samhledon, through Tijehboum, 

Cheriton, Beauworth, Kilmston, and Exton. This is all a 
high, hard, dry, fox-hunting country. Like that, indeed, 
over which I  came yesterday. At Titchbourn, there is a park, 
and “  great house,”  as the country-people oaU it. The place 
belongs, I  believe, to a Sir somebody Titchhourne, a family, very 
hkely half as old as the name of the village, #\hioh, however, 

■ partly takes its name from the bourn that runs down the valley. 
I  thought, as I  was ridins alongside of this park, that I  h ^  
heard good of this family M Titohboume, and, I  therefore saw
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the park 'pales with sorrow. There is not more than one pale 
in a yard, and those that remain, and the rails and posts and 
all, seem tumbling down. This park-paling is perfectly typical 
of those of the landlords who are not tax-eaters. They are 
wasting away v e ry , fast. The tax-eating landlords think to 
swim out the gale. They are deceived. They are “ deluded”  
by their own greediness. *

Kilmston was my next place after Titchboum, but I wanted 
to go to Beauworth, so that I had to go through Cheriton; 
a little, hard, iron village, where all seems to be as old as the 
hills that surround it. In coming along you see Titchboum 
church away to the right, on the side of the hill, a very pretty 
little view ; and this, though such a hard country, is a pretty 
country.

A t Cheriton I found a grand oa.mp of Gipsys, just upon the 
move towards Alresford. I  had met some of the scouts first, 
and afterwards the advanced guard, and here the main body 
was getting in motion. One of the scouts that I  met was a 
young woman, who, I  am sure, was%ix feet high. There were 
two or three more in the camp of about the same height; and 
some most strapping fellows of men. It is curious that this 
race should have pre^ ved their dark skin and coal-black straight 
and coarse hair, very much like that of,the American Indians. 
I  mean the hair, for the skin has nothing of ^ e  copper-colour 
as that of the Indians has. It is liSt, e itto , of ftie Mulatto cast; 
that is to say, there is no yellow in it. R  is a black mixed with 
our English colours of pale, or red, and the features are small, 
like those of the girls in Sussex, and often singularly pretty. 
The tall girl that I  met at Titchboum, who had a huckster 
basket on her arm, had most beautiful features. I  pulled up 
my horse, and said, “ Can you tell me my fortune, my dear 7 ” 
She answered in the negative, .g iv in g ^ e  a look at the same 
time, that seemed to say, it was too late ; a ill that if I  had been 
thirty years younger she mighjj have seen a little what she 
could do with me. It  is, all circumstances considered, truly 
surprising, that this race shoulcj have preserved so perfectly 
all its diiinctive marks.

I came on to Beauworth to inquire after the family of a worthy 
old farmer, whom I knew there some years ago, and of whose 
death I  had heard at Alresford. A  bridle road over soma 
fields and through a coppice took me to Kilmston, formerly 
a large village, but now mouldered into two farms, and a few 
miserable tumMe-dovm houses for the labourers. Here is a 
house, that was formerly the residence of the landlord of the' 
place, but is now occupied by one^f the farmers. This is a 
flue country for fox-hunting, and JQlwston belonged to a Mr.
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Ridge who was a famous fox-hunter, and who is accused of 
having spent his fortune in that way. But what do people 
mean 1 He had a right to spend his income, as his fathers had 
done before him. I t  was the Pitt-system, and not the fox
hunting, t A t  took away the principal. The place now belongs 
to a Mr. IjOUg, whose origin I cannot find out.
. Prom Kilmston I  went right over the downs to the top of 
a hill called Beacon Hill, which is one of the loftiest hills in 
the country. Here you can see the Isle of Wight in detail, 
a fine sweep of the sea : also away into Sussex, and over the 
New Forest into Dorsetshire. Just below you, to the East, 
you look down upon the village of E xton ; and you ean see up 
this valley (which is called a Bourn too) as far as West Meon, 
and down it as far as Soberton. Corhampton, Warnford, 
Meon-Stoke and Droxford come within these two points; so 
that here are six villages on this bourn within the space of about 
five miles. On the other side of the main valley down which 
the bourn runs, and opposite Beacon Hill, is another such a 
hill, which they call Old ^Winchester Hill. On the top of this 
hiU there was once a camp, or, rather fortress ; and the ramparts 
are now pretty nearly as visible as eve;  ̂ The same is to be 
seen on the Beacon Hill at Highclere. These ramparts had 
nothing of the principles of modem foijl;ification in their for
mation. You ^ e no signs gf .salliant angles. I t  was a ditch 
and a bank, and*that appears to have been all. I  had, I  think, 
a full mile to go down from the top of Beacon Hill to Exton. 
This is the village where that Parson Baines lives who, as de
scribed by me in 1817, bawled in Lord Cochrane’s ear a t Win
chester in the mouth of March of that year. Parson Boulter 
lives at Meon-Stoke, which is not a mile further down. So that this 
valley has something in it  besides picturesque views ! I  asked 
some countrymen how*Poultei and Baines d id ; but their 
answer contained too much of irreverence for me to give it  here.

A t Exton I  crossed tl\p Gosport turnpike road, came up 
the cross valley under the South side of Old Winchester Hill, 
over Stoke down, then over JV êst-End down, and then to my 
friend’s house at West-End in the parish of Hambledoa.

Thus have I  crossed nearly the whole of this country from 
the North-West to the South-East, without going five hundred 
yards on a turnpike road, and, as nearly as I  could do it, in a 
straight line.

The whole country that I  have crossed is loam and flints, 
upon a bottom of chalk. A t Alresford there sfte some watered 
meadows, which are the beginning of a chain of meadows that 
goes all the way down to Winchester, and hence to Southampton ; 
but even these meadows hive, a t Alresford, chalk under them.
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The water that supplies them comes out of a potid, called Aires- 
ford Pond, which is fed from the high hills in the neighbourhood. 
These counties are purely agricultural; and they have suffered 
most cruelly from the accursed Pitt-system. Their hiUiness, 
bleakness, roughness of roads, render them nnpleifeant to the 
luxurious, eSeminate, tax-eating crew, who nev^ come near 
them, and who have pared them down to the very bone. . The 
villages are all in a state of demy. The farm-buildings dropping 
down, bit by bit. The produce is, by a few great farmers, 
dragged to a few spots, and all the rest is falling into decay. 
If this infernal systeth could go on for forty years longer. It would 
make th  the labourers as much slaves as the negroes are, and 
subject to the same sort of discipline and management.

November 19 to 23.
At West End. Hambledon is a long, straggling village, 

lying in a little vaUey formed by some very pretty but not lofty 
hlQs. The environs are much pretfter than the village itself, 
which is not far from the North side of Portsdown Hill. This 
must have once been^a considerable place ; for here is a church 
pretty nearly as large as that at Eamham in Surrey, which is 
quite sufficient for a l|irge town. The laeans of Bving has been 
drawn away from these village^ and the ppople follow the 
means. Cheriton and Kilmston and H^iublefton and the like 
have been beggared for the purpose of giving tax-eaters the 
means of makmg “ vast improvements. Ma’am," on the viUanous 
spewy gravel of Windsor Forest! The thing, however, must 
go bach. Revolution here or revolution there: bawl, bellow, 
alarm, as long as the tax-eaters like, back the thing must go. 
Back, indeed, it is-going in some quarters. Those scenes of

florious loyalty, the sea-port places, are^begiuBing to be deserted, 
low many villages has that scene of a ll*h at is wicked and 

odious, Portsmouth, Gosport, aad ^ortsea; how many villages 
has that heEish assemblage beggared 1 It  is now being scat
tered itself !. Houses which theijp let for forty or fifty pounds 
a-year eSch, now let for three or four shiEmgs a-week each; 
and thousands, perhaps, cannot be let at all to any body capable 
of paying rent. There is an absolute tumbling down taking 
place, whore, so lately, there were such “  vast improvements. 
Ma’a m ! ”  Does Monsieur de Snip oaE those improvements, 
then ? Does he insist, that those houses form “  an addition 
to the nationaf capital t ”  Is it  any wonder that a country 
should be miserable when such notions prevail ? And when 
they can, even in the Parliament, ljf*received with cheering ?
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Nov. 24, 8u)iday.
Set off from Hambledon to go to Thursley in Surrey, about 

five miles from Godaiming. Hero I  am at Thursley, after 
as interesting a day as I  ever spent in all my life. They say 
that “  varietij is charming,”  and this day I have had of scenes 
and of soils a variety indeed !

To go to Thursley from Hambledon the plain way was up 
the downs to Petersfield, and then along the turnpike-road 
through Liphook, and over Hindhead, at the north-east foot 
of which Thursley lies. But, I  had been over that sweet Hind- 
head, and had seen too much of turnpike-road and of heath, 
to think of taking another so large a dose of them. The map 
of Hampshire (and we had none of Surrey) showed me the way 
to Headley, which lies on the West of Hindhead, down upon 
the flat. I  knew it was but about five miles from Headley to 
Thursley; and I, therefore, resolved to go to Headley, in spite 
of all the remonstrances of friends, who represented to me the 
danger of breaking my nefk at Hawkley and of getting buried 
in the bogs of Woolmer Forest. My route was through East- 
Meon, Froxfield, Hawkley, Greatham, and then over Woolmer 
Forest (a heath ii  you please), to Headley.*

Off we set over th% downs (crossing t̂he bottom sweep of 
Old Winchester Hill) from West-End to East-Meon. W*e 
came down a l« ig  aij^ steej hill that led us winding round 
into the village, which lies in a valley that runs in a direction 
nearly east and west, and that has a rivulet that comes out 
of the hills towards Petersfield. If  I  had not seen anything 
further to-day, I  should have, dwelt long on the beauties of 
this place. Here is a very fine valley, in nearly an eliptical 
form, sheltered by high hiUs sloping gradually from i t ;  and 
not far from the middl* of thi% valley there is a hill nearly in 
the form of a gobBt-glass with the foot and stem broken off 
and turned upside down. Ajid this is clapped down upon 
the level of the valley, ju s f as you would put such goblet upon 
a table. The hiU is lofty, partly covered, with wood, and it 
gives an air of great sirlgularity to the scene. I  am<eirre that 
East-Meon has been a large place. The church has a  Saxon 
Tower, pretty nearly equal, as far as I recollect, to that of the 
Cathedral at Winchester. The rest of the church has been 
rebuilt, and, perhaps, several times ; but the (ower is complete ; 
it  has had a steeple put upon i t ; but it retains all its beauty, 
and it shows that the church (which is still large) must, at first, 
have been a very large building. Let those, who talk so glibly 
of the increase of the population in England, go over the country 
from Highclers to Ham&aab.< Let them look at the size of the
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churches, and let them observe those numerous small enclosures 
on every side of every village, which had, to a certainty, each its 
house in former times. But let them go to East-Meon, and 
account for that church. Where did the hands come from 
to make it ? Look, however, at the downs, the n|any square 
miles of downs near this village, all bearing the marks of the 
•j^ugh, and all out of tillage for many many years; yet, not 
one single inch of them but what is vastly superior in quality 
JiO any of those great “  improvements ” on the miserable heaths 
of Hounslow, Bagshot, and Windsor Forest. It  is the destruo- 
ti ve, the murderous paper-system, that has- transferred the fruit 
of the labour, and the people along -with it, from the different 
parts of the country to the neighbourhood of the all-devouring 
Wen. I  do not beheve one word of what is said of the increase 
of the population. All observation and all reason is against 
the fa c t; and, as to the parliamentary returns, what need we 
more than th is : that they assert, that the population of Great 
Britain has increased from ten to fourteen millions in the last 
tweniu years I That is enough! A* man that can suck that 
in -will believe, literally beheve, that the moon is made of green 
cheese. Such a thin^is too monstrous to be swallowed by any 
body but Englishmen, and by any EngUshman not brutified 
by a Pitt-system.

TO Mb. CAiwiiro.*

Sir,

Worth (Sussex), 
10 December, 1822.

The agreeable news from France, relative to the intended 
. invasion of Spain, compelled me to break off, in m y last Letter, 
in the middle of my Bural Ride qf Sundafi, the 24th of November. 
Before I  mount again, which I shall do in % js Letter, pray let 
me ask you what sort of apdogyjs Jo be offered to the nation, 
if the French Bourbons be permitted to take quiet possession 
of Cadiz and of the Spanish navaj force ? Perhaps you may be 
disposed <to answer, when you have taken time to reflect; and, 
therefore, leaving you to muse on the matter, I  will resume 
my ride.

November 24.

(Sunday.) From Hambledon to Thursley (continued).
From East-Mhon, I did not go on to Froxfield church, but 

turned off to the left to a place (a couple of houses) called Bower. 
Near this I stopped at a friend’s b^use, which is in about as 
lonely a situation as I  ever saw. Si very pleasant place how-
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eYer. The lands dry, a nice mixture of Tvoods and fields, and 
a great variety of hill and dcU.

Before I came to East-Meon, the soil of the hills was a shallow 
loam with flints, on a bottom of chalk; but on this side of the 
valley of Eist-Meon ; that is to say, on the north side, the soil 
on the hiUs «s a deep, stiff loam, on a bed of a sort of gravel 
mixed with chalk; and the stones, instead of being grey on the 
outside and blue on the inside,, are yellow on the outside and 
whitish on the inside. In coming on further to the North, I  
found, that the bottom was sometimes gravel and sometime 
chalk. Here, at the time when whate-ter it was that formed 
these hills and valleys, the stuff of which Hindhead is composed 
seems to have run down and mixed itself with the stuff of which 
Old Winchester HiU is composed. Free chalk (which is the 
sort found here) is excellent manure for stiff land, and it pro
duces a complete change in the nature of clmjs. It  is, therefore, 
dug here, on the North of East-Meon, about in the fields, where 
it  happens to be found, ar^ is laid out upon the surface, where 
it  is crumbled to powder by the frost, and thus gets incorporated 
with the loam.

A t Bower I got instructions to go to ilaw kley, but accom
panied with most earnest advice not to go that way, for that 
it  Was impossible to %et along. The reads were represented 
as so bad ; the floods so muoii o u t; the hiUs and bogs so dan
gerous ; that, really, > began, to doubt; and, if I  had not been 
brought up amongst the clays of the Holt Forest and the bogs 
of the neighbouring heaths, I  should certainly have turned 
off'to my right, to go over Hindhead, great as was my objection 
to going that way. “ Well, then,”  said my friend at Bower, 
“  if you wUl go that way, by G— , you must go down Hawkhy 
Hanger of which he then gave me such a description ! But, 
even this I  found tc^faU^hort of the reality. -I inquired simply, 
whether people were in the habit of going down i t ; and, the 
answer being in the affirmative, on I went through green lanes 
and bridle-ways till 1 came to the tumpike-road from Peters- 
field to Winchester, which I  crossed, going into a narrow and 
almost untrodden green lane, on the side of which I found a 
cottage. Upon my asking the way to Hawkhy, the woman at the 
cottage said, “  Eight up the lane. S ir: you’ll come to a hanger 
presently; you must take care. S ir: you can’t  ride dow n: 
will your horses go alone S ”

On we trotted up this pretty green lane; -and indeed, wo 
had been coming gently and generally up hill for a good while. 
The lane was between highish banks and pretty high stuff 
growing on the banks, s o ^ a t  we could see no distance from 
us, and oould receive not the smallest hint of what ttas so near
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at hand. The lane had a little turn towards the end ; so that. 
Out we came, all in a moment, at the very edge of the hanger! 
And never, in all my life, was I  so surprised and so delighted ! 
I  pulled up my horse, and sat and looked; and it was like 
looking from the top of a castle down into the seal except that 
the valley was land and not water. I  looked at E»y servant, to 
see what effect this unexpected sight had upon him. His sur
prise was as great as mine, though he had been bred amongst 
the Horth Hampshire hills. Those who had so strenuously 
dwelt on the dirt and dangers of this route, had said not a word 
about beauties, the matchless beauties of the scenery. These 
hangers are woods on the sides of very steep .bills. The trees 
and underwood hang, in some sort, to the ground, instead of 
standing on it. Hence these places axe called Bangers. From 
the summit of that which I  had now to descend, I  looked down 
upon the villages of Hawkley, Greatham, Selbome and some 
others.

From the south-east, round, sor^waid, to the north-west, 
the main valley has cross-valleys running out of it, the hills 
on the sides of which are very steep, and, in many parts, covered 
with wood. The hills that form these cross-valleys run out 
into the main valley, like piers into the sea. Two of these 
promontories, of grea* height, are on tlfc west side of the main 
valley, and were the first o b ject that struck m y sight when 
I  came to the edge of the hanger, whiolMwas otl the south. The 
ends of these promontories are nearly perpendicular, and their 
tops so high in the air, that you cannot look at the village below 
without something like a feeling of apprehension. The leaves 
are aU off, the hop-poles are in stack, the fields have little ver
dure ; but, while the spot is beautiful beyond description even 
now, I  must leave to imagination to SiropoSe what it  is, when the 
trees and hangers and hedges ftre in itaf, Ihe com waving, the 
meadows bright, and the hops upon the poles !

From the south-west, round, »,stwardi to the north, he 
the heaths, of which Woohner Forest makes a part, and these 
go gradijaUy rising up to Hindhaad, the crown of which is to the 
north-west, leaving the rest of the circle (the part from north 
to north-west) to be occupied by a continuation of the valley 
towards Headley, Binste^, Frensham and the Holt Forest. 
So that even the contrast in the view from the top of the hanger 
is as great as can possibly be imagined. Men, however, axe not 
to have such beautiful views as this without some trouble. We 
had had the view ; but we had to go down the hanger. We 
had, indeed, some roads to get along, as we could, afterwards; 
but we had to get down the haj(|er first. The horses took 
the lead, and crept partly down upon their feet and partly
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upon their hooks. I t  was extremely slippery to o ; for the 
soil is a sort of marie, or, as they call it here, manme, or mame, 
which is, when wet, very much like grey soap. In such a case 
it was likely that I  should keep in the rear, which I  did, and I 
descended by taking hold of the branches of the underwood, 
and so letting myself down. When we got to the bottom, I 
bade my mam when he should go back to Uphusband, tell the 
people there, that Ashmansworth Imtib is not the vxyrst piece 
of road in the world. Our worst, however, was not come yet, 
nor had we by any means seen the most novel sights.

After crossing a little field and going through a farm-yard, 
we came into a lane, which was, at once, road and river. Wo 
found a hard bottom, however; and when we got out of the 
water, we got into a lane with high banks. The banks were 
quarries of white atone, like Portland-stone, and the bed of the 
road was of the same stone; and, the rains having been heavy 
for a day or two before, the whole was as clean and as white as 
the steps of a fund-holder or dead-weight door-way in one of the 
Squares of the Wen. Here*were we, then, going along a stone 
road with stone banks, and yet the underwood and trees grew 
well upon the tops of the banks. In the solid stone beneath us, 
there were a horse-track and wheel-tracllti, the former about 
three and the latter ab^ut six inches deep. How many many 
ages it must have taken the horses’ feet? the wheels, and the 
water, to wear c^wn this stohe, so as to form a hollow w a y ! 
The horses seemed alaAaed at their situation; they trod with 
fear; but they took us along very nicely, and, at last, got u» 
safe into the indescribable dirt and mire of the road from Hawk- 
ley Green to Greatham. Here the bottom of all the land is this 
solid white stone, and the top is that mame, which I  have before 
described. The hop-roots penetrate down into this stone. 
How deep the stone maj^ go I  know n o t; but, when I  came to 
look up at the end *)f one of the piers, or promontories, men
tioned above, I  found that it  was aU of this same stone.

A t Hawkley Green, I  asffed *a farmer the way to Thursley. 
He pointed to one of two roads going from the green; but 
it  appearing to me, that that Vould lead me up to thg London 
road and over Hindhead, I  gave him to understand that I  was 
resolved to get along, somehow or other, through the “ low 
countries.”  He besought me not to think of it. However, 
finding me resolved, he got a man to go a little way to put me 
into the Greatham road. The man came, but the farmer could 
not let me go off without renewing his entreaties, that I  would 
go away to Liphook, in which entreaties the man joined, though 
he was to be paid very weO Jor his trouble.

Off we went, however, to ©reatham. I  am thinking, whether 
6
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I  ever did see worse roads. Upon the whole, I  think, I  h ave; 
though I  am not sure that the roads of New Jersey, between 
Urenton and Elizabeth-Town, at the breaking up of winter, 
be worse. Talk of shows, indeed! Take a piece of this road ; 
just a cut across, and a rod long, and carry it  up to London. 
That would be something hke a show !

Upon leaving Greatham we came out upon M^oolmer Forest. 
Just as we were coining oijt of Greatham, I asked a man the 
way to Thursley. “  You mast go to Liphooh, Sir,”  said he. 
“  But,”  I  said, “  I  will not go to Liphook.”  These people seemed 
to be posted at all these stages to turn me aside from my purpose, 
and to make me go over that Hijidhead, which I  had resolved 
to avoid. I  went on/a little further, and asked another man 
the way to Headley, which, as 1 have already observed, lies 
on the western foot of Hindhead, whence I knew there must be 
a road to Thursley (which lies at the North East foot) without’ 
going over that miserable hill. The man told me, that I  must go 
across the forest. I  asked him whether it was a good road: 
“  I t  is a sound road,”  said he, layiftg a weighty emphasis upon 
the Word sound. “  Do people go it  ? ”  said I. “  Te-es,”  said 
he. “ Oh then,”  said I, to my man, “ as it is a sound road, 
keep you close to A y  heels, and do not attempt to go aside, 
not even for a foot.”  Indeed, it was ^ sound road. The rain 
of the night had m#de the fresh horse tracks visible. And we 
got to Headley in a short time, 8ver a sand-i^ad, which seemed 
so delightful after the flints and stone and dirt and sloughs that 
we had passed over and through since the morning ! This road 
was not, if we had been benighted, without its dangers, the 
forest being fuU of quags and quicksands. This is a tract of 
Crown lands, or, properly speaking, public lands, on some parts 
of which mu’ Land Steward, Mr. Huskisson, is making some 
plantations of trees, partly fin and ]|artly other trees. What 
he can plant the fir for, God omy knows, sAing that the country 
is already over-stocked with that rubbish. But this public 
land concern is a very great concent.

If I  were a Member of Parliament, I  vmvld know what timber 
has been cut down, and what ft has been sold for, since year 
1790. However, this matter must be investigated, first or last. 
I t  never can be omitted in the winding up of the concern; and 
that winding up must come out of wheat at four shillings a 
bushel. It  is said, hereabouts, that a man who lives near Lip- 
hook, and who is so mighty a hunter and game pursuer, that 
they call him Wdliam Rufus ; it  is said that this man is Lord 
of the Manor of Woolmer forest. This he cannot be without 
a grant to th at effect; and, if there^be a grant, there must have 

•b^n a reason for the grant. Thft reason I  should very much
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like to know ; and this I  would know if I  were a Member of 
Parliament. That the people caU him the Lord of the Manor 
is certain; but he can hardly make preserves of the planta
tions ; for it is well known how marvellously hares and young 
trees agree ti^gether ! This is a matter of great public impor
tance ; and jiot, how, in the present state of things, is an in
vestigation to bo obtained ? Is there a man in Parliament that 
will call for it ? Not one. Would a dissolution of Parliament 
mend the matter 7 No ; for the same men would be there still. 
They are the same men that have been there for these thirty 
years; and the same men they will be, and they must be, until 
there be a reform. To be sure when one dies, or cuts his throat 
(as in the ease of Castlereagh), another one comes; '  but it is 
the same body. And, as long as it is that same body, things 
wiU always go on as they now go on. However, as Mr. Canning 
says the body “  works well,'’ we must not say the contrary.

The soil of this tract is, generally, a black sand, which, in 
some places, becomes peat  ̂ which makes very tolerable fuel. 
In some parts there is clay at bottom ; and there the oaks 
would grow ; but not while there are hares in any>' number 
on the forest. If trees be to grow here, there ought to be no 
hares, and as little hunting as possible.

We got to Headly, tSe sign of the HoUjr-Bush, just at dusk, 
and just as it bjgan to rain.* I  had neither eaten nor drunk 
since eight. o’clodn in the morning; and as it  was a nice little 
public-house, I  at first intended to stay aU night, an intention 
that I afterwards very indiscreetly gave up. I  had laid my plan, 
which included the getting to Thursley that night. When, 
therefore, I  had got some cold bacon and bread, and some 
milk, I began to feel ashamed of stopping short of m y plan, 
especialfy after having so heroically persevered in the “  stern 
path,”  and so disd^inffUly scorned to go over Hindhead. I  
knew that my road lay through a hamlet called Churt, where 
they grow such fine bennet-grass seed. There was a moon; 
but there was also a hazy rain. I  had heaths to go over, and 
I  might go into quags. Wishing to execute m y plan, however, 
I  at last brought myself to quit a very comfortable*turf-fire, 
and to set off in the rain, having bargained to give a man three 
shillings to guide me out to the Northern foot of Hindhead. 
I  took care to ascertain, that my guide knew the road per
fectly w ell; that is to say, I  took care to ascertain it  as far 
as I could, which was, indeed, no farther than his word would 
go. Off we set, the guide mounted on his own o? master’s horse, 
and with a white smock frock, which enabled us to see him 
clearly. We trotted on pred^y fast for about half an hour ; and 
I perceived, not without some surprise, that the rain, which I
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knew to be coming from the South, met me full in the face, when 
it ought, according to my reckoning, to have heat upon my 
right cheek. I  oaUed to the guide repeatedly to ask him if 
he was sure that he was right, to which he always answered “  Oh ! 
yes. Sir, I  know the ro ^ .”  I  did not like th is,j“ /  know the 
road.”  A t last, after going about sis nules in net^'ly a Southern 
direction, the guide turned short to the left. That brought 
the rain upon m y fight cheek, and, though I  could not very well 
account for the long stretch to the South, I  thought, that, at any 
rate, we were now in the right track; and, after going about a 
mile in this new direction, I began to ask the guide how much 
f  urther we had to go; for I  had got a pretty good soaking, 
and was* rather ■ impatient to see the foot of Hindhead. Just 
at this time, in raising my head and looking forward as I spoke 
to the guide, what should I  see, but a long, high, and steep 
hanger arising before us, the trees along the top of which I could 
easily distinguish! The fact was, we were just getting to the 
outside of the heath, and were on t ^  brow of a .steep bill, which 
faced this hanging wood. The gmde had begun to descend, 
and I  had called to him to stop ; for the hiU was so steep, that, 
rain as it did and w |t as my saddle must be, I  got off my horse 
in order to walk down. But, now behold, the fdlow discovered, 
that he had lost his^way /— Where we* were I  could not even 
guess. There was but one remejly, and that.was to get back, 
if we could. I  became guide now ; ani did%s Mr. Western is 
advising the Ministers to do, retraced my steps. We went 
back about half the way that we had come, when we saw two 
men, who showed us the way that we ought to go. At the 
end of about a mile, we fortunately found the tumpike-road; 
not, indeed, at the foot, but on the tip-top of that Very Hind- 
head, on which I  had so repeatedly vowed I  would not go ! We 
came out on the turnpike some hundftd mrds on the Liphook 
side of the buildings called fAe Hut; so that we had the whole 
of three miles of hul to come down at not much better than a 
foot pace, with a good pelting rain at our backs.

It  is odd enough how differently one is affected by the same 
sight, under different circumstances. A t the “  HoUy Bush ” 
at Headly there was a room fuU of fellows in white smock froolcs, 
drinking and smoking and talking, and I, who was then dry 
and warm, moralized within mysSf on their jolly in spending 
their time in such a way. But, when I  got down from Hind- 
head to the publio-hoUBe at Road-Lane, with my skin soaking 
and my teeth tshattering, I  thought just such another group, 
whom I  saw through the window sitting roxmd a good fire with 
pipes in their mouths, the wisest os^mtMy I  had ever set my eyes 
on. A  real OoUeetive Wiadom, And, 1 most solemnly declare,
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that I  felt a greater veneration for them than I  have ever felt 
even for the Privy Council, notwithstanding the Eight Hon- - 
orable Charles Wynn and the Bight Honorable Sir John Sinclair 
belong to the latter.

I t  was nor| but a  step to m y friend’s house, where a good 
fire and a change of clothes soon put all to rights, save and 
except the having come over Hindhead after aU my resolu
tions. This mortifying circumstance; this having been beaten, 
lost the guide the three shillings that I  had agreed to give him.
“  Either,” said I, “  you did not know the way well, or you did : 
if the former, it  was dishonest in you to undertake to guide 
m e : if the latter, you have wilfully led me miles out of m y 
way.”  He grumbled; but off he went. He certainly de
served nothing; for he did not know the way, and he prevented 
some other man from earning and receiving the money. But, 
had he not caused me to get upon Hindhead, he would have had the 
three shillings. I  had, at one time, got my hand in m y pocket; 
but the thought of having been beaten pulled it  out again.

Thus ended the most intftesting day, as far as I  know, that 
I  ever passed in all my life. Hawldey-hangers, promontories, 
and stone-roads will always come into m y mind when I  see, 
or hear of, picturesque views. I  forgot to mention, that, in 
going from Hawkley to ̂ reatham, the nira, who went to show 
me the way, told jne at a  certain fork, “ Imat road goes to 8d- 
borne.”  This p u i me iĵ  mind of a book, which was once re
commended to me, but which I  never saw, entitled “  The History 
and Antiquities of Selborne,”  (or something of that sort) written,
I  think, by a parson of the name of White, brother of Mr. White, 
so long a Bookseller in Fleet-street. This parson had, I  think, 
the living of the parish of Selborne. The book was mentioned 
to me as a  work of great curiosity and Interest. But, at that 
time, the TmNG was b it» g  so very sharply that one had no at
tention to bestow dR antiquarian researches. Wheat at 39f. 
a quarter, and Southdown ewes at 12s. 6d. have so weakened 
the thikq’s jaws and so filed down Its teeth, that I  shaE now 
certainly read this book if I  qpn get it. By-the-bye if aU the 
parsons had, for the last thirty years, employed their leisure 
time in writing the histories of their several parishes, instead 
of living, as many of them have, engaged in pursuits that I  need 
not here name, neither their situation nor that of their flocks 
would, perhaps, have been the worse for i t  at this day.

Thursley {Surrey), Nov. 25.
In looking back into Hampshire, I  see with pleasure the 

farmers bestirring themselvoR to get a County Meeting called.
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There were, I  was told, nearly five hundred names to a Requisi
tion, and those all of land-owners or occupiers.— Precisely what 
they mean to petition for I do not know; but (and now I ad
dress-myself to you, Mr. Canning,) if they do not petition /or a 
reform of the Parliament, they will do worse than ry>thing. You, 
Sir, have often told us, that the h o u se , howevqf got together, 
“ works well.”  Now, as I said in 1817, just before I went to 
America to get out of the reach of our friend, the Old Doctor, 
and to use m y long arm ; as I  said then, in a Letter addressed 
to Lord Grosvenor, so I  say now, show me the inexpediency of 
reform, and I  "will hold m y tongue. Show us, prove to us, 
that the House “  works -well,”  and I, for m y part, give the 
matter up. I t  is not the construction or the motions of a ma
chine that I  ever look a t : all I  look after is the effect. When, 
Indeed, I  find that "the efieot is deficient or evil, I  look to the 
construction. Aad, as I  now see, and have for many years 
seen, evil effect, I  seek a remedy in an alteration in the machine. 
There is now nobody; no, not a single man, out of the regions 
of Whitehall, who wiU pretend, tlftt the country can, without 
the risk of some great and terrible convulsion, go on, even for 
twelve months lon^r, unless there be a great change of some 
sort in the mode of managing the pubho affairs.

Could you see anij hear what I havre seen and heard during 
this Rural Ride, you would no lo^er say, thatjihe House “  works 
welL”  Mrs. Canning and your children are €ear to you ; but, 
Sir, not more dear than are to them the wives and children of, 
perhaps, two hundred thousand men, who, by the Acts of this 
same House, see those wives and children doomed to beggary, 
and to beggary, too, never thought of, never regarded as more 
likely than a blowing up of the earth or a falling of the sun. 
It  was reserved for this “  working well ”  House to make the 
fire-sides of farmers scenes of gloom. * T h ^  fire-sides, in which 
I  have always so delighted, I  now approach with pain. I  was, 
not long ago, sitting rmmd th^ fiij with as worthy and as in
dustrious a man as all England contains. There was his son, 
about 19 years of age ; two daugjiters from 15 to 18 ; and a little 
boy sitting on the father’s knee. I  knew, but not from him, 
that there was a mortgage on his farm. I was anxious to induce 
him to seU withovi delay. With this view I, in an hypothetical 
and round-about way, approached his case, and at last I came 
to final consequences. The deep and deeper gloom on a coun
tenance, once so cheerful, told me what was passing in his breast, 
when turning iw ay my looks in order to seem not to perceive 
the effect of my words, I  saw the eyes of his ivife full of tears. 
She had made the applipation; and there were her children 
before her! And am I  to be banwted for life if I  express what
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I  felt upon this occasion ! And does this House, then, “  work 
■ well 1 ” How many men, of the most industrious, the most 
upright, the most exemplary, upon the face of the earth, have 
been, by this one Act of this House, driven to despair, ending in 
madness or felf-murder, or both! Nay, how many scores ! 
And, yet, are* we -to be banished for life, if we endeavour to 
show, that this House does not “  work well ? ” — However, 
banish or banish not, these facts are . notorious: the House 
made all the Loans ■ which constitute the d eb t: the House con
tracted for the Dead W eight: the House put a stop to gold- 
payments in 1 7 9 7 : the House unanimously passed Peel’s BiU. 
Here are all the causes of the ruin, the misery, the anguish, 
the despair, and the madness and self-murders. Here they are 
all. They have all been Acts of this House ; and yet, we are to 
be banished if we say, in words suitable to the subject, that this 
House does not “  work wdl ! ”

This one Act, I  mean this Sanishment Act, would be enough,. 
with posterity, to characterize this House. When they read 
(and can believe what they read) that it actually passed a law 
to banish for life any one who should write, print, or publish 
anjrthing having a tendency to bring it  jpto contempt; when 
posterity shall read this, and believe it, they will want nothing 
more to enable them t<f say what sort of»an assembly it  was ! 
It  was delightful,* too, that thgy should pass this law just after 
they had passed fe e l’s fBill ! Oh, God ! thou art just! As to 
rejoerm, it must come. Let what else will happen, R must come. 
Whether before, or after, all the estates be transferred, I  cannot 
say. But, this I  know very w ell; that the later it  come, the' 
deeper will it go.

I shall, of course, go on remarking, as occasion offers, upon 
what is done by and said in this present House; but I  know 
that it can do nothing eSicient for the relief of the country. I 
have seen some men of late, who seem to think, that even a 
reform, enacted, or begun,,by •this House, would be an evil; 
and that it  would be better to let the whole thing go on, and 
produce its natural consequen«e. I  am not of this opinion: I 
am for a reform as soon as possible, even though it be not, at 
first, precisely what I could w ish; because, if the debt blow up 
before the reform take place, confusion and uproar there must 
be I and I  do not want to see confusion and uproar. I  am for 
a reform of some sort, and soon ; but, when I  say of some sort, 
I  do not mean of Lord John RusseU’a sort; I  do not mean a 
reform in the Lopez way. In short, what I  wa?it is, to see the 
men changed. I  want to see other men in the House ; and as to 
who those other men shouldebe, I  really should not be very nice. 
I  have seen the Tierneys, the Bankeses, the Wilberforoes, the
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Michael Angelo Taylors, the Lambs, the Lowthers, the Davis 
Giddies, the Sir John &hrightg, the Sir Eraneis Burdetts, the 
Hobhouses, old or young, WhitbreadS the same, the Lord Johns 
and the Lord Williams and the Lord Henries and the Lord 
Charleses, and, in short, all the whole family ; I  h ^ e  seen them 
all there, all the same faces and names, all my life tim e; I  see 
that neither adjournment nor prorogation nor dissolution makes 
any change in the men ; and, caprice let it be if you like, I  want 
to see a change in the men. These have done enough in all 
oonsoienoe; or, at least, they have done enough to satisfy me. 
I  want to see some fresh faces, and to hear a change of some sort 
or other in the sounds. A “  hear, hear," coming everlastingly 
from the same mouths, is what I, for my part, am tired of.

I  am aware that this is not what the "‘ great reformers" in the 
House mean. They mean, on the contrary, no such thing as a 
change of men. They mean that Lopez should sit there for ever ; 
or, at least, till succeeded by a legitimate heir. I  believe that 
Sir Francis Burdett, for instance, h ^  not the smallest idea of an 
Act of Parhament ever being made without his assistance, if he 
chooses to assist, which is not very frequently the case. I  be
lieve that he looks upon a  seat in the House as being his property; 
and that the other seat is, and ought to be, held as a sort of 
leasehold or oopyholA under him. My ifiea of reform, therefore ; 
my change of faces and of names ®nd of sound* will appear quite 
horrible to him. However, I  think the ftatioif begins to be very 
much of my way of thinking; and tliis I  am very sure of, that 
we shall never see that change in the management of affairs, 
which we most of us want to see, unless there be a pretty com
plete change of men.

Some people will blame me for speaking out so broadly upon 
this subject. But I  think It the best way to disguise nothing; 
to do what is right; to be sincere; an# to ] t̂ come what will.

thdialming, November 26 to 28.

I  came here to meet m y son,* who was to return to London 
when we had done oifr business.— The turnips are pretty good 
all over the country, except upon the very thin soils on the 
chalk. A t Thursley they are very good, and so they are upon 
all these nice light and good lands round about Godaiming.

This is a very pretty country. You see few prettier spots 
than this. The chain of little hiUs that run along to the South 
and South-East of Godaiming, and the soil, which is a good loam 
upon a  sand-stone bottom, run down on the South side, into 
what is called the Weald. This W«Ald is a bed of clay, in which 
nothit^ grows well but oak trees. It  is first the Weald of Surrey
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and then the Weald of Sussex. I t  runs along on the South of 
Dorking, Reigate, Blctohingley, Godstone, and then winds away 
down into Kent. In no part of it, as far as I  have observed, 
do the oaks grow finer than between the sand-hill on the South 
of Godstone and a place called Fellbridge, where the county of 
Surrey terminates on the road to East Grinstead.

A t Godaiming we heard some account of a lawsuit between 
Mr. Hohne Sumner and his tenant, Mr. Nash; but the partic
ulars I must reserve till I have them in black and white.

In aU parts of the country, I  hear of landlords that begin to 
squeak, which is a certain proof that they begin to feel the bottom 
of their tenants’ pockets. No man can pay ren t; I  mean any 
rent at all, except out of capital; or, except imder some peculiar 
circumstances, such as having a farm near a spot where the fund- 
holders are building houses. When I  -was in Hampshire, I  heard 
of terrible breakings up in ̂  the Isle of Wight. They say, that 
the general rout is very near at hand there. I  heard of one 
farmer, who hold a farm at seven hundred pounds a-year, who 
paid his rent aimually, and punctually, who had, of course, 
seven hundred pounds to pay to his landlord last Michaelmas; 
but who, before Michaelmas came, thrasljpd out and sold (the 
harvest being so early) the whole of his com ; sold off his stock, 
bit by b it ; got the v(»y goods out of ĥ s house, leaving only 
a bed and some Aiifling thing|; sailed with a fair wind over to 
France with his •fam ily; put his mother-in-law into the house 
to keep possession of the house and farm, and to prevent the 
landlord from entering upon the land for a year or better, unless 
he would pay to the mother-in-law a certain sum of m oney! 
Doubtless the landlord had already sucked away about three 
or four times seven hundred pounds from this farmer. He 
would not be able to enter upon his farm without a process that 
would cost him sonm mftiey, aod without the farm being pretty 
well stocked with thistles and docks, and perhaps laid half to 
common. Farmers on th% c(».st opposite France are not so 
firmly bounden as those in the interior. Some hundreds of 
these will have carried their allegiance, their capital (what they 
have left), and their skill, to go and grease the fat sow, our old 
friends the Bourbons. I  hear of a sharp, greedy, hungry'shark 
of a landlord, who says that “  some law must be passed ; ”  that 
“  Rarliameut must do something to prevent this ! ”  There is a 
pretty fool for you ! There is a great jackass (I beg the real 
jackass’s pardon), to imagine that the people at Westminster 
can do anything to prevent the French from* suffering people 
to come with their money to settle in France ! This fool does 
not know, perhaps, that thjre are Members of Parliament that 
live in France more than they do in England. I  have heard of
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one, who not only* lives there, but carries on vineyards there, 
and is never absent from them, except when he comes over “ to 
attend to his duties in Parliament.”  He perhaps sells his wine 
at the same time, and that being genuine, doubtless brings him 
a good price ; so that the occupations harmonize jtogether very 
w ^  The Isle of Wight must be rather peculiawy distressed; 
for it was the scene of monstrous expenditure. When the 'pure, 
Whigs were in power, in 1806, it  was proved to them and to the 
Parliament, that in several instances, a barn in the Isle of Wight 
was rented by the “  envy of surrounding nations ”  for more 
money than the rest of the whole farm ! These barns were 
wanted as barracks ; and, indeed, such things were carried on 
in that Island as never could have been carried on imder any
thing that was,not absolutely “ the admiration of the world.” 
These sweet pickings, caused, doubtless, a great rise in the rent 
of the farm s; so that, in this Island^ there is not only the depres
sion of price, and a greater depression than anywhere else, but 
also the loss of the pickings, and the^ together leave the tenants 
but this simple choice ; beggary or Bight; and as most of them 
have had a pretty deal of capital, and will be likely to have some 
left as yet, they wilL as they perceive the danger, naturally flee 
for succour to the Bourbons. This is, indeed, something new 
in the History of Engjish Agriculture ; £tid were not ]VIr. Canning 
so positive to the contrary, one jpould almosto imagine that the 
thing which has produced it-does not w*rk so*very well. How
ever, that gentleman seems resolved to prevent us, by his King 
of Bohemia and his two Red Lions, from having any change in 
this thing ; and therefore the landlords, in the Isle of Wight, as 
ivell as elsewhere, must make the best of the matter.

November 29.
Went on to Guildford, where I  sle^. Everybody, that has 

been from. Godaiming to Guildford, knows, that there is hardly 
another such a pretty four miles i#. aU England. The road is 
good; the soil is good; the houses are neat; the people are 
n eat: the hills, the woods, th« meadows, all are beautiful 
Nothing wild and bold, to be sure, but exceedingly p retty; and 
it is almost impossible to ride along these four miles without 
feelings of pleasure, though you have rain for your companion, 
as it  happened to be with me.

Larking, November 30.

I came over the high hUl on the south of Guildford, and came 
down to Chilworth, and up the valley to Albury. I  noticed, 
in my first Rural Ride, this beau^ful valley, its hangers, its 
meadows, its hop-gardens, and its ponds. This valley of Chii-
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worth has great variety, and is very pretty; hut after seeing 
Hawkley, every other place loses in point of beauty and interest. 
This pretty valley of Chilworth has a run of water which comes 
out of the high hills, and which, occasionally, spreads into a 
pond ; so thaifthere is in fact a series of ponds connected by this 
run of w ater.' This valley, which seems to have been created 
by a bountiful providence, as one of the choicest retreats of m an; 
which seems formed for a scene of innocence and happiness, has 
been, by ungrateful man, so perverted as to make it  instru
mental in effecting two of the most damnable of purposes; in 
carrying into execution two of the' most damnable inventions 
that ever sprang from the minds of man under the influence of 
the d evil! namely, the making of gunpowder and of hanlcnotea ! 
Here in this tranquil spot, where the nightingales are to be 
heard earlier and later in the year than in any other part of 
England ; where the first bursting of the buds is seen in Spring, 
where no rigour of seasons can ever be fe lt; where everything 
seems formed for preeludir^ the very thought of wickedness; 
here has the devil fixed on as one of the seats of his grand manu
factory ; and perverse and ungrateful man not only lends him 
his aid, but lends it  cheerfully ! As to th» gunpowder, indeed, 
we might get over that. In  some oases that may be innocently, 
and, when it sends the 15hd at the- hordes that support a tyrant, 
meritoriously employed. The* alders and the willows, there
fore, one can see,*with(>ut so much regret, truned i8to powder 
by the waters of this va lley ; but, the Banic-notes / To think 
that the springs which God has commanded to flow from the 
sides of these happy hiUs, for the comfort anddihe delight of man ; 
to think that these springs should be perverted into means of 
spreading misery over a whole nation ; and that, too, under the 
base and hypocritical pretence of promoting its credit and main
taining its honour amd its faith /’  There was one circumstance, 
indeed, that served to mitigate the melancholy excited by  these 
reflections; namely, that a  part* of these springs have, at times, 
assisted in tm-ning rags into Registers! Somewhat cheered by 
the thought of this, but, stiU, ib a more melancholy mood than 
I  had been for a long while, I  rode oh with my friend towards 
Albury, up the valley, the sand-hills on one side of us and the 
chalk-hills on the other. Albury is a little village consisting of 
a few houses, with a large house or two near it. A t the end of 
the ■ village we came to a park, which is the residence of Mr. 
Drummond.— Having heard a great deal of this gark, and of the 
gardens, I  wished very much to see them. My way to Dorking 
lay through Shire, and it went along on the outside of the park. 
I  guessed, as the Yankees, saf* that there must be a way through 
the park to Shire j and I  fell upon the scheme of going into the
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park as far as Mr. Drummond’s house, and then asking his leave 
to go out at the other end of it. This scheme, though pretty 
bare-faced, succeeded very ■ well I t  is true that I 'we.s aware 
that I  had not a Harman to deal w ith ; or, I  should not have 
ventured upon the experiment. I  sent in wordjthat, having 
got into the park, I  should be exceedingly ohliged/to Mr. Drum
mond if he would let me go out of it  on the side next to Shire. 
He not only granted this request, but, in the most obliging 
manner, permitted us to ride all about the park, and to see his 
gardens, which, without any exception, are, to my fancy, the 
prettiest in England; that is to say, that I  ever saw in England.

They say that these gardens were laid out for one of the 
Howards, in the reign of Charles the Second, by Mr. Evelyn, 
who wrote the Sylva. The mansion-house, which is by no means 
magnificent, stands on a little flat by the side of the parish 
church, having a steep, hut not lofty, hill rising up on tho soiith 
side of it. It  looks right across the gardens, which lie on the 
slope of a hill which runs along a^ about a  quarter of a mile 
distant from the front of the house. The gardens, of course, 
lie facing the south. A t the back of them, under the hiU, is a 
high w all; and the:* is also a wall at each end, running from 
north to south. Between the house and the gardens there is 
a very beautiful run«of water, with a ^ rt of little wild narrow 
sedgy meadow. The gardens a»e separated* from this by a 
hedge, running along from east to west.* EroA this hedge there 
go up the hiU, at right angles, several other hedges, which divide 

. the land here into distinct gardens, or orchards. Along at the 
top of these there goes a yew hedge, or, rather, a  row of small 
yew trees, the trunks of which are bare for about eight or ten 
feet high, and the tops of which form one solid head of about 
ten feet high, while the bottom branches come out on each side 
of the row about eight feet hurizontany. *This hedge, or row, 
is a quarter of a mile long. There is a nice hard sand-road imder 
this species of umbrella; and, sutnmer and winter, here is a most 
delightful walk I Behind this row of yews, there Is a space, or 
garden (a quarter of a mile long*you will observe) about thirty 
or forty feet wide, as nearly as 1  can reooEect. A t the back of 
this garden, and facing the yew-tree row, is a waU probably ten 
feet high, which forms the breastwork of a terrace; and it  is 
this terrace which is the most beautiful thing that I  ever saw 
in the gardening way. I t  is a quarter of a mile long, and, I 
believe, between thirty and forty feet wide; of the finest green 
sward, and as level as a die.

The wall, along at the back of this terrace, stands close against 
the hill, which you see with the t«les and underwood upon it 
rising above the wall. So that here Is the finest spot for fruit
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trees that can possibly be imagined. A t both ends of this garden 
the trees in the park are lofty, and there are a^pretty many of 
them. The hiUs on the south side of the mansion-house are 
covered with lofty trees, chiefly beeches and chestnut: so that 
a warmer, a more sheltered, spot than this, it  seems to be im
possible to iiiJ^gine. Observe, too, how judicious it  was to plant 
the row of yew trees at the distance which I  have described from 
the wall which forms the breastwork of the terrace: that wall, 
as well as the wall at the back of the terrace, are covered with 
fruit trees, and the yew tree row is just high enough to defend 
the former from winds, without injuring it  by its shade. In 
the middle of the wall, at the back of the terrace, there is a recess 
about thirty feet in front and twenty feet deep, and here is a 
iasin, into which rises a spring coming but of the hiU. The 
overflowings of this basin go under the terrace and down across 
the garden into the rivulet below. So that here is water at the 
top, across the middle, and along at the bottom of this garden. 
Take it  altogether, this, certainly, is the prettiest garden that 
I  ever beheld. There was %aste and sound judgment at everj 
step in the laying out of this place. Everywhere utility and 
convenience is combined with beauty. The terrace is by fa: 
the finest thing of the sort that I  ever sawf and the whole thing 
altogether is a great C(*mpliment to the |aste of the times in 
which it was forjojed. I  knowJihere are some ill-natured persons 
who will say thaifc I  wp.nt a revolution that would turn Mr, 
Drummond out of this place and put me into it. Such persons 
will hardly believe me, but upon my word I  do not. Erom 
everything that I  hear, Mr. Drummond is very worthy of pos
sessing it himself, seeing that he is famed for his justice and 
his kindness towards the labouring dasses, who, God knows, have 
very few friends amongst the rich. If what I  have heard be 
true, Mr. Drummond is ^ g u la rly  good in this way ; for, instead 
of hunting down an unfortunate creature who has exposed him
self to the lash of the law j  iis^tead of regarding a  crime com
mitted as proof of an inherent disposition to commit crime; 
instead of rendering the poor sjreatures desperate by this species 
of proscription, and forcing them on to the gallows, merelj 
because they have once merited the Bridewell; instead of this, 
which is the common practice throughout the country, he rathe: 
seeks for such unfortunate creatures to take them into his 
employ, and thus to reclaim them, and to make them repent ol 
their former courses. If this be true, and I  am credibly informed 
that it is, I  know of no man in England so worthy of his estate 
There may be others to act in like manner; but I  neither know 
nor have heard of any oth*j. I  had, indeed, heard of this, a1 
Alresford in Hampshire j and, to say the truth, it  was this
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cirorunstance, and this alone, which induced me to ask the 
favour of Mr. Drummond to go through his park. But, besides 
that Mr. Drummond is very worthy of his estate, what chance 
should I have of getting it if it came to a scramble ? There are 
others who like pretty gardens as well' as I ; and if the question 
were to be decided according to the law of the^trongest, or, 
as the Drench caU it, by the droit dii flus fort, my chance would 
be but a very poor one. The truth is, that you hear notliing 
but fools talk about revolutions made far the 'pur'pose of gettinri 
•possession of people's propertij. They never have their spring 
in any such motives. They are caused by Governments them
selves ; and though they do sometimes cause a new distribution 
of property to a certain extent, there never was, perhaps, one 
single man in this world that had anything to do, worth speaking 
of, in the causing of a revolution, that did it with any such view. 
But what a strange thing it is, that there should be men at this 
time to fear the loss of estates as the consequence of a convulsive 
revolution; at this time, when the estates are actually passing 
away from the owners before their%yes, and that, too, in con
sequence of measures which have been adopted for what has been 
caUed the preservation of property, against the designs of Jacobins 
and Radicals! Mr. Drummond has, I  dare say, the means of 
preventing his estate from being actjjally taken away from 
liim ; but I am quite* certain that that estate,,except as a place 
to live at, is not worth to him* at t i^  moment, one single 
farthing. What could a revolution do for him more than this ? 
If one could suppose the power of doing what they like placed 
in the hands of the labouring classes; if one could suppose such 
a thing as this, which never was yet seen; if one could suppose 
anything so monstrous as that of a revolution that would leave 
no pubho authority anywhere ; even in such a case, it  is against 
nature to suppose that the people w0 uld come and turn him 
out of his house and leave him without fooft ; and yet that they 
must do, to make him, as a landholder, worse off than he is ; 
or, at least, worse off than he must be in a very short time. 
I  saw, in the gardens at Albury^ark, what I never saw before 
in all my life ; that is, some plants of the American Cranberry. 
I  never saw them in Am erica; for there they grow in those 
swamps, into w'hich I never happened to go at the time of their 
bearing fruit. I  may have seen the plant, but I  do not know 
that I  ever did. Here it  not only grows, but bears ; and there 
are still some cranberries on the plants now. I tasted them, 
and they appeared to me to have just the same taste as those 
in America. They grew in a long bed near the stream of water 
which 1 have Spoken about, and therefore it is clear that they 

.may be cultivated with great ease*in this country. The road,
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tlirough Shire along to Dorking, runs up the valley between the 
chalk-hills and the sand-hills ; the chalk to our left and the sand 
to our right. This is called the Home Dale. It  begins at 
Reigate and terminates at Shalford Common, down below 
Ghilworth.

Reigate, December 1.
I  set off this morning with an intention to go across the 

Weald to W orth; but the red rising of the sun and the other 
appearances of the morning admonished me to keep upon high 
ground; so I crossed the Mole, went along under Boxhill, 
through Betchworth and Buckland, and got to this place just 
at the beginning of a day of as heavy rain, and as boisterous 
wind, as, I  think, I  have ever known in England. In  one rotten 
borough, one of the most rotten too, and with another still more 
rotten up upon, the hUl, in Reigate, and close by Gatton, how 
can I  help reflecting, how can my mind be otherwise than filled 
with reflections on the marveUous deeds of the Collective Wisdom 
of the nation ! At present,*however (for I  want to get to bed) 
I  will notice only one of those deeds, and that one yet “  ineohete,”  
a word which Mr. Canning seems to have coined for the nonce~ 
(which is not a coined word), when Lord Uastlereagh (who cut 
his throat the other da}^ was accused of leaking a swap, as the 
horse-jockeys caUJt, of a writer-ship against a seat. I t  is barter, 
truck, change, dicker, ask the Yankees call it, but as our horse- 
jockeys call it  swap, or chop. The case was th is : the chop 
had been begun; it had been entered o n ; but had not been 
completed; just as two jockeys may have agreed, on a chop and 
yet not actually delivered the horses to one another. Therefore, 
Mr. Canning said that the act was iruxhete, which means, with
out cohesion, without consequence. Whereupon the House 
entered on its Journals dtsolemn. resolution, that it was its duty 
to watch over its purity with the greatest care ; but that the said 
act being “  ineohete,”  the ^ouge did not think it  necessary to 
proceed any further in the matter ! It unfortunately happened, 
however, that in a very few d ^ s  afterwards—-that is to say, on 
the memorable eleventh of June, 1809— Mr. Maddocks accused 
the very same Castlereagh of having actually sold and delivered 
a seat to Quintin Dick for three thousand pounds. The accuser 
said he was ready to bring to the bar proof of the fa c t ; and he 
moved that he might be permitted so to do. Now, then, what 
did Mr. Caiming say ? Why, he said that the reformers were 
a low degraded crew, and he cafied upon the Hbuse to make a 
stand against democratioal encroachment ? And the House did 
not listen to him, surely ? •  Yes, but it did ! And it  voted by 
a thundering majority, that i t  would not hear the evidence.
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And this vote was, by the leader of the Whigs, justified upon 
the ground that the deed complained of by Mr. Maddooks was 
ewjcording to a practice which was as notorious as (he sun at noon 
day. So much for the word “  incohete,”  which has led me into 
this long digression. The deed, or achievement, of which I am now 
about to speak is not the Marriage A ct; for that is (ohete enough; 
that has had plenty of consequences. It  is the New Turnpike 
Act, which, though passed, is as yet “  incohete; ”  and is not 
to be cohete for some time yet to come. I  hope it will become 
cohete during the time that Parliament is sitting, for otherwise 
it will have cohesion pretty nearly equal to that of the Marriage 
Act. In the first place this Act makes chalk and lime every
where liable to turnpike duty, which in many cases they were 
not before. This is a monstrous oppression upon the owners and 
occupiers of clay lands; and comes just at the time, too, when 
they are upon the point, many of them, of being driven out of 
cultivation, or thrown up to the parish, by other burdens. But 
it is the provision with regard to ^ e  wheels which will create 
the greatest injury, distress and confusion. The wheels which 
this law orders to be used on turnpike roads, on pain of enor
mous toll, cannot b% used on the cross-roads throughout more 
than nine-tenths of the kingdom. To make these roads and the 
drove-lanes (the private roads of farmS  ̂ fit for the cylindrical 
wheels described in this Bill, worjd cost a pound an acre, upon 
an average, upon all the land in England, amf especially in the 
counties where the land is poorest. I t  would, in those counties, 
cost a tenth part of the worth of the fee-simple of the land. 
And this is enacted, too, at a time when the wagons, the carts, 
and all the dead stock of a farm ; when the whole is faUing 
into a state of irrepair; when all is actually perishing for want 
of means in the farmer to keep it  in r^ air 1 This is the time 
that the Lord Johns and the le rd  H eim e^ nd the rest of that 
Honourable body have thought proper to enact that the whole 
of the farmers in England shall hoveinew wheels to their wagons 
and carts, or, that they shall be punished by the pa5Tneut of 
heavier tolls 1 I t  is useless, perhaps, to say anything about the 
m atter; but I  could not help noticing a thing which has created 
such a general alarm amongst the farmers in every part of the 
country where I  have recently been.

Worth {Sussex], 
December 2.

I  set off from’ Reigate this morning, and after a pleasant ride 
of ten miles, got here tor breakfast.— Here, as everywhere else, 
the farmers appear to think that A e ir  last hour is approach
ing.— Mr. Charles S -----’* farms } I  believe it is Sir Charles
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B----- ; and I  should be sorry to 'withhold from him his
title, though, being said to be a  very good sort of a man, he 
might, perhaps, be able to shift without i t : this gentleman’s 
farms are subject of conversation here. The matter is curious 
in itself, and very woU worthy of attention, as illustrative of 
the present S ate of things. These farms were, last year, taken 
into hand by the o-wner. This was stated in the public papers 
about a twelvemonth ago. I t  was said that his -tenants would 
not take the farms again at the rent which he wished to have, 
and that therefore he took the farms in-to hand. These farms 
lie somewhere down in the west of Sussex. • In  the month of 
August last I  saw (and I think in one of the Brighton news
papers) a paragraph stating that Mr. B ----- , who had taken
his farms into hand the Michaelmas before, had already got in 
hia harvest, and that he had had excellent crops! This was 
a  sort of bragging paragraph; and there was an observation 
added which implied that the farmers were great fools for not
having’ taken the farm ^ We now hear that Mr. B-----
has let his farms. But, now, mark how he has let them. The 
custom in Sussex is this : when a -tenant quits a farm, he receives 
payment, according to valuation, for whai are called the dress
ings, the half-dressings, for seeds and lays, and for the growth 
of underwood in coppiifes and hedge-row*; for the dung in the 
yards ; and, in short, for whaiever he leaves behind him, which, 
if he had stayed,^ould%ave been of value to him. The dressings 
and half-dressings include not only the manure that has been 
recently put into the land, but also the summer ploughitigs; 
and, in short, everything which has been done to the land, and 
the benefit of which has not been taken out again by the farmer. 
This is a good custom ; because it  ensures good tillage to the 
land. It  ensures, also, a fair start to the new tenant; but then, 
observe, it  requires^some money, which the new tenant must 
pay do-wu before he can begin, and therefore this custom pre
sumes a pretty deal of oapital to be possessed by farmers. 
Bearing these general remarks in mind, we shall see, in a moment,
the ease of Mr. B----- I f  My information be correct, he has
let his farms: he has found tenants for his farms; but not 
tenants to pay him anything for dressings, half-dressings, and 
the rest. He was obliged to pay the out-going tenants for these 
things. Mind that 1 He was obliged to pay them according to 
the custom of the country; but he has got nothing of this sort 
from his in-coming tenants 1 I t  must be a po^r farm, indeed, 
where the valuation does not amount to some hundreds of 
pounds. So that here is a pretty sum sunk by Mr. B— — ; 
and yet even on conditionWike these, he has, I  dare say, been 
glad to get his farms off his hands. There can be very little
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security for the payment of rent -where the tenant pays no in
coming ; but even if he got no rent at all, llr. B-----  has done
well to get his farms off his hands. Now, do I -wish to insinuate
that Mr. B----- asked too much for his farms last year, and
that he wished to squeeze the last shilling out of his farmers ? 
By no means. He bears the character of a mild, just, and very 
considerate man, by no means greedy, but the contrary. A 
man very much bdoved by his tenants; or, at least, deserving 
it. But the truth is, he could not believe it possible that his 
farms were so much fallen in value. He could not believe it 
possible that his estate had been taken away from him by the 
legerdemain of the Pitt System, which he had been supporting 
all his life : so that he thought, and very naturally thought, 
that his old tenants were endeavouring to impose upon him, and 
therefore resolved to -take his farms into hand. Experience has 
shown him that farms yield no rent, in the hands of the land
lord at least; and therefore he has put them into the hands of
other people. Mr. B----- , like Mr. JVestern, has not read the
Register. If he had, he would have taken any trifle from his old 
tenants, rather than let them go. But he surely might have 
read the speech of l^s neighbour and friend hlr. Huskisson, 
made in the House of Commons in 1814, in which that gentle
man said that, with wheat at less than* double the price that 
it bore before the war, it would *e impossible for any Tent at
all to be paid. Mr. B-----  might ha-^ reaft th is; and he
might, having so many opportunities, have asked Mr. Huskisson 
for a^ explanation of it. This gentleman is now a great advocate
for national faith; but may not Mr. B----- ask him whether
there be no faith to be kept with the landlord ? However, if
I  am not deceived, Mr. B-----  or Sir Charles B -----  (for I
really do not know which it is) is a m ^ b er of the Colleotive! 
If this be the case he has had something !•> do with the thing 
himself; and he must muster up as ni^ch as he can of that 
“  patience ”  which is b o  strongly tecsanmeuded hy our great new 
state doctor Mr. Canning.

I cannot conclude my remark# on this Rural Bide -without 
noticing the new sort of language that I hear everywhere made 
use of with regard to the parsons, but which language I  do not 
care .to repeat. These men may say that I keep company with 
none but those who utter “ sedition and blasphemy; ”  and if 
they do say so, there is just as much veracity in their words as 
I believe there to be charity and sincerity in the hearts of the 
greater part of them. One thing is certain ; indeed, two things: 
the first is, that almost the whole of the persons that I have con
versed with are farmers; and the •Ibeond is, that they are in 
this respect ah of one mind 1 I t  was my intention, at one time.
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to go along the south of Hampshire to Portsmouth, Fareham, 
Botley, Southampton, and across the New Forest into Dorset
shire. My affairs made me turn from Hambledon this w ay ; 
but I had an opportunity of hearing something about the neigh
bourhood Botley. Take any one considerable circle where 
you know everybody, and the condition of that circle will teach 
you how to judge pretty correctly of the condition of every other 
part of the country. I  asked about the farmers of m y old neigh
bourhood, one by one; and the answers I received only tended 
to confirm me in the opinion that the whole race will be destroyed; 
and that a new race will come, and enter upon farms without 
capital and without stock; be a sort of bailiffs to the landlords 
for a while, and then, if this system go on, bailiffs to the Govern
ment as trustee for the frmdholders. If the account which I
have received of Mr. B ----- ’s new mode of letting be true,
here is one step further than has been before taken. In all 
probability the stock upon the farms belongs to him, to be paid 
for when the tenant can ]iay for it. Who does not see to what 
this tends ? The man must be blind indeed who cannot see 
confiscation here; and can he be much less than bUnd if he 
imagine that relief is to be obtained bfr the patience recom
mended by Mr. Canning ?

Thus, Sir, h w e  I  fed you about the country. AH sorts of 
things have I talked of, to be sure; but there are very few of 
these things which have not their interest of one sort or another. 
A t the end of a hundred miles or two of traveUing, stopping 
here and there; talking freely with everybody; hearing what 
gentlemen, farmers, tradesmen, journeymen, labourers, women, 
girls, boys, and all ha-^ to sa y ; reasoning with some, laughing 
with others, and olserving aU that passes ; and especiaUy if your 
manner be such as tO'-remove every kind of reserve from every 
class; at the end of a tra*np*Uke this, you get impressed upon 
your mind a true picture, not only of the state of the country, 
but of the state of the peoplfe’s minds throughout the country. 
And, Sir, whether you believe me or not, I have to teU you that 
it  is my decided opinion that the people, high and low, with one 
unanimous voice, except where they live upon the taxes, impute 
their calamities to the House of Commons. Whether they be right 
or wrong is not so much the question in this case. That such 
is the fact I am certain; and having no poyer to make any 
change myself, I must leave the making or the refusing of the 
change to those who have the power. I repeat, and with perfect 
sincerity, that it would giv?»rae as much pain as it would give to 
any man in England, to see a  change in the form of the Government.
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With King, Lords, and Commons, this nation enjoyed many agea 
of happiness and of glory. Without Commons, my opinion is, 
it never can again see anything but misery and shame; and 
when I  say Commons I  mean Common?; and by Commons, I 
mean men elected by the free voice of the untitled and un
privileged part of the people, who, in fact as well fs  in law, are 
the Commons of England-

I am. Sir, yoxir most obedient and most humble servant,

WM. COBBETT.

JOURSTAL : R ID E  FROM  KEHSIN'QTOH' TO .WORTH, l U  SU SSEX .

Monday, May 5, 1823.
F rom London to Reigate, through button, is about as villan- 
ous a tract as England contains. The soil is a mixture of gravel 
and clay, with big yellow stones in it, sure sign of really bad 
land. Before you descend the hiU to go into Reigate, you pass 
Gatton (“ Gatton and Old Sarum ” ), which is a very rascally spot 
of earth. The trees ^ro here a week ?ater than they are at 
Tooting. At Reigate they are (ii* order to sa-fe a  few hundred 
yards length of road) cutting tlirough a htU. 'A e y  have lowered 
a little hill on the London side of Sutton. Thus is the money 
of the country actually thrown aw ay: the produce of labour 
is taken from the industrious, and given to the idlers. Mark 
the process; the town of Brighton, in Sussex, 50 miles from 
the Wen, is on the seaside, and is thought by the stock-jobbers 
to afford a salubrious dir. I t  is so situated that a coach, which 
leaves it not very earty in the morning, reaches London by noon ; 
and, starting to go back in two hours and a half afterwards, 
reaches Brighton not very late aWni^it. Great parcels of stock
jobbers stay at Brighton vrith the women and children. They 
skip backward and forward on tfte coaches, and actually carry 
on stock-jobbing, in ’Change AUey, though they reside at 
Brighton. This place is, besides, a place of great resort with the 
whiskered gentry. There are not less than about twenty coaches 
that leave the Wen every day for this place; and there being 
three or four different roads, there is a great rivalship for the 
custom. This jets the people to work to shorten and to level 
the roads j and here you see hundreds of men and horses con
stantly at work to make pleasant and quick travelling for the 
Jews and jobbers. The Jews and j»S)ber3 pay the turnpikes, to 
be sure; bat they get the money from the land and labourer.
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They drain these, from John-a-Groat’s House to the Land’s End, 
and they lay out some of the money on the Brighton roads! 
“  Vast vmprovements, ma’a m ! ”  as Mrs. Scrip said to Mrs. 
Ovinium, in speaking of the new enclosures on the villanous 
heaths of Bagshot and Windsor.— Now, some will say, “  Well, 
it  is only a'change from hand, to hand.” Very true, and if 
Daddy Coke of Norfolk like the change, I  know not why I  should 
dislike it. More and more new houses are building as you leave 
the Wen to come on this road. Whence come the means of 
building these new houses and keeping the inhabitants ? Do 
they come out of trade and ccmmiirce ? Oh, no ! they come 
from the land ; hut if  Daddy Coke like this, what has any one 
else to do with it ? Daddy Coke and Lord Milton like “  national 
fa ith ; ”  it would be a pity to disappoint their liking. The 
best of this is, it will bring down to the very dirt; it will bring 
down their faces to the very earth, and fill their mouths full of 
sand; it wiU thus puU down a set of the basest lick-spittles of 
power and the most intolqifable tyrants towards their inferiors 
in wealth that the sun ever shone on. I t  is time that these 
degenerate dogs were swept away at any rate. The Black
thorns are in full bloom, and make a graiid show. When you 
quit Reigate to go towards Crawley, you enter on what is called 
the Weald of Surrey, is a level countrj», and ilie soil is a very, 
very strong loaift, with clay»beneath to a great depth. The 
fields are small, ifiid abtiut a third of the land covered with oak- 
woods and coppice-woods. This is a country of wheat and 
beans; the latter of which are about three inches high, the 
former about seven, and both looking very well. I  did not see 
a field of bad-looking wheat from Reigate-hill foot to Crawley, 
nor from Crawley across to this place, where, though the whole 
country is but poorish,^he wheat looks very w ell; and if this 
weather hold about twelve days, we shall recover the lost time. 
They have been stripping trees (taking the bark off) about five 
or six days. The nighting*les»sing very much, which is a sign 
of warm weather. The house-martins and the swallows are 
come in abundance ; and they%eldom do come until the weather 
be set in for mild.

Wednesday, 1th May.
The weather is very fine and w arm ; the leaves of the OaTcs 

are coming out very fa s t : some of the trees are nearly in half
leaf. The Birches are out in leaf. I  do not tj înk that I  ever 
saw the wheat look, take it all together, so well as it  does at 
this time. I  see in the stiff land no signs of worm or slug. 
The winter, which d estro j^  so many turnips, must, at any 
rate, have destroyed these mischievous things. The oats look
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well. The barley is Tery young; but I  do not see anything 
amiss with regard to it.— The land between this place and 
Rcigate is stiff. How the corn may be in other places I know 
n o t; ■ but in coming down I met with a farmer of Bedfordshire, 
who said that the wheat looked very well in ^ a t  county; 
which is not a county of clay, like the Weald of Surrey. I  saw 
a Southdown farmer, who told me that the wheat is good there, 
and that is a fine corn-country. The bloom of the fruit trees 
is the iinest I  ever saw in England. The pear-bloom is, at a 
distance, like that of the Oy l̂dre Bose ; so large and bold are the 
bunches. The plum is equally fine; and even the Blackthorn 
(which is the hedge-plum) has a bloom finer than I  ever saw it 
have before. It is rather early to offer any opinion as to the 
crop of co m ; but if I  were compelled to het upon it, I  would bet 
upon a good crop. Frosts frequently come after this tim e; 
and if they come in May, they cause “  things to come about ” 
very fast. But if we have no more frosts: in short, if we 
have, after this, a good summer, w # shall have a fine laugh at 
the Quakers’ and the Jews’ press. Fifteen days’ sun will 
bring things about in reality. The wages of labour iu the country 
have taken a rise, ailH the poor-rates an increase, since first of 
March. I  am glad to hear that the i l̂raw Bonnet affair has 
excited a good- deal L f attention. In answer to applications 
upon the subject, I  have to observe, tljat afijthe information 
on the subject will be pubUshed in the first week of June. Speci
mens of the straw and yZaf will then be to be seen at No. 183, 
Fleet Street.

JB O M  TH E (LON D O N ) W E N  AOEOSS STIBItBTG ACROSS THE W EST 
O F S U S SE X , AN D  IN TO  TH E SOUTH  B A s r O F  H AM FSH IEB.

Beigate (Surrey), 
Saturday, 26 July, 1823.

Came from the Wen, through Croydon. It  rained nearly 
all the way. The com is good. A great deal of straw. The 
barley very fine; but all are backward; and if this weather 
continue much longer, there must be that “  heavenly blight ”  
for which the wise friends of “  social order ”  are so fervently 
praying. But î  the wet now cease, or cease soon, what is to 
become of the “ poor souls of farmers”  God only knows! In 
one article the wishes of our wise (Jovemment appear to have 
been gratified to the utmost; amf that, too, without the aid 
of any express form of prayer. I  allude to the hops, of which
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it is said that there will be, according to all appearance, none 
at all I Bravo ! Courage, my Lord Liverpool! This article, 
at any rate, will not choak us, will not distress us, will not make 
us miserable by “  over-production ! ” — The other day a gentle
man (and a man of general good sense too) said to me : “  What, 
a deal of wSt we h ave: what do you think of the weather 
■ mw ? ” — “  More rain,” said I. “  D— n those fanners,”  said 
he, “  what luck they have I They will be as rich as Jews ! ” —  
Incredible as this may seem, it is a fact. But, indeed, there 
is no fcUy, if it relate to these matters, which is, now-a-days, 
incredible. The hop affair is a pretty good illustration of the 
doctrine of “ relief ”  from “  diminished production.”  Mr. 
Ricardo may now call upon any of the hop-planters for proof 
of the correctness of his notions. They are ruined, for the 
greater part, if their all be embarked in hops. How are they 
to pay rent ? I  saw a planter the other day who sold his hops 
(Kentish) last fall for sixty shillings a hundred. The same 
hops will now fetch the or^er of them eight pounds, or a hun
dred and sixty shillings.

Thus the QvaJeer gets rich,- and the poor devil of a farmer 
is squeezed into a gaol. The Quakers cawy on the far greater 
part of this work. They are, as to the products of the earth, 
what the Jews are as t8 gold and silver. • How they profit, or, 
rather, the degree in which tliey profit, at the expense of those 
who own and th8se wife till the land, may be guessed at if we 
look at their immense worth, and if we at the same time reflect 
that they never work. Here is a sect of non-labourers. One 
would think that their religion bound them under a curse not 
to work. Some part of the people of all other sects work; 
sweat at w ork; do something that is useful to other people; 
but here is a sect of bikers and sellers. They make nothing; 
they cause nothing emue ; they breed as well as other sects; 
but they make none of the raiment or bouses, and cause none of 
the food to come. In orde» to ju stify  some measure for paring 
the nails of this grasping sect, it  is enough to say of them, which 
we may with perfect truth, tkat if all the other sects were to 
act like them, the community must perish. This is quite enough 
to say of this sect, of the monstrous privileges of whom we sh j^  
I hope, one of these days, see an end. If I  had the dealing 
with them, I would soon teach them to use the spade and the 
plough, and the musket too when necessary.

The rye along the road side is ripe enougl\; and some of 
it is reaped and in shock. A t Mearstam there is a field of cab
bages, which, I  was told, belonged to Colonel Joliffe. They 
appear to be early Yorks, ^ d  look very well. The rows seem 
to be about eighteen inches apart. There may. bo from 15,000
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to 20,000 plants to the acre; and I dare say that they ■ will 
■ weigh three pounds each, or more. I  knoiv of no crop of cattle 
food equal to this. If they be early Yorks, they wilt be in per
fection in October, just ■ when the grass is almost gone. No five 
acres of common ^ass land ■ wiU, during the yeaa yield cattle 
food equal, either in quantity or quality, to what one acre of 
laud in early Yorks ■ will produce during three months.

Worth (Sussex), 
Wednesday, 30 JvZy.

Worth is ten miles from Eeigate on the Brighton-road, ■ which 
goes through Horley. Eeigate has the S ûrrey chalk hills close 
to it  on the North, and sand-hills along on its South, and nearly 
close to it also. As soon as you are over the sand-hills, you 
come into a  country of dee'p c la y ; and this is called the Wecdd 
of Suirey. This Weald winds away round, towards the West, 
into Sussex, and towards the E ast,fcto  Kent. In  this part of 
Surrey it is about eight miles ■ wide, from North to South, and 
ends just as you enter the parish of Worth, which Is the first 
parish (in this partjpin the county of Sussex. All across the 
Weald (the strong and stiff clays) the com looks very welL 
I  found it looking weU from the Wen ■ to Eeigate, on the villanous 
spewy Soil between the Wen and? Croydon ; A i the chalk from 
(Yoydon to near Beigate ; on the loam, ^ n d  and chalk (for there 
are all three) in the valley of Beigate; hut not quite so well on 
the sand. On the clay all the com looks well. The wheat, 
where it has begun to die, is dying of a. good colour, not black, 
nor in any way that indicates blight. I t  is, however, all back
ward. Some few fields of white wheat are changing colour; 
but for the greater part it  is quite g r e ^ ; and though a sudden 
change of weather might make a great altefetion in a short time, 
it does appear that the harvest must be later than usual. When 
I say this, however, I  by no nfeaift wish to bo understood as 
saying that it  must be so late as to be injurious to the crop. 
In 1816, I  saw a barley-rick mftking in November. In 1821, 
I  saw wheat uncut, in Suffolk, in October. If we were now 
to have good, bright, hot weather, for as long a time as we have 
had wet, the whole of the com in these Southern counties 
would be housed, and great part of it threshed out, by the 10th 
of September. So that afi depends on the weather, wliich ap
pears to be clearing up in spite of Saint S^within. This Saint’s 
birth-day is the 15th of J u ly ; and it  is said that if rain fall 
on his birth-day it will fall on /jrfy days successively. But 
I believe that you reckon retrospectively as well as prospec
tively j and if this be the ease, ■ we may, this time, escape the
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extreme imction; for it  began to rain on the 26th of June; 
so that it rained 19 days before the 15th of J u ly ; and as it 
has rained 16 days since, it  has rained, in the 'whole, 35 days, 
and, of course, five days more "will satisfy this wet soul of a saint. 
Let him take his five d a y s; and there will be plenty of time 
for us to h ^ e  wheat at four sliilliugs a bushel. But if the 
Saint -will give us no credit for the 19 days, and will insist upon 
his forty daily drenohings after the fifteenth of J u ly ; if he 
■ will have such a soaking as this at the celebration of the anni
versary of his birth, let us hope that he is prepared with a 
miracle for feeding us, and with a still more potent miracle for 
keeping the farmers from riding over us, filled, as Lord Liverpool 
thinks their pockets will be, by the annihilation of their crops I 

The upland meadow grass is, a great deal of it, not out yet 
along the Weald. So that in these parts there has been not 
a great deal of hay spoiled. The clover hay was got in very 
w ell; and only a small part of the meadow hay has been spoiled 
in this part of the eountrj^ This is not the case, however, in 
other parts, where the grass was fcrwarder, and where it  "was 
cut before the rain came. Upon the whole, however, much 
hay does not appear to have been spoiled #s yet. The farmers 
along here, have, most of them, begun to cut to-day. This has 
been a fine-day; and iff is clear that they«expect it  to continue. 
I  saw but two pieces of Swedish turnips between the Wen and 
Reigate, but one»at RiSigate, and but one bet-yeen Reigate and 
Worth. During a hke distance in Norfolk or Suffolk, you 
would see two or three hundred fields of this sort of root. Those 
that I do see here look well. The white turnips are just up, 
or just sown, though there are some which have rough leaves 
already. This Weald is, indeed, not much of land for turnips; 
but from what I see here, and from what I know of the weather, 
I  think that the t r ^ i ^  must be generally good. The after
grass is surprisingly fine. The lands which have had hay cut 
and carried from them are»I think, more beaiUifiil than I  ever 
saw them before. It  should, however, always be borne in 
mind that this beautiftcl gras* is by no means the 6&?i. An 
acre of this grass will not make a quarter part so much butter 
as an acre of rusty-looking pasture, made rusty by the rays 
of the sun. Sheep on the commons die of the beautiful grass 
produced by long-continued rains at this time of the year.* 
Even geese, hardy as they are, die from the same cause. The 
rain will give quantity; but without sun the quality must be 
poor at the best. The woods have not shot much this year. 
The cold -winds, the frosts, that we had up to hEdsummer, 
prevented the trees from gspvring much. They are beginning 
to shoot now ; but the wood must be imperfectly ripened.
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I  met at Wortli a beggar, who told me, in oonseq îionce 
of my asking where he belonged, that he was bom in South 
Carolina. I  found, at last, that he was bom in the English 
army, during the American rebel-war ; that he became a soldier 
himself; and that it had been his fate to serve under the Duke 
of York, in Holland; under General Whitelockr, at Buenos 
Ayres; under Sir John Moore, at Corunna; and under “  the 
Greatest Captain,”  at Talavera I This poor fcUow did not 
seem to be at all aware that in the last case he partook in a 
victory! He had never before heard of its being a  victory. 
He, poor fool, thought that it was a defeat. “  W hy,”  said he, 
“  we ran away. Sir.”  Oh, y e s ! said I, and so you did after
wards, perhaps, in Portugal, when Masseua was at your heels; 
but it is only in certain cases that running away is a mark of 
being defeated ; or, rather, it is only with certain commanders. 
A matter of much more interest to us, however, is that the 
wars for “  social order,”  not forgetting Gatton and Old Sarum, 
have filled the country with bogga|^, who have been, or who 
pretend to have been, soldiejB and sailors. Por want of looking 
well into this matter, many good and just, and even sensible 
men are led to give to these army and navy beggars what they 
refuse to others. But if reason were'consulted, she would ask 
what pretensions the«e have to a pref*-ence ? She would see 
in them men who had become stldiers or sailors because, they 
wished to live without that labour b /  w hiA  other men are 
content to get their bread. She would a.sk the soldier beggar 
whether he did not voluntarily engage to perform services such 
as were performed at Manchester; and if she pressed him for 
the motive to this engagement, could he assign any motive other 
than that of wishing to live without work upon the fruit of the 
work of other men ? And why should reason not be listened 
to ? • Why should she not be consultSi every such case ? 
And if she were consulted, which would she tell you was the 
most worthy of your oompassior^ tl»e man who, no matter from 
what cause, is become a beggar after forty years spent in the 
raising of food and raiment for others as well as for himself; 
or the man who, no matter again from what cause, is become 
a beggar after forty years living upon the labour of others, and 
during the greater part of which time he has been living in a 
barrack, there kept for purposes explained by Lord Palmerston, 
and always in readiness to answer those purposes ? As to not 
giving to beggars, I  think there is a law against giving ! How
ever, give to them people wiU, as long as they ask. Remove the 
cause of the beggary, and we shall see no more beggars; but 
as long as there are boroughmongers^eie -will be beggars enough.
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Horsham (Sussex), 
Thursday, 31 July.

I  left Worth, this afternoon about 5 o’clock, and am got 
here to sleep, intending to set ofi for Petworth in the morn
ing, with a Iriew of crossing the South Downs and then going 
into Hampshire through Havant, and along at the southern 
foot of Portsdown Hill, where I  shall see the earliest com in 
England. From Worth you come to Crawley along some pretty 
good land; you then turn to the left and go two miles along 
the road from the Wen to Brighton; then you turn to the 
right, and go over six of the worst miles in England, which miles 
terminate but a few hundred yards before you enter Horsham. 
The first two of these miserable miles go through the estate of 
Lord Efskine. It  was a bare heath, with here and there, in the 
better parts of it, some scrubby birch. It  has been, in part, 
planted with fir-trees, which are as ugly as the heath was : and, 
in short, it is a most villanous tract. After quitting it, you 
enter a forest; but a m ost miserable one; and this is followed 
by a large common, now enclosed, cut up, disfigured, spoiled, 
and the labourers all driven from its skirts. I  have seldom 
travelled over eight miles so well calculated to  fill the mind 
with painful reflection#. The ride has, however, this in i t : 
that the ground, is pretty mjigh elevated, and enables you to 
look about you. •  You^oe the Surrey hills away to the N orth; 
liindhead and Blackdown to the North West and W est; and 
the South Downs from the West to the East. The sun W'as 
shining upon all these, though it was cloudy where I was. The 
soil is a poor, miserable, clayey-looking sand, with a sort of 
sandstone underneath. When you get down into this town, you 
are again in the Weald of Sussex. I  believe that Weald, meant 
day, or low, wet, stiff lUnd. This is a very nice, solid, country 
town. Very clean. Us aU the towns in Sussex are. The people 
very clean. The Sussex ■ joi ên are very nice in their dress 
and in their houses. The men and boys wear smock-frocks 
more than they do in some ̂ counties. When country people 
do not they always look dirty and comfortless. This has been 
a pretty good day ; but there was a little rain in the afternoon ; 
so that St. Swithin keeps on as yet, at any rate. The hay has 
been spoiled here, in oases where it has been c u t ; but a great 
deal of it  is not yet cut. I  speak of the, meadows; for the 
clover-hay was all well got in. The grass, which is not out, 
is receiving great injury. It  is, in fact, in mafey cases rotting 
upon the ground. As to com, from Crawley to Horsham there 
is none worth speaking oj. What there is is very good, in 
general, considering the qifality of the soil. I t  is about as
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baokward as at W orth: the barley and oats green, and the 
wheat beginning to change colour.

BUUngshnrst {Siissex),
Friday Morning, 1 Aug.

This village is 7 miles from Horsham, and I got tfere to break
fast about seven o’clock. A  very pretty village, and a very 
nice breakfast in a very neat little parlour of a  very decent 
public-house. The landlady sent her son to get me some cream, 
and he was just such a chap as I  was at his age, and dressed 
just in the same sort of way, his main garment being a blue 
smock-frock, faded from wear, and mended with pieces of new 
stuff, and, of course, not faded. The sight of this smock- 
frock brought to my recollection many things very dear to me. 
This boy will, I  dare say, perform his part at BiUingshurst, 
or at some place not far from it. If accident had not taken 
me from a similar scene, how many villains and fools, who have 
been well teazed and tormented, yould have slept in peace 
at night, and have fearlessly swaggered about by d a y ! When 
I look at this little chap; at his smock-frock, his nailed shoes, 
-and his clean, plain,, and coarse shirt, .1 ask myself, will any
thing, I  wonder, ever send this chap across the ocean to tackle 
the base, corrupt, perjured Republican Jkidges of Pennsylvania ? 
Will this little, lively, but, at th# same time,* simple boy, ever 
become the terror of villaias and hypocrites aoness the Atlantic ? 
What a chain of strange circumstances there must be to lead this 
boy to thv/art a miscreant tyrant like Mackeen, the Chief Justice 
and afterwards Governor of Pennsylvania, and to expose the 
corruptions of the band of rascals, called a “  Senate and a House 
of Representatives,” at Harrisburgh, in that state !

I was afraid of rain, and got on as fast as I  could: that is 
to say, as fast as my own diligence ibuj^ help me o n ; for, 
as to my horse, he is to go only so fast. However, I  had no 
rain; and got to Petworth,' niije ijiiles tether, by about ten 
o’clock.

Petworth (Sussex), 
Friday Evening, 1 Aug.

No rain, until just at smiset, and then very little. I  must 
now look back. Prom Horsham to within a few miles of Pet
worth is in the Weald of Sussex; stiff land, small fields, broad 
hedge-rows, and invariably thickly planted with fine, growing 
oak trees. Th# com here consists chiefly of wheat and oats. 
There are .some bean-fields, and somO few fields of peas; but 
very little barley along here. Th%*orn is very good aU along 
the W eald; backward; the wheat almost green; the oate
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quite green ; but, late as it is, I  see no blight; and the farmers 
teU me that there is no blight. There may be yet, however; 
and therefore our Government, onr “  'paternal Government,”  so 
anxious to prevent “ over production,”  need not despair as yet, 
at any rate. The beans in the Weald are not very good. They 
got lousy before the wet came,; and it came rather too late to 
make them recover what they haR Jost. What peas there are look 
well. Along here the wheat, in general, may be fit to cut in 
about 16 days’ time ; some sooner ; but some later, for some is 
perfectly gfeen. No Swedish turnips all along this country. 
The white turnips are just up, coming up, or just sown. The 
farmers are laying out lime upon the wheat fallows, and this is 
the universal practice of the country. I  see very few sheep. 
There are a good niany orchards along in the Weald, and they 
have some apples this y ea r; but, in general, not many. The 
apple trees are planted very thicldy, and, of course, they are 
sm all; but they appear healthy in general; and in some 
places there is a good deal of fruit, even this year. As you 
approach Petworth, the grSund rises and the soil grows lighter. 
There is a hill which I  came over, about two miles from Pet- 
worth, whence I  had a clear view of the Surrey chalk-hills, Leith- 
hiU, Hindhead, Blaokdown, and of the South Downs, towards 
one part of which I wa% advancing. The j>igs along here are all 
black, thin-hairejJ, and of precisely the same sort of those that I  
took from England to ton g K and, and with which I pretty well 
stocked the American states. By-the-by, the trip, which Old 
Sidmouth and crew gave me to America, was attended with 
some interesting consequences; amongst which were the intro
ducing of the Sussex pigs into the American farmyards; the 
introduction of the Swedish turnip into the American fields ; the 
introduction of American apple trees into England; and the 
introduction of the making, in England, of the straw plat, to 
supplant the ItaUan^ for, had my son not been in America, this 
last w'ould not have taken place ; and in America he would not 
have been, had it not bee* iifr Old Sidmouth and crew. One 
thing more, and that is of m^re importance than all the rest. 
Peel’s Bill arose out of the “  puji-out ”  Registers; these arose 
out of the trip to Long Island ; and out of Peel’s BiU has arisen 
the best bothering that the wigs of the Boroughmongers ever 
received, which bothering will end in the destruction of the 
Boroughmongeriug. It  is curious, and very useful, thus to trace 
events to their causes.

Soon after quitting BiUingshurst I  crossed *he river Anm, 
which has a canal running alongside of it. At this there are 
large timber and coal yar^ , and kilns for lime. This appears 
to  be a grand receiving 4nd distributing place. The river
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goes down to Arundale, and, together with the valley that it  
runs through, gives the town its name. This valley, which is 
very pretty, and which winds about a good deal, is the dale of 
the Arun: and the town is the town of the Arun-dale. To- 
day, near a place called Westborough Green, I  saw a woman 
bleaching her home-spun and home-woven linen. « I have not 
seen such a thing before, since I left Long Island. There, 
and, indeed, all over the American States, North of Mary
land, and especially in the New England States, almost the 
whole of both linen and woollen used in the country, and a 
large part of that used in towns, is made in the farmhouses. 
There ate thousands and thousands of families who never use 
either, except of their own making. All but the weaving is 
done by the family. There is a loom in the house, and the 
weaver goes from house to house. I  once saw about three 
thousand farmers, or rather country people, at a horse-race in 
Long Island, and m y opinion was, that there were not five 
hundred who were not dressed in home-spun coats. As to 
Unen, no farmer’s family thinks of*huying linen. The Lords 
of the Loom have taken from the land, in England, this part 
of its due; and hence one cause of the poverty, misery, and 
pauperism that are* becoming so frightful throughout the 
country. A  national debt and ah the taxation and gambling 
belonging to it have a  natural tendency to ^raw wealth into 
great masses. These masses produce pow^ of congregating 
manufactures, and of making the many work at them, for the 
gain of a few. The taxing Government finds great convenience 
in these congregations. It  can lay its hand easily upon a part 
of the produce; as Ours does with so much effect. But the 
land suffers greatly from this, and the country must finally feel 
the fatal effects of it. . The country people lose part of their 
natural employment. The women and#children, who ought to 
provide a great part of the raiment, have %othing to do. The 
fields must have men and boys; bu  ̂ where there are men and 
boys there will be women and gTrls; and as the Lords of the 
Loom have now a set of real slaves, by the means of whom 
they take away a great part of the employment of the cmmtry- 
jvomen and girls, these must be kept by poor-rates in whatever 
degree they lose employment through the Lords of the Loom. 
One would think that nothing can be much plainer than th is; 
and yet you hear the jolterheads congratulating one another upon 
the increase of Manchester, and such places! My straw affair 
will certainly restore to the land some of the employment of its 
women and girls. It  will be impossible for any of the “ rich 
ruffians; ”  any of the horse-power ot steam-power or air-power 
ruffians; any of these greedy, grindtng ruffians, to draw together
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bands of men, women and children, and to make them slaves, 
in the working of straw. The raw material comes of itself, and 
the hand, and the hand alone, can convert it to use. I  thought 
well of this before I took one single step in the way of supplant
ing the Leghorn bonnets. If  I  had not been certain that no rich 
ruffian, no white slave holder, could ever arise out of it, assuredly 
one line upon the subject never would have been written by me. 
Better a million times that the money should go to Ita ly ; 
better that it should go to enrich even the rivals and enemies 
of the country; than that it  should enable these hard, these un
feeling men, to draw English people into crowds and make them 
slaves, and slaves too of the lowest and most degraded oast.

As I  was coming into this town I  saw a new-fashioned sort 
of stone-cracking. A  man had a sledge-hammer, and was 
cracking the heads of the big stones that had been laid on the 
road a good while ago. This is a very good w a y ; but this 
man told me that he was set at this because the farmers had 
no employment for many of the men. “  Well,”  said I, “  but they 
pay you to do this 1 ”  “  Yes,”  said he. “  Well, then,”  said I,
“  is it not better for them to pay you for working on their land, I ” 
“  I  can’t teU, indeed. Sir, how that is.”  But only think ; here is 
half the haymaking to do : I  saw, while I  wSs talking to this man, 
fifty people in one hay-field of Lord Egremont, making and 
carrying h a y ; and yet, a t a season like’ this, the fanners are 
so poor as to bg unajjle to ^ay the labourers to work on the 
land 1 From this cause there will certainly be some falling off in 
production. This wiU, of course, have a tendency to keep prices 
from falling so low as they would do if there were no falling off. 
But can this benefit the farmer and landlord ? The poverty of 
the farmers is seen in their-diminished stock. The animals are 
sold younger than formerly. Last year was a year of great 
slaughtering. There wijj be less of everything produced; and 
the quality of each ttiing will be worse. It will be a lower and 
more mean concern altogether. Petworjih is a nice market tow n; 
but solid and clean. The §reSt abundance of stone in the land 
hereabouts has caused a corresponding liberality in paving and 
wall building; so that everything of the building kind has an air 
of great strength, and produces the agreeable idea of durability. 
Lord Egremont’s house is close to the to-wn, and, with its out
buildings, garden walls, and other erections, is, perhaps, nearly 
as big as the tow n ; though the to-wn is not a very small one. 
The Park is very fine, and consists of a parcel of those hills and 
dells which Nature formed here when she was ii»one of her most 
sportive modes. I  have never seen the earth flung about in such 
a wild way as round about ̂ in d  head and Elackdowu ; and this 
Park forms a part of this grftund. From an elevated part of it.
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and, indeed, from each of many parts of it, you see all aronnd 
the country to the distance of many miles. From the South 
East to the North West, the hills are so lofty and so near, that they 
cut the view rather short; but for the rest of the circle you 
can see to a very great distance. It  is, upon the whole, a most 
magnificent seat, and the Jews will not be able to get it from 
the present owner; though, if he live many years, they will give, 
even him a timst. If I  had. time, I  would make an actual survey 
of one whole county, and find out how many of the old gentry 
have lost their estates, and have been supplanted by the Jews, 
since Pitt began his reigni I  am sure I  should prove that in 
number they are one-half extinguished. But it  is now that 
they go. The Httle ones are, indeed, gone; and the rest will 
follow in proportion as the present farmers are exhausted. 
These will keep on giving rents as long as they can beg or borrow 
the money to pay rents with. But a little more time will 
so completely exhaust them that they will be unable to p a y ; 
and as that takes place, the landlords will lose their estates. 
Indeed many of them, and even a Arge portion of them, have, 
in fact, no estates now. They are called theirs; but the mort
gagees and annuitaijts receive the rents. As the rents fall off. 
Sales must take place, unless in oases of entails; and if this 
thing go on, we shalj see Acts passed tp cut off entails, in order 
that the Jews may be put into fjjU .possessioi  ̂ Such, thus far, 
win be the result of our “  glorious victories ” ^ ver the French! 
Such win be, in part, the price of the deeds of Pitt, Addington, 
Perceval, and their successors. For having applauded such 
deeds; for having boasted of the WeUedeys ; for having bragged 
of battles won by money and by money omy, the nation deserves 
that which it wiU receive ; and as to the landlords, they, above 
all men living, deserve punishment. They put the power into 
the hands of Pitt and his crew to toraibnt the people ; to keep 
the people down; to raise soldiers and ft) build barracks for 
this purpose. These base landlorck laughed when affairs like 
that of Manchester took place. * They laughed at the Blanket- . 
teers. They laughed when Cj|nning jested about Ogden’s 
rupture. Let them, therefore, now take the full benefit of the 
measures of Pitt and his crew. They would fain have us believe 
that the calamities they endure do not arise from the acts of the 
Government. What do they arise from, then t The Jacobins 
did not contract the Debt of 800,000,0002. sterling. The Jaco- - 
bins did not create a Dead Weight of 150,000,0002. The Jacobins 
did not cause a*pauper-charge of 200,000,0002. by means of “  new 
enclosure bills,”  “  vast improvements,”  paper-money, potatoes, 
and other “ proofs of prosperity.”* The Jacobins did not do 
these things. And wiU the Government pretend that “ Provi.
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denoe ”  did it ! That Tvould be “  blasphemy ”  indeed.----- Poh !
These things are the price of efforts to crush freedom in France, 
lest the em7nple of France should produce a reform in England. 
These things are the price of that undertaking; which, however, 
has not yet been crowned with success ; for the question is not yet 
decided. They boast of their victory over the French. The Pitt 
crew boast of theiir achievements in the war. They boast of the 
battle of Waterloo. Why ! what fools could not get the same, 
or the like, if they had as much money to get it with ? Shootinjt 
with a silver gun is a saying amongst game-eaters. That is to 
say, purchasing the game. A  waddung, fat fellow that does not 
know how to prime and load will, in this way, beat the best 
shot in the country. And this is the way that our crew “  beat ” 
the people of France. They laid out, in the first place, six 
hundred millions which they borrowed, and for which they 
mortgaged the revenues of the nation. Then they contracted for 
a “  dead weight ”  to the amount of one hundred and fifty 
millions. Then they strip ed  the labouring classes of the com
mons, of their kettles, their bedding, their beer-barrels ; and, in 
short, made them all paupers, and thus fixed on the nation a per
manent annual charge of about 8 or 9 millions, or a gross debt 
of 200,000,0001. B y  these means, by these anticipations, our crew 
did what they thought»would keep down Jthe French nation for 
ages; and what,they were sjire would, for the present, enable 
them to keep uj^the tithes and other things of the same sort'in 
England. But the crew did not reflect on the consequences of 
the anticipations! Or, at least, the landlords, who gave the 
crew their power, did not thus reflect. These consequences arc 
now come, and are coming; and that, must be a base man 
indeed who does not see them with pleasure.

Singleton {Sussex],
Saturday, 2 Auy.

Ever since the middle of If^roh I have been trying remedies 
for the hooping-cough, and have, I  believe, tried everythh’-g, ex
cept riding, wet to the skin, two or three hours amongst the 
clouds on the South Downs. This remedy is now under trial. 
As Lord Liverpool said, the other day, of the Irish Tithe Bill, it 
is “  under experiment.”  I  am treating my disorder (with better 
success, I  hope) in somewhat the same way that the pretty fellows 
at Whitehall treat the disorders of poor Ireland. There is one 
thing in favour of this remedy of mine, I  shall know the effect of 
it, and that, too, in a shoij time. It  rained a little last night. 
I  got off from Petwortb witlfout baiting my house, thinking that
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the TTeather looked suspicious; and that St. Swithin meaned 
to treat me to a dose. I had no great-coat, nor any means of 
changing my clothes. The hooping-cough made me anxious; 
but I had fixed on going along the South Downs from Donnington 
Hill down to Lavant, and then to go on the fiat to the South foot of 
Portsdown HiU, and to reach Pareham to-night. Two men, whom 
I met Soon after I  set off, assured me that it would not rain. I 
came on to Donnington, which lies at the foot of that part of the 
South Downs which I  had to go up. Before I  came to this point, 
I  crossed the Arun and its canal again; and here was another 
place of deposit for timber, lime, coals, and other things. White, 
in his history of Selborne, mentions a hiU, which is one of the 
Hindhead group, from which two springs (one on each side of the 
hiU) send water into the two seas : the Atlantis 'and the German 
Ocean ! This is big talk; but it is a fact. One of the streams 
becomes the Arun, which falls into the Channel; and the other, 
after winding along amongst the hiUs and hiUocks betueen 
Hindhead and Godaiming, goes into the river Wey, which falls 
into the Thames a t Weybridge. ^?he soil upon leaving Pet- 
worth, and at Petworth, seems very good ; a fine deep loam, a 
sort of mixture of s ^ d  and soft chalk. I  then came to a sandy 
common; a piece of groimd that seemed to have no business there; 
it looked as if it hac  ̂been tossed from«Hindhead or Blaekdown. 
The common, however, during ^he rage for- “  improvements,” 
has been enclosed. That impudent feUijw, OlJ Rose, stated the 
number of Enclosure BUls as an indubitable proof of “  national 
prosperity.”  There was some rye upon this common, the sight of 
which would have gladdened the heart of Lord Liverpool. It 
was, in parts, not more than eight inches high. It  was ripe, 
and, of course, the straw dead; or I  should have found out the 
owner, and have bought it to make bonnets o f ! I  defy the 
Italians to grow worse rye than this. #The reader will recollect 
that I  always said that we could grow* us poor corn as any 
Italians that ever lived. The -Wlli^e of Donton lies at the foot 
of onp of these great challr riages which aro called the South 
Downs. The ridge in this pla^ is, I  thinlc, about three-fourths 
of a mile high, by the high road, which is obliged to go twisting 
about, in order to get to the top of it. The hiU sweeps roimd 
from about West North West, to East South E a st; and, of course, 
it keeps off aE the heavy winds, and especiaEy the South West 
winds, before which, in this part of England (and aU the South 
and Western part of it) even the oak trees seem as if they would 
gladly flee; fl>r it  shaves them up as completely as you see a 
quickset hedge shaved by hook or shears. Talking of hedges 
reminds me of having seen a box^edge, just as I  came out of 
Petworth, more than twelve feetoroad, and about fifteen feet
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high. I dare say it is several centuries old. I  think it  is about 
forty yards long. It  is a great curiosity.

The apple trees at Donnington show their gratitude to the 
hill for its shelter; for 1 have seldom seen apple trees in Eng- 
b.nd so large, so toe, and, in general, so flourishing. I  should 
liko to have, or to see, an orchard of American apples under this 
hiU. The hill, you will observe, does not shade the ground at 
Donnington. I t  slopes too much for that. But it  affords com
plete shelter from the mi.sehievous winds. I t  is very pretty to 
look down upon this little village as you come winding np the hill.

From this hill I  ought to have had a most extensive. view.
I ought to have seen the Isle of Wight and the soa before m e; 
and to have looked back to Cha& Hill at Reigate, at the foot 
of which I  had left some bonnet-grass bleaching.' But, alas! 
Saint Sxoithin had begun his works for the day before I  got to the 
top of the hiU. Soon after the two tumip-hoers had assured me 
that there would be no rain, I  saw, beginning to poke up over 
the South Downs (then r ito t before me) several parcels of those 
white, curled clouds than we oaE Judges’ Wigs., And they 
are just like Judges’ wigs. Not the ’parson-Kke things which the 
Judges wear when they have to listen to '^e dull wrangling and 
duller jests of the lawyers ; but those big wigs which hang down 
about their shoulders, *rhen they are a b ju t to teU you a little 
of their intention^ and when their very looks say, “  Stand dear ! ” 
These clouds (if^ising»from the South West) hold precisely the 
same language to the great-coatless traveler. Bain is sure to 
follow them. The sun was shining very beautifully when I first 
saw these Judges’ wigs rising over the hills. A t the sight of 
them he soon began to hide his face ! and before. I  got to the 
top of the hiU of Donton, the white clouds had become black, had 
spread themselves all around, and a pretty decent and sturdy 
rain began to fall. I  hSd resolved to come to this place (Single- 
ton) to breakfast. ?  quitted the turnpike road (from Petworth 
to Chichester), at a village galled Upwaltham, about a mile from 
Donnington H ill; and came flown a lane, which led me first to 
a village called Eastdean; t^ n  to another called Westdean, I  
suppose; and then to this village of Singleton, and here I am on , 
the turnpike road from Midhuist to Chichester. The lane goes 
along through some of the finest farms in the world. It  is im
possible for com land and for agriculture to be finer than these, 
la  cases like mine, you are pestered to death to find out the way 
to set out to get from place to place. The people you have to 
deal with are innkeepers, ostlers, and post-boys f  and they think 
you mad if you express your wish to avoid turnpike roads; and 
a great deal more than halfemad if you talk of going, even from 
necessity, by any other road* They^think you a strange fefiow .if
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you win irot ride six miles on a turnpike road rather than two 
on any other road. - This plague I experienced on this occasion.

‘ I  wanted to go from Petworth to Havant. My way was through 
Singleton and Euntington. I  had no business at Chichester, which 
took mo too- far to the South; nor at Midhurst, which took 
me too far to the West. But though I  'stayed all day (after 
my arrival) at PetWorth, and though I slept there, I  could get no 
directions how to sot out to come to Singleton, where I  am now.

■ I  started, therefore, on the Chichester road, trusting to my 
. enquiries of the country people as I  came on. B y these means I 
got- hither, down a' long valley, on the South Downs, which 
vaUeyi-winds and twists about amongst hills, some higher and 

•some-lower,, fonning cross dells, inlets, and groimd in such a 
variety of shapes that it  is impossible to describe ; and the whole 
of the ground, hill as jvell as dell, is fine, most beautiful com 
land, or is coveted with trees or underwood. As to St. Swithin, 
I  set him at defiance. The road was flinty, and very flinty. I  
rode a;foot pace; and got here wet to the skin. I  am very glad 
I  'Oanie this road. The com is all f iu f; all good ; fine crops, and 
no appearance of blight. The barley extremely fine. The corn

- not forwarder than in the Weald. No beans here; few oats 
•' comparatively; chiefly wheat and barley; but great quantitie.s
of -Swedish tumips,,aud those very iorward. More Swedish 
turnips here upon one single fari^ than upon the farms that 
I saw between the Wen and Petworth., Thi^e turnips are, in 
some places, a fooi» high, and nearly cover the ground. The 
farrhers are,'however, plagued by tins St. Swithin, who keeps 
up a  continual drip, which prevents the_ thriving of the turnip ’ 
and the. killing of the weeds. The orchards are good here in 
general' Pine walnut trees, and-an abundant crop of walnuts. 
This is a series of villages all belonging to the Duke of Richmond, 
the outskirts of whose park and woods fcme up to these farming 
lands, all of which belong to him; and I  suppose that every inch 
of laud that I  came through this nam ing belongs either to the 
Duke of Richmond or to Lord *Egremont. No harm in that, 
mind, if those who till the land l»ve fair jiay.; and I should act 
unjustlytowardsthesenohlemeniflinsinuated that the husband-, 
men have not fair play as far as the landlords are concerned; 
for everybody speaks well of them. There is, besides, no •misery 
to be seen here.' I  have seen no wretchedness in Sussex; 
nothing to be a t all compared to that which I have seen in other

■ p a r t s a n d  as to these villages in the South Downs, they are
- beautiful to behold, Hume and other historians rail against the 
/ejtdoi-system ; and .we, “ enlightened”  and “ free”  creatures 
as we are, look back with scorn, oifc. at least, with surprise and 
pity, to the ‘ ‘ vassalage ” ;Of our forefathers. But if the matter
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■ were -well enc[uired into, not slurred over, but well and trrlly 
examined, we should find that the people of these villages were 
as free in the days of William Rufus as are the people of the 
present day ; and that vassalage, only under other names, exists 
now as completely as it  existed then. W ell; but out of this, if 
true, arises another question: namely. Whether the millions 
would derive any benefit from being transferred from these great 
Lords who possess them by hundreds, to 'Jews and jobbery who 
would possess them by half-dozens, or by  couples ? One thing 
wo may say with a certainty of being rig h t: and that is, that 
the transfer would be bad for the Lords themselves. There is 
an appearance of comfort about the dwellings of the Ishourers 
aU along here that is very pleasant to behold. The gardens are 
neat, and full of vegetables of the best kinds. I  see very few of 
“  Ireland’s lazy ro o t; ”  and never, in this country, will the 
people be base enough to lie down and expire from starvation 
under the operation of the exlrenie miction/, Nothing but a 
potato-eater will ever do thi^. As I  came along between Upwal- 
tham and Eastdean, I  called to me a young man, who, along 
with other tumip-hoers, was sitting under the shelter of a hedge 
at breakfast. He came running to me With his victuals in his 
hand; and I  was glad to see that his food consisted of a good 
lump of household brea*! and not a very»small piece of bacon- 
I  did not envy him bis appetite, for I  bad at that moment a  very 
good one of my oern; l^it I  wanted to know the distance I  had to 
go before I  should get to a good public-house. In parting 
with him, I  said, “  You do get some bacon then ? ”  “  Oh, yes 1
Sir,”  said he, and with an emphasis and a swag of the head which 
seemed to say, “  We must and will have that.”  I  saw', and with 
great delight, a pig a t almost every labonxer's bouse. The 
houses are good and w arm ; and the gardens some of the very 
best that I  have seepjn England. What a  difierencej good God ! 
what a  difference biAween this country and the neighbourhood 
of those corrupt places Great I^dwin and CricMade. What sort 
of breaifast would this man have had in a mess of cold potatoes ? 
Could he have worked, and w*rked in the wet, too, with such 
food ? Monstrous! No society ought to  exist where the 
labourers live in a hog-like sort of way. The Morning Chronicle 
is everlastingly asserting the mischievous consequences of the 
want of enlightening these people “  i ’ th a Sooth ; ”  and telling us 
how well they are off in the North. Now this I  know, that 
in the North the “  enlightened ”  people eat sowens, burgoo, por
ridge, and potatoes : that is to say; oatmeal and watery or the root 
of extreme unction. I f this be the efiect of their light, give me the 
darkness “  o’ th a Sooth.”  •^ h is is according to what I  have 

.heard. If, when I  go to the North, I  find the labourers eating
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tnof6 meat, than those of the “  Sooth,”  I  shall then say that 
“ enlightening ”  is a very good thing ; but give me none of that 
“  Eght,”  or of that “  grace,” which makes a man content with 
oatmeal and water, or that makes him patiently lie cjown and die 
of starvation amidst abundance of food. The Morning Chronicle 
hears the labourers crying out in Sussex. They are right to cry 
out in. time. When they are actually brought down to the ex
treme xmction it  is useless to cry out. And - next to the extreme 
unction is the 'porridge of the “  enlightened ”  slaves who toil in 
the factories for the Lords of the Loom. Talk of vassals !  Talk 
of viRains I Talk of aer/s / Are there any of these, or did feudal 
times ever see any of them, so debased, so absolutely slaves, as 
the poor creatures who, in the “  enlightened ”  North, are com- 
peUrf to work fourteen hours in a day, in a heat of eighty-four 
degrees; and who are liable to punishment for looking out at a 
window of the factory !

This is really a soaking day, thus far. I  got here at nine 
o’clock. I  stripped ofi my coat, §nd put it  by the kitchen 
fire. ■ In a parlour just eight feet square I have another fire, 
and have dried m y shirt on my back. We shah see what this does 
for a hooping-cough.* The clouds fly so low as to be seen passing 
by the sides of evtm. little hhls on these downs. The Devil is said 
to be busy in a high -wind ; but he reaUf appears to be busy now 
in this South West wind. The Quakers will,*iext market day, 
at Mark Lane, be as busy as he. They* and the Ministers and 
St. S-within and Devil ah seem to be of a mind.
• I  must not forget the churches. That of Donnington is very 
smah for a church. I t  is about twenty feet wide and tlm ty long. 
I t  is, however, sufficient for the population, the amount of which 
is two hundred and twenty-two, not one half of whom are, of 
course, ever at church at one time. There is, however, plenty of 
room for the whole t the “ tower”  * f  |his church is about 
double the size of a  sentry-hox. The parson, whose name is 
Davidson, did not, when the Re%m* was laid before Parliament, 
in 1818, reside in the parish. Though the living is a IsSrge 
li-ring, the parsonage house was*let to “ a lady and her three 
daughters.”  What impudence a man must have to put this 
into a Return 1 The church at Upwaltham is about sucb an
other, and the “  tower ” still less than that at Doniuugton. 
Here the population is seventy-nine. The parish is a rectory, 
and in the Return before mentioned, the parson (whose name 
was Tripp) says that the church will hold the population, but 
that the parsonage house will not hold him ! And vhy  ? Be
cause'it is “ a miserable cottage.”  I  looked about for this 
“  miserable cottage,”  and could noiWnd it.' W hat an impudent 
fellow this must have been! And, indeed, what a state of
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impudence have they not nov arrived a t ! Did ho, when he 
was ordained, talk anjrthing about a fine house to live in ? 
Did Jesus Christ and Saint Paul talk about fine houses ? Did 
not this priest most solemnly vow to God, upon the altar, that 
he would be constant, in season and out of season, in watching over 
the souls of his flock ? However, it  is useless to remonstrate with 
this set of men. Nothing will have any effect upon them. 
They will keep grasping at the tithes as long as they can reach 
them. “  A miserable cottage ! ” What impudence ! What, Mr. 
Tripp, is it a fine house that you have been appointed and 
ordained to live in ? Lord Egremont is the patron of Mr. Tripp ; 
and he has a dxtty to perform too; for the living is not his: he is, 
in this case, only an hereditary trustee for, the public; and he 
ought to see that this parson resides in the parish, which, accord
ing to his own Ectmn, yields him 1251. a-year. Eastdean is a 
Vicarage, with a population of 353, a church which the parson 
saj^ ‘frill hold 200, and which I say will hold 600 or 700, and a 
living worth 851. a-year, in*he gift of the Bishop of Chichester.

Westdean is united with Singleton, the living is in the gift 
of the Chirrch at Chichester and the Duke of Richmond alter
nately ; it is a large living, it has a population of 613, and the 
two churches, says the parson, will hold 200 people ! What care
less, or what impudenf fellows these mifet have been. These 
two churches wilUhold a thou^nd people, packed much less close 
than they are in*lneeting houses.

A t Upwaltham there is a toll gate, and when the woman 
opened the door of the house to come and let me through, I  
saw some straw flat lying in a chair. She showed it m e; and 
I found that it was made by her husband, in the evenings, after 
he came home from work, in order to make him a hat for the 
harvest. I  told her hor^to got better straw for the purpose ; and 
when I told her thatishe must cut the grass, or the grain, green, 
she said, “  Aye, I  dare say it is s o : and I  wonder we never 
thought of that before; f ir  we sometimes make hats out of 
rushes, cut green, and dried, and the hats are very durable.”  
This woman ought to have m jl Cottage Economy. She keeps the ■ 
toll-gate at Upwaltham, which is called Waltham, and which is 
on the turnpike road from Petworth to Chichester. Now, if any 
gentleman who lives at Chichester will call upon m y Son, at the 
Office of the Register in Fleet Street, and ask for a copy of CoUage 
Economy, to be given to this woman, he will receive the copy, and 
my thanks, if he will have the goodness to giv^ it to her, and 
to point to her the Essay on Straw Plat.

Famham {Hants), Saturday, 2 .
Here I  am in spite of St. Swithin!— The truth is, that the
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Saint is like most other oppressors ; rovgh him ! rough him ! 
and ho relaxes. After drying myself, and sitting the better part 
of four hours at Singleton, I  started in the rain, boldly setting 
the Saint at defiance, and expecting to have not one dry thread 
by the time I got to Havant, -which is nine miles from Fareham, 
and four from Cosham. To my most agreeable surprise, the 
rain ceased before I  got by Selsey, I  suppose it is called, where 
Lord Selscy’s house and beautiful and fine estate is. On I  went, 
turning off to the right to go to Funtington and Westbourn, and 
getting to Havant to bait m y horse, about four o’clock.
, From Lavant (about two miles back from Funtington) the 

ground begins to be a sea side fiat. The soil is somewhat varied 
in quality and kin d ; but with the exception of an enclosed 
common between Funtington and Westbourn, it is aE good soil 
The corn of aE kinds good and earlier than further back. 
They have begun cutting peas here, and near Lavant I  saw a 
field of wheat nearly ripe. The Swedish turnips very fin%, and 
stiE earlier than on the South Down*. Prodigious crops of wal- 
huts; but the apples bad along here. The South West -winds 
have cut them o ff; and, indeed, how should it  be otherwise, if 
these winds happen -fc) prevail in May, or early in June t 

On the new enclosure, near Fxmtington, the wheat and oats are 
both nearly ripe. • *

In a new enclosure, near Wesftboum, I safe’ the only reaBy 
hEghted wheat that I  have yet seen this /ear. •  Oh ! ”  exclaimed 
I, “  that my Lord Liverpool, that my much respected stern- 
path-of-duty-man, could but see that wheat, which God and the 
seedsman intended to be white,; but -which the DevE (listening 
to the prayers of the Quakers) has made Hack !  Oh I could but 
my Lord see it, lying fiat upon the ground, -with the May-weed 
and the Couch-grass pushing up throijgh it, and with a whole 
flock of rooks pecking away at its ears ! ffhen would my much 
valued Lord say, indeed, that the ‘ difficulties ’ of agriculture are 
about to receive the ‘ greatest ahatennent 1 ’ ”

But now I  come to one of the great objects of my journey: that 
is to say, to see the state of the A m  along at the South foot and 
on the South side of Portsdo-wn HiB. It  is impossible that there 
can be, anywhere, a better com country than this. The hiB Is 
eight miles long, and about three-fourths of a mile high, begin
ning at the road that runs along at the foot of the hiE. On 
the hiE-side the com land goes rather better than half way up ; 
and on the se%-side the.com land is about the third (it may be 
haff) a mile wide. Portsdo-wn HiE is very much in the shape of 
an oblong tin cover to a dish. From Bedhampton, which lies 
at the Eastern end of the hill, to Fa»lham, which is at the Western 
end of it, you have brought imder your eye not less than eight
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square miles of bora fields, with scarcely a hedge or ditch of any 
oonsequehce, and being, on an average, from twenty to forty acres 
each in extent. The land is excellent. The situation good for 
manure. The spot the earliest in the whole kingdom. Here, if 
the com were backward, then the harvest must be backward. 
We were talking at Reigate of the prospect of a backward har
vest. I  observed that it  was a rule that if no wheat were cut 
under Portsdown Hill on the hill fair-iay, 2Gth July, the harvest 
must be generally backward. When I  made this observation 
the fair-day was passed ; but I  determined in my mind to come 
and safe how the matter stood. WTien, therefore, I  got to the 
village of Bedhampton, I  began to look out pretty sharply. I 
came pn to Wimmering, which is just about the mid-way along 
the foot of the hill, and there I  saw, at a good distance from 
me, five men reaping in a field of wheat of about 40 acres. I 
found, upon enquiry, that they began this .morning, and that 
the wheat belongs to Sir. Boniface, of Wimmering. Here the fii'st 
sheaf is out that is cut in l^gland : that the reader may depend 
upon. It  was never known that the average even of Hampshire 
was less than ten days behind the average of Portsdown HiU. 
The corn under the hill is as good as I eve# saw it, except in the 
year 1813. No beans here. No peas. Scarcely any oata. 
Wheat, barley, and turnips. The Swedish turnips not so good 
as on the South Jlowns and near Euntington ; but the wheat 
full as good, ratbar better; and the barley as good as it is possible 
to be. In looking at these crops one wonders whence are to 
come the hands to clear them off.

A  very pleasant ride to-day ; and the pleasanter for m y hav
ing set the wet Saint at defiance. It is about thu'ty miles from 
Petworth to Eareham ; and I got in in very good time. I  have 
now come, if I  include my hoUings, for the purpose of looking at 
farms and woods, a^oiShd hundred miles from the Wen to this 
town of Eareham; and in the whole of the hundred miles I 
have not seen one single w h ^ tyick , though I have come through 
as fine com countries as any in England, and by the homesteads 
of the richest of farmers. ISIot one single wheat-rick have I 
seen, and not ohe rick of any sort of corn. I  never saw nor heard 
of the like of this before; and if I  had not witnessed the fact 
with my own eyes I could not have believed it. There are some 
farmers who have com in their barns, perhaps; but when 
there is no rick left, there is very little com in the hands of 
farmers. Yet the markets, St. Swithin notwithstanding, do 
not rise.. This harvest must be three weeks l^ber than usual, 
and the last harvest was threS'weeks earlier than usual. The 
last crop was begun upon af^once, on account of the badness of 
the wheat of the year before. So that the last crop will have
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had to give food for thirteen months and a half. And yet the 
markets do not rise ! And yet there are men, farmers, mad 
enough to think that they have “  got past the bad place,”  and 
that things will come about, and are coming abou t! And 
Lethbridge, of the Collective, withdraws his motion because he 
has got what he wanted; namely, a return of good and “  re- 
munemting prices 1 ”  The Morning Chronicle of this day, which 
has met me at this place, has the following paragraph. “  The 
“  weather is much improved, though it does not yet assume the 
“  character of being fine. A t the Corn Exchange since Monday 
“  the arrivals consist of 7,130 quarters of wheat, 450 quarters of 
“  barley, 8,300 quarters of oats, and 9,200 sacks of flour. The 
“ demand for wheat is next to Zero, and for oats it is extremely 
“  duU. To effect sales, prices are not much attended to, for the 
“  demand cannot be increased at the present currency. The 
“  farmers should pay attention to oats, for the foreign new, under 
“ the King’s look, will be brought into consumption, unless a 
“ decline takes place immediately,^nd a weight will thereby 
“  be thrown over the markets, wmoh under existing ciroum- 
“  stances will be extremely detrimental to the agricultural 
“ interests. Its distress however does not deserve much sym- 
“ pathy, for as soon as there was a prospect of the payment of 
“ rents, the cause ofcthe people was a*iandoned by the Eepre- 
“  Sentatives of Agriculture in t!»e Collected ^iVisdom, and Mr. 
“  Brougham’s most excellent measure *for insreasing the eon- 
“  sumption of Malt was neglected. Where there is no sym- 
“  pathy, none can be expected, and the land proprietors need not 
“ in futurfe depend on the assistance of the mercantile and 
“  manufacturing interests, should their owh distress again re- 
“  quire a united effort to remedy the general grievances.” As 
to the mercantile and manufacturing people, what is the land 
to expect from them ? But I agree TmhJhe Chronicle that the 
landlords deserve ruin. They abandoned the public cause the 
moment they thought that they^sajp a prospect of getting rents. 
That prospect will soon disappear, unless they pray hard to St. 
Swithin to insist upon forty d a ^  wet after his birth-day. I  do 
not see what the farmers can do about the price of oats. They 
have no power to do anything, unless they come with their 
cavalry horses and storm the “  King’s lock.”  In short, it is all 
confusion in men’s minds as well as in their pockets. There must 
be something completely out of joint when the Government are 
afraid of the effects of a good crop, I  intend to set off to-morrow 
for Botley, and go thence to Easton; and then to^Alton and 
Crondall and Earpham, to see hSw the hops are there. B y the time 
that I get back to the Wen I shalifciow nearly the real state of 
the case as to crops; and that, at this time, is a great matter.
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THROITOH TH E SOtTTH-EAST O F  H AM PSH IKB, B A C K  THEOTTGH THB 
SOKTH -W EST O F S U K K E Y , A LO N G  TH E W E A LD  O F  STJBHSY, 
AN D  T B E N  O Y E E  TH B S H E E B Y  HILLS D O W N  TO TH E W E N .

Bailey (Hampshire), 
5th August, 1823.

I  GOT to Fareham on Saturday night, after having got a  soak
ing on the South D o y t i s  on the morning of that day. On the 
Sunday morning, intending to go and spend the day at Titchfield 
(about three miles and a half from Fareham), and perceiving, 
upon looking out of the window, about 5 o’clock in the morning, 
that it was likely to rain, I  got up, struck a bustle, got up the 
ostler, set off and got to my destined point before 7 o’clock in the 
morning. And here I  experienced the benefits of early rising; 
for I had scarcely got wefi and safely under cover, when St. 
Swithin began to pour doita again, and he continued to pour 
during the whole of the day. From Fareham to Titchfield village 
a large part of the ground is a common enclosed some years ago. 
It  is therefore amongst the worst of the %nd in the country. 
Y et I  did not see a bad field of corn along here, and the Swedish 
turnips were, I  think, full as fine as any*that I  saw upon the 
South Downs. E^it it is to bif observed that this land is in the 
hands of dead-w?ight people, and is conveniently situated for 
the receiving of manure from Portsmouth. Before I  got to my 
friend’s house, I  passed by a farm where I  expected to find a 
wheat-rick standing. I  did not, however; and this is the 
strongest possible proof that the stock of com is gone out of the 
hands of the farmers. I  set out from Titchfield at 7 o’clock in the 
evening, and had seven ^lUes to go to reach Botley. I t  rained, 
but I got myself we# furnished forth as a defence against the 
rain. I  had not gone two hundred yards before the rain ceased ; 
so that I  was singularly fortunate as to rain this d a y ; and I  had 
now to congratulate myself on the success of the remedy for the 
hooping-cough which I  used the*day before on the South Downs; 
for really, though I had a spell or two of coughing on Saturday 
morning when I set out from Petworth, I  have not had, up to 
this hour, any spell at aU since I  got w’et upon the South Downs. 
I  got to Botley about nine o’clock, having stopped two or three 
times to look about me as I  went along ; for I  had, in the first 
place, to ride, for about three miles of my road, rg)on a turnpike 
road of which I was the projector, and, indeed, the maker. In 
the next place I had to rid^ for something better than half a 
mile of niy way, along between fields and coppices that were 
mine until they came into the hands of the mortgagee, and by
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t'lB side of cottages of my o-vvn building. The only matter of 
much interest -with me was the state of the inhabitants of those 
cottages. I  stopped at two or three places, and made some 
little enquiries ; I  rode up to two or three houses in the village 
of Botley, which I  had to pass through, and just before it  was 
dark I  got to a farmhouse close by the church, and what was 
more, not a great many yards from the dwelling of that delect
able creature, the Botley parson, whom, however, I  have not 
seen during my stay at this place.

Botley lies in a valley, the soil of which is a deep and stijff 
clay. Oak trees grow weU; and this year the wheat grows 
well, as it  does upon aH the clays that I  have seen. I  have 
never seen the wheat better in general, in this part of the country, 
than it is now'. I  have, I  think, seen it  heavier; but never 
clearer from blight. It is backward compared to the wheat in 
many other parts ; some of it is quite green; but none of it  has 
any appearance of blight. This is not much of a barley country. 
The Oats are good. The beans that {  have seen, very indifferent.

The best news that I  have leamt here is, that the Botley 
parson is become quite a gentle creature, compared to what he 
used to be. The pewple in the village have told me some most 
ridiculous stories about his having been hoaxed in London! ' 
It seems that someb«dy danced him from Botley to London, 
by telling him that a legacy had. been left him, or some such 
story, up went the parson on horsebatik, being in too great a 
hurry to run the risk of coach. The hoaxers, it  appears, got 
him to some hotel, and there set upon him a whole tribe of 
applicants, wet-nurses, dry-nurses, lawyers with deeds of convey
ance for borrowed money, curates in want of churches, coffin- 
makers, travelling companions, ladies’ maids, dealers in York- 
sliire hams, Newcastle coals, and dealers in dried night-soil at 
Islington. In short, if I  am rightly unarmed, they kept the 
parson in town for several days, bothered him three parts out of 
his senses, compelled liim to esc|pe*as it  were, from a fire; and 
then, when he got home, he found the village posted all over 
with handbills giving an aoooiAt of his adventure, under the 
pretence of offering 500f. reward for a discovery of the hoaxers ! 
The good of it was the parsqn ascribed his disgrace io me, and 
they say that he perseveres to this hour in accusing me of it. 
Upon m y word, I  had nothing to do with the matter, and this 
aifair only shows that I  am not the only friend that the parson 
has in the world. Though this may have had a tendency to 
produce in the parson that amelioration of deportment which is 
said to become him so well, there is something else that has 
taken place, which has. In all prcjfebility, had a more powerful 
influence in this w a y ; namely, a great reduction in the value
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of the parson’s living, which was at one time little short of five 
hundred pounds a year, and which, I  believe, is now not the half 
of that sum ! This, to be sure, is not only a natural hut a neces
sary consequence of the change in the value of money. The 
parsons are neither more nor loss than another sort of landlords. 
They must fall, of course, in their demands, or their demands will 
not be paid. They may take in kind, but that will answer 
them no purpose at all. They will be less people than they have 
been, and will continue to grow less and less, until the day when 
the whole of the tithes and other Church property,’as it  is called, 
shall be applied to public purposes.

Easton (Hampshire), 
Wednesday Evening, Qth August.

This village of Easton lies at a few miles towards the north
east from Winchester. I t  is distant from Botley, by the w'ay 
which I  came, about fifteen or sixteen miles. I  came tlirough 
Durley, where I  went to th *  house of farmer Mears. I  was very 
much pleased with what I  saw at Dmloy, w'hich is about two 
miles from Botley, and is certainly one of the most obscure 
villages in this whole kingdom. Mrs. Meafs, the farmer’s wife, 
had made, of the crested dog’s tail grass, a bonnet which she 
wears herself. I  there ^ w  girls platting flie straw. They had 
made plat of se^%ral degrees*o£ fineness; and they sell it to 
some person or ;(fersons* at Pareham, who, I  suppose, makes it 
into bonnets. Mrs. Mears, who is a very intelligent and clover 
woman, has two girls at work, each of whom earns per week as 
much (within a shilling) as her father, who is a laboming man, 
earns per w'eek. The father has at this time only Is. per week. 
These two girls (and not very stout girls) earn six shillings a week 
each : thus the income this family is, from seven shillings a 
week, raised to nineteen shillings a week. I  shall suppose that 
this may in some measure be owing to the generosity of ladies 
in the neighbourhood, and tcW;h*T desire to promote this domestic 
manufacture; but if I  suppose that these girls receive double 
compared to what they will reoeA ê for the same quantity of labour 
when the manufacture becomes more general, is it  not a great 
thing to make the income of the family nineteen shillings a week 
in-stead of seven ? Very little, indeed, could these poor things 
have done in the field during the last forty days. And, besides, 
how clean; how healthful; how everything that one could 
wish is this sort of employment 1 The farmer, who is also a 
very intelligent person, told me that he should endeavour to 
introduce the manufacture ^  a  thing to assist the obtaining of 
employment, in order to los*jn the amount of the poor-rates. I  think it very likely that this wiE he done ia the parish of
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Durley. A most iijaportant matter it is, to put paupers in the way 
of ceasing to he paupers. I  could not help admiring the zeal as 
well as the inteUigenoe of the farmer’s wife, who expressed her 
readiness to teach the girls and women of the parish, in order to 
enable them to assist themselves. I  shall hear, in all probability, 
of their proceedings at Durley, and if I  do, I  shah make a point of 
communicating to the Public an account of those interesting 
proceedings. Erom the very first, from the first moment of 
my thinking about this straw a0air, I  regarded it  as likely to 
assist in bettering the lot of the labouring people. If it has not 
this effect, I  value it not. It  is not worth the attention of any 
of us; but I am satisfied that this is the way in wiiieh it will 
work. I  have the pleasure to know that there is one labouring 
family, at any rate, who are hving well through my means. It 
is I, who, without knowing them, without ever having seen them, 
without even now knowing their names, have given the means 
of good living to a family who were before half-starved. This 
is indisputably my w ork; and wh%x I  reflect that there must 
necessarily be, now, some hundreds of families, and shortly, many 
thousands of families, in England, who are and v/ill he, through 
my means, living tv«ll instead of being half-starved, I  cannot 
but feel myself consoled; I  cannot but foel that I  have some 
oonlpeHsation for the*sentenoe passed upon me by EUenborough, 
Grose, Le Blanc, and Bailey; and I verily believe, that in the 
case of this one single family in the parish of Dmrley I have done 
more good than Bailey ever did in the whole course of his life, 
notwithstanding his pious Commentary on the Book of Common 
Prayer. I  will allow nothing to be good, with regard to the 
labouring classes, unless it make an Edition to their victuals, 
drink, or clothing. As to their minds, that is much too sublime 
matter for me to think about. I  knoy that they are in rags, 
and that they have not a beUy-full; and know that the way 
to make them good, to make them honest, to make them dutiful, 
to make them kind to one anojho*, is to enable them to live 
well; and I  also know that none of these things will ever bo 
accomplished by MeUiodist sermiftis, and by those stupid, at once 
stupid and malignant things, and rogtiish things, called Re
ligious Tracts.

It seems that this farmer at Durley has always read the 
Register, since the first appearance of little Two-penny Trash. 
Had it not been for this reading, Mrs. Mears would not have 
thought about the grass; and had she not thought about the 
grass, none of the benefits above mentioned would have arisen to 
her neighbours. The difference between this affair and the spin
ning-jenny affairs is this : that th»%pinning-jenny affairs fill the 
jKKikets of “  rich ruffians,” such as those who would have mur-
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dered me at Coventry; and that this straw affair makes an 
addition to the food and raiment of the labouring classes, and 
gives not a penny to be pocketed by the rich ruffians.

From Hurley I  came on in company with farmer Hears through 
Upham. This- Upham is the place where lYoung, who wrote, 
that bombastical stuff, called “  Night Thoughts,”  was once the 
parson, and where, I  believe, he was bom. Away to the right 
of Upham lies the little town of Bishop’s Waltham, whither I 
wished to go very much, but it was too late in the day. From 
Upham we came on upon the high land, called Black Down. 
This has nothing to do with that Black-down HUl, spoken of in 
my last ride. We are here getting, up upon the chalk hills, 
which stretch away towards Winchester. The soil here is a poor 
blackish stuff, with little white stones in it, upon a bed of chalk. 
I t  was h down not many years ago. The madness and greedi
ness of the days of paper-money led to the breaking of it  up. 
The corn upon it is miserable ; but as good as can be expected 
upon such land. •

At the end of this tract we come to a spot called Whiteflood, 
and here we cross the old turnpike road which leads from Win
chester to Gosport through Bishop’s Walttam. Whiteflood is 
at the foot of the first of a series of hills over which you come 
to get to the top of thsft lofty ridge called Morning HilL The 
farmer came to the top of the*first hiU along with me ; and he 
was just about t*  turn'back, when I, looking away to the left, 
down a valley which stretched across the other side of the down, 
observed a rather singular appearance, and said to the farmer, 
“  What is that coming up that valley ? is it  smoke, or is it a 
cloud ? ”  The day Ijad been very fine hitherto; the sun was 
shining very bright where we were. The farmer answered, “  Oh, 
it ’s smoke; it  comes fjj>m Ouselberry, which is down in that 
bottom behind thos% trees.”  So saying, w'e bid each other 
good d a y ; he went back, and I went on. Before I  had got a 
hundred and fifty yards fro«a ^m, the cloud which he had taken 
for the Ouselberry smoke came upon the hill and wet me to the 
skin. He was not far from th# house at Whiteflood ; but I  am 
sure that he could not entirely escape it. It  is curious to observe 
how the clouds sail about in the hiny countries, and particularly, 
I  think, amongst the ohaik-hiHs. I  have never observed the like 
amongst the sand-hills, or amongst rooks.

From Whiteflood you come over a series of hills, part of which 
form a rabbit-warren called Longwood warren, on the borders 
of which «is the house and estate of Lord Northesk. These 
hilla are amongst the most barren of the downs of England ; yet 
a part of them was broken nP«during the rage for improvements; 
dming the rage for what empty men think was an augmenting
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of the capital of the country. On about twenty acres of this 
land. Sown with wheat, I  should not suppose that there would 
be twice twenty bushels of grain! A  man must be mad, or 
nearly mad, to sow wheat upon such a spot. However, a large 
part of what was enclosed has been thrown out again already, and 
the rest will be thrown out in a very few years. The down itself 
was poor; what, then, must it be as corn-land ! Think of the 
destruction which has here taken place. The herbage was not 
good, but it  was something; it was something for every year, 
and without trouble. Instead of grass it  will now, for twenty 
years to come, bear nothing but that species of weeds which is 
hardy enough to grow where the grass will not grow. And this 
was “  augmenting the capital of the nation.”  These new en
closure-bills were boasted of by George Rose and by Pitt as 
proofs of national prosperity ! When men in power are ignorant 
to this extent, who is to expect anything but consecLuences 
such as we now behold.

Prom the top of this high land cf l̂ed Morning HUl, and the 
real name of which is Magdalen BUI, from a chapel which once 
stood there dedicated to Mary Magdalen; from the top of this 
land you have a view of a circle which is upon an average about 
seventy miles in diameter; and I beheve in no one place so little 
as fifty miles in diameter. You see the Isle of Wight in one 
direction, and in the opposite di*eotion you aee the high lands 
in Berkshire. It  is not a pleasant view, how«ver. The fertile 
spots are all too far from you. Descending from this hill, you 
cross the turnpike-road (about two miles froin Winchester), 
leading from Winchester to London through Alresford and Fam- 
ham. As soon as you cross the road, you e,pter the estate of the 
descendant of RoUo, Duke of Buckingham, which estate is in the 
parish of Avington. In this place the I^ ke has a  farm, not very 
good land. It is in his own hands. Wljf com is indifferent, 
except the barley, which is everywhere good. Y o u  come a full 
mile from the roadside down through this farm, to the Duke’s 
mansion-house at Avington, and to the little village of that 
name, both of them beautifully Situated, amidst fine and lofty 
trees, fine meadows, and streams of clear water. On this farm 
of the Duke I  saw (in a little close by the farmhouse) several 
hens in coops with broods of pheasants instead of chickens. It 
seems that a gamekeeper lives in the farmhouse, and I dare 
say the Duke thinks much more of the pheasants than of the 
corn. To be very solicitous to preserve what has been raised with 
so much care and at so much expense is by no means unnatural; 
but, then, there is a measure to he observed here; and that 
measure was certainly outstretche(i%i the case of Mr. Deller, I 
here saw, at this gamekeeping farmhouse, what I  had not seen
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since my departure trom the W en; namely, a wheat-rick 1 
Hard, indeed, would it  have been if a Piantagenet, turned farmer, 
had not a wheat-rick in his hands. This rick coptains, I  should 
think, what they call in Hampshire ten loads of wheat, that is to 
say, iifty quarters, or four hundred bushels. And this is the 
only rick, not o ijy  of wheat, but of any com whatever, that I 
have seen since I  le ft London. The turnips upon this farm aire 
by no means good; but I  was in some measure compensated 
for the bad turnips by the sight of the Duke’s tumip-hoers, 
about a dozen females, amongst whom therp were several very 
pretty girls, and they were as merry as larks. There had been a 
shower that had brought them into a sort of huddle on the road 
side. When I came up to them, they aU fixed their eyes upon me, 
and, upon my smiling, they burstcd out into laughter. I  ob
served to them that the Duke of Buckingham was a very happy- 
man to have such tumip-hoers, and really they seemed happier 
and better off than, any work-people that I  saw in the fields all 
the way from London to this spot. It  is curious enough, but I 
have always observed thaff the women along this part of the 
country are usually taU. These girls were all tall, straight, fair, 
round-faced, excellent complexion, and uncommonly gay. They 
were -well dressed too, and I  observed the saSie of all the men that 
I  saw do-wu at Avingtsn. This could not be the case if the 
Duke were a oruei or hard m ^ ter; and this is an act of justice 
due from me to descendant of RoHo. I t  is in the house of 
Mr. DeUer that I  make these notes, but as it  is injustice that wo 
dislike, I  must do RoUo justice; and I  must again say that the 
good looks and happy faces of his turnip-hoers spoke much more 
in his praise than could have been spoken by fifty lawyers, like 
that Storks who was employed, the other day, to plead against 
the Editor of the Bucks Chronicle, for publishing an account of 
the seUing-up of farme^Smith, of Ashendon, in that county. I  
came tlirough the Dflke’s Park to come to Easton, which is the 
next village below Avingtijji. A very pretty park. The house 
is quite in the bottom ; it  canfce seen in no direction from a dis
tance greater than that of f|ur or five hundred yards. The 
river Itehen, which rises near Alresford, which runs down through 
Winchester to Southampton, goes down the middle of this 
vaUey, and waters aU its immense quantity of meadows. The 
Duke’s house stands not far from the river itself. A  stream 
of water is brought from the river to feed a pond before the 
house. There are several avenues of trees which are very beau
tiful, an^ some of which give complete shelte* to the kitchen 
garden, which has, besides, extraordinarily high walls. Never 
was a greater contrast thau(^at presented by this place and the 
place of Lord Egremont. The latter is all loftiness. Every-
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thing is high about i t ; it has extensive views in ail directions. 
It  sees and can be seen by all the country around. If I had the 
ousting of one of these noblemen, I certainly, however, would 
oust the Duke, who, I  dare say, will by no means be desirous of 
seeing lirise the occasion of putting the sincerity of the com
pliment to the test. The village of Eastomis, like that of Aving- 
toil, close by the waterside. The meadows are the attraction ; 
and, indeed, it is the meadows that have caused the villages to 
exist.

Sdborne {Hants), 
Thursday, 1th August, Noon.

I  took leave of Mr. Deller this morning, about 7 o’clock. 
Came back through Avington Park, through the village of 
Avington, and, crossing the Itehen river, came over to the 
village of Itohen Abas. Abas means hdoip. I t  is a French 
word that came oyer with Duke RoUo’s progenitors. There 
needs no better proof of the high ̂ descent of the Duke, and 
of the antiquity of his family. This is that Itehen Abas where 
that famous Parson-Justice, the Reverend Robert Wright, 
lives, who refused t j  hear Mr. Deller’s complaint against the 
Duke’s servant at his own house, and who afterwards, along 
with Mr. Poultor, boigid Mr. Deller ovewto the Quarter Sessions 
for the alleged assault. I  have* great pleasure in informing 
the public that Mr. Deller has not had to b*ar the expenses 
in this case himself; but that they have been home by his 
neighbours, very much to the credit of those neighbours. I 
hear of an affair between the Duke of Buckingham and a Mi-. 
Bird, who resides in this neighbourhood, i f  I  had had time I 
should have gone to see Mr. Bird, of whose treatment I  have 
heard a great deal, and an account of which treatment ought 
to be brought before the public. I t  fS -jery natural for the 
Duke of Buckingham to wish to preserve that game which 
he calls his hobby-horse; it  is very jjatural for him to delight 
in his hobby; but hobbies, my A r d  Duke, ought to be gentle, 
inoffensive, perfectly harmless iittle creatures. They ought 
not to he suffered to kick and fling about them; they ought 
not to be rough-shod, and, above all things, they ought not to 
be great things like those which are ridden by the Life-guards: 
and, like them, be suffered to dance, and caper, and trample 
poor devils of farmers under foot. Have your hobbies, my 
Lords of the Soil, buj; let them be gentle ; in short, let them be 
hobbies in char*:ter with the commons and forests, and not the 
high-fed hobbies from the barracks at Knightshridge, such as 
put poor Mr. Sheriff Waithman’s life jfc jeopardy. That the game 
should be preserved, every one that knows anything of the
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oouatry ■ wiH allow ; but every man of any sense must see that 
it cannot be presex-ved by sheer force. It must be rather tlxrough 
love than through fear ; rather through good-will than through 
ill-will. If  the thing be properly managed, there will be plenty 
of game without any severity towards any good man. Mr. 
Deller’s case was so plain : it  was so monstrous to think that a 
man was to be punished for being on his own ground in pur.suit 
of wild animals that he himself had raised ; this was so monstrous, 
that it was only necessary to name it to excite the indignation 
of the coimtry. And Mr. Deller has, by his spirit and perse
verance, by the coolness and- the good sense which he has shown 
throughout the whole of this proceeding, merited the'commenda
tion of every man who is not in his heart an oppressor. It  occurs 
to me to ask here, who it  is that finally ‘pays for those “  counsels’ 
opinions ”  which Poulter and Wright said they took in the 
case of Mr. Deller; because, if tliese coxmsels’ opinions are 
paid for by the county, and if a Justice of the Peace can take 
as many counsels’ opinions as he chooses, I  should like to know 
what fellow, wlio chooses tS put on a bobtail wig and call him
self a lawyer, may not have a good living given to him by any 
crony Justice at the expense of the county. This never can - 
be legal. It never can be binding on tli?! county to pay for 
these counsels’ opinion#. However, leading this to be en
quired into anot]jer time, we have here, in Mr. Deller’s case, 
an instance of J;he worth of eoxmscls’ opinions. Mr. Deller 
went to the two Justices, showed them the Register with the 
Act of Parliament in it, called upon them to act agreeably 
to that Act of Parliament; but they chose to take counsels’ 
opinion first. The two “  counsel,”  the two “  lawyers,”  the 
two “  learned friends,” told them that they were right in re
jecting the application of Mr. Deller and in binding him over 
for the assault; and, SEter all, this Grand Jury threw out the 
BiU, and in that tlftowing out showed that they thought the 
counsels’ opinions not wori^ a straw.

Being upon the subject of^matter connected with the con
duct of these Parson-Justices! I wiU here mention what is now 
going on in Hampshire respecting the acooxxnts of the Treasurer 
of the County. At the last Quarter Sessions, or at a Meeting 
of the Magistrates previous to the opening of the Sessions, there 
was a discussion relative to this matter. The substance of 
which appears to have been th is; that the Treasmer, Mr. George 
Hollis, whose accounts had been audited, approved of, and 
passed eyery year by the Magistrates, is in arroar to the county 
to the amount of about four thousand pounds. Sir Thomas 
Baring appears to have bee* the great sticlaer again st Mr. Hollis, 
who was but feebly defen3ed by his friends. The Treasxxrer
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of a county is compelled to find securities. These securities 
have become exempted, in consequence of the annual passing of 
the accounts by the Magistrates! Nothing can be more just 
than this exemption. I  am security, suppose, for a Treasurer. 
The Jfagistrates do not pass his accounts on account of a de
ficiency. I  make good the deficiency. But the Magistrates 
are not to go on year after year passing his accounts, j,nd then, 
at the end of several years, come and call upon me to make 
good the deficiencies. Thus say the securities of Blr. HolUs. 
The Magistrates, in fact, are to blame. One of the Magis
trates, a Rgverend Mr. Orde, said that the Magistrates were 
more to blame than the Treasurer; and really I  think so too ; 
for, though Mr. Hollis has been a tool for many many years, of 
Old George Rose and the rest of that crew, it seems impossible 
to believe that he could have intended anything dishonest, 
seeing i that the detection arose out of an account published by 
himself in the newspaper, which account ho need not have 
published until three months later ihan the time when he did 
publish it. This is, as he himself states, the- best possible 
proof that he was unconscious of any error or any de&iency. 
The fact appears to ho this ; that ali-. Hollis, -n-ho has for many 
years been Under Sheriff as -n'cll as Treasurer of the County, 
who holds several otl*sr offices, and wh» has, besides, had large 
pecuniary transactions -with his !»ankers, hasrfor years had his 
accounts so blended that ho has not Imown <how this money 
belonging to the county stood. His o-wn statement shows that 
it wae all a mass of confusion. The errors, he says, have arisen 
entirely from the negligence of his clerks, and from causes which 
produced a confusion in his accounts. This is the fact; but 
he has been in good fat offices too long not to have made a great 
many persons think that his offices would bo better in their 
hands; and they appear resolved to on* Ijim. I, for my part, 
am. glad of i t ; for I remember his coming up to me in the Grand 
Jury Chamber, just after the people St. Stephen’s had passed 
Power-of-Imprisoument Bill in 1%17; I  remember his coming 
up to me as the Under Sheriff oHWiHis, the man that we now 
call Elemming, who has heguri to build a house at North Stone- 
ham; I  remember his coming up to me, and -with all the base 
sauoiness of a thorough-paced Pittite, telling me to disperse or he 
wovld take me into crustody! I  remember this of Mr. HoIKs, 
and I  am therefore glad that calamity has befallen him ; but 
I must say that after reading his o-wn account of the matter; 
after reading th% debate of the Magistrates; and afte» hearing 
the observations and opinions of well-informed and impartW 
persons in Hampshire who dislike U#r. Hollis as much as I d o ; 
I  must say tlw t I think him, perfectly clear of all iatention to
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commit anything like fraud, or to make anything worthy of the 
name of false account; and I  am convinced that this affair, 
which will now prove extremely calamitous to him, might have 
been laughed at by him at the time when wheat was fifteen 
shillings a bushel. This change in the affairs of the Government; 
this penury now experienced by the Pittites at Whitehall, 
reaches, in its influence, to every part of the coimtry. The 
Barings are now the great men in Hampshire. They were not 
such in the days of George Rose while George was able to make 
the people believe that it  was necessary to give their money 
freely to preserve the “  blessed comforts of religion.”  George 
Rose would have thrown his shield over Mr. H ollis; his brorf 
and brazen .sliield. In Hampshire the Bishop, too, is changed. 
The present is doubtless as pious as the last, every b i t ; and 
has the same Bishop-Hke views; but it is not the samd 
fam ily; it  is not the Gamiers and Poultors and Norths and 
De Grays and Haygarths; it  is not precisely the same set who 
have the power in their hands. Things, therefore, take another 
tinn. The Pittite jolter-neads are all broken-backed; and 
the Barings come forward with their wcU-knowu Weight ot 
metak It  was exceedingly unfortunate ^or Mr. HoUis that 
Sir Thomas Baring happened to he against him. However, 
the thing will do good altogether. The county is placed in a 
pretty situation:«its Treasurer has had his accounts regularly 
passed by the Mfigistrates; and these Magistrates come at last 
and discover that they have for a long time been passing ac
counts that they ought not to pass. These Magistrates have 
exempted the securities of Mr. Hollis, but not a  word do they 
say about making good the deficiencies. WTiat redress, then, 
have the people of the county ? They have no redress, unless 
they can obtain it by petitioning the Parliament; and if they 
do not petition, if tho^do not state their case, and that boldly 
too, they deserve ever^liing that can befall them from similar 
causes. I  am astonished j i t  the boldness of the Magistrates. 
I  am astonished that they sfould think of calling Mr. Hollis 
to account without being pripared for rendering an account 
of their own conduct. However, we shall see what they will 
do in the end. And when we have seen that, we shall see 
whether the county wiE rest quietly Under the loss which It is 
likely to sustain.

I must now go back to Itcken Abas, where, in the farm
yard of a farmer, Courtenay, I  saw another wheat-rick. Erom 
Itchen j\bas I  came up the vaEey to Itohen Stifee. Soon after 
that I  crossed the Itchen river, came out into the Airesford 
turnpike road, and came^jpn towards Airesford, having the 
vafley now upon m y left. I f  the hay be down aE the way to
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Southampton in the same maimer that it  is along here, there 
are thousands of acres of hay rotting on the sides of this Itohen 
river. Most of the meadovrs are watered artificially. The 
crops of grass are heavy, and they appear to have been cut 
precisely in the right time to be spoiled. Coming on towards 
Alresford, I  saw a gentleman (about a quarter of a mile beyond 
Alresford) coming out of his gate with his hat off, looking to
wards the south-west, as if to see what sort of weather it was 
likely to be. This was no other than Mr. Bolleston or Eaw- 
linson, who, it  appears, has a box and some land here. This 
gentleman was, when I  lived in Hampshire, one of those worthy 
men, who, in the several counties of England, executed “  with
out any sort ■ of remuneration ” such a large portion of that 
justice which is the envy of surrounding nations and admiration 
6 f the world. We are often told, especially in Parliament, of 
the disinterestedness of those persons; of their worthiness, their 
piety, their loyalty, their excellent qualities of all sorts, but 
particularly of their disinterestedness in taldng upon them the 
office of Justice of the Peace; spending so much time, taking 
so much trouble, and all for nothing at all, but for the pure love 
of their King and country. And the worst of it is, that our 
Ministere impose upon this disinterestedness and generosity; 
and, as in the case «f Mr. EawHnson,%t the end of, perhaps, 
a dozen years of services voluntarily rendered to “  King and 
country,” they force him, sorely against his willjino doubt, to be
come a Police Magistrate in London ! To be sure there are five 
or six hundred pounds a-year of public money attached to this ; 
but what are these paltry pounds to a  “  country gentleman,” 
who so disinterestedly rendered ns services for so many years ? 
Hampshire is fertile in persons of this disinterested stamp. 
There is a ’Squire Greme, who lives aoro^ the country, not many 
miles from the spot where I  saw “  Mr. Justice ”  Eawlinson. 
This ’Squire also has served the country for nothing during 
a great many years; and of late«years, the.’Squire Junior, 
eager, apparently to emulate his\ire, has become a distributor 
of stamps for this famous oounty^f Hants ! What sons ’Squire 
Bawlinson may have is more than I  know at present, though 
I  will endeavour ■ to know it, and to find out whether they 
also be serving us. A  great deal has been said about the 
debt of gratitude due from the people to the Justices of the 
Peace. An account, containing the names and places of abode 
of the Justices, and of the public moneys or titles, received 
by' them and Ify their relations; such an account would be 
a very useful thing. We should then know the real amount 
of this debt of gratitude. We JRiaU see such an account 
by-and-by; and we should have seen it long ago if there
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had been, in a certain place, only one single man disposed to 
do his duty.

I came through Alresford about eight o’clock, having loitered 
a good deal in coming up the vaUoy. After quitting Alresford 
you come (on the road towards Alton) to the village of Bishop’s 
Sutton; and then to a place called Ropley Dean, where there 
is a house or two. Just before you come to Ropley Dean, you 
see the beginning of the Valley of Itchen. The Itchen river 
falls into the salt water a t Southampton. I t  rises, or rather 
has its first rise, just by the road side at Ropley Dean, which is 
at the foot of that very high land which lies between Alresford 
and Alton. All along by the Itchen river, up to its very source, 
there are meadows; and this vale of meadows, which is about 
twenty-five miles in length, and is in some places a mile wide, 
is, at the point of which I  am now speaking, only about twice 
as wide as my horse is lo n g! This vale of Itchen is worthy 
of , particular attention. There are few spots in England more 
fertile or more pleasant; ^nd none, I  believe, more healthy. 
Following the bed of the river, or, rather, the middle of the 
vale, i t  is about five-and-twenty miles in length, from Ropley 
Dean to the village of South Stoneham, ^whioh is just above 
Southampton. The average width of the meadows is, I  should 
think, a hundred rods at the least; and j f  I  am right in this 
conjecture, the liale contain^ about five thousand acres of 
meadows, large jf>art of which is regularly watered. The sides 
of the vale are, until you come down to within about six or 
eight miles of Southampton, hills or rising grounds of chalk, 
covered more or less thickly with loam. Where the hiUs rise 
up very steeply from the valley the fertility of the corn-lands 
is not so great; but for a  considerable part of the way the 
corn-lands are excellent, and the farmhouses, to which those 
lands belong, are, fm Sie far greater part, under covert of the 
hills on the edge o r the valley. Soon after the rising of the 
stream, it forms itself in ^  some capital ponds at Alresford. 
These, doubtless, were augmAited by art, in order to suppty 
Winchester with fish. The l^rtiUty of this vale, and of the 
surrounding country, is best proved by the fact that, besides 
the town of Alresford and that of Southampton, there are 
seventeen villages, each having its parish church, upon its 
borders. When we consider these things we are not surprised 
that a spot situated about half way down this vale should have 
been chosen for the building of a city, or that that city should 
have b e ^  for a great number of years a place ̂ f residence for 
the Kings of England.

Winchester, which is a1i],preseat a  mere nothing to what 
it onoe was, etanda across the vale at a plaoe where the vale
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is made fery  narrow by the jutting forward of two immense 
hills. From the point where the river passes through the 
city, you go, whether eastward or westward, a fuE mile up 
a very steep hiU aU the way. The city is, of course, in one 
of the deepest holes that can be imagined. I t  never could 
have been thought of as a place to be defended since the dis
covery of gunpowder; and, indeed, one would think that 
very considerable annoyance might be given to the inhabitants 
even by the flinging of the flint-stones from the hiEs down into 
the city.

At Ropley Dean, before I  mounted the hifl to come on to
wards Rotherham Park, I  baited my horse. Here the ground is 
precisely like that at Ashmansworth on the borders of Berkshire, 
which, indeed, I  could see from the ground of which I  am now 
speaking. In coming up the hiE, I  had the house and farm of 
Sir. Duthy to my right. Seeing some Very fine Swedish turnips, 
I  naturally expected that they belonged to this gentleman, 
who is Secretary to the Agricultural Society of Hampshire; 
but I found that they belonged to a farmer Mayhew. The soil 
is, along upon this high land, a deep loam, bordering on a clay, 
red in colour, and p re tty  fuE of large, rough, yellow-looking 
stones, very much Eke some of the land in Huntingdonshire; 
but here is a bed of«chalk under this. • Everything is backward 
here. The wheat is perfectly gjeen in most places ; but it is 
everywhere pretty good. I  have observed, ail the way along, 
that the wheat is good upon the stiS, strong land. It  is so 
here; but it  is very backward* The greater part of it is fuE 
three weeks behind the whea^under Portsdown HiU. But 
few farmhouses come within my sight along here; fbut in one 
of them there was a wheat-riok, which is the third I  have seen
since I  quitted the Wen. In descendiM from this high ground,

.............................
turnpike road from the Wen to Gosport through Alton, I  had to
In order to reach the village of East Csted, which Ees on the

cross Rotherham Park. On the rjght of the park, on a bank 
of land facing the north-east, 1 saw a very pretty farmhouse, 
having everything in excollciib order, with fine oom-fields 
about it, and with a wheat-rick standing in the yard. This 
farm, as I  afterwards found, belongs to the owner of Rother
ham Park, who is also the owner of East listed, who has re
cently built a new house in the park, who has quite metamor
phosed the village of Tisted within these eight years, who has, 
indeed, reaUy and truly improved the whole country just round 
about here, wBose name is Scot, weU known as a hricjrmaker at 
North End, Eulham, and who has, in Hampshire, supplanted 
a Norman of the name of Powlely* The process by which this 
transfer has taken place is visible einough, to aE eyes but the
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eyes of the jolterheads. Had there been no Debt created to 
crush liberty in Prance and to keep down reformers in England, 
Mr. Scot would not have had bricks to bum to build houses 
for the Jews and jobbers and other eaters of taxes; and the 
Norman Powlet would not have had to pay in taxes, through 
his own hands and those of his tenants and labourers, the amount 
of the estate at listed, first to be given to the Jews, jobbers, 
and tax-eaters, and then by them to be given to “  ’Squire Scot ” 
for his bricks. However, it is not ’Squire Scot who has assisted 
to pass laws to make people pay double toll on a Sunday. 
’Squire Soot had nothing to do with passing the New Game- 
laws and Old Ellenborougli’s Act; ’Squire Soot never invented the 
New Trespass law, in virtue of which John Cookbain of White
haven in the county of Cumberland was, by two clergymen and 
three other magistrates of that county, sentenced to pay one 
half-penny for damages and seven shillings costs, for going 
upon a field, the property of WiUiam, Earl of Lonsdale. In 
the passing of this Act, whigh was one of the first passed in the 
present reign, ’Squire Scot, the briokmaker, had nothing to do. 
Go on, good ’Squire, thrust out some more of the Normans : with 
the fruits of the augmentations which you qjake to the Wen, go, 
and take from them their mansions, parks, and villages I

At listed  [I crossed «the turnpike road before mentioned, 
and entered a lane«which, at th« end of about four miles, brou^ght 
me to this viUag* of Sclbome. My readers wiU recollect that I 
mentioned this Sclbome when I  was giving an account of Hawk- 
ley Hanger, last faU. I  v.ras desirous of seeing this village, 
about which I have read in the book of Mr. White, and which 
a reader has been so good as to send me. From Tisted I  came 
generally up bill till I  got within half a mile of this village, 
when, all of a sudden, I  came to the edge of a hill, looked down 
over all the larger v^le*of wLich the httle vale of this village 
makes a part. Here Hindhead and Black-down Hill came 
full in my view. When l^was crossing the forest in Sussex, 
going from Worth to HorshanC these two great hills lay to my 
west and north-west. To-dajwl am got just on the opposite 
side of them, and see them, of course, towards the east and 
the south-east, while Leith HiU lies away towards the north
east. This hill, from which you descend down into Selbome, 
is very lo fty ; but, indeed, we are here amongst some of the 
highest hills in the island, and amongst the sources of rivers. 
The hiU over which I have come this morning sends the Itchen 
river forth from one side of it, and the river Tl^y, which rises 
near Alton, from the opposite side of it. Hindhead which 
lies before me, sends, as I*^bserved upon a former occasion, 
the Arun forth towards the south and a stream forth towards
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the north, whioh meets the river Wey, somewhere above Godal- 
ming. I am told that the springs of these two streams Hse in 
the Hill of Hindhead, or, rather, on one side of the hiH, at not 
many yards from each other. The village of Selbome is pre
cisely what it  is described by IVIr. White. A  straggling irregrilar 
street, bearing, all the marks of great antiquity, and showing, 
from its lanes and its vicinage generally, that it was once a very' 
considerable place. I  went to look at the spot where Mr. White 
supposes the convent formerly stood, i t  is very beautiful. 
Nothing can surpass in beauty these dells and hillocks and 
hangers, which last are so steep that it is impossible to ascend 
them, except by means of a serpentine path. I  found here 
deep hollow ways, with beds and sides of solid white stone; 
but not quite so white and so solid, I  think, as the stone which 
I found in the roads a t Hawkley. The churchyard of Selbome 
is most beautifully situated. The land is good, all about it. 
The trees are'luxuriant and prone to be lofty and large. I  
measured the yew-tree in the chur^yard, and found the trunk 
to be, according to m y measurement, twenty-three feet, eight 
inches, in circumference. The trunk is very short, as is gener
ally the case with yew-trees; but the head spreads to a very 
great extent, and the w'hole tree, though probably several cen
turies old, appears ^o be in perfect Sealth. Here are several 
hop-plantations in and about this village; •but for this once 
the prayers of the over-production men will b» granted, and the. 
devil of any hops there will he. The bines are scarcely got up 
the poles; the bines and the leaves are black, nearly, as soot; 
fuU as black as a sooty bag or dingy ooal-saok, and covered 
with lice. It  is a pity that these hop-planters could not have a 
parcel of Spaniards and Portuguese to louse their hops for them. 
Pretty devils to have liberty, w'hen ^  favourite recreation of 
the Donna is to crack the lice in the heac(|Of the Don ! I  really 
shrug Up my shoiJders thinking of the beasts. Very different 
from such is my landlady here at» Selbome, who, while I am 
writing my notes, is getting nje a rasher of bacon, and has 
already covered the table wit* a nice clean cloth. I  have 
never seen such quantities of grapes upon any vines as I see 
upon the vines in this village, badly pruned as all the vinos 
have been. To be sure, this is a year for grapes, such, I  beljevo, 
as has been seldom known in England, and the cause is the 
perfect ripening of the wood by the last beautiful summer. 
I  am afraid, however, that the grapes come in v a in ; for this 
summer has bden so cold, and is now so wet, that we can hardly 
expect grapes which are not under glass to ripen. As I was 
coming into this village, I  observq(l to a farmer who was stand
ing at his gateway, that people ought to be happy here, for that
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God had done everything for them. His answer was, that he 
did not believe there was a more unhappy place in England: 
for that there were always quarrels of some sort or other going 
on. This made me call to mind the King’s proclamation, 
relative to a reward for discovering the person who had re
cently shot at the parson of this village. This parson’s name is 
Cobbold, and it really appears that there was a shot fired 
through his window. He has had law-suits with the people; 
and I imagine that it  was these to which the farmer aUuded. 
The hops are of considerable importance to the village, and 
their failure must necessarily be attended with consequences 
very inconvenient to the whole of a population so small as 
this. Upon inquiry, I  find that the hops are equally bad at 
Alton, SVoyle, CrondaU, and even at Farnham. I saw them 
bad in Sussex; I  hoar that they are bad in K e n t; so that 
hop-planters, at any rate, will be, for once, free from the dread
ful evils of abundance. A  correspondent asks me what is meant 
by the statements which he sees in the Register, relative to the 
hop-duty ?, He sees it, he ^ ys, continually falling in amount; 
and he wonders what this moans. The thing has not, indeed, 
been properly explained. I t  is a garnble ; and it is hardly right for 
me to state, in a pubUoation like the Register, anything relative 
to a gamble. However,* the case is this a taxing system is 
necessarily a systqjn of gambijjig; a system of betting ; stock
jobbing is no mqj'e than a system of betting, and the wretched 
dogs that carry on the traffic are little more, except that they 
are more criminal, than the waiters at an O Table, or the 
markers at billiards. The hop duty is so .much per pound. 
The duty was imposed at two separate times. One part of it, 
therefore, is cafied the Old Duty, and the other part the New 
Duty. The old duty was a penny to the pound of hops. The 
amount of this duty, -ftiioh can always be ascertained at the 
Treasury as soon as%he hopping season is over, is the surest 
possible guide in ascertaini^ the total amount of the growth of 
hops for the year. If, for instance, the duty were to amount 
to no more than eight shiUin|s and fourpcnce, you would be 
certain that only a hundred pormds of hops had been grown 
during the year. Hence a system of gambling precisely like 
the gambling in the funds. I  bet yo.u that the duty will not 
exceed so much. The duty has sometimes exceeded two hun
dred thousand pounds. This year it is supposed that it will 
not exceed twenty, thirty, or forty thousand. The gambling 
fellows arg betting aU this tim e; and it is, in fact, an account 
of the betting which is inserted in the Register.

This vile paper-money *jid funding-system; this system 
of Dutch descent, begotten by Bishop Burnet, and bom in
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f
hell; this system has turned everything into a gamble. There 
ate hundreds of men who Hve by being the agents to carry on 
jambling. They reside here in the W en; many of the gamblers 
ive in the oormtry; they write up to their gambling agent, 

whom they call their stockbroker; he gambles according to their 
order; and they receive the profit or stand to the loss. Is it 
possible to conceive a viler calling than that of an agent for the 
carrying on of gambling ? And yet the vagabonds call them
selves gentlemen; or, at least, look upon themselves as the 
superiors of those who sweep the kennels. In like manner 
is the hop-gamble carried on. The gambling agents in the Wen 
make the bets for the gamblers in the country; and, perhaps, 
millions are betted during the year, upon the amount of a duty, 
which, at the most, scarcely exceeds a quarter of a million. 
In such a state of things how are you to expect young men to 
enter on a course of patient industry ? How are you to expect 
that they will seek to acquire fortune and fame by study or by 
application of any kind ? ^

Looking back over the road that I  have come to-day, and 
perceiving the direction of the road going from this village 
in another direotioi^ I  perceive that this is a very direct road 
from Winchester to Farnham. The road, too, appears to have 
been, from ancient, times, suffioiently wide; and when the 
Bishop of Winchester selected this beautifijl spot whereon to 
erect a monastery, I  dare say the roads aloi^ hero were some 
of the best in the country.

Tkuraley (Surrey), 
Thursday, 1th Atiyvst.

I  got a boy at Selborue to show mo along the lanes out into 
Woolmer forest on my way to HeadlCT. The lanes were very 
deep; the wet malme just about the Boloiu of rye-meal mixed 
up with water, and just about as olamm;^ came in many places 
very nearly up to my horse’s bellj. There was this comfort, 
however, that I  was sure that tlore was a bottom, which is by 
no means the case when you ale among clays or quick-sands. 
After going through these lanes, and along between some fir- 
plantations, I  came out upon Woolmer Forest, and, to my great 
satisfaction, soon foimd myself on the side of those identical 
plantations which have been made under the orders of the 
smooth Mr. Huskisson, and which I  noticed last year in my ride 
from Hambledou to this place. These plantations are of fir, or, 
at least, I  could see nothing else, and they never pan be of 
any more use to the nation than the sprigs of heath which cover 
the rest of the forest. Is there nojndy to inquire what becomes 
of the inoome of the Crown lands f No, and there never will
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be, until the -whole system be changed. I  have seldom ridden 
on pleasanter ground than that -which I found between Woolmer 
Forest and this beautiful village of Thursley. The day has 
been fine, to o ; notwithstanding I  saw the Judges’ terrific wigs 
as I came up upon the turnpike road from the village of Itchen. 
I  had but one little scud during the d a y : just enough for St. 
Swithin to swear b y ; but when I  was upon the hiUs I  saw 
some showers going about the country. From Selbome, I 
had first to come to Headley, about five miles. I  came to 
the identical public-house where I  took m y blind guide last 
year, who took me such a dance to the southward, and led 
me up to the top of Hindhead at last. I  had no business there. 
My route was tlirough a sort of hamlet called Churt, which lies 
along on the side and towards the foot of the north of Hind- 
head, on which side, also, lies the village of Thursley. A  line is 
hardly more straight than is the road from Headley to Thursley; 
and a prettier ride I  never had in the course of m y life. It 
was not the less interesting from the circumstance of its giving 
■ me all the way a full view Crooksbury HiU, the grand scene 
of my exploits when I  -was a taker of the nests of crows and 
magpies.

At Churt I  had, upon my left, throe hill? out upon the com
mon, called the Devil’s J^mps. The Unitarians -wui not believe 
in the Trinity, because they cannot account for it. Will they 
come here to Ch îrt, go and look at these “  Devil’s Jumps,” 
and account to me for the placing of these three hills, in the 
shape of three rather sq ûat sugar Joaves, along in a line upon 
this heath, or the placing of a rock-stone upon the top of one 
of them as big as a church tower ? For my part, I  cannot 
account for this placing of these hiUs. That they should have 
been formed by mere chance is hardly to be believed. How 
could waters roUing abo%t have formed such hills ? How could 
such hiUs have bubblSd up from beneath ? But, in short, it  is 
all wonderful alike; the stripes of loam running do-wn through 
the chalk-hills; the circular jiiroels of loam in the midst of 
chalk-hills; the lines of flint qmning parallel with each other 
horizontaUy along the chalk-hills; the flints placed in circles as 
true as a hair in the chalk-hiUs; the layers of stone at the 
bottom of hiUs of loam ; the chalk first soft, then some miles 
further on, becoming ehallc-stone; then, after another distance, 
becoming burr-stone, as they oaE i t ; and at last becoming 
hard, white stone, fit for any buildings; the sand-stone at 
Hindhead becoming harder and harder till it  .becomes very 
nearly iroh in Herefordshire, and quite iron in W ales; hut, 
indeed, they once dug iron^ut of this very Hindhead. The 
clouds, coming and settling Upon the hifls, sinking down and
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creeping along, at last coming out again in springs, and those 
becoming rivers. Why, it is all equally wonderful, and as to not 
believing in this or that, because the thing cannot be proved by 
logical deduction, why is any man to believe in the existence 
of a God any more than he is to believe in the doctrine of the 
Trinity ? For my part, I  think the “  Devil’s jumps,”  as the 
people hero call them, fuU as wonderful and no more wonderful 
than hundreds and hundreds of other wonderful things. It is 
a strange taste which our ancestors had, to ascribe no incon
siderable part of these wonders of nature to the Devil. Not 
far from the Devil’s jumps is that singular place which re
sembles a sugar-loaf inverted, hollowed out, and an outside rim 
only left. This is oallod the “  D p.vU's Punch Bowl; ” and it  is 
very well known in Wiltshire, that the forming, or, perhaps, 
it is the breaking up, of Stonehenge is ascribed to the Devil, and 
that the mark of one of his feet is now said to be seen in one of 
the stones.

I  got to Thursley about sunset, and without experiencing any 
inconvenience from the wet. I nave mentioned t’ne state of 
the com as far as Selbome. On this side of that village I  find 
it much forwarder |han I  found it between Selbome and Ropley 
Dean. I  am here got into some of the very best barley-land 
in the kingdom ; a^ne, buttery, ston*lcss loam, upon a bottom 
of sand or sand-stone. Finer (parley and %imip-land it is im
possible to see. All the corn is good here. ,  The wheat not a 
heavy crop; but not a Kght one; and the barley all the w ar 
along from Headley to this place as fine, if not finer, than I 
ever saw it  in my life. Indeed I have not seen a bad field of 
barley since I  loft the Wen. The com is not so forward hero 
as under Portsdown HiU; but some farmers intend to begin 
reaping wheat in a few days. It  is iMUstrous to suppose that 
the price of corn will not come do%m.^It must come down, 
good weather or bad weather. If the weather be bad, it will 
be so much the worse for the farijjer, as well as for the nation 
at large, and can be of no henlfit to any human being but the 
Quakers, who must now be plbtty busy, measuring the crops 
aU over the kingdom. It  will he recoUeoted that in the 
Report of the Agricultural Committee of 1821, it  appeared, 
from the evidence of one Hodgson, a partner of Cropper, Benson, 
and Co. Quakers, of Liverpool, that these Quakers sent a set 
of corn-gangers into the several counties, just before every 
harvest; that these«-fel]ows stopped here and there, went into 
the fields, m^sured off square yards of wheat, clipped off the 
ears, and carried them off. These they afterwards packed up 
and sent off to Cropper and Co. ^  Liverpool. When the whole 
of the packets were got together, they were rubbed out, measured.
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■ weighed, and "an estimate made of the amount of the coming 
crop. This, according to the confession of Hodgson himself, 
enabled these Quakers to speculate in corn, with the greater 
chance of gain. This has been done by these men for many 
years. Their disregard of -n-orldly things; their desire to lay 
up treasures in heaven; their implicit yielding 'to the Spirit; 
these have induced them to send their oorn-gaugers over the 
country regularly year after year; and I  'wiH engage that they 
are at it at this moment. The farmers 'will bear in mind that 
the Kew Trespass-law, though clearly not intended for any such 
purpose, enables them 'to go and seize by the throat any of these 
gaugers that they may catch in 4heir fields. They could not 
do this formerly ; to cut ofi standing com was merely a trespass, 
for which satisfaction was to be attained by action at law. 
But now you can seize the caitiff who is come as a spy amongst 
your corn. Before, he could be off and leave you to find out 
his name as you could; but now you can lay hold of him, as 
Mr. Deller did of the Duke’s man, and bring him before a 
Magistrate at onca I  do hi%)e that the farmers ■ will look sharp 
out for these fellows, who are neither more nor less than so many 
spies. They hold a great deal of corn; they want blight, mil- 
dê w, rain, hurricanes; but happy I  am tef see that they ■ will 
get no blight, at any rate. The grain is formed; everywhere 
everybody tells me that there is no blight ̂ n any sort of corn, 

, except in. the beans? t
I  have not gone tlirough much of a bean coun'try. The beans 

that I have seen are some of them pretty good, more of them 
but middling, and still more of them very indifferent.

I am very happy to hear that that beautiful little bird, the 
American partridge, has been introduced ■ «!& success to this 
neighbourhood, by Mr. Leech at Lea. I  am told that they have 
been heard whistling tSis summer; that they have been fre
quently seen, and thaf there is no doubt that they have broods 
of young ones. I  tried several times to import some of these 
birds; but I always lost th8 m,lby some moans or other, before 
the time arrived for turning tjem. out. They are a beautiful 
little partridge, and extremely interesting in aU their manner. 
Some persons call them quail. If any one will take a quail and 
compare it  ■ with one of these birds, }ie will see that they cannot 
be of the same sort. In m y “  Year’s Residence in America,”  
I  have, I  think, clearly proved that these birds are partridges, 
and not quails. In the Uni'ted States, north of New Jersey, 
they are called quad: south and south-west of N*w Jersey they 
are called* partridges. They have been called quail solely on 
account of their size ; for tj|ey have none Of the manners of 
quail belonging to them. Qffaila assemble in flocks like larks,
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starlings, or rftoks. Partridges keep in distinct coveys ; that is 
to say, the brood lives distinct from aU other broods until the 
ensuing spring, when it forms itself into pairs and separates. 
Xotbihg can be a distinction more clear than this. Our own 
partridges stick to the same spot from the time that they are 
hatched to the time that they pair off, and these American 
partridges do the same. Quails, like larks, get together in flocks 
at the approach of winter, and move about according to the 
season, to a greater or less distance from the place where they 
were bred. These, therefore, which have been brought to 
Thursley, are partridges ; and if they be suffered to live quietly 
for a season or two, they will stock the whole of that part of 
the country, where the delightful intermixture of corn-fields, 
coppices, heaths, furze-fields, ponds, and rivulets is singularly 
favourable to their increase.

The turnips cannot fail to be good in such a season and in 
such land; yet the farmers are most dreadfully tormented with 
the weeds, and with the superahui^ant turnips. Here, my Lord 
Liverpool, is over production incfeed! They have sown their 
fields broad-east; they have no means of destroying the weeds 
by the plough; they have no intervals to bury them in ; and 
they ho&, or scratch, as Mr. TuU calls i t ; and then comes St. 
Swithin and sets the weeds and tlje hoed-up turnips again. 
Then there is another hoeing oj seratohing j  and then comes St. 
Swithin again: so that there is hoe, hoe, noddle, muddle, and 
such a fretting and stewing ; such a looking up to Hiudhead to 
see when it is going to be fine; when, if that beautiful field of 
twenty acres, which I  have now before my eyes, and wherein I 
see half a dozen men hoeing and poking and muddling, looking 
up to see how long it  is before they must take to their heels to 
get under the trees to obtain shelter from the coming shower; 
when, I  say, if that beautiful field h ^  been sowed upon ridges 
at four feet apart, according to the plan^n my Year’s Residence, 
not a weed would have been to be seen in the field, the turnip- 
plants would have been three '■ mfs the size that they now are,. 
the expense would have not tien  a fourth part of that which 
has already taken place, and all the muddling and poking about 
of weeds, and all the fretting and all the stewing would have 
been spared; and as to the amount of the crop, I  am now 
looking at the best land in England for Swedish turnips, and 
I have no scruple to assert that if it  had been sown after my 
manner, it would have bad a crop double the weight of that 
which it  now will have. I  think I know of a field of' turnips, 
sown much later than the field now before me, and sown in rows 
at nearly four feet apart, which kave a  crop double the weight 
of that whieh wiU bo produced beautiful field.
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Eeigate {Surrey],
Friday, Sth Augiut.

At the end of a long, twiating-about ride, but a moat delightful 
ride, I  got to this place about nine o’clock in the cTening. 
From Thursley I came to Brook, and there crossed the turnpike- 
road from London to Chichester through Godaiming and Mid
hurst. Thence I came on, turning upon the left upon the 
sand-hills of Hambledon (in Surrey, mind). On one of these 
hills is one of those precious jobs, called “  Semaphores.”  For 
■ what reason this pretty name is given to a sort of Telegraph 
house, stuck up at public expense upon a high h ill; for -B'hat 
reason this outlandish name is given to the thing, I  must leave 
the reader to guess; but as to the thing itself ; I  know that it 
means th is: a pretence for giving a good sum of the public 
money away every year to some one that the Borough-system 
has condemned this labouring and toiling nation to provide for. 
The Dead Weight of nearly %bout" six millions sterling a year; 
that is 'to say, this curse entailed upon the country on account, 
of the late wars against the liberties of the French people, this 
Dead Weight is, however, falling, in part, #t least, upon the . 
landed jolterheads who were so eager to create it, and who 
thought that no part of iff would fall upon themselves. Theirs 
has been a grand mietake. They saw the war carried on ■ without 
any loss or any c*st to themselves. By the means of paper- 
money and loans, the labouring classes were made to pay the 
whole of the expenses of the war. When the war was over, the 
jolterheads thought they would get gold back again to make 
all secure; and some of them really said, I  am told, that it 
was high time ■ to put an end to the gains of the paper-money 
people. The jolterhead^ quite overlooked the circumstance 
that, in returning to g§ld, they doubled and trebled what they 
had to pay on account of the debt, and that, at last, they were 
bringing the burden upon themselves. Grand, also, was the 
mistake of the jolterheads w he^ hey approved of the squander
ings upon the Dead Weight. Iniey thought that the labouring 
classes were going to pay the whole of the expenses of the 
Knights of Waterloo, and of the other heroes of the war. The 
jolterheads thought that they should have none of this to pay. 
Some of them had relations belonging to the Dead Weight, 
and all of them were ■ willing to make the labouring classes toil 
like asses for the support of those who had-what was called 
“  fought and bled ”  for Gatton and Old SarumT The jolter
heads have now found, however, that a pretty good share of 
the expense is to fall upon Itemselves. Their mortagees are 
letting them know that Semaphores and such pretty things cost
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something, and that it is unreasonable for a  loyal country 
gentleman, a friend of “  social order ”  and of the “  blessed 
comforts of religion ”  to expect to have Semaphores and to 
keep his estate too.

This Dead Weight is, unquestionably, a  thing, such as the 
world never saw before. Here are not only a tribe of pensioned 
naval and military officers, commissaries, quartermasters, 
pursers, and Grod knows what besides; not only these, but 
their wives and children are to be pensioned, after the death of 
the heroes themselves. Nor does it  signify, it  seems, whether 
the hero were married before he became part of the Dead 
Weight or since. Upon the death of the man, the pension is 
to begin with the wife, and a pension for each child; so that, 
if there be a large family of children, the family, in many oases, 
actually gains by the death of the father! Was such a thing 
as this ever before heard of in the world ? Any man that is 
going to die has nothing to do but to marry a girl to give her 
a pension for life to bo paid out ai the sweat of the peope ; and 
it  was distinctly stated, during the Session of Parliament before 
the last, that the widows and children of insane officers were 
to have the sam% treatment as the rest! Here is the envy of 
surrounding nations and the admiration of the world ! In 
addition, then, to»twenty thousand Arsons, more than twenty 
thousand stock-brokers and %took-jobbeBB perhaps; forty or 
fifty thousand tax-gatherers; thousands »pon thousands of 
military and naval officers in full p a y ; in addition to afi these, 
here are the thousands upon thousands of pairs of this Dead 
Weight, all busily engaged in breeding gentlemen and ladies; 
and all whEe Malthus is wanting to put a check upon the breed
ing of the labouring classes; all receiving a premivm for breeding! 
Where is Malthus ? Where is this ^heck-population parson ? 
Where are his friends, the Edinburgl* Reviewers ? Faith, I 
believe they have given him up. They begin to be ashamed of 
giving countenance to a man wh« wants to check the breeding 
of those who labour, while holsays not a word about those two 
hundred thousand breeding pans, whose ofispring are necessarily 
to be maintained at the public charge. Well may these fat- 
teners upon the labour of others rail against the Radicals! 
Let ttiem once take the fan to their hand, and they will, I 
warrant it, thoroughly purge the floor. However, it is a con
solation to know, that the jolterheads who have been the pro
moters of the measures that have led to these heavy charges; 
it  is a consdiation to know that the jolterheads have now to 
bear part of the charges, and that they cannot any longer make 
them fall exclusively upon the silftulders of the labouring classes. 
The disgust that one feels at seeing the whiskers, and hearing
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the copper heels rattle, is in some measure compensated for by 
the reflection, that the expense of them is now beginning to 
fall upon the malignant and tyrannical jolterheads who are the 
principal cause of their being created.

Bidding the Semaphore good-bye, I  came along by the church 
at Hambledon, and then crossed a httle common and the turn
pike-road from London to Chichester through Godaiming and 
Petworth; not Midhurst, as before. The turnpike-road here 
is one of the best that I  ever saw. It  is Hke the road upon 
Horley Common, near Worth, and hke that between Godstone 
and East Grinstead; and the cause of this is, that it  is made 
lof precisely the same sort of stone, which, they tell me, is brought, 
in some cases, even from Blackdown Hill, which cannot be less, 
I  should think, than twelve miles distant. This stone is brought, 
in great lumps, and then cracked into little pieces. The next 
village I came to after Hambledon was Hascomb, famous for its 
beech, insomuch that it  is called Hascomb Beech.

There are two lofty hiUs h#re, between which you go out of 
the sandy country down into the Weald. Here are hiUs of all 
heights and forms. Whether they came in consequence of a 
boiling of the earth, I  know n o t; but, in forA, they very much 
resemble the bubbles upoi^the top of the water of a pot which 
is violently boihng. The soil is a beautiful Ibam upon a bed of 
sand. Springs start*here and there at the feet of the hiUs ; and 
little rivulets pour Sway in all directions. The roads are difficult 
merely on account of their extreme unevenness; the bottom is 
everysvhere sound, and everything that meets the eye is beauti
ful ; trees, coppices, oom-fields, meadows; and then the distant 
views in every direction. From one spot I saw this morning 
Hindhead, Blackdown HiU, Lord Egi-emont’s house and park 
at Petworth, DonningtoiAHill, over which I  went to go bn the 
South Downs, the SoSth Downs near Lew es; the forest at 
Worth, Turner’s Hih, and then all the way round into Kent and 
back to the Surrey Hills at (Jod|tone. lio m  Hascomb I  began 
to descend into the low countrjl I  had Leith HiU before m e; 
but m y plan was, not to go over it  or any part of it, but to go 
along below it in the real Weald of Surrey. A  httle way back 
from Hascomb, I had seen a field of carrots ; and now I  was 
descending into a country where, strictly speaking, only three 
things wifi grow well,— grass, wheat,' and oak trees. A t Goose 
Green I  crossed a turnpike-road leading from Guildford to 
Horsham and Arundel. I  next came, after crossigg a canal, to 
a common tsaUed Smithwood Common. Leith Hill was fuU in 
front of me, but I  turned aw%y to the right, and went through 
the lanes to come to Ewhurst, leaving Crawley to m y right. 
Before I  got to Ewhurst, I  crossed another turnpike-road, lead-
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iiig from Gufldford to Horsham, and going on to Worthing or 
some of those towns.

At Ewhurst, which is a very pretty vihage, and the Chnrch 
of which is most delightfully situated, I  treated m y horse to 
some oats, and myself to a rasher of bacon. I  had now to come, 
according to my project, round among the lanes at about a 
couple of miles distance from the foot of Leith Hill, in order to 
get first to Ookley, then to Holmwood, and then to Eeigate. 
From Ewhurst the first three miles was the deepest clay that 
I  ever saw, to the best of my reooUeetion. I  was warned of the 
difficulty of getting along; but I  was not to be frightened at 
the sound of clay. Wagons, too, had been dragged along the 
lanes by some means or another; and where a wagon-horse 
could go, my horse could go. I t  took me, however, a good hour 
and a half to get along these three miles. Now, mind, this is 
the real weald, where the clay is bottomless ; where there is no 
stone of any sort underneath, as at Worth and all along from 
Crawley to Billingshurst through*Horsham. This clayey land 
is fed with water soaking from the saud-hiUs; and in this 
particular place from the immense hill of Leith. All along here 
the oak-woods are«beautiful. I  saw scores of acres by the road
side, where the young oaks stood as regularly as if they had been 
planted. The orclfards are not bad along here, and, perhaps, 
they are a good deal indebted fto the sheltOT they receive. The 
wheat very good, all through the weald, but backward.

A t Ookley I  passed the house of a Mr. Steer, who has .a great 
quantity of hay-land, which is very pretty. Here I  came along 
the turnpike-road that leads from Dorking to Horsham. When 
I got within about tw6  or three miles of Dorking, I  turned off 
to the right, came across the Holmwood into the lanes leading 
down to Gadbrook Common, which bts of late years been en
closed. It is aU clay here ; ■ but in the %hole of m y ride I  have 
not seen much finer fields of wheat than I  saw here. Out of 
these lanes I  turned up to “  B*tolfworth ”  (I believe it  is), and 
from Betchworth came along fi ohalk-hlH to my left and the 
sand-hills to my right, till I  got to this place.

Wen,
Sunday, lOtk August.

1 stayed at Eeigate yesterday, and came to the Wen to-day, 
every step of the way in a rain; as good a soaking as any 
devotee of St^Swithin ever underwent for his sake. I  promised 
that I would give an account of the effect which the soaking 
on the South Downs, on Saturd^ the 2nd instant, had upon 
the hooping-cough. I  do, not recommend the remedy to others; 
but this I  wifi say, that I  had a spell of the hooping-cough, the
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day before I got that soaking, and that I have not had a single 
speU since; though I  have slept in several different beds, and 
got a second soaking in going from Botley to Easton. The 
truth is, I  believe, that rain upon the South Downs, or at any 
place near the sea, is by no means the same thing with rain in 
the interior. No man ever catches cold from getting wet with 
sea-water; and, indeed, I  have never known an instance of a 
man catching cold at sea. The air upon the South Downs is 
saltish, I  dare sa y ; and the clouds ma^ bring something a little 
partaking of the nature of sea-water.

A t Thursloy I  left the turnip-hoers poking and pulling and " 
muddling about the weeds, and wholly incapable, after all, of 
putting the turnips in anything like the state in which they 
ought to be. The weeds that had been hoed up twice were 
growing again, and it was the same with the turnips that had 
been hoed up. In leaving Rsigate this morning, it was with great- 
pleasure that I saw a field of Swedish turnips, drihed upon ridges 
at about four feet distance, tlfe whole field as clean as the clean
est of garden ground. The turnips standing at equal distances 
in the row, and having the appearance of being, in every respect, 
in a prosperous state. I  should not be afrai€ to bet that these 
turnips, thus standing in yiws a t nearly four feet distance, wiU 
be a  crop twice as large as any in the parish 8 f Thursley, though 
there is, I  imagine, S?>me of the finest turnip-land in the kingdom. 
I t  seems strange tfiat men are not to be convinced of the ad
vantage of the row-culture for turnips. They will insist upon 
believing that there is some ground hst. They will also insist 
upon believing that the row-culture is the most expensive. 
How can there be ground lost if the crop be larger ? And as 
to the expense, take one year with another, the broad-east 
method must be twice fifc expensive as the other. Wet as it 
has been to-day, I  to(A time to look well about me as I came 
along. The wheat, even in this ragamuffin part of the country, 
is good, with the exception df o<ie piece, which lies on your left 
hand as you come down from l^nstead Down. It is very good 
at Banstead itself, though that is a country sufficiently poor. 
Just on the other side of Sutton there is a little good land, and 
in a place or two I thought I  saw the wheat a little blighted.
A  labouring man told me that it  was where the heaps of dung 
had been laid. The barley here is most beautiful, as, indeed, 
it is all over the country.

Between Sutton and the Wen there is, in fa ct, little besides 
houses, garSeus, grass plats and other matters to accommodate 
the Jews and jobbers, and tljf mistresses and bastards that are 
put out a-keeping. But, in a ddll, which the turnpike-road crosses 
about a mile on this side of Sutton, there are two fields of as stiff
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land, I  think, as I ever saw in my life. In siunmer time this 
laud bakes so hard that they cannot plough it  unless it  be wet. 
When you have ploughed it, and the sun comes again, it bakes 
again. One of these fields had been thus ploughed and cross- 
ploughed in the month of June, and I  saw the ground when it was 
lying in lumps of the size of portmanteaus, and not very small 
ones either. I t  would have been impossible to reduce this 
ground to small particles, except by the means of sledge hammers. 
The two fields, to which alluded just now, are alongside of this 
ploughed field, and they are now in wheat. The heavy rain of 
to-day, aided by the south-west wind, made the wheat bend pretty 
nearly .to lying down ; but you shall rarely see two finer fields of 
wheat. I t  is red w heat; a coarsish kind, and the straw stout 
and strong; but the ears are long, broad and fu ll; and I  did not 
perceive anything approaching towards a speck in the straw. 
Such land as this, such very stiff laud, seldom carries a very 
large crop; but I  should tUnk that these fields would exceed 
foim quarters to an acre; and ftie wheat is by no means so 
backward as it  is in some places. There is no com, that I re
collect, from the spot just spoken of, to almost the street of 
Kensington. I  catue up by Earl’s Court, where there is, amongst 
the market gardeim, a field of wheal* One would suppose that 
this must be the miest wheat m the worldl B y  no means. It  
rained hard, to be sure, and I had not much tiqje for being particu
lar in my survey; but this field appears to me to have some bhght 
in i t ; and as to crop, whether of com or of straw, it  is nothing 
to compare to the general run of the wheat in the wealds of Sussex 
or of Surrey; what, then, is it, if compared with the wheat on the 
South Downs, under Portsdown HiU, on the sea-flats at Havant 
and at Tiohfield, and along on the banks of the Itohen !

Thus I have concluded this “  rural^ide,”  from the Wen and 
back again to the Wen, being, taking fn  all the turnings and 
windings, as near as can be, two hundred miles in length. My 
objects were to ascertain the stlte lif the crops, both of hops and 
of com. The hop-affair is sooi/settled, for there will be no hops. 
As to the corn, my remark is th is: that on all the clays, on all 
the stiff lands upon the chalk ; on all the rich lands, indeed, but 
more especially on all the stiff lauds, the wheat is as good as I 
recoUeot ever to have seen it, and has as much straw. On all 
the light lands and poor lands the wheat is thin, and, though 
not short, by no means good. The oats are pretty good almost 
everywhere; .and I have not seen a bad field of barley during 
the whole of my ride ; though there is no species of soil in Eng
land, except that of the fens, ewer which I have not passed. 
The state of the farmers is mucm worse than it was last year, 
notwithstanding the ridiculous falsehoods of the London news-
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papers, and the more ridiculous delusion of the jolterheads. 
In numerous instances the farmers, who continue in their farms, 
have ceased to farm for themselves, and merely hold the land 
for the landlords. The delusion caused by the rise of the price 
of com has pretty nearly vj»ished already; and if St. Swithin 
would but get out of the way with his drippings for about a 
month, this delusion would disappear, never to return. In the 
meanwhUe, however, the London newspapers are doing w'hat 
they can to keep up the delusion; and in a paper called Bell’s 
Weekly Messenger, edited, I  am told, by a place-hunting lawyer ; 
in that stupid paper of this day I  find the following passage :—  
’ ‘ So late as January last, the average price of wheat was 39a. 
‘ per quarter, and on the 29th ult. it was above 62s. As it  has 
‘ been rising ever since, it  may now he quoted as little under 65s. 
‘ So that in this article alone there is a rise of more than ihirty- 
‘ five per cent. Under these circumstances, it is not likely that 
‘ we shall hear anything of figricidtural distress. A  writer of 
‘ considerable talents, but no prophet, had frightened the king- 
‘ dom by a confident prediction that wheat, after the 1 st of 
‘ May, would sink to 4s. per bushel, and that under the effects 
‘ of Sir. Peel’s Bill, and the payments in c a ^  by the Bank of 
‘ England, it would never again exceed that prfc* I Nay, so assured 
‘ was Mr. Cobbctt erf the mathamatical certainty of his deduo- 
‘ tious on the subject, that he did not hesitate to make use of 
‘ the following language : ‘ And farther, if what I  say do not 
‘ come to pass, I  will give any one leave to broil me on a grid- 
* iron, and for that purpose I  will get one of the best gridirons I  
‘ can possibly get made, and it  shall be bung out as near to my 
‘ premises as possible, in the Strand, so that it shall be seen by 
‘ everybody as they p a^  along.’ The 1st of May has now 
‘ passed, Mr. Peel’s Bil|jhas not been repealed, and the Bank of 
‘ England has paid its notes in cash, and yet wheat has risen

nearly 40 per cent.”  ^
Here is a tissue of falsehoods I But only think of a country 

being “  frightened ”  by the prospect of a low price of provisions 1 
When such an idea can possibly find its way even into the shallow 
brain of a cracked-skull lawyer; when such an idea can pos
sibly be put into print a t any rate, there must be something 
totally wrong in the state of the country. Here is this lawyer 
telling bis readers tbat I  had frightened the kingdom by saying 
that wheat would be sold at four shiUings a bushel. Agam I 
say that there must be something wrong, sometMiTg greatly out 
of place, some great disease at work in the community, or such 
an idea as this could never haf ŝ found its way into print. Into 
the head of a cracked-skull lawyer it might, perhaps, have entered 
at any tim e; but for it to find its way into print there must be
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something in the state of society wholly out of joint. As to the 
rest of tiiis article, it is a tissue of downright lies. The writer 
says that the price of wheat is sixty-five shillings a quarter. 
The fact is that, on the second instant, the price was fifty-nine 
shillings and seven-pence : and it  is*now about two shillings less 
than that. Then again, this writer must know that I never said 
that wheat would not rise above four shillings a bushel; but 
that, on the contrary, I  always expressly said that the price would 
be affected by the seasons, and that I  thought that the price 
would vibrate between three shillings a bushel and seven shillings 
a bushel. Then again. Peel’s Bill has, in part, been repealed; if 
it had not, there could have been no smaU note in circulation at 
this day. So that this lawyer is “  AH Lie.”  In obedience to 
the .wishes of a lady, I  have been reading about the plans of Mr. 
Owen; and though I  do not as yet see my way clear as to how 
we can arrange matters with regard to the young girls and the 
young fellows, I  am quite clear th ^  his institution would be most 
excellent for the disposal of the lawyers. One of his squares 
would be at a great distance from all other habitations; in the 
midst of Lord, E r^ im 's estate for instance, mentioned by me in 
a former ride ; and nothing could be so fitting, his Lordship long 
having been called the father of the ^ar ; in the midst of this 
estate, with no town or village* within mil^ of them, we might 
have one of Mr. Owen’s squares, and set the«bob-tailed brother
hood most effectually at work. Pray can any one pretend to say 
that a spade or shovel would not become the hands of this 
blunder-headed editor of BdVs Messenger better than a pen ? 
However, these miserable falsehoods can cause the delusion to 
exist but for a very short space of time.

The quantity of the harvest will b^great. If  the quality be 
bad, owing to wet weather, the price w ^ be stiU lower than it 
would have been in case of dry weather. The price, therefore, 
must come down; and if the ne^sjapers were Conducted by men 
who had any sense of honoua or shame, those men must be 
covered with confusion. ^

B ID E  TH EOtrOH  TH A N O ETH -EAST PA R T O f  S U S SE X , AND A M , 
ACROSS K E N T , FE O M  THE W EALD  OE S U SSE X , TO DOVER.

'Worth {Si^sex], 
Friday, 29 August 1823.

I H AV E so often described the soil and other matters appertain
ing to the country between the ’SVen and this place that my
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readers will rejoice at being spared the repetition here. ■ As to the 
harvest, however, I  find that they were deluged here on Tuesday 
last, though we got but little, comparatively, at Kensington. 
Between Mitcham and Sutton they were making wheat-ricks. 
The corn has not been injured here worth notice. Now and then 
an ear in the butts grown ; and grown wheat is a sad thing ! You 
may almost as well be without wheat altogether. However, 
very little harm has been done here as yet.

At Walton Heath I saw a man who had suffered most terribly 
from the game-laws. He saw me going by, and came out to tell 
me his story; and a horrible story it is, as the public will find, 
when it shall come regularly and fully before them. Apropos of 
game-works: I asked who was the. Judge at the Somersetshire 
Assizes the other day. A  correspondent tells me that it  was 
Judge Burrough. I  am well aware that, as this correspondent 
observes, “  gamekeepers ought not to be shot at.”  This is not 
the point. It is not a gamekeeper in the usual sense of that word ; 
it  is a man seizing another without a warrant. That is what it 
i s ; and this, and Old EUenborough’s Act, are new things in 
England, and things of which the laws of England, “  the 
birthright of Englishmen,”  knew nothing. « Y et farmer Yoke 
ought not to have shot at the gamekeeper, or seizer, without 
warrant: he ought not to have shot at hftn; and he would 
not had it not bedh for the ffiw that put him in danger of 
being transported “on the evidence of this man. So that it is 
cleany the terrible law that, in these cases, produces the vio
lence. Yet, admire with me, reader, the singular turn of the 
mind of Sir James Mackintosh, wh»se whole soul appears to have 
been long bent on the “  amelioration of the Penal Code,”  and who 
has never said one single word about this new and most terrible 
part of it 1 Sir James, af%er years of incessant toil, has, I  believe, 
succeeded in getting a%epeal of the laws for the punishment of 
“  witchcraft,”  of the very existence of wliioh laws the nation was 
unacquainted. But the defil «  word has he said about the 
game-laws, which put into thetgaols a full third part of the 
prisoners, and to hold which prisoners the gaols have actually 
been enlarged in all parts of the country! Singular turn of 
mind ! Singular “  humanity ! ”  Ah ! Sir James knows very 
well what he is at. He understands the state of his constituents 
at Knarosborough too well to meddle with game-laws. He has a 
“  friend,”  I  dare say, who knows more about game-laws than 
he does. However, the poor witches are safe : thanjf Sir James for 
that. Mr.'iOarlile’s sister and Mrs. Wright are in gaol, and may 
be there for life 1 But the noor witches are safe. No hypo
crite : no base pretender to relfgion ; no atrocious, savage, black
hearted wretch, who would murder half mankind rather than not
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live on the labonrs of others; no monster of this kind can now 
persecute the poor witches, thanks to Sir James who has obtained 
security for them in all their rides-through the air, and in all 
their sailings upon the horseponds 1

Tonbridge Wdh (Kent), 
Saturday, 30 August.

I came from Worth about seven this morning, passed through 
East Grinstead, over Holthigh Common, through Ashurst, and 
thence to this place. The morning was very fine, and I  left them 
at Worth, making a wheat-rick. There was no show for rain till 
about one o’clock, as I  was approaching Ashurst. The shatter
ing that came first I  thought nothing o f ; but the clouds soon 
grew up all round, and the rain set in for the afternoon. The 
buildings at Ashurst (which is the first parish in Kent on quitting 
Sussex) are a mill, an alehouse, a church, and about six or seven 
other houses. I  stopped at the alehouse to bait m y horse ; and, 
for want of bacon, was compelled i)b put up with bread and cheese 
for myself. 1  waited in vain for the rain to cease or to slacken, 
and the want of bacon made me fear as to a bed. So, about five 
o’clock, I, without great coat, got upon my horse, and came to 
this place, just, as fast and no faster than if it  had been fine 
weather. A  very Ifine soaking ! If the South Downs have left 
any little remnant of the hoo^ng-omfgh, ihis will take it away 
to be sure. I  made not the least haste to g#t out of the fain, I 
stopped, here and there, as usual, and asked questions about the 
com, the hops, and other things. But the moment I got in I got 
a good fire, and set about the«work of drying in good earnest. It 
costing me nothing for drink, I  can afford to have plenty of fire. I  
have not been in the house an hour; and aU my clothes are now as 
dry as if they had never been wet. It Mnot getting wet that hints 
you, if you keep moving while you are wft. It is the suffering of 
yourself to be inactive while the wet clothes are on your back.

The country that I  have cotoe ̂ ver to-day is a very pretty 
one. The soil is a pale yellow loam, looking like brick earth, 
but rather sandy; but the bottom is a softish stone. Now-and- 
then, where you go through hollow ways (as at East Grinstead) 
the sides are solid rock. And, indeed, the rooks sometimes (on 
the sides of hiUs) show themselves above ground, and, mixed 
amongst the woods, make very interesting objects. On the road 
from the Wen to Brighton, through Godstone and over Turner’s 
Hill, and whiqh road I crossed this morning in coming from Worth 
to East Grinstead; on that road, which goes th ro n g  Lindfield, 
and which is by far the pleasantest coach-road from the Wen to 
Brighton; on the side of this rtiad, on which coaches now go 
from the Wen to Brighton, there is a long chain of rooks, or, rather.
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rooky hills, with trees growing amongst the rocks, or apparently 
out of them, as they do in the woods near Ross in Hereford
shire, and as they do in the Blue Mountains in America, where 
you can see no earth at a ll; where aU seems rock, and yet where 
the trees grow most beautifully. A t the place of which I am now 
speaking, that is to say, by the side of this pleasant road to 
Brighton, and between Turner’s HiU and Lindfield, there is a 
rock, which they call “  B ig - u p o n - L it t le that .is to say, a 
rook upon another, having nothing else to rest upon, and the 
top one being longer and wider than the top of the one it lies on. 
This big rock is no trifling concern, being as big, perhaps, as a not 
very small house. How, then, came this big upon little ? What 
lifted up the big ? I t  balances itself naturally enough; but 
what tossed it up ? I  do not like to pay a parson for teaching me, 
while I have “  God’s own word ” to teach me ; but, if any parson 
will tell me how big came upon little, I  do not know that I shall 
grudge him a trifle. And if he cannot tell me th is : if he say. 
All that we have to do is to%.dmire and adore ; then I tell him 
that I can admire and adore without his aid, and that I  wiU keep 
m y money in my pocket.

To return to the soil of this country, it  ft such a loam as I 
have described with thi^ stone beneath; sometimes the top 
soil is lighter and sometimes heavier; sometimes the stone is 
harder and sometimes softer; %ut this is the general character 
of it aU the way from Worth to Tonbridge Wells. This land is 
what may be caUed the middle kind. The wheat crop about 20 
to 24 bushels to an acre, on an average of years. The grass fields 
not bad, and aU the fields wUl grow grass ; I  mean make upland 
meadows. The woods good, though not of the finest. The 
land seems to be about thus divided: 3-tenths woods, 2-tenths 
grass, a tenth of a tenth Jkips, and the rest corn-land. These make 
very pretty surface, ^peoiaUy as it is a  rarity to see a pollard 
tree, and as nobody is so beastly as to trim trees up like the elms 
near the Wen. The coxmtry has no flat spot in i t ; yet the hiUs 
are not high. My road was a gentle rise or a gentle descent aU 
the way. Continual new views strike the e y e ; but there is 
little variety in them : aU is pretty, but nothing strilringly 
beautiful. The laboiuing people look pretty weU. They have 
pigs. They invariably do best in the woodland and /oresf and 
wild countries. Where the mighty grasper has aU under his eye, 
they can get but little. These are cross-roads, mere parish roads ; 
but they are very good. While I  was at the aleh<*use at Ashurst, 
I  heard some labouring men talking about the roads; and 
they having observed that# the parish roads had become so 
wonderfully better within th^ last seven or eight years, I  put in 
m y word, and said : “  I t  is odd enough, too, that the parish
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roads should become better and better as the farmers become 
poorer and poorer I ”  They looked at one another, and put 
on a sort of expecting look; for my observation seemed to ask for 
information. A t last one of them said, “  Why, it  is because the 
farmers have not the money to employ men, and so they are put on 
the roads.” “  Yes,”  said I, “  but they must pay them feere.”  
They said no more, and only looked hard at one another. They 
had, probably, never thought about this before. They seemed 
puzzled by it, and well they might, for it has bothered the wigs of 
boroughmongers, parsons and lawyers, and will bother them yet. 
Yes, this country now contains a body of occupiers of the land, 
who suffer the land to go to decay for want of means to pay a suffi
ciency of labourers; and, at the same time, are compelled to pay 
those labourers for doing that which is of no use to the occupiers! 
There, Collective Wisdom ! Go: brag of that! Call that “ the 
envy Of surrounding nations and the admiration of the world.”

This is a great nut year. I  saw them hanging very thick on 
the way-side during a great part ^f this day’s rid e; and they 
put me in mind of the old saying, “  That a great nut year is a great 
year for that class whom the lawyers, in their Latin phrase, call 
the ‘ sons and daughters of nobody.’ ”  I  once asked a farmer, 
who had often be^n overseer of th% poor, whether he really 
thought that there was any ground for this old saying, or whether 
he thought it  was mere banter ? He said that he was sure that 
there were good grounds for i t ; and he even cited instances in 
proof, and mentioned one particular year, when there were four 
times as many of this class as ever had been bom in a year in 
the parish befcue ; an effect which he ascribed solely to the crop 
of nuts of the year before. Now, if this be the case, ought not 
Parson Malthus, Lawyer Scarlett, and the rest of that tribe, to 
turn their attention to the nut-trees ? A e  Vice Society, too, with 
that holy man Wilberforce at its head, dlight to look out sharp 
after these mischievous nut-trees. A  law to cause them all to be 
grubbed up, and thrown into thd fir?, would, certainly, be far less 
rmreasonable than many things which we have seen and heard of.

The com, from Worth to this place, is pretty good. The 
farmers say it  is a small crop; other people, and especially the 
labourers, say that it is a good crop. I  think it is not large 
and not small; about an average crop; perhaps rather less, 
for the land is rather light, and this is not a year for light 
lands. But there is no blight, no mildew, in spite of ah the 
prayers of th» “  loyal.”  The wheat about a third cut, and 
none carried. No other com begun upon. Hops very bad till 
I  came within a few miles of this »lace, when I saw some which 
I should suppose 'would bear abrat six hrmdredweight to the 
acre. The orchards no great things along here. Some apples
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here and there ; but small and stunted. I  do not know that I 
have seen to-day any one tree well loaded with fine apples.

Tenferden (Kent), 
Swnday, 31 August.

Here I  am after a most delightful ride of twenty-four miles, 
through Erant, Lamberhurst, Goudhurst, Milkhouse Street, Bon- 
enden, and Kolvenden. B y  making a great stir in rousing 
waiters and “  boots ”  and maids, and by leaving behind me the 
name of “  a d— d noisy, troublesome fellow,”  I  got clear of “  the 
W dls,”  and out of the contagion of its Wen-engendered inhabi
tants, time enough to meet the first rays of the sun, on the hill 
that you come up in order to get to Erant, which is a most 
beautiful little village at about two miles from “  the W’ells.”  
Here the land belongs, I  suppose, to Lord Abergavenny, who has 
a mansion and park here. A  very pretty place, and kept, seem
ingly, in very nice order. I  taw  here what I never saw before; 
the bloom of the common heath we wholly overlook; but it  is a 
very pretty thing; and here, when the plantations were made, 
and as they grew up, heath was left to growmn the sides of the 
roads in the plantations.  ̂The heath is not so much of a dw'arf 
as we suppose. This is form feet high ; and,*being in full bloom, 
it  makes the pretti^fet border tlfat can be imagined. This place 
of Lord Abergavdfmy is, altogether, a very pretty place ; and, 
so far from grudging him the possession of it, I  should feel 
pleasure at seeing it  in his possession, and should pray God to 
preserve it to him, and from the unholy and ruthless touch of 
the Jews and jobbers; but I  cannot forget this Lord’s sinecure ! 
I  cannot forget that he has, for doing nothing, received of the 
public money more than%ufficient to buy such an estate as this. 
I  cannot forget that%his estate may, perhaps, have actually 
been bought with that money. Kot being able to forget this, 
and with my mind filled with ^reflections of this sort, I  got up 
to the church at Erant, and jifct by I saw a Schod-house with 
this motto on i t ; “  Train up a child as he should walkf’ &c. 
That is to say, try to breed up the Boys and Girls of this village 
in such a way that they may never know anything about 
Lord Abergavenny’s sinecure; or, knowing about it, that they 
may think it right that he should roll in wealth coming to him in 
such a way. The projectors deceive nobody but themselves ! 
They are working for the destruction of their osjn system. In 
looking baSk over “  the 'Wells ”  I cannot but admire the operation 
of the gambling system. Thjs little toad-stool is a thing created 
entirely by the gamble ; and flhe means have, hitherto, come out 
of the wages of labour. These means are now coming out of the
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farmer’s capital and out of the landlord’s estate; the labourers 
are stripped ; they can give no more: the saddle is now fixing 
itself Upon the right baoL

In quitting Prant I descended into a country more woody 
than that behind me. I  asked a man whose fine woods those 
were that I pointed to, and I fairly gave a start when he said the 
Marquis Camden’s. Milton talks of the Leviathan in a way 

- to make one draw in one’s shoulders with fear ; and I appeal to 
any one, who has been at sea when a whale has come near the 
ship, whether he has not, at the first sight of the monster, made 
a sort of involuntary movement, os if to get out of the way. Such 
was the movement that I  now made. However, soon coming 
to myself, on I  walked m y horse by the side of m y pedestrian 
informant. I t  is Bayham Abbey that this great and awful 
sinecure placeman owns in this part of the county. Another 
great estate he owns near Sevenoaks. But here alone he spreads 
his length and breadth over more, they say, than ten or twelve 
thousand acres of land, great pstt of which consists of oak- 
woods. But, indeed, what estates might he not purchase ? 
Not much less than thirty years he held a place, a sinecure 
place, that yieldect him about thirty thousand pounds a-year ! 
At any rate, he, according to Parli^ entary accounts, has re
ceived, of public fconey, little short of a  million of guineas. 
These, at 30 guineas an acre, rfould buy tBirty thousand acres 
of laud. And what did he have all this mBney for i  Answer 
me that question, Wilberforoe, you who called him a “  bright 
star,”  when he gave up a part of his enormous sinecure. He 
gave up aU but the trifling sum of nearly three thousand pounds 
a-year I What a bright star 1 And when did he give it up ? 
When the Sadical had made the country ring with it. When 
his name was, by their means, gettin^hto every mouth in the 
kingdom; when every Radical speech ailt petition contained the 
name of Camden. Then it was, and not tiU then, that this 
“  bright star ”  let fall part of it* “ brilliancy.”  So that Wilber- 
force ought to have thanked the Sadiceds, and not Camden. 
When he let go his grasp, he talked of the merits of his father. 
His father was a lawyer, who was exceedingly well paid for what 
he did without a  million of money being given to his son. But 
there is something rather out of common-place to bo observed 
about this father. This father was the contemporary of Yorke, 
who became Lord Hardwicke. Pratt and Yorke, and the merit 
of Pratt was ^hat he was constantly opposed to the principles 
of Yorke. Yorke was called a Tory and Pratt a Wh^ ; but the 
devil of it  was, both got to be 4 .ords; and, in one shape or 
another, the families of both haib, from that day to this, been 
receiving great parcels of the public money ! Beautiful system!
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The Tories were for rewarding Yorke ; the Whigs were for re
warding Pratt. The IVEnisters (all in good time !) humoured both 
parties; and the stupid people, divided into tools of two factions, 
actually applauded, now one part of them, and now the other 
part of them, the squandering away of their substance. They 
were like the man and his wife in the fable, who, to spite one 
another, gave away to the cunning mumper the whole of their 
dinner bit by bit. This species of foUy is over at any rate. The 
people are no longer fools enough to be partisans. They make 
no distinctions. The nonsense about “ court party”  and “ country 
party ”  is at an end. Who thinks anything more of the name 
of Erskine than of that of Scott i  As the people told the two 
factions at Maidstone when they, with Camden at their head, 
met to congratulate the Eegent on the marriage of his daughter, 
“  they are all tarred with the same brush ; ”  and tarred with the 
same brush they must be, until theib be a real reform of the 
Parliament. However, the people are no longer deceived. 
They are not duped. They Dhow that the thing is that which it  
is. The people of the present day would laugh at disputes 
(earned on with so much gravity !) about the 'j^ineijies of Pratt 
and the principles of Yorke. “  You are aU tarred with the same 
brush,”  said the sensible people of Maidstone; and, in those 
words, they expressed the opinion of the wholfe country, borough- 
mongers and tax-eafers exoepteS.

The country fr8m Frant to Lamberhurst is very woody. I  
should think five-tenths woods and three grass. The com, what 
there is of it, is about the same as farther back. I  saw a hop
garden just before I got to Lamberhurst, which will have about 
two or three hundredweight to the acre. This Lamberhurst 
is a very pretty place. It  lies in a valley with beautiful hills 
round it. The pastures %bout here are very iino; and the roads 
are as smooth and as Hfendsome as those in Windsor Park.

From the last-mentioned place I  had three miles to come to 
Goudhurst, the tower of thff cburch of which is pretty lofty of 
itself, and the church stands uptn the very summit of one of the 
steepest and highest hiUs in this part of the country. The church
yard has a view of about twenty-five miles in diameter; and the 
whole is over a very fine country, though the character of the 
country differs little from that which I have before described.

Before I got to Goudhurst, I  passed by the side of a  village 
called Horsenden, and saw some very large hop-grounds away to 
m y right. I  should suppose there were fifty acjesj and they 
appeared fb me to look pretty welL I  found that they belonged 
to a Mr. Springate, and peijple say that it will grow half as 
many hops as he ^ew  last yelr, while people in general will not 
grow a tenth part so many. This hop growing and dealing have
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always been a ganMe; and this puts me in mind of the horrible 
treatment which Mr. Waddington received on account of what 
was called his forestcdling in hops 1 It is useless to talk ; as long 
as that gentleman remains uncompensated for his sufferings 
there can be no hope of better days. EUenborough was ms 
counsel; he afterwards became Judge; but nothing was ever 
done to undo what Kenyon had done. However, Mr. Waddington 
wiU, I  trust, yet live to obtain justice. He has, in the mean
while, given the thing now-and-then a blow; and he has the 
satisfaction to see it reel about like a drunken man.

I  got to Gloudhurst to breakfast, and as I heard that the Dean 
of Rochester was to preach a sermon in behalf of the National 
Schools, I  stopped to hear him. In waiting for his Reverence I 
went to the Methodist Meeting-house, where I  foimd the Sunday 
School boys and girls assembled, to the almost filling of the 
place, which wa  ̂about thirty feet long and eighteen wide. The 
“  Minister ”  was not come, and the Schoolmaster was reading to 
the children out of a tract-book, aiti shaking the brimstone bag 
at them most furiously. This schoolmaster was a sfeeib-looking 
young fellow: his skin perfectly tight: well fed. I ’ll warrant 
him : and he has Hiscovered the way of living, without work, 
on the labour of those that do work- There were 36 little 
fellows in smoek-fAcks, and about as many girls listening to 
him i and I  dare say he eats as fnuch meat %s any ten of them. 
B y  this time the Dean, I  thought, would be*coming o n ; and, 
therefore, to the church I  w en t; but to my great disappointment
1 found that the parson was operating preparatory to the appear
ance of the Dean, who was to come on in the afternoon, when I, 
agreeably to my plan, must be off. The sermon was from
2 Chronicles, ch. 31. v. 21., and the words of this text described 
King Hezekiah as a most zealous man, d#Ing whatever he did with 
all his heart. I  write from memory, mind,%nd, therefore, I  do not 
pretend to quote exact words; and I may he a little in error, 
perhaps, as to chapter or verse. • The object of the preacher was 
to hold up to his hearers the Ixample of Hezekiah, and par
ticularly in the case of the school affair. He called upon them 
to subscribe with all their hearts; but, a las! how little of 
persuasive power was there in what he said ! No effort to make 
them see the use of the schools. No inducement proved to exist. 
No argument, in short, nor anything to move. No appeal 
either to the reason, or to the feeling. was general, common
place, cold oJ)servation; and that, too, in language which 
the far greater part of the hearers copld not ffhderstand. 
This church is about 110 feet long^nd 70 feet wide in the clear. 
I t  would hold three thousand people, and it had in it  214, besides 
53 Sunday School or National School boys; and these sat together,
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in a sort of lodge, up in a comer, 16 feet long and 1 0  feet wide. 
Now, wiU any Parson Malthus, or anybody else, have the im
pudence to tell me that this church was built for the use of a 
population not more numerous than the present t To be sure, 
when this church was built, there could be no idea of a Methodist 
meeting coming to assist the church, and as little, I  dare say, was 
it expected that the preachers in the church would ever call 
upon the faithful to subscribe money to be sent up to one Joshua 
Watson (hving In a Wen) to be by him laid out in “  promoting 
Christian knowledge ; ”  but, at any rate, the Methodists cannot 
take away above four or five hrmdred; and what, then, was this 
great church built for, if there Were no more people, in those days, 
at Goudhurst, than there are now ? It is very tme that the 
labouring people have, in a great measure, ceased to go to church. 
There were scarcely any of that class at this great coimtry church 
to-day. I  do not beheve there were ten. I  can remember when 
they were so numerous that the parson could not attempt to 
begin till the rattling of theA" n a iM  shoes ceased. I  have seen, 
I  am sure, five hundred boys and men in smock-frocks coming out 
of church at one time. To-day has been a fine d a y : there would 
have been many at church to-day, if ever there are ; and here I  
have another to add to the many things that convince me that 
the labouring classes have, in great part, oerfbed to go to church; 
that their way of tffinking and feeling with regard to both church 
and clergy are tofklly changed ; and that there is now very little 
moral hold which the latter possess. This preaching for money 
to support the schools is a most curious affair altogether. The 
King sends a circular leUer to the bishops (as I  understand it) to 
cause subscriptions for the schools; and the bishops (if I  am 
rightly told) tell the parish clergy to send the money, when 
collected, to Joshua WBfcson, the Treasurer of a Society in the 
Wen, “  for promoting Christian Knowledge ! ”  What I the church 
and all its clergy put into motion to get money from the people 
to send up to one Joshua Watson, a wine-merchant, or, late a 
wine-merchant, in Mincing IsSie, Fenchurch Street, London, in 
order that the said wine-merchant may apply the money to the 
“  promoting of Christian Knowledge ! ”  What I aU the deacons, 
priests, curates perpetual, vicars, rectors, prebends, doctors, 
deans, archdeacons and fathers in God, right reverend and most 
reverend; a ll! yea all, engaged in getting money together to 
send to a wine-merchant that he may lay it out in the promoting 
of Christian knowledge in their own flocks / Oh, brave wine- 
merchantl What a prince of godliness must this wine-merchant 
b e ! 1 say wine-merchant, ^r late wine-merchant, of Mincing 
Lane, Fenchurch Street, Lnidon. And, for God’s sake, some 
good parson, do send me up a copy of ^ e  King’s circular, and
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also of the bishop’s order to send the money to Joshua Watson; 
for some precious sport we will have with Joshua and his 
“  Soeiety ”  before we have done with them !

After “  service ”  I  mounted my horse and jogged on through 
Milkhouse Street to Benenden, where I passed thi'ough the estate, 
and in sight of the house of Mr. Hodges. He keeps it very neat 
and has planted a good deal. His mh do very well; but the 
chestnut do not, as it  seems to me. He ought to have the Ameri
can chestnut, if he have any. If I  could discover an everlasting 
Aop-pofe, and one, too, that would grow faster even than the 
ash, would not these Kentish hop-planters put me in the Kalendar 
along with their famous Saint Thomas of Canterbury ? We 
shall see this one of these days.

Coming through the village of Benenden, I  heard a man at 
my right talking very loud about houses I houses! houses I 
It  was a Methodist parson, in a house close by the roadside. 
I  puEed up, and stood still, in the middle the road, but look
ing, in silent soberness, into the wiUdow (which was open) of the 
room in which the preacher was at work. I  beBeve my stopping 
rather disconcerted him ; for he got into shocking repetition. 
“ Do you know,”  s#d he, laying great stress on the word know : 
“  do you know, that ̂ ou have ready for^ou houses, houses I say; 
“  I  say do you know ; do you know that you have houses in 
“  the heavens not made with hands t Do you know this from 
“  experience f  Has the blessed Jesus tcM you ib f  ”  And on he 
went to say that, if Jesus had told them so, they would be 
saved, and that if He had not, and did not, they would be damned. 
Some girls whom I  saw in the room, plump and rosy as could be, 
did not seem at all daunted by these menaces j and, indeed, 
they appeared to me to be thinking much more about getting 

. houses for themselves in this world first ,^just to see a little before 
they entered, or endeavoured to enter, or evfti thought much about, 
those “  houses ”  of which the parson was speaking: houses 
with pig-styes and Bttle snug gardens attached to them, together 
with all the other domestic and cofijugal circumstances, these girls 
seemed to me to be preparing themselves for. The truth is, these 
fellows have no power on the minds of any but the miserable.

Scarcely had I  proceeded a hundred yards from the place where 
this fellow was bawBng, when I came to the very situation which 
he ought to have occupied, I  mean the stocks, which the people of 
Benenden have, with s in ^ ar humanity, fitted up with a bench, 
so that the patjent, while he is receiving the benefit of the remedy, 
is not exposed to the danger of catching cold by sitting, as in 
other places, upon the ground, ajjvays damp, and sometimes 
wtually wet. But I  would ask fhe people of Benenden what 
is the use of this humane precaution, and, indeed, what is
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the use of the stocks themselves, if, while a fellow is ranting and 
bawling in the manner just described, at the distance of a hun
dred yards from the stocks, the stocks (as is here actually the case) 
are almost hidden by grass and nettles ? This, however, is the 
case all over the country ; not nettles and grass indeed smother
ing the stocks, but I  never see any feet peeping through the 
holes anywhere, though I find Methodist parsons everywhere, 
and though the law compels the parishes to keep up all the pairs of 
stocks that exist in aE parts of them ; and, in some parishes, they 
have to keep up several pairs. 1  am aware that a good part of 
the use of the stocks is the terror they ought to produce. I  am 
not supposing that they are of no use because not continually 
furnished with legs. But there is a wide difference between 
always and never ; and it  is clear that a fellow who has had the 
stocks under his eye aE his Efetime, and has never seen a pair of 
feet peeping through them, wiE stand no more in awe of the 
stocks than rooks do of an old shoyhoy, or than the Ministers or 
their agents do of Hobhou^ and Burdett. Stocks that never 
pinch a pair of ankles are Eke Ministerial responsibiUty; a thing 
to talk about, but for no other use ; a mere mockery ; a idling 
laughed at by those whom it is intended to keep in check. It is 
time that the stocks were again in, use, or that the expense of 
keeping them up were put an end to.

This mild, this gentle, this good-humoured sort of correction 
is not enough for ifiir present rulers. But mark the consequence; 
gaols ten times as big as formerly ; houses of correction; tread- 
miUs; the hulks; and the country fiEed with spies of one sort 
and another, game-spies, or other spies, and if a hare or pheasant 
come to an untimely death, pdiee-oflicers from thp Wen are not 
unfrequently caEed down to find out and secure the bloody 
offender ! Mark this, jftiglishmen ! Mark how we take to those 
things which we formAly ridiculed in the French ; and take them 
up too just as that brave and spirited people have shaken them 
off ! I  saw, not long ago, an account of a Wen poEoe-oflficer being 
sent into the country, where he assumed a disguise, joined some 
poachers (as they are oaEed), got into their secrets, went out in 
the night with ^em , and then (having laid his plans with the 
game-people) assisted to take them and convict them. What 1 
is this England ! Is this the land of “  manly hearts 1 ”  Is this 
the country that laughed at the French for their submissions ? 
W h at! are police-officers kept for this ? Does the law say so ? 
However, thank God Almighty, the estates ar^ passing away 
into the Sands of those who have had borrowed from them the 
money to uphold ̂ his monster of a system. The D e b t! The 
blessed Debt, wiE, at last, re^ore to us freedom.

Just after I  quitted Benenden, I  saw some bunches of straw
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lying upon the quickset hedge of a cottage garden. I  found 
upon inquiry, that they were bunches of the straw of grass. See
ing a face through the window of the cottage, I  called out and 
asked what that straw was for. The person within said, it was 
to make Leghorn-jilat with. I  asked him (it was a  young manj 
how he knew how to do it. He said he had got a little book 
that had been made by Mr. Cobbett. I  told him that I  was the 
man, and should like to see some of his w ork; and asked him 
to bring it out to me, I  being afraid to tie my horse. He told 
me that he was a cripple, and that he could not come out. At 
last I went in, leaving my horse to be held by a little girl. I  
fotmd a young man, who has been a cripple for fourteen years. 
Some ladies in the neighbourhood had got him the book, and 
his family had got him the grass. He had made some very nice 
plat, and he had knitted the greater part of the crown of a bonnet, 
and had done the whole very nicely, though, as to the knitting, 
he had proceeded in a way to make it  very tedious. He was 
knitting upon a block. However, ^hese little matters will soon 
be set to rights. There will soon be persona to teach knitting 
in all parts of the country. 1  left this unfortimate young man 
with the pleasing rdfiection that I  had, in all likelihood, been the 
cause of his gainingja good living, by J;>i3 labour, during the rest 
of his life. How long will it  b̂  before my calumniators, the 
false and infamous London press, wiU, take the whole of it  to
gether, and leave out its evil, do as much good as my pen has 
done in this one instance 1 How long will H be ere the ruffians, 
the base hirelings, the infamous traders who own and who con
duct that press; how long ere one of them, or all of them to
gether, shall cause a cottage to smile; shall add one ounce to the 
meal of the labouring man I

Rolvenden was my next village, ana thence I  could see the 
lofty church of Tenterden on the top o f a hill at three miles 
distance. This Rolvenden is a very beautiful vrUage ; and, in
deed, such are all the places alodg here. These villages are not 
like those in the iron counties, as I call them ; that is, the counties 
of flint and chalk. Here the houses have gardens in front of them 
as well as behind ; and there is a good deal of show and flnery 
about them and their gardens. The high roads are without a 
stone in them ; and everything looks like gentility. A t this 
place 1 saw several arbutnsea in one garden, and much finer than 
we see them in general; though, mind, this is no proof of a mild 
climate; for the arbutus is a native of one much colder than 
that of England, and indeed than that of Scotland.

Coming from Benenden to RoWenden I*saw some Swedish 
turnips, and, strange as the reader will think it, the first I saw 
after leaving,Worth 1 The reason I  take to be this : the farms
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are all furnished with grass-fields as in Devonshire about Honiton. 
These grass-fields give hay for the sheep and cattle in winter, or, 
at any rate, they do all that is not done by the white turnips. 
It  may be a question whether it would be more ‘profitable to 
break up and sow Sw'edos; but this is the reason of their not 
being cultivated along here. White turnips are more easily 
got than Swedes ; they may be sown later; and, with good hay, 
they will fat cattle and sheep; but the Swedes wifl do this 
business without hay. In Norfolk and Suffolk the land is not 
generally of a nature uo make hay-fields. Therefore the people 
there resort to Swedes. This has been a sad time for these hay- 
farmers, however, all along here. They have but just finish^ 
haymaking; and I  see, all along my way, from East Grinstead 
to this place, hay-ticks the colour of dirt and smoking like dung-

Just before I  got to this place (Tenterden), I  crossed a  bit of 
marsh land, which I  f oimd, upon inquiry, is a sort of little branch 
or spray running out of tffat immense and famous tract of 
country called Bxmney Marsh, which, I  find, I  have to cross to
morrow, in order to get to Dover, along by the sea-side, through 
Hythe and Polkestone. •

This Tenterden is a market town, and a singularly bright spot. 
I t  consists of one s^eet, which js, in some places, more, perhaps, 
than two hundred^eet wide. On one side of the street the houses 
have gardens before them, from 20 to 70 feet deep. The town is 
upon a h ill; the afternoon was very fine, and, just as I  rose the 
hiH and entered the street, the people had come out of church 
and were moving along towards their houses. It  was a very fine 
'sight. Shabbily-dressed people do not go to church. I  saw, in short, 
drawn out before me, i i e  dress and beauty of the to w n ; and 
a great many very, v^ jrp retty  girls I  saw ; and saw them, top, 
in their best attire, rremember the girls in the Pays de Caux, 
and, really, I  think those of Tenterden resemble them. I  do 
not know why they should noff; for there is the Pays de Cause 
only just over the water, just opposite this very place.

The hops about here are not so very bad. They say thati 
one man, near this town, will have eight tons of hops upon ten 
acres of land 1 This is a  great crop any year : a very great crop. 
This man may, perhaps, sell his hops for 1,600 pounds 1 'What 
a ganiblirtg concern it is ! However, such hop-growing always 
was and always must be. I t  is a thing of perfect hazard.

The church at this place is a very large and 6m  old building. 
The tower stands upon a base thirty feet square. Like the chmch 
at Goudhurst, it  will hold th»e thousand people. And let it  be 
observed that, when these chfhrches were bmlt, people had not 
y et thought of cramming them with pews, as a  stable fs filled with
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stalls. Those who built these churches had no idea that wor
shipping God meant going to sit to hear a man talk out what ho 
called preaching. By worship they meant very different things ; 
and, above all things, when they had made a  fine and noble 
building, they did not dream of disfiguring the inside of it by 
filling its floor with large and deep boxes made of deal boards. 
In short, the floor was the place for the worshippers to stand or 
to kneel; and there was no distinction ; no high place and no 
low place; all were upon a level before Ood at any rate. Some 
were not stuck into pews lined with green or red cloth, while 
others were crammed into corners to stand erect or sit on the floor. 
These odious distinctions are of Protestant origin and growth. 
This lazy loUing in pews we owe to what is called the Reformation. 
A place filled with benches and boxes looks like an eating or a 
drinking place ; bub certainly not like a place of worship. A 
Frenchman, who had been driven from St. Domingo to Phila
delphia by the Wilberf orces of Prance, went to church along with 
me one Sunday. He had never Bben in a Protestant place of 
worship before. Upon looking round him; and seeing everybody 
comfortably seated, while a couple of good stoves were keeping 
the place as warm ̂ s  a slack oven, he exclaimed ! “ Pardi! On 
“  sort Dieu bien d ^ n  aise id  t  ”  That is : “  Egad I they serve 
“  God very much at their ease Ijpre ! ’’ I  always think of this, 
when I  see a church full of pews; as, indeeS, is now always the 
case with our churches. Those who built these churches had 
no idea of th is: they made their calculations as to the people 
to be contained in them, not making any allowance for deal 
boards. I  often wonder how it is that the present parsons are 
not ashamed to call the churches theirs / They must know the 
origin of them ; and how they can lopk at them, and at the 
same time revile the Catholics, is astonmhing to me.

This evening I  have been to the Mfbhodist Meeting-house. 
I  was attracted, fairly drawn aU down the street, by the singing. 
When I  came to the place the ^rson was got into prayer. His 
hands were clenched together and held up, his face turned up and 
back so as to be nearly parallel with the ceiling, and he was 
bawling away, with his “ do thou,”  and “ mayest thou,”  and 
“ may we,”  enough to stun one. Noisy, however, as he was, 
he was unable to fix the attention of a parcel of gu-ls in the 
gallery, whose eyes were all over the place, while his eyes were 
so devoutly shut up. After a deal of this rigmarole called prayer, 
came the preachy, as Hie negroes call i t ; and a preachy it really 
was. Such a mixture of whining cant and of foppisff affectation 
I  scarcely ever heard in my life.* The text waa (I speak from 
memory) one of Saint Peter’s epiStles (if he have more than one) 
the 4th Chapter and 18th Verse. The words were to this amount:
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that, eta the righteous would be saved with difficulty, what must 
become of the urigodly and the sinner / After as neat a dish of non
sense and of impertinences as one could wish to have served up, 
came the distinction between the ungodly and the sinner. The 
sinner was one who did moral wrong ; the ungodly, one who did 
no moral wrong, but who was not regenerated. Both, he posi
tively told us, were to be damned. One was just as bad as the 
other. Moral rectitude was to do nothing in saving the man. He 
was to be damned unless born again, and how was he to be bom 
again unless he came to the regeneration-shop and gave the 
fellows money ? He distinctly tedd us that a man perfeefly moral 
might be damned; and that “  the vilest of the vile and the 
“ basest of the base”  (I quote his very words) “  would be saved if 
“  they became regenerate; and that Colliers, whose souls had 
“  been as black as their coals, had by regeneration become 
“  bright as the saints that sing before God and the Lamb.”  And 
will the Edinburgh Beviewers again find fault with me for cutting 
at this bawUng, canting ere-#? Monstrous it  is to think that the 
Clergy of the Church really encourage these roving fanatics. 
The Church seems aware of its loss of credit and of power. It 
seems willing to lean even upon these men ; %'ho, be it  observed, 
seem, on their part, to li^ve taken the Chijreh under their pro
tection. They always pray for the Ministry; I  meaSi the 
ministry at WhitSiM. They* are most “ lo yal”  souls. The 
THiiia 'protects tJ^m ; and they lend their aid in upholding the 
TiHNO. What siU y; nay, what base creatures those must be 
who really give their money, give their pennies, which ought to 
buy bread for their own children; who thus give their money 
to these lazy and impudent fellows, who call themselves ministers 
of God, who prowl abo^  the country living easy and jovial Hves. 
upon the fruit of the l^ o iw  of other people. However, i t  is, in 
some measme, these people’s fault, i f  they did not give, the 
others could not receive. I  wish to see every labouring man well 
fed and well c lad; but, reallj^ the man who gives any portion 
of his earnings to these fellows deserves to w an t: he deserves to 
be pinched with hunger: misery is the just reward of this worst 
species of prodigahty.

The singing makes a great part of what passes in these meet
ing-houses. A  number of women and girls singing together 
make very sweet sounds. Few men there are who have not 
felt the power of sounds of this sort. Men are sometimes pretty 
nearly bewitched without knowing how. Eyes ^o a good deal, 
but tonguis do more. We may talk of sparkling eyes and snowy 
bosoms as long as we pleas^ but what are these with a croak
ing, masculine voice ? The parson seemed to be fully aware of 
the importance of this part of the “  service.”  The subject of his
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Lymn was something about love : Christian love ; love of Jesus; 
but still it was about love ; and the parson read, or gave out, the 
verses in a singularly soft and sighing voice, with his head on one 
side, and giving it  rather a swing. I  am satisfied that the sing
ing forms great part of the ttUraction. Yormg girls like to sing ; 
and young men like to hear them. Nay, old ones too; and, 
as I have just said, it  was the singing that drew me three hundred 
yards down the street at Tenterden, to enter this meeting-house. 
Ry-the-by, I  wrote some Hymns myself, and published them in 
“  Twopenny Trash.”  I  wUl give any Methodist parson leave to 
put them into his hymn-book.

' Folkestone {Kent),
Monday (Noon), 1 Sept.

I  have had a  fine ride, and, I  suppose, the Quakers have 
had a fine time of it at Mark Lane.

Rom  Tenterden I  set off at five o’clock, and got to Appledore 
after a most delightful ride, the h%h land upon m y right, and 
the low land on my left. The fog was so thick and white along 
some of the low land, that I  should have taken it  for water, if 
little hills and tree# had not risen up through it  here and there. 
Indeed, the view w ^  very much like t^ose which are presented in 
the deep valleys, near the great rivers in New Brunswick (North 
America) at the time when the snows melt in ttie spring, and when, 
in sailing over those vaUoys, you look down^from the side of 
your canoe and see the lofty woods beneath you 1 I  once went 
in a log-canoe across a sylvan sea of this description, the canoe 
being paddled by two Yankees. We started in a  stream; the 
stream became a wide water, and that water got deeper and 
deeper, as I could see by the trees (all woods), till we got to 
Bad amongst the top branches of the treesf By-and-by we got into 
a large open space; a piece of water a ifcle or two, or three or 
four wide, with the woods under u s!  A  fog, with the tops of trees 
rising through it, is very much Mke th is; and such was the fog 
that I saw this morning in my ride to Appledore. The church 
at Appledore is very large. JBig enough to hold 3,000 people; 
and the place does not seem to contain half a thousand old 
enough to go to church.

In coming along I saw a wheat-rick making, though I  hardly 
think the wheat can be dry under the bands. The com is all 
good here; and I  am told they give twelve shillings an acre for 
reaping wheat*

- In quitting this Appledore I  crossed a canal and’entered on 
Romney Marsh. This was grass-fend on both sides of me to a 
great cfetance. The flocks and tferds immense. The sheep are 
of a breed that takes its name from the marsh. They are called
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Romney Marsh sheep. Very pretty and large. The wethers, 
when fat, weigh about twelve stone; or, one hundred pounds. 
The faces of these sheep are white ; and, indeed, the whole sheep 
is as white as a piece of writing-paper. The wool does not look 
dirty and oily like that of other sheep. The cattle appear to be 
aU of the Sussex breed. Red, loosed-limbed, and, they say, a 
great deal better than the Devonshire. How curious is the natural 
economy of a country ! The forests of Sussex ; those miserable 
,tracts of heath and fern and buShes and sand, called Ashdown 
Forest and Saint Leonard’s Forest, to which latter Lord Erskine’s 
estate belong's; these wretched tracts and the not much less 
WTetohed farms in their neighbourhood, breed the cattle, which we 
see fatting in Romney Marsh! They are calved in the spring ; 
they are weaned in a  little bit of grass-land ; they are then put 
into stubbles and about in the fallows for the first summer; 
they are brought into the yard to winter on rough hay, peas- 
haiilm, or barley-straw; thg next two summers they spend in 
the rough woods or in the forest; the two winters they live,on 
straw; they then pass another summer on the forest o r ' at 
work ; and then they come here or go elsewhere to be fatted. 
With cattle of this land and with sheep suoli as I  have spoken 
of before, this Marsh abo»nds in every part*Df i t ; and the sight 
is most beautiful. ,  «

At three milei^from Appledore I  came through Snargate, a 
village with five houses, and with a church capable of contain
ing two thousand people ! The vagabonds tell us, however, that 
we have a wonderful increase of population ! These vagabonds 
will be hanged by-and-by, or else justice will have fled from the 
face of the earth.

A t ferenvett (a mile further on) I  with great difficulty got a  
rasher of bacon for breakfast. The few houses that there are 
are miserable in the extreme. The church here (only a mde from 
the last) nearly as large ; and nobody to go to it. What 1 wiH 
the vagabonds attempt to  makh us believe that these churches , 
were built for nothing ! “  Dark ages ” indeed those must have 
been, if these churches were erected without there being any more 
people than there are now. But who built them ? Where did 
the means, where did the hands come from ? This place pre
sents, another proof of the truth of my old observation: rich land 
and poor labourers. From the window of the house, in which I 
could scarcely get a  rasher of bacon, and not an egg, I  saw num
berless flofks and herds fatting, and the fields loaded with co m !

The next village, which was two miles further on, was Old 
Romney, and along here I  h ^ , for gifeat part of the way, corn
fields on one side of me and grass-laufl on the other. I  asked 
what the amount of the crop of wheat would b*. They told me
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better than five quarters to the acre. I  thought so myself. I 
have a sample of the red wheat and another of the white. They 
are both very fine. They reap the wheat here nearly two feet 
from the ground.; and even then they out it  three feet long I I  
never-saw corn like this before. I t  very far exceeds the com 
under Portsdown Hih, that at Gosport and Tichfield. They have 
here- about eight hundred large, very large, sheaves to an acre. 
I  wonder how long it  will be after the end of the world before Mr. 
Birbeck wiE see the American “  Prairies ”  half so good as 
this Marsh. In a garden here I saw some very fine onions, and 
a  prodigious crop; sure sign of most exoeUent land. At this 
Old Romney there is a church (two miles only from the last, 
mind 1) fit to contain one thousand five hundred people, and 
there are, for the people of the parish to live in, twenty-two, 
or twenty-three, houses! And yet the vagabonds have the 
impudence to teU us that the population of England has vastly 
increased 1 Curious system that^epopxilates Romney Marsh 
and peoples Bagshot Heath I I t  is an unnatural system. I t  is 
the vagabond's system. It  is a system that must be destroyed, 
or that wiE desfroy^the country.

The rotten borough of New Romney came next in my w a y ; 
and here, to my gitat surprise, I  foitad myself upon the sea- 
beach'; for I  had not looked at«, map of Ijent for years, and, 
perhaps, never. I  had got a list of places from » friend in Sussex, 
whom. I  asked to give me a route to Dover, and to send me 
through those parts of Kent which he thought would be most 
interesting to me. Never was I so much surprised as when I  saw 
a sail. This place, now that the squanderings of the t h in o  are 
over, is, they say, become miserably poor.

Prom New Romney to Dimohurch ijfabout four miles: aB 
along I  had the sea-beach on my right, ^ d , on m y left, some
times grass-land and sometimes corn-land. They told me 
here, and also further back in th^ Marsh, that they were to have 
15s. an acre for reaping wheat.

Propi Dimohurch to Hythe you go on the sea-beach, and 
nearly the same from Hythe to Sandgate, from which last place 
you come over the hiE to Folkestone. But let me look back. 
Here has been the squandering 1 Here has been the pauper- 
making work 1 Here we see some of these causes that are now 
sending some farmers to the workhouse and driving others to 
flee the ooimtry or to cut their throats !

I  had baite9 m y horse at New Romney, and was coming 
jogging along very soberly, now looking at the sea, then looking 
at the cattle, then the com, whe^my eye, in swinging round, 
U^ted upon a great round building standing upon the beach. 
I  had scarcely had time to think about what it  could be when
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twenty or thirty others, standing along the coast, caught my eye; 
and, if any one had been behind me, he might have heard me 
exclaim, in a voice that made my horse bound, “  The Martdlo
Towers by ----- ! ”  Oh, Lord 1 To think that I  should
be destined to behold these monuments of the wisdom of Pitt 
and Dundas and Perceval! Good God 1 Here they are, piles 
of bricks in a circular form about three hundred feet (guess} 
circmnference at the hase, about forty feet high, and about one 
hundred and fifty feet circumference at the top. There is a door
way, about midway up, in each, and each has two windows. 
Cannons were to be fired from the top of these things in order 
to defend the country against the French Jacobins !

I  think I have counted along here upwards of thirty of these 
ridiculous things, which, I  dare say, cost five, perhaps ten, thou
sand pounds each; and one of which was, I  am told, sold on the 
coast of Sussex the other day for two hundred pounds ! There 
is, they say, a  chain of these things all the way to Hastings!
I dare say they cost millioJb. But far indeed are these from 
being all, or half, or a quarter of the squanderings along here. 
Hythe is half barracks ; the hills are covered with barracks; 
and barracks most expensive, most squaifHering, fill up the 
side of the hill. Here is % canal (I crossed iijat Appledore) made 
for the length of tWrty miles ( r̂om Hjdhe, in Kent, to Rye, in 
Sussex) to keep (jm the French ; for those armies who had so 
often crossed the Rhine and the Danube were to be kept back by 
a canal, made by Pitt, thirty feet wide at the most 1 AU along 
the coast there are works of some sort or other; incessant sinks 
of money; walls of immense dimensions; masses of stone 
brought and put into piles. Then you see some of the walls and 
buildings falling down^ some that have never been finished. 
The whole thing, all taken together, looks as if a spell had been, 
all of a sudden, set upon the workmen; or, in the words of the 
Scripture, here is the “  desolation of abomination, standing in high 
places.”  However, all is righf. These things were madp with 
the hearty good will of those who are now coming to ruin in , 
consequence of the Debt, contracted for the purpose of making 
these things ! This is all just. The load w ill come, a t last, upon 
the right shoulders.

Between Hythe and Sandgate (a village at about two miles 
from Hythe) I  first saw the French coast. The chalk cliffs at 
Calais are as plain to the view as possible, and also the land, 
which they tell me is near Boulogne. «

Folkestone lies under a hill here, as Reigate does in Surrey, 
only here the sea is open to your right as you come along. The 
com is very early here, and fine. All cut, even the beans ; 
and they will be ready to oai;t in a day or two. Folkestone is
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haw a little place ; probably a quarter part as big as it was 
formerly. Here is a church one hundred and twenty feet long and 
fifty feet wide. It is a sort of little Cathedral. The church
yard has evidently been three times as large as it is now.

Before I got into Folkestone I saw no less than eighty-four 
men, women, and boys and girls gleaning or leasing, in a field 
of about ten acres- The people all along here complain most 
bitterly of the change, of times. The truth is, that the squandered 
millions are gone ! The nation has now to suffer for this squander
ing. The money served to silence some; to make others bawl; 
to cause the good to be oppressed; to cause the bad to be ex
alted ; to “  crush the Jacobins; ”  and what is the result ? 
What is the end ? The end is not yet come ; but as to the result 
thus, far, go, ask the families of those farmers who, after having 
for so many years threatened to shoot Jacobins, have, in in
stances not a few, shot themselves 1 Go, ask the ghosts of Pitt 
and of Castlereagh what has thus far been the result I Go, 
ask the Hampshire farmer, who, nc® many months since, actually 
blowed out Ms own brains with one of those very pistols which 
he had long carried in his Yeomanry Cavalry holsters, to be 
ready “  to keep dAra the Jacobins and Radicals ! ”  Oh, God ! 
inscrutable are Thy,w ays; but Thou jr t  just, and of Thy justice 
what a complete proof have we iji the case of these very MarteUo 
Towers! They were erected to keep out ftie Jacobin French, 
lest they should come and assist the Jacoftn English. The 
loyal people of this coast were fattened by the building of them. 
Pitt and his loyal Oinqne Ports waged interminable war against 
Jacobins. These very towers are now used to keep these loyal 
Cinque Ports themselves in order. These towers are now used 
to lodge men, whose business it  is to sally forth, not upon Jacobins, 
but upon smugglers ! Thus, after having sucked up millions of 
the nation’s money, these loyal Cinque PoRs are squeezed again: 
kept in order, kept down, by the very towers which they re
joiced to see rise to keep down tl!e Jacobins.

Dover,
Monday, Sept. 1st, Evening.

I  got here tMs evening about six o’clock, having come to-day 
tMrty-six miles; but I must defer my remarks on the country 
between Folkestone and this place ; a most interesting spot, and 
well worthy qf particular attention. What place I shall data 
from after Dover I  ain by no means certain; but *be it from 
what place it may, t l*  continuation of my Journal shall be 
published in due ooursl If the*Atlantic Ocean could not cut 
off the communication between,me and my readers, a mere
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strip of water, not much widen- than an American river, will 
hardly do it. I  am, in real truth, undecided, as yet, whether I 
shall go on to France or back to the Wen. I  think I shall, when 
I  go out of this Inn, toss the bridle upon my horse’s neck, and let 
him decide for me. I  am sure he is more fit to decide on such a 
point than our Ministers are to decide on any point connected 
with the happiness, greatness, and honoilr of this kingdom.

BtTEAI, E ID B  PEOM  D O T E K , THROUGH TH E IS L E  O F  T H A E B T , B Y  
C AN TE R B U R Y  A N D  FAVEESH AM , ACROSS TO M AID STO N E, UP 
TO TON BRID GE, TH ROUGH  THE W EA LD  O F K E N T , A N D  O VER  
TH E HILLS B Y  W ESTEEH AM  AN D  H A Y S , TO  T H E  W E N .

Dover,
Wedn/esday, Sept. 3, 1823 (Evening).

On Monday I  was balancing in my own mind whether I  should 
go to iVanoe or not. To-day I  have decided the question in the 
negative, and shall set oil this evening for the Isle of Thanet, 
that spot so famou^for com.

I  broke off witlfout giving an account of the country between 
Folkestone and Dover, which is a very interesting one in itself, 
and was peculiarly interesting to me on many accounts. I  have 
often mentioned, in describing the parts of the country over 
which I  have travelled ; I  have often mentioned the chalk-ridge 
and also the sand-ridge, which I  had traced, running parallel with 
each other from about Fltnham, in Surrey, to Sevenoaks, in Kent. 
The reader must remerSber how particular I  have been to observe 
that, in going up from Chilworth and Albury, through Dorking, 
Reigate, (Jodstone, and so on, the two chains, or ridges, approach 
so near to each other, that, in many places, you actually have 
a chalk-bank to your right and a sand-bank to your left, at not 
more than forty yards from each other. In some places, these 
chains of hills run off from each other to a great distance, even 
to a distance of twenty miles. They then approach again 
towards each other, and so they go on. I  was always desirous 
to ascertain whether these chains, or ridges, continued on thus 
to the sea. I  have now found that they do. And  ̂ if you go out 
into the Shannel, at Folkestone, there you see a  sand-cliff 
and a chalk-cliff. Folkestone stands upon the sand, in a little 
dell about seven hundred or eight himdred yards from the very 
termination of the ridge. All the way along, the chalk-ridge is
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the most lofty, until you come to Leith HiU and Hindhead; 
and here, at Folkestone, the sand-ridge tapers off in a sort of flat 
towards the sea. The land is like what it  is at Beigate, a  very 
steep h ill; a hill of full a mile high, and bending exactly in the 
same manner as the hill at Beigate does. The tumpike-road winds 
up it and goes over it in exactly the same manner as that at 
Beigate. The land to the south of the hill begins a poor, thin, 
white loam upon the chalk; soon gets to be a very fine rich loam 
upon the chalk; goes on till it mingles the chalky loam with 
the sandy loam ; and thus it  goes on down to the sea-beach, or 
to the edge of the cliff. I t  is a beautiful bed of earth here, re
sembling in extent that on the south side of Portsdown Hill 
rather than that of Beigate. The crops here are always good 
if they are good anywhere. A  large part of this fine tract of 
land, as well as the little town of Sandgate (which is a beautiful 
little place upon the beach itself), and also great part of the town 
of Folkestone belong, they tell me, to Lord Badnor, who takes 
his title of Viscount from Folkesfcne. Upon the hiU begins, 
and continues on for some miles, that stiff red loam, approaching 
to a  clay, which I  have several times described as forming the 
soil at the top of tRis chalk-ridge. I  spoke of it in the Begister 
of the 16th of Augvjpt last, page 409, ajid I then said, that it  was 
like the land on the top of this very ridge at Ashmansworth in the 
north of Hampshire. A t Beigate you fine? precisely the same 
BoU upon the top of the hill, a very red, clayey^ort of loam, with 
big yellow flint stones in it. Everywhere, the soil is the same 
upon the top of the high part of this ridge. I  have now found 
it to be the same, on the edge of the sea, that I  found it on the 
north-eas^ comer of Hampshire.

From the hill, you keep descending all the w ay to Dover, a 
distance of about six miles, and it i r  absolutely six miles of 
down hill. On your right, you have the^ofty land which forms 
a series of chalk cliffs, from the top of which you look into the 
sea; on your left, you have grovtid that goes rising up from you 
in the same sort of way. The turnpike-road goes down the middle 
of a valley, each side of which, as far as you can see, may be 
about a mile and a half. It  is six miles long, you will remember; 
and here, therefore, with very little interruption, very few chasms, 
there are eighteen square miles of corn. It is a patch such as you 
very seldom see, and especially of com so good as it  is here. I  
should think that the wheat all along here would average pretty 
nearly fom quarters to the acre. A  few oats are sown. A  great 
deal of barley, and that a very fine crop.

The town of Dover is like othsr sea-port towns; but really 
much more clean, and with less Blackguard people in it than I 
ever pbserved in any sea-port before. It is a most picturesque
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place, to be sure. On one side of it  rises, upon the top of a very 
steep hill, the Old Castle, with all its fortifications. On the other 
side of it there is another chalk-hill, the side of which is pretty 
nearly perpendicular, and rises up from sixty to a hundred feet 
higher than the tops of the houses, which stand pretty nearly close 
to the foot of the hill.

I  got into Dover rather late. It  was dusk when I  was going 
down the street towards the quay. I  happened to look up, and 
was quite astonished to perceive cows grazing upon a spot 
apparently fifty feet above the tops of the houses, and measuring 
horizontally not, perhaps, more than ten or twenty feet from a 
line which would have formed a continuation into the air. I  
went up to the same spot, the next day, m yself; and you 
actually look down upon the houses, as you look out of a window 
upon people in the street. The vaUey that runs down from 
Folkestone is, when it  gets to Dover, crossed by another valley 
that runs down from Canterbury, or, at least, from the Canterbury 
direction. It  is in the gorg^ of this cross valley that Dover is 
built. The two chalk-hiUs jut out into the sea, and the water 
that comes up between them forms a harbour for this ancient, 
most interesting, and beautiful place. On the hiU to the north 
stands the Castle of Dover, which is fortified in the ancient 
manner, except on the se#-side, where it has*the steep Cliff for a 
fortification. On tke south sid» of the town, the hiU is, I  believe, 
rather more lofty*than that on the north side ; and here is that 
Cliff which is described by Shakspeare in the Play of King Lear. 
It  is fearfully steep, certainly. Very nearly perpendicular for a 
considerable distance. The grass grows well, to the very tip of 
the c liff; and you see cows and sheep grazing there with as much 
unconcern as if grazing in the bottom of a valley.

It  was not, however% these natural curiosities that took me 
over this hiU; I wen%to see, with my own eyes, something of 
the sorts of means that had been made use of to squander away 
countless millions of money. ,Here is a hiU containing, prob
ably, a  couple of square miles or more, hollowed like a honey- 
ooinb. Here are line upon line, trench upon trench, cavern upon 
cavern, bomb-proof upon bomb-proof; in short the very sight 
of the thing convinces you that either madness the most humihat- 
ing, or profligacy the most scandalous must have been at work 
here for years. The question that every man of sense asks, is : 
What reason had you to suppose that the French could ever come 
to this h ill to attack it, while the rest of the country was so much 
more easy«to assail ? However, let any man of g < ^  plain imder- 
standing go and look at the works that have here been performed, 
and that are now all tumbliilJij into ruin. Let him ask what this 
cavern was fo r ; what that ditch was fo r ; what this tank was
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forj and why all these horrible holes and hiding-places at an 
ĵqponse of millions upon millions ? Let this scene be brought 

and placed under the eyes of the people of England, and let them 
be told that Pitt and Dundas and PerceTal had these things 
done to prevent the country from being conquered ; with voice 
unanimous the nation would instantly exclaim : Let the Erenoh 
or let the devil take us, rather than let us resort to means of 
defence like these. This is, perhaps, the only set of fortifications 
hi the world ever framed for mere hiding. There is no appear
ance of any intention to annoy an enemy. I t  is a parcel of holes 
made in a hiU, to hide Englishmen from Frenchmen. Just as if 
the Frenchmen would come to this MU ! Just as if they would 
not go (if they came at aU) and land in Romney Marsh, or on 
Pevensey Level, or anywhere else, rather than come to this hiU; 
rather than come to crawl up Shakspeare’s cliff. AU the way 
along the coast, from this very hiU to Portsmouth, or pretty 
nearly aU the way, is a flat. What the devil should they come to 
tMs hiU for, then ? And, when j* u  ask this question, they teU 
you that it  is to have an army here behind the French, after they 
had marched into the country ! And for a purpose like th is ; 
for a purpose so shupid, so senseless, so mad as this, and withal, 
so scandalously disgraceful, more brick and stone have been 
buried in this hiU than would go to to ld  a neat new cottage for 
every labouring man in the oouftties of Keift and of Sussex !

Dreadful is the scourge of such Minister* However, those 
who supported them wiU now have to suffer. The money 
must have been squandered purposely, and for the worst ends. 
Fool as Pitt w as; unfit as an old hack of a lawyer, like Dundas, 
was to judge of the means of defending the country, stupid as 
both these feUows were, and as their brother lawyer, Perceval, 
was too: unfit as these lawyers wer^to judge in any such a 
case, they must have known that tMs w *  an useless expenditure 
of money. They must,have known that; and, therefore, their 
general folly, their general ignorance, is no apology for their 
conduct. What they wanted, was to prevent the landing, not of 
Frenchmen, but of Ikench principles; that is to say, to prevent 
the example of the French from being alluring to the people 
of England. The devil a bit did they care for the Bourbons. 
They rejoiced at the killing of the king. They rejoiced at the 
atheistical decree. They rejoiced at everything calculated to 
alarm the timid and to excite horror in the people of England 
in general '^hey wanted to keep out of England those principles 
wMch had a natural tendency to destroy borough*mongering, 
and to put an end to peculation an^ plunder. No matter whether 
by the means of Martello Towem, making a great ohalk-hiU a 
honey-comb, cutting a canal thijjty feet wide to stop the march
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of tho armies of the Darrahe and the R hine: no matter how they 
squandered the money, so that it silenced some and made others 
bawl to answer their great purpose of preventing French example 
from having an inhuence in England. Simply their object 
was this : to make the French people miserable ; to force back 
the Bourbons upon them as a nwxtis of making them miserable; 
to degrade France, to make the people wretched ; and then to 
have to say to the people of England, Look there : see what they 
have gnt hy their atteynpts to obtain liberty ! This was their object. 
They did not want Martello Towers and honey-combed chalk- 
hills, and mad canals: they did not want these .to keep out 
the French armies. The borough-mongers and the parsons 
cared nothing about the French armies. I t  was the French 
example that the lawyers, borough-mongers, and parsons wished 
to keep Out. And what have they done ? I t  is impossible 
to be upon this honey-combed hill, upon this enormous mass 
of anti-jacobin expenditure, without seeing the ohalk-oliffs of 
Calais and the corn-fields of Phance. A t this season, it  is Im
possible to see those fields ifithout knowing that the farmers 
are getting in their com there as well as here; and it  is impossible 
to think of that fact without reflecting, at the same time, on the 
example which the farmers of France hold <fut to the farmers 
of England. Looking doyu from this very anti-jaoobin hill, 
this day, I  saw the parsons’ shcjpks of wheat and bailey, left in 
the field after the farmer had taken liis away. Turning my 
head, and looking Across the Channel, “  There,”  said I, pointing 
to Fi-ance, “  There the spirited and sensible people have ridded 
“  themselves of this burden, of which our farmers so bitterly com- 
“  plain.”  It  is impossible not to recollect here, that, in numer
ous petitions, sent up, too, hy the loyal, complaints have been 
made that the English farm er has to carry on a competition 
against the French farmer who has no tithes to pay!  Well, 
loyal gentlemen, why dB not you petition, then, to be relieved 
from tithes ? What do you mean else ? Do you mean to 
call upon our big gentlemen a# Whitehall for them to compel 
the Frenoh to pay tithes ? Oh, you loyal fools! Better hold 
your tongues about the French not paying tithes. Better do. 
that, at any rate ; for never will they pay tithes again.

Here is a large tract of land upon these hills at Dover, which 
is the property of the public, having been purchased at an 
enormous expense. This is now let out as pasture land to people ' 
of the town. I dare say that the letting of this land is a curious 
affair. If  there were a Member for Dover who v»uld do what 
he ought to do, he would soon get before the public a list of the 
tenants, and of the rents paid fcy them. I  should like Very much 
to see such list. Butterwortl? the bookseller in Fleet-street;
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he who Is a sort of metropolitan of the methodists, is one of the 
Members for Dover. The other is, I  believe, that Wilbraham 
or Bootle or Bootle Wilbraham, or some such name, that is a 
Lancashire magistrate. So that Dover is prettily set up. How
ever, there is nothing of this sort, that can in the present state of 
things, be deemed to be of any real consequence. As long as 
the people at Whitehall can go on paying the interest of the 
Debt in f uU, so long will there be no change worth the attention 
of any rational man. In the meanwhile, the Drench nation 
will be going on rising over us ; and our Ministers wiU be cring
ing and crawling to every nation upon earth who is known to 
possess a  cannon or a barrel of powder.

This very day I have read kir. Canning’s Speech at Liver
pool, with a Yankee Consul sitting on his right hand. Not 
a word now about the bits of bunting and the nr frigates ; but 
now, America is the lovely daughter, who, in a  moment of ex
cessive love, has gone off with a lover (to wit, the jEYench’) and 
left the tender mother to mourn 1 What a fop I And this is 
the man that talked so big and^so bold. This is the clover, 
the profoimd, the blustering, too, and, above all things, “  the 
high spirited ”  Mr. Canning. However, more of this, hereafter. 
I  must get from tffis Dover, as fast as I can.

Sandwich,
Weineadoty, Zrd Sept. Night.

I  got to this place about half an hour after the ringing of 
the eight o’clock bell, or Curfew, which I  heard at about two 
miles’ distance from the place. Drom the town of Dover you 
come up the Castle-Hill, and have a most beautiful view from 
the top of it. You have the sea, the chalk clifis of Calais, the 
high land at Boulogne, the town of I^ver just under you, the 
valley towards Folkestone, and the much more beautiful valley 
towards Canterbury; and, going on a t t t le  further, you have 
the Downs and the Essex or Suffolk coast in full view, with a 
most beautiful com country tcf ride along through. The com 
was chiefly cut between Dover and Walmer. The barley almost 
aE cut and tied up in sheaf. Nothing but the beans seemed 
to remain standing along here. They are not quite so good 
as the rest of the corn; but they are by no means bad. When I  
came to the village of Walmer, I  enquired for the Castle ; that 
famous place, where K tt, Dundas, Perceval, and all the whole 
tribe of plotters against the French Bevolution had carried on 
their plots. A fter coming through the village of Walmer, you 
see the entrance of the Castle away to the right. I? is situated 
pretty nearly on the water’s edgef and at the bottom of Sr little 
dell, about a furlong or so from ftie turnpike-road. This is now
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the habitation of our Great Minister, Robert Rankes Jenkinson, 
son of Charles of that name. When I was told, by a girl who 
was leasing in a field by the road side, that that was Walmer 
Castle, I  stopped short, pulled my horse round, looked stead
fastly at the gateway, and could not help exclaiming: “  Oh, 
“  thou who inhabitest that famous dwelling; thou, who hast 
“  always been in place, let who might be out of place! Oh, 
“ thou everlasting placeman 1 thou sage of ‘ over-production,’ 
“ do but oast thine eyes upon this barley-field, where, if I  am 
“ not greatly deceived, there are from seven to eight quarters 
“  upon the acre ! Oh, thou whose Courier newspaper has just 
“ informed its readers that wheat wiU be seventy shillings the 
“  quarter, in the month of November: oh, thou wise man, I 
“  pray thee come forth, from thy Castle, and tell me what 
“  thou wilt do if  wheat should happen to be, at the appointed 
“ time, thirty-five shillings, instead of seventy shillings, the 
“  quarter. Sage of over-production, farewell. If  thou hast life, 
“  thou wilt be Minister, as long as thou canst pay the interest 
“  of the Debt in full, but not*one moment longer. The moment 
“  thou ceasest to be able to squeeze from' the Normans a sufficiency 
“  to count down to the Jews their full tale, that moment, thou 
“  great stem-path-of-duty man, thou wilt begin to be taught the 
“  true meaning of the words Ministerial Besponsibility.”

Deal is a most ■ raUanous pljce. It is fnU of filthy-looking 
people. Great d^olation of abomination has been going on 
here; tremendous barracks, partly puUed down and partly 
tumbling down, and partly occupied by soldiers. Ever^hing 
seems upon the perish. I  was glad to hurry along through 
it, and to leave its inns and public-houses to be occupied by 
the tarred, and trowsored, and blue-and-buff crew whose very 
vicinage I always detesi^ From Deal you come along to Upper 
Deal, which, it seems, ̂ a s  the original village; thence upon a 
beautiful road to Sandwich, which is a rotten ilorough. Rotten
ness, putridity is excellent for land, but bad for Boroughs. 
This place, which is as viUanou^a hole as one would wish to see, 
is surrounded by some of the finest land in the world. Along 
on one side of it, lies a marsh. On the other sides of it is land 
which they tell me bears seven quarters of wheat to an acre. 
It is certainly very fine; for I saw large pieces of radish-seed 
on the road side ; this seed is grown for the seedsmen in London ; 
and it  will grow on none but rich land. All the com is carried 
here except some beans and some barley.

Oanterhury,
 ̂ Thursday Allernoon, ith  Sept.

In quitting Sandwich, ymf immediately cross a river up
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which vessels bring coals from the sea. This marsh is about 
a couple of miles wide. It  begins at the sea-beach, opposite 
the Downs, to my right hand, coming from Sandwich, and it 
wheels round to my left and ends at the sea-beach, opposite 
Margate roads. This marsh was formerly covered with the 
sea, very likely ; and hence the land within this sort of semi
circle, the name of which is  Thanet, Was called an Isle. It  is, 
in fact, an island now, for the same reason that Portsea is an 
Island, and that New York is an island; for there certainly 
is the water in this niver that goes round and connects one part 
of the sea with the other. I  had to cross this river, and to cross 
the marsh, before I  got into the famous Isle of Thanet, which it 
was my intention to cross. Soon after crossing the river, I 
passed by a place for making salt, and could not help recoUeotiug 
that there are no excisemen in these salt-making places in 
France, that, before the Revolution, the French were most 
cruelly oppressed by the duties on salt, that they had to endure, 
on that account, the most horrid jjyranny that ever was known, 
except, perhaps, that practised in an Mxcheqmr that shall here 
be nameless; that thousands and thousands of men and women 
were every year sent to the galleys for what was called smuggling 
sa lt; that the fathers and even the mothers were imprisoned 
or whipped if the* children were deitected in smuggling salt; 
I  could not help reflecting, with delight, »s I  looked at these 
salt-pans in the Isle of Thanet; I  could l y t  help reflecting, 
that in spite of Pitt, Dundas, Perceval, and the rest of the crew, 
in spite of the caverns of Dover and the Martello Towers in 
Romney Marsh: in spite of all the spies and all the bayonets, 
and the six hundred millions of Debt and the hundred and fifty 
millions of dead-weight, and the two hundred millions of poor- 
rates that are now squeezing the bot#ugh-mongers, squeezing 
the farmers, puzzling the fellows at JVhitehall and making 
Mark-lane a scene of greater interest than the Chamber of the 
Privy Council; with delight I jogged along under the first 
beams of the sun, I  reflected, that, in spite of all the malignant 
measures that had brought so much misery upon England, the 
gallant French people had ridded themselves of the tyranny 
which sent them to the galleys for endeavouring to use without 
tax the salt which God sent upon their shores. Can any man 
tell why we should stiH be paying five, or six, or seven shillings a 
bushel for salt, instead of one ? We did pay fifteen shillings 
a bushel, tax. And why is two shillings a bushel kept on ? 
Because, if they were taken off, the salt-tax-gatUering crew 
must be discharged ! This tax of two shillings a  bushel, causes 
the consumer to pay five, at th||*least, more than he would if 
there were no tax at all I MTien, great God ! when shall
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we be allowed to enjoy God’s gilts, in freedom, as the people of 
France enjoy them ?

On the marsh I  foimd the same sort of sheep as on Rom
ney Marsh; but the cattle here are chiefly Welsh; black, 
and called runts. They are nice hardy ca ttle ; and, I  am 
told, that this is the description of cattle that they fat all the
way up on this north side of Kent.----- When I got upon the
com land in the Isle of Thanet, I  got into a  garden indeed. 
There is hardly any fallow ; comparatively few turnips. It is 
a country of corn. Most of the harvest is i n ; but there are 
some fields of wheat and of barley not yet housed. A  great 
many pieces of lucerne, and all of them very fine. I  left Rams
gate to my right about three miles, and went right across the 
island to Margate; but that place is so thickly settled with 
stock-jobbing cuckolds, at this time of the year, that, having 
no fancy to get their horns stuck into me, I  tirmed away to ray 
left when I got within about half a mile of the town. I  got tb 
a little hamlet, where I  breal^asted; but could get no corn for 
ray horse, and no bacon for myself! All was corn around me. 
Bams, I  should think, two hundred feet long ; ricks of enormous 
size and most numerous; crops of wheat, ^ve quarters to an 
acre, on the average.; and a public-house without either bacon or 
com ! The labourers’ bowses, all along through this island, 
beggarly in the extreme. Tl»e people dirty, poor-looking; 
ragged, but p arti^ a rly  dirty. The men and boys with dirty 
faces, and dirty smock-frocks, and dirty shirts; and, good 
God 1 what a difference between the wife of a  labouring man 
here, and the wife of a labouring man in the forests and wood
lands of Hampshire and Sussex! Invariably have I  observed, 
that the richer the soil, and the more destitute of woods'; that 
is to say, the more purely a com country, the more miserable 
the labourers. The cq^se is this, the great, the big bull frog 
grasps all. In this beautiful island every inch of land is ap
propriated by the rich. No hedges, no ditches, no commons, 

’ no grassy lanes: a coimtry divicled into great farms ; a few trees 
surround the great farm-house. AH the rest is bare of trees; 
and the wretched labourer has not a stick of wood, and has no 
place for a pig or cow to graze, or even to lie down^^pon. The 
rabbit countries are the countries for labouring men. There the 
groimd is not so valuable. There it is not so easily appropriated 
by the few. Here, in this island, the work is almost all done 
by the horses. The horses plough the groimd ; they sow the 
ground ; they hoe the ground ; they carry the corft home ; they 
thresh it  out; and they carry it to market: nay, in this island, 
•they rake the ground; they rakS^up the straggling straws and ears ; 
so that they do the whole, exo^ t the reaping and the mowing.
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It  Is impossible to have an idea of anything more miserable 
than the state of the labourers in this part of the country.

After coming by Margate  ̂I  passed a village called Monckton,
. and another called Sarr. At Sarr there is a bridge, over which 
you come out of the island, as you go into it over the bridge 
at Sandwich. A t Monckton they had seventeen men worhing on 
the roads, though the harvest was not-q^uite in, and though, 
of course, it  had all to be threshed out; hut, at Monckton, they 
had fowr threshing machines ; and they have three threshing 
machines a t Sarr, though there, also, they have several men 
upon the roads! This is a shocking state of things; and, in spite 
of everything that the Jenkiusons and the Soots can do, this state 
of things must he changed.

A t Sarr, or a little way further back, I  saw a man who had 
just begun to reap a field of canary seed. The plants were too 
far advanced to be cut in order to be bleached for the making 
of plat; but I  got the reaper to select me a few green stalks 
that grew near a bush that stood* on the outside of the piece. 
These I  have brought on with me, in order to give them a trial. 
At Sarr I began to cross the marsh, and had, after this, to come 
through the viUagje of Up-street, and another village called 
Steady, before I got to Canterbury. At Up-street I  was struck 
with the words written upon a boardf which was fastened upon 
a pole, which pole was standing in a gardan near a neat httle 
box of a house. The words were these. “ JPa e a m sb  Place. 
Spring guns and, steel traps are set here.”  A  pretty idea it must 
give us of Paradise to know that spring guns and steel traps 
ate set in i t ! This is doubtless some stock-jobber’s place; for, 
in the first place, the name is hkely to have been selected by one 
of that crew; and, in the next place, whenever any of them go 
to the country, they look upon it  th atfeey  are to begin a sort 
of warfare against everything around tliem. They invariably 
look upon every labourer as a thief.

As you approach Canterbury* from the Isle of Tbanet, you 
have another instance of the squanderings of the lawyer Min
isters. Nothing equals the ditches, the caverns, the holes, 
the tanks, and hiding-places of the h i! at D over; but, con
siderable as the City of Canterbury is, that city within its gates 
stands upon less ground than those horrible erections, the 
barracks of Pitt, Dundas, and Perceval. They are perfectly 
enormous; but thanks be unto God, they begin to crumble 
down. They have a sickly hue: all is lassitude about them: 
endless are their lawns, their gravel walks, and their emaments; 
but their lawns are unshaven, tljeir gravel walks grassy, and_ 
their ornaments putting on the garments of ugliness. You see 
the grass growing opposite the doer-wavs. A  hole in the window
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strikes yoit liere and Hhere. Lamp-posts there are, biit no 
lamps. Here are horse-barracks, foot-barracks, artillery- 
barracks, engineer-barracks: a whole country of barracks; 
but, only here and there a  soldier. The thing is actually perish
ing. It is typical of the state of the great Thing of things. It 
gave me inexpressible pleasure to perceive the gloom that 
seemed to hang over these barracks, which once swarmed with 
soldiers and their blithe companions, as a hive swarms with 
bees. These barracks now look like the environs of a hive in 
winter. Westminster Abbey Church is not the place for the 
monument of P it t ; the statue of the great snorting bawler ought 
to be stuck up here, just in the midst of this hundred or two 
of acres covered with barracks. These barracks, too, were 
erected in order to compel the French to return to the payment 
of tithes; in order to bring their necks again under the yoke 
of the lords and the clergy. That has not been accomplished. 
The French, as Mr. Hoggart assures ns, have neither tithes, taxes, 
nor rates; and the people of Canterbury know that they have a 
hop-diity to pay, while Mr. Hoggart, of BrOad-street, tells them 
that he has farms to let, in France, where there are hop-gardens 
and where there is no hop-duty. They ha"* lately had races 
at Canterbury j and the Mayor and Aldertnen, in order to get 
the Prince Leopold to attend them, presented him with the 
Freedom of the Citj^; but it  rained aU the time and he did not 
come! The Mayftr and Aldermen do not understand things 
half so well as this German Gentleman, who has managed his 
matters as well, I  think, as any one that I ever heard of.

This fine old town, or, rather, city, is remarkable for'clean
liness and nioeness, notwithstanding it has a Cathedral in it. 
The country round it is^ ery  rich, and this year, while the hops 
are so bad in most othCT parts, they are not so very bad ju?t 
about Canterbury.

Elverton Farm, near Faversham, 
Friday. Morning, Sept. 5.

In going through Canterbury, yesterday*, I  gave a boy six
pence to hold my horse, while I went into the Cathedral, just 
to thank St. Swithin for the trick that he had played my friends, 
the Quakers. Led along by the wet weather till after the 
harvest had actually begun, and then to find the weather turn- 
fine, all of a sudden ! This must have soused them pretty 
decently; and I  hear of one, who, at Canterbury, has made a 
bargain by* which he wiU certainly lose two thousand pounds. 
The land where I am now is ^ u al to that of the Isle of Thanet. 
The harvest is nearly over, a*id all the crops have been pro
digiously fine. In coming fro|i Canterbury, you gome to the
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top of a. hin, called Baughton Hill, at foiir miles from Canterbury 
on the London road ; and you there look down into one of the 
finest flats in England. ' A  piece of marsh comes up nearly to 
Eaversham ; and, at the edge of that marsh lies the farm where 
I  now am. The land here is a deep loam upon chalk ; and this 
is also the nature of the land in the Isle of Thanet and all the way 
from that to Dover. The orchards grow well upon this soil. 
The trees grow finely, the fruit ia large and of fine flavour.

In 1821 I  gave WiUiam Waller, who lives here, some 
American apple-cuttings; and he has now some as fine New
town Pippins as one would wish to see. They are very large 
of their sort; very free in their growth; and they promise 
to he very fine apples of the kind. Mr. Waller had cuttings 
from me off several sorts, in 1822. These were cut down last 
year; they have, of course, made shoots this summer; and 

' great numbers of these shoots have fruit-spurs, which will have 
blossom, if not fruit, next year. This very rarely happens, 
I  believe; and the state of Mr. *Waller’s trees clearly proves 
to me that the introduction of these American trees would be 
a great improvement.

My American apples, when I  left Kensington, promised to 
be very fine; and the apples, whiijh I have frequently men
tioned as being upon cuttings imported last Spring, promised 
to come to perfection; a thinf which, I  believe, we have not 
an instance of before.

Merrywortti,
Friday Everting, 5th Sept.

A  friend at Tenterden told me that, if I  had a mind to know 
Kent, r  must go through Romney M ar^ to Dover, from Dover 
to Sandwich, from Sandwich to Margate, from Margate to Can
terbury, from Canterbury to Eavershafh* from Paversham to 
Maidstone, and from Maidstone to Tonbridge. I  fotmd from 
Mr. Waller, this morning, that A e  regular turnpike route, from 
his house to Maidstone, was through Sittingboume. I  had 
been along that road several tim es; and besides, to be covered 
with dust was what I  could not think of, when I  had it  in my 
power to get to Maidstone without it. I  took the road across 
the country, quitting the London road, or rather, crossing it, 
in the dell, between Ospringe and Green-street. I  Instantly 
began to go up hiU, slowly, indeed ; but up hiU. I  came through 
the villages o j Newnham, Doddington, Ringlestone, and to that 
of HoUingboume. 1 had come 'up hill for thirteen Miiles, from 
Mr. Waller’s house. A t last, I  gpt to the top of this hiU, and 
went along, for some distance, Upon level ground. I  found I 
was got upon just the same sor| of land as that on the hill at
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Folkestone, at Reigate, at Bopley, and at Ashmansworth. 
The red clayey loam, mixed up with great yellow flint stones. 
I  found fine meadows here, just such as are at Ashmansworth 
(that is to say, on the north Hampshire hills.) This sort of 
ground is characterized by an astonishing depth that they 
have to go for the water. A t Ashmansworth, ■ they go to a 
depth of more than three hundred feet. As I  was riding along 
upon the top of this hill in Kent, I  saw the same beautiful 
sort of meadows that there are at Ashmansworth; I  saw the 
com backward; I  was just thinking to go up to some house, 
to ask how far they had to go for water, when I  saw a large 
well-buoket, and all the chains and wheels belonging to such a 
concern; but here was also the tackle for a horse to work in 
drawing up the water ! I  asked about the depth of the well; 
and the information I  received must have been incorrect; 
because I was told it was three hundred yards. I  asked this of 
a public-house keeper farther on, not seeing anybody where 
the farm-house was. I  mal^ no doubt that the depth is, as 
near as possible, that of Ashmansworth. Upon the top of this 
hill, I  saw the finest field of beans that I  have seen this year, 
and, by very far, indeed, the finest piece of f ôps. A  beautiful 
piece of hops, surrounded b y  beautiful plantations of young 
ash, producing poles for iop-gardens. My road here pointed 
towards the west. I t  soon wheeled round towards the south; 
and, all of a sudden, I  found myself upon the edge of a hiU, as 
lofty and as steep as that at Folkestone, at Reigate, or at Ash
mansworth. It was the same famous chalk-ridge that I  was 
crossing again. When I  got to the edge of the hiU, and before 
I  got off my horse to lead him down this more than mile of hill, 
I  sat and surveyed the prospect before me, and to the right 
and to the left. This is%vhat the people of Kent call the Garden 
of Eden. It is a distort of meadows, com-fields, hop-gardens, 
and orchards of apples, pears, cherries and filberts, with very 
little if any land which carmot^ with propriety, be called good. 
There are plantations of Chestnut and of Ash frequently occur
ring ; and as these are cut when long enough to make poles 
for hops, they are at aU times objects of great beauty.

A t the foot of the hiU of which I have been speaking, is the 
village of Hollingboume; thence you come on to Maidstone. 
From Maidstone to this place (Merryworth) is about seven 
nulea, and these are the finest seven miles that I  have ever seen 
in England or anywhere else. The Medway is to your left, 
with its msadows about a mile wide. You cros# the'Medway, 
in coming out of Maidstone, and it goes and finds its w ay down 
to Rochester, through a breatfin the chalk-ridge. From Maid
stone to Merryworth I  should t^ n k that there were hop-gardens
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on one half of the way on both sides of the road. Then looking 
across the Medway, you see hop-gardens and orchards two 
miles deep, on the side of a gently rising ground; and this 
continues with you all the way from Maidstone to Merryworth. 
The orchards form a great feature of the country; and the 
plantations of Ashes and of Chestnuts that I  mentioned before, 
add greatly to the beauty. These gardens of hops are kept 
very clean, in general, though some of them have been neglected 
this year owing to the bad appearance of the crop. The culture 
is sometimes m ixed: that is to say, apple-trees or cherry-trees 
or filbert-trees and hops, in the same ground. This is a good 
way, they say, of raising an orchard. I  do not believe i t ; and 
I  think that nothing is gained by any of these mixtures. They 
plant apple-trees or cherry-trees in rows here; they then plant 
a filbert-tree close to each of these large fruit-trees; and then 
they cultivate the middle of the ground by planting potatoes. 
This is being too greedy. I t  is impossible that they can gain by 
this. What they gain one way ^ e y  lose the other w a y ; and 
I  verily believe, that the mbst profitable way would be, never 
to mix things at all. In coming from Maidstone I  passed through 
a village called Tejton, where Lord Basham has a seat.

Tonbridge,
Saturday %iorning, Qth Sept.

I came off from Merryworth a little before five o’clock, passed 
the seat of Lord Torrington, the friend of Mr. Barretto. This 
Mr. Barretto ought not to be forgotten so soon. In 1820 he 
sued for articles of the peace against Lord Torrington, for having 
menaced him, in consequence of his having pressed his Lordship 
about some money. It  seems that Loiil Torrington had known 
him in the East Indies ; that they came^ome together, or soon 
after one another 5 that his Lordship invited Mr. Barretto to his 
best parties in India ; that be ^ot Mm introduced at Court in 
England by Sidniouth; that he got Mm made a Fellow of the 
Soyal Society; and that he tried to get him introduced into 
Parliament. His Lordship, when Barretto rudely pressed him 
for his money, reminded him of all this, and of the many diffi
culties that he had had to overcome with regard to Ms colour 
and so forth. Nevertheless, the dingy sldmied Court visitant 
pressed in such a way that Lord Torrington was obliged to be 
pretty smart with Mm, whereupon the other sued for articles 
of the peace ftgainst his Lordship; but these were not granted 
by the Court. This Barretto i^ued a hand-biU at the last 
election as a candidate for St. Aljjans. I  am truly sorry that he 
was not elected. Lord Came%rd threatened to put in his
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black fellow; but he was a sad swaggering fellow; and had, 
at last, too much of the borough-monger in him to do a thing so 
meritorious. Lord Torrington’s is but an indifferent looking place.

I  here began to see Southdown sheep again, which I had 
not seen since the time I  left Tenterden. AH along here the 
villages are at not more than two miles’ distance from each 
other. They have all large churches, and scarcely anybody 
to go to them. A t a village called Hadlow, there is a house 
belonging to a Mr. May, the most singular looking thing I 
ever saw. An immense house stuck all over with a  parcel 
of chimneys, or things like chimneys; little brick columns, 
with a sort of caps on them, looking like carnation sticks, with 
caps at the top to catch the earwigs. The building is all of 
brick, and bas the oddest appearance of anything I  ever saw. 
This Tonbridge is but a common country towm, though very 
clean, and the people looking very well. The climate must be 
pretty warm here ; for in entering the town, I saw a large Althea 
Erutex in bloom, a thing rar^ enough, any year, and particularly 
a year like this.

Westerham,
Saturdays Noon, &Ji Sept.

Instead of going on i*> the Wen along the turnpike road 
through Sevenoaks, I  turned «fco my left when I  got about a 
mile out of TonJ>ridge, in order to come along that tract of 
country called the Weald of Kent; that is to say,, the solid 
clays, which have no bottom, which are unmixed with chalk, 
sand, stone, or anything else; the ooimtry of dirty roads and 
of oak trees. I  stopped at Tonbridge only a few minutes; 
but in the Weald I stopped to breakfast at a place called Leigh. 
From Leigh I came Wk Chittingstone causeway, leaving Ton- 
bridge Wells six miles^ver the hills to my left. I^om Chitting
stone I  came to Bough-beach, thence to Pour Elms, and thence 
to this little market-town of Westerham, which is just upon the 
border of Kent. Indeed, Kent, Surrey, and Sussex form a 
joining very near to this town. Westerham, exactly like Bci- 
gate and Godstone, and Sevenoaks, and Dorking, and Folke
stone, lies between the sand-ridge and the chalk-ridge. The 
valley is here a little wider than at Reigate, and that is all the 
difference there is between the places. As soon as you get over 
the sand hill to the south of Reigate, you get into the Weald of 
Surrey; and here, as soon as you get over the sand hiU to the 
south of 'Westerham, you get into the Weald of Heut.

I have now, in order to get to the Wen, to cross the chalk- 
ridge once more, and, a t a p(#nt where I  never crossed it  before. 
Coming through the Weald ijfound the corn very good; and.
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,loW as the'ground is, -wet as it  is, cold as it  is, there will be very 
little of the wheat which will not be housed before Saturday 
night. All the corn is good, and the barley excellent. Not far 
from Bough-beach, I  saw two oak trees, one of which was, they 
told me, more than thirty feet round, and the other more than 
twenty-seven ; but they have been hollow for half a century. 
They are not much bigger than the oak upon Tilford Green, if 
any. I  mean in the trunk; but they are hoUow, while that 
tree is sound in all its parts, and growing still. I  have had a 
most beautiful ride through the Weald. The day is very hot; 
but I  hav% been in the shade; and my horse’s feet very often 
in the rivulets and wet lanes. In one place I  rode above a 
mile completely arched over by the boughs of the underwood, 
growing in the banks of the lane. What an odd taste that man 
must have who prefers a  tumpike-road to a lane like this.

Very near to Westerbam there are hops: and I  have seen 
now and then a little bit of hop garden, even in the Weald. 
Hops will grow well where lucern% will grow w ell; and lucerne 
win grow wed where there is a rich top and a dry bottom. When 
therefore you tee hops in the Weald, it is on the side of some 
IiiH, where there islan d  or stone at bottom, and not where there 
is real clay beneath. There appear to be hops, here and there, 
all along from nearly a t Dover to Alton, in Hampshire., You 
find them all along K e n t; you î nd them afc Westerham ; across 
at Worth, in Sussex; a t Godstone, in Surrey ;*over to the north 
of Merrow Down, near Guildford; at Godalming; under the 
Hog’s-back, at Faruham; and all along that way to Alton. 
But there, I  think, they end. The whme face of the country 
seems to rise, when you get just beyond Alton, and to keep up. 
Whether you look to the north, the south, or west, the land seems 
to rise, and the hops cease, till you cwne again away to the 
north-west, in Herefordshire.

Kensington, 
Saturday night, 6 Seyt.

Here I  close my day, at the end of forty-four miles. In 
coming up the chalk hill from Westerham, I  prepared myself 
for the r ^  stiff clay-like loam, the big yellow flints and the 

' meadows ; and I found them all. I  have now gone over this 
chalk-ridge in the following places: at Coombe in the north
west of Hampshire; I  mean the north-west comer, the very 
extremity of the county. I  have gone over it  a t Ashmans- 
worth, or Hi^helere, going, from Newbury to Amdover; at 
King’s Clere, going from Newburv to Winchester; at Ropley,

O from Alresford to Selbome; at DippinghaE, going from 
laU to Thursly; at Merrow/going from Chertsey to Chil-
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worth; at Eeigate; at Westerham, and then, between these, 
at Goilstone; at Sevenoaks, going from London to Battle; at 
HoUingbourne, as mentioned above, and at Folkestone. In all 
these places I have crossed this chalk-ridge. Everywhere, upon 
the top of it, I  have found a flat, and the soil of all these flats 
I  have foraid to be a red stiff loam mingled up with big yellow 
flints. A  soil difficult to w ork; but by no means bad, whether 
for wood, hops, grass, orchards, or com. I  once before men
tioned that I  was assured that the pasture upon these bleak 
hills was as rich as that which is found in the north of Wiltshire, 
in the neighbourhood of Swindon, where they make some of the 
best cheese in the kingdom. Upon these hills I  have never found 
the labouring people poor and miserable, as in the rich vales. All 
is not appropriated where there are coppices and wood, where 
the cultivation is not so easy and the produce so very large.

After getting up the hill from Westerham, I  had a general 
descent to perform all the way to the Thames. When you get 
to Beckenham, which is th^ last parish in Kent, the country 
begins to assume a cockney-like appearance; all is artificial, 
and you no longer feel any interest in it. I  was anxious to 
make this journey into Kent, in the midst gf harvest, in order 
that I  might know the real state of the crops. The result of 
my observations and mj» inquiries, is, that the crop is a jull 
average crop of everything exeept barley, and that the barley 
yields a great dejl more than an average crop. I  thought that 
the beans were very poor during my ride into Hampshire ; but 
I  then saw no real beau countries. I  have seen such countries 
now ; and I  do not think that the beans present us with a bad 
crop. As to the quality, it  is, in no case (except perhaps the 
barley), equal to that of last year. We had, last year, an 
Italian summer. A/Vhtfll the wheat, or other grain has to 
in wet weather, it  wiH not be bright, as it  will when it  has to 
ripen in fair weather. I t  will have a  dingy or clouded appear
ance ; and perhaps the flour may not be quite so good. The 
wheat, in fact, will not be so heavy. In order to enable others 
to judge, as well as myself, I  took samples from the fields as I 
went along. I  took them very -fairly, and as often as I  thought 
that there was any material change in the soil or other circum
stances. During the ride I took sixteen samples.' These are now 
at the Office of the Register, in Fleet-street, -svhere they may be 
seen by any gentleman who thinks the information likely to 
be useful to him. The samples are numbered, and there is a 
reference pointing out the place where each san^le was taken. 
The opinions that I gather amount to th is : that there is an 
average crop of everything, A d  a little more of barley.

Now then we shall see hoii  ̂aU this tallies with the schemes.
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witH the intentions and expectations of onr matchless gentlemen 
at Whitehall. These wise men have put forth their views in the 
Courier of the 27 th of August, and in words which ought never 
to be forgotten, and which, at any rate, shall be recorded here.

“  Grain .— During the present imsettled state of the weather, 
“ it is impossible for the best informed persons to anticipate 
“ upon good grounds what will be the future price of agri- 
“  cultural produce. Should the season even yet prove favour- 
“  able for the operations of the harvest, there is every probability 
“  of the average price of grain continuing at that exact price 
“  which win prove most conducive to the interests of the com 
“  growers, and at the same time encouraging to the agriculture 
“  of our colonial possessions. We do not speak lightly on this 
“  subject, for we are aware that His iVIajesty’s Ministers have 
“  been fully alive to the inquiries from all qualified quarters as 
“  to the effect likely to be produced on the markets from the 
“  addition of the present crops to the stock of wheat already on 
“  hand. The result of these inqyries is, that in the highest 

quarters there exists the full expectation, that towards the 
“  month of November, the price of wheat will nearly approach 

, “  to seventy shillings, a price which, while it affords the extent 
“  of remuneration to the British farmer recognized by the com 
“  laws, Will at the same time admit of the sale of the Canadian 
“  bonded wheat; and the intraduction oi this foreign com, 
“ grown by British colonists, will contribute,to keeping down 
“  our markets, and exclude foreign grain from other quarters.”

- There’s nice gentlemen of Whitehall! W hat pretty gentle
men they are I “  Envy of surrounding nations,”  indeed, to be 
under command of pretty gentlemen who can make calculations 
so nice, and put forth predictions so positive upon such a sub
ject 1 “ Admiration of the. world,”  iuAed, to live under the 
command of men who can so control seasons and markets; or, 
at least, who can so dive into the secrets of trade, and find out 
the contents of the fields, barn ,̂ and ricks, as to be able to 
balance things so nicely as to cause the Canadian com to find 
a market, without injuring the sale of that of the British farmer, 
and without admitting that of the Drench farmer and the other 
farmers of the continent! Happy, too happy, rogues that we 
are, to be under the guidance of such pretty gentlemen, and 
right just is it that we should be banished for Ufe, if we utter 
a word tending to bring such pretty gentlemen into contempt.

Let it be observed, that this paragraph must have come from 
Whitehall. This wretched paper is the demi-official organ of 
the Government. As to the owners of the paper, Daniel Stewart, 
that notorious fellow. Street, and iSie rest of them, not excluding 
the brother of the great Oracle, rjliich brother bought, the other
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day, a share of this vehicle of baseness and fo lly ; as to these 
fellows, they have no control other than what relates to the 
expenditure and the receipts of the vehicle. They get their 
news from the offices of the Whitehall people, and their paper 
is the mouth-piece of those same people. Mark this, I  pray you, 
reader; and let the Ei-enoh people mark it, too, and then take 
their revenge for the Waterloo insolence. This being the case, 
then; this paragraph proceeding from the pretty gentlemen, 
what a light it  throws on their expectations, their hopes, and 
their fears. They see that wheat at seventy shillings a quarter 
is necessary to them ! A h ! pray mark th a t! They see that 
wheat at seventy shillings a, quarter is necessary to them ; and, 
therefore, they say that wheat will be at seventy shillings a 
quarter, the price, as they caU it, necessary to romimerate the 
British farmer. And how do the conjurers a t Whitehall know 
this ? Why, they have made full inquiries “  in qualified 
quarters.”  And the qualified quarters have satisfied the “  high
est quarters,” that, “  towards the month of November, the price 
“  of wheat will nearly approach to seventy shillings the quar- 
“  ter ! ”  I  wonder what the words towards the “  end of Nov
ember,”  may mean. Devil’s in’t  if middle of September is not 
“  towards November; ”  and the wheat, instead of going on 
towards seventy shillings* is very fast coming down to forty. 
The beast who wrqte this paj^igraph; the pretty beast; this 
“  envy of surrounding nations ”  wrote it on the 27th of August, 
a soaking wet Saturday !  The pretty beast W'as not aware, that 
the next day was going to be fine, and that we were to have only 
the succeeding Tuesday and half the following Saturday of wet 
weather until the whole of the harvest should be in. The pretty 
beast wrote while the rain was spattering against the window; 
and he did “  not speafc lightly,”  but was fully aware that the 
highest quarters, havii^ made inquiries of the qualified quarters, 
were sure that wheat would be at seventy shillings during the 
ensuing year. What will be the price of wheat it is impossible 
for any one to say. I  know S. gentleman, who is a  very good 
judge of such matters, who is of opinion that the average price 
of wheat will be thirty-two shillings a quarter, or lower, before 
Christmas; this is not quite half what the highest quarters 
expect, in consequence of the inquiries which they have made 
of the qualified quarters. I  do not say, that the average of 
wheat win come down to thirty-two shillings ; but this I  know, 
that at Reading, last Saturday, about forty-five shillings was 
the price ;,and, I  hear, that, in Norfolk, the pri*e is forty-two. 
The highest quarters, and the infamous London press, will, at 
any rate, be prettily expfted, before Christmas. Old Sir 
Thomas Lethbridge, too, aud^GaSer Gooch, and his base tribe
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of Pittites at Ipswich; Coke and Suffield, and their crew; all 
these will be prettily laughed a t;  nor wUl that “ tall soul,” 
Lord Milton, escape being reminded of his profound and pat
riotic observation relative to “  this self-renovating country.” 
No sooner did he see the wheat get up to sixty or seventy shthings 
than he lost all his alarms; found that aE things were right, 
turned his back on Yorkshire Reformers, and went and toEed 
for Scarlett at Peterborough: and discovered, that there was 
nothing wrong, at last, and that the “  self-renovating country ” 
would triumph over aE its difficulties !— So it  wiE, “  taB soul; ” 
it  wiE triumph over aE its difficulties ; it  wiE renovate itself ; it 
wiE purge itself of rotten boroughs, of vile borough-mongers, 
their tools and their stopgaps;. it wiE purge itself of aE the 
viBanies which now corrode its heart; it wiE, in short, free 
itself from those curses, which the expenditure of eight or nine 
hundred miBions of EngUsh money took place in order to make 
perpetual: it  wiE, ip short, become free from oppression, as 
easy and as happy as the gaEant a^l sensible nation on the other 
side of the Channel. This is the sort of renovation, but not 
renovation by the means of wheat at seventy shiEings a quarter. 
Renovation it  wilf,have: it wiE rouse and wiE shake from itself 
curses Eke the pension which is paid to Burke’s executors. 
This is the sort of renovation, “  taE*soul; ”  and not wheat at 
70s. a quarter, whEe it is at twenty-five ^liEings a quarter in 
France. Pray observe, reader, bow the “  '^E soul ”  catched 
at the rise in the price of w heat; how he snapped at i t : how 
quickly he ceased his attacks upon the WhitehaE people and 
upon the System. He thought he had been deceived: he 
thought that things were coming about again; and so he drew 
in his boms, and began to talk about the self-renovating country. 
This was the tone of them all. This ^as the tone of aE the 
borough-mongers; aE the friends of the System; all those, who, 
like Lethbridge,-had begun to be staggered. They had deviated, 
for a moment, into our path ! b^t they popped back again the 
moment they saw the price of wheat rise! AE the enemies of 
Reform, aE the calumniators of Reformers, all the friends of 
the System, most anxiously desired a rise in the price of wheat. 
Mark the curious fact, that aE the vEe press of London; the 
whole of that infamous press; that newspapers, magazines, 
reviews: the whole of the base thing; and a baser surely this 
world never saw ; that the whole of this base thing rejoiced, 
exulted, crowed over me, and told an impudent lie, in order to 
have the crowing ; crowed, for what ? Because wheat and bread 

■ were become dear 1, A newspaper hatched under a corrupt 
Priest, a profligate Priest, and recently espoused to the heE of 
PaE MaU; even this vile thing c if  wed because wheat and bread
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had 'become dear ! Now, it  is notorious, that, heretofore, every 
periodical publication in this kingdom was in the constant habit 
of lamenting, when bread became dear, and of rejoicing, when 
it became cheap. This is notorious. Nay, it is equally notor
ious, that this infamous press was everlastingly assaiUng bakers, 
and millers, and butchers, for not seUing bread, flour, and meat 
cheaper than they were selling them. In how many hundreds 
of instances has this infamous press caused attacks to be made 
by the mob upon tradesmen of this description! All these 
things are notorious. Moreover, notorious it is that, long 
previous to every harvest, this infamous, this execrable, this 
beastly press, was engaged in stunning the public with accounts 
of the great crop which was just coming forward !  ̂ There was 
always, with this press, a prodigiously large crop. .This was 
invariably the ease. I t  was never known to be the contrary.

Now these things are perfectly well known to every man in 
England. How comes it, then, reader, that the profligate, the 
trading, the lying, the infajpous press of London, has now 
totally changed its tone and bias. The base thing never now 
tells us that there is a great crop or even a good crop. It never 
now wants cheap bread and cheap wheat an^ cheap meat. It  
never now finds fault of bakers and butchers. I t  now always 
endeavours to make it  ajipear that corn is dearee than it is. 
The base Morning ^Herald, ab*ut three weeks ago, not only 
suppressed the fagt of the fall of wheat, but asserted that there 
had been a rise in the price. Now why is aU this ? That is a 
great question, reader. That is a  very interesting question. 
Why has this infamous press, which always pursues that which 
it thinks its own interest; why has it taken this strange turn ? 
Tliis is the reason: stm id as the base thing is, it  has arrived 
at a conviction, that the price of the produce of the land 
cannot be kept up tc^ something approaching ten shillings a 
bushel for good wheat, the hellish system of funding must be 
blown up. The infamous press^has arrived at a conviction, that 
that cheating, that fraudulent system by which this press lives, 
must be destroyed unless the price of corn can be kept up. 
The infamous traders of the jwess are perfectly well satisfied, 
that the interest of the Debt must be reduced, unless wheat can 
be kept up to nearly ten shiflings a bushel. Stupid as they 
are, and stupid as the fellows down at Westminster are, they 
know very well, that the whole system, stock-jobbers, Jews, 
cant and all, go to the devU at once, as soon as a deduction 
is made fi»m the interest of the Debt. Knowfeig this, they 
want wheat to sell high ; because it has, at last, been hammered 
into their skulls, that the interest cannot be paid in full, if 
wheat sells low. Delightfiil i^the dfienuna in which they are.
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Dear bread does not suit their manufactories, and cheap bread 
does not suit their Debt. “  Ejivy of surrounding nations,”  how 
hard it is that Providence will not enable your farmers to sell 
dear and the consumers to buy cheap! These are the things 
that you want. Admiration of the world you are; but have 
these things you will not. There may be those, indeed, who 
question whether ypu yourself know what you w ant; but, at 
any rate, if you want these things, you wUl not have them.

Before I  conclude, let me ask the reader to take a look at 
the singularity of the tone and tricks of this Six-Acts Govern
ment. Is it not a novelty in the world to see a Government, 
and in ordinary seasons, too, having its whole soul absorbed 
in considerltions relating to the price of com ? There are our 
neighbours, the French, who have got a Government engaged 
in taking military possession of a great neighbouring kingdom 
to free which from these very French, we have recently ex
pended a hundred and fifty millions of money. Our neighbours 
have got a Government that is tl^ s engaged, and we have got 
a  Government that employs itself in making incessant “  inquiries 
in all the qualified quarters ”  relative to the price of wheat! 
Curious employmqpt for a Government 1 Singular occupation 
for the Ministers of the Great George 1 They seem to think 
nothing of Spain, with its eleven miUifcns of people, being in fact 
added to France. WhoUy insensible do thejy appear to concerns 
of this sort, while they sit thinking, day and night, upon the 
price of the bushel of wheat I

However, they are not, after aU, such fools as they appear 
to be. Despicable, indeed, must be that nation, whose safety 
or whose happiness does, in any degree, depend on so fluctuating 
a thing as the price of com. This is a matter that we must take 
as it comes. The seasons will be what ^ e y  will be ; and all the 
calculations of statesmen must be made*wholly independent of 
the changes and chances of seasons. This has always been the 
case, to be sure. What nation ^ould ever carry on its affairs, 
if it had to take into consideration the price of com f Never
theless, such is the situation of our Governmevi, that its very 
existence, in its present way, depends upon the price of com. 
The pretty fellows at Whitehall, if you may say to them : Well, 
but look at Spain ; look at the enormous brides of the French ; 
think of the consequences in case of another w a r; look, 4oo, 
at the growing marine of America. See, Mr. Jenkinson, see, 
Mr. Canning, see, Mr. Huskisson, see, Mr. Peel, and all ye tribe 
of Grenvilles, ^ee, what tremendous dangers are gafthering to
gether about us ! “ Us/ ”  Aye^ about you ; but pray think 
what tremendous dangers w heat^t four shillings a bushel wili 
bring about ust  This is the gf .  Here lies the whole of it.
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We laugh at a Government employing itself in making calcula
tions about the price of com, and in emploj '̂ing its press to put 
forth market puffs. We laugh at these things; but we should 
not laugh, if we considered, that it is on the price of wheat that 
the duration of the power and the profits of these men depends. 
They know what they w ant; and they wish to believe them
selves, and to make others beheve, that they shall have it. I  
have observed before, but it is necessary to observe again, that 
all those who are for the System, let them be Opposition or 
not Opposition, feel as Whitehall feels about the price of com. 
I  have given an instance, in the “  tall soul; ”  but it  is the same 
with the whole of them, with the whole of those who do not 
wish to see this infernal System changed. I  was informed, and 
I  believe it  to be true, that the Marquis of Lansdowne said, last 
April, when the great rise took place in the price of com, that he 
had always thought that the cash-measures had but little effect 
on prices ; but that he was now satisfied that those measures had 
no effect at aU on prices ! I^w , what is our situation ; what is 
the situation of this country, if we must have the present Minis
try, or a Ministry of which the Marquis of Lansdowne is to be 
a Member, if the Marquis of Lansdowne did utter these words f 
And again, I  say, that I  verily believe he did utter them.

Ours is a Government that now seems to depend very much 
upon the weather. iThe old t j ^  of a ship at sea will not do 
now, ours is a wq^ther Government; and to know the state of 
it, we must have recourse to those glasses that the Jews carry 
about. Weather depends upon the winds, in a great measure; 
and I  have no scruple to say, that the situation of those two 
Bight Honourable youths, that are now gone to the Lakes in 
the north; that their situation, next winter, will be rendered 
very irksome, not to sa^ perilous, by the present easterly wind, 
if it  should continue ^ o u t  fifteen days longer. Pitt, when he 
had just made a  monstrous issue of paper, and had, thereby, 
actually put the match which Jilowed up the old She Devil in 
1797— Pitt, at that time, congratulated the nation, that the 
wisdom of Parliament had estabhshed a solid system of finance. 
Anything but sohd it  assuredly w as; but his system of finance 
was as worthy of being called solid, as that system of Government 
which now manifestly depends upon the weather and the winds.

Since my return home (it is now Thursday, 11th September), 
I  have received letters from the east, from the north, and from 
the west. All tell me that the harvest is very far advanced, 
and that the crops are free from blight. These fetters are not 
particular as to the weight of the crop; except that they all 
say that the barley is exoelleSt. The wind is now coming from 
the east. There is every appiarance of the fine weather con-
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tinuing. Bofor# Christmas, we shall have the wheat down to 
what will be a fair average price in future. I  always said that 
the late rise w a s ^  mere pull. I t  was, in part, a scarcity rise. 
The wheat of 1 8 a  was grown and bad.- That of 1822 had to be 
begun upon in July. The crop has had to last thirteen months 
and a half. The present crop will have to last only eleven 
months, or less. The crop of barley, last year, was so very bad ; 
so very sm all; and the crop of the year before so very bad in 
quality that wheat was malted, last year, in great quantities, 
instead of barley. This year, the crop of barley is prodigious. 
All these things considered wheat, if the cash-measures had had 
no effect, must have been a himdred and forty shillings a quarter, 
and barley eighty. Y et the first never got to seventy, and the 
latter never got to fo r ty ! And yet there was a man who calls 
himself a statesman to say that that mere puff of a rise satisfied 
him that the cash-measures had never had any effect 1 Ah ! they 
are aU afraid to believe in the effect of those cash-measures: they 
tremble like children at the sight o j the rod, when you hold up be
fore them the ,effect of those cash-measures. Their only hope, is, 
that I  am wrong in my opinions upon that subject; because, if 
I  am right, their System is condemned to speedy destruction I 

I  thus conclude, for the present, my remarks relative to the 
harvest and the price of com. It  te the great subject of the 
day ; and the conffort is, that w« are now speedily to see whether 
I  be right or whether the Marquis of Lansd<*vne be right. As 
to the infamous London press, the moment the wheat comes 
down to forty shillings; that is to say, an average Government 
return of forty shillings, I  will spend ten poimds in placarding 
this infamous press, after the maimer in which we used to placard 
the base and detestable enemies of the Q u e e n .  This infamous 
press has been what is vulgarly oaUed “̂  running its rigs,”  for 
Several months past. The Quakers have teen urging it  on, under
handed. They have, I  understand, been bribing it  pretty 
deeply, in order to calunmiateij me, and to favour their own 
monopoly, but, thank God, the cunning knaves have outwitted 
themselves. They won’t  play at cards; but they will play at 
Stocks ; they will play at Lottery Tickets, and they will play at 
Mark-lane. They have played a silly game, this time. Saint 
Swithin, that good old Roman Catholic Saint, seemed to have set 
a trap for them ; he went on, wet, wet, wet, even until the harvest 
began. Then, after two or t t o e  days’ sunshine, shocking 
wet again. The ground soaking, the wheat growing, and the 
“  Friends ; ”  fhe gentle Friends, seeking the Spirit, were as busy 
amongst the Sacks at Mark-lane^as the devu in a high wind. 
In short they bought away, witk all the gain of Godliness, and 
a little more, before their eyes. ^11 of a sudden. Saint Swithin
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took away his clouds; out came the sun ; the -#ind ^ t  round to 
the east; just sun enough and just wind enough; and as tlie 
wheat ricks everjrwhere rose up, the long jaws of the Quakers 
dropped down ; and their faces of slate became of a darker hue. 
That sect will certainly be punished, this year; and, let us hope, 
that such a change will take place in their concerns as wiE compel 
a part of them to labour, a t any ra te ; for, at present, their 
sect is a perfect monster in society ; a whole sect, not one man of 
whom earns his living by the sweat of his brow. A  sect a great 
deal worse than the Jews ; for some of them do work. However, 
God  send us the easterly wind, for another fortnight, and we 
shaE certainly see some of this sect at work.

B D E A L b i d e : EEO M  K E N ^ N G T O N , ACROSS STTBEEV, A lfD  
A LO N G  T H A T  COU N TY.

JSeigate, Wednesday Evening, 
19ife October, 1825.

Having  some business at *Hartswood, near Reigate, I  intended 
to come off this nArning on Tiorseback, along with m y son 
Richard, but it raifeed so furiously the last night, that we gave up 
the horse project for to-day, being, by appointment, to be at 
Reigate by ten o’clock to-day : so that we came off this morning 
at five o’clock, in a post-ohaise, intending to return home and 
take our horses. Finding, however, that we cannot quit this 
place tiE Friday, we h ^ e  now sent for our horses, though the 
weather is dreadfuEy wct. But we are under a farmhouse roof, 
and the wind may whisSe and the rain faE as much as they Eke.

Beigate, Thursday Evening, ■ 
October.

Having done m y business at Hartswood to-day about eleven 
o’clock, I  went to a sale at a farm, which the farmer is quitting. 
Here I had a view of what has long been going on aE over the 
country. The farm, which belongs to Christ’s Hospital, has been 
held by a  man of the name of Charineton, in whose family the lease 
has been, I  hear, a great number of years. The house is hidden 
by trees. It  stands in the Weald of Surrey, olos# by the River 
MoU, wihich is here a mere ri’̂ le t, though just below this house 
the rivulet supplies the very prettiest fiour-miE I  ever saw in 
my life.
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Ererything about this farmhouse was formerly the scene of 

plain manners and plentiful living. Oak clothes-chests, oak bed
steads, oak chests of drawers, and oak tables to eat on, long, 
strong, and well supplied with joint stools. Some of the things 
were many hundreds of years old. But all appeared to be in a 
state of decay and nearly of disuse. There appeared to have 
been hardly any family in that house, where formerly there were, 
in all probability, from ten to fifteen men, boys, and maids: 
and, which was the worst of all, there was a parlour.1 Aye, and a 
carpet and hdl-pvM too !■ One end of the front of this once plain 
and substantial house had been moulded into a “  parlour ; ”  and 
there was the mahogany table, and , the fine chairs, and the fine 
glass, and all as bare-faced upstart as any stock-jobber in the 
kingdom can boast of. And there were the decanters, the 
glasses, the “  dinner-set ”  of crockery-ware, and all just in the 
true stock-jobber style. And I dare say it has been ’Squire 
Charihgton and the Miss Charington’s ; and not plain Master 
Charington, and his son Hodge, ai^ his,daughter Betty Charing- 
ton, all of whom this accursed system has, in all hkelihood, trans
muted into a species of mock 'gentlefolks, while it  has groimd 
the labourers down into real slaves. \?hy do not farmers now 
feed and lodge their work-people, as they did formerly f Because 
.they cannot keep them upon so little tis they give them in wages. 
This is the real cause of the change. Th#re needs no more to 
prove that the lot of the working classes has iiecome worse than 
it formerly was. This fact alone is quite sufficient to settle this 
point. All the world knows, that a number of people, boarded 
in the same house, and at the same table, can, with as good food, 
be boarded much cheaper than those persons divided into twos, 
threes, or fours, can be boarded. This is a weH-known tru th : 
therefore, if the farmer now shuts his parflry against his labourers, 
and- pays then wholly in money, is it nj>t clear, that he does it 
because he thereby gives them a living cheaper to him; that is 
to say, a viorse living than formerly ? Mind, he has a house for 
them ; a kitchen for them to sit in, bed rooms for them to sleep 
in, .tables, and stools, and benches, of everlasting duration. All 
these he has : all these cost Mm nothing ; and yet so much does 
he gain by pinching uhem in wages, that he lets aU these things 
remain as of no use, rather than feed labourers in the house. 
Judge, then, of the change that has taken place in the condition 
of these labourers! And be astonished, if you can, at the 
pauperism and the crimes that now disgrace this once happy and 
moral Engladd. •

The land produces, on an averjg.ge, what it always produced ; 
but there is a new distribution of the produce. This ’Squire 
Charington’s father used, I  dar| say, to sit at the head of the
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oak-table along with his men, say grace to them, and out up the 
meat and the pudding. He might take a cup of strong beer to 
himself, when they had none; but that was pretty nearly all 
the difference in their manner of living. So that aU lived well. 
But the 'Squire had many wine-decanters and wine-glasses a'nd 
“  a dinner set,”  and a “  breakfast set,”  and “  desert knives : ”  and 
these evidently imply carryings on and a consumption that must 
of necessity have greatly robbed the long oak table if it had 
remained fully tenanted. That long table could not share in the 
work of the decanters and the dinner set. Therefore, it  became 
almost untenanted; the labourers retreated to hovels, called 
cottages ; and, instead of board and lodging, they got money; 
so little of it as to enable the employer to drink w ine; but, 
then, that he might not reduce them to quite starvation, they 
were enabled to come to him, in the king's name, and demand food 
as paupers. And, now, mind, that which a  man receives in the 
king's name, he knows well he has by force ; and it  is not in nature ' 
that he should thank anyboi^ for it, and least of all the party 

. from wham it is forced. Then, if this sort of force be insufficient 
to obtain him enough to eat and to keep him warm, is it  sur
prising, if he think it  no great offence against God (who created 
no man to starve) to use another sort of fokob more within his 
own control ? Is it, in sh»rt, surprising, if he resort to theft and 
robbery.? « • ‘

This is not onlyjihe natural progress, but it  has been the progress 
in England. The blame is not justly imputed to ’Squire Char- 
ington, and his lik e : the blame belongs to the infernal stock
jobbing system. There was no reason to expect, that farmers 
would not endeavour to keep pace, in point of show and luxury, 
with fund-holders, and with all the tribes that war and taxes created. 
Farmers were not the Authors of the mischief; and now they 
are compelled to shut 4 ho labourers out of their houses, and to 
pinch them in their wages in order to be able, to pay their own 
taxes; and, besides this, the r ĵanners and the principles of the 
working class are so changed, that a sort of self-preservation bids 
the farmer (especially in some counties) to keep them-from 
beneath his roof.

I  could not quit this farmhouse without reflecting on the 
thousands of scores of bacon and thousands of bushels of bread 
that had been eaten from- the long oak-table which, I  said to 
myself, is now perhaps, going at last, to the bottom of a bridge 
that some stock-jobber will stick up over an artificial river in
his cockney garden. “  B y ----- it shan't,”  said I, almost in a
real passion: and so I  requested a friend to buy it for m e; 
and if he do so, I  will take i* to  Kensington, or to Fleet-street, 
and keep it for the good it  has|lone in the world.
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When the old farmhouses are down (and down they must 

come in time) what a miserable thing the country will be! 
Those that are now erected are mere painted shells, with a 
Mistress within, who is stuck up in a place she calls a parlour, 
with, if she have children, the “  young ladies and gentlemen ” 
about h er: some showy chairs and a sofa (a,.sofa by all means) ; 
halt a dozen prints in gilt frames hanging u p : some swinging 
book-shelves with novels and tracts upon them : a dinner 
brought in by a girl that is perhaps better “  educated ”  than 
she : two or three nick-nacks to eat instead of a piece of bacon 
and a pudding: the house too neat for a dirty-shoed carter to 
be allowed to come into; and everything proclaiming to every 
sensible beholder, that there is here a constant anxiety to make 
a show not warranted by the reality. The children (which is the 
worst part of it) are all too clever to work: they are all to be 
gentlefolks. Go to plough 1 Good God I What, “  young gentle
men ” go to plough 1 They become darks, or some skimmy-dish 
thing or other. They flee from tl:̂ _ dirty work as cuiming horses 
do from the bridle. What misery is all this ! What a mass of 
materials for producing that general and dreadful convulsion 
that must, first or last, come and blow this funding and jobbing 
and enslaving and starving system to Atoms !

I  was going, to-day, by the side •£ a plat of ground, where 
there was a very fine flock of turkeys. 1  stoj)ped to admire them, 
and observed to the, Owner how fine they were, jvhen he ansWered, 
“  We owe them entirely to you. Sir, for we never raised one till 
“  we read your Cottage Economy.”  I  then told him, that we had, 
this year, raised two broods at Kensington, one black and one 
white, one of nine and one of eight; but, that, about three weeks 
back, they appeared to become dull and pale about the head; 
and, that, therefore, I  sent them to s^farmhouse, where they 
recovered instantly, and the broods bein^such a contrast to each 
other in point of, colour, they were now, when prowling over a 
grass field amongst the most agreeable sights that I  had ever 
seen. I  intended of course, to let them get their full growth at 
Kensington, where they wore in a grass plat about fifteen yards 
square, and where I  thought that the feeding of them, in gfeat 
abundance, with lettuces and other greens from the garden, 
together with grain, would carry them on to perfection. But I  
found that I was wrong ; and that, though you may raise them 
to a certain size, in a small place and with such management, 
they then, if so much confined, begin to be sickly. Several of 
mine began Sctually to droop: and, the very daj» they were 
sent into the country, they became as gay as ever, and, in three 
days, aU the colour about their beads came back to them.

This town of Eeigate had, infformer times, a  Priory, which
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had considerable estates in the neighbourhood; and this is 
brought to my recollection by a circumstance 'H'hioh has recently 
taken place in this very town. We all know how long it has 
been the fashion for us to take it for granted, that the monasteries 
were had things ; but, of late, I  have made some hundreds of 
thousands of very good Protestants begin to suspect, that monas
teries were better than poor-rates, and that monks and nuns, 
who fed the poor, wore better than sinecure and pension nieu and 
women, who feed upon the poor. But, how came the monas
teries ! How came this that was at Reigate, for instance ? 
Why, it was, if I  reooUeot correctly, founded hy a Surrey gentleman, 
who gave this spot and other estates to it, and who, as was 
usual, provided that masses were to be said in it for his soul 
and those of others, and that it should, as usual, give aid to the 
poor and needy.

Now, upon the face of the transaction, what harm could this 
do the community ? On the contrary, it  must, one would think, 
do it good ; for here was thi#estate given to a set of landlords 
who never could quit the spot; who could have no families; 
who could save no money; who could hold no private property ; 
who eorJd make no w ill; who must spend all their income at 
Reigate and near i t ; who as was the custom, fed the poor, adminis
tered to the sick, and taught some, at least, of the people, gratis. 
This, upon the face df the thing, seems to be a very good way of 
disposing of a riolf man’s estate.

“  Aye, but,”  it is said, “  he Jeft his estate away from his 
relations.”  That is not sure, by any means. The contrary is 
fairly to be presumed. Doubtless, it was the custom for Catholic 
Priests, before they took their leave of a dying rich man, to ' 
advise him to think of f^e Church and the Poor ; that is to say to 
exhort him to bequeath something to them ; and this has been 
made a monstrous ohai*e against that Church. I t  is surprising 
how blind men are, when they have a mind to be blihd; what 
despicable dolts they are, when»they desire to be cheated. We, 
of the Church of England, must have a special deal of good sense 
and of modesty, to be sure, to rail against the Catholic Church, 
on this account, when our Common Prayer Book, copied from 
an Act of Parliament, corrtmands our Parsons to do just the same 
thing I

Ah 1 say the Dissenters, and particularly the Unitarians ; that 
queer sect, who will have all the wisdom in the world to them
selves ; who will believe and won’t beUeve ; wjio wilj be Christians 
and who wdh’t have a Christ; who will laugh at you, if you believe 
in the Trinity, and who woul^ (if they could) boil you in oE if 
you do not believe in the Be^rrection.: “  Oh ! ”  say the Dis
senters, “  we know very well| that your Ohwrch Parsons are
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“ eommanded to get, if they can, dying people to give their 
“ money and estates to the Church and the poor, as they oaU 

. “ the concern, though the poor, we believe, come in for very 
“  little which is got in this way. But what is your Church ? 
“  We are the real Cihristians; and we, upon our souls, never 
“  play such tricks; never, no never, terrify old women out of 
“  their stockings fuU of guineas.”  “  And, as to ns,” say the 
Unitarians, “  we, the most liberal creatures upon earth; we, 
“ whose virtue is indignant at the tricks by which the Monks 
“  and Nuns got legacies from dying people to the injury of heirs 
“  and other relations; we, who are the really enlightened, the 
“  truly consistent, the benevolent, the disinterested, the exolu- 
“  sive patentees of the salt of the earth, which is sold only at, or 
“  by express permission from our old and original warehouse 
“  and manufactory, Essex-street, in the Strand, first street on the 
“  left, going from Temple Bar towards Charing Cross ; we defy
“  you to show that Unitarian Parsons............”

Stop your protestations and heA my Reigate anecdote, which, 
as I  said above, brought the reooUeotion of the Old Priory into 
my head. The readers of the Register heard me, several times, 
some years ago, mention Mr. Baron Maseres, who was, for a great 
many years, what they call Cursitor Baron of the Exchequer. 
He Uved partly in London anc  ̂partly at Reigate, for more, I  
believe, than half a century; and he died,-%.bout two years ago, 
or less, leaving, I  am told, more than a quarter of% million of money. 
The Baron came to see me, in Pall Mall, in 1800. He always 
came frequently to see me, wherever I was in Loudon; not by 
any means omitting to come to see me in Newgate, where I was 

' imprisoned for two years, with a thousand pounds fine and seven 
years heavy bad, for having expresseej^my indignation at the 
flogging of Englishmen, in the heart of England, under a guard 
of German bayonets; and to Newgate %e always came in his 

. wig and govm, in order, as he said, to show his abhorrence of the 
sentence. I  several times passed a week, or more, with the 
Baron at his house, at Reigate, and might have passed many 
more, if my time and taste would have permitted me to accept 
of his invitations. Therefore, I  knew the Baron well. He was 
a most conscientious m an; he was when I first knew him, still 
a very clever m an ; he retained all his faculties to a very great 
age; in 1815, I  think it was, I  got a letter from him, written in 
a firm hand, correctly as to grammar, and ably as to matter, and 
he must thenjiave been little short of ninety. He never was a 
bright m an; but had always been a very sensible, just and 
humane man, and a man too whcaalways oared a great deal for 
the public good ; and he was th^only man that I ever heard of, 
who refused to hayh his salary ^gmented, when an augments-
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tion was offered, and when all other such salaries were aug
mented. I  had heard of th is : I  asked him about it when I saw 
him again ; and he said : “  Xhere was no wmk to be added, and 
“  I  saw no justice in adding to the salary. I t  must,”  added he, 
“  be paid hy somebody, and the more I take, the less that some- 
“  body must haye.”

He did not save money for money’s sake. He saved it be
cause his habits would not let him spend it. He kept a house 
in Bathbone Place, chambers in the Temple, and his very pretty 
place at Eeigate. He was by no means stingy, but his scale and 
habits were cheap. Then, consider, too, a bachelor of nearly a 
hundred years old. His father left him a fortune, his brother 
(who also died a very old bachelor), left him another; and the 
money lay in the funds, and it  went on doubling itself over and 
over again, till it  became that immense mass which we have 
seen above, and which, when the Baron was making his will, 
he had neither Catholic priest nor Protestant parson to exhort 
him to leave to the church anij the poor, instead of his relations ; 
though, as we shall presently see, he had somebody else to whom 
to leave his great heap of money.

The Baron was a most implacable enemy of the Catholics, as 
CathoUos. There was rather a peculiar reason for this, his 
grand-father having been sfFrenoh Hugonot and having fled with 
his children to England, at th« time of the revocation of the 
Edict of Nantz. ,T h e  Baron was a very humane man; his 
humanity made him assist to support the French emigrant 
priests; but, at the same time, he caused Sir Richard Mus- 
grave’s book against the Irish Catholics to be published at his 
own expense. He and I never agreed upon this subject; and this 
subject was, with him, a vital one. He had no asperity in his 
nature; he was naturaSy all gentleness and benevolence ; and, 
therefore, he never resorted what I  said to him on this subject 
(and which nobody else ever, I  believe, ventured to say to him ): 
but he did not like i t ; and h^ Mked it  less because I certainly 
beat him in the argument. However, this was long before he 
visited me in Newgate : and it  never produced (though the dis
pute was frequently revived) any difference in his conduct 
towards me, which was imiformly friendly to the last time I  saw 
him before his memory was gone.

There was great excuse for the Baron. From his very birth 
he had been taught to hate and abhor the Catholic religion. 
He had been told, that his father and mother had been driven 
out of Fraaoe by the Catholics: and there was tWtit mother din
ning this in his ears, and all manner of horrible stories along with it, 
during all the tender years or his life. In short, the prejudice 
made part of his very frame. I |  the year 1803, in August, I  think
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it was, I  had gone down to his house on a Friday, and was there 
on a Sunday. After dinner he and I and his brother walked to 
the Priory, as is stiU called the jfliansion house, in the dell at 
Reigate, which is now ooo.upied by Lord Eastnor, and in which 
a llr. Birket, I  think, then lived. After coming away from the 
Priory, the Baron (whose native place was Betchworth, about 
two or three miles from Reigate) who knew the history of every 
house and every thing else in this part of the country, began to 
tell me why the place was called the Priory. Prom this he came 
to the superstition and dark ignorance that induced people to 
found monasteries; and he dwelt particularly on the injustice 
to heirs and relations ; and he went on, in the usual Protestant 
strain, and with all the bitterness of which he was capable, 
against those crafty priests, who thus plundered families by means 
of the influence which they had over people in their dotage, or 
who were naturally weak-minded.

A las! poor Baron ! he does not seem to have a t all foreseen 
what was to become of his own money! What would he have 
said to me, if I  had answered his observations by predicting, that 
he would give his great mass of money to a little parson for that 
parson’s own private use; leave only a mere pittance to his 
own relations; leave the little parson his house in which we 
were then sitting (along with all hiswther real property); that 
the httle parson would come inte the house,and take possession ; 
and that his own relations (two nieces) would walk out! Yet, 
all this has actually taken place, and that, too, after the poor 
old Baron’s four score years of jokes about the tricks of Popish 
priests, practised, in the dark ages, upon the ignorant and super
stitious people of Reigate.

When I  first knew the Baron he was a staunch Church of 
England man. He went to church eve^ Sunday once, at least. 
He used to take me to Reigate church : ̂ and I observed, that he 
was very well versed in his prayer book. But a decisive proof 
of his zeal as a Church of En^and man is, that he settled an 
annual sum on the incumbent of Reigate, in order to induce 
him to preach, or pray (I'forget which), in the church, twice on a 
Sunday, instead of once ; and, in case this additional preaching, 
or praying, were not performed in Reigate church, the annuity 
was to go (and sometimes it does now go) to the poor of an adjoin
ing parish, and not to those of Reigate, lest I  suppose, the par
son, the overseers, and other rate-payers, might happen to think 
that the Baron’s annuity would be better laid out in food for 
the bodies than for the souls of the poor; or, in othef words, lest 
the money should be taken annually and added to the poor-rates 
to ease the purses of ĥe farmers.*

It  did not, I  flare say, occui? jjb the poor Baron (when he was
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making this settlement), that he was now giving money to make 
a church parson put up additional prayers, though he had, aU 
his lifetime, been laughing at those, who, in the dark ages, gave 
money, for this purpose, to Catholic priests. Nor did it, I  dare 
say, oooru-, to the Baron, that, in his contingent settlement of the 
annuity on the poor of an adjoining parish, he as good as declared 
his opinion, that he distrusted the piety of the parson, the over
seers, the churchwardens,, and, indeed, of all the people of 
Beigate: yes, at the very moment that he was providing addi
tional prayers for them, he in the very same parchment, put a 
provision, which clearly showed that he was thoroughly con
vinced that they, overseers, churchwardens, people, parson and 
all, loved money better than prayers.

What was this, then ? Was it hypocrisy; was it  ostentation 7 
N o : mistake. The Baron thought that those who could not go 
to church' in the morning ought to have an opportunity of going 
in the afternoon. He was aware of the power of money ; but, 
when he came to make his ol^igatory clause, he was compelled 
to do that which reflected great discredit on the very chmch 
and rehgion, which it  was hia object to honoim and up
hold.

However, the Baron was a staunch churchman as this fact 
clearly proves; several yaars he had become what they call 
an Unitarian. The ^ s t  time ^  think) that I  perceived this, 
was in 1812. He ^m e to see me in Newgate, and he soon began 
to talk about religion, which had not been much his habit. He 
went on at a great rate, laughing about the Trin ity; and I 
remember that he repeated the Unitarian distich, which makes 
a joke of the idea of there being a devil, and which they aU 
repeat to you, and at the same time laugh and look as cunning 
and as priggish as JaclA law s; just as if they were wiser than 
aU the rest of the worldj I  hate to hear the conceited and dis
gusting prigs, seeming to take it for granted, that they only are 
wise, because others believe in the incarnation, without being 
able to reconcile it to reason. *The prigs don’t  consider, that 
there is no more reason for the resurrection than for the incarna
tion ; and yet having taken it into their heads to come up again, 
they would murder you, if they dared, if you were to deny the 
resurrection. I  do most heartily despise this priggish set for 
their conceit and impudence ; but, seeing that they want reason 
for the inoamatiou; seeing that they will have effects, here, 
ascribed to none but usual causes, let me put a question or two 
to them.  ̂ •

1. Whence comes the white dover, that comes up and covers 
aU the ground, in Ameriffa, where hard-wood trees, after 
standing for thousands of ^ ars, have been burnt down 7
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2. Whence, come (in similar oases as to self-woods) the hurtle- 
berries in some places, and the raspberries in others ?

3. Whence come fish in new made places where no fish have 
ever been put ?

4. Whii causes horse-hair to become living things ?
6 . What causes frogs to come in drops of rain, or those drops 

of rain to turn to frogs, the moment they are on the earth ?
6 . What causes musquitoes to coma in rain water caught in a 

glass, covered over immediately with oiL paper, tied down 
and so kept till full of these winged torments 7

7. What causes flounders, real little flat fish, brown on one side. 
White on the other, mouth side-ways, with tail, fins, and all, 
leafing alive, in the inside of a  rotten sheep’s, and of every 
rotten sheep’s, liver ?

There, prigs ; answer these questions. K f t y  might be given 
you; but these are enough. Answer these. I  suppose you 
will not deny the facts 7 They are all notoriously true. The 
fctsi,-which of itself would be quj^ enough for you, will be at
tested on oath, if you like it, by any farmer, ploughman, and 

I shepherd, in England. Answer this question 7, or hold your 
conceited gabble about the “  imfossihility ”  of that which I 
need not here name.

Men of sense do not attempt to* discover that which it  is 
impossible to discover. They l«ave things pretty much as they 
find them ; and take care, at least, not to m^ke changes of any 
sort, without very evident necessity. The poor Baron, however, 
appeared to be quite eaten up with his “  rational Christianity.”  
He talked like a man who has made a discovery of his own. He 
seemed as pleased as I, when I  was a boy, used to be, when I 
had just found a rabbit’s stop, or a black-bird’s nest fuE of young 
ones. I  do not reooEeet what I  said i$ou this occasion. It  is 
most likely that I  said nothing in contmdiction to him. I  saw 
the Baron many times after this, but I  never talked with him 
about religion. ,

Before the summer of 1822, 1 had not seen him for a year or 
two, perhaps. But, in July of that year, on a very hot day, I  
was going down Rathbone Place, and, happening to cast my 
eye on the Baron’s house, I knocked at the door to ask how he 
was. His man servant came to the door, and told me that his 
master was at dinner. “  WeU,” said I, “  never mind ; give my 
“  best respects to him.”  But the servant (who had always been 
with him since I knew him) begged me to come in. for that he was 
sure his masl^r would be glad to see me. I  thonghit, as it was 
likely that I  might never see hijp again, I  would go in. The 
Servant announced me, and the Baron said, “  Beg him to walk in.”  
In I  went, and there I  found th4 Baron at diimer; but not quite
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alom ; nor without spiritual as well as carnal and vegetable 
nourishment before h im : for, there, on the opposite side of his 
vis-a-vis dining table, sat that nice, neat, straight, prim piece of 
mortality, commonly called the Reverend Robert Fellowes, who 
was the Chaplain to the unfortunate Queen until Mr. Alderman 
Wood’s son 'came to supply his place, and who was now, I  could 
clearly see, in a fair way enough.,  ̂ I  had dined, and so I  let 
them dine on. The Baron was become quite a child, or worse, 
as to mind, though he ate as heartily as I  ever saw him, and he 
was always a great eater. When his servant said, “  Here is Mr. 
Cobbett, Sir ; ” he said, “  How do you do, Sir ?' I  have read much 
“  of your writings. Sir ; but rmver hid the pleasure to see your per- 
“  son before.”  After a time I made him recoUeot m e ; but he, 
directly after, being about to relate something about America, 
turned towards me, and said, “  Were you ever in  America, Sir ! ” 
But I must mention one proof of the state of his mind., Mr. 
FeUowea asked me about the news from Ireland, where the 
people were then in a state of starvation (1822), and I answering 
that, it  was likely that many * f them would actually be starved 
to death, the Baron, quitting his green goose and green pease, 
turned to me and said, “  Starved, Sir 1 Why don’t  they go to 
the parish V ’ “ Why,”  said I, “ you know. Sir, that there 
are no poor-rates in Ireland.”  Upon this he exclaimed, “  W hat! 
no poor-rates in Ireland! *W hy not? I  did not know that; 
I  can’t  think how thfit can be.’* And then he rambled on in a 
childish sort of way.

At the end of about half an hour, or, it might be more, I  
shook hands with the poor old Baron for the last time, well 
convinced that I  should never see him again, and not less con
vinced, that I  had seen his heir. He died in about a year or so 
afterwards, left to his ^wn family about 2 0 ,0 0 0f., and to his 
ghostly guide, the Holy Rrobert Fellowes, all the rest of his 
immense fortune, whicl^ as I  have been told, amounts to more 
than a quarter of a million of money.

Now, the public ■ will recollect »that, while Mr. Fellowes was at 
the Queen’s, he was, in the public papers, charged with being 
an Unitarian, at the same time that he officiated as her chaplain. 
I t  is also well known, that he never pubhcly contradicted this. 
I t  is, besides, the general belief at Reigate. However, this we 
know well, that he is a parson, of one sort or the other, and that 
he is not a Catholic priest. That is enough for me. I  see this 
poor, foolish old man leaving a monstrous mass of money to this 
little Protestant parson, whom he had not even kjiown more, I 
believe, t h ^  about three or four years. When the will was 
made I cannot say. I  know nothing at aU about that. I  am 
supposing that all was perfeotijr fa ir; that the Baron had his
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senses when he made his w ill; that he clearly meant w  uv/ Dt-iOiy 
which he did. But, then, I  must insist, that, if he had left 
the money to a  Catholic 'priest, to be by him expended on the 
endowment of a convent, wherein to say masses and to feed 
and teach the poor, it  would have been a more sensible and 
publio-spirited part in the Baron, much more beneficial to the 
town and environs of Beigate, and beyond all measure more 
honourable to his own memory.

OhU'uiorth, Friday E've.ning, 
21si Oct. '

It  has been very fine to-day. Yesterday morning there was 
snow on Beigate Hill, enough to look white from where we were 
in the valley. We set oil about haH-past one o’clock, and came 
all down the valley, through Buokland, Betchworth, Dorking, 
Sheer and Aldbury, to this place. Very few prettier rides in 
England, and the weather beautifully fine. There are more 
meeting-houses than churches in the vale, and I have heard of 
no less than five people, in this*vale, who have gone crazy on 
accotmt of religion.

To-morrow we intend to move on towards the W e st; to take 
a look, just a look, at the Hampshire Parsons again. The 
turnips seem fine ; but they cannot be large. All other things 
are very fine indeed. Everything seems to prognosticate a hard 
winter. All the country people say that it will be so.

BID E : FB O M  OHII.WOKTH, 1ST S U K f t Y ,  TO W IN O H B STB E .

Thurslcy, four miles from 
,  Godal'ning, Surrey,

Sunday E'vening, 23rd OctAer, 1823.

Wb set out from Chilworth to-day about noon. This is a 
little hamlet, lying under the South side of St. Martha’s H ill; 
and, on the other side of that hill, a little to the North West, 
is the town of Guilford, which (taken with its environs) I, who 
have seen so many, many towns, think the prettiest, and, taken 
all together, the most agreeable and most happy-looking, that I  
ever saw in «ny life. Here are hill and deU in endless variety. 
Here are the chalk and the sand, vieing with each other in 
making beautiful scenes. Here i f  a navigable river and fine mea
dows. Here are woods and dor|ns. Here is something of every-
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thing but fat marshes and their skeleton-making agues. The vale, 
all the way down to Chilworth from Reigate, is very delightful.

We did not go to Guildford, nor did we cross the River Wey, 
to come tlirough Godaiming; hut boro away to our left, and 
came through the village of Hambleton, going first to Hasoomb, 
to show Richard the South Downs from that high land, which 
looks Southward over the Wealds of Surrey and Sussex, with all 
their fine and innumerable oak trees. Those that travel on 
turnpike roads know nothing of England.— From Haisoomb to 
Thursley almost the whole way is across fields, or commons, or 
along narrow lands. Here we see the people witho,ut any dis
guise or affeetation. Against a  great road things are made for 
show. Here we see them without any show. And here we gain 
real knowledge as to their situation.— We crossed to-day, three 
turnpike roads, that from Guildford to Horsham, that from 
Godaiming to Worthing, I  believe, and that from Godaiming to 
Chichester.

•  Tharshy, Wednesday, Oct.
The weather has been beautiful erer since last Thursday 

morning; but there has been a white frost every morning, 
and the days have been coldish. Here, however, I  am quite 
at home in a room, where there is one of my American Hire Places, 
bought, by my host  ̂ c f Mr. Jindson of Kensingtbn, who has 
made many a sem-e of families comfortable, instead of sitting 
shivering in the cold. A t the house of the gentleman, whose house 
I  am now in, there is a good deal of fuel-wood ; and here I  see in 
the parlours, those fine and cheerful fires that make a great 
part of the happiness of the Americans. But these fires are 
to be had only in this sort of fire-place. Ten times the fu el; 
nay, no q\iantity, wouM effect the same object, in any other 
fire-place. It  is equally good for coal as for wood; but, for 
pleasure, a wood-fire is Uie thing. There is, round about almost 
every gentleman’s or great farmer’s house, more wood suffered to 
rot every year, in one shape or ‘another, than would make (with 
this fire-place) a  couple of rooms constantly warm, from October 
to June. Here, peat, turf, saw-dust, and wood, are burnt in 
these fire-places. My present host has three of the fire-places.

Being out a-coursing to-day, I  saw a queer-looking building 
upon one of the thousands of hills that nature has tossed up 
in endless variety of form round the skirts of the lofty Hind- 
head. This building is, it  seems, called a Semaphore, or Semi- 
phare, or spmething of that sort. IVhat this w#rd may have 
been hatched out of I  cannot say; but it  means a fob, I  am 
sure. To caU it  an alarm-fitst would not have been so con
venient ; for people not euduei^ with Scotch intellect might have

-9
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wondered why the devil we should have to pay for alarm-posts ; 
and might have thought, that, with aU our “  glorious victories,” 
we had “  brought our hogs to a fine market,”  if our dread of 
the enemy were such as to induce us to have alarm-posts all 
over the country! Such uninteUeotual people might have 
thought that we had “  conquered Erance by the immortal 
Wellington,” to little purpose, if we were still in such fear as 
to build alarm-posts; and they might, in addition, have ob- 

- served, that, for many hundred of years, England stood in need 
of neither signal posts nor standing army of mercenaries; but 
relied safety on the courage and public spirit of the people 
themselves. B y  calling the thing by an outlandish name, these 
reflections amongst the uninteUeotual are obviated. Alarm-post 
would be a nasty name ; and it would puzzle people exceedingly, 
when, they saw one of these at a place like Ashe, a little viUage on 
the north side of the ohalk-ridge (called the Hog’s Back) going 
from Guildford to Eamham i What can this he for d Why are 
these expensive things put up aH over the country ? Eespect- 
iug the movements of whom is wanted this alarm-system i  Will 
no member ask this in Parliament ? Not one : not a man : and 
yet it is a thing to ask about. A h ! it is in vain, T hino, that you 
thus are making your preparations ; in vain that you are setting 
your trammels! The d e b t , the ble*sed debt, that best ally of 
the people, will break them aU  ̂ will snap them, as the hornet 
does the cobweb; and, even these very “  gomaphores,”  con
tribute towards the force of that ever-blessed debt. Curious to 
see how things work I, The “  glorious revolution,”  which was 
made for the avowed purpose of maintaining the Protestant 
ascendancy, and which was foUowed by such terrible persecu
tion of the Catholics ; that “  glorious ”  affair, which set aside a 
race of kings, because they were Cathciics, served as the prccc- 
iewtiov the American revolution, also oajjed “  glorious,”  and this 
second revolution compeUed the successors of the makers of the 
first, to begin to cease their jperseoutions of the Catholics! 
Then, again, the debt was made to raise and keep armies on foot 
to prevent reform of Parliament, because, as it was feared by 
the Aristocracy, reform would have humbled them ; and this 
debt, created for this purpose, is fast sweeping the Aristocracy 
out of their estates, as a clown, with his foot, kicks field-mice 
out of their nests. There was a hope, that the debt could have 
been reduced by stealth, as it  were ; that the Aristocracy could 
have been saved in this way. That hope now no longer exists. 
In all likelihSod the funds wiU keep going down. •What is to 
prevent this, if the interest of B^hequer Bills be raised, as the 
broad sheet tells ns it is to be ? w h a t! the funds fall in time 
of peace; and the French funlls not fall, in time of peace I
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However, it will all happen jasi as it ought to happen. Even 
the next session of Parliament wiU bring ont matters of some 
interest. The thing is now working in the surest possible way.

The great business of life, in the country, appertains, in some 
way or other, to the game, and o.speeiaIly at this time of the year. 
If  it  were not for the game, a country life would be like an 
everlasting honey-imon, which would, in about half a century, 
put an end to the human race. In towns, or large villages, 
people make a shift to find the means of rubbing the rust off from 
each other by a vast variety of sources of contest. A  couple of 
wives meeting in the street, and giving each other a  WTy look, or 
a look not quite civil enough, will, if the parties be hard pushed 
for a ground of contention, do pretty well. But in the country, 
there is, a las! no such resource. Here are no walls for people 
to take of each other. Here they are so placed as to prevent 
the possibility of such lucky local contact. Here is more than 
room of every sort, elbow, leg, horse, or carriage, for them aU. 
Even at Church (most of the ;^ople being in the meeting-houses) 
the pews are surprisingly too large. Here, therefore, where all 
circumstances seem calculated to cause never-ceasing concord 
with its accompanying dullness, there would be no relief a t all, 
were it not for the game. This, happily, supplies the place of all 
other sources of alternate %lispute and reconciliation; it  keeps 
all in life and motio», from the4ord down to the hedger. When 
I  see two men, whether in a market-room, by the way-side, in a 
parlour, in a church-yard, or even in the church itself, engaged 
in manifestly deep and most momentous discourse, I  will, if it 
he any time between September and February, bet ten to  one, 
that it is, in some way or other, about the game. The wives 
and daughters hear so much of it, that they inevitably get 
engaged in the d isp u te ; and thus all are kept in a state of 
vivid animation. I  sl3#uld like very much to he able to take a 
spot, a circle of 1 2  miles in diameter, and take an exact account 
of all the time spent by each individual, above the age of ten (that 
is the age they begin at), in talking, during the game season of one 
year, about the game and -about sporting exploits. I  verily ■ 
behove that it  would amount, upon an average, to six times as 
much as all the other talk put together; and, as to the anger, 
the satisfaction, the scolding, the commendation, the chagrin, 
the exultation, the envy, the emulation, where are there any of 
these in the country, unconnected with the game .?

There is, however, an important distinction to be made-be
tween hunters (including coursers) and shooters, ffhe latter are, 
as far as relates to their exploits, a disagreeable class, compared 
with the former; and the reasorj. of this is, their doings are 
almost wholly their ow n; wUle, in the case of the others, the
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achievements are the property ot the dogs. Nobody likes to hear 
another talk much in praise of his own acts, unless those acts 
have a manifest tendency to produce some good to the hearer; 
and shooters do talk much of their own exploits, and those ex
ploits rather tend to humiliate the hearer. Then, a great shooter 
will, nine times out of ton, go ■ :o far as almost to lie a little ; 
And, though people do not toll him of it, they do not like him 
the jjetter for i t ; and he but too frscj^uently discovers that they 
do not believe him : whereas, hunicrs are more followers of tlie 
dogs, as mere spectators; their praises, if any are called for, 
are bestowed on the greyhounds, the hounds, the fox, the hare, 
OS the horses. There is a little rivalship in the riding, or in 
the behaviour of the horses; but this has so little to do with 
the personal merit of the sportsmen, that it never produces a want 
of good fellowship in the evening of the day. A  shooter who has 
been missing all day, must have an uncommon share of good 
sense, not to feel mortified while the slaughterers are relating the 
adventures of that d a y ; and th» is what cannot exist in the 
case of the hunters. Bring me into a room, with a dozen men in 
it, who have been sporting all d a y ; or, rather let me be in an 
adjoining room, where I can hear the sound of their voices, with
out being able to distinguish the words, and I  wiU bet ten to one 
that I tell whether they be hunters of shooters.

I  was once acquainted with* a famous*shooter whose name 
was William Ewing. He was a barrister of«Philadelphia, but 
became far more renowned by his gun than by his law oases. 
We spent scores of days together a-shooting, and were extremely 
well matched, I  having excellent dogs and caring little about 
my reputation as a shot, his dogs being good for nothing, and 
he caring more about his reputation as^ shot than as a lawyer. 
The fact which I am going to relate respecting this gentleman, 
ought to be a warning to young men, howathey become enamoured 
of this species of vanity. We had gone about ten miles from our 
home, to shoot where partridge* wore said to be very plentiful. 
We found them so. In the course of a November day, he had, 
just before dark, shot, and sent to the farmhouse, or kept in 
his bag, ninety-nine partridges. He made some iew double shots, 
and he might have a miss or two, for he sometimes shot when 
out of my sight, on account of the woods. However, he said 
that he killed at every shot; and, as he had counted the birds, 
when we went to dinner at the farmhouse and when he cleaned 
his gun, he, just before sun-set, knew that he had killed ninety- 
nine partridges, every one upon the wing, and a gfeat part of 
them in woods very thickly set^ ith  largish trees. It  was a 
grand achievement;, but, unfortunately, he wanted to make it 
a hundred. The sun was setting, and, in that country, darkness
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cornea almost at once ; it is more like the going out of a candle 
than that of a fire; and I -wanted to be off, as -we had a very 
bad road to go, and as he, being under strict petticoat govern
ment, to -whioh he most loyally and dutifully submitted, -was 
compelled to get home that night, taking me -with him, the 
vehicle (horse and gig) being mine. I, therefore, pressed him to 
come away, and moved on myself towards the house (that of old 
John Brown, in Bucks county, grandfather of that General 
Bro-wn, who gave some of our whiskered heroes such a rough 
handling last war, which was waged for the piupose of “  deposing 
James Sladison ” ), a t -which house I  would have stayed all night, 
but from which I  was compelled to go by that watchful govern
ment, under -which he had the good fortune to live. Therefore I 
was in haste -to be off. N o : he would kill the hundredth bird ! 
In vain did I  talk of the bad road and its many dangers for 
want of moon. The poor partridges, which we had scattered 
about, were calling all around us ; and, just at this moment, up 
got one under his feet, in a fMd in which the -whe t̂ was three 
or four inches high. He shot and missed. “  That’s it,”tsaid he, 
running as if to pick up the bird. “  W h at! ”  said I, “  you don’t 
“  think you hilled, do you ? Why there is the bird now, not 
“  only alive, hut calling in that wood; ”  which was at about a 
hundred yards distance. He, in that form of words usually 
employed in such oaifbs, asserted that he shot the bird and saw 
it fa ll; and I, in ftiuch about the same form of words, asserted, 
that he had missed, and that I, with my o-wn eyes, saw the bird 
fly into the wood. This -was too much 1 To miss once out of a 
hundred times ! To lose such a chance of immortality I He was 
a good-humoured m an; I  liked him very much ; and I  could not 
help feeling for him, w h ^  he said, “  Well, Sir, I  killed the bird ; 
“  and if you choose to go away and take your dog away, so as 
“  to prevent me from fiming it, you must do i t ; the dog is yours, 
“  to be sure.”  “  The dog,”  said I, in a very mild tone, “  why, 
“  E-wing, there is the sp ot; and could we not see it, upon this 
“  smooth green surface, if it were there ? ”  However, he began 
to looh about; and I  called the dog, and affected to join him 
in the search. Pity for his -weakness got the better of my dread 
of the bad road. After walking backward and forward many 
times upon about twenty yards square -with our. eyes to the 
ground, looking for what both of us knew -was not there, I  had 

-passed him (he going one way and I  the other), and I happened 
to be turning round just after I  had passed him, wljen I saw him, 
putting his hand behind him, talce a partridge out ofnis bag and let 
it fall upon the ground ! I  fel%no temptation to detect him, but 
turned away my head, and kept looking about. Presently he, 
having returned to the spot where the bird was, called out to
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jne, In a most triumphant tone ; “  Here t here h Come here ! ”  
I  went up to him, and he, pointing with his finger down to the 
bird, and looking hard in my face at the same time, said, “  There, 
“ Cobbett; I  hope that will be a warning to you never to be 
“  obstinate again ” 1 “  Well,” said I, “  come along : ”  and
away We went as merry as larks. When we got to Brown’s, he 
told them the story, triumphed over me most clamorously; and, 
though he often repeated the story to my face, I  never had the 
heart to let him know, that I  knew of the imposition, which 
puerile vanity had induced so sensible and honourable a man 
to be mean enough to practise.

A  professed shot is', almost always, a very disagreeable brother 
sportsman. He must, in the first place, have a head rather of 
the emptiest to pride himself upon so poor a  talent. Then he is 
always out of temper, if the game fail, or if he miss it. He 
never participates in that great delight which all sensible men 
enjoy at beholding the beautiful action, the dooUity, the zeal, 
the wonderful sagacity of the p(Snter and the setter. He is 
always thinking about hvmsdf ; always anxious to surpass his 
companions. I  remember that, once, Ewing and I  had lost our 
dog. We were in a wood, and the dog had gone out, and found 
a covey in a wheat stubble joining^the wood. We had been 
whistling and calling him for, ;gorhapsj half an hour, or more. 
When we came out of the wood we saw hift. pointing, with one 
foot up ; and, soon after, he, keepmg his f(*)t and body un
moved, gently turned round his head towards the spot where he 
heard us, as if to bid us come on, and, when he saw that we saw 
him, turned his head back again. I  was so delighted, that I  
stopped to look with admiration. Ewing, astonished at my 
want of alacrity, pushed on, shot one#of the partridges, and 
thought no more about the conduct of the dog than if the sagacious 
creature had had nothing at all to do \flth the matter. When 
I left America, in 1800, I  gave this dog to Lord Hemy Stuart, 
who was, when he came home, a year or two afterwards, about 
to bring him to astonish the sportsmen even in England; but 
those of Pennsylvania were resolved not to part with him, and, 
therefore they stole him the night before his Lordship came 
away. Lord Henry had plenty of pointers after his return, and 
he saw himdreds; but always declared, that he never saw any 
thing approaching in  excellence this American dog. For the 
information of sportsmen I ought to say, that this was a smaU- 
headed and sjjarp-nosed pointer, hair as fine as that of a grey
hound, little and short ears, very light in the body, very long 
legged, and swift as a good lurchew I had him a puppy, and he 
never had any breaking, but he ppinted staunchly at once; and 
I  am of opinion, that this sort is, in all respects, better than the
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heavy breed. Mr. Thornton, (I beg his pardon, I  believe he is 
now a Knight of some sort) who was, and perhaps still is, our 
Envoy in Portugal, a t  the time here referred to was a sort of 
partner with Lord Henry in this famous dog; and gratitude (to 
the memory of the dog I  mean), will, I  am sure, or, at least, 
I  hope so, make him bear witness to the truth of my character 
of him ; and, if one could hear an Ambassador speak out, I  think 
that Mr. Thornton would acknowledge, that his calling has 
brought him in pretty close contact with many a man who was 
possessed of most tremendous pohtioal power, without possess
ing haK the sagacity, hah the understanding, of this dog, and 
without being a thousandth part so faithful to bis trust.

I  am guite satisfied, that there are as many sorts of men as 
there are of dogs. Swift was a man, and so is Walter the base. 
But is the sort the same ? I t  cannot be education alone that 
makes the amazing difference that we see. Besides, we see men 
of the very same rank and riches and education, differing as 
widely as the pointer does fibm the pug. The name, man, is 
common to all the sorts, and hence arises very great mischief. 
What confusion must there be in rural affairs, if there were no 
names whereby to distinguish hormds, greyhounds, pointers, 
spaniels, terriers, and shcey dogs, from each other! And, what 
pretty work, if, without regard to the sorts of dogs, men were to 
attempt to employ tMm ! Yot,*this is done in the case of men ! 
A  man is always*® man ; and, without the least regard as to 
the sort, they are promiscuously placed in all kinds of situations. 
Now, if Mr. Brougham, Doctors Birkbeck, MaccuUoch and Black, 
and that profoimd personage. Lord John Russell, will, in their 
forth-coming “  London University,”  teach us how to divide 
men into sorts, instead(pf teaching us to “  augment the capital 
of the nation,”  by making paper-money, they will render us a real 
service. That will be j9dosojy worth attending to. W hat would 
be said of the ’Squire who should take a fox-hound out to find 
partridges for him to shoot at ?» Yet, would this be more absurd 
than to set a man to law-making who was manifestly formed for 
the express purpose of sweeping the streets or digging out sewers ?

Farnham, Surrey, 
Thursday,.Oct. 21th.

We came over the heath from Thursloy, this morning, on our 
way to Winchester. Mr. Wyndham’s fox-hounds are coming. 
to ThursleJ- on Saturday. More than three-foufths of all the 
interesting talk in that neighbourhood, for some days past, has 
been about this anxiously-looked-for event. I  have seen no man, 
or boy, who did not talk about it. There had been a false
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report about i t ; the bounds did not come. ; and tbe anger of the 
disappointed people was very great. A t last, however, the 
authentic intelligence came, and I left them aU as happy as if all 
were young and all just going to bo married. An abatement of 
my pleasure, however, on this joyous occasion was, that I  brought 
away with me one, who was as eager as the best of them. Eiohard, 
though now only 11 years and 6 months old, had, it  seems, one 
fox-hunt, in Herefordshire, last winter; and he actually has 
begun to talk rather contemptuously of hare hunting. To show 
me that he is in no danger, he has been leaping his horse over 
banka and ditches by the road side, all our way across the 
country from Reigate; and ho joined with such glee in talking 
of the expected arrival of the fox-hounds, that I  felt some little 
pain at bringing him away. My engagement at Wine? ester is 
for Saturday; but, if it had not been so, the deep and hidden 
ruts in the heath, in a wood in the midst of which the hounds are 
sure to find, and the immense concourse of horsemen that is 
sure to be assembled, would ha-fc made me bring him away. 
Upon the high, hard and open countries, I  should not be afraid 
for him ; but here the danger would have been greater than it 
would have been right for me to suffer him to run.

We came hither by the way of "^averley Abbey and Moore 
Park. On the commons I  showed Richard some of my old 
hunting scenes, when I  was of his age, or yefanger, reminding him 
that I was obliged to hunt on foot. We got feave to go and see 
the grounds at Waverley, where all the old monks’ garden walls 
are totally gone, and where the spot is become a sort of lawn. 
I  'showed him the spot where the strawberry garden was, and 
where I, when sent to gather hautboys, used to eat every remark
ably fine ope, instead Of letting it  go t<^be eaten by Sir Robert 
Rich. I  showed him a tree, close by the ruins of the Abbey, from 
a limb of which I  once fell into the riv#, in an attempt to take 
the nest of a crow, which had artfully placed it  upon a branch 
so far from the trunk as not to b# able to bear the weight of a boy 
eight years old. I  showed him an old elm tree, which was hollow 
even then, into which I, when a very little boy, once saw a cat 
go, that was as big as a middle-sized spaniel dog, for relating 
which I got a great scolding, for standing to which I, at last, got 
a beating; but stand to which I  stiU did. I  have since many 
times repeated i t ; *and I  would take my oath of it  to this day. 
When in New Brunswick I  saw the great wild grey oat, which is 
there called a^Bwi/ee ; and it  seemed to me to be just such a cat 
as I  had seen at Waverley. I  found the ruins not ^ery greatly 
diminished; but it  is strange to w  small the mansion, and 
groimd, and everything but the trees, appeared to me. They 
were all great to m y mind when I  saw them last j and that early
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Impression had remained, whenever I had talked or thought, of 
the spot; so that, when I  came to see them again, after seeing 
the sea and so many other immense things, it seemed as if they 
had all been made small. This was not the case with regard to 
the trees, which are nearly as big here as they are anywhere else; 
and the old cat-elm, for instance, which Richard measured with 
his whip, is about 16 or 17 feet round.

From Waverley we went to Moore Park, once the seat of 
Sir William Temple, and when I was a very little boy, the seat 
of a Lady, or a lirs. Temple. Here I  showed Richard Mother 
Ludlum’s Hole ; but, alas ! it Is not the enchanting place that I  
knew it, nor that which Grose describes in his Antiquities I 
The semicircular paling is gone; the basins, to catch the never- 
ceasing little stream, are gone ; the iron cups, fastened by chains, 
for people to drink out of, are gone; the pavement all broken 
to pieces; the seats, for people to sit on, on both sides of the 
cave, tom up and gone ; the stream that ran down a clean paved 
channel, now making a dirty gutter; and the ground opposite, 
which was a grove, chiefly of laurels, intersected by closely mowed 
grass-walks, now become a poor, ragged-looking alder-coppice. 
Near the mansion, I  showed Richard the hill, upon which Dean 
Swift tells us he used to rijp for exe.rcise, while he was pursuing 
his studies here; and I  would have showed him the garden- 
seat, under which Si^ William. Temple’s heart was buried, agree
ably to his will ;• but the seat was gone, also the wall at the 
back of i t ; and the exquisitely beautiful little lawn In which the 
seat stood, was turned into a parcel of divers-shaped cockney- 
clumps, planted according to the strictest rules of artificial and 
refined vulgarity.

A t Waverley, Mr. Tl^mpson, a merchant of some sort, has 
succeeded (after the monks) the Orby Hunters and Sir Robert 
Rich. At Moore Park,* a Mr. Laing, a West Indian planter or 
merchant, has succeeded the Temples; and at the castle of Fam- 
ham, which you see from Moore Park, Bishop Prettyman Tomline 
has, at last, after perfectly regular and due gradations, suc
ceeded WiUiam of W ykham ! In coming up from Moore Park 
to Farnham town, I  stopped opposite the door of a little old 
house, whore there appeared to be a great parcel of children. 
“  There, Dick,”  said I, “ when I was just such a little creature 
“  as that, whom you see in the door-way, J hved in this very 
“  house with my grand-mother Cobbett.”  He pulled up his horse, 
and looked ye.ry Hard, at it, but said nothing, and op we came.

Winchester, 
Sunday noon, Oct. 30.

We came away from Famham about noon on Friday, promis-
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Ing Bishop Prettjraiaii to notice him and his way of living more 
fully on our return. At Alton we got some bread and cheese at 
a friend’s, and then came to Alresford by Medstead, in order to 
have fine turf to ride on, and to see, on this lofty laud that 
which is, perhaps, the finest beech-wood in all England. These 
high down countries are not garden plats, like K en t; but they 
have, from nay first seeing them, when I  was about ten, always 
been m y delight. Large sweeping downs, and deep dells here 
and there, with villages amongst lofty trees, are my great delight. 
When we got to Alresford it was nearly dark, and not being able 
to find a room to our liking, we resolved to go, though in the 
dark, to Easton,.a village about sis miles from Alresford down 
by the side of the Hichen River.

Coming from Easton yesterday, I  learned that Sir Charles 
Ogle, the eldest sou and successor of Sir Chaloner Ogle, had sold 
to some General, his mansion and estate at Martyr’s Worthy, a 
village on the North side of the Hichen, just opposite Easton. 
The Ogles had been here for a coi^e of cemtv/ries perhaps. They 
are gone off now, “  for good and all,”  as the country people call 
it. Well, what I  have to say to Sir Charles Ogle upon this 
occasion is th is: “  I t  was yo%, who moved at the county meet- 
“  ing, in 1817, that Address to the Jtegeni, which you brought 
“  ready engrossed upon parohn^nt, which Fleming, the Sheriff, 
“  declared to have been carried, though a*word of it never was 
“  heard by the meeting ; which address applttuded the power of 
“  imprisonment bill, fust then passed ; and the like of which 
“ address, you will not in aU human probability, ever again 
“  move In Hampshire, and, I  hope, nowhere else. So, you see, 
"  Sir Charles, there is one consolation, at any rate.”

I learned, too, 'that Greame, a fanwusly loyal ’squire and 
justice, whose son was, a few years ago, made a Distributor 
of Stamps in this county, was become so modest as to exchange 
his big and ancient mansion at Cheriton, or somewhere there, for 
a very moderate-sized house in»the town of Alresford! I  saw 
his household goods advertised in the Hampshire newspaper, a 
little while ago, to be sold by public auction. I  rubbed my eyes, 
or, rather, my spectacles, and looked again and again ; for I  re
membered the loyal ’Squire; and I, with singiilar satisfaction, 
record this change in his scale of existence, which has, no doubt, 

' proceeded solely frcta thcA prevalence of mind over matter, which 
' the Scotch fedosofers have taken such pains to inculcate, and 

which makes, him flee from greatness as from that which dimin
ishes the quantity of “  intellectual enjoyment; ”  and*so now he,

•
“  Wondering man can want the larger pile.

Exults, and owns his cottage with a smile.”
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And they really tell me, that his present house is not much 
bigger than that of m y dear, good old grandmother Cobbett. 
But (and it may not be -whofly useless for the ’Squire to know 
it) she never burnt candles ; but rushes dipped in grease, as I 
have described them in m y Cottage Economy ; and this was one 
of the means that she madq use of in order to secure a bit of 
good bacon and good bread to eat, and that made her never give 
me potatoes, cold or hot. No bad hint for the ’Squire, father of 
the distributor of Stamps. Good bacon is a very nice thing, I  
can assure him ; and, if the quantity be small, it is all the sweeter ; 
provided, however, it  be not too small. This ’Squire used to be a 
great friend of Old George Rose. But his patron’s taste was 
different from his. George preferred a big house to a  little one; 
and George began with a little one, and ended with a big one.

Just by Alresford, there was another old friend and supporter 
of Old George Bose,' ’Squire Rawliuson, whom I  remember a 
very great ’squire in this county. He is now a PoZfce-’squire in 
London, and is one of thos* guardians of the Wen, respecting 
whose proceedings we read eternal columns in the broad-sheet.

This being Sunday, I  heard, about 7 o’clock in the morning, a 
sort of a jangling, made by a bell or two in the Cathedral. We 
were getting ready to be off, to cross the country to Biu-ghclere, 
which lies under the lof^y hills at Highclere, about 22 miles 
from this c ity ; bu<fc hearing fhe bells of the cathedral, I  took 
Richard to show him that ancient and most magnificent pile, 
and particularly to show him the tomb of that famous bishop 
of Winchester, William of Wykham; who was the Chancellor 
and the Minister of the great and glorious King, Edward I I I . ; 
who sprang from poor parents in the little village of Wykham, 
three miles from B otlgy; and who, amongst other great and 
most munificent deeds, founded the famous College, or School, 
of Winchester, and alio one of the Colleges at Oxford. I  told 
Richard about this as we went from the inn down to the cathe
dral ; and, when I  showed hir% the tomb, where the bishop lies 
on his back, in his Catholic robes, with his mitre on his head, his 
shepherd’s crook by his side, with little children at his feet, their 
hands put together in a praying attitude, he looked with a degree 
of inquisitive earnestness that pleased me very much. I  took 
him as far as I  could about the cathedral. The “  service ”  was 
now begun. There is a dean, and God knows how many pre
bends belonging to this immensely rich bishopric and chapter; 
and there were, at this “  servi<^’ two or three men and five or six 
boys in wlfite surplices, with a congregation of fifteen women and 
four men I Gracious God ! •  If William of Wykham could, at 
that moment, have been raised from his tomb I If Saiiit Swithin, 
whose name the cathedral bears, or Alfred the Great, to whom
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St. Swithin wfis tu to r: if either of these could have come, and 
had been told, that that was now what was carried on by men, 
who talked of the “  damnable errors ”  of those who founded that 
very church ! But it beggars one’s feelings to attempt to find 
words whereby to express them upon such a subject and such 
an occasion. How, then, am I to describe what I  felt, when I 
yesterday saw in Hyde Meadow, a county bridewell, standing 
on the very spot, where stood the Abbey which was founded and 
endowed by Alfred, which contained the bones of that maker 
of the English name, and also those of the learned monk, St. 
Grimbald, whom Alfred brought to England to begin the teaching 
at Oxford I

After we came out of the cathedral, Richard said, “  Why, 
“  Papa, nobody can build such places now, can they ? ”  “  No,
“  my dear,”  said I. “  That building was made when there were 
“  no poor wretches in England,' called paupers ; when there 
“ were no poor-rates ; when every labouring man was clothed in 
“  good woollen cloth; and when #U had a plenty of meat and 
“  bread and beer.”  This talk lasted us to the inn, where, just 
as we Were going to set off, it most curiously happened, that a 
parcel which had come from Kensington by the night coach, 
was put into my hands by the landlord, containing, amongst 
other things, a pamphlet, sent to me ffom Borne, being an Italian 
translation of No. I. of the “  Frotestant Meformation." I  will 
here insert the title for the satisfaction of liaotor Black, who, 
some time ago, expressed his utter astonishment, that “  such a 
work should be published in the nineteenth century.”  Why, 
Doctor ? Did you want me to stop till the twentieth century ? 
That would have been a httle too long. Doctor.

Storia
Della

Riforma Protestante 
In Inghilterra ed in Irlanda

La quale Dimostra
Come un taT avvenimento ha impoverito 

E  degradato il grosso del popolo in que’ paesi 
ill ima serie di lettere indirizzate 
A tutti i sensati e guisti inglesi 

Da
Guglielmo Cobbett 

E
DaH’ iuglese reoate in italiano 

Da
Dominico Gtregorj.

Roma 1825.
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There, Doctor Black. Write you a book that shall be trans
lated into any foreign language ; and when you have done that, 
you may again call mine “  pig’s meat.”

KU BAL KID B : BROM  WUWCHESTBE TO B tT E O H C M K B .

Burghclere, Moriday Morning, 
31«i October 1825.

Wb had, or I  had, resolved not to breakfast at Winchester 
yesterday: and yet we wei* detained till nearly noon. But 
at last off we came, fasting. The tumpike-road from Winchester 
to this place comes through a village called Sutton Scotney, and 
then through Whitchurch, which lie.s on the Andover and London 
road, through Basingstoke. We did not take the cross-turnpike 
till we came to Whitchftrih. We W'ent to King’s W orthy; 
that is about two mSes on the foad from Winchester to Loudon ; 
and then, turning short to our left, came up upon the downs to 
the north of Winchester race-comse. Here, looking back at the 
city and at the fine valley above and below it, and at the mapy 
smaller valleys that run down from the high ridges into that 
gi'eat and fertile valley, I  could not help admiring the taste of 
the ancient kings wh^ made this city (which once covered all 
the hill round about, and which contained 92 churches and 
chapels)' a chief place*of their residence. There are not many ' 
finer spots In England ; and if I  were to take in a circle of eight 
or ten miles of semi-diameter„I should say that I  believe there 
is not one so fine. Here are hiU, deli, water, meadows, woods, 
com-flelds, downs: and all of them very fine and very beauti
fully disposed. This country does not present to us that sort of 
beauties which we see about Guildford and Godaiming, and 
round the skirts of Hinclhead and Biackdown, where the groiind 
lies in the form that the surface-water in aJjoiling copper would 
be in if you could, by word of command, make it be still, the 
variously-shaped bubbles all sticking u p ; and really, to look 
at the fac6 of the earth, who can help imaginmg*that some such 
process has produced its pre^pnt form ? Leaving this matter to 
be solved by those who laugh at mysteries, I  repeat that the 
country round Winchester does not present to us beauties of
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this sort; but of a sort which I  like a great deal better. Arthur 
Young calls the vale between Famham and Alton the finest ten 
miles m England. Here is a river with fine meadows on each side 
of it, and with rising grounds on each outside of the meadows, 
those grounds having some hop-gardens and some pretty woods. 
But though I  was bom in this vale I must confess that the 
ten miles between Maidstone and Tunbridge (which the Kentish 
folks call the Garden of Eden) is a great derd finer ; for here, with 
a river three times as big, and a vale three times as broad, there 
are, on rising grounds six times as broad, not only hop-gardens 
and beautiful woods, but immense orchards of apples, pears, 
plums, cherries and filberts, and these, in . many oases, with 
gooseberries and currants and raspberries beneath; and, aU 
taken together, the vale is really worthy of the appellation 
which it bears. But even this spot, which I believe to be the 
very finest, as to fertility and diminutive beauty, in this whole 
world, I, for my part, do not like so' weU; nay, as a spot to 
live on, I  think nothing at all of*it, compared ■ with a country 
where high downs prevail, ■ with here and there a large wood 
on the top or the side of a hill, and where you see, in the deep 
dells, here and there a farm-house, and here and there a village, 
the buildings sheltered by a group pf lofty trees.

This is my taste, and here, in the ?iorth of Hampshire, it has 
its fuE gratification. I  Eke to*look at tSe winding side of a 
great do'wn, with two or three numerous flocks of sheep on it, 
belonging to different farms; and to see, lower down, the folds, 
in the fields, ready to receive them for the night. We had, 
when we got upon the downs, after leaving Winchester, this sort 
of country aE the way to Whitchurch. Our point of destination 
was this viEage of Burghclere, which Ejp close imder the north 
side of the lofty hiE at Highclere, which is caEed Beacon HiE, 
and on the -top of which there are stiBfthe marks of a Roman 
encampment. We saw this ME as soon as we got on Winchester 
Downs; and without any regard to roads, we steered for it, as 
sailors do for a land-mark. Of these 13 mEes (from Winchester 
to Whitchurch) we rode about eight or nine upon the green-sward, 
or over fields equaEy smooth. And here is one great pleasure of 
li'ving in cormtries of this sort: no sloughs, no ditches, no nasty 
dirty lanes, and the hedges, where there are any, are more for 
boundary marks than for fences. Fine for hunting and cours
ing ; no impediments ; no gates to open; nothing to impede 
the dogs, the horses, or the view. The water is not seen running ; 
but the great Sed of chalk holds it, and the sun draws ft up for the 
benefit of the grass and the corn ;• and, whatever inconvenience 
is experienced from the necessity of deep weBs, and of driving 

) and cattle far to water, is amply made up for by the good-
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ness of the ■ water, and by the complete absence-of floods, of 
drains, of ditches and of water-furrows. As things now are, how'- 
ever, these countries have one great drawback: the poor day- 
labourers suffer from the want of fuel, and they have nothing 
but their bare pay. Eor these reasons they are greatly worse off 
than those of the woodland countries ; and it is really surprising 
what a difference there is between the faces that you see here 
and the round, rod faces that you see in the wealds and the 
forests, particularly in Sussex, where the labourers will have a 
meat-pudding of some sort or other; and where they will have 
a fire to sit by in the ■ u'inter.

After steering for some time, we came do'wn to a very fine 
farmhouse, ■ wliich we stopped a little to admire; and I  asked 
Richard whether that was not a place to be happy in. The 
village, which ■ we found to be Stoke-Charity, was about a mile 
lower dô wn this little vale. Before we got to it, we overtook the 
owner of the farm, who knew me, though I  did not kno'sf him ; 
but when I  found it was l̂ Ir. ̂ inton Bailey, of whom and whose 
farm I  had hoard so much, I  was not at all surprised at the 
fineness of what I  had just seen. I  told him that the word 
charity, making, as it did, part of the name of this place, had 
nearly inspired me ■ with boldness enough to go to the farm
house, in the ancient styfe, and ask for something to eat, for 
that we had not yst breakfasted. He asked us to go back; 
but at Burgholqje we were resolved to dine. After, however, 
crossing the village, and beginning again to ascend the downs, 
■ we came to a labourer’s (once a farmhoMse), where I  asked the 
man whether he had any bread and cheese, and was not a little 
pleased to hear him say “  Yes.”  Then I  asked him to give us a 
bit, protesting that we had not yet broken our fast. He answered 
in the affirmative at once, though I  did not talk of payment. 
His wife brought out tl|e cut loaf, and a piece of Wiltshire cheese, 
and I  took them in hand, gave Eichard a good hunch, and took 
another for myself. I  verily believe that aU the pleasure of 
eating enjoyed by all the feoSers in London in a whole year 
does not equal that which we enjoyed in gnawing this bread and 
cheese as we rode over this cold dô wn, whip and bridle-reins 
in one hand, and the hunch in the other. Richard, who was 
purse bearer, gave the woman, by my direction, about enough to 
buy two quartern loaves: for she told me that they had to 
buy their bread at the mill, not being able to bake themselves for 
want of fud ; and this, as I  said before, is one of the draw-backs 
in this sort of country. I  wish every one of thes« people had an 
American fire-place. Here they might, then, even in these bare 
countries, have comfortable ■ warmth. Eubbish of any sort would, 
by this means, give them, warmth. I am now, at six o’clock in
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the morning, sitting m a room, where one of these fire-places, 
with very light turf in it, gives as good and steady a warmth 
as it is possible to feel, and Which room has, too, been cured of 
smoking by this fire-place.

Before we got this supply of bread and cheese, we, thougl 
In ordinary times a couple of singularly jovial companions, and 
seldom going a hundred yards (except going very fast) withoui 
one or the other speaking, began to grow d%iU, or rather glum. 
The way seemed long; and, when I had to speak in answer tc 
Richard, the speaking was as brief as might be. Unfortunately, 
just at this critical period, one of the loops that held the straps 
of Richard’s little portmanteau broke ; and it became necessary 
(just before we overtook Mr. Bailey) for me to fasten the port
manteau on before me, upon my saddle. This, which was noi 
the work of more than five minutes. Would, had I  had a break
fast, have been nothing at all, and, indeed, matter of laughter. 
But now it was something. It  was his “  fault ”  for capering 
and jerking about "so.”  I  junjped off, saying, “ Here! IT 
carry it  myself.”  And then I  began to take off the remaining 
strap, pulling with great violence and in great haste. Just a1 
this time my eyes met his, in which I  saw great surprise; and, 
feeling the just rebuke, feeling heartily ashamed of myself, 1 
instantly changed my tone and mafinef, oast the blame upor 
the saddler, and talked of the ftfectnal m»ans which we would 
take to prevent the like in future. •

Now, if such was the effect produced upon me by the wani 
of food for only two or three hoiu’S; me, who had dined well the 
d ay before and eaten toast and butter the over-night; if the 
missing of only one breakfast, and that, too, from my owr 
whim, while I  had money in my pocket get one at any public- 
house, and while I  could get one only for asldng for at any 
farm-house; if the not having break{*sted could, and nndei 
such circumstances, make me what you may call “  cross ”  to a 
child like this, whom I  must njeessarily love so much, and tc 
whom I never speak but in the very kindest manner; if this 
mere absence of a breakfast could thus put me out of temper, 
how great are the allowances that we ought to make for the poor 
creatures who, in this once happy and now miserable country, 
are doomed to lead a life of constant labour and of half-starvation. 
I  suppose that, as jse  rode away from the cottage, we gnawed 
up, between us, a pound of bread and a quarter of a pound oi 
cheese. Here was about worth at present prices. Even
th6, which v%.s only a mere snap, a mere stay-stonmeh, for us, 
would, for us two, come to 3s. a^week all but a penny. How, 
then, gracious Gtod ! is a labouring man, his wife, and, perhaps, 
four or five small children, to exist upon 8s. or 0s. a week 1
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Aye, and to find house-rent, clotliing, bedding and fuel out of it ? 
Richard and I ate here, at this snap, more, and much more, than 
the average of labourers, their vives and children, have to eat 
in a ■ whole day, and that the labourer has to mrh on too !

When we got here to Burgholere -H-e were again as hungry 
as hunters. What, then, must be the life of these poor crea
tures ? But is not the state of the coimtry, is not the hellish
ness of the system, all depicted in this one disgraceful and 
damning fact, that the magistrates, who settle on what the 
lahonritig poor ought to have to live on, a l l o 'vv t h e m  m s s  t h a n  
IS ALLOWED TO EELONs IN THE GAOLS, and alloiv them nothing 
/or clothing and fuel, and house-rent! And yet, -while this is 
notoriously the case, -while the main body of the working class 
in England are fed and clad and even lodged -Bmrse than felons, 
and are daily becoming even -worse and worse off, the King 
is advised to tell the Parliament, and the world, that we are in a 
state of unexampled prosperity, and .that this prosperity must be 
permanent, because all the * grbat  interests are prospering!  
THE W ORKING PEO PLE ARE NOT, THEN, “  A  GREAT  
IN TER EST” ! T H E Y  W ILL BE BOUND TO B E  ONE, 
BY-AND-BY. What is to be the end of this ? What can be the 
end of it, but dreadful convulsion ? What other can be pro
duced by a system, whiclf allows the felon better food, better 
clothing, and better lodging thafi the honest labourer .?

I  see that ther® has been a grand humanity-meeting in Nor
folk -fco assure the Parliament that these humanity-people 
■ will hach it  in any measures that it may adopt for freeing the 
Ne g b o b s . Mr. Buxton figured here,_ also Lord Suffield, who ap
pear to have been the two principal actors, or showers-off. This 
same Mr. Buxton opposed the BiU intended to relieve the poor 
in England by breaking a little into the brewers’ monopoly; 
and as to Lord Suffield# if he really -wish to free slaves, let him

go to Wykham in this county, where he -will see some drawing, 
ke horses, gravel to repair Jlie roads for the stock-jobbers 

and dead-weight and the seat-dealers to ride smoothly on. 
If'he go down a little further, he -will see coN -w crs at p r e c is e l y  
THE SAME WORK, hamessed in JUST t h e  s a m e  w a y  ; but the 
convicts he will find hale and ruddy-cheeked, in dresses suffi
ciently warm, and bawling and singing; while he -will find the 
labourers thin, ragged, shivering, dejectccj mortals, such as 
never were seen in any other country upon earth. There is 
not a negro in the West Indies who has not more to eat in a 
day, than 4he average of English labourers ha\% to eat in a 
week, and of better food toc  ̂ Colonel Wodehouse and a man 
of the name of Hoseason (whence came he ?) who opposed 
this humanity-soheme talked of the sums necessary to pay the
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owners of the slaves. They took special care not to tell the 
humanity-men to look at home for slaves to free. No, no ! that 
Wonld have applied to themselves, as well as to Lord Suiiield 
and Jjnmanity Buxton. If it were worth while to reason with 
these people, one might ask them whether they do not think 

-.that another war is likely to relieve them of all these cares,, simply 
by making the colonies transfer their allegiance or assert their 
independence ? But to reason with them is useless. If they* 
can busy themselves with compassion for the negroes, while 
they uphold the system that makes the labourers of England 
more wretched, and beyond all measure more wretched, than 
any negro slaves are, or ever were, or ever can be, they are 
unworthy of anything but our contempt.

. But the “  education ”  canters are the most curious fellows 
of aU. They have seen “  education,”  as they call it, and crimes, 
go on increasing together, tUl the gaols, though six times their 
former dimensions, wiU hardly suffice; and yet the canting 
creatures still cry that crimes ^ise from want of what they 
call “  education ! ”  They see the felon better fed and better 
clad than the honest labourer. They see th is ; and yet they 
continually cry that the crimes arise from a want of “  educa
tion 1 ”  What can be the cause of this perverseness ? I t  is 
not perverseness: it is roguery, co&itption, and tyranny. The 
tyrant, the unfeeling tyrant, Stjueezes th* labourers for gain’s 
sake; and the corrupt politician and lite;^ry or tub rogue 
find an excuse for him by pretending that it  is not want of food 
and clothing, but want of Mucation, that shakes the poor, starv
ing wretches thieves and  ̂robbers. If the press, if only the 
press, were to do its duty, or but a tenth part of its duty, this 
helhsh system could not go on. But ^ favours the system by 
ascribing the misery to wrong causes. The causes are these: 
the tax-gatherer presses the landlord ; the landlord the farmer; 
and the farmer the labourer. Here it falls at last; and this 
class is made so miserable that p. fdon's life is better than that 
of a labourer. Poes there want any other cause to produce 
crimes ? But on these causes, so clear to the eye of reasbn, 
so plain from experience, the press scarcely ever says a single 
word; while it  keeps bothering our brains about education 
and m orality; and about ignorance and immorahty leading to 
fdonies. To be si^e immorahty leads to felonies. WTio does 
not know that ? But who is to expect morahty in a half- 
starved man, who is whipped if he do not work, though he has 
not, for his Whole day’s food, so much as I  and n*y little boy 
snapped up in six or seven minu^s upon Stoke-Charity Down ? 
Ayel but if the press were to ascribe the increase of crimes 
to the true causes it  must go furthe/r hack. I t  must go to the
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cause of the taxes. I t  must go to the debt, the dead-weight, 
the thundering standing army, the enormous sinecures, pensions, 
and grants ; and this Would suit but a very small part of a press 
which lives and thrives principally by one or the other of these.

As with the press, so is it with Mr. Brougham and all such 
politicians. They stop short, or̂  rather, they begin in the 
middle. They attempt to prevent the evils of the deadly ivy 
by cropping off, or, rather, bruising a little, a few of its leaves. 
They do not assail even its branches, while they appear to look 
upon the trunk as something too sacred even to be looked at with 
vulgar eyes. Is not the injury recently done to about forty 
thousand poor families in and near Plymouth, by the Small- 
note BiU, a thing that Mr. Brougham ought to think about 
before he thinks anything more about edxieating those poor 
families ? Y et will he, when he again meets the Ministers, 
say a word about this monstrous evd ? I  am afraid that no 
Member will say a word about i t ; but I am rather more than 
afraid that he will not. And tihy ? Because, if he reproach the 
lOnisters with this cr3dng cruelty, they will ask him first how 
this is to be prevented without a repeal of the SmaU-note Bill 
(by which Peel’s Bill was partly repealed); then they will ask 
him, how the prices are to be kept up without the small-notes ; 
then they will say, “  Does tlie honourable and learned Gentleman 
“  wish to see wheat at ̂ our shUlhi^s a bushel again ? ”

B. No (lookingwt ilr . Western and Daddy Coke), no, no, no ! 
Upon my honour, no !

Miir. Does the honourable and learned Gentleman wish 
to see Cobbett again at county meetings, and to see petitions 
again coming from those meetings, calling for a reduction of 
the interest of the

B. No, no, no, upon my soul, no !
Miir. Does the hoiiourable and learned Gentleman wish 

to see that “  equitable adjustment,” which Cobbett has a thou
sand times declared can never t»ke place without an application, 
to new purposes, of that great mass of public property, com
monly called Church property ?

B.' (Almost bursting with rage). How dare the honourable 
gentlemen to suppose me capable of such a thought ?

Min . We suppose nothing. We only ask the question; 
and we ask it, because to put an end to th« smaU-notes would 
inevitably produce aU these things ; and it  is impossible to have 
small-notes to the extent necessary to keep up 'prices, without 
having, noV-aud-then, breaking banks. Banks ‘cannot break 
■ without 'producing misery; ^ ou  must have the consequence 
if you will have the câ lse. The honourable and learned Gentle
man wants the feast without the reckoning. In  short, is the
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honourable and learned Gentleman for putting an end to “  puWir, 
credit”  .?

B. No, no, no, no !
Mist. Then would it not be better for the honourable and 

learned Gentleman to hold his tongue ?'
AU men of sense and sincerity will at once answer this last 

question in the aifirmatire. They will all say that this is not 
opposition to the Ministers. The Ministers do not wish to see 
40,000 families, nor any families at all (who give them iu> reed 
annoyance), reduced to misery ; they do not wish to cripple their 
own tax-payers ; very far from it. If they could carry on the 
debt and dead-weight and place and pension and barrack system, 
without reducing any quiet people to misery, they would like it 
exceedingly. But they do wish to carry on that system; and 
he does not oppose them who does not endeavour to put an end 
to the system.

This is done by nobody in Parliament; and, therefore, 
there is, in fact, no opposition ;*and this is felt by the whole 
nation ; and this is the reason why the people now take so little 
interest in what is said and done in Parliament, compared to 
that which they formerly took. This is the reason why there 
is no man, or men, whom the people seem to caire at all about. 
A  great portion of the people now clearly understand the nature 
and effects of the system ; they are not flow to be deceived by 
speeches and professions. If  Pitt and Fo» had now to start, 
there would be no “ Pittites”  and “ Poxites.”  Those happy 
days of political humbug are gone for ever. The “ gentlemen 
opposite ”  are opposite only as to mere local position. They sit 
on the opposite side of the House: that’s all. In every other 
respect they are like parson and clerk ;*or, perhaps, rather more 
like the rooks and jackdaws: one caw and the other chatter ; 
but both have the same object in view : ^oth are in pursuit of the 
sajne sort of diet. One set is, to be sure, IN place, and the 
other o u t ; but, though the Books keep the jackdaws on the 
inferior branches, these' latter would be as clamorous as the 
rooks themselves against felling the tree ; and just as clamor
ous would the “  gentlemen opposite ”  be against any one who 
should propose 'to put do-wn the system itself. And yet, unless 
you do that, things must go on in the present 'way, and felons 
must be better feik than honest labourers; and starvation and 
thieving and robbing and gaol-building and transporting and 
hanging and penal laws must go on increasing, as they have 
gone on from the day of the establishment of the'debt to the 

, present hour. Apropos of penk laws. Doctor Black (of the 
Morning Chronicle) is now filling whole columns with very just 
remarks on the new and terrible law, which makes the taking
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of au apple jelonn ; but he says not a word about the silence of Sir 
Jammy (the humane code-sojtemr) upon this subject! The 
“  humanity and liberality ”  of the Parliament have relieved 
men addicted to fraud and to certain other crimes from the dis
grace of the pillory, and they have, since Castlereagh out his 
own throat, relieved self-slayers from the disgrace of the cross
road burial; but the same Parliament, amidst all the workings 
of this rare humanity and liberality, have made it felony to take 
an apple off a tree, which last year was a trivial trespass, and 
was formerly no oifenoe at a l l ! However, even this is necessary, 
as long as this bank-note system continue in its present w a y ; 
and all complaints about severity of laws, levelled a t the poor, 
are useless and foolish; and these complaints are even base 
in those who do their best to uphold a system which has brought 
the honest labourer to he fed worse than the felon. What, short 
of such laws, can prevent starving men from coming to take 
away the dinners of those who have plenty ? “  Education ”  I
Despicable cant and nonsense*! What education, what moral 
precepts, can quiet the gnawings and ragings of hrmger ?

Looking, now, back again for a minute to the Bttle village 
of Btoke-Gharity, the name of which seems to indicate that 
its rents formerly belonged wholly to the poor and indigent 
part of the community: i f  is near to Winchester, that grand 
scene of ancient learning, piefy, and ifiimificence. Be this 
as it may, the paMsh formerly contained ten farms, and it now 
contains but two, which are owned by Mr. Hinton Bailey and 
his nephew, and, therefore, which may probably become one. 
There used to be ten well-fed families in this parish at any 
ra te : these, taking five to a family, made fifty well-fed people.

■ And now aU are half-sj^rved, except the curate and the two 
families. The blame is not the land-owner’s ; it is nobody’s ; 
it is due to the infernak funding and taxing system, which of 
necessity drives property into large masses in order to save 
itself; which crushes little prqpnetors down into labourers; 
and which presses them down in that state, there takes their 
wages from them and makes them paupers, their share of food 
and raiment being taken away to support debt and dead-weight 
and army and ^  the rest of the enormous expenses which 
are required to sustain this intolerable system. Those, there
fore, are fools or hypocrites who affect to wi^r to better the lot 
of the poor labourers and manufacturers, while they, at the 
same time, either actively or passively, uphold the system 
which is the manifest cause of it. Here is a sfstem which, 
clearly as the nose upon youj face, you see taking away the 
little gentleman’s estate, the little farmer’s farm, the poor 
labourer’s meat-dinner and Snnday-ooat; and while , you see
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this so plainly, you, fool or hypocrite, as you are, cry out for 
supporting the system that causes it a ll! Go on, base wretch ; 
but remember that of such a progress dreadful must be the 
end. The day tviU come when millions of long-suffering crea
tures will be in a state that they and you now little dream of. 
AH that we now behold of combiTiations, and the like, are mere 
indications of what the great body of the suffering people fed, 
and of the thoughts that arc passing in their minds. The 
coaxing work- of schools and tracts will only add to what would be 
quite enough without them. There is not a labourer in the whole 
coimtry who does not see to the bottom of this coaxing work. 
They are not deceived in this respect. Hunger has opened their 
eyes. I ’ll engage that there is not, even in this obscure village of 
Stoke-Charity, one single creature, however forlorn, who does 
not understand all about the real motives of the school and the 
tract and the Bible affair as -well as Butterworth, or Rivington, 
or as Joshua Watson himself.

Just after we had finished th# bread and cheese, we crossed 
the turnpike road that goes from Basingstoke to Stockbridge'; 
and Mr. Bailey had told us that we were then to bear away 
to our right, and go to the end of a wood (which we saw one end 
of), and keep round -with that wood, or coppice, as he called it, 
to onr le ft ; but we, seeing Beacon Sill more to the left, and 
resolving to go, as /early as possible, itf a straight line to it, 
steered directly over the fields; that is to say, pieces of ground 
from 30 to 100 acres in each. But a hiU which we had to go 
over had here hidden from our sight a part of this “  coppice,”  
which consists, perhaps, of 150 or 200 acres, and which we found 
sweeping round, in a crescent-like form so far, from towards 
our left, as to bring our land-mark Ofer the coppice at about 
the mid-length of the latter. Upon this discovery we slack
ened sail; for this coppice might be a ^ ile  across; and though 
the bottom was sound enough, being a coverlet of flints upon 

• a bed of chalk, the imderwoo(i was too high and too thick for 
us to face, being, as we were, at so great a distance from the means 
of obtaining a fresh supply of clothes. Our leather leggings 
would have stood anything; but our coats were of the common 
kind; and before we saw the other side of the coppice we 
should, I  dare say, have been as ragged ’as forest-ponies in the 
month of March. *

In this dilemma I  stopped and looked at the coppice. Luckily 
two boys, who had been cutting sticks (to sell, I dare say, at 
least I  hope* so), made their appearance, at about half a mile 
off, on the side for the coppic% Richard galloped off to the 
hoys, from whom he found that in one part of the coppice 

-•tbere was a road out across, the point of entrance into which
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road they explained to him. This was to ns what the discovery 
of a canal across the isthmus of Darien would bo to a ship in the 
Gulf of Mexico wanting to get into the Pacific without doub
ling Cape Home. A  beautiful road we found it. I  should 
suppose the best part of a mile long, perfectly straight, the sur
face sound and smooth, about eight feet wide, the whole length 
seen at once, and, when you are at one end, the other end seem
ing to be hardly a yard^wide. When we got about half-way, 
we formd a road that crossed this. These roads are, I  suppose, 
cut for the hunters. They are very pretty, at any rate, and 
we found this one very convenient; for it  cut our way short 
by a full half mile.

Prom this coppice to Whitchurch is not more than about 
four miles, and we soon reached it, because here you begin 
to descend into the vale, in which this little town lies, and 
through which there runs that stream which turns the miU of 
’Squire Portal, and which miU makes the Bank of England 
Note-Paper! Talk of the Tlfemes and the Hudson with their 
forests of m asts; talk of the Nile and the Delaware bearing 
the food of minions on their bosoms; talk of the Ganges and the 
Mississippi sending forth over the world their silks and their 
cottons; talk of the Rio d j la Plata and the other rivers, their 
beds pebbled with silver and gqjd and diamonds. What, as to 
their effect on the cdhdition of mankind, as to the virtues, the 
vices, the enjoymftnts and the sufferings of m en; what are all 
these rivers put together compared with the river of Whitchurch, 
which a man of threescore may jump across dry-shod, which 
moistens a quarter of a mile wide of poor, rushy meadow, which 
washes the skirts of the park and game preserves of that bright 
patrician who wedded «the daughter of Hanson, the attorney 
and late solicitor to the Stamp-Office, and which is, to look at 
it, of far less importane#than any gutter in the Wen ! Yet this 
river, by merely turning a wheel, wliich wheel'sets some rag- 
tearers and grinders and washejs and re-oompressers in motion, 
has produced a greater effect on the condition of men than has 
been produced on that condition by aU the other rivers, all the 
seas, all the mines and all the continents in the world. The 
discovery of America, and the consequent discovery and use 
of vast quantities of silver and gold, did, indeed, produce great 
effects on the nations of Europe. They changed the value of 
money, and caused, as aU such changes must, a transfer of 
property, raising up new families and pulling down old ones, 
a transfer very little favourable either to morality, or to real 
and substantial liberty. But* this cause worked slowly; its 
consequences came on by slow degrees; it made a transfer 
of property, but it  made that transfer in so smaE a degree.
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and it left the property quiet in the hands of the new pos
sessor for so long a time, that the effect was not violent, and 
was not, at any rate, such as to uproot possessors by whole 
districts, as the hurricane uproots the forests.

Not so the product of the little sedgy rivulet of Whitchurch ! 
I t  has, in the short space of a himdred and thirty-one years, 
and, indeed, in the space of the last forty, caused greater changes 
as to property than had been cause^ by aU other things put 
together in the long course of seven centuries, though during 
that course there had been a sweeping, confiscating Protestant 
reformation. Let us look back to the place where I  started 
on this present rural ride. Poor old Baron Maseres, succeeded 
at Reigate by little Parson Pollowes, and at Betchworth (three 
miles on my road) by Kendrick, is nO bad instance to begin 
w ith ; for the Baron was nobly descended, though from Prehch 
ancestors. A t Albury, fifteen miles on toy road, Air. Drummond 
(a banker) is in the seat of one of the Howards, and close by 
he has bought the estate, just pullfd down the house, and blotted 
out the memory of the God.sohalls. At Chilworth, two miles 
further down the same vale, and close under St. Martha’s HiU, 
Mr. Tinkler, a powder-maker (succeeding HiU, another powder- 
maker, who had been a breeches-m^ker at Hounslow), has got

mansion, but the remains of which now sSrve as out farm- 
buildings and a farmhouse, which I foimd Inhabited by a 
poor labourer and his family, the farm being in the hands of 
the powder-maker, who does not find the once noble seat good 
enough for him. Coming on to Waverley Abbey, there is Mr. 
Thompson, a merchant, succeeding th#Orby Hunters and Sir 
Robert Rich. Close adjoining, Mr. Laing, a West India dealer 
of some sort, has stepped into the place f>l the lineal descendants 
of Sir William Temple. A t Pamham the park and palace 
remain in the hands of a Bishep of Winchester, as they have 
done for about eight hundred years: but why is this ? Be
cause they are public property; because they cannot, without 
express laws, be transferred. ITlierefore the product of the 
rivulet of Whitchurch has had no effect upon the ownership of 
these, which are stiU in the hands of a Bishop of Winchester; 
not of a William oiWykham, to be sure ; but stiU, in those of a 
bishop, at any rate. Coming on to old Alresford (twenty miles 
from Pamhaiji) Sheriff, the son of a Sheriff, who was a Commis
sary in the American war, has succeeded the <5ages. Two 
miles further on, at Abbotston (dftwn on the side of th  ̂ Itchen) 
Alexander Baring has succeeded the heirs and successors of the 
Duke of Bolton, the remains of whose noble mansion I  once
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saw here. Not above a mile higher up, the same Baring has, 
at the Grange, with its noble, mansion, park and estate, suc
ceeded the heir.s of Lord Northington; and at only about two 
miles further. Sir Thomas Earing, at Stratton Park, has suc
ceeded the Russells in the ownership of the estates of Stratton 
and Micheldover, which were once the property of Alfred the 
G reat! Stepping back, and following my road, down by the 
side of the meadows of the beautiful river Itchen, and coming 
to Easton, I  look across to Martyr’s Worthy, and there see (as 
I observed before) the Ogles succeeded by a general or a colonel 
somebody; but who, or whence, I  cannot learn.

This is aU in less than four score miles, from Eeigate even 
to this place, where I  now am. O h! mighty rivulet of Whit
church ! AU our properties, aU our laws, all our manners, aU 
our minds, you have changed ! This, which I have noticed, has 
aU taken place within forty, and most of it within te,n years. 
The small gentry, to about the third rank upwards (considering 
there to be five ranks from thefcmaUest gentry up to the greatest 
nobility), are all gone, nearly to a man, and the smaU farmers 
along with them. The Barings alone have, I  should think, 
swallowed up thirty or forty of these smaU gentry without 
perceiving it. They, indeed, swallow up the biggest race of aU ; 
but innumerable smaU fry slip d̂own unperoeived, like caplins 
down the throats of the sharks, while these latter jeel only the 
codfish. It  frequently happens, too, that a big gentleman or 
nobleman, whose estate has been big enough to resist for a long 
while, and who has swiUed up many caplin-gentry, goes down 
the throat of the loan-dealer with all the caplins in his beUy.

Thus the Whitchurch rivulet goes on, shifting property from 
hand to hand. The bige in order to save themselves from being 
“  swallowed up quick ”  (as we used to be taught to say in our 
Church Prayers againsi^Buonaparte), make use of their voices 
to get, through place, pension, or sinecure, something back from 
the taxers. Others of them fall in love with the daughters and 
widows of paper-money people, big brewers, and the lik e ; and 
sometimes their daughters fall in love with the paper-money 
people’s sons, or the fathers of those sons; and, whether they 
be Jews, or not, seems to be Uttle matter with this aU-subduing 
passion of love. But the small gentry have no resource. While 
war lasted, “  glorious war,”  there was a nesoiu’c e ; but now, 
alas! not only is there no war, hut there is no hope of war ; 
and not a few of them wiU actuaUy come to th j parish-hook. 
There is no ̂ lace for them in the army, church, navy, customs, 
excise, pension-li.st, or auywheie else. AU these are now wanted 
by “  their betters.”  A  stock-jobber’s family wiU not look at such 
penniless things. So that while they have been the active, the
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zealous, the efecient instruments, in compelling the working 
classes to submit to hali-starvat(on, they have at any rate been 
brought to the most abject ruin themselves; for which I most 
heartily thank God. The “ harvestof war ” is never to return 
without a total blowing up of the paper-system. Spain must 
belong to France, St. Domingo must pay her tribute. America 
must be paid for slaves taken away in war, she must have 
Florida, she must go on openly and avowedly making a navy 
for the purpose of humbling u s; and aU this, and ten times 
more, if France and America should choose; and yet we can 
have 7M) VMT as long as the paper-system la st; and, if that cease, 
then what is to come /.

Burghdere,
Sunday Morning, Gth November.

It  has been fine all the week until to-day, when we intended 
to set off for Hurstboum-Tarrant, vulgarly called Uphusband, 
but the rain seems as if it would%top us. From Whitchurch to 
within two miles of this place it is the same sort of coimtry as 
between Winchester and Whitchurch. High, chalk bottom, 
open downs or large fields, with here and there a farmhouse in 
a dell sheltered by lofty trees, whicji, to my taste, is the most 
pleasant situation in the world^

This has been, with Richard, one whole*week of hare-hunting, 
and with me, three days and a half. The*weather has been 
amongst the finest that I  ever saw, and Lord Caernarvon’s 
preserves fill the country with hares, while these hares invite 
us to ride about and to see his park and estate, at this fine 
season of th ^ e a r, in every direction. We are now on the north 
side of that Beacon Hill for wliich we steered last Sunday. This 
makes part of a chain of lofty chalk-hiUs and downs, which 
divides all the lower part of Hampshir# from Berkshire, though 
the ancient ruler, owneri of the former took a little strip all 
along on the flat, on this side of the chain, in order, I  suppose, 
to make the ownership of the hills themselves the more clear 
of all dispute; just as the owner of a field-hedge and bank 
owns also the ditch on his neighbour’s side. From these hills 
you look, at one view, over the whole of Berkshire, into Oxford
shire, Gloucestershire and Wiltshire, and you can see the Isle 
of Wight and the sea. _0n this north side the chalk soon ceases, 
and the sand and clay begin, and the oak-woods cover a great 
part of the sjuface. Amongst these is the farmhouse in which 
we are, and from the warmth and good fare of fvhioh we do 
not mean to stir until we can do it without the chance of a 
wet skin.

This rain has aiven me time to look at the newsnaners of
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about a week old. Oh, o h ! The Cotton Lords are tearing I 
Thank God for th a t! The Lords of the Anvil are snapping I 
Thank God for that too ! They have kept poor souls, then, in 
a heat of 84 degrees to little purpose after all. The “  great 
interests ”  mentioned in the King’s Speech do not, then, all 
continue to flourish ! The “  prosperity ”  was not, then, “  per
manent,” though the King was advised to assert so positively 
that it was ! “  Anglo-Mexican and Pasco-Pertiviau ”  fall in
price, and the Chronicle assures me that “  the respectable 
“  owners of the Mexican Mining shares mean to take measures 
“  to protect their property.”  Indeed! Like protecting the 
Spanish Bonds, I  suppose ? WiU the Chronicle be so good as to 
tell us the names of these “  resfcctaile persons ” ? Doctor 
Black must know their names ; or else he could not know them 
to be respectable. I f  the parties be those that I  have heard, these 
mining works may possibly operate with them as an einetio, and 
make them throw up a part at least of what they have taken 
down. •

There has, I  see, at New York, been that confusion which I, 
four months ago, said would and must take place; that break
ing of merchants and aU the ruin which,'in such a case, spreads 
itself about, ruining famihes and producing fraud and despair. 
Here wiU be, between the two countries, an interchange of cause 
and effect, proceeding <rom the dealings in cotton, until, first and 
last, two or three 4iundred thousands of persons have, at one 
spell of paper-money work, been made to drink deep of misery. 
I pity none but the poor English creatures, who are compelled 
to work on the wool of this accursed weed, which has done so 
much mischief to England. The slaves who cultivate and 
gather the cotton are #rell fed. They do not suffer. The 
sufferers are these who spin it  and weave it and colour it, and 
the wretched beings wh# cover with it  those bodies which, as 
in the time of old Eortescue, ought to be “ clothed throughout 
in good wooUens.”  •

One newspaper says that Mr. Husldsson is gone to Paris, and 
thinks it likdy that he wiU endeavour to “ inculcate in the mind 
“ of the Bourbons wise principles of free'trade/" W hat the 
devil n ext! Persuade them, I  suppose, that it  is for their good 
that English goods should be admitted into France and into 
St. Domingo with little or no duty ? Persu*de them to make 
a treaty of commerce with h im ; and, in short, persuade them 
to make France help to pay the interest of our debt and dead
weight, lest 8ur .system of paper should go to pieSes, and lest 
that should be followed by a rmiical reform, which reform would 
be injurious to “  the monarchical principle ! ” This newspaper 
politician does, however, think that the Bourbons will be “  too
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dull ” to comprehend these “ enlightened and Uheral ”  notions ; 
and I think so too. I think the Bourbons, or, rather, those n-ho 
will speak for them, will s a y : “  No thank you. You con- 
“ traoted your debt without our participation; you made your 
“ dead-weight for your own purposes ; the seizure of our museums 
“ and the loss of our frontier towns followed your victory of 
“  Waterloo, though we were ‘ your Allies ’ at the tim e; you 
“  made us pay an enormous Tribute after that battle, and kept 
“  possession of part of France till we had paid i t ; you wished, 
“  the other day, to keep us out of Spain, and you, Mr. Huskisson, 
“  in a speech at Liverpool, called our dehverance of the King of 
“  Spain an unjust and unprincipled act of aggression, while Mr. 
“  Canning prayed to God that we might not succeed. No thank 
“  you, Mr. Huskisson, no. No coaxing. S ir: we saw, then, too 
“  clearly the advantage we derived from your having a debt and 
“  a ,d ea d lig h t  to wish to assist in relieving you from either. 
“  ‘ Monarchical principle’ here, or ‘ monarchical principle’ there, 
“  we know that your mill-stone Cebt is our best security. Wo 
“  hke to have your wishes, your prayers, and your abuse against 
“  us, rather than your subsidies and your fleets : and so farewell, 
“  Mr. Husldsson; if ydu Hke, the EngUsh may drink French 
“  wine ; but whether they do or not, the French shall not wear 
“  your rotten cottons. And as a last word, how did you main- 
“  tain the ‘ monarchical principle,’ the ‘ paternal principle,’ or 
“  as Castlereagh called it, the ‘ social systenn’ when you called 
“  that an unjust and unprincipled aggression which put an end 
“  to the bargain by which the convents and other churoh- 
“  property of Spain were to be transferred to the Jews and 
“  Jobbers of London ? Bon jour, Monsieur Huskisson, ci-devant 
“  membre et orateur du club de quatre jringt neuf ! ”

If they do not actually say this to him, this is what they 
will th in k; and that is, as to the e#ect, precisely the same 
thing. I t  is childishness to suppose that any nation wiU act 
from a desire of serving all other^nations, or any one other nation, 
as well as itself. It  will make, unless compelled, no compact 
by which it does not think itself a gainer ; and amongst its 
gains it must, and always does, reckon the injury to its rivals. 
It is a stupid idea that all nations are to gain by anything. 
Whatever is the gain of one must, in some way or other, be 
a loss to another.* So that this new project of “  free trade ” 
and “  mutual gain ”  is as pure a humbug as that which the 
newspapers carried on during the “  glorious days ” of loans, 
when they told us, at every loan, that the bargain rfes “  equally 
advantageous to the contractors *nd to the public ! ”  The fact 
is, the “  free trade ”  project is clearly the effect of a conscious
ness of our weakness. As long as we felt strong, we felt bold, wo
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had no thought of ^rmliatintj the world ; we upheld a system- 
of exclusion, which long experience proved to be founded in 
sound policy. But we now find that our debts and our loads 
of various sorts cripple us. We feel our incapacity for the 
carrying of trade sword in hand: and so we have given up all 
our old maxims, and are endeavouring to persuade the world 
that we are anxious to enjoy no advantages that are not enjoyed 
also by our neighbours. .Mas ! the world sees very clearly the 
cause of all th is; and the world laughs at us for our imaginary 
cunning. My old doggrel, that used to make me and my friends 
laugh in Long Island, is precisely pat to this case.

When his maw was stuffed with paper.
How John B ull did prance and caper !
How he foam’d and how he roar’d :
How his neighbours all he gored !
How he scrap’d the ground and hurl’d 
Dirt and filth on all*the world !
But John B uix  of paper empty, .
Though in midst of peace and plenty.
Is modest grown as worn-out sinner.
As Scottish laird that wants a dinner ;
As WiLBEKFOEOJ?, become content 
A  rotten bmrgh to represent;
As B lu« and B uff, when, after him ting 
On Yankee coasts their “  hits of hunting,”
Came softly back across the seas.
And silent were as mice in cheese.

Yes, the whole wbrld^ and particularly the French and the 
Yankees, see very clearly the course of 'this fit of modesty and 
of liberality into whicl* we have so recently fallen. They 
know well that a war would play the very devil with oui* 
national faith. They know, in ^lort, that no Ministers in their 
senses wiE think of supporting the paper-system through another 
war. They know well that no Ministers that now exist, or are 
likely to exist, wiU venture to endanger the paper-system ; and 
therefore they know that (for England) they may now do just 
what they please. “When the French were about to invade 
Spain, Mr. Canning said that his last despatch on the subject 
was to be understood as a protest on the part of England 
against permaneni; occupation of any part of Spain hy 
France. Thfere the French are, however; and a< the end of 
two years and a half he says ijiat he loiows nothing about any 
intention that they have to quit Spain, or any part of it.

■ Why, Saint Domingo was independent. 'We had traded with
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-it as an independent state. Is it not clear that if we had said 
the word (and had been known to be able to arm), France would 
not have attempted to treat that fine and rich country as a 
colony ? Mark how wise this measure of France! How just, 
too ; to obtain by means of a tribute from the St. Domingoians 
compensation for the loyalists of that country ! Was this done 
with regard to the loyalists of Amerirn in the reign of the good 
jubilee George III. ? Oh, no ! Those loyalists had to be paid, 
and many of them have even yet, at the end of more than half 
a century, to be paid out of taxes raised on us, for the losses 
occasioned by their disinterested loyalty! This was a master
stroke on the part of France; she gets about seven millions 
sterling in the way of tribute; she makes that rich island yield 
to her great commercial advantages; and she, at the same time, 
paves the way for effecting one of two objects ; namely, getting 
the island back again, or throwing our islands into confusion 
whenever it shall be her interest to do it.

This might have been prevenipd by a word from us if we had 
been ready for war. But we are grown modest; we are grown 
liberal; we do not want to engross that which fairly belongs to 
our neighbours! We have undergone a change somewhat like 
that which marriage produces on a blustering fellow who while 
single can but just clear his teeth. *This change is quite surpris
ing, and especially by the tim% that the second child comes the 
man is loaded ; he looks Hke a loaded man  ̂ his voice becomes 
so soft and gentle compared to what it used to be. Just such 
are the effects of our load : but the worst of it is our neighbours 
are not thus loaded. However, far be it from me to regret this, 
or any part of it. The load is the people’s best friend. If that 
could, without reform; if that could b| shaken off, leaving the 
seat-men and the parsons in their present state, I would not 
jive in England another d a y ! And i  say this with as much 
'seriousness as if I  were upon my death-bed.

The wise men of the newspaj>ers are for a repeal of the Corn 
Laws. With all my heart. I  will join anybody in a petition 
for their repeal. But this wiU not be done. We shall stop 
short of this extent of “  liberality,”  let what may be the conse
quence to the manufacturers. The Cotton Lords must all go, 
to the last man, rather than a repeal, these laws wiU take place : 
and of this the j îewspaper wise men may be assured. The 
farmers can but just rub along now, with all their high prices 
and low wages. What would be their state, and that of their 
landlords, if* the wheat were to come down agai» to 4, 5, or 
even 6  shillings a bushels ? Universal agricultural bankruptcy 
wordd be the almost instant consequence. Many of them are 
now deep in debt from the effects of 1820, 1821, and 1822. One
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more year like 1822 would Rave broken the whole mass up, and 
left the lands to be cultivated, under the overseers, for the 
benefit of the paupers. Society would have been nearly dis
solved, and the state of nature would have returned. The 
Small-Note BiU, co-operating with the Com Laws, have given 
a respite, and nothing more. This BiE must remain efficient, 
paper-money must cover the country, and the corn-laws must 
remain in force; or an “  equitable adjustment ”  must take place ; 
or, to a state of nature this country must return. What, then, 
as I  want a  repeal of the com-laws, and also want to get rid 
of the paper-money, I  must want, to see this return to a state 
of nature? B y no means. I  want the “ equitable adjustment,”  
and I  am quite sure that no adjustment can be equitable which 
does not apply every penny's worth of public property to the 
payment of the fund-holders and dead-weight and the like. 
Clearly just and reasonable as this is, however, the very mention 
of it makes the E ibb-Shovbls, and some others, half mad. It  
makes them storm and rant £|pd swear Eke Bedlamites. But 
it is curious to hear them talk of the impracticability of i t ; when 
they all know that, by only two or three Acts of Parliament, 
Henry VIII. did ten times as much as it  would now, I  hope,, 
be necessary to do. I f  the duty were imposed on me, no states
man, legislator or lawyer, bitt a simple citizen, I think I could, 
in less than twenty-foijr hours, dfaw up an Act that would give 
satisfaction to, I  will not say every man, but to, at least, ninety- 
nine out of every hundred; an Act that would put aU affairs of 
money and of religion to rights at once ; but that would, I  must 
confess, soon take from us that amiable modesty, of which I 
have spoken above, and which is so conspicuously shown in our 
works of free trade and liberality.

The weather is clearing u p ; our horses are saddled, and we 
are off.

R ID E, FRO M  BTO G H C IiBR F TO PE TB R SFIEL D .

Hurstbourne Tarrant (or Uphusbanij, 
Monday, 1th Notmrnher 1825.

We came off from Burghclere yesterday afternoon, crossing 
Lord Caernarvon’s park, going out of it  on the »vest side of 
Beacon HiU, and sloping swa^ to our right over the downs 
towards Woodcote. The afternoon was singularly beautiful. 
The downs (even the poorest of them) are perfectly green; idle
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sheep on the downs look, this year, like fatting sheep : we came 
through a fine flock of ewes, and, looking round us, we saw, aU 
at once, seven flocks, on different parts of the dow'ns, each flock 
on an average containing at least 500 sheep.

It is about six miles from Burgholere to this place; and we 
made it about twelve ; not in order to avoid the turnpike-road, 
but because we do not ride about to see turnpike-roads; and, 
moreover, because I  had seen this most monstrously hilly tum- 
pike-road before. We came through a village called Woodcoto, 
and another called Binley. I  never saw any inhabited places 
more recluse than those. Y et into these the all-searching eye 
of the taxing Thing reaches. Its Exciseman can teU it what 
is doing even in the little odd comer of B in ley; for even there 
I  saw, over the door of a place, not half so good as the place 
in which my fowls roost, “  Licensed to deal in tea and tobacco.” 
Poor, half-starved wretches of Binley! The hand of taxation, 
the coUeotion for the sinecures and pensions, must fix its nails 
even in them, rvho really appeyed too miserable to be called 
by the name of people. Yet there was one whom the taxing 
Thing had licensed (good G od! licensed'!) to serve out cat-lap 
to these wretched creatures! And our impudent and ignorant 
newspaper scribes talk of the degraded state of the people of 
Spain! Impudent impostors! (im thej' show a group so 
wretched, so miserable, so trufy enslaveii as this, in all Spain ? 
N o : and those of them who are not sheer ̂ ools know it well. 
But there would have been misery eq̂ ual to this in Spain if the 
Jews and Jobbers could have carried the Bond-scheme into 
effect. The people of Spain were, through  ̂the instrumentality 
of patriot loan-makers, within an inch of being made as “  en
lightened ”  as the poor, starving thin^ of Binley. They would 
soon have had people “  licensed ”  to make them pay the Jews 
for permission to chew tobacco, or to l̂ v̂e a light in their dreary 
abodes. The people of Spain were preserved from this by the 
Erench army, for which the Jews oiused the Erench arm y; and 
the same army put an end 'So those “  bonds,”  by means of 
which pious Protestants hoped to be able to got at the convents 
in Spain, and thereby put down “  idolatry ”  in that country. 
These bonds seem now not to be worth a farthing ; and so after 
all the Spanish people v/iU have no onb “ licensed ”  by the Jews 
to make them pay for turning the fat of their sheep into candles 
and soap. Thes*poor creatures that I behold hore.poSs their 
lives amidst flocks of sheep ; but never docs a morsel of mutton 
enter their Mps. A  labouring man told me, at Binley, that he 
had not tasted meat since har-^st; and his looks vouched for 
the statement. Let the Spaniards come and look at this poor, 
shotten-herring of a creature ; and th’en let them, estimate what
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is due to a set of “  enlightening ” and loan-making “  patriots.”  
Old Fortesoue says that “  the English are clothed in good 
woollens throughout,”  and that they have “  plenty of flesh of 
aU sorts to eat.”  Y e s ; but at this time the nation was not 
mortgaged. The “  enUghtening ”  patriots would have made 
Spain what England now is. The people must never more, after 
a few years, have tasted mutton, though living surrounded with 
flocks of sheep.

Easton, near Winchester, 
Wednesday Evening, Qth Nov.

I intended to go from Uphusband to Stonehenge, thence to 
Old Sarum, and thence through the New Forest, to Southampton 
and Botley, and thence across into Sussex, to see Up-Park and 
Cowdry Eouse. But, then, there must be no loss of time: I must 
adhere to a certain route as strictly as a regiment on a  march. I 
had written the route : and Laverstook, after seeing Stonehenge 
and Old Sarum, was to be the rating-place of yesterday (Tuesday); 
but when it  came, it brought rain with it  after a white frost on 
Monday. I t  was hkely to rain again to-day. It  became neces
sary to change the route, as I must get to London by a certain day; 
and as the first day, on the new route, brought us here.

I had been three times a* Uphusband before, and had, as my 
readers will, perhapB,,reooflect, described the bourn here, or the 
hrooTc. It  has, in_,general, no water at all in it  from August to 
March. There is the bed of a little river; but no water. In 
March, or thereabouts, the water begins to boil up in thou
sands upon thousands of places, in the little narrow meadows, 
just above the village ; that is to say a little higher up the valley. 
When the chalk hills are fu ll; when the chalk will hold no more 
w ater; then it comes ftut at the lowest spots near these im
mense hUls and becom^ a rivulet first, and then a river. But 
until this visit to Uphusband (or Hurstboume Tarrant, as the 
map calls it), little did I  imagine that this rivulet, dry half the 
year, was the head of the river T5ste, which, after passing through 
Stookbridge and Rumsey, falls into the sea near Southampton.

We had to foUow the bed of this river to Bourne; but there 
the water begins to appear; and it runs all the year long about 
a mile lower down. Here it crosses Lord Portsmouth’s out-park, 
and our road took us the same way to the village called Down 
Husband, the scene (as the broad-sheet tells*us) of so many of 
that Noble Lord’s ringing and cart-driving exploits. Here we 
crossed the Jjondon and Andover road, and leaving Andover to 
our right and Whitchurch to oi^ left, we came on to Long Parish, 
where, crossing the water, we came up again on that high country 
which continues all across to Winchester. After passing BuU-
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ingtou, Sutton, and Wonston, we veered away from Stoke- 
Cliarity, and came across the fields to the high down, whence 
you see Winchester, or rather the Cathedral; for at this dis
tance you can distinguish nothing else clearly.

As v/e had to come to this place, which is three miles up the 
river Itchon from Winchester, we crossed the Winchester and 
Basingstoke road at King’s Worthy. This brought us, before 
we crossed the river, along through Martyr’s Worthy, so long the 
seat of the Ogles, and now, as I observed in m y last Register, 
sold to a general or colonel. These Ogles had been deans, I  
believe; or prebends, or something of that so rt: and the one 
that used to live here had been, and was when he died, an. “  ad
miral,*’ However, this last one, “  Sir Charles,” the loyal address 
mover, is my man for the. present. We saw, down by the water
side, opposite to “  Sir Charles’s ” late family mansion, a beautiful 
strawberry garden, capable of being watered by a branch of the 
Itchen which comes close by it, and which is, I  suppose, brought 
there on purpose. Just by, on tha greensward, under the shade 
of very fine trees, is an alcove, wherein to sit to eat the straw
berries, coming from the little garden just mentioned, and met 
by bowls of cream comiilg from a little milk-house, shaded by 
another clump a little lower down the stream. What delight! 
What a terrestrial paradise ! “  Si» Charles ”  might be very
frequently in this paradise, while that Sidmouth, -whose Bill he 
so applauded, had many men shut up in loathsome dungeons ! 
Ah, well! “  Sir Charles,”  those very men may, perhaps, at this 
moment, envy neither you nor Sidmouth; no, nor Sidmouth’s 
son and heir, even though Clerk of the PeUs. A t any rate it is 
not likely that “  Sir Charles ”  -will sit again in this paradise 
contemplating another loyal address, to carry to a county meet
ing ready engrossed on parchment, to Mb presented by Jleming 
and supported by Lockhart and the “  I^mpshire parsons.”

I  think I  saw, as I came along, the new owner of the estate. 
It  seems that he bought it “  stock and fluke ”  as the sailors call 
i t ; that is to say, that he bofight moveables and the whole. 
He appeared to me to be a keen man. I can’t  find out where he 
comes from, or what he or his father has been. I  like to see 
the revolution going on ; but I like to be able to trace the parties 
a little more closely. “  Sir Charles,” the loyal address gentle
man, lives in London, I  hear. I  will, I think, call upon him (if 
I  can find him outf when I get hack, and ask how he does now ? 
There is one HoUest, a George Holiest, who figured pretty bigly 
on that same*loyal address day. This man is becqjue quite an 
inoffensive harmless creature. If -we were to have another 
county meeting, he would not, I  think, threaten to put the sash 
down upon anybody’s head! O h! Peel, Peel, Peel! Thy
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Bill, oh.. Peel, did sicken them so ! Let us, oh, thou offspring of 
the great Spinning Jenny promoter, who subscribed ten thou
sand pounds towards the late “  glorious ”  war ; who was, after 
that, made a Baronet, and whose biographers (in the Baronetage| 
tell the world that he had a “  presentiment that he should be 
the founder of a family.”  Oh, thou, thou great Peel, do thou let 
us hawe only two more years of thy B ill! Or, oh, great Peel, 
Minister of the interior, do thou let us have repeal of Corn B ill! 
Either will do, great Peel. We shall then see such modest ’squires, 
and parsons looking so queer ! However, if thou wilt not listen 
to us, great Peel, we must, perhaps (and only perhaps), wait a 
little longer. It  is sure to come at last, and to come, too, in the 
most efficient way.

The water in the Itchen is, they say, famed for its clearness. 
As I  was crossing the river the.other day, at Avington, I told 
Richard to look at it, and I  asked him if he did not think it 
very clear. I  now find that this has been remarked hy very 
ancient writers. I  see, in a newspaper just received, an account 
of dreadful fires in New Brunswick. It  is curious that in my 
Register of the 29th October (dated from Chilworth in Surrey} 
I should have put a question relative to the White-Clover, the 
Huckleberries, or the Raspberries, which start up after the 
burning down of woods in* America. These fires have been at 
two places which I  when Wiere were hardly any people in 
the whole country; and if there never had been any people 
there to this day it  would have been a good thing for England. 
Those colonies are a dead expense, without a possibility of their 
ever being of any use. There are, I  see, a church and a barrack 
destroyed. And why a barrack ? W h at! were there bayonets 
wanted already to keep the people in order ? For as to an 
enemy, where was he t<? come from ? And if there really be an , 
enemy anywhere ther^ about, would it not be a wise way to 
leave the worthless country to him, to use it  after his own way ? 
I was at that very Fredericton, where they say thirty houses and 
thirty-nine bams have now bedh burnt. I  can remember when 
there was no more thought of there ever being a  bam there 
than there is now thought of there being economy in our Govern
ment. The English money used to be spent prettily in that 
country. What do we want with armies and barracks and 
chaplains in those woods 1 What does anybody want with 
them ; but we, above all the rest of the worln ? There is noth- 
ing there, no house, no barrack, no wharf, nothing, but what is 
bought withjtaxes raised on the half-starving peopfe of England. 
What do we want with these -^Idernesses ? Ah ! but they are 
wanted by creatures who ■ null not work in England, and whom 
this fine system of ours sends out into those woods to Jive in
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idleness upon the fruit of English labour. The soldier, the com
missary, the barrack-master, all the whole tribe, no matter under 
what name ; what keeps them ? They are paid “  by Govern
ment ; ”  and I wish that we constantly bore in mind that the 
“  Government ”  pays mr money. , It  is, to be sure, sorrowful 
to hear of such fires and such dreadful effects proceeding from 
them; but to me it is beyond all measure more sorrowfitl to see 
the labourers of England worse fed than the convicts in the gaols ; 
and I know very weU that these worthless and jobbing colonies 
have assisted to bring England into this horrible state. The 
honest labouring man is allowed (aye, by the magistrates) less 
food than the felon in the gaol; and the felon is clothed and has 
fuel; and the labouring man has nothing allowed for these. 
Those worthless colonies, which find places for people that the 
Thing provide| for, have helped to produce this dreadful state in 
England. Therefore, any assistance the sufferers should never 
have from me, while I  could find an honest and industrious 
English labourer (unloaded with y  family too) fed worse than a 
felon in the gaols; and this I  can find in every part of the country.

Petersfidd, Friday Evening, 
Wth November.

We lost another day at Esfcton; - th% whole of yesterday, 
it having rained the whole d a y ; so that we could not have 
come an inch but in the wet. We started, therefore, this morn
ing, coming through the Duke of Buckingham’s Park, at Aving- 
ton, which is close by Easton, and on the same side of the Itchen. 
This is a very beautiful place. The house is close down at the 
edge of the meadow land ; there is a lawn before it, and a pond, 
supphed by the Itchen, at the end of tlie lawn, and bounded by 
the park on the other side. The higli^road, through the park; 

, goes very near to this water; and we saw thousands of wild- 
ducks in the pond, or sitting round on the green edges of it, while, 
on one side of the pond, the hares and pheasants were moving 
about upon a gravel walk on the side of a very fine plantation. 
We looked down upon all this from a rising ground, and the 
water, like a looking-glass, showed us the trees, and even the 
animals. This is certainly one of the very prettiest spots in the 
world. The wild water-fowl seem to take particular delight in 
this place. There* are a great many at Lord Caernarvon’s ; but 
there the water is much larger, and the ground and wood about 
it comparatively rudg and coarse. Here, at AvWgtou, every
thing is in such beautiful ordey the lawn before the house is 
of the finest green, and most neatly kept; and the edge of the 
pond (which is of several acres) is as smooth as if  i t  formed part
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of a bowKng-green. To see so many wild-tovil in a situation 
where everything is in the. parterre-order has a most pleasant 
effect on the mind ; and Richard and I, like Pope’s cock in the 
farmyard, coidd not help thankhig the Duke and Duchess for 
having generously made such ample provision for our pleasure, 
and that, too, merely to please us as we were passing along. 
Now this is the advantage of going about on horseback. On foot 
the fatigue is too great, and you go too slowly. In any sort of 
carriage you cannot get into the real country places. To travel 
in stage coaches is to be hurried along by force, in a box, with- 
an air-hole in it, and constantly exposed to broken limbs, the 
danger being much greater than that of ship-board, and the noise 
much more disagreeable, while the company is frecpuently not a 
great deal more to one’s liking.

Prom this beautiful spot we had to mount gradually the downs 
to the southward; but it  is impossible to quit the vale of the 
Itchen without one more look back at it. To form a just estimate 
of its real value, and that of thfe lands near it, it  is only necessary 
to know that from its source at Bishop’s Sutton this river has, 
on its two banks, in the distance of nine miles (before it  reaches 
Winchester) thirteen parish churches. There must have been some 
people to erect these churches. It is not true, then, that Pitt 
and George III. created the Eflgliah nation, notwithstanding all that 
the Scotch Jeetosojers *re ready to swear about the matter. In 
short, there can be no doubt in the mind of any rational man 
that in the time of the Plantagenets England was, out of all 
comparison, more populous than it is now.

When we began to get up towards the downs, we, to our 
great surprise, saw them covered with Snow. “  Sad times com
ing on for poor Sir Gloiy,”  said I to Richard. ' “  W hy ? ”  said 
Dick. It  was too cold to talk much; and, besides, a great 
sluggishness in his horse «iade us both rather serious. The horse 
had been too hard ridden at Burghclore, and had got cold. 
This made us change our route ^gain, and instead of going over 
the downs towards Hambledon, in our w ay to see the park 
and the innumerable hares and pheasants of Sir Harry Feather- 
stone, we pulled away more to the left, to go through Bramdean, 
and so on to Petersfield, contracting greatly our intended 
circuit. And, besides, I  had never seen Bramdean, the 
spot on which, it is said, Alfred fought his lasl^great and glorious 
battle with the Danes. A  fine country for a battle, sure enough ! 
We stopped at the village to bait our horses ; and while we were 
in the pubhs-house an Exciseman came 'and runSnaged it all 
over, taking an account of the various sorts of liquor in it, hav
ing the air of a ■ complete master of the premises, while a Very 
pretty and modest girl waited on him to produce the divers
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bottles, jars, and kegs. I wonder whether Alfred had a thought 
of anything like this when he was clearing England from her 
oppressors ?

A little to our right, as we came along, we left the village of 
Kingston, where ’Squire Graeme once lived, as was before related. 
Here, too, lived a ’Squire Bidge, a famous fox-hunter, at a great 
mansion, now used as a farmhouse ; and it is curious enough that 
this ’Squire’s son-in-law, one Gunner, au' attorney at Bishop’s 
Waltham, is steward to the man who now owns the estate.
• Before we got to Petersfield we called at an old friend’s and 
got some bread and cheese and small beer, which we preferred 
to strong. In approaching Petersfield we began to descend from 
the high chaUc-oountry, which (with the exception of the valleys 
of the Itchen and the Teste) had lasted us from Uphusband (almost 
the north-west point of the county) to this place, which is not far 
from the south-east point of it. Here we quit flint and chalk 
and downs, and take to sand, clay, hedges, and coppices; and 
here, on the verge of Hampshiref we begin again to see those 
endless little bubble-formed hiUs that we before saw round the 
foot of Hindhead. We have got in in very good time, and got, 
at the Dolphin, good stabling for our horses. The waiters and 
people at inns look so hard ai us %o see us so liberal as to horse- 
feed, fire, candle, beds, and room, while we are so very very 
sparing in the article of drink I They seem to pity our taste. I 
hear people complain of the “  exorbitant charges ”  at inns ; but 
my wonder always is how the people can live with charging so 
little. Except in one single instance, I  have imiformly, since I 
have been from home, thought the charges too low for people 
to live by.

This long evening has given me time |o look at the Star news
paper of last n ight; and I see that, with aU possible desire to 
disguise the fact, there is a great “  pani^" browing. It  is impos
sible that this thing can go on, in its present way, for any length 
of time. The talk about “  sfeoulations ”  ; that is to say, 
adventurous dealings, or, rather, commercial gamblings; the 
talk about these having been the cause of the breakings and the 
other symptoms of approaching convulsion is the most miser
able nonsense that ever was conceived in the heads of idiots. 
These are effect; not cause. The cause is the Small-note Bill, 
that last brilliant ^Hort of the joint mind of Van and Castle- 
reagh. That Bill was, as I  always called it, a respite ; and it was, 
and could be, nothing more. It  could only put off the evil hour ; 
it  could not'prevent the final arrival of that hotfr. To have 
proceeded with Peel’s Bill was,indeed, to produce total con
vulsion. The land must have been surrendered* to the overseers 
for the use of the poor. That is to say, without an “  Equitable
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Adjustment.”  But that adjustment as prayed for by Kent, 
Norfolk, Hereford, and Surrey, might have taken place; it 
ought to have taken place: and it must, at last, take place, or, 
convulsion must come. As to the nature, of this “  adjustment,”  
is it not most distinctly described in the Norfolk Petition ? Is 
not that memorable petition now in the Journals of the House 
of Commons ? What more is wanted than to act on the prayer 
of that very petition ? Had I  to draw up a petition again,
I would not change a single word of that. I t  pleased Mr. 
Brougham’s “  best public instructor ”  to abuse that petition, 
and it pleased Daddy Coke and the Hickory Quaker, Gurney, and 
the wise bam-orator, to calumniate its author. They succeeded ; 
but their success was but shame to them ; and that author is 
yet destined to triumph over them. I have seen no London 
paper for ten days until to-day; and I  should not have seen 
this if the waiter had not forced it upon me. I  know very nearly 
what will happen by next May, or thereabouts; and as to the 
manner in which things will Vork in the meanwhile, it  is of far 

' less consequence to the nation than it is what sort of weather I 
shall have to ride in to-morrow. One thing, however, I  wish to 
observe, and that is, that, if any attempt be made to repeal the 
Com-BiU, the main body of the farmers will be crushed into total 
ruin. I  come into conteci^with few who are not gentlemen or 
very substantial farmers; but*I know the state of the whole ; 
and I know that, even with present prices, and with honest 
labourers fed worse than felons, it is ruh-and-go with nineteen- 
twentieths of the farmers ; and of this fact I  beseech the ministers 
to be well aware. And with this fact staring them in the face 1 
with that other horrid fact, that, by the regulations of the 
magistrates (who eaimolj avoid it, mind,), the honest labourer is 
fed worse than the convicted felon; with the breakings of mer
chants, so ruinous to cmfiding foreigners, so disgraceful to the 
name of England; with the thousands of industrious and care
taking creatures reduced to beggary by bank-paper ; with panic 
upon panic, plrmging thousands upon thousands into despair: 
with all this notorious as the Sun at noon-day, will they again 
advise their Royal Master to tell the Parhament and the world 
that this country is “  in a state of unequalled prosperity,”  and 
that this prosperity “  must be permanent, because all the great 
interests are flourishing I ”  Let them 1 Th^t will not alter the 
result. I  had been, for several weeks, saying that the seeming 
prosperity was fallaeious ; that the cause of it  must lead to vlti-  ̂
mate and sh«oking ruin ; that it  could not last, bdhause it arose 
from causes so manifestly fictitious ; that, in short, it  was the fair
looking, but poisonous, fruit of a miserable expedient. I had 
been saying this for several weeks, when, out came the King’s
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Speech and gave me and my doctrines the lie direct as to. every 
point. Weh : now, then, we shall soon. see.

EtTEAL EIDB F S O M  PBTEESPIBLD  TO K B N SIN O T O N .

Fetworth,
Saimday, 12th Nov. 1825.

I  W A S at this town in the summer of 1823, when I  crossed 
Sussex from Worth to Huntington in my way to Titohfield in 
Hampshire. We came this morning from Petersfield, with an 
intention to cross to Horsham, and go thence to Worth, and 
then into K e n t; but Richard’s horse seemed not to be fit for so 
strong a bout, and therefore wo^resolved to bend our course 
homewards, and first of all to fall back upon our resources at 
Thursley, which we intend to reach to-morrow, going through 
Worth Cliapel, Chiddingfold, and Brook.

A t about four nfiles from Petersfield we passed through a 
_ village called Rogate. Just before we came to it  I  asked a 

mail who was hedging on the sftle of the ipad how much he got 
a day. He said. Is. (id.: and he told me that the allowed wages 
was Id. a.day for the man and a gallon loaf a week for the rest of 
Ms family; that is to say, one pound and two and a quarter 
ounces of bread for each of them ; and nothing more ! And 
this, observe, is one-third short of the bread allowance of gaols, 
to say nothing of the meat and olothiiw and lodging of the in
habitants of gaols. If the man have fall work j if he get his 
eighteen-pence a day, the whole nine shillings does not purchase 
a gallon loaf each for a wife and three children, and two gallon 
loaves for himself. In the gaols the convicted felons have a 
pound and a half each of bread a day to begin with ; they have 
some meat generally, and it has been found absolutely necessary 
to allow them meat when they work at the tread-miU. It  is 
impossible to make them work at the tread-miU without it. 
However, let us take the bare aUowance of broad allowed in the 
gaols. This aUowjnce is, for five people, fifty-two pounds and 
a half in the weeF; whereas the man’s nine shillings will buy 
but fifty-two pounds of bread; and this, observe, is a vast deal 
better than tiie state of things in the north of Hampshire, where 
the day-labourer gets but eight ^hillings a week. T  asked this 
man how much a day they gave to a young able man who had 
no family, and who was compelled to come to the parish-ofSoera
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for work. Observe that there are a great many young inen in 
this situation, because the farmers will not employ single men 
o* jvU wages, these full wages being wanted for the married man’s 
family, just to keep them alive according to the calculation that 
we have just seen. About the borders of the north of Hampshire 
they give to these single men two gallon loaves a week, or, in 
money, two shillings and eight-pence, and nothing more. Here, 
in this part of Susses, they give the single man seven-pence a 
day, that is to say, enough to buy two pounds and a quarter of 
broad for six days in the week, and as he does not work on the 
Sunday there is no seven-pence allowed for the Sunday, and of 
course notliing to e a t : and this is the allowance, settled by the 
magistrates, for a young, hearty, labouring man ; and that, too, 
in the part of England where, I believe, they live better than in 
any other part of it. The poor creature here has seven-pence 
a day for six days in the week to find him food, clothes, washing, 
and lodging! It  is just seven-pence, less than one half of what 
the meanest foot soldier in t ^  standing army receives ; besides 
that the latter has clothing, candle, fire, and lodging into the 
bargain ! Well may we call our happy state of things the “  envy 
of surrounding nations, and the admiration of the world ! ”  
We hear of the efforts of Mrs. Fry, Mr. Buxton, and numerous 
other persons, to improve *the situation of felons in the gaols; 
hut never, no neverf do we catch them ejaculating one single 
pious sigh for these innumerable sufferers, who are doomed to 
become felons or to waste away their bodies by hunger.

When we came into the village of Rogate, I  saw a little group 
of persons standing before a blacksmith’s shop. The church
yard was on the other feide of the road, surrounded by a low wall. 
The earth of the chun*h-yard was about four feet and a half 
higher than the common level of the ground round about i t ; and 
yon may see, by the fiearness of the church windows to the 
ground, that this bed of earth has been made by the innumerable 
burials that have taken, place hi it. The group, consisting of the 
blacksmith, the wheelwright, perhaps, and three or four others, 
appeared to me to be in a deliberative mood. So I  said, look
ing significantly at the church-yard, “  I t  has taken a pretty 
“  many thousands of your fore-fathers to raise that ground 
“  up so high.”  “  Yes, Sir,”  said one of them. “  And,”  said I, 
“  for about nine hundred years those wh% built that church 
“  thought about religion very differently from what we do.”  
“  Yes,” said another. “  And,” said I, “  do you ̂ think that aU 
“  those wht) made that heap there are gone to the devil ? ” 
I  go t no answer to this. “  M  any rate,”  added I, “  they never 
“  worked for a  pound and a half of bread a  day.”  They looked 
hard at me, and then looked hard at one another j and I, having
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trotted off, looked round at the first turning, and saw'them 
looking after us still. I  should suppose that the church was 
built about seven or eight hundred y e to  ago, that is to say, 
the present church; for the first church built upon this spot 
was, I  dare say, erected more than a thousand years ago. If I  
had had time, I  should have told this group that, before the 
Protestant Reformation, the labourers of Rogate received four- 
pence a day from Michaelmas to Lady-day; five-pence a day 
from Lady-day to Michaelmas, except in harvest and grass- 
mowing time, when able labourers had seven-pence a d a y ; and 
that, at this time, bacon was not so much as a halfpenny a pound : 
and, moreover, that the parson of the parish maintained out of 
the tithes all those persons in the parish that were reduced to 
indigence by means of old age or other cause of inability to 
labour. I  should have told them this, and, in all probability a 
great deal more, but I  had not tim e; and, besides, they will 
have an opportunity of reading aU about it in my little book 
called the History of the Protestant Meformaiion.

Erom Rogate we came on to Irotten, where a Mr. Twyford 
is the squire, and where there is a very fine and ancient church 
close by the squire’s house. I  saw the squire looking at some 
poor devils who were making “  wauste improvements, ma’am,”  
on the road which passes by the squtre’S door. He looked un
commonly hard at me. It  wa% a soruti*iizing sort of look, 
mixed, as I  thought, with a little surprise, if not of jealousy, as 
much as to say, “  I  wonder who the devil you can be ? ” My 
look at the squire Was with the head a little on one side, .and with 
the cheek drawn up from the left comer of the mouth, expressive 
of anything rather than a sense of inferiority to the squire, of 
whom, however, I  had never heard sp£|,k before. Seeing the 
good and commodious and capacious church, I corJd not help 
reflecting on the intolerable baseness of ihis description of men, 
who have remained mute as fishes, while they have been taxed 
to build churches for the convenience of the Cotton-Lords and the 
Stock-Jobbers. First, their estates have been taxed to pay 
interest of debts contracted with these Stock-Jobbers, and to 
make wars for the sale of the goods of the Cotton-Lords. This 
drain upon their estates has collected the people into great 
masses, and now the same estates are taxed to build churches for 
them in these masses. And yet the tame fellows remain as silent 
as if they had been * om deaf and dumb and blind. As towards 
the labourers, they are sharp and vigorous and brave as heart 
could w ish; here they are bold as Hector. They»pare down 
the wretched souls to what is bqjow gaol allowance. But, g,s 
towards the taxers, they are gentle as doves. With regard, 
however, to this Squire Twyford, he fa not, as I  afterwards
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found, without some little consolation; for one of his sons, I  
understand, is, like squire Eawlinson of Hampshire, a police justice 
in London I I  hear that Squire Twyford ¥̂as always a distin
guished champion of lo y a lt y w h a t  they call a staunch friend 
of Government; and it is therefore natural that the Govern
ment should be a staunch friend to him. B y the taxing of his 
estate, and paying the Stock-Jobbers out of the proceeds, the 
people have been got together in great masses, and, as there are 
Justices wanted to keep them in order in those masses, it seems 
but reasonable that the squire should, in one way or another, 
enjoy some portion of the profits of keeping them in order. 
However, this cannot be the case with every loyal squire; and 
there are many of them who, for want of a share in the dis
tribution, have been totally extinguished. I  should suppose 
Squire Twyford to be in the second rank upwards (dividing the 
whole of the proprietors of land into five ranks). It  appears 
to me that pretty nearly the whole of this second rank is gone ; 
that the Stock-Jobber3*'hava eaten them clean up, having less 
mercy than the cannibals, who usually leave the hands and the 
fee t; so that this squire has had pretty good luck.

From Trotten we came to IVDdJiurst, and, having baited our 
horses, went into Cowdry Park to see the ruins of that once 
noble mansion, from which the Countess of Salisbury (the last 
of the PlantagenetsJ was brought by the tyrant Henry the 
Eighth to be cruelly murdered, in revenge for the integrity and 
the other great virtues of her son. Cardinal Pole, as we have seen 
in Number Four, paragraph 115, of the “ History of the Prot
estant Reformation.”  This noble estate, one of the finest in 
the whole kingdom, was seized on by the king, after the pos
sessor had been murdered on his scaffold. She had committed 
no crime. No crime ^ a s proved against her. The miscreant 
Thomas Cromwell, finc^ng that no form of trial would answer 
his purpose, invented a new mode of bringing people to their 
death ; namely, a Bill, brought into Parliament, condemning her 
to death. The estate was then'granted to a Sir Anthony Brown, 
who was physician to the lung. By the descendants of this 
Brown, one of whom was afterwards created Lord Montague,, 
the estate has been held to this day ; and Mr. Po3mtz, who married 
the sole remaining heiress of this family, a Miss Brown, is now 
the proprietor of.the estate, comprising, I  believe, forty or fifty 
manors, the greater part of which are in %his neighbourhood, 
some of them, however, extending more than twenty miles from 
the mansiqp. We entered the park through a g*eat iron gate
way, part of which being wanting, the gap was stopped up by a 
hurdle. Vfe rode down to thf house and all round about and in 
amongst the ruins, now in part covered with ivy, and inhabited
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by innumerable starlings and jackdaws. The last possessor 
was, I  believe, that Lord Montague who was put an end to by 
the celebrated Timdical adventure on the Rhine along with the 
brother of Sir Glory. These two sensible worthies took it  into then- 
heads to go down a place something resembling the waterfall of 
an overshot miU. They were drowned just as two yormg kittens 
or two young puppies would have been. And as an instance of 
the truth that it is an ill wind that blows nobody good, had it 
not been for this sensible enterprise, never would there have 
been a Westminster Bump to celebrate the talents and virtues 
of Westminster’s Pride and England’s Glory. I t  was this Lord 
Montague, I  believe, who had this ancient and noble mansion 
completely repaired, and fitted up as a place of residence: and 
a few days, or a very few weeks, at any rate, after the work 
was completed, the house was set on fire (by accident, I  suppose), 
and left nearly in the state in which it now stands, except that 
the ivy has grown up about it and partly hidden the stones 
from our sight. You may see, hq^ever, the hour of the day or 
night at which the fire took place; for there still remains the 
brass of the face of the clock, and the hand pointing to the hour. 
Gose by this mansion there runs a little river which runs wind
ing away through the valleys, and at last falls into the Arron. 
After viewing the ruins, we had to return into the turnpike road, 
and then enter another part o^the park,^which we crossed, in 
order to go to Petworth. When you are in a part of this road 
through the park you look down and see the house in the middle 
of a very fine valley, the distant boundary of which, to the south 
and south-west, is the South Down Hills. Some of the trees here 
are very fine, particularly some most magnificent rows of the 
Spanish chestnut. I  asked the people at Midhurst where Mr. 
Poyntz himself lived ; and they told me*at the lodge ia  the park, 
which lodge was formerly the residei^e of the head keeper. 
The land is very good about here. It is fine rich loam at top, 
with clay further down. It  is good for all sorts of trees, and 
they seem to grow here very fasC 

We got to Petworth pretty early in the day. On entering 
it you see the house of Lord Egremont, which is close up against 
the park-waU, and which wall bounds this little vale on two sides. 
There is a sort of town-haH here, and on one side of it  there is 
the bust of Charles the Second, I  should have thought; but they 
tell me it is that ftf Sir William Wyndham, from whom Lord 
Egremont is descended. But there is another building much 
more capacious and magnificent th?,n the tow n -h^ ; namely, 
the Bridewell, which, from the modernness of its structure, 
appears to be one of those “ w%,uste improvements. Ma’am,”  
which distinguish this enlightened age. This structure vies, in
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point of magnitude -with the house of Lord Egremont itself, 
though that is one of the largest mansions in the whole kingdom. 
The BridewcU has a wall round it that I  should suppose to be 
twenty feet high. This place was not wanted, when the labourer 
got twice as much instead of half as much as the common stand
ing soldier. Here you see the true cause why the young labour
ing man is “  content ”  to exist upon Id. a day, for six days in the 
week, and nothing for Sunday. Oh ! we are a most free and en- 
Kghtened people; our happy constitution in church and state 
has supplanted Popery and slavery; but we go to a Bridewell 
unless we quietly exist and work upon d̂. a day !

Tlmrsley, 
Sunday, \Zth Nov,

To our great delight we found Richard’s horse quite well 
this morning, and oif we set for this place. The first part of our' 
road, for about three miles %id a half, was through Lord Egre- 
mont’s Park. The morning was very fine ; the sun shining; a 
sharp frost after a foggy evening ; the grass aU white, the twigs 
of the trees white, the ponds frozen over; and everything look
ing exceedingly beautiful. The spot itself being one of the very 
finest in the world, not excepting, I  dare say, that of the father of 
Saxe Cobourg itself, yho  has, doubtless, many such fine places.

In a very fine pond, not far from the house and close by the 
road, there are some little artificial islands, upon one of which 
I observed an arbutus loaded with its beautiful fruit (quite ripe), 
even more thickly than any one I ever saw even in America. 
There were, on the side of the pond, a  most numerous and beau
tiful collection of water-fowl, foreign as well as domestic. I 
never saw so great a '^^riety of water-fowl collected together in 
my life. They had bqgn ejected from the water by the frost, 
and were sitting apparently in a state of great dejection: but 
this circumstance has brought them into a comparatively small 
compass; and we facing our •horses about, sat and looked at 
them, at the pond, at the grass, at the house, till we were tired 
of admiring. Everything here is in the neatest and most beau
tiful state. Endless herds of deer, of all the varieties of colours ; 
and, what adds greatly to your pleasure in such a case, you see 
comfortable retreats prepared for them in different parts of the 
woods. When we came to what we thoughtfthe end of the park, 
the gate-keeper told us that we should find other walls to pass 
through. J¥e now entered upon woods, we then came to another 
wall, and there we entered upon farms to our right and to our 
left. A t last we came to a  third wall, and the gate in that let us 
out into the turnpike road. The gate-keeper here told us, that
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the whole enclosure was nim miles round ; and this, alter all, 
forms, probably, not a quarter part of what this nobleman 
possesses. And is it  wrong that one man should possess so 
much ? By no means; but in my opinion it is wrong that a 
system should exist which compels this man to have his estate 
token away from him unless he throw the junior branches of 
his family for maintenance upon the public.

Lord Egremont bears an excellent character. Everything 
that I have ever heard of him makes me believe that he is worthy 
of this princely estate. But I  cannot forget that his two 
.brothers, who are now very old men, have had, from their infancy, 
enormous revenues in Sinecure places in the West Indies, while 
the general property and labour of England is taxed to maintain 
those West Indies in their state of dependence upon England ; 
aad I cannot forget that the burden of these sinecures are amongst 
the grievances of which the West Indians justly complain. 
True, the taxing system has taken from the family of Wynclham, 
.during the lives of these two gej^lemen, as much, and even 
more, than what that family has gained by those sinecures ; but 
then let it be recollected, that it is not the helpless people of 
England who have been the cause of this system. I t  is not the 
fault of those who receive Id. a day. It is the fault of the family 
of Wyndham and of such persons; aid, if they have chosen to 
sufier the Jews and jobbers to take away sî  large a part of their 
income, it is not fair for them to come to the people at large to 
make up for the loss.

Thus it has gone on. The great masses of property have, in 
general, been able to take care of themselves: but the little 
masses have melted away like butter before the sim. The little 
gentry have had not even any dispositioj^to resist. They merit 
their fate most justly. They have vied with each other in en
deavours' to ingratiate themselves with* power, and to obtain 
compensation tor their losses. The big fishes have had no 
feeling for them; have seen them sink with a sneer, rather than 
with compassion; but, at last, *the cormorant threatens even 
themselves; and they are sfeuggjing with might and main for 
their own preservation. They ever3rwhere “  most liberally ” 
take the Stock-jobber or the Jew by the hand, though they hate 
him mortally at the same time for his power to outdo them on 
the sideboard, on the table, and in the equipage. They seem 
to think nothing of*the extinguishment of the small f r y ; they 
hog themselves in the thought that they escape; and yet, at 
times, their minds misgive them, and they tremble for their own 
fate. The country people really gain by the change; for the 
small gentry have been rendered, by their miseries, so niggardly 
and so cruel, that it  is quite a blessing, in a village, to see a rich
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Jew or Jobber come to supplant them. They come, too, with 
far less cunning than the half-broken gentry. Cunning as the 
Stock-Jobber is in Change Alloy, I  defy him to bo cunning enough 
for the country people, brought to their present state of duplicity 
by a series of cruelties which no pen can adequately describe. The'
I Stock-Jobber goes from London with the cant of Jemnanity upon • 
'his lips, at any ra te ; whereas the half-broken Squire takes 
pot the least pains to disguise the hardness of his heart.

It is impossible for any just man to regret the sweeping away 
of this base race of Squires; but the sweeping of them away 
is produced by causes that have a wider extent. These causes 
teach the good as well as the bad : all are involved alike; like 
the pestilence, this horrible system is no respecter of persons; 
and decay and beggary mark the whole face of the country.

North Chapel is a little town in the Weald of Sussex where 
there were formerly post-chaises kep t; hut • where there are 
none kept now. And here is another complete revolution. In 
almost every country towr^the post-chaise houses have been 
lessened in number, and those that remain have become com
paratively solitary and mean. The guests at inns are not now 
gentlemen, but iunipcrs, who, from being called (at the inns). 
“  riders,” became “  travellers,” and are now “  commercial gentle
men,”  who go about in gigs, instead of on horseback, and who 
are in such numbers as to occupy a great part of the room in all 
the inns, in every part of the country. There are, probably, 
twenty thousand of them always out, who may perhaps have, 
on an average throughout the year, three or four thousand 
“  ladies ”  travelling with them. The expense of this can be 
little short of fifteen millions a year, aU to be paid by the country- 
people who consume the goods, and a large part of it to be 
drawn up to the Wen.*

From North Chapel y e  came to Chiddingfold, which is in the 
Weald of Sm’re y ; that is to say, the country of oak-timber.

, Between these two places there are a couple of pieces of that 
famous commodity, called “  ®ovemment property.”  It  seems. 
that these places, which have extensive buildings on them, were 
for the purpose of making gunpowder. Like most other of these 
enterprises, they have been given up, after a time, and so the 
ground and all, the buildings, and the monstrous fences, erected 
at enormous expense, have been sold. They were sold, it seems, 
some time ago, in lots, with the intention •£ being pulled down 
and carried away, though they are now nearly new, and built 
in the mojt solid, substantial, and expensive ijianner; brick 
walls eighteen inches through, and the buildings covered with 
lead and slate. I t  appears wlat they have been purchased by a 
Mr. Stovell, a Sussex banker; but for some reason or other.
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though the purchase was made long ago, “  Government ”  still 
holds the possession ; and, what is more, it keeps people there to 
take care of the premises. I t  would be curious to have a com
plete history of these pretty estabhshments at Chiddingford; 
but this is a sort of history that we shall never be treated with 
until there be somebody in Parliament to rummage things to the 
bottom. I t  would be very easy to caU for a specific account of the 
cost of these establishments, and also of the quantity of powder 

_made at them. I should not be at all surprised, if the concern, 
all taken, together, brought the powder to a hundred tiines the 
price at which similar powder could have been purchased.

When we came through Chiddiugfold, the people were just 
going to church; and we saw a carriage and pair conveying an 
old gentleman and some ladies to the churchyard steps. Upon 
inquiry, we found that this was Lord Wiutertou, whose name, 
they told us, was Tumour. I  thought I had heard of aU the 
Lords, first or la st; but, if I  had ever heard of this one before, 
I  had forgotten him. He lives doij^ in the Weald, between, the 
gunpowder establishments and Horaham, and has the reputation 
of being a harmless, good sort of man, and that being the case 
I  was sorry to see that he appeared to he greatly afflicted with 
the gout, being obliged to be helped up the steps by a  stout man. 
However, it is as broad, perhaj)s, as it ia long : a man is not to 
have all the enjoyments of makiag the gOu  ̂and the enjoyments 
of abstinence too ; that would not be fair p la y ; and I  dare say 
that Lord Winterton is just enough to be content with the con
sequences of his enjoyments.

This Chiddiugfold i4 a very pretty place. There is a very 
pretty and extensive green opposite the church; and we were 
at the proper time of the day to perceive tiiat the modem system 
of education had by no means overlookedf this little village. We 
saw the schools marching towards the church in military order. 
Two of them passed us on our road. The boys looked very hard 
at us, and I  saluted them with “  There’s brave boys, you’ll all 
“  be parsons or lawyers or doctote.”  Another school seemed to 
be in a less happy state. The scholars were too much in uniform 
to have had their clothes purchased by their parents ; and they 
looked,-besides, as if a little more victuals and a little less educa
tion would have done as Well. There were about twenty of 
them -without one single tinge of red in their whole twenty faces. 
In short I  never sau»inore deplorable looking objects since I  was 
bom. And can it  be of any use to expend money in this sort of 
way upon pooj creatures that have not half a belljrful of food ? 
We had not brOakfasted when we passed them. We felt, at that 
moment, what hunger was- Wemad some bits of bread and 
meat in our pockets, however; and these* which were merely in-
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tended as stay-stomachs, amounted, I  dare say, to the allowance 
any half-dozen of these poor boys for the day. I  could, with 

liU my heart, have pulled the victuals out of nxy pocket and given 
it to them ; but I  did not like to do that which would have 
interrupted the march, and might have been construed into a sort 

insult. To quiet m y conscience, however, I  gave a poor man 
that I met soon afterwards sixpence, under pretence of rewarding 
him for telling me the way to Thursley, which I  knew as well as he, 
and which I had determined, in my own mind, not to follow.

We had now come on the Turnpike road from my Lord Egre- 
mont’s Park to Chiddingfold. I  had made two or three attempts 
to get out of it; and to bear away to the north-west, to get through 
the oak-woods to Thursley ; but I was constantly prevented by 
being told that the road which I wished to take would lead mo 
to Haslemere. If you talk to ostlers, or landlords, or post-boys; 
or, indeed, to almost anybody* else, they mean by a food a  farji- 
'pihe road ; and they positively will not talk to you about any 
other. Now, just after quitting Chiddingfold, Thursley lies over 
fine woods and coppices, in a north-west direction, or there
abouts ; and the Turnpike road, which goes from Petworth to 
Godalniing, goes in a  north-north-east direction. I  was re
solved, be the consequences what they might, nob to follow the 
Turnpike road one single inch further; for I  had not above 
three miles or thereabouts to get t« Thursley, through the woods; 
and I  had, perhaps, six miles at least to get to it  the other w a y ; 
but the great thing was to see the interior of these woods; to 
see the stems of the trees, as well as the tops of them. I  saw 
a lane opening in the right direction; I  saw indeed, that my 
horses must go up to their knees in clay; but I  resolved to enter 
and go along that lane, and long before the end of my journey 
I found myself most ampTy compensated for the toil that I  was 
about to encounter. But j^lk of toil I It  was the horse that had 
the to il; and I  had nothing to do but to sit upon his back, turn 
my head from side to side and admire the fe e  trees in every 
direction. Little bits of fields fad meadows here and there, 
shaded all over, or nearly all over, by the surrounding trees. 
Here and there a labourer’s house buried in the woods. We had 
drawn out our luncheons and eaten them while the horses took 
us through the c la y ; but I  stopped at a little house, and asked 
the woman, who looked very clean and nice, whether she woidd 
let ns dine with her. She said “  Yes,”  with til her heart, but 
that she had no place to put our horses in, and that her dinner 
would not be jeady for an hour, when she expected ter husbafid 
home from chnroh. She said they had a hit of bacon and a 
pudding and some cabbage; bifb that she had not much bread 
iu the horise. She had only one child, and that was not very
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old, so we left her, quite convinced that my old observation is 
true, that people in the woodland countries are best off, and 

- that it is absolutely impossible to reduce them to that state of 
starvation- in which they are in the corn-growing part of the 
kingdom. B.ej-e is that great blessing, abundance of fuel at all 
times of the year, and particularly in the winter.

We came on for about a mile further in these clayey lanes, 
when we renewed our inquiries as to our course, as our road 
now seemed to point towards Godaiming again. I  asked a man 
how I  should get to Thursley ? He pointed to some fir-trees upon 
a hiU, told me I  must go by them, and that there was no other 
way. “ Where then,” said I, “ is T hursley?”  He pointed 

' with his hand, and said, “  Eight over those woods; but there 
“  is no road there, and it is impossible for you to get through 
“  those woods.” “  Thank you,” said I ; “  but through those 
“  woods we mean to go.”  Just 'at the border of the woods I 
saw a cottage. There must be Mme way to that cottage ; and 
We soon found a gate that let «s into a field, across which we 
went to this cottage. We there found an old man and a young 
one. Upon inquiry we found that it was possible to get through 
these woods. Richard gave the old man threepence to buy a 
pint of beer, and I  gave the young one a shilling to pilot us 
through the woods. These were  ̂oak-woods with underwood 
beneath; and there waA a littB stream o^water running down the 
middle of the woods, the annual and long overflowings of which 
has formed a meadow sometimes a rod wide, and sometimes 
twenty rods wide, while the bed of the stream itself was the most 
serpentine that can possibly be imagined, describing, in many 
places, nearly a complete circle, going round for many rods 
together, and coming within a rod gr two of a point that it 
had passed before. I  stopped the man several times, to sit and 
admire this beaiitiful spot, shaded i|i great part by lofty and 

•wide-spreading oak trees. We had to cross this brook several 
times, over bridges that the owner had erected for the con
venience of the fOx-hunters. * A t last, we came into an ash- 
ooppice, which had been planted in regular rows, at about four 
feet distances, which had been once cut, and which was now 
in the state of six years’ growth. A  road through it, made for 
the fox-hunters, was as straight as a line, and of so great a 
length, that, on entering it, the farther end appeared not to be 
a foot wide. U?K)U seeing this, I  asked the man whom these 
coppices belonged to, and he told me to Squire Leech, at Lea. 
My surpriss ceased, bat my admiration did not. ,

A  piece of ordinary coppice ground, close adjoining this, and 
with no timber in it, and upon just the same soil (if there had 
been such a piece), would, at ten years’ growth, be worth, at
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present prices, from five to seven pounds the acre. This coppice, 
at ten years’ growth, will be worth, twenty pounds the acre ; 
and, at the next cutting, when the stems will send out so many 
more shoots, it will be worth thirty pounds the acre. I  did not 
ask the question when I  afterwards saw Mr. Leech, but, I  dare 
say, the ground was trenched before it was planted ; but what 
is that expense when compared with the great, the permanent 
prbfit of such an undertaking t And, above all things, what a 
convenient species of property does a man here create. Here are 
no tenants’ rack, no anxiety about crops and seasons ; the rust 
and the mildew never come here ; a man knows what he has got, 
and he knows that nothing short of an earthquake can take it 
from him, unless, indeed, by attempting to vie with the stock
jobber in the expense of living, he ■ enable the stock-jobber 
to come and perform the oiiice of the earthquake. Mr. Leech’s 
father planted, I  think it  was, forty acres of such coppice 
iu the same manner; and, at iLe same time, he lowed the ground 
with oAxrM. The acoms ha%e become oak trees, and have 
begun and made great progress iu diminishing the value of the 
ash, which have now to Contend against the shade and the roots 
of the oak. For present profit, and, indeed, for permanent profit, 
it would be judicious to grub up the o ak ; but the owner has 
determined otherwise. He eSnnot endure the idea of destroying 
an oak wood. « *

If such be the profit of planting ash, what would be the profit 
of planting locust, even for poles or stakes ? The locust would 
outgrow the ash, as we have seen in the case of Mr. Gunters 
plantation, more than three to one. I  am satisfied that it will 
do this upon any soil, if you give the trees fifteen years to grow 
in; and, in short, that thaloousts will be trees when the ash are 
merely poles, if both are left to grow up in single stems. If in 
coppice, the locust will ruake as good poles; I  mean as large 
and as long poles in Six years, as the ash will in ten years •. to 
say nothing of the superior durabflity of the locust. I  have seen 
locusts, at Mr. Knowles’s, a t Thursley, sufficient for a hop-pole, 
for an ordinary hop-pole, with only five years’ growth in them, 
and leaving the last year’s growth to be cut off, leaving the top 
of the pole tliree-quarters of an inch through. There is nothing 
that we have ever heard of, of the timber kind, equal to this i» 
point of quickness of growth. In parts of the county where 
hop-p'oles are not wanted, espalier stakes, woBd for small fen
cing, hedge stakes, hurdle stakes, fold-shores, as the people call 
them, are always w anted; and is it not better to htive a  thing 
that will last twenty years, tl^n a thing that will last only 
three ? I know of no English underwood which gives a hedge 
stake to last even two years, I  should think that a very profit-
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able way of employing the locust would be this. Plant a cop
pice, the plants two feet apart. Thus planted, the trees will 
protect one another against the wind. Keep the side shoots 
pruned off. A t the end of six years, the coppice, if well planted 
and managed, will be, at the very least, twenty feet high to the 
tips of the trees. Not if the grass and weeds are suffered to grow 
up to draw aU the moisture up out of the ground, to keep the 
air from the young plants, and to intercept the gentle rains and 
the dews; but trenched ground, planted carefully, and kept 
clean; and always bearing in mind that hares and rabbits and 
young locust trees will never live together; for the hares and 
rabbits will not only bite them off, but will gnaw them down to 
the ground, and, when they have done that, will scratch away 
the ground to gnaw into the very root. A gentleman bought some 
locust trees of me last year, and brought me a dismal account 
in the summer of their being ah dead; but I  have since found 
that they were all eaten up by hares. He saw some of my 
refuse ; some of those which w e* too bad to send to him, which 
were a great deal higher than his head. His ground was as good 
as mine, according to his account; but I had no hares to fight 
against; or else mine would have been all dead too.

I  say, then, that a locust plantation, in pretty good land, 
well managed, would be twenty fe8t high in six years; suppose 
it, however, to be only fifteeS, there W(juld be, at the bottom, 
wood to make two locust PINS for ship-building ; two locust pins 
at the bottom of each tree. Twp at the very least; and here 
would be twenty-two thousand locust pins to the acre, probably 
enough for the bmlding of a seventy-four gun ship. These pins 
are about eighteen inches long, and, perhaps, an inch and half 
through; and there is this surprising quality in the wood of the 
locust, that it is just as hard and as durable at five or six years’ 
growth as it  is at fifty years’ growth* Of which I  can produce 
an abtmdanoe of instances. The stake which I brought home from 
America, and which is now at^Pleet-street, had stood as a stake 
for about eight and twenty years, as certified to me by Judge 
Mitchell, of North Hampstead in Long Island, who gave me 
the stake, and who said to me at the time, “  Now are you really 
“  going to take that crooked miserable stick to England 1 ” 
Now it is pretty well known, at least, I have been so informed, 
that our Goverr^ent have sent to America in consequence of 
my writings about the locust, to endeavour to get locust pins for 
the navy. I  have been informed that they have been told that 
the Amerioftn Government has bought them aU up. Be this as it 
may, I  know that a waggon load^f these pins is, in America itself, 
equal in value to a waggon load of barrels of the finest flour. 
This being undeniable, and the fact being undeniable that we can
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grow locust pins here, that I  can take a seed to-day, and say that 
it  shall produce two pins in seven years’ time, wiU it not become 
an article of heavy accusation against the Government if they 
neglect even one day to set about tearing up their infernal Scotch 
firs and larches in Wolmer Forest and elsewhere, and putting 
locust trees in their stead, in order, first to provide this excellent 
material for ship-building ; and next to have some fine planta
tions in the Holt Forest, Wolmer Forest, the New Forest, the 
Forest of Dean, and elsewhere, the only possible argument against 
doing which being, that I  may possibly take a ride round amongst 
their plantations, and that it  may bo everlastingly recorded that 
it  was I who was the cause of the Government’s adopting this 
wise and beneficial measure ?

I  am disposed to believe, however, that the Government will 
not be brutish enough, obstinately to reject the advice given 
to them on this head, it being observed, however, that I  wish 
to have no hand in their pro^edings, directly or indirectly. I  
can sell all the trees that I  ha-^ for sale to other customers. Let 
them look out for themselves; and as to any reports that their 
creatures may make upon the subjects I  shall be able to produce 
proofs enough that such reports, if unfavourable, are false. I  
wrote, in a Register from Long Island, that I  could if I  would tell 
insolent Castlereagh, who wSs for making Englishmen dig holes 
one day and fill them jip the neSt, how he might 'profitably pid 
something into those holes, but that I  would not tell him as long as 
the Borough-mongers should be in the state in which they then 
were. They are no longer in that state, I  thank God. There has 
been no positive law to alter their state, but it is manifest that 
there must he such law before it be long. Events are working 
together to make the ooujjtry worth living in, which, for the great 
body of the people, is at present hardly the case. Above all 
things in the world, it  is i îe duty of every man, who has it  in his 
power, to do what he can to promote the creation of materials for 
the building of ships in the best manner ; and it is now a fact of 
perfect notoriety, that, with reg^d to the building of ships, it 
cannot be done in the best manner without the assistance of 
this sort of wood.

I  have seen a specimen of the locust wood used in the making 
of furniture. I  saw it in the posts of a bed-stead; and 
thing more handsome I never saw in my life. I  had used it 
myseU in the making of rules ; but I never sfw it  in this Shape 
before. I t  admits of a polish nearly as fine as that of box. It 
is a bright and beautiful yellow. And in bedsteads, for in
stance, it would last for ever, agd would not become loose at the 
joints, like oak and other perishable wood; because, like the 
live oak and the red cedar, no worm or insect ever preys upon it.
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There is no fear of the quantity being too great. It -would take 
a century to make as many plantations as are #)Solutely -wanted 
in England. It  -would be a prodigious creation of real and solid 
-wealth. Not such a creation as that of paper money, which only 
takes the dinner from one man and gives it  to another, -svliicli 
only gives an unnatural swell to a city or a -n-atering place by 
beggaring a thousand villages; but it would be a creation of 
money’s worth things. Let any man go and look at a  farm
house that was built a hundred years ago. He will find it, though 
very well built with stone or brick, actually falling to pieces, 
unless very frequently repaired, owing entirely to the rotten 
wood in tile window-sills, the door-sills, the plates, the pins, 
"the door frames, the -window frames, and all those parts of 
the beams, the joists, and the rafters, that come in contact with 
the rain or the moisture. The two parts of a park pailing which, 
give way first, are, the parts of the post that meet the ground,- 
and the pins which hold the rails to the post. Both these rot 
long before the pailing rots, ll^w, all this is avoided by the 
use of locust as siUs, as joists, as posts, as frames, and as pins. 
Many a roof has come do-wn merely from the rotting of the pins. 
The best of spine oak is generally chosen for these pins. But 
after a time, the air gets into the pin-hole. The pin rots from 
the moist air, it  gives way, the wind shakes the roof, and do-wn it 
comes, or it swags, the wet gifts in, and^the house is rotten. In 
ships, the pins are the first things that give way. Many a ship 
would last twenty years after it is broken up, if put together 
-with locust pins. I  am aware that some readers wiU become 
tired of this subject; aud, nothing but my conviction of its being 
of the very first importance to the whole kingdom could make me 
thus dwell upon it.

We got to Thursley after our b^kutiful ride through Mr. 
Leech’s coppices, and the weather teing pretty cold, we found 
ourselves most happily situated here by the side of an Amerimn 
fire-place, making extremely comfortable a  room which was for
merly amongst the most uncbmfortable in the world. This is 

- another of what the malignant parsons call Cobbett’s Quackeries. 
But my real opinion iS that the whole body of them, aU put to
gether, have never, since they were born, conferred so much 
benefit upon the country, as I  have conferred upon it by intro
ducing this fire-place, llr. Judson of Kensington, who is thê  
manufacturer oP them, tells me that he has a groat demand, 
which gives me much pleasure ; but really, coming to conscience, 
no man ought to sit by one of these fire-place^ that does not 
go the fuE length -with me both in politics 'and religion. It 
is not fair for them to enjoy*he warmth -without subscribing 
to the doctrines of the giver of the warmth. However, as
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I have nothing to do with Mr. Judson’s affair, either as to the 
profit or the loss, he must sell the fii'e-plaoes to whomsoever he

Kensington, 
Sunday, Wth Nov.

Coming to Godaiming on Friday, where business kept us 
that night, we had to experience at the inn the want of our 
American fire-place. A large and long room to sit in, with 
a miserable thing called a screen to keep the wind from our 
backs, with a smoke in the robm half an hour after the fire 
was lighted, we, consuming a full bushel of coals in order to 
keep us warm, were not half so well off as we should have 
been in the same room, and without any screen, and with two 
gallons of coals, if we had pur American fire-place. I  gave 
the landlord my advice upon the subject, and he said he would 
go and look at the fire-plac^at Mr. Knowles’s. That was 
precisely one of those rooms^hioh stand in absolute need 
of such a fire-place. I t  is, I  should think, five-and-thirty, or 
forty feet long, and pretty nearly twenty feet wide. I  could 
sooner dine with a labouring man upon his allow'ance of bread, 
such as I  have menti oned above, than I would, in winter time, 
dine in that room upon turboifand sirloin of beef. An American 
fire-place, with "a good fife in it, w )̂uld make every part of that 
room pleasant to dine in in the coldest day in winter. I  saw a 
public-house drinking-room, where the owner has tortured 
his invention to get a little warmth for his guests, where he 
fetches his coals in a waggon from a distance of twenty miles 
or thereabouts, and where he consumes these coals by the bushel, 
to effect that which he e ^ n o t effect at all, and which he might 
effect completely with about a fourth part of the coals.

It looked like rain on Siaturday -morning, we therefore sent 
our horses on from Godaiming to Ripley, and took a post- 
chaise to convey us after them. Being shut up in the post- 
chaise did not prevent me from taking a look at a little  snug 
house stuck under the hill on the road side, just opposite the 
old chapel on St. Catherine’s-hiU, which house was not there 
when I was a boy. I  found that this house is now occupied 
by the family Moljmeux, for ages the owners of Losely Park, 
on the out-skirts of which estate this house stands. The house 
at Losely is of great antiquity, and had, or porhfps has, attached 
to it the great manors of Godaiming and Chiddingfold. I 
believe that S k  Thomas More lived at Losely, or, a t  any rate, 
that the Molyneuxes are, in soir^ degree, descended from him. 
The estate is, I  fancy, theirs yet; but here they are, in this 
little house, while one Gunning (an East Indian, I  believe)
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occupies the house of their anciestors. A t Send, or Sutton, where 
Mr. Webb Weston inhabited, there is a Baron somebody, with 
a De before his name. The name is German or Dutch, I  believe. 
How the Baron came there I know not; but as I  have read his 
name amongst the Justices of the Peace for the county of Surrey, 
he must have been born in England, or the law has been violated 
in making him a Justice of the Peace, seeing that no person not 
bom a subject of the king, and a subject in this country too, 
can lawfully hold a commission under the crown, either civil or 
militaty. Nor is it  lawful for any man bom abroad of Scotch 
or Irish parents, to hold such commission under th e ' crown, 
though such commissions have been held, and are held, by 
persons who are neither natural-bom subjects of the king, nor 
born of Ikiglisb parents abroad. It  should also be known and 
borne in mind by the people, that it is unlawful to grant any 
pension from the crown to any foreigner whatever. And no 
naturalization act can take ^ a y  this disability. Yet the 
Whigs, as they call themselvesf granted such pensions during 
the short time that they were in power.

When tve got to Ripley, we found the day very fine, and we 
got upon our horses and rode home to dinner, after an absence 
of just one month, agreeably to our original intention, having 
seen a  great deal of the country,* having had a great deal of 
sport, and having, I  trast, laid m a stock «f health for the winter, 
sufficient to enable us to withstand the suffocation of this smok
ing and stinking Wen.

But Richard and I  have done something else, besides ride, 
and hunt, and course, and stare about us, during this month. 
He was eleven years old last March, and it  was now time for 
him to begin to know something abojjt letters and figures. He 
has learned to work in the garden, and having been a good deal 
in the country, knows a great deal sAout farming affairs. He 
can ride ansrthing of a horse, and over anything that a horse 
will go over. So expert at hjmting, that his first teacher, Mr. 
Budd, gave the hounds up to his management in the field ; 
but now he begins to talk about nothing but fox-hunting ! That 
is a dangerous thing. When he and I  went from home, I had 
business at Beigate. It  was a very wet morning, and we went 
off long before daylight in a post-chaise, intending to have our 
horses brought j,fter us. He began to talk in anticipation of 
the sport ho was going to have, and was very inquisitive as to 
the probability of our meeting with fox-hounds, which gave me 
occasion t?> address him thus: “  Pox-hunting»is a very fine 
“  thing, and very proper for people to be engaged in, and it 
“ is very desirable to be able to ride well and to be in at the 
“  death; but that is not A L L ; that is not everything. Any
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“ fool can ride a horse, and draw a cover; any groom or any 
“  stable-fellow, w'ho is as ignorant as the horse, can do these 
“  things; but all gentlemen that go a fox-hunting [I hope 
“  God will forgive me for the lie] are scholars, Richard. It is 
“  not the riding, nor the scarlet coats, that make them gentlo- 
“  m en; it is their scholarship.” What he thought I  do not 
know; for he sat as mute as a fish, and I could not see his coun
tenance. “  So,”  said I, “  you must now begin to learn some- 
tiling, and you must begin with arithmetic.”  He had learned 
from mere play, to read, being first set to work of his own accord, 
to find out what was said about ThurteU, when all the world was 
talking and reading about ThurteU. This had induced us to 
give him Robinson Crusoe ; and that had made him a passable 
reader. Then he had scrawled down letters and words upon 
paper, and had WTitten letters to me, in the strangest way imag
inable. His knowledge of figures he had acquired from the 
necessity of knowing the several niunhers upon the barrels 
of seeds brought from Amer»a, and the numbers upon the 
doors of houses. So that I had pretty nearly a blank sheet 
of paper to begin upon ; and I  have always held it  to be stupid, 
ity  to the last degree to attempt to put book-learning into 
children who are too young to reason with.

I  began with a pretty loflg lecture on the utility of arith
metic ; the absolute qpcessity of it, in order for ns to make 
out our accounts of the trees and seeds that we should have 
to seU in the winter, and the utter impossibility of our getting 
paid for our pains unless we were able to make out our accounts, 
which accounts could not be made out unless we understood 
something about arithmetic. Having thus made him under
stand the utility of the^thing, and given him a very strong 
instance in the case of our nursery affairs, I  proceeded to explain 
to him. the meaning of the^word arithmetic, the power of figures, 
according to the place they occupied. I  then, for it  was still 
dark, taught him to add a few %ures together, I  naming the 
iigmes one after another, while Ife, at the mention of each new 
figm-e said the amount, and if incorrectly, he was corrected by 
me. When we had got a sum of about 24, I  said now there is 
another line of figures on the left of this, and therefore you are 
to put down the 4 and carry 2. “  What is carrying I ”  said he. 
I  then explained to him the why and thp wherefore of this, and 
he perfectly understood me at once. We then^id several other 
little sums; and, by the time we got to Sutton, it  becoming day
light, I  took a.peucil and set him a little sum upon paper, which, 
after making a mistake or two,Jxe did very well. B y  the time 
we got to Reigate he had done several more, and at last, a pretty 
long one, with very few errors. We had business all day, and
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thought no more of our scholarship until we went to bed, and 
then we did, in our post-chaise fashion, a great many lines in 
arithmetic before we went to sleep. Thus we went on mixing 
our riding and hunting with our arithmetic, until we quitted 
Godahning, when he did a sum Tery nicely in muiUipliaUion of 
mormj, falling a little short of what I had laid out, which was 
to make him learn the four rules in whole numbers first, and 
then in money, before I  got home.

Friends’ houses are not so good as inns for executing a pro
ject like th is ; because you cannot very well be by yourself; 
and we slept but four nights at iims during our absence. So 
that we have actually stolen the time to accomplish this job, 
and Richard’s Journal records that he was more than fifteen 
days out of the thirty-one coursing or hunting. Nothing 
struck me more than the facility, the perfect readiness with 
which he at once performed addition of money. There is a 
jjence table, which boys usually Jeam, and during the learning 
of which they usually get no miall number of thumps. This 
table I found it wholly unnecessary to set him. I had written 
it for him in one of the loaves of his journal book. But, upon 
looking at it, he said, “  I  don’t  want this, because, you know, 
I have nothing to do but to divide hy twelve.”  That is right, 
said I, you are a clever fellow, Diol?; and I shut up the book.

Now, when there is so rnffeh talk ai>out education, let me 
ask how many pounds it generally costs parents to have a 
boy taught this much of arithmetic; how much time it costs 
also; and, which is a far more serious consideration, how 
much mortification, and very often how much loss of health, 
it  costs the poor scolded broken-hearted child, who becomes 
dunder-headed and dull for all his iife  -time, merely because 
that has been imposed upon him as a task which he ought to 
regard as an object of pleasant pu#suit. I  never even once 
desired him to stay a moment from any other thing that he 
had a mind to go at. I  just jrrote the sums down upon paper, 
laid them upon the table, and left him to taclde them when 
he pleased. In the case of the multiplication-table, the learn
ing of which is something of a job, and which it  is absolutely 
necessary to learn perfectly, I  advised him to go up into his 
bed-room and read it  twenty times over out loud every morning 
before he went a hunting, and ten times over every night after 
he came back, tfll it aU came as pat upon his lips as the names 
of persons that he knew. He did this, and at the end of about 
a week he*was ready to set on upon mvdtiplication. It is the 
irksomeness of the thing whiejj is the great bar to learning of 
every sort. I  took care not to suffer irksomeness to seize his 
mind for a moment, and the consequence was that which I  have
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described. I  wish clearly to be understood as aaoribing nothing 
to extraordinary natural ability. There are, as I  have often 
said, as many sorts of men as there are of dogs ; but I do not 
pretend to be of any peculiarly excellent sort, and I have never 
discovered any indications of it. There are, to be sure, sorts 
that are naturally stupid ; but, the generality of men are not so ; 
and I believe that every boy of the same age, equally healthy, 
and brought up in the same manner, would (unless of one of the 
stupid kinds) ieam in just the*same sort of w ay; but not if 
begrm to be thumped at five or six years old, when the poor 
little things have no idea of the utility of anything; who are 
hardly sensible beings, and have but just understanding enough 
to know that it will hurt them if they jump down a chalk- pit.
1 am sure, from thousands of instances that have come under 
my own eyes, that to begin to teach children book-learning 
before they are capable of reasoning, is the sure and certain 
way to enfeeble their minds f^- life ; and, if they have natural 
genius, to cramp, if not totally xo destroy that genius.

I think I shall be tempted to mould into a little book these 
lessons of arithmetic given to Richard. I think that a boy 
of sense, and of age equal to that of my scholar, would derive 
great profit from such a Httle book. It  would not be equal 
to my verbal explanations,* especially accompanied with the 
other parts of my conduct towards my scholar; but at any 
rate, it  would be plain; it  would be what a boy could under
stand ; it would encourage him by giving him a glimpse at 
the reasons for what he was doing: it  woidd contain prin
ciples ; and the difference between principles and rules is 
this, that the former are persuasions and the latter are com
mands. There is a great deal of difference between carrying
2  for such and such a reason, and carrying 2  because you must
carry 2. You see boys *hat can cover roa.ms of paper with 
figures, and do it  with perfect correctness too ; and at the same 
time, can give you not a singly reason for any part of what 
they have done. Now this is really doing very little. The 
rule is soon forgotten, and then aU is forgotten. I t  would he 
the same with a lawyer that understood none of the principles 
of law. As far as he could find and remember cases exactly 
similar in all their parts to the case which he might have to 
manage, he would be as profound a lawyer as any in the world; 
but if there was the slightest difference between his case and 
the oases he had found upon record, there would he an end of 
his law. • *

Some people will say, here js  a monstrous deal of vanity 
and egotism; and if they wifi tell me, how such a story is 
to be told without exposing a man to this imputation, I  will
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adopt their mode another time. I  get nothing by telling the 
story. I  should get full as much by keeping it  to myself; 
but it may be useful to others, and therefore I tell it. Nothing 
is BO dangerous as supposing that you have eight wonders 
of the world. I  have no pretensions to any such possession. 
I look upon my boy as being like other boys in general. Their 
fathers can teach arithmetic as well as I ; and if  they have 
not a mind to pursue my method, they must pursue thoir own. 
Let them apply to the outsid% of the head and to the back, 
if they lik e ; let them bargain for thumps and the birch rod ; 
it is their affair and not mine. I  never yet saw in my house 
a child that was afraid ; that was in any fear whatever; that 
was ever for a moment under any sort of apprehension, on ac- 
coimt of the learning of an3rthing; and I never in my life gave 
a command, an order, a request, or even advice, to look into any 
book; and I am quite satisfied that the way to make children 
dunces, to make them detest b<»ks, and justify that detesta
tion, is to tease them and bother fhem upon the subject.

As to the age at which children ought to begin to be taught, 
it is very curious, that, while I  was at a friend’s house during' 
my ride, I  looked into, by mere accident, a little child’s abridg
ment of the History of England: a httle thing about twice 
as big as a crown-picce. Even iifto this abridgment the his
torian had introduced the ciriffimstanoe 4>f Alfred’s father, who, 
“  through a mistaken notion of kindness to his son, had suffered 
him to live to the age of twelve years without any attempt 
being made to give him education.” How came this writer to 
know that it  was a mistaken notion I Ought he not rather, 
when he looked at the result, when he considered the astonishing 
knowledge and great deeds of Alfrecjg-ought he not to have 
hesitated before he thus criticised the notions of the father ? 
It  appears from the result that the notions of the father were 
perfectly correct; and I am satisfied, that if they had begun 
to thump the head of Alfred when he was a  child, we should not 
at this day have heard talk of Alfred the Great.

Great apologies are due to the OLD L A D Y from me, on 
account of my apparent inattention towards her, during her 
recent, or ratherf I  may say, her present, fit of that torment
ing disorder which, as I observed before, comes upon her by 
spells. Dr.*M‘CuLLOCH may say what he pleases about her 
b ^ g  “  wi’ bairn.”  I  say it’mthe wet gripes; and I saw a 
poor old mare down in Hampshire in just the same w ay; but 
God forbid the catastrophe should be the same, for they shot
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poor old Ball for tho hounds. This disorder comes by spells. 
It sometimes seems as if it  were altogether going off; the pulse 
rises, and the appetite returns. By-and-by a fresh grumbling 
begins to take place in  the feow^. These are followed by 
acute pains; the patient becomes tremulous; the pulse begins 
to fall, and the most gloomy apprehensions begin again to be 
entertained. A t every speE the pulse does not cease faUing tiU 
it becomes lower than it  was brought to by the preceding speE j 
and thus, speU after speE, fimaBy produces the natural result.

It  is useless at. present to say much about the equivocating 
and blundering of the newspapers, relative to the cause of 
the faB. They are very shy, extremely cautious; heoOme 
wonderfully wary, with regard to this subject. They do not 
know what to make of it. They aU remember, that I  told 
them that their prosperity was delusive; that it  would soon 
come to an end, whEe they were teEing me of the falsification, 
of all my predictions. I  told them the SmaE-uote BiE had only 
given a  respite. I  told them%;hat the foreign loans, and the 
shares, and aE the astonishing enterprises, arose purely out 
of the Small-note BiE; and that a short time would see the 
SmaE-note BiE driving the gold out of the country, and 
bring ns back to another restriction, OR, to wheat at four 
shEIings a bushel. They remember that I  told them aE this; 
and now, some of then^begin to tegard me as the principal cause 
of the present emharrassrmnts! This is pretty work indeed! 
What I 1 1 The poor deluded creature, whose predictions 
were aE falsified, who knew nothing at aE about such matters, 
who was a perfect pedlar in poEtioal economy, who was “  a 
conceited and obstinate old dotard,”  as that poUte and enlight
ened paper, the Morning Herald, caEed m e: is it  possible that 
such a poor miserable creature can have had the power to 
produce effects so prodifgous ? Y et this reaEy appears to be 
the opinion of one, at least, of these Mr. Brougham’s best possible 
public Instructors. Tho Public Hedger, of the 16th of November, 
has the foEowing passage:—  *

“ It  is fuEy ascertained that the Country Banking Estab- 
“ Eshments in England have latterly been compeEed to Emit 
“ their paper circulation, for the writings of Mr. Co b b e tT 
“  are widely circulated in the Agricultural districts, an^ they 
“ have been so successful as to induce the Boobies to cafl for 
“ gold in place of country paper, a circumstance which has 
' ‘ produced a greater effect on the currency than any exportation 
“ of the precigns metals to the Continent, either ol Europe or 
“ America, could have done, although it  too must have con  ̂
“  tributed to render money for S  season scarce.”

And, so, tho “  boobies ”  caU for gold ins.tead of ooxmtry bank-
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notes! Bless the “  hoohies ”  / I  wish they would do it to 
a greater extent, which they would, if they were not so depen
dent as they are upon the ragmen. But, does the PnUic Ledger 
think that those unfortunate creatures who suffered the other 
day at Plymouth, would have been “  boobies,”  if they had gone 
and got sovereigns before the banks broke ? This brother of 
the broad sheet should act justly and fairly as I  do. He should 
ascribe these demands for gold to Mr. Jones of Bristol and not to 
roe. Mr. Jones taught the “  boobies ” that they might have 
gold for asking for, or send the ragmen to jail. I t  is Mr. Jones, 
therefore, that they should blame, and not me. But, seriously 
speaking, what a mess, what a pickle, what a horrible mess, 
must the thing be in, if any man, or any thousand of men, or any 
hundred thousand of men, can change the value of money, un
hinge all contracts and all engagements, and plunge the pecu
niary affairs of a nation into confusion ? I  have been often 
accused of wishing to be thought the cleverest man in the 
country; but surely it  is no vfcity  (for vanity means unjust 
pretension) for me to think myself the cleverest man in the 
country, if I  can of my own head, and at my own pleasure, 
produce effects like these. Truth, however, and fair dealing 
with my readers, caU upon me to disclaim so haughty a pre
tension. I  have no such power as«thi8 public instructor ascribes 

’ to me. Greater causes are *t work to produce such effects; 
causes wholly uncontrollable by me, anS, what is more, wholly 
uncontrollable in the long run by the Government itself, though 
heartily co-operating with the bank directors. These imitod 
can do nothing to arrest the progress of events. Peel’s Bill 
produced the horrible distresses of 1822; the part repeal of 
that bill produced a respite, that respite is now about to ex
pire ; and neither Government nor ifimk, nor both joined to
gether, can prevent the ultimate gonsequences.' They may 
postpone them for a little ; but mark, every postponement 
will render the catastrophe the more dreadful.

I see everlasting attempts by the “  Instructor ” to oast 
blame upon the bank. I  can see no blame in the bank. The 
bank has issued no small notes, though it has liberty to do it. 
The bank pays in gold agreeably to the law. W hat more does 
anybody want with the bank. The bank lends money I  sup
pose when it chooses; and is not i t ' to be the judge when it 
shall lend and -when it shall not ? The bank is blamed for 
putting out paper and causing high prices; and blamed at the 
same time fcr not putting out paper to accommodate merchants 
and keep them from breaking. It  cannot be to blame for both, 
and, indeed, it is blameable £o^neither. It  is the fellows that 
put out the paper and then break that do the mischief. How-
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ever, a breaking merchant, -wlioin tho bank will no longer prop 
up, will naturally blame the bank, just as every insolvent blames 
a solvent that will not lend him money.

When the foreign loans first began to go on, Beter M‘Cul- 
looh and afi the Scotch were cock o’ vphoop. They said that 
there were prodigious advantages in lending money to South 
America, that the interest would come home to enrich u s ; 
that the amount of the loans would go out chiefly in English 
manufactures ; that the commercial gains would be enormous; 
and that this country would thus be made rich, and powerful, 
and happy, by emploj-ing in this way its “  surplus capital,” 
and thereby contributing at the same time to the uprooting 
of despotism and superstition, and the establishing of free
dom and liberality in their stead. Unhappy and purblind, I 
could not for the life of me see the matter in this light. My 
perverted optics could perceive no surplus capital in bundles 
of bank-notes. I  could see no gain in sending out goods which 
somebody in England was to for, without, as it appeared 
to me, the smallest chance of ever being paid again. I  could 
see no chance of gain in the purchase of a bond, nominally 
bearing interest at six per cent., and on which, as I  thought, 
no interest at all would ever be paid. I  despised the idea of 
paying bits of paper by bits, of paper. I  knew that a  bond, 
though said to bear six per cen^ interest, was not worth a 
farthing, unless some iifterest were paid upon it. I  declared, 
when Spanish bonds were at seventy-five, that I  would not give 
a crown for a hundred pounds in them, if I  were compelled to 
keep them unsold for seven years; and I now declare, as to 
South American bonds, I  think them of less value than the 
Spanish bonds now are, if the- owner be compelled to keep them 
unsold for a year. I t  is^ e ry  true, that these opinions agree 
with my wishes ; but th w  have not been created by those 
wishes. They are foundea on my knowledge of the state of 
things, and upon my firm conviction of the folly of expecting 
that the interest of these things«will ever come from the re
spective countries to which they relate.

Mr. Canning’s despatch, which I  shall insert below, has, 
doubtless, had a tendency (whether expected or not) to prop 
up the credit of these sublime speculations. The propping 
up of the credit of them can, however, do no sort of good. 
The keeping up the price of them io r the pr^ent may assist 
some of the actual speculators, but it can do nothing for tho 
speculation in the end, and this speculation, which yas wholly 
an effect of the SmaU-note Bill, will finally have a most ruinous 
effect. How is it  to be othen#se ? Have we ever received 
any evidence, or anything whereon to build a belief, that the
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Interest on these bonds will be paid ? Never; and the man 
must be m ad; mad with avarice or a love of gambling, that 
could advance his money upon any such a thing as these bohds. 
The fact is; however, that it was not money; it was paper: 
it was borrowed, or created, for the purpose of being advanced. 
Observe, too; that when the loans were made, money was at a 
lower value than it  is now; therefore, those who would have to 
pay the interest, would have too much to pay if they were to 
fulfil their engagement. Mr. Canning’s State Paper clearly 
proves to me, that the main object of it  is to make the loans to 
South America finally be paid, because, if they be not paid, not 
only is the amount of them lost to the bond-holders, but there 
is an end; at once, to all that brilliant commerce with which that 
shining Slinister appears to be so much enchanted. AU the 
silver and gold, all the Mexican and Peruvian dreams vaonish 
in an instant, and leave behind the wretched Cotton-Lords and 
wretched Jews and Jobbers to go to the workhouse, or to Botany 
Bay. The whole of the loans/are said to amount to about 
twenty-one or twenty-two millions. It  is supposed, that twelve 
millions have actually been sent out In goods. These goods 
have perhaps been paid for here, but they have been paid for 
out of English money or by English promises. The money 
to pay with has come from these who gave money for the 
South American bonds, and these bond-holders are to be repaid, 
if repaid'at all, hy the South Americans. If not paid at all, 
then England will have sent away twelve millions worth of 
goods for nothing; and this would be the Scotch way of ob
taining enormous advantages for the country by laying out its 
“  awr'jSus capital ”  in foreign loans. I  shall conclude this 
subject by inserting a letter which I find in the Morning Chron
icle, of the 18th instant. I  perfectfy agree with the writer. 
The Editor of the Morning Chronic^ does not, as appears by 
the remark whioh he makes at the head of i t ; but I shah insert 
the whole, his remark and all, and add a remark or two of my 
own.— [See Begisler, voL 56, 556.]

“  This is a |«retty round sum— a sum, the very naming of which 
would make anybody but half-mad Englishmen stare. To 
make comparisons with our own debt would have little effect, 
that being so monstrous that every other turn shrinks into 
nothingness at the sight of it. But let us look at the United 
States, for the^have a debt, and a debt is a debt;, and this 
debt of the United States is often cited as an apology for ours, 
even the j^rsons having at last come to cite th^ United States 
as presenting us with a system of perfection. What, then, 
is this debt of the United Stafes ? Why, it  was on the 1st of 
January, 1824, this 90,177,962; that is to say dollars; that
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is to say,'at four shillings and sixpepce the dollar, just twAnty 
miUions sterling; that is to say, 594,000 pom ds less than our 
‘ surplus capital ’ men have lent to the South Americans! 
But now let us see what is the net revenue of this same United 
States. Why, 20,500,755, that is to say, in sterling money, 
three millions, three hundred and thirty thousand, and some 
odd hundreds; that is to say, almost to a mere fraction, a sixth 
part of the whole gross amount of the debt. Observe this well, 
that the whole of the debt amounts to only six  times as much 
as one single year’s net revenue. Then, again, look at the ex
ports of the United States. These exports, in one single year, 
amount to 74,699,030 dollars, and in pounds sterling £16,599,783. 
Now, what can the South American State show in this way ? 
Have they any exports! Or, at least, have they anjc that 
any man can speak of with certainty ? Have they any revenue 
wherewith to pay the interest of a debt, when they are borrowing 
the very means of maintai<|j[ng themselves now against the 
bare name of their king ? We are often told that the Americans 
borrowed their money to carry on their Revolutionary war 
with. Money! A y e ; a farthing is money, and a double 
sovereign is no more than money. But surely some regard is to 

. be had to the giumtity ; soqje regard is to be had to the amount 
of the money; and is there any»man in his senses that will put 
the half million, whiiA the Americans borrowed of the Dutch, 
in competition, that will name on the same day, this half million, 
with the twenty-one millions and a half borrowed by the South 
Americans as above stated ? In short, it  is almost to insult the 
understandings of my readers, to seem to institute any com
parison between the two things; and nothing in the world, 
short of this gambliiljr, this unprincipled, this maddening 
paper-money system, could have made men look with patience 
for one single moment f t  loans like these, tossed into the air 
with the hope and expectation of re-payment. However, let 
the bond-owners keep their bands. Let them feel the sweets 
of the SmaD-note Bill, and of the consequent puffing up of 
the Enghsh funds. The affair is theirs. They have rejected 
my advice; they have listened to the broad sheet; and let 
them take all the consequences. Let them, with all my heart, 
die with starvation, and as they tepire, let them curse Mr. 
B eotoham’s best possible public Instructor.’̂

Xlphushand (Hampshire),
Thursday,-2Ath Aug. 1826.

We left Burghclere last evening, in the ra in ; but as our 
distance was only about seven miles, the consequence was

11
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little. The crops of corn, except oats, have been very fine 
hereabouts; and therb are never any pease, nor any beaus, 
grown here. The sainfoin fields, though on these high lands, 
and though the dry weather has been of such long continu
ance, look as green as watered meadows, and a great deal 
more brilliant and beautiful. I  have Often described this 
beautiful village (which lies in a deep dell) and its very variously 
shaped environs, in my Begister of November, 1822. This is 
one of those countries of chalk and flint and dry-top soil and 
hard roads and high and bare hiUs and deep deUs, with clumps 
of lofty trees, here and there, which are so many rookeries: 
this is one of those countries, or rather, approaching towards 
those countries, of downs and flocks of sheep, which I  like so 
much, which I  always get to when I can, and which many 
people seem to flee from as naturally as men flee from pestilence. 
They call such countries naked and barren, though they are, in 
the summer months, actually c o v ^ d  with meat and with com.

I saw, the other day, in the IMoming Herald London “  best 
public instructor,”  that all those had deceived themselves, who 
had expected to see the price of agricultural produce brought 
down by the lessening of the quantity of paper-money. Now, 
in the first place, com is, on an average, a seventh lower in 
price than it was last year at,this time; and what worijd it 
have been, if the crop and the stock hari now been equal to 
what they were last year ? All in good time, therefore, good 
Mr. Thwaites. Let us have a little time. The “  best public 
instructors ” have, as yet, only fallen, in number sold, about a 
third, since this time last year. Give them a little time, good 
Mr. Thwaites, and you will see them come down to your heart’s 
content. Only let us fairly see an end te small notes, and there 
will soon be not two daily “  best public instructors ”  left in all 

- the “  entire ”  great “  British Empire.” *
But, as man is not to live on bread alone, so corn is not 

the only thing that the owners #nd occupiers of the land have 
to look to. There are timber, bark, rmderwood, wool, hides, 
pigs, sheep, and cattle. AE these together make, in amoimt, 
four times the com, at the very least. I  know that all these 
have greatly fallen in price since last year ; but I am in a sheep 
and wool country, and ban »peak positively as to them, which are 
two articles of very,great importance. As to sheep ; I  am speak- 
ing of kSouthdowns, which are the great stock of these counties; 
as to sheep they have fallen one-third in price since last August, 
lambs as well*as ewes. And, as to the wool, it  sold? in 1824, at 
40s. a tod ; it  sold last year, at Jos. a tod; and it  now sells at 
19a. a to d ! A tod is 28!b. avoirdupois weight; so that the 
price of Southdown wool now is, 8d. a pound and a fraction
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over; and this is, I  believe, cheaper than it has ever been 
known within the memory of the oldest man living ! The “  best 
public instructor ”  may, perhaps, think, that sheep and wool 
are a trifling affair. There are many thousands of farmers who 
keep each a flock of at least a thousand sheep. An ewe yields 
about 31b. of wool, a wether 41b., a ram 71b. Calculate, good 
Mr. Thwaites, what a difference it  is when this wool becomes 
Sd. a pound instead of 17d., and instead of 2-Od. as it  was not 
many years ago I In short, every middling sheep farmer re
ceives, this year, about 2501, less, as the produce of sheep and 
wool, than he received last year; and, on an average, 250Z. 
is more than half his rent.

There is a great falling off in the price of horses, and of all 
■ cattle except fat cattle ; and, observe, when the prospect is good, 
it shows a rise in the price of lean cattle; not in that of the 
meat which is just ready to go into the month. Prices will go 
on gradually faUing, as thej^did from 1819 to 1822 inclusive, 
unless upheld by untoward seasons, or by an issue of assignats; 
for, mind, it  would be no joke, no sham, this time ; it  would be 
an issue of as real, as hona fide assignats as ever came from the 
mint of any set of rascals that ever robbed and enslaved a people 
in the names of “  liberty and law.”

East Everley (Wiltshire), 
Sunday, 21th August, Evening,

We set off from Uphusband on Eriday, about ten o’clock, the 
morning having been wet. My sons came round, in the chaise, 
by Andover and WeyhiU, while I came right across the country 
towards Ludgarshall, which lies in the road from Andover to tliis 
place. I  never knew the flies so troublesome, in England, ak I 
found them in this ride.* I  was obliged to carry a great bough, 
and to keep it  in constant motion, in order to make the horse 
peaceable enough to enable mg to keep on his back. It  is a 
ooimtry of fields, lanes, and high hedges; so that no wind could 
come to relieve my horse; and, in spite of all I  coidd do, a 
great part of him was covered with foam from the sweat. In 
the midst of this, I  got, at one time, a little out of my road, 
in, or near, a place called Tangley. I  rode up to the garden- 
wicket of a cottage, and asked the woman, wl^ had two children, 
and who seemed to be about thirty years old, which was the 
way to Ludgarshall, which I knew could not be more than about 
four miles O ff. She did no< know ! A very neat, smart, and 
pretty woman; but she did »ot know the way to this rotten 
borough, which was, I  was sure, only about four miles o ff! 
“  WelĴ  my dear good woman,”  said I, “  but you have been at
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L to gabsh all  ? ” — “ No.” — “ Nor at A ndover?”  (six miles 
another way)— “ No.” — “ Nor at Marlborough?” (nine miles 
another way)— “  No.” — “  Pray, were you born in this house ? ” 
—  “ Yes.” —  “ And how far have you ever been from this 
house?” — “ Oh! I  have been up in the parish and over to 
Chute/’ That is to say, the utmost extent of her voyages had 
been about two and a half miles I Let no one laugh at her, and, 
above all others, let not me, who am convinced, that the facili
ties, which now exist, of moving human hoiies from place to place, 
are amongst the curses of the country, the destroyers of industry, 
of morals, and, of course, of happiness. T t is a great error to 
suppose, that people are rendered stupid by remaining always 
in the same place. This was a very acute woman, and as well 
behaved as need to be. There was, in July last (last month) 
a Preston-man, who had never been further from home than 
Chorley (about eight or ten miles), and who started off, on foot, 
and went, alone, to Eouen, in Eraijte, and back again to London, 
in the space Of about ten days; and that, too, without being 
able to speak, or to understand, a word of Prenohl N.B. Those 
gentlemen, who, at Green-street, in Kent, were so kind to this 
man, upon finding that he had voted for me, will be pleased to 
accept of my best thanks. Wilding (that is the man’s name] 
Was fun of expressions of gratitude towards these. gentlemen. 
He spoke of others who were good to him^)n his way ; and even 
at Calais he found friends on my account; but he was particularly 
loud in his praises of the gentlemen in Kent, who had been so 
good and so kind to him; that he seemed quite in an extasy when 
he talked of their conduct.

Before I  got to the rotten-borough, I  came out upon a Down, 
ju^t on the border of the two counties, Bfempsliire and Wiltshire. 
Here I  came up with my sons, and we enter^ the rotten-borough 
together. It  contained some rashers St bacon and a very civM 
landlady; but it is one of the most mean and beggarly places 
;hat man ever set his eyes on. • The curse attending corruption 

seems to be upon it. The look of the place would make one 
swear, that there never was a clean shirt in it, since the first stone 
of it was laid. It must have been a large place once, though it 
now contains only 479 persons, men, women, and children. The 
borough is, as to aU practical purposes, as much private property 
as this pen is my private property. Aye, aye ! Let the peti
tioners of Manchester bawl, as long as they like, against aU 
other evils; but, until they touch this master-evil, they do 
nothing at alf.  ̂  ̂ .

Evewey is but about three mSes from LudgarshaU, so that 
we got here in the afternoon of Eriday: and, in Jche evening a. 
very heavy storm oame and drove away all flies, and made the
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air delightful. This is a real Dowri-country. Here you see 
miles and miles square without a tree, or hedge, or bush. It 
is country of green-sward. This is the most famous place in 
aU England for coursing. I  was here, at this very inn, with a 
party eighteen years ago ; and the landlord, who is stiU the same, 
recognized me as soon as he Saw me. There were forty brace 
of greyhounds taken out into the field on one of the days, and 
every brace had one course, and some of them two. The ground 
is the finest in the world ; from two to throe miles for the hare 
to run to cover, and not a stone nor a hush nor a hillock. It 
was here proved to me, that the hare is, by far, the swiftest of 
all English animals; for I  saw three hares, in one day, run 
away from the dogs. To give dog and hare a fair trial, there 
should be but one dog. Then, if that dog got so close as to 
compel the hare to turn, that would be a proof that the dog ran 
fastest. When the dog, or dogs, never get near enough to the 
hare to induce her to turn, s A  is said, and very justly, to  “  riin 
away ” from them ; and, as I saw three hares do this in one 
day, I  conclude, that the hare is the swiftest animal of the two.

This inn is one of the nicest, and, in summer, one of the 
pleasantest, in England ; for, I  think, that m y experience in this 
way will justify me in speaking thus positively. The house is 
large, the yard and the stables ^od, the landlord a farmer also, 
and, therefore, no cribbing your horses in hay or straw and 
yourself in eggs and cream. The garden, which adjoins the 
south side of the house, is large, of good shape, has a terrace- 
on one side, lies on the slope, consists of well-disposed clumps 
of shrubs and flowers, and of short-grass very neatly kept. In 
the lower part of the gMden there are high trees, and, amongst 
these, the tulip-tree and the live-oak. Beyond the garden is a 
large clump of lofty sycamores, and in these a most populous 
rookery, in which, of all things in the world, I  delight. The 
village, which contains 301 souls, lies to the north of the inn, 
but adjoining it^ premises. All the rest, in every direction, is 
bare down or open arable. I  am now sitting at one of the 
southern windows of this inn, looking across the garden towards 
the rookery. I t  is nearly sun-setting; the rooks are skimming 
and curving over the tops of the trees; while,imder the branches, 
I  see a flock of several hundred sheep,' coming nibbling their way 
in from the Down, and going to their fold. •

Now, what ill-natured devil could bring Old Nic Grimshaw 
into m y hea<i in company with these innocent sheep ? Why, 
the truth is th is: nothing is m swift as thought: it  runs over 
a Kfe-time in a moment; ana, while I was writing the last 
sentence of the foregoing paragraph, thought took me up at the 
tuns when I  used to wear a smock-frock and to carry a wooden
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bottle like that shepherd’s b o y; and, in an instant, it  hurried 
me along through my no very short life of adventure, of toil, 
bf peril, of pleasure, of ardent friendship and not less ardent 
enmity; and after filling me with wonder, that a heart and mind 
so wrapped up in everything belonging to the gardens, the 
fields and the woods, should have been condemned to waste 
themselves away amidst the stench, the noise, and the strife of 
cities, it brought me to the 'present •moment, and sent my mind 
back to what I have yet to perform about Nicholas Grimshaw 
and his ditches !

My sons set off about three o’clock to-day, on their way to 
Herefordshire, where I intend to join them, when I  have had a 
pretty good ride in this country. There is no pleasure -in 
travelling, except on horse-back, or on foot. Carriages take 
your body from place to place; and if you merely w-ant to bo 
conveyed, they are very good; but they enable you to see and 
to know nothing at all of the courftry.

East Everley, Monday Morning,
5 o'clock, 2Sth Aug. 1826.

A very fine morning; a man, ^ghty-two years of age, just 
beginning to mow the short-grass, in the garden : I  thought it, 
even when I  was young, the hardest went that man had to do. 
To fool: on, this work seems nothing; but it tries every sinew 

,in  your frame, if you go upright and do your work well. This 
old man never knew how to do it well, and he stoops, and he 
hangs his scythe wrong ; but, with aU this, it must be a surpris
ing man to mow short-grass, as well as he does, at eighty. I  
•wish I  may be able to mow short-gra^ at eighty ! That’s all 
I  have to say of the matter. I  am just setting off for the source 
of the Avon,' which runs from near IVarlborough to Salisbury, 
and thence to the sea ; and I intend to pursue it  as far as 
Salisbury. In the distance of tljirty miles, here are, I  see by the 
books, more than thirty churches. I  wish to see, with my own 
eyes, what evidence there is that those thirty churches were 
built without hands, without money, and without a congrega
tion ; and thua to find matter, if I  can, to justify the mad 
rvretches, who, from Cotnmittee-Booms and elsewhere, are 
bothering this halfidistracted nation to death about a “  surplus 
popalashon, mon.”

My horse ^  ready; and the rooks are just gone off to the 
stubble-fields. These rooks rob the p igs; but they have a 
right to do it. I  wonder (upon i iy  soul I  do) that there is no 
lawyer, Scotchman, or Parson-Justice, to propose a law to 
punish the rooks for trespass.
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BID E D OW N TH E  V A L L E Y  OF TH E A V O N  IN  W ILTSH IRE.

“  Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the com ; 
and, The labourer, is worthy of his reward.”— Deuteronomy, 
oh. XXV, T e r .  4 ; 1 Cor. ix, 9 ; 1 Tim., v, 9.

Milton,
Monday, 2Sth Atignst.

I  CAME off this morning on the Marlborough road about two 
miles, or three, and then turned off, over the downs, in a  north
westerly direction, in search of ttie source of the Avon River, 
which goes down to SaHsbury.. I had once been at Netheravon, 
a village in 'this va lley ; but I had often hoard this valley de
scribed as one of the finest pieces of land in all England; I 
knew that there were about thirty parish churches, standing in 
a length of about thirty mileJ, and in an average width of hardly 
a m ile; and I  was resolved to see a little into the reasons that 
could have induced our fathers to build aU those churches, 
especially if, as the Scotch would have us believe, there were 
but a mere handful of people in England until of late years.

The first part of my ride tliis morning was by the side of 
Sir John Aatley’s park. This %naa is one *tif the members of 
the county (gallon-loaf Bennet being the other)'. They say that 
he is good to the labouring people; and he ought to be good 
for something, being a member of Parliament of tho Lethbridge 
and Dickenson stamp. However, he has got a thumping 
estate ; though it  be borne in mind, the working-people and the 
fund-holders and the ̂ dead-weight have each their separate 
mortgage upon i t ;  of which this Baronet has, I  dare say, toe 
much justice to oompjain, seeing that the amount of these 
mortgages was absolutely neces.sary to carry on P itt and Per
ceval and Castlereagh W ars; to support Hanoverian soldiers in 
England; to fight and boat tJie Americans on tho Serpentine 
R iver; to give Wellington a kingly estate; and to defray the 
expenses of Manchester and other yeomamy cavalry; besides 
all the various charges of Power-of-Imprisonment BiUs and of 
Six-Acts. These being the cause of the mortgages, the “  W'orthy 
Baronet ”  has, I  will engage, too much justice to complain of 
them. •

In steering across the down, I came to a large farm, which 
a shepherd jiold me was Milton HiU Farm. Tliis* was upon the 
high land, and before I  came to the edge of this Valley of Avon, 
winch was my land of promSe; or, at least, d  great expecta
tion ; for I  could not imagine that thirty churches had been 
built ferr nothing by the side of a brook (for it  is no more during
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the greater part of the way) thirty miles long. The shepherd 
showed me the way towards Milton; and at the end of about 
a mile, from the top of a very high part of the down, with a 
steep slope towards the valley, I  first saw this Valley of Avon ; 
and a most beautiful sight it  w as! Villages, hamlets, large 
farms, towers, steeples, fields, meadows, orchards, and very fine 
timber trees, seattered all over the valley. The shape of the 
thing is th is: on each side downs, very lofty and steep in some 
plaifes, and sloping miles back in other places; but each out
side ol the valley are downs. Prom the edge of the downs begin 
capital araible fields generally of very great dimensions, and, in 
some places, running a mile or two back into little cross-valleys, 
formed by hills of downs. After the corn-fields come meadows, 
on bach side, down to the irook or river. The farm-houses, 
mansions, villages, and hamlets, are generally situated in that 
part of the arable land which comes nearest the meadows.

Great as my expectations hadf been, they were more than 
fulfilled. I  delight in this sort of country; and I  had frequently 
seen the vale of the Itehen, that of the Bourn, and' also that of 
the Teste, in Hampshire; I  had seen the vales amongst the 
South Downs; but I never before saw anything to please me 
like this valley of the Avon. I  sat>upon my horse, and looked 
over Milton and Easton and Rewsy for half an hour, though 
I had not breakfasted. The hiU was verif steep. A  road, going 
slanting down it, was still so steep, and washed so veyy deep, 
by the rains of ages, that I  did not attempt to ride down it, 
and I did not like to lead my horse, the path was so narrow. 
So seeing a boy with a drove of pigs, going out to the stubbles, 
I  beckoned him to come up to  m e; and he came and led my 
horse down for me. Endless is the vafloty in the shape of the 
high lands which form this valley. Sogretimes the slope is very 
gentle, and the arable lands go back very far. A t others, the 
downs come out into the valley almost like piers into the sea, 
being very steep in their sides,* as well as their ends towards 
the valley. They have no slope at their other ends: indeed 
they have no back ends, but run into the main high land. 
There is also great variety in the width of the valley; great 
variety in the width of the meadows; but the land appears all 
to be of the very best; and it  must be so, for the farmers con
fess it. •  ,
' I t  seemed to me, that one way, and that not, perhaps, the 
least striking, of exposing the foUy, the stupidity^ the inanity, 
the presumption, the insufferable emptiness and insolence and 
barbarity, of those numerous Wretches, who have now the 
audacity to propose to transport the people of England, upon 
the principle of the monster Malthus, who has furnished the
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unfeeling oligarchs and their toad-eaters with the pretence, that 
man has a, natural, propetisity to breed faster than food can be raised 
for the increase ; it  seemed to me, that one way of exposing this 
mixture of madness and of blasphemy was to take a look, now 
that the harvest is in, at the produce, the mouths, the condition, 
and the changes that have taken place, in a spot like this, which 
God has favoured with every good that he has had to bestow 
upon man.

Erom the top of the hill I  was not a little surprised to see, 
in every part of the valley that my eye could reach, a due, a 
large, portion of fields of Swedish turnips, aU looking extremely 
well. I  had found the turnips, of both sorts, by no means bad, 
from»Salt Hill to Newbury ; but from Newbury through Burgh- 
clere, Highclere, Dphusband, and Tangley, I  had seen but few. 
At and about Ludgarshall and Everley, I  had seen hardly any. 
But when I  came, this morning, to Milton Hill farm, I saw a 
very large field of what appeared to me to be fine Swedish 
turnips. In the valley, however, I found them much finer, and 
the fields were very beautiful ohjects, forming, as their colour 
did. So great a contrast with that of the fallows and the stubbles, 
which latter are, this year, singularly clean and bright.

Having gotten to the heitom of the hiU, I  proceeded on to 
the village of Milton. I  left Easton away at m y right, and I 
did not go up to Watton Rivers where the river Avon, rises, and 
which lies just close to the South-west comer of Marlborough 
Forest, and at about 5 or 6 miles from the town of Marlborough. 
Lower down the river, as I thought, there lived a friend, who 
was a great farmer, and whom 1 intended to call on. It  being 
my way, however, always to begin making enquiries soon 
enough, I  asked the pi^-driver where this friend lived ; and, to 
my surprise, I  found thaj  ̂he lived in the parish of Milton. After 
riding up to the ohurcln as being the centre of the village, I 
went on towards the house of my friend, which lay on my road 
down the valley. I  have maiiy, many times witnessed agree
able surprise; but I do not know, that I  ever in the whole 
course of my life, saw people so much surprised and pleased 
as this farmer and his family were at seeing me. People often 
tell you, that they are glad to see y o u ; and.in  general they 
speak truth. I  take pretty good care not to approach any 
house, with the smallest appearance of a design to eat or drink 
in it, unless I  be quite sure of a cordial reception ; hut my friend 
at Fifield (it îs in Milton parish) and all his family^really seemed 
to be delighted beyond aU expression.

When I  set out this momftig  ̂I  intended to go all the way 
down to the city of Salisbury to-day ; but, I soon found, that 
to refuse to sleep at Fifield would cost me a great deal more
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trouble than a day was worth. So that I  niade my mind up 
to stay In this farm-house, which has one of the nicest gardens, 
and it contains some of the finest flowers, that I  ever saw, and 
aU is disposed with as much good taste as I  have ever witnessed. 
Here I  am, then, just going to bed after having spent as pleasant 
a day as I ever spent in my life. I  have heard to-day, that 
Birkbeck lost his life by attempting to cross a river on horse
back ; but if what I have heard besides be true, that life must 
have been hardly worth preserving; for, they say, that he was 
reduced to a very deplorable state; and I  have heard, from 
what I deem unquestionable authority, that his two beautiful 
and accomplished daughters are married to two common lab
ourers, one a Yankee and the other an Irishman, neither of 
whom has, probably, a second shirt to his back, or a single 
pair of shoes to put his feet into ! These poor girls owe their 
ruin and misery (if m y information be correct), and, at any rate, 
hundreds besides Birkbeck himself, owe their utter ruin, the 
most scandalous degradation, together with great bodily suffer
ing, to the vanity, the conceit, the presumption of Birkbeck, 
who, observe, richly merited all that he suffered, not excepting 
his death; for,, he sinned with his eyes open; he rejected all 
advice ; he persevered after he saw his error; he dragged thou
sands into ruin along with him ;»and he most vilely calumniated 
the man, who, after having most disintefestedly, but in vain, 
endeavoured to preserve him from ruin, endeavoured to preserve 
those who were in danger of being deluded by him. When, in 
1817, before he set out for America, I  was, in Catherine Street, 
Strand, London, so earnestly pressing him not to go to the Back 
'countries, he had one of these daughters with him. After talking 
to him for some time, and describing thefcks and disadvantages 
of the back countries, I  turned towards the daughter and,*in a 
sort of joking way, said : “  Miss BirKoeck, take m y advice: 
“  don’t  let anybody get you more than twenty miles from Boston, 
“  New York, Philadelphia, or Baltimore.”  Upon which he gave 
me a most dignified look, and observed: “  Miss Birkbeck has a 
“  father. Sir, whom she knows it to he her duty to obey.”  This 
snap was enough for me. I  saw, that this was a  man so full of 
self-conceit, that it  was impossible to do anything with him. 
He seemed to me to be bent upon his own destruction. I 
thought it  my dutjj to warn others of their danger; some took 
the warning ; others did n o t; but he and his brother adventurer, 
Blower, never^forgave me, and they resorted to all the means 
in their power to do me injury. They did me no injury, no 
thanks to them ; and I have se,en%hem most severely, but most 
justly, punished.
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Ameshury,
Tuesday, 2^th August.

I set off from Pifield this morning, and got here abont one 
o’clock, with my clothes wet. While they are drying, and while 
a mutton chop is getting ready, I  sif̂  down to make some notes
of what I have seen since I left Enford.............<but, here comes
my dinner: and I must put off my notes till I  have dined.

Salisbury,
Wednesday, ZOth August.

My ride yesterday, from Milton to this city of Salisbury, was, 
without any exception, the most pleasant; it  brought before me 
the greatest number of, to me, interesting objects, and it  gave 
rise to more interesting reflections, than I  remember ever to have 
had brought before m y eyes,' or into my mind, in any one day 
of my life ; and therefore, this ride was, without any exception, 
the most pleasant that I  ever had in my life, as far as my 
recollection serves me. I  got a little wet in the middle of the 
d a y ; but I got dry again, and I arrived here in very good time, 
though I went over the Accursed HiU (Old Sarum), and went 
across to Laverstoke, before I came to Salisbury.

Let us now, then, ftok back over this part of Wiltshire, and 
see whether the inhabitants ought to be “  transported ”  by order 
of the “  Emigration Committee,” of which we shall see and say 
more by-and-by. I  have before described this valley generally ; 
let me now speak of it  a  little more in detail. The farms are 
all large, and, generally^peaking, they were always large, I  dare 
say; because sheep is one of the great things here ; and sheep, 
in a country like this, rq^st be kept in picks, to be of any profit. 
The sheep principally manure the land. This is to be done only 
by folding; and, to fold, you must have a flock. Every farm 
has its portion of down, araHe, and meadow; and, in many 
places, the latter are watered meadows, which is a groat re
source where sheep are kept in flocks; because these meadows 
furnish grass for the suckling ewes, early in the spring; and, 
indeed, because they have always food in them for sheep and 
cattle of all sorts. These meadows have had no part of the 
suffering from the drought, this year. They fed the ewes and 
lambs in the spring, and they are now yielding a heavy crop *of 
h ay; for I  ^ w  men mowing in them, in several places, particu
larly about Netheravon, though it was raining at the time.

The turnips look pretty wSU all the way down the va lley; 
but, I  see very few, except Swedish turnips. The early common 
turnips v̂ery nearly all failed, I  believe. But the stubbles are
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beautifully bright; and the rick-yards tell us that the crops are 
good, especially of wheat. This is not a country of pease and 
beans, nor of oats, exhept for home consumption. The crops 
are wheat, barley, wool, and lambs, and these latter not to be 
sold to butchers, but to be sold, at the great fairs, to those who 
are going to keep them for some time, whether to breed from, 
or finally to fat for the butcher. It is the pulse and the oats 
that appear to have failed most this year; and therefore this 
Valley has not suffered. I  do not perceive that they have many 
•potatoes -; but what they have of this base root seem to look well 
enough. It  was one of the greatest villains upon earth (Sir 
Walter Baleigh), who (they say) first brought this root into 
England. He was hanged a t la st! What a pity, since he was to 
be hanged, the hanging did not take place before he became such 
a mischievops devil as he was in the latter two-thirds of his life !

The stack-yards down this Valley are beautiful to behold. 
They contain from five to fifteeu'banging wheat-ricks, besides 
barley-rioks, and hay-ricks, and also brides the contents of the 
barns, many of which exceed a hundred, some two brmdred, 
and I  saw one at Pewsey, and another at Fittleton, each 
of which exceeded two hundred and fifty feet in length. 
At a farm, which, in the old njaps, is called Chissenbury 
Priory, I  think I  counted fsventy-seven ricks of one sort 
and another, and sixteen or eighteen ^ f them wheat-ricks. 
I  could not conveniently get to fbe yard, without longer 
delay than I wished to make ; but I could not be much out in 
my counting. A  very fine sight this was, and it  could not 
meet the eye without making one look round (and in vain) to 
see the people vfho were to eat all this food; and without making 
one reflect on the horrible, the unnatural the base and infamous 
state, in which we must be, when projects are on foot, and are 
openly avowed, for transporting those ̂ ho raise this food, be
cause they Want to eat enough of it to keep them alive; and 
when no project is on foot for transporting the idlers who live in 
luxury upon this same food; when no project is on foot for 
transporting pensioners, parsons, or dead-weight people !

A  little while before I  came to this fann-yard, I  saw, in one 
piece, about four hundred acres of Vheat-stubble, and I  saw a 
sheep-fold, winch, !  thought, contained an acre of ground, and 
had in it  about fojjr thousand sheep and lambs. The fold was 
divided into three separate. flocks; but the piece of ground 
was one and the same; and I thought it contained about an 
acre. A t one farm, between Pewsey and Upavon, I  counted more 
than 300 hogs in one stubble. IPhis is certainly the most de
lightful fanning in the world. No ditches, no water-furrows, 
no drains, hardly any hedges, no dirt and mire* even in the
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wettest seasons of tlie y ea r: and though the downs are naked 
and cold, the valleys are snugness itself. They are, as to the 
downs, what ah-ahs ! are, in parks or lawns. W’hen you are going 
over the downs, you look over the valleys, as in the case of the 
ah-ah ; and if you be not acquainted with the country, your 
surprise, when you come to the edge of the hill, is very great. 
The shelter, in these valleys, and particularly where the downs 
are steep and lofty on the sides, is very complete. Then, the 
trees are everywhere lofty. They are generally elms, with 
some ashes, which delight in the soil that they find here. There 
are, almost always, two or three large clumps of trees in every 
parish, and a rookery or two (not rag-rookery) to every 
parish. By the water’s edge there are wiUows ; and to almost 
every farm there is a fine orchard, the trees being, in general, 
very fine, and, this year, they are, in general, well loaded with 
fruit. So that, all taken together, it seems impossible to find a 
more beautiful and pleasant' country than this, or to imagine 
any life more easy and happy than men might here lead, if they 
were untormented by an accursed system that takes the food 
from those that raise it, and gives it to those that do nothing 
that is useful to man.

Here the farmer has always an abundance of straw. His farm
yard is never without it. CatMe and horses are bedded up to 
their eyes. The yardi are put close under the shelter of a hill, 
or are protected by lofty and thick-set trees. Every animal 
seems comfortably situated ; and, in the dreariest days of winter, 
these .are, perhaps, the happiest scenes in the w orld; or, rather, 
they would be such, if those, whose labour makes it  all, trees, 
com, sheep and everything, had but their fair share of the pro
duce of that labour. hat share they really have of it  one can
not exactly s a y ; but, should suppose, that every labouring 
rrum in this valley raises as much food as would suffice for fifty, 
or a hundred persons, fed like himself !

A t a farm at Milton there wfere, according to  my calculation, 
600 quarters of wheat and 1200 quarters of barley of the present 
year’s crop. The farm keeps, on an average, 1400 sheep, it  breeds 
and rears an usual proportion of pigs, fats the usual proportion of 
hogs, and, I  suppose, rears and fats the usual proportion of 
poultry. Upon inquiry, I  found that this farm was, in point 
of produce, about one-fifth of the parish. *Cherefore, the land 
of this parish produces aimuaUy about 3000 quarters of wheat, 
6000 quarters of barley, the wool of 7000 sheep, together with the 
pigs and poultry. Now, then, leaving green, or moist, vegetables 
out of the question, as being^hings that human creatures, and 
especially Mowring human"creatures, ought never to use sus- 
tmtmeet and saying nothing, at present, about milk and butter ^
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leaving these wholly out of the question, let us see how many 
people the produce of this parish wooild keep, supposing the 
people to live aU alike, and to have plenty of food and clothing. 
In order to come at the fact here, let us see what would be the 
consumption of one family ; let it  be a family of five persons ; a 
man, wife, and three children, one child big enough to work, 
one big enough to eat heartily, and one a b a b y; and this is 
a pretty fair average of the state of people in the country. Snch 
a family would want 5 lb. of bread a-day; they would want a 
pound of mutton a-day ; they would want two pounds of bacon 
a-day; they would want, on an average, winter and summer, a 

. gallon and a half of beer a-day; for I mean that they should 
live without the aid of the Eastern or the Western slave-drivers. 
J f sweats were absolutely necessary for the baby, there would he 
quite honey enough in the parish. Now, then, to begin with the 
bread, a pound of good wheat makes a pound of good bread; 
for, though the offal be taken out', the water is put in ; and, 
indeed, the fact is, that a pound of wheat will make a pound of 
bread, leaving the offal of the wheat to feed pigs, or other animals, 
and to produce other human food in this way. The family would, 
then, use 1825 lb. of wheat in the year, which, at 60 lb. a bushel, 
would ha (leaving out a fraction) 30 bushels, or three quarters 
and six bushels, for the year. * ^

Next comes the mutton, 365 lb. for the year. Next the bacon, 
730 lb. As to the quantity of mutton produced ; the sheep 
are bred here, and not fatted in general; but we may fairly 
suppose, that each of the sheep kept here, each of the standing- 
stock, makes first, or last, half a fat sheep; so that a farm that 
keeps, on an average, 100 sheep, produoe| annually .50 fat sheep. 
Suppose the mutton to be 15 lb. a quarter, then the family will 
want, within a trifle of, seven sheep a jjpar. Of bacon or pork, 
36 score will be wanted. Hogs differ sc much in their propensity 
to fat, that it is difficult to calculate about them r but this is a 
very good rule: when you see a*fat hog, and know how many 
scores he will weigh, set down to his account a sack (half a 
quarter) of barley for every score of his w eight; for, ietj him 
have been educated (as the French call it) as he may, this -Bill be 
about the real cost of him when he is fat. k  sack of barley wiU 
make a score of bacon, and it will not make more. There
fore, the family wo#ld want 18 quarters of barley in the year 
for bacon.

As to the heer, 18 gallons to the bushel of malt i^very good; 
hut, as we allow of no spirits, no^wine, and none of the slave 
produce, wo will suppose that a s%xth part of the beer is strong 
stuff. This would req nire two bushels of malt to the 18 gallons. 
The whole would, therefore, take 35 bushels of m alt; and a
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bushel of barley makes a bushel of malt, and, by the increase 
pays the expense of malting. Here, then, the family •would 
■ Kant, for beer, four quarters and three bushels of barley. The 
annual oousumption of the family, in victuals and drink, would 
then be as follows:

Qrs. Bush.
W h e a t .............................................................3 6
B a r l e y .......................................................... 22 3

S h e e p .............................................................7

This being the case, the 3000 quarters of wheat’, -which the 
parish annually produces, would suffice for 800 families. The 
6000 quarters of barley,. would suffi.ee for 207 families. The 
3500 fat sheep, being half the number kept, would suffice for 
500 families. So that here is, produced in the parish of lElton, 
bread for 800, mutton for 500, and bacon and beer for 207 families. 
Besides victuals and drink, there are clothes, fuel, tools, and 
household goods w anting; but there are milk, butter, eggs, 
poultry, rabbits, hares, and partridges, which I  have not noticed, 
and these are all eatables, and are all eaten too. And as to 
clothing, and, indeed, fuel, and all other wants beyond eating 
and drinking, are there not 7800 fleeces of Southdown wool, 
weighing, all togethe)^ 21,000 lb., and capable of being made into 
8100 yards of broad cloth, at two pounds and a half of wool to 
the yard ? Setting, therefore, the wool, the milk, butter, eggs, 
poultry, and game against all the wants beyond the solid food and 
drink, we see that the parish of Milton, that we have imder om 
eye, would give bread to 800 families, mutton to 580, and bacon 
and beer to 207. Th<^reason why wheat and mutton are pro
duced in a proportion so much greater than the materials for 
making bacon and beei  ̂ is, that the wheat and the mutton are 
more loudly demanded from a distance, and are much more 
cheaply conveyed away in proportion to their value. For in
stance, the wheat and mutton are wanted in the infernal Wen, 
and some barley is wanted there in the shape of m a lt; but hogs 
are not fatted in the Wen, and a larger proportion of the barley 
is used where it is gro-KH.

Here is, then, bread for 800 families, mutton for 500, and 
bacon and beer for 207. Let us take the ^erage of the 'three, 
and then we have 502 families, for the keeping of whom, and in 

(this good manner too, the parish of Milton yields a sufficiency. 
In the wooC the milk, butter, eggs, poultry, and game, we have 
seen ample, and much more fcan ample, pro-vision for aU wants 
othqr than those of mere food and drink. 'What I  have allowed 
in food and drink is bv no means excessive. It  is but a nound of
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bread, and a little more than half-a-pound of meat a day to each 
person on an average; and the beer is not a drop too much. 
There are no green and moist vegetables included in my account; 
but, there would be some, and they wordd not do any harm ; but, 
no man can say, or, at least, none but a bass usurer, who would 
grind money out of the bones of his own father; no other man 
can, or will, say, that I  have been too liberal to this fam ily; and 
yet, good God ! what extravagance is here, if the labourers of 
England be now treated justly !

Is there a family, even amongst those who live the hardest, 
in the Wen, that would not shudder at the thought of living upon 
what I have allowed to this family ? . Yet what do labourers’ 
families get, compared to this ? The answer to that question 
ought to make us shudder indeed. The amount of m y allow
ance, compared with the amount of the allowance that labonrers 
now have, is necessary to be stated here, before I  proceed further, 
th e  wheat 3 qrs. and 6 bushels at present price (56s. the quarter) 
amounts to 10?. 10s. The barley (for bacon and beer) 22 qrs. 
3 bushels, at present price. (34s. the quarter), amounts to 37?. 
16s. 8d. The seven sheep, at 40s. each, amormt to 14?. The 
total is 62?. 6s. 8d. j and this, observe, for hare, victuals and 
drink; just food and drink enough, to keep people in working 
condition. •

What then do the labourers get ? Th> what fare has this 
Wretched and most infamous system brought them I Why 
such a family as I have described is allowed to have, a? the utmost, 
only about 9s. a weeK. The parish allowance is only about 
7s. 6d. for the five people, including clothing, fuel, bedding and 
everything 1 Monstrous state of things ! . But let us suppose 
it to be nine shillings. Even that maMbs only 23?. 8s. a year, 
for food, drink, clothing, fuel and everything, whereas I  allow 
62?. 6s. M. a year for the bare eating a8d drinking ; and that is 
little enough. Monstrpus, barbarous, horrible as this appears, 
we do not, however, see it in haif its horrors ; our indignation 
and rage against this infernal system is not half roused, tulwe see 
the .small number of labourers who raise all the food and the 
drink, and, of course, the mere trifling portion of it  that they are 
suffered to retain for their own use.

The parish of Milton does, as we have seen, produce food, 
drink, clothing, an  ̂all other things, enough for 502 families, or 
2510 persons upon my allowance, which is a great deal more 
than three times the present aUowauoe, because the present 
allowance inofudes clothing, fuel, tools, and everyfliing. Now, 
then, aooording to the “  Population Return,”  laid before Par
liament, this parish contains 500 persons, or, according to my 
division, one hundred families. So that here are about one
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hundred families to raise food and drink enough, and to raise 
wool and other things to pay for all other necessaries, for five 
hundred and tim families 1 Aye, and five hundred and two 
families fed and lodged, too, on my liberal scale. Fed and 
lodged according to the present scale, this one hundred families 
raise enough to supply more, and many more, than fifteen 
hundred families; or seven thousand five hundred persons I 
And yet those who do the work are half starved 1 In the 100 
families there are, we will suppose, 80 able working men, and as 
many boys, sometimes assisted by the women and stout girls. 
What a  handful of people to raise such a quantity of food! 
What injustice, what a hellish system it must be, to make those 
who raise it skin and bone and nakedness, while the food and drink 
and wool are almost aU carried away to be heaped on the fund- 
holders, pensioners, soldiers, dead-weight, and other swarms'of 
tax-eaters 1 If such an operation do not need putting an end to, 
then the devil himself is a saint.

Thus it  must be, or much about thus, aU the way down this 
fine and beautiful and interesting vaUey. There are 29 agricul
tural parishes, the two last being in town ; being Fisherton and 
Salisbury. Now, according to the “  Population Return,”  the 
whole of these 29 parishes contain 9,116 persons; or, according 
to my division, 1,823 families. .There is no reason to believe, 
that the proportion that we have seen in the case of Milton does 
not hold good all the way through; that is, there is no reason 
to suppose, that the produce does not exceed the consumption 
in every other case in the same degree that it  does in the case 
of Milton. And indeed if I  were to judge from the number of 
houses and the number of ricks of com, I  should suppose that 
the excess was stiU gr(fe,ter in several of the other parishes. 
But, supposing it  to be no greater; supposing the same pro
portion to continue aU th i way from Watton Rivers to Stratford 
Lean, then here are 9,116 persons raising food and raiment suffi
cient for 45,580 persons, fed and lodged according to m y scale; 
and sufficient for 136,740 persons, according to- the scale on 
which the unhappy labourers of this fine valley are now fed and 
lodged I

And yet there is an “  Emigration Committee ”  sitting to devise 
the means of getting rid, not of the idlers, not of the pensioners, 
not of the dead-weight, not of the parsons, (t  ̂ “  relieve ”  whom 
we have seen the poor labourers taxed to the tune of 'a million 
and a half of money) not of the soldiers; but to devise means 
of getting rid of these worhing •peo ê, who are grudged even the 
miserable morsel that they g A ! There is in the men calling 
themselves “  English country' gentlemen ” something superla
tively base. They are, I  sincerely believe, the most cruel, the
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most unfeeling, the most brutally insolent: but I know, I can 
prove, I  can safely take my oath, that they are the most base 
of all the creatures that God ever suffered to disgrace the human 
shape. The base wretches know well, that the taxes amount to 
more than sixty millions a year, and that the poor-rates amount 
to about seven millions ; yet, while the cowardly reptiles never 
utter a word against the taxes, they are incessantly railing against 
the poor-rates, though it  is, (and they Icnow it) the taxes that make 
the paupers. The base wretches know well, that the sum of 
money given, even to the fellows that gather the taxes, is greater 
in amount than the poor-rates; the base wretches know wed, 
that the money, given to the dead-weight (who ought not to have 
a single fartliing), amounts to more than the poor receive out of 

. the rates; the base wretches know well, that the common foot- 
soldier now receives more pay per week (7s. Id.) exclusive of 
clothing, firing, candle, and lodging; the base wretches know, 
that the common foot-soldier receives more to go down his own 
single throat, than the overseers and magistrates allow to a 
working man, his wife and three children; the base wretches 
know aU this weU; and yet their railings are confined to the 
poor and the poor-rates ; and it  is expected that they will, next 
session, urge the Parliament to pa#s a law to enable overseers 
and vestries and magistrates to transport pan/pers beyond the seas / 
They are base enough for this, or for anf thing ; but the whole 
system will go to the devil long before they will get such an act 
passed; long before they wiU see perfected this consummation 
of their infamous tyranny.

I t  is manifest enough, that the popvlation of this valley was, 
at one time, many times over what it is n ow ; for, in the first 
place, what were the twenty-nine cRirches built for ? ' The 
population of the 29 parishes is now but little more than one- 
hmf of that of the single parish of KSisingtou; and there are 
several of the churches bigger than the church at Kensington. 
What, then, should all these churches have been built for f  And 
besides, where did the hands come from 1 And where did the 
money come from ? . These twenty-nine churches would now 
not only hold all the inhabitants, men, women, and children, but 
all the household goods, and tools, and implements, of the 
whole of them, farmers and all, if you leave out the wagons and 
carts. In three instances, Eifield, Milston, and Roach-Fen, the 
church-perches wilt hold all the inhabitants, even down to the 
bed-ridden and the babies. What then ? will anv man believe 
that these cfiurohes were built for such little k n ^  of people ? 
We are told about the great suj^rstition of our fathers, and of 
their readiness to gratify the priests by building altars and other 
religion edifices. But we must think those priests to have been
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most deTOut creatures indeed, if 'we believe that they chose to 
have the money laid out in useless churches, rather than have it 
put into their own pockets! At any rate, we all know that 
Protestant Priests have no whims of this sort; and that they 
never lay out upon churches any money that they can, by any 
means, get hold of.

But, suppose that we were to believe that the Priests had, 
in old times, this unaccountable taste; and suppose we were 
to believe that a  knot of people, who might be crammed into a 
church-porch, were seized, and very frequently too, with the 
desire of having a big church to go to ; we must, after all this, 
believe that this knot of people were more than giants ', or that 
they had surprising riches, else we cannot believe that they had 
the means of gratifying the strange wishes of their Priests and their 
own not less strange piety and devotion. Even if  we could believe 
that they thought that they were paving their w ay to heaven, by 
building churches which were a hundred times too large for the 
population, still we cannot believe, that the building could have 
been effected without bodily force; and, where was this force 
to come from, if the people were not more numerous than they 
now are ? What, again, I  ask, were these twenty-nine churches 
stuck up, not a mile from edch dther; what were twenty-nine 
churches made for, if  the population had been no greater than 
it is now ? *

But, in fact, you plainly see all the traces of a great ancient 
population. The churches are almost all large, and built in the 
best manner. Many of them are very fine edifices; very costly 
in the building ; and, in the cases where the body of the church 
has been altered in the repairing of it, so as to make it  smaller, 
the toioer, which everywT'iere defies the hostility of time, shows 
you what the church mu,^ formerly have been. This is the case 
in several instances ; ana there are two or three of these villages 
which must formerly have been rmrhet-towns, and particularly 
Pe wsy and Upavon. There are ncJw no less than nine of the parishes 
out of the twenty-nine, that have either no parsonage-houses, or' 
have such as are in such a state that a Parson will not, or cannot, 
live in them. Three of them are without any parsonage-houses 
at all, and the rest are become poor, mean, falling-down places. 
This latter is the case at Upavon, which was formerly a very 
considerable place. Nothing can more clearljr show, than this, 
that all, as far as buildings and population are concerned, has 
been long up^n the decline and decay. Dilapidation after dilapi- 
dation have, at last, almost effaced even the parsonage-houses, 
and that too in defance of the taw, ecclesiastical as well as civil. 
The land remains; and the crops and the sheep come as abun
dantly as ever; bpt they are now sent almost wholly away.
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instead of remaining, as formerly, to be, in great part, consumed 
in these twenty-nine parishes.

The stars, in my map, mark the spots where manor-houses, 
or gentlemen’s mansions, formerly stood, and stood, too, only 
about sixty year? ago. Every parish had its manor house in 
the first p lace; and then there were, down this Valley, twenty- 
one others ; so that, in this distance of about thirty miles, there 
stood fifty mansion houses. Where are they now ?> I  believe 
there are but eight that are at all worthy of the name of man
sion houses ; and even these are but poorly kept up, and, except 
in two or three instances, are of no benefit to the labouring people ; 
they employ but few persons; and, in short, do not hcdf supply 
the place of any eight of the old mansions. All these mansions, 
aU these parsonages, aye, and their goods and furniture, together 
with the clocks, the brass kettles, the brewing-vessels, the good 
bedding and good clothes and good furniture, and the sto<3s; in 
pigs, or m money, of the inferior classes, in this series of once 
populous and gay villages and hamlets; all these have been by 
the accursed system of taxing and funding and paper-money, 
by the well-known exactions of the state, and by the not less real, 
t̂hough less generally understood, extortions of the monopolies 

arising out of paper-money; all these have been, by these accursed 
means, conveyed away, out of this Valley, to the haunts of the 
tax.*eater3 and the monopolizers. There sire many of the mansion 
houses, the ruins of which you yet behold. A t  Jlilton there are 
two mansion houses, the walls and the roofs of which yet remain, 
but which are falling gradually to pieces, and the garden walla 
are crumbling down. A t Enford, &unet, the Member for the 
county, had a large mansion house, the stables of which are yet 
standing. In several places, I  saw, stifl remaining, indubitable 
traces of an ancient manor house, nan^Iy a dove-cote or pigeon- 
house. The poor pigeons have kept possession of their heritage, 
from generation to generation, and so have the rooks, in their 
severEd rookeries, while the paj)er-system has swept away, or 
rather swaUowed-up, the owners of the dove-cotes and of the 
lofty trees, about forty families of which owners have been ousted 
in this one Valley, and have become dead-weight creatures, tax- 
gatherers, barrack-feliows, thief-takers, or, perhaps, paupers or 
thieves.

Senator Snip congratulated, some years ago, that preciously 
honourable “  Collective Wisdom ”  of which he is a most worthy 
Member; S v p  congratulated it  on the suocessk of the late 
war in creating capital! Snip is, you must know, a great 
fedosofer, and a not less great feSianceer. Snip cited, as a proof 
of the great and glorious effects of paper-money, the new and fine 
houses in London, the new streets and squares, the new roads.
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new oanaE and bridges. Snip was not, I  dare Say, aware that 
this same paper-money had destroyed forty mansion houses in 
this Vale of Avon, and had taken away all the goods, all the 
Substanee, of the little gentry and of the labouring class. Snip 
was not, I  dare say, aware that this same paper-money had, in this 
one Vale of only thirty miles long, dilapidated, and, in some 
oases, wholly demolished, nine out of twenty-nine even of the 
parsonage houses. I  told Snip at the time (1821), that paper- 
money could create no valuable thing. I  begged Snip to bear this 
in mind. I  besought aU my readers, and particularly Mr. 
Mathias Atwood (one of the members for Lowther-tovra), not to 
believe that paper-money ever did, or ever could, create any
thing of any value. I  besought him to look well into the 
matter, and assured him that he would find that though paper- 
money could create nothing of value, it  was able to transfer 
everything of value; able to strip a  little gen try; able to 
dilapidate even parsonage houses; able to rob gentlemen of 
their estates, and labourers of their Sunday-ooats and their 
barrels of beer; able to snatch the dinner from the board of the 
reaper or the mower, and to convey it  to the barrack-table of 
the Hessian or Hanoverian grenadier; able to take away the 
wool, that ought to give wagmth to the bodies of those who rear 
the sheep, and put it on the backs of those who carry arms to 
keep the poor, half-fai»iished shepherds in order !

I have never been able clearly to comprehend what the beastly 
Scotch fedosojers mean by their “ national w ealth;”  but, as-far 
as I can understand them, this is their meaning : that national 
wealth means that which is kft of the producte of the country 
over and above what is consuvied, or used, by those whose labour 
causes the products to*be. This being the notion, it  follows, 
of course, that the /eioer poor devils you can screw the products 
out of, the richer the natron is.
■ This is, too, the notion of Burdett as expressed in his silly 
and most nasty, musty aristocraitio speech of last session. What, 
then, is to be done with this over-produce.? Who is to have it j 
Is it to go to pensioners, placemen, tax-gatherers, dead-weight 
people, soldiers, gendarmerie, police-people, and, in short, to 
whole millions who do rw> work ataU f  Is this a cause of “  national 
wealth ” ? Is a nation made rich by taking the food and clothing 
from those who create them, and giving the|u to those who do 
nothing of any use ? Aye, but this over-produce may be given to 
manufacturers, and to  those who supply the food-raisers with 
what they \^nt besides food. O h! but this is merely an ex
change of one valuable thing for another valuable thing; it is 
an exchange of labour in Wiltshire for labour in Lancashire; 
and. upca the whole, here is no over-frod‘uclidn. I f the produce
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be exporte4, it is the same thing: it is an exchange of one sort 
of labour for another. But our course is, that there is not an 
exchange ; that those who labour, no matter in what way, have 
a large part of the fruit of their labour taken away, and receive 
nothing in exchange. If the over-produce of this Valley of 
Avon were given, by the farmers, to the weavers in Lancashire, 
to the iron and steel chaps of Warwickshire, and to other makers 
or seUers of useful things, there would come an abundance of all 
these useful things into this valley from Lancashire and other 
parts; but if, as is the case, the over-produce goes to the fund- 
holders, the dead-weight, the soldiers, the lord and lady and 
niaster and miss pensioners and sinecure people; if the over
produce go to them, as a very great part of it  does, nothing, not 
even the parings of one’s nails, can come back to the valley in 
exchange. And, can this operation, then, add to the “  national 
wealth ”  ? It  adds to the “  wealth ” of those who carry on the 
affairs of state ; it  fills their pockets, those of their relatives and 
dependents ; it  fattens aU tax-eaters; but it  can give no wealth 
to the “  nation,” which means the whole of the people. National 
Wealth means the Commonwealth or Commonweal; and these 
mean, the general good, or happiness, of the people, and the 
safety and honour of the state; and these are not to be secured 
by robbing those who labour, ia  order to support a large part of 
the community in idleness. Devizes is th% market-town to which 
the com goes from the greater part of this Valley. If, when a 
wagon-load of wheat goes off in the morning, the wagon came 
back at night loaded with cloth, salt, or something or other, 
equal in value to the wheat, except what might be necessary to 
leave with the shopkeeper as his profit; then, indeed, the people 
might see the wagon go off without tear? in their eyes. But now 
they see it  go to carry away, and to^hring next to nothing in 
return.

What a tmst a head must have before it can come to the con
clusion that the nation gains in "wealth by the government being 
able to cause the work to be done by those who have hardly any 
share in the fruit of the labour ! What a twist such a head must 
have! The Scotch fedosofers, who seem all to have been, by 
nature, formed for negro-drivers, have an insuperable objection 
to all those establishments and customs which occasion 7
They caE them a gyeat hindrance, a great bar to industry, a great 
drawback from “  national wealth.’ I  wish each of these un
feeling feUows had a spade put into his hand for ^ n  days, only 
ten days, and that he Were compeUed to dig only just as much 
as one of the common labourers^t Fulham. The metaphysical

Sintlemen would, I  bcEeve, soon discover the me of holidays'!, 
ut why should men, why should any men, work hard I Why,
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I  ask, should they work incessantly, if working part of the days 
of the week be sufficient ? Why should the people a t Milton, 
for instance, work incessantly, when they now raise food and 
clothing and fuel and every necessary to maintain well five times 
their number ? Why should they not have some holidays ? 
And, pray, say, thou conceited Scotch feelosofer, how the 
“  national Wealth ”  can be increased by making these people 
work incessantly, that they may raise food and clothing, to go 
to feed and clothe people who do not .work at all ?

The state of this Valley seems to illustrate the infamous and 
really diabolical assertion of Malthus, which is, that the huihan 
kind have a natural tendency increase beyond the means of 
sustenance for them. Hence, all the schemes of this and the 
other Scotch -writers for what they call checking population. 
Now, look at this Valley of Avon. Here the people raise nearly 
twenty times as much food and clothing as they consume. 
They raise five times as much, even according to m y scale of 
living. They have been doing this for many, many years. They 
have been doing it for several generations. Where, then, is their 
natural tendency to increase beyond the means of sustenance 
for them ? Beyond, indeed, the means of that sustenance which 
a system like this will leave.them. Say that, Sawneys, and I 
agree with you. Far beyond the means that the taxing and 
monopolizing system -sfill leave in their hands: that is very 
true; for it leaves them nothing but the scale of the poor- 
book ; they must cease to breed at all, or they must exceed this 
mark; but the earth, give them their fair share of its products, 
will always give sustenance in sufficiency to those who apply 
to it  by skilful and diligent labour.

The viUagea do-wn thiS Valley of Avon, and, indeed, it  was 
the same in almost every nart of this county, and in the North 
and West of Hampshire also, used to have great employment 
for the women and children in the carding and spinning of wool 
for the making of broad-cloth. This was a very general employ
ment for the women and girls; but it is now wholly gone ; and 
this has made a vast change in the condition of the people, and 
in the state of property and of manners and of morals. In 
1816, I  -wrote and published a Letter to the Luddites, the object 
of which was to combat their hostility to the use of machinery. 
The arguments I there made use of were general. I  took the 
matter in the abstract. The principles .were all correct enough; 
but their application caimot be universal; and we^have a  case 
here before us, at this moment, which, in my opinion, shows 
that the mechanic inventions, flushed to the extent that they 
have been, have been productive of great calamity to this 
oountry,and that they will be productive of still greater calam ity;
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unless, indeed, it be their brilliant destiny to be the immediate 
cause of putting an end to the present system.

The greater part of manufactures consists of dothiitg and hed- 
ding. Now, if by using a machine, we can get our coat with 
less labour than we got it before, the machine is a desirable 
thing. But, then, mind, we must have the machine at home, 
and we ourselves must have the profit of i t ; for, if the machine 
be elsewhere ; if  it  be worked by other hands ; if other persons 
have the profit of i t ; and if, in consequence of the existence of 
the machine, we have hands at home, who have nothing to do, 
and'whom we must keep, then the machine is an injury to us, 
however advantageous it  may be to those who use it, and what
ever traffic it  may occasion with foreign States.

Such is the case with regard to this cloth-making. The ma
chines are at Upton-Level, Warminster, Bradford, Westbury, 
and Trowbridge, and here are some of the hands in the Valley of 
Avon. This Valley raises food and clothing; but, in order to 
raise them, it must have labourers. These are absolutely neces
sary ; for without them this rich and beautiful VaUey becomes 
worth nothing except to wild animals and their pursuers. The 
labourers are men and hoys. Women and girls occasionally; but 
the men and the boys are as necessary as the light of day, or as 
the air and the water. Now, if beastly Malthus, or any of his 
nasty disciples, can discover a mode of'having men and boys 
without having women and girls, then, certainly, the machine 
must be a good thing ; but if this Valley must absolutely have 
the women and the girls, then the'machine, by leaving them 
■ with nothing to do, is a mischievous thing; and a producer of 
most dreadful misery. What, with regard to the poor, is the 
great complaint now ? Why, that the*single man does not re
ceive the same, or anything like the same, wages as the married 
man. Aye, it is the Nvife and girls that are the burden; and 
to be sure a burden they must be, under a system of taxation 
like the present, and with no ■ wt>rk to do. Therefore, whatever 
may be saved in labom by the machine is no benefit, but an 
injury to the mass of the people. For, in fact, all that the 
women and children earned was so much clear addition to what 
the family earns now. The greatest part of the clothing in the 
United States of America is made by the farm women and girls. 
They do almost tj ê whole of i t ; and all that they do is done 
at home. To be sure, they might buy cheap; but they must 
buy for less Jhan nothing, if it  would not amswer jtheir purpose 
to make the things.

The survey of this Valley is, Pthink, the finest answer in the 
world to the “  Emigration Committee ”  fellows, and to Jerry 
Curteis (one of the Members for Sussex), who has been giving
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“ evidence ” before it. I  shall find out, when I can get to see 
the report, what this “  Emigration Committee ”  would be after. 
I  remember that, last winter, a young woman complained to one 
of the Police Justices that the Overseers of some parish were 
going to transport her orphan brother to Canada, because he 
became chargeable to their parish ! I  remember, also, that the 
Justice said, that the intention of the Overseers was “  premature,”  
for that “  the BiU had not yet passed ”  ! This was rather an 
ugly story; and I  do think that we shall find that there have 
been, and are, some pretty propositions before this “  Committee.”  
We shall see all about the matter, however, by-and-by; and, 
when we get the transporting project fairly before uS, shall we 
not then loudly proclaim “  the envy of surrounding nations and 
admiration of the world ”  !

But, what ignorance, impudence, and insolence must those 
base wretches have, who propose to transport the labouring 
people, as being too numerous, while the produce, which is 
obtained by their labour, is more than sufficient for three, fom, 
or five, or even ten times their numbers! Jerry Curteis, who 
has, it seems, been a famous witness oh this occasion, says that 
the poor-rates, in many cases, amount to as much as the rent. 
W ell: and what then, Jen y t The rent may be high enough too, 
and the farmer may affoiri to pay them both ; for a very large 
part of what you call J)oor-mfes ought to be called wages. But, 
at any rate, what has all this to do with tho necessity of emigra
tion ? To make out such necessity, you must make out that 
you have more mouths than the produce of the parish will feed. 
Do then, Jerry, tell us, another time, a little about the quantity 
of food annually raised in four or five adjoining parishes ; for, is 
it not something rather damnable, Jerry, to talk of transporting 
Englishmen, on account f̂ the emess of their numbers, when the 
fact is notorious that their labour produces five or ten times 
as much food and raiment as they and their families consume !

However, to drop Jerry, for* the present, the baseness, the 
foul, the stinking, the carrion baseness, of the fellows that 
call themselves “ country gentlemen,”  is, that the wretches, 
while railing against the poor and the poor-rates ; while affect
ing to believe that the poor are wicked and la z y ; while com
plaining that the poor, the working people, are too numerous. 
End that the country villages are too popi^ous: the carrion 
baseness of these wretches* is, that, while they are thus bold 
with regard Jo the working and poor people, they never even 
whisper a word against pensioners, placemen, soldiers, parsons, 

■ fundholders, tax-gatherers, or Ax-eaters ! They say not a word 
against the prolific dead-weight to whom they give a premium 
for breeding, while they want to check the population of labourers 1
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They never say a word about the too great popniousness of the 
W en; nor about that of Liverpool, Manchester, Cheltenham, 
and the like ! Oh 1 they are the most cowardly, the very basest, 
the most soandaloualy base reptiles that ever were warmed into 
life by the rays of the sun 1

In taking my leave of this beautiful vale, I  have to express 
m y deep shame, as an Englishman, at beholding the general 
extreme poverty of those who cause this vale to produce such 
quantities of food and raiment. This is, I  verily believe it, 
the ivorst used labouring people upon the face of the earth. Dogs 
and hogs and horses are treated with more c iv ility ; and as to 
food and lodging, how gladly would the labourers change with 
them ! This state of things never can -continue many years I 
By some means or other there must be an end to i t ; and my 
firm belief is, that that end will be dreadful. In the meanwhile 
I  see, and I  see it with pleasure, that the common people know 
that they are ill used; and that they Cordially, most cordially, 
hate those who ill-treat them.

During the day I crossed the river about fifteen or sixteen 
times, and in such hot weather it was very pleasant to be so 
much amongst meadows and water. I  had been at Netheravon 
about eighteen years ago, where I»had seen a great quantity of 
hares. I t  is a place belonging to Mr. Hicks Beach, or Beech, 
who was once a member of parliament. I  found the place 
altered a good deal; out of repair; the gates rather rotten; 
and (a very bad sign!) the roof of the dog-kennel falling in ! 
There is a church, at this village of Netheravon, large enough to 
hold a thousand or two of people, and the whole parish contains 
only 350 souls, men, women and ohildren. This Netheravon 
was formerly a great lordship, and in the parish there were three 
considerable mansion-houses, besides^the one near the church. 
These mansions are all down now; and it is curious enough to see 
the former walled gardens become orchards, together with other 
changes, aU tending to prove l)he gradual decay in all except 
what appertains merely to the land as a thing of production for 
the distant market. But, indeed, the people and the means of 
enjo3unent must go away. They are drawn away by the taxes 
and the paper-money. How are twenty thousand new houses to 
be, aU at once, building in the Wen, without people and food 
and raiment goiu|> from this valley towards the Wen ? It  must 
be s o ; and this rmnatural, this dilapidating, this ruining and 
debasing work must go on, until that which j^oduoes it  be 
destroyed. ^

When I  came down to Stratford Dean, I  wanted to go across 
to Laverstoke, which lay to my left of Salisbury; but just on 
the side of the road here, at Stratford Dean, rises the Accursed
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Eitt. It  is very lofty. It was orginaUy a hill iu an Irregular 
sort of sugar-loaf shape : but it was so altered by the Romans, 
or by somebody, that the upper three-quarter parts of the hill 
now, when seen from a distance, somewhat resemble three cheeses, 
laid one upon another; the bottom one a great deal broader 
than the next, and the top one like a Stilton cheese, in proportion 
to a Gloucester one. I  resolved to ride over this Accursed Hill. 
As I  was going up a  field towards it, I  met a man going home 
from work. I  asked how he gat on. He said, very badly. I  
asked him what was the cause of it. He said the hard times. 
“  What times," said I ; “  was there ever a finer summer, a finer 
“ harvest, and is there not an M  wheat-rick iu every farm- 
“  yard ? ”  “  Ah ! ”  said he, “  they make it bad for poor people,
“  for all that.”  “  They 1 ”  said I, “  who is they ? ”  He was 
silent. “  Oh, no, no I my friend,”  said I, “  it is not they ; it is 
“  that Accursed Hill that has robbed yOu of the supper that you 
“  ought to find smoking on the table when you get home.”  I 
gave him the price of a pot of beer, and on I  went, ̂ leaving the 
poor dejected assemblage of skin and bone to wonder at my 
words.

The hiU is very steep, and I  dismormted and led my horse up. 
Being as near to the top a» I  could ccmveniently get, I  stood 
a little while refiecting, not so much on the changes which that 
hill had seen, as on thfe changes, the terrible changes, which. In 
all human probability, it had yet to see, and which it would have 
greatly hdped to produce. It  was impossible to stand on this 
accursed spot, without swelling with indignation against the 
base and plundering and murderous sons of corruption. I  have 
often wished, and I, spewing out loud, expressed the wish now : 
“  May that man peri^  for ever and ever, who, having the power, 
“ neglects to bring to justice the perjured, the rrboming, the 
“  insolent and perfidious miscreants, who openly sell their ooun-, 
“  try’s rights and their own souls.”

Ikom the Accursed Hill I  went to Laverstoke where “  Jemmy 
Burrough ”  (as they call him here), the Judge, lives. I  have 
not heard much about “  Jemmy ”  since he tried and condemned 
the two young men who had wounded the game-keepers of 
Ashton Smith and Lord Palmerston. His Lordship (Palmer
ston) is, I  see, making a tolerable figure in the newspapers as a 
share-man'! I  got into Salisbury about half-#ast seven o’clock, 
less tired than I  recollect evtr to have been after so long a ride ; 
for, inoluding^y several crossings of the river and pjy deviations 
to look at churches and larm-yards, and rick-yards, I  think I 
must have ridden nearly forty miles.
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a iD B  FEOM  SALISBtTKY TO W A B in N S T E K , FR O M  W AEM INSTBR TO 
FROME, FEOM  FROMB TO D EV IZES, A N D  FROM DEVIZES TO 
H IOH W OETH .

“  Hoar this, O ye that swallow up the needy, even to make 
“  the poor of the land to fa il: saying. When will the new moon 
“  be gone that we may sell com ? And the Sabbath, that we 
“  may set forth wheat, making the Ephah small and the Shekel 
“  great, and falsifying the balances by deceit; that we may buy 
“  the poor for silver, and the needy for a pair of shoes; yea, 
“  and sell the refuse of the wheat ? Shall not the land tremble 
“  for th is; and every one mourn that dwelleth therein ? I 
“  will turn your feasting into mourning, saith the Lord God, 
“  and your songs into lamentations.” — Amos, chap. viii. ver. 4 
to 10.

Heyteshury (Wills), Thursday, 
31st August, 1826.

This place, which is one of the rotten boroughs of Wiltshire, 
and which was formerly a considerable town, is now but a very 
miserable affair. Yesterday mornirng I  went into the Cathedral 
at Salisbury about 7 o’clock. When I got into the nave of the 
church, and was looking up and admiring the columns and the 
roof, I  heard a sort of humming, in some place which appeared 
to be in the. transept of the building. I  wondered what it  was, 
and made my way towards the place whence the noise appeared 
to issue. As I  approached it, the noise seemed to grow louder. 
At last, I  thought I  could distinguish the sounds of the human 
voice. This encouraged me to proceed f and, still following the 
sound, I  at last turned in at a doorw ay^ my left, where I  found 
a priest and his congregation assembled. It  was a parson of some 
sort, with a white covering on him, and five women and four 
men : when I arrived, there wCre five couple of us. I  joined 
the congregation, until they came to the litany ; and then, being 
monstrously hungry, I  did not think myself bound to stay any 
longer. I  wonder what the founders would say, if they could rise 
from the grave, and see such a congregation as this in this most 
magnificent and beautiful cathedral ? I  wonder what they 
woiUd say, if they*could know to what purpose the endowments 
of this Cathedral are now applied^ and above all things, I 
wonder what,they would say, if they could see thg half-starved 
labourers that now minister to the luxuries of those who wallow 
in the wealth of those endowmeifts. There is one thing, at any 
rate, that might be abstained from, by those that revel in the 
riches of those endowments; namely, to abuse and blackguard
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those of our forefathers, from whom the endowments came, and 
who erected the edifice, and carried so far towards the skies that 
beautiful and matchless spire, of which the present possessors 
have the impudence to boast, while they represent as ignorant 
and benighted creatures, those who conceived the grand design, 
and who executed the scientific and costly work. These fellows, 
in big white wigs, of the size of half a bushel, have the audacity, 
even within the walls of the Cathedrals themselves, to rail 
against those who founded them; and'RenneU and Sturges, 
while they wore actually, Hterally, fattening on the spoils of the 
monastery of St. Swithin, at Winchester, Were publishing abusive 
pamphlets against that Catholic religion which had given them 
their very bread. For my part, I  could not look np at the spire 
and the whole of the church at Salisbury, without feeling that I 
lived in degenerate times. Such a thing never could be made 
now. We feel that as we look at the building. I t  really does 
ai:>pear that if our forefathers had not made these buildings, 
we should have forgotten, before now, what the Christian reli
gion w as!

A t Salisbury, or very near to it, four other rivers fall into 
the Avon— the W yly river, the Nadder, the Bom, and another 
little river that comes from Norrii^on. These aU become one, 
at last, just below Salisbury, and then, xmder the name of the 
Avon, wind along doiwi and fall into the sea at Christchurch. 
In coming from Salisbury, I  came up the road which runs pretty 
nearly parallel with the river Wyly, which river rises at War
minster and in the neighbourhood. This river runs down a valley 
twenty-two miles long. It  is not so pretty as the valley of the 
A von ; but it  is very fine in its whole length from Salisbury 
to this place (Heytesbuiy). Here are watered meadows nearest 
■ to the river on both sides ; then the gardens, the houses, and the 
com-fields. After the cc^-fields come the downs ; but, gener
ally speaking, the downs are not so bold here as they are on the 
sides of the Avon. The downs do not come out in promontories 
so often as they do on the sides of the Avon. The Ah-ah I if I  
may so express it, is not so deep, and the sides of it  not so steep, 
as in the case of the A von ; but the villages are as frequent; 
there is more than one church in every mile, and there has been 
a due proportion of mansion houses demolished and defaced. 
The farms are very fine up this vale, and the meadows, particu
larly at a' place called Staplgford, are singulafly fine. They had 
just been mowed at Stapleford, and lihe hay carried off. A t 
Stapleford, tUfere is a little cross valley, running up*betweeu two 
lulls of the down. There is a little run of water about a yard wide 
at this time, coming down this little vale across the road into 

river. The Mtw vale runs up three miles. I t  does not
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appear to be half a mile wide; but in those three miles there 
are four churches ; namely, Stapleford, Uppington, Berwick St. 
James, and Winterbome Stoke. The present population of these 
four Tillages is 769 souls, men, women, and children, the whole 
of whom could very conveniently be seated in . the chancel of the 
church a t Stapleford. Indeed, the church and parish of Upping
ton seem tp have been united with one of the other parishes, 
like'the parish in Kent which was united with North Cray, and 
not a single hpuse of which now remains. W hat were these 
four churches huilt for within the distance of three miles 1 There 
are three parsonage houses still remaining'; but, and it is a very 
curious fact, neither of them good enough for the parson to live 
in ! Here are seven hundred and sixty souls to be taken care 
of, but there is no parsonage house for a soul-curer to stay in, 
or at least that he m il stay in ; and all the three parsonages 
are, in the return laid before Parliament, represented to be no 
better than miserable labourers’ cottages, though the parish of 
Winterborne Stoke has a church sufficient to contain two or 
three thousand people. The truth is, that the parsons have been 
receiving the revenues of the livings, and have been suffering 
the parsonage houses to faU into depay. Here were two or three 
mansion houses, which are also go^e, even from the sides of this 
little Tun of water.

To-day has been exceedingly hot. Hcrtter, I  think, for a short 
time, than I  ever felt it in England before. In coming through 
a village called Wishford, and mounting a  little hill, I  thought 
the heat upon my back was as great as I had ever felt it in my 
life. There were thunder storms about, and it  had rained at 
Wishford a  little before I came to it.

My next village was one that I had lived in for a short time, 
when I  was only about ten or eleven Tears of age. I  had been 
sent down with a horse from Eamham, and I  remember that I 
went by 8tone-1ienge, and rode up and looked at the stones. 
Prom Stone-henge I  went to the village of Steeple Langford, where 
I  remained from the month of June till the fall of the year. I  
remembered the beautiful villages up and down this valley. 
I  also remembered, very well, that the women at Steeide Lang
ford used to card and spin dyed wool. I  was, therefore, some
what filled with curiosity to see this Steeple Langford again; 
and, indeed, it the recollection of this village that made 
me take a  ride into Willj^hire this summer. I  have, I  dare say, 
a thousand times talked about this Steeple Langford and about 
the beautiful farms and meadows along this valley. I  have 
talked of these to my children a great many times ; and I  formed 
the design of letting two of them see this valley this year, end 
to go through Warminster to Stroud, and so on to Gloucester
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and Hereford. But, when I  got to Everley, I  fotind that they 
would never get along fast enough to get into Herefordshire in 
time for what they intended ; so that I  parted from them in the 
manner I have before described. I  was resolved, however, to see 
Steeple Langford myself, and I was Impatient to got to it, hop
ing to find a public-house, and a stable to put my horse in, 
to protect him, for a while, against the flies, which tormented 
him to such a  degree, that, to ride him was work as hard as 
threshing. When I  got to Steeple Langford, I  found no public- 
house, and I found it  a much more miserable place than I had 
remembered it. The Steeple, to which it owed its distinctive 
appellation, was gone; and the place altogether seemed to me 
to be very much altered for the worse. A  little further on, 
however  ̂I  came to a very famous inn, called Deptford Inn, which 
is in the parish of Wyly. I  stayed at this inn till about four 
o’clock in the afternoon. I  remembered W yly very well, and 
thought it a gay place when I  was a  boy. I  remembered a very 
beautifid garden belonging to a rich farmer and miller. I  went 
to see i t ; but, alas ! though the statues in the water and on the 
grass-plat were still remaining, everything seemed to he in a state 
of perfect carelessness and neglect. The living of this parish 
of W yly was lately owned by Dampier (a brother of the Judge), 
who lived at, and I  believe \ a d  the living of, Meon Stoke in 
Hampshire. This feUq»iV, I  believe, never saw the parish of 
W yly but once, though it  must have yielded him a pretty good 
fleece. It  is a Rectory, and the great tithes must be worth, I  
should think, six or seven hundred pounds a year, at the least.

It  is a part of our system to have certain families, who have 
no particular merit, hut who are to be maintained, without 
why or wherefore, at the^ublio expense, in some shape, or under 
some name, or other, it matters not much what shape or what 
name. If you look th ro n g  the old list of pensioners, sineourists, 
parsons, and the like, you will find the same names everlast
ingly recurring. They seem to be a sort of creatures that have 
an inkeritatice in the, public, carcass, like the maggots that some 
people have in their skins. This family of Dampier seems to be 
one of these. What, in God’s name, should have made one of 
these a Bishop and the other a Judge! I never heard of the 
smallest particle of talent that either of them possessed. This 
Rector of W yly was another of them. There was no harm in 
them that I  know of, heyoijd that of living ̂ pon the public ;■ 
but where were their merits ? They Sad none, to distinguish 
them, and to*entitle them to the great sums thSy received; 
and, under any other system tJian such a system as this, they 
would, in all human probability, have been gentlemen’s servants 
or little shopkeepers. I  dare say there is some of the breed
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left; and. If there be, I  ■ would pledge m y existence, that they 
are, in some shape or other, feeding upon the public. Ho-wever, 
thus it  must be, until that change come v/hich 'will put an end 
to men paying fourperm, in tax upon a pot of beer.

This Deptford Inn -was a famous place of meeting for the 
Yeomanry Cavalry, in glorious anti-jacobin times, when wheat 
was twenty shillings a bushel, and when a man could be crammed 
into gaol for years, for only looking a-wry. Tliis inn was a glorious 
place in the days of Peg Nicholson and her Knights. Strangely 
altered now. The shape of the garden shows you what revelry 
usfed to be carried on here. Peel’s Bill gave this inn, and all 
belonging to it, a terrible souse. The unfeeling brutes, who 
used to brandish their swords, and swagger about, at the news 
of what was called “  a victory,” have now to lower their scale 
in clothing, in drink, in eating, in dress, in horseflesh, and every
thing else. They are now a lower sort of men than they Were. 
They look a t their rusty sword and their old dusty helmet and 
their onee gay regimental jacket. They do not hang these 
up now in the “  parlour ”  for everybody to see them : they 
hang them up in their bedrooms, or in a cockloft; and when 
they meet their eye, they look at them aa a eow does at a bastard 
calf, or as the bridegroom does aka  girl that the overseers are 
about 'to compel him to marry. If their children should happen 
to see these implements of war twenty* or thirty years hence, 
they -will certainly think that their fathers were the greatest fools 
that ever walked the face of the. earth; and that will be a most 
filial and charitable way of thinking of them ; for it  is not from 
ignorance that they have sinned, but from excessive baseness; 
and when any of them now complain of those acts of the Govern
ment which strip them, (as the late Odder in Council does), of 
a fifth part of their property in an hour, let them recollect their 
own base and malignant conduct towards those persecuted re
formers, who, if they had not been suppressed by these very 
yeomen, would, long ago, have-put an end to the cause of that 
ruin of whieh these yeomen now eomidain. When they com
plain of their ruin, let them remember the toasts whieh they 
drank in anti-jacobin times; let them remember their base and 
insulting exultations on the occasion of the 16th of August at 
Manchester; let them remember their cowardly abuse of men, 
who were endeavouring to free their country from that horrible 
scourge which they thei^selves nowvfeel.

Just close by this Deptford Inn is the farm-house of the farm 
where that (Sourlay lived, who has long been maffing a noise in 
the Court of Chancery, and wh» is now, I  believe, confined in 
some place or other for having assaulted Mr. Brougham. This 
fellow, who is confined, the newspapers t e l  us, on a Charge of
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being insane, is certainly one of the most malignant devils that 
I  ever knew anything of in my life. He went to Canada about 
the time that I went last to the United States. He got into a 
quarrel with the Government there about something, I  know 
not what. He came to see me, at my house in the neighbourhood 
of New York, just before I  came home. He told me his Canada 
story. I showed him all the kindness in my power, and he 
went away, knowing that I was just then coming to England. 
I  had hardly got home,-before the Scotch newspapers contained 
communications from a person, pretending to derive his in
formation from Gourlay, relating to what Gourlay had described 
as having passed between him and m e; and which description 
was a tissue of most abominable falsehoods, all having a direct 
tendency'to do injury to me, who had never, either by word or 
def'd, done anything that could possibly have a tendency to do 
injury to this Gourlay. What the vile Scotch newspapers had 
begun, the malignant reptile himself continued after his return 
to England, and, in an address to Lord Bathurst, endeavoured 
to make his court to the Government by the most foul, false 
and detestable slanders upon me, from whom, observe, he had 
never received any injury, or attempt at injury, in the whole 
course of his life ; whom he had visited; to whose house he 
had gone, of his own accords and that, too, as he said, out of 
respect for m e ; endeavoured, I say, to make his court Jo the 
Government by the m^st abominable slanders against me. He 
is now, even now, putting forth, under the form of letters to me, 
a revival of what he pretends *was a conversation that passed 
between us at my house near New York. Even if what h® says 
were true, none but caitiffs as base as those who conduct the 
English newspapers, would give circulation to his letters, con
taining, as they must, me substance of a conversation purely 
private. But I never hai^ any conversation with him : I  never 
talked to him at all about the things that be is now bringing 
forward. I  heard the follow’s stories about Canada : I  thought 
he told me lie s ; ajid, besides, I did not care a straw whether 
his stories were true or n o t; I looked upon him as a sort of 
gambling adventurer ; but I  treated him as is the fashion of the 
country in which I  was, with great civility and hospitality. 
There are two follows of the name of Jacob and Johnson at 
Winchester, and two fellows at iSalisbury of the name of Brodie 
and Dowding. These reptiles publish, each ^uple of them, a 
newspaper; and in these dfewspapers ih e y  seem to take par
ticular delightjn calumniating me. The two Winchester fellows 
insert the letters of this half crazy, half cunning, Scotchman, 
Gourlay; the other fellows insAt still viler slanders; and, if I  
had seen one of their papers, before I  left Salisbury, which I  have

12
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seen, since, I  eortainly 'Would have given Mr. Brodie something to 
make him remember me. This feEG-w, who was a little coal- 
merchant but a short while ago, is now, it seems, a paper-money 
maker, as well as a newspaper makfer. Stop, Master Brodie, 
tiE I go to SaEsbury again, and see whether I  do not give you a 
cAeci, even such as you did not receive during the la'to run I 
Gourlay, amongst other whims, took it into his head to write 
against the poor laws, saying that they were a bad thing. He’ 
found, however, at last, that they were necessary to keep him 
from starving; for he came down to Wyly, tlxree or four years 
ago, and throw himself upon the parish. The overseers, who 
recollected what a swaggering blade it was, when it  came here to 
teach the moon-rakers “  hoo to farm, mon,”  did not see the 
sense of keeping him like a . gentleman; so they set him to 
crack stones upon the highway; and that set him off again, 
pretty quickly. The farm that he rented is a very fine fartn, 
with a fine large farm-house to it. It  is looked upon as one of the 
best farms in the country: the present occupier is a farmer 
bom in the neighbourhood ; a man such as ought to occupy i t ; 
and Gourlay, who came here with his Scotch impudence to teach 

' others how to farm, is much about where and how he ought to be. 
Jacob and Johnson, of Winchester, know perfectly weE that 
aE the feEow says about me is Ke ;̂ they know also that thoir 
parson readers know that it is a mass of lies: .they further 
know’that the parsons know that |hey know that it  is a mass of 

' lies ; but they know that thoir paper wiU seE the better for th a t; 
they know that to circulate lies, about me will get them money, 
and this is what they do it for, and such is the character of 
EngHsh newspapers, and of a great part of the readers of those 
newspapers. Therefore, when I  hear of people “  suffering ; ” 
when I hear of people being “  ruined^ ”  when I  hear of “  un
fortunate famEies; ”  when I  hear a talk of this kind, I  stop, before 
I  either express or feel compassion, *10 ascertain who and what 
the sufferers are ; and whether they have or have not participated 
in, or approved of, acts Eke those of Jacob and Johnson and 
Brodie and Dowding ; for if they have, if thdy have malignantly 
calumniated those -syho have been labouring to prevent their 
ruin and misery, then a crushed ear--wig, or spider, or eft, or toad, 
is as much entitled to the compassion of a just and sensible man. 
Let the reptiles perish: it would be injustice; it  would be to fly 
in the face of m^raEty and religion to express sorrow for their 
— rni--- —  have felt fo» no man, and for the wife and
children of no man, if mat man’s public virtues thwarted their 
own selfish w w s , or even excited their groundleSfe fears. They 
have signed addresses, applauding everything tyrannical and 
inhuman. They have seemed to glory in the shame of their
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country, to rejoice in its degradation, and even to exult in the 
shedding of innocent blood, if these things did but tend, as 
they thought, to give them permanent security in the enjoyment 
of their unjust gains. Such has been their conduct; they are 
numerous: they are to bo found in all parts of the kingdom: 
therefore again I say, when I  hean of “  ruin ”  or “  misery,”  I 
must know what the conduct of the sufferers has been before I 
bestow my compassion.

Warminster {WUts), Friday, \st Sept.
I set out from Heytesbury this morning about six o’clock. 

Last night, before I went to bed, I  found that there were some 
men and boys in the house, who had come aU the way from > 
Bradford, about twelve miles, in order to get nnts. These people 
were men and boys that had been employed in the doth factories 
at Bradford and about Bradford. I  had some talk with some of 
these nutters, and I  am quite convinced, not that the cloth 
making is at an end ; but that it never will be again what it has 
been. Before last Christmas these manufacturers had full work, 
at one shilling and threepence a yard at broad-cloth weaving. 
They have now a quarter work, at one shilling a yard 1 One 
and three-penoe a yard for this weaving has been given a t all 
times within the memory of man! Nothing can show more 
clearly than this, and in a stronger light, the great change which 
has taken place in the Remuneration of labour. There was a turn 
out last winter, when the price was reduced to a shilling a yard ; 
but it  was put an end to in the usual w a y ; the constable’s 
staff, the bayonet, the gaol. These poor nutters were extremely 
ragged. I  saved my supper, and I fasted instead of breakfasting. 
That was three shiUings^which I had saved, and I  added five to 
them, with a resolution to save them afterwards, in order to give 
these chaps a breakfast f o n c e  in their lives. There were eight 
of them, six men and two boys; and I  gave them two quartern 
loaves, two pounds of cheese, and eight pints of strong beer. 
The fellows were very thankful, but the conduct of the landlord 
and landlady pleased me exceedingly. When I  came to pay 
my bill, they had said nothing about my bed, which had been a 
very good one ; and, when I  asked why they had not put the bed 
into the bill, they said they would not charge anything for the 
bed since I had been so good to the poor men. Yes, said I, 
but I must not throw the expense upon you. « I  had no suppBr, 
and I  have had no breakfaSt; and, therefore, I  am not called 
upon to pay fqy them : but 1  have had the bed. It  «nded by my 
paying for the bed, and coming off, leaving the nutters at their 
breakfast, and very much dflighted with the landlord and 
bla wife; and 1 muk here observe that 1 have pretty gwerally
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found a good deal of compassion for the poor people to prevail 
amongst publicasls and their -wives.

IVom Hoytesbury to Warminster is a part of the country 
singularly bright and beautiful. From Salisbury up to very 
near Heytosbury, you have the valley, as before described by 
ine. Meadows next the water; then arable lan d ; then the 
downs ; but when you come to Heytesbury, and indeed a little 
before, in looking forward you see the vale stretch out, from 
about three miles wide to ten miles wieje, from high land to high 
land. From a hill before you come down to Heytesbury, you 
see through this wide opening into Somersetshire. You see a 
round bill rising in the middle of the opening; but aE the rest 
a flat enclosed country, and apparently fuE of wood. In look
ing back down this vale one cannot help being struck with the 
innumerable proofs that there are of a deoEne in point of popula
tion. In the first place, there are twenty-four parishes, each of 
whieh takes a little strip across the vaEey, and runs up through 
the arable land into the do-wn. There are twenty-four parish 
chinohes, and there ought to be as many 'parsonage-homes ; but 
seven of these, out of the twenty-four, that is to say, nearly 
one-third of them, are, in the returns laid before Parliament 
(and of which returns I shaB speak more particularly by-and-by), 
stated to be such miserable dweUijjgs as to be unfit for a parson 
to reside in. Two of them, however, are gone. There are no 
parsonage-houses in those two parishes^ there are the scites; 
there are the glebes; but the houses have been suffered to fall 
down and to be totaEy carried away. The tithes remain, in
deed, and the parson sacks the amount of them. A journey
man parson comos and works in three or four churches of a 
Sunday; but the master parson is not there. He generaEy 
carries away the produce to spend iifia  London, at Bath, or 
somewhere else, to show off his daushtets; and the overseers, 
that is to say, the farmers, manage fne poor in their o-wn way, 
instead of having, according to the ancient law, a third-part of 
aE the tithes to keep them with.

The faBing dowm and the beggary of these parsonage-houses 
prove beyond all question the decayed state of the population. 
And, indeed, the mansion-houses are gone, except in a  very few 
instances. There are but five left, that I could perceive, all the 
way from SaEsbury to,Warminster, though the country is the 
most pleasant tl^ t can be imagined. Here is water, here are 
meadows; plenty of fi^sh-water fc h ; hares and partridges in 

.abundance,,and it  is next to impossible to destrcni them. Here 
are shooting, coursing, hunting; hills of every height, size, and 
form i valleys, the same; lofty trees and rookeries in every 
mile: roads always soEd and good ; always pleasant for exer-
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oise; and the air must bo of the best in the world. Yet it is 
manifest that four-fifths of the mansions have been swept away. 

• There is a parhamentary return, to prove that nearly a third of 
the parsonage houses have become beggarly holes or have dis
appeared. I  have now been in nearly threescore villages, and in 
twenty or thirty or forty hamlets of Wiltshire; and I  do not 
know that I  have been in one, however small, in which I  did not 
see a house or two, and sometimes more, either tumbled down, 
or beginning to tumble down. It is impossible for the eyes of 
man to be fixed on a finer country than that between the village 
of Codford and the town of Warminster; and it is not very easy 
for the eyes of man to discover labouring people more miserable. 
There are two villages, one called Norton Bovant, and the other 
Bishopstrow, which I  think form, together, one of the prettiest 
spots that my eyes ever beheld. The former village belongs to 
Bennet, the member for the county, who has a mansion there, 
in which two of his sisters live, I  am told. There is a farm at 
Bishopstrow, standing at the back of the arable land, up in a 
vale, formed by two very lofty hills, upon each of which there 
was formerly a Roman Camp, in consideration of which farm, if 
the owner would give it  to me, I  would almost consent to let 
OttiweU Wood remain quiet in his «eat, and suffer the pretty 
gentlemen of Whitehall to gb On without note or comment till 
they had fairly b lpw ^ up their concern. The farm-yard is 
surrounded by lofty and beautiful trees. In the rick-yard I 
counted twenty-two ricks of one sort and another. The hills 
shelter the house and the yard and the trees, most completely, 
from every wind but the south. The arable land goes down before 
the house, and spreads along the edge of the down, going, with a 
gentle slope, down to the #ieadows. So that, going along the turn
pike road, which runs between the lower fields of the arable land, 
you see the large and beautiful 'flocks of sheep upon the sides of 
the down, while the hom-cattle are up to their eyes in grass in the 
meadows. Just when I  was coming along here, the sun was 
about half an hour h ig h ; it  shined through the trees most 
brilliantly; and, to crown the whole, I  met, just as I  was entering 

- the village, a very pretty girl, who was apparently going a gleaning 
in the Adds. I asked her the name of the place, and when she told 
me it was Bishopstrow, she pointed to the situation of the church, 
which, she said, was on the other side of the river. She reaUy put 
me in mind of the pretty girls^at Preston who spat upon the “  indi
vidual ”  of the Derby family, and I madte her a how accordingly.

The whole «of the population of the twenty-fe'ur parishes 
down this vale, amoimts to.(jply 11,195 souls, according to 
the Official return to Parliament; and, mind, I  include the 
parish of Fisherton Anger (a suburb of the city of Salisbury),
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xfhich contains' 893 of the number. I  include the town of 
Hoytesbwy, with its 1,023 souls; and I further include this 
very good and large market town of Warminster, with its popu
lation of 5,000 1 So that I  leave, In the other twenty-one 
parishes, only 4,170 souls, men, women, and children! That 
IS to say, a hundred and ninety-eight souls to each parish; or, 
reckoning five to a family, thirty-nine families to each parish. 
Above one half of the population never could be expected to be 
in the church at one tim e; so that here are one-and-twenty 
churches built for the purpose of holding two thousand and eighty 
people ! There are several of these churches, any one of which 
would conveniently contain the whole of these people, the two 
thousand and eighty! The church of Bishopstrow would con
tain the whole of the two thousand and eighty very well indeed ; 
and it is curious enough to observe that the churches of Ksherton 
Anger, Heytesbury, and Warminster, though quite sufficient to 
contain the people that go to church, are none of them nearly 
so big as several of the village churches. AH these churches are 
built long and long before the reign of Richard the Second; 
that is to say, they were founded long before that time, and if 
the first churches were gone, these others were built in their 
stead. There is hardly one of them that is not as old as the 
^eign of Richard the Second ; and jiet that impudent Scotchman, 
George Chalmers, would make us believe that, in the reign of 
Richard the Second, the population ô  ilie country was hardly 
anything at aU ! He has the impudence, or the gross ignorance, 
to state the population of England and Wales at two millions, 
which, as I have shown in the last Number of the Protestant 
Reformation, would allow only twelve able men to every parish 
church throughout the kingdom. What, I  ask, for about the 
thousandth time I ask i t ; what were tlĴ se twenty churches built 
for ? Some of them staud within a quarter of a mile of each 
other. They are pretty nearly as close to each other as the 
churches in London and Westminster are.

What a monstrous thing, to suppose that they were built with
out there being people to go to them; and built, too, without 
money and without bauds! The whole of the population in 
those t- r̂euty-one parishes could stand, and without much crowd
ing too, in the bottoms of the towers of the several churches. 
Nay, in three or four of the parishes, the whole of the people 
could stand in th j church porches. Then the church-yards show 
you how numerous the^opulatiorfmust have been. You see, 
in some casgs, only here and there the mark of ^ grave, where 
the church-yard contains from half an acre to an acre of land, 
and sometimes more. In shortfeverything shows that here was 
once a great and opulent population; that there was an abundance
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to eat, to tv'ear, and to’ spare ; that aU the land that is now under 
cultivation, and a great deal that is not now under cultivation, 
was imder cultivation in former times. The Scotch beggars 
would make ns believe that m  sprang from beggars. The Im
pudent scribes would make us believe that England was formerly 
nothing at all till they came to enlighten it  and fatten upon it. 
Let the beggars answer me this question; let the impudent, 
the brazen scribes, that impose upon the credulous and 
oowed-down English; let them tell me why these twenty-one 
churches were b uilt; what they were built f o b  ; why the lai^e 
churches of the two Codfords were stuck up within a few hundred 
yards of each other, if the whole of the population could then, 
as it can now, be crammed into the chancel of either of the two 
clmrches ? Let them answer me this question, or shut up their 
mouths upon this subject, on which they have told so many lies.

As to the prodyioe of this valley, it  must be a t least ten times 
as great as its consumption, even if we include the three towns 
that belong to it. I  am sure I  saw produce enough in five or 
six of the farm-yards, or rick-yards, to feed the whole of the 
population of the twenty-one parishes. But the infernal system 
Causes it all to be carried away. Not a bit of good beef, or 
mutton, or veal, and scarcely a bit of bacon is left for those 
who raise all this food ancf wool. The labourers here looh as 
If they were half-staryed. They answer extremely well to the 
picture that Fortescue gave of the French in his day.

Talk of “  liberty,”  indeed ; “  civil and religious liberty ”  : 
the Inquisition, with a beUy fuB, is far preferable to a state 
of things like this. For my own part, I  really am ashamed 
to ride a fat horse, to have a fuU belly, and to have a clean shirt 
upon m y back, while Mook at these wretched countrymen of 
mine ; while I  actually see them reeling with weakness; when 
I see their poor faces present me nothing but skin and bone, while 
they are toiling to get the wheat and the meat ready to be carried 
away to be devourSi by the tax-eaters. I  am ashamed to look at 
these poor souls, and to reflect that they are m y countrymen; 
and particularly to reflect that we are descended from those 
amongst whom “  beef, pork, mutton, and veal, were the food of 
the poorer sort of people.”  What t and is the “  Emigration 
Committee ”  sitting, to invent the means of getting rid of some 
part of the thirty-nine families that are employed in raising 
the immense quantities o^ food in each of* these twenty-one 
parishes ? Are there schemers to go beftre this conjuration Com
mittee ; Wiltshire schemers, to teU the Committee flow they can 
get rid of a part of these one ljundred and ninety-eight persons 
to every parish ? Axe there schemeru of this sort of work stiU, 
while no man, no man at all, not a single man, says a word
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about getting rid of the dead-weight, *or the supernumerary 
parsons, both of whom have actually a premium given them for 
breeding, and are filling the country with idlers ? We are re
versing the maxim of the Scripture: our laws almost say, that 
those that work shall not eat, and that those who do not work 
shaE have the food. I  repeat, that the baseness of the English 
land-owners surpasses that of any other men that ever Kved in 
the world. The cowards know well that the labourers that give 
value to their land are skin and bone. They are not such brutes 
as not to know that this starvation is produced by taxation. 
They know weE, how unjust it is to treat their labourers in this 
way. They know WeE that there goes down the common foot 
soldier’s single throat more food than is aEowed by them to a 
labourer, his wife, and three ohEdren. ■ They know wcE that 
the present standing army in time of peace consumes more food 
and raiment than a miEion of the labourers consume ; aye, than 
two milEons of thorn consume ; if you include the women and the 
chEdren; they weE know these things; they know that their 
poor labourers are taxed to keep this army in fatness and in 
splendour. They know that the dead-weight, which, in the 
opinion of most men of sense, ought not to receive a single 
farthing of the public money, swaEow more of good food than a 
third or a  fourth part of the real labourers of England swaEow. 
They know that a miEion and a half of pounds sterling was taken 
out of the taxes, partly raised upon the labourers, to enable the 
poor Clergy of the Church of England to marry and to breed. 
They know that a regulation has been recently adopted, by which 
an old deaci-Weiglit man is enabled to seE his dead-weight to a 
young m an; and that thus this burden would, if the system 
were to be continued, be rendered pcrpjitual. They know that a 
good shoe of the dead-weight money goes to Hanover ; and that 
even these Hanoverians can seE their^ead-weight claim upon us. 
The “ country gentlemen” fcEows know aE this; they know 
that the poor l5)oiumrs, including aE the poor manufacturers, 
pay one-half of their wages in taxes to Support aE these things; 
and yet not a word about these things is ever said, or even 
hinted, by these mean, these cruel, these cowardly, these carrion, 
these dastardly reptEes. Sir James Graham, of Netherby, who, 
I  understand, is a young feEow instead of an old one, may in
voke our pity upon these “  ancient famiUes,”  but be will invoke 
in vain. I t  was *heir duty to stand forward and prevent Power- 
of-Imprisonment Bills, ^ ix Acts, EEenborough’s Act, Poaching 
Transportation Act, New Trespass Act, Sunday.ToEs, and the 
hundreds of other things that c^uld be named. On the contrary, 
they vxre the cause of them all. They were the cause of aE the 
taxes, and aE the debts; and not? let them take the consequences!
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Saturday, September ‘2nd.
After I got to Warminster yesterday, it  began to rain, whicli 

stopped me in m y way to Frome in Somersetshire, which lies 
about seven or eight miles from this place; but, as I  meant to 
be quite in the northern part of the county by  to-morrow noon, 
or there-abouts, I  took a post-chaise in the afternoon of yes
terday and went to Frome, where I  saw, upon my entrance 
into the town, between two and three hundred weavers, men 
and boys, cracking stones, moving earth, and doing other sorts 
of work, towards making a fine road into the town. I  drove 
into the town, and through the principal streets, and then I  put 
my chaise up a little at one of the inns.

This appears to be a sort of little Manchester. A  very small 
Manchester, indeed ; for it does not contain above ten or twelve 
thousand people, but it has all the of a Manchester, and 
the innkeepers and their people look and behave like the Man
chester fellows. I  was, I  must confess, glad to find proofs of 
the irretrievable decay of the pltee. I  remembered how ready 
the bluff manufacturers had been to call in the troops of various 
descriptions. “  Let them,” said I to myself, “  call the troops in 
“  now, to make their trade revive. Let them now resort to 
“  their friends of the yeomanty and of the arm y; let them now 
“  threaten their poor workmen with the gaol, when they dare to 
“  ask for the means o f preventing starvation in their families. 
“  Let them, who have, in fact, lived and thriven by the sword, 
“  now call upon the parson-magistrate to bring out the soldiers 
“  to compel me, for instance, to give thirty shillings a yard for 
“  the superfine black broad cloth (made at Frome), which 
“  Mr. Roe, at Kensington, offered me at seven shillings and 
“  sixpence a yard just before I left home! Yes, these men 
“ have ground down into^powder those who were earning them 
“  their fortunes: let the grinders themselves now be ground, 
“  and, according to the usual wise and just course of Providence,' 
“  let them be crushed by the system which they have delighted 
“  in, because it  made others crouch beneath them.” Their 
poor work-people cannot be Worse off than they long, have 
been. The parish pay, which they now gels upon the roads, 
is 2s. fid. a week for a man, 2s. for his wife. Is. 3d. for each 
child under eight years of age, 3d. a week, in addition, to each 
child above eight, who can go to w ork: an|(, if the children 
above eight years old, whetflbr girls or to ys , do not go to work 
upon the roa^, they have nothing !, Thus, a  family of five 
people have just as much, and eight pence over, as goes down 
the throat of one single foot solSier; but, observe, the standing 
soldier; that “ truly English institution” has clothing,, fuel.
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candle, soap, and house-rent, over and above what la allowed 
to this miserable family I And yet the base reptiles, who are 
called “  country gentlemen,”  and whom Sir James Graham 
calls upon us to commit aU sorts of acts of injustice in order to 
preserve, never utter a whisper about the expenses of keeping 
the soldiers, while they are everlastingly railing against the 
working people, of every description, and representing them, 
and them only, as the cause of the loss of their estates !'

These poor creatures at Erome have pawned all their things, 
or nearly aU. All their best clothes, their blankets and sheets; 
their looms; any little piece of furniture that they had, and 
that was good for anything. Mothers have been compelled 
to pawn all the toleraWy good clothes that their children had. 
In case of a man having two or three Shirts, he is left with only 
one, and sometimes without any shirt; and, though this is a 
sort of manufacture that cannot very well come to a complete 
end, etiU it has received a blow from whish it  cannot possibly 
recover. The population of this Erome has been augmented 
to the degree of one4hird within the last six or seven years. 
There are here aU the usual signs of accommodation bills and 
all false paper stuff, called money: new houses, in abundance, 
half finished; new gingerbread “  places of worship,”  as they 
are called ; great swaggering Inns  ̂»parcels of swaggering fellows 
going about, with vulgarity imprinted upon their countenances, 
but with good clothes upon their backs. •

I  found the working people at Frome very intelligent; very 
well informed as to the cause of their misery; not at all hum
bugged by the canters, whether about religion or loyalty. When 
I got to the inn, I  sent my post-chaise boy back to the road, to 
tell one or two of the weavers to come to me at the inn. The 
landlord did not at first like to let such ragged fellows upstairs. 
I  insisted, however, upon their commg up, and I  had a long 
talk with them. They were very intelligent m en; had much 
clearer views of what is likely to happen than the pretty gentle
men of Whitehall seem to have; and, it is curious enough, that 
they, these common weavers, should teU me, that they thought 
that the trade never would come back again to what it was 
before; or, rather, to what it has been for some years past. 
This is the impression everywhere; that the puffing is over; 
that we must come back again to something like reality. The 
first factories thĝ i I  met with were at a village called Upton 
Lovell, just before I  camb to Heyf^sbury. There they were a- 
doing not m îre than a quarter work. There is orjy one factory, 
I  believe, here at Warminster, and that has been suspended, 
during the harvest, at any rat?. A t Erome they are all upon 
about a quarter work. It is the same at Bradford and Trow-
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bridge ; and, as curious a thing as ever was heard of in the 
world is, that here are, through all these towns, and throughout 
this country, weavers from the Korth, singing about the towns 
ballads of Distress ! They had been doing it at Salisbury, 
just .before I  was there. The landlord at Heytesbury told me 
that people that could afford it generally gave them something ; 
and I was told that they did the same at Salisbury. The land
lord at Heytesbury told mo, that every one of them had a license 
to beg, given them, he said, “ by the Government.”  I  suppose 
it was some pass from a Magistrate ; though I know of no law 
that allows of such passes; and a pretty thing it would be, to 
grant such hcenses, or such passes, when the law so positively 
commands, that the poor of every parish shall be maintained 
in and by every such parish.

However, all law of this sort, aU salutary and humane law, 
really seems to be drawing towards an end in this now miserable 
country, where the thousands are caused to wallow in luxury, 
to be surfeited with food and drink, while the millions are con
tinually on the pomt of famishing. In order to form an idea 
of the degradation of the people of this country, and of the 
abandonment of every English principle, what need we of more 
than this one disgraceful and truly horrible fact, namely, that 
(he common soldiers, of the Aanding army in time of peace, sub
scribe, in order to furnish the meanest of diet to keep from starving 
the industrious people who are taxed to the amount of one-half 
of their wages, and out of which taxes the very pay of these soldiers 
comes '! Is not this one fa c t ; this disgraceful, this damning fa c t; 
is not this enough to convince ns, that there must be a change ; 
that there must be a complete and radical change; or, that 
England must becom e^ country of the basest slavery that 
ever disgraced the earth ?

Devizes, [Wilts],
Sunday Morning, 3rd Sept.

I left Warminster yesterday at about one o’clock. It is 
contrary to my practice to set out at all, unless I  can do it  
early in the morning ; but at Warminster I was at the South- 
West comer of this county, and I had made a sort of promise 
to be to-day at Highworth, which is at the North-East comer, 
and which parish, indeed, joins up to Berkshire. The distance, 
including my Httle intend^ deviations, wa» more than fifty 
miles ; and, not liking to attempt it  irf one day, I  set off in the 
middle of tha day, and got here in the evenings just before 
a pretty heavy rain came on. .

Before I speak of my ride from Warminster to this place, 
I  must once mote observe, that Warminster is a very nice town ;
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everything belonging to it is solid and good. There are no 
villauous gingerbread houses running* up, and no nasty, shabby- 
genteel people; no women trapesing about with showy gowns 
and dirty necks; no jew-looMng fellows with dandy coats, 
dirty shirts, and half-heels to their shoes. A  really nice and 
good town. It  is a great corn-market: one of the greatest 
in tliis part of England; and here things are still conducted 
in the good, old, honest fashion. The corn is brought and 
pitched in the market before it is s o l d a n d ,  when sold, it is 
paid for on the n ail; and all is over, and the farmers and millers 
gone home by day-light. Almost eveiywhere else the com is 
sold by Sample; it is sold by juggling m a comer; the parties 
meet and drink first; it  is night work; there is no fair and open 
m arket; the mass of the people do not know what the prices 
are; and all this favours that monopdy which makes the corn 
change hands many times, perhaps, before it reaches the mouth, 
leaving a profit in each pair of hapds, and which monopoly is, 
for the greater part, carried on by the villanous tribe of Quakers, 
ufine of whom ever work, and all of whom prey upon the rest 
of the community, as those infernal devils, the wasps, prey 
upon the bees. Talldng of the Devil, puts one in mind of 
his imps ; and talking of Quakers, puts one in mind of Jemmy 
Cropper of Liverpool I  should like to know precisely (I know 
pretty nearly) what effect “  late panic ”  has had, and is having, 
on Jemmy! Perhaps the reader will*r60ollect, that Jemmy 

I told the public, through the columns of base Bott Smith, that 
“  Cobbett’s prophecies were falsified as soon as spawned.” 
Jemmy, canting Jemmy, has now had time to ruminate on 
that 1 Btrt does the reader remember James’s project for 
“  making Ireland as happy as England ”  ? I t  was simply by 
introducing cotton-factories, steam-engines, and power-looms! 
That was a ll; and there was Jemmy^in Ireland, speech-making 
before such Lords and such Bishops and such ’Squires as God 
never stifiered to exist in the world before: there was Jemmy, 
showing, proving, demonstrating, that to make the Irish cotton- 
workers would infallibly make them happy!  I f it had been 
now, instead of being two years ago, he might have produced 
the reports of the starvation-committees of Manchester to 
confirm, his opinions. One would think, that this instance 
of the folly and impudence of this canting son of the mono
polizing Sect, wqpld cure this public of its proneness to listen 
to cant; but nothing frill cure il^' the very existence of this 
sect, none cf whom ever work, and the whole of whom live like 
fighting-cocks upon the labour of the rest of the community; 
the very existence of such a seolfthows, that the nation is, almost 
in its nature, a dupe. There has been a great deal of railing
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against the King of Spain; not to becall the King of Spain is 
looked upon as a proof of want of “ liberality,”  and what must 
it be, then, to applavd any of the acts of the King of Spain ! 
This I  am about to do, however, think Dr. Black of it  what he 
may.

Bi the first place, the mass of the people of Spain are better 
off, better fed, better clothed, than the people of any other 
country in Europe, and much better than the people of England 
are. That is one thing; and that is almost enough of itself. 
In the next place, the King of Spain has refused to mortgage 
the land and labour of his people for the benefit of an infamous 
set of Jews and Jobbers. Next, the King of Spain has most 
essentially thwarted the Six-Acts people, the Manchester 16th 
of August, the Parson Hay, the Sidmouth’s Circular, the Dun
geoning, the Ogden’s rupture people; he has thwarted, and 
most cuttingly annoyed, these people, who are also the poacher- 
transporting people, and the new trespass law, and the apple- 
felony and the horse-police (or gendarmerie) and the Sunday-toll 
people: the King of Spain has thwarted all these, and he has 
materially assisted in blowing up the brutal big fellows of Man- 

' Chester; and therefore I  applaud the King of Spain.
I do not much like weasels; but I  hate rats; and therefore 

I say success to the weasels. • But there is one act of the King 
of Spain which is worlhy of the imitation of every King, aye, 
and of every republic to o ; his edict for taxing traffickers, which 
edict was published about eight months ago. I t  imposes a 
pretty heavy annual tax  on every one who is a mere buyer and 
sdler, and who neither produces nor consumes, nor makes, nor 
changes the state of, the article, or articles, that he buys and 
sells. Those who brings things into the kingdom are deemed 
producers, and those who send things out of the kingdom are 
deemed changers of the# state of things. Those two classes 
embrace all legitimate merchants. Thus, then, the farmer, who 
produces com and meat and wool and wood, is not taxed; nor 
is the coach-master who buys the com to give to  his horses, 
nor the miller who buys it to change the state of it, nor the 
baker who buys the flour to change its state ; nor is the manu-' 

,faoturer who buys the wool to change its state ; and so on : 
hut the Jew or Quaker, the mere dealer, who buys the com 
of the producer to sell i t  to the miUer, and to deduct a profit, 
which must, at last, fall upoi^the consumer ; tl*is Jew, or Quaker, 
or self-styled Christian, who acts the%)art of Jew or Quaker, 
is taxed by th« King of Spain; and for this I  applaud the King 
of Spain.  ̂ ,

If we had a law like this, the pestif^ous sect of non-labouring, 
skok and fat hypocrites could not exist in England. But ours
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is, altogether, a system of monopolies, created by taxation and 
paper-money, from which monopolies are inseparable. It is 
notodous that the brewer’s monopoly is the master even of 
the Government r it is well known to all who examine and 
reflect that a very large part of our bread comes to our mouths 
loaded with the profit of nine or ten, or more, different dealers ; 
and I shall, as soon as I have leisure, prove as clearly as any
thing ever was proved, that the people pay two millions of pounds 
a year in consec[uence of the Monopoly in tea ! that is to say, 
they pay two millions a year more than they would pay were 
it not for the monopoly; and, mind, I  do not mean the mo
nopoly of the East India Company, but the monopoly of the 
Quaker and other Tea Dealers, who buy the tea of that Com
pany ! The people of this country are eaten up by monopolies. 
These compel those who labour to maintain those who do not 
labour; and hence the success of the crafty crew of Quakers, 
the very existence of which sect is a disgrace to the country.

Besides the com market at Warminster, I  was delighted, 
and greatly surprised, to see the meat. Not only the very 
finest veal and lamb that I  had ever seen in m y life, but so 
exceedingly beautiful that I  could hardly behove my eyes. 
I  am a great connoisseur in joints of m eat; a great judge, 
if flve-and-thirty years of experience can give sound judg. 
ment. I  verily beheve that I  have bought and have roasted 
more whole sirloins of beef than any ma# in England; I  know 
all about the matter; a very great visitor of Newgate m arket; 
in short, though a little eater, I  am a very great provider. It 
is a fancy, I  like the subject, and therefore I  understand it ;  
and with all this knowledge of the matter, I  say I never saw 
veal and lamb half so fine as what I saw at Warminster. The 
town is famed for fine m eat; and I  m ew it, and, therefore, 
I  went out in the morning to look at i^e meat. I t  was, too, 2d. 
a pound cheaper than I left it  at Kensington.

My road from Warminster to Devizes lay through Westbury, 
a nasty odious rotten-borough, a really rotten jfiaoe. I t  has 
cloth factories in it, and they seem to be ready to tumble down 
as well as many of the houses. God's curse seems to be upon 

-most of these rotten-boroughs. After coming through this 
miserable hole, I  came along, on the north side of the famous 
hfil, called Bratton Castle, so renowned in the annals of the 
Romans and of AJfred the Great. Westbury is a place of great 
ancient grandeur; and «t is easy tb perceive that it was once 
ten or twenty times its present size. My road w ^  now the hne 
of separation between what they call South Wilts and North 
Wilts, the foymer consisting of high and broad downs and narrow 
valleys with meadows and rivers running down them; the
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latter consisting of a rather flat, enclosed country: the former 
having a chalk bottom ; the latter a bottom of marl, clay, or 
flat stone: the former a country for lean sheep and com ; and 
the latter a country for cattle, fat sheep, cheese, and bacon: 
the former by far, to my taste, the most beautiful; and I am 
by no means sure that it is not, all things considered, the most 
rich. All my way along, till I  came very near to Devizes, I  
had the steep and naked downs up to m y right, and the flat 
and enclosed country to my left.

Very near to Bratton Castle (which is only a hill with deep 
ditches on it) is the village of Eddington, so famed for the battle 
fought here hy Alfred and the Danes. The church in this 
village would contain several thousands of persons; and the 
village is reduced to a few straggling houses. The land here 
is very good ; better than almost any 1 ever saw ; as black, and, 
apparently, as rich, as the laud in the market-gardens at Pul- 
ham. The turnips are very good all along here for several 
miles; but this is, indeed, singplariy fine and rich land. The 
orchards very fine; finely sheltered, and the crops of apples 
and pears and walnuts very abundant. Walnuts ripe now, 
a month earlier than usual. After Eddington I  came to a hamlet 
called Earl’s Stoke, the houses of which stand at a few yards 
from each other on the twd sides of the road; every house is 
w hite; and the fronj of every one is covered with some sort 
or other of clematis, or with rose-trees, or jasmines. I t  was 
easy to guess that the whole belonged to one owner; and that 
owner I  found to be a Mr. Watson Taylor, whose very pretty 
seat is close by the hamlet, and in whose park-pond I  saw what 
I never saw before ; namely, some Uach swans. They are not 
nearly so large as the^jvhite, nor are they so stately in their 
movements. They are a meaner bird.

Highworth (Wilts), 
Monday, iih  Sept.

I  got here yesterday, after a ride, including m y deviations, 
of about thirty-four miles, and that, too, without breaking my 
fast. Before I  got into the rotten-borough of Caine, I  had 
two tributes to pay to the Aristocracy; namely, two Sunday 
tolls; and I  was resolved that the country in which these 
tolls were extorted should have not a farthing of my money 
that I could by any meai^ keep from it. ^Therefore I fasted 
until I  got into the free-quarters in v^iich I now am. I would 
have made n»y horse fast too, if I  could have done it without 
the risk of making him unable^ carry me.
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B ID E  BEOM HIGHW OETH TO CBlCKXADB A5TD TH ENCB 
TO MALMSBtTEY.

Higiiioorth (Wilts),
' Monday, ith Sept. ifeo.

W hen  I  got to Devizes on Saturday evening, and came to 
look out of the: inn-window into the street, I  perceived that 
I  had seen that place before, and always having thought that 
I  should like to «ee Devizes, of which I had heard so much talk 
as a famous corn-market, I  was very much surprised to find 
that it was not new to me. Presently a stage-coach came up 
to the door, rvith “ Bath and London”  upon its panels; and 
then I recollected that I  had been at this place on my way to 
Bristol last year. Devizes is, as nearly as possible, in the 
centre of the comity, and the canal that passes close by it is the 
great channel through which the produce of the country is 
carried away to be devoured by the idlers, the thieves, and the 
prostitutes, who are all tax-eaters, in the Wens of Bath and 
London. Pottem, which I passed through in my way from 
Warminster to Devizes, was once a pltwje much larger than 
Devizes; and it is now a mere i»gged village, \ with a church 
large, very ancient, and of most costly structure. The whole 
of the people here might, as in most other cases, be placed in 
the bdiry, or the church-porches. , ,

AU the way along the mansion-houses are nearly aU gone. 
There is now and then a great place, belonging to a borough- 
monger, or some one connected with borough-mongers; but 
all the Utde genHemeit are gone; and hence it is that parsons 
are now made justices of the peace*! There are few other 
persons left who are at all capable o f fiUing the office in a way 
to suit the system ! The monopolizing brewers and rag-rooks 
are, in some places, the “  magistrates; ”  and thus is the whole 
thing changed, and England is no more what it was. Very near 
to the sides of my road from Warminster to Devizes there were 
formerly, (within a hundred years) 22 mansion-houses of suf
ficient note to be marked as such in the county-map then made. 
There are now only seven of them remaining. There, were 
five parish-churches nearly close to my road ; and in one parish 
out of the five Jhe . parsonage-house is, in 'the parliamentary 
return, said to be “  too^mall ”  for*tho parson to live in, though 
the church .would contain two or three thousand pe^le, and 
though the living is a  Rectory, and a rich one too ! Thus has 
the church-property, or, rathei? that public property which is 
called church property, been dilapidated! The parsons have
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swallowed the tithes and the rent of thei glebes; and have, suc
cessively, suffered the parsonage-houses to fall into decay. 
But these parsonage-houses were, indeed, not intended for 
large families. They were intended for a priest, a main part of 
whose business it  was to distribute the tithes amongst the 
poor and the strangers! The parson, in this case, at Corsley, 
says, “  too small for an incumbent with a family.”  A h ! 
there is the mischief. It was never intended to give men tithes 
as a premium for brooding ! Malthus does not seem to see 
any harm in this sort of increase of population. I t  is the 
vxjrlcing population, those W'ho raise the food and the clothing, 
that he and Scarlett want to put a stop to the breeding of !

I  saw, on my way through the down-countries, hundreds 
of acres of ploughed land in shdves. What I  mean is, the side 
of a steep hill made into the shape of a stairs, only the rising 
parts more sloping than those of a stairs, and deeper in pro
portion. The side of the hill, in its original form, was too steep 
to be ploughed, or, even, to be worked with a spade. The earth, 
as soon as moved, would have rolled down the h ill; and besides, 
the rains would have soon washed down all the surface earth, 
and have left nothing for plants of any sort to grow in. There
fore the sides of hills, where the land was sufficiently good, and 
where it was wanted for th# growing of corn, were thus made 
into a sort of steps or shelves, and the horizontal parts (repre
senting the parts of the stairs that we put our feet upon) were 
jjloughed and sowed, as they generally are, indeed, to this 
day. Now no man, not even the hireling Chalmers, wiU have 
the impudence to say that these shelves, amounting to thou
sands and thousands of acres in Wiltshire alone, were not made 
by the hand of man. I t  would be as impudent to contend 
that the churches were formed by the flood, as to contend 
that these shelves were ^rmed by that cause. Y et thus the 
Scotch scribes must contend; or they must give up all their 
assertions about the ancient beggary and want of population 
in England; for, as in the ease of the churches, what were 
these shelves made /or .? And could they be made a t aU with
out a great abundance of hands ? These shelves are, every
where to be seen throughout the down-countries of Sussex, 
Hampshire, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Devonshire, and Cornwall; 
and besides this, large tracts of land, amounting to millions of 
acres, perhaps, which are now downs, heaths, or woodlands, 
still, if you examine closeHr, bear tl^ marks of the plough. 
The fact is, I  ^are say, that the country has never .varied much 
in the gross amount of its population ; but formerly the people 
were pretty evenly spread ovef the country, instead of being, 
as the greater part of them now are, oolieeted together in groat
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masses, where, for the‘greater part, the idlers live on the laboiir 
of the industrious. ’

In quitting Devizes yesterday morning I  saw, just on the 
outside of the town, a monstrous building, which I took for 
a barrack ; but upon asking what it was, I  found it was one 
of those other marks of the J u bileb  R b ig s"; namely, a most 
magnificent gaol I It seemed to me sufficient to hold one-hali 
of the able-bodied men in the county ! And it  would do it too, 
and do it w ell! Such a system must come to an end, and the 
end must be dreadful. As I came on the road, for the first three 
or four miles, I  saw great numbers of labourers either digging 
potatoes for their Sunday’s dinner, or coming home with them, 
or going out to dig them. The land-owners, or occupiers, let 
small pieces of land to the labourers, and those they cultivate 
with the spade for their own use. They pay in aU cases a 
high rent, and in most oases an enormous one. The practice 
prevails all the way from Warminster to Devizes, and from 
Devizes to nearly this place (Highworth). The rent is, in some 

' places, a shilhng a rod, which is, mind, 160s. or 8f. an acre! 
Still the poor creatures like to have the land : they work in it 
at their spare hours; and on Sunday mornings early: and the 
overseers, sharp as they may be, cannot ascertain precisely how 
much they get out of their plat ^f ground. But, good God ! 
what a life to live ! What a life to seemeople live ; to see this 
sight in our own country, and to have the base vanity to boast 
of that country, and to talk of our “ constitution” and our- 
“  liberties,” and to affeet to 'pUy the Spaniards, whose working 
people live like gentleihen, compared with our miserable crea
tures. Again I  say, give me the Inquisition and well-healed 
cheeks and ribs, rather than “  civil a*d religious liberty,”  and 
skin and bone. But the fact is that, where honest and laborious 
men can be compelled to starve quidtly, whether all at once or 
by inches, with old wheat ricks and fat cattle under their eye, 
it  is a mockery to talk of their “  liberty,”  of any sort; for the 
sum total of their state is this, they have “  liberty ”  to choose 
between death by  starvation (quick or slow) and death by the 
halter !

Between Warminster and Westbury I saw thirty or more men 
digging a great field of I  dare say twelve acres. I  thought, 
“  surely that ‘ humane,’ half-mad fellow, Owen, is not got at 
“  work here; thilt Owen who, the jedosofers tell us, went to the 
“ Continent to find offt how to prevent the increase of the 
“  labourers* children.”  No : it was not Owen : ft was the over
seer of the parish, who had sê  these men to dig up this field 
previously to its being sown with wheat. In short, it was a 
digging instead of a ploughing. The men, I  found upon inquiry.
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got 9(i. a day for their rrork. Plain digging in the market 
gardens near Rondon is, 1 believe, Sd. or 4d. a rod. If these 
poor men, who were chiefly weavers or spinners from Westbury, 
or had come home to their parish from Bradford or Trowbridge ; 
if they digged six rods each in a day, and fairly did it, they 
must work well. This would be IJd. a rod, or 20s. an acre; 
and that is as cheap as ploughing, and four times as good. But 
how much better to give the men higher wages, and let them 
do more work ? , If married, how are their miserable famiUea 
to live on 4s. 6d. a week ? And, if single, they must and will 
have more, either by poaching, or by taking without leave. At 
any rate, this is better than the road work; I  mean better for 
those who pay the rates ; for .here is something which they get 
for the money that they give to the poor ; whereas, in the case 
of the road-work, the money given in relief is generally whoUy 
so much lost to the rate-payer. What a curious spectacle this 

. i s : the manufactories throwing the people back again upon the 
land / It  is not above eighteen months ago that the Scotch 
XBBLOSOFBKS, and especially Br. Black, were calling upon the 
farm lahourers to become manafaeturers I I  remonstrate with 
the Doctor at the time ; but he still insisted that such a transfer 
of hands was the only remedy for the distress in the farming 
districts. However (and I  thS,nk God for it), the fedosofers have 
enough to do at home now; for the poor are crying for food in 
dear, cleanly, warm, fruitful Scotland herself, in spite of a’ the 
Hamiltons and a’ the Wallacee and a’ the Maxwells and a’ the 
Hope Johnstones and a’ the Dundases and a’ the Edlnbro’ 
Reviewers and a’ the Broughams and Birckbecks. In spite of 
all these, the poor of Scotland are now helping themselves, or 
about to do it, for want qj. the means of purchasing food.

Prom Devizes I came to th% vile rotten borough of Caine 
leaving the p.ark and hous» of Lord Lansdown to m y left. This 
man’s name is Petty, and, doubtless, his ancestors “  came in 
with the Conqueror; ”  for Petty is, unquestionably, a corrup
tion of the Prench word Petit; and in this case there appears 
to have been not the least degeneracy; a thing rather rare in 
these days. There is a man whose name was Grimstone (that 
is, to a certainty. Grindstone), who is now called Lord Verulam, 
and who, according to his pedigree in the Peerage, is descended 
from a “  standard-bearer of the Conqueror t ”  Now, the devil 
a bit is there the word Grind|tone, or Grimstoae, in the Norman 
language. Well, let them have all th#b their Prench descent 
can give them,«since they wiU insist upon it, that tiiey are not 
of this country. So help me Qod, I  would, if I  could, give 
them Ncrrmandy to live in, and, 5  the people would let them, to
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This Petty family began, or, at least, made its first grand pirsh, 

in poor, imfortunate Ireland ! The history of that push would 
amuse the people of Wiltshire ! Talking of Normans and high- 
blood, puts me in mind of Beokford and his “ Abbey” I The 
public knows that the tower of this thing fell down some time 
ago. I t  was built of Scotch-fir and eased with Stone! In it 
there was a place which the owner hs.d named, “  The Gallery 
“  of Edward III., the frieze of which (says the account) contains 
“  the achievements of seventy-eight Knights of-the Garter, from 
“  whom the owner is lineally descended ”  ! Was there ever 
vanity and impudence eq̂ ual to these! the negro-driver brag of 
his high blood 1 I  dare say that the old powder-man, Parquhar, 
had as good pretension; and I  really should like to know whether 
he took out Beckford’s name and put in his own, as the lineal 
descendant of the seventy-eight Knights bf the Garter.

I  could not come through that vinanous hole, Caine, without 
cursing Corruption at every step; and when I  was coming by 
an fil-Iooking, broken-winded place, called the town-hall, I  sup
pose, I  poured out a double dose of execration upon it. “  Out 
of the frying-pan into the fire ; ”  for in about thn miles more 
I came to another rotten-hole, called AVotton-Basset! This also 
is a mean, vile place, though the country all rormd it is very 
fine. On this side of Wotton-BasSjt 1 went out of my way to 
see the church at Great Lyddiard, whiejj in the parliamentary 
return is called Lyddiard Tregoose. In my old map it is called 
Tretjose ; and to a certainty the Word was Tregrosse ; that is 
to say, tr ŝ grosse, or very iig. Here is a good old mansion- 
house and large walled-in garden and a park belonging, they 
told me, to Lord Bolingbroke. I  went quite down to the house, 
close to which stands the large and f o e  church. It  appears 
to have been a noble place; the land is some .of the finest in the 
whole country ; the trees show that (the land Is excellent; but 
all, except the church, is in a state of irrepair and apparent 
neglect, if not abandonment. The parish is large, the living is 
a rich one, it is a Rectory; but though the incumbent has the 
great and small tithes, he, in his return, tells the Parliament 
that the parsonage-house is “  worn out and incapable of repair! ” 
And observe that Parliament lets him continue to sack the 
produce of the tithes and the glebe, while they know the parson
age-house to be oriimbling-down, and while he has the impudence 
to tell them tha#he does not reside in it, though the law says 
that he shall! And wRile this is suffered to be, a poor man 
may be traifeported for being in pursuit of a hare»! AVhat coals, 
how hot, how red, is this fla^tious system preparing for the 
backs of its supporters ! >

In coming from Wottoa-Basset to H i^worth, I  left Swindon
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a few miles away to my loft, and came by the village of Bluns- 
don. AH along here I saw great quantities of hops in the hedges, 
and very fine hops, and I saw at a village called Stratton, I 
think it was, the finest ca7>vpanida that I  ever saw in my life. 
The main stalk was more than four feet high* and there were 
four stalks, none of which were less than three feet high. All 
through the country, poor, as well as rich, are very neat in their 
gardens, and very careful to raise a great variety of flowers. 
A t Blunsdon I  saw a clump, or, rather, a sort of orchard, of as 
fine walnut-trees as I  ever beheld, and loaded with walnuts. 
Indeed I have seen great crops of walnuts all the way from 
London. From Blunsdon to this place is but a short distance, 
and I got here about two or three o’clock. This is a cheese 
country ; some com, but, generally speaking, it is a country of 
dairies. The sheep here are of the large k in d ; a sort of 
Leicester sheep, and the cattle chiefly for milking. The ground 
is a stiff loam at top, and a yellowish stone under. The houses 
are almost all built of stone. It  is a tolerably rich, but by no 
means a gay and pretty country. Highworth has a situation 
corresponding with its name. On every side you go up-hill to 
it, and from it you see to a great distance all roimd and into 
many counties. '

* Highworth, Wednesday, 6th Sept.
The great object of nfy visit to the Northern bender of Wiltshire 

will he mentioned when I  get to Malmsbury, whither I intend 
to go to-morrow, or next day, and thence through Gloucester
shire, in my way to Herefordshire. But an additional induce
ment was to have a good long political gossip with some excellent 
friends, who detest the^borough-rufflans as cordially as I  do, 
and who, I  hope, wish as anxiously to see their fall effected, and 
no matter by what meai^. There was, however, arising inci
dentally a third object, which, had I known of its existence, 
would of itself have brought me from the south-west to the 
north-east comer of this county. One of the parishes adjoining 
to Highworth is that of Coleshlll, which is in Berkshire, and 
which is the property of Lord Radnor, or Lord Folkestone, and 
is the seat of the latter. I  was a t  Coleshifl twenty-two or three 
years ago, and twice at later periods. In 1824 Lord Folkestone 
bought some Locust trees of me ; and he has several times told 
me that they were growing very finely; b u t^  did not know 
that they hM been planted%t Coleshili; and, indeed, I  always 
thought that jjjiey had been planted somewhere in ih e  south of 
Wiltshire. I  now found, however, that they were growing at 
Coleshifl, and yesterday I went*to see them, and was, for many 
reasons, more delighted with the sight than with any that I
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have beheld for a long while. These trees stand in clumps of 
20 0  trees in each, and the trees being four feet apart each way. 
These clumps make part of a plantation of 30 or forty acres, 
perhaps 50 acres. The rest of the ground that is to say, the 
ground where the clumps of Locusts do not stand, was, at the 
same time that the Locust clumps were, planted with chestnuts, 
elms, ashes, oaks, beeches, and other trees. These trees were 
stouter and taller than the Locust trees were, when the planta
tion was made. Yet, if you were now to place yourself at a 
mile’s distance from the plantation, you would not think that 
there was any plantation at all except the clumps. The fact 
is that the other trees have, as they generally do, made as yet 
but very little progress ; are not, I  should think, upon an average, 
more than 4J feet, or 5 feet, high; while the clumps of Locusts 
are from 12 to 20 fe?t high; and I  think that I may safely 
say that the average height is sixteen feet. They are the most 
beautiful clumps of trees that I  ever saw in m y hfe. They were 
indeed planted by a clever and most trusty servant, who, to say 
all that can be said in his praise, is, that he is worthy of such 
a master as he has.

The trees are, indeed, in good land, and have been taken good 
care o f ; but the other trees are in the same lan d; and, while 
they have been taken the same cafe of since they were planted, 
they had not, I  am sure, worse treatment before planting than 
these Locust trees had. At the time rmeu I sold them to my 
Lord Folkestone, they were in a field at Worth, near Crawley, 
in Sussex. The history of their transport is this. A Wiltshire 
wagon came to Worth for the trees on the 14th of March 1824. 
The wagon had been stopped on the Way by the snow; and 
though the snow was gone off before the trees were put upon the 
wagon, it  was very odd, and there were sharp frosts and harsh 
winds. I  had the trees taken up, a»d tied up in hundreds by 
withes, like so many fagots. They were then put in and upon 
the wagon, we doing our best to keep the roots inwards in the 
loading, so as to prevent them from being exposed but as little 
as possible to the wind, sun, and frost. We put some fern on the 
top, and, where we could, on the sides; and we tied on the load 
with ropes, just as we should have done with a load of fagots. 
In this way they were several days upon the road; and I do 
not know how long it was before they got safe into the ground 
again. AU this Shows how hardy ̂ hese trees are, and it ought 
to admonish gentlemeiF to make pretty strict enquiries, when 
they have ^rdeners, or bailiffs, or stewards, under whose hands 
Locust trees die, or do not thrine.
• N.B. Dry as the late summer was, I  never had my Locust 
trees so fine as-they are this year, lh a v e  some, they write me.
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five feet high, from seed so-wn just before I  went to Preston 
the first time, that is to say, on the 13th of May. I  shall ad
vertise my trees in the next Register. I  never had them so fine, 
though the great drought has made the number comparatively 
small. Lord Folkestone bought of me 13,600 trees. They are 
at this moment worth the money they cost him, and, in addition 
the cost of planting, and in addition to that, they are worth the 
fee simple of the ground (very good ground) on which they 
Stand; and this I  am able to demonstrate to any man in his 
senses. What a difference in the value of Wiltshire-if all its 
Elms were Locusts I As fuel, a foot of Locust-wood is worth 
four or five of any English wood. It  will bum better green than 
almost any other wood will dry. If men want woods, beautiful 
woods, and in a hwry, let them go and see the clumps at Coles- 
hill. Think of a wood 16 feet high, and I  may say 20 feet high, 
in twenty-nine months from the day of planting; and the plants, 
on an average, not more than two feet high when planted 1 
Think of th a t: and any one may see it  at Coleshill. what 
efforts gentlemen make to get a wood I How they look at the 
poor slow-growing things for years; when they might, if they 
would, have it at once : really almost a t a wish ; and, with due 
attention, in almost any soil; and the most valuable of woods 
into the bargain. Mr. Pahner, the bailiff, showed me, near the 
house at Coleshill, a Locust tree, whjch was planted about. 35 
years ago, or perhaps ^0. He had measured it  before. It  is 
eight feet and an inch round at a foot from the ground. It 
goes off afterwards into two principal lim bs; which two soon 
become six limbs, and each of these limbs is three feet round. 
So that hero are six everlasting gate-posts to begin with. This 

• tree is worth 2 0  pounds ^  the least farthing. ''
I  saw also at ColeshilT the most complete farmyard that I 

ever saw, and that I  belieje there is in all England, many and 
complete as English farmyards are. This was the contrivance 
of Mr. Palmer, Lord Folkestone’s bailiff, and steward. The 
master gives all the credit of plantation and farm to the servant; 
but the servant ascribes a good deal of it to the master. Be
tween them, at any rate, here are some most admirable objects 
in rural affairs. And here, too, there is no misery amongst those 
who do the w ork; those without whom there could have been 
no Locust-plantations and no farmyard. Here all are comfort
able ; gaimt hunger here stares no man in the iaoe. That same 
disposition which sent Lord Folkestone ^o visit John Knight in 
the dungeons ^t Reading keeps pinching hunger «away from 
ColeshiU. I t  is a very pretty spot all taken together. It  is 
oluefly grazing land ; and though^he making of cheese and bacon 
is, I  dare say, the most profitable part of the farming here.
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Lord Folkestone fats oxen, and has a stall for it, which ought 
to be shown to foreigners, instead of the spinning jennies. A 
fat ox is a finer thing than a cheese, however good. There is 
a dairy here too, and beautifully kept. When this stall is full 
of oxen, and they all fat, how it would make a French farmer 
stare ! I t  would make even a Yankee think that “  Old Eng
land ” was a respectable “  mother ” after all. If I  had to show 
this village off to a Yankee, I  would blindfold him aU the way 
to, and after I got him out of, the village, lest he should see the 
soare-orows of paupers On the road.

For a week or ten days before I  came to Highworth I  had, 
owing to the uncertainty as to where I should be, had no news
papers sent me from Loudon; so that, really, I  began to feel 
that I  was in the “  dark ages.”  Arrived here, however, the 
light came bursting in upon me, flash after flash, from the Wen, 
from Dublin, and from Modern Athena. I  had, too, for several 
days, had nobody to enjoy the light with. I  had no sharers in 
the “ antedactual ”  treat, and this sort of enjoyment, unlike that 
of some other sorts, is augmented by being divided. Oh ! how 
happy we were, and how proud we were, to find (from the 
“  instructor ” ) that we-had a king, that we were the subjects of 
a sovereign, who had graciously sent twenty-five pounds to Sir 
Richard Bimie’s poor-box, there *to swell the amount of the 
munificence of fined delinquents! Ay^ and this, too, while 
(as the “  instructor ”  told us) this same sovereign had just 
bestowed, unasked for (oh! the dear good m an !), an annuity 
of 500f. a year on Mrs. Fox, who, observe, and whose daughters, 
had already a banging pension, paid out of' the taxes, raised 
in part, and in the greatest part, upon a people who are half- 
starved and half-naked. And our adjiiration at the poor-box 
affair was not at all lessened by the reflection that more money 
than sufficient to pay all the poor-rates of Wiltshire and Berk
shire will, this very year, have been expended on new palaces, 
on pullings down and alterations of palaces before existing, and 
on ornaments and decorations in and about Hyde Park, where 
a bridge is building, which, I  am told, must cost a hundred 
thousand pounds, though all the water that has to pass under 
it  would go through a sugar-hogshead; and does, a little while 
before it  comes to this bridge, go through an arch which I 
believe to be smaller than a sugar-hogshead ! besides, there was 
a bridge here before, and a  very gogd one 'too.

Now -will Jerry CurMis, who complains so bitterly about the 
poor-rates, tod who talks of the poor working pgople as if their 
poverty were the wprst of cijjmes; will Jerry say anything 
about this bridge, or about the enormous expenses at Hyde Park 
Comer and in St. James’s Park ? Jerry knows, or he ought
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to know, that this bridge alone will cost more money than half 
the poor-rates of the county of Sussex. Jerry knows, or he ought 
to know, that this bridge must be paid for out of the taxes. 
He must know, or else he must be what I dare not suppose 
him, that it is the taxes that make the paupers; and yet I  am- 
afraid that Jerry will not open his lips on the subject of this 
bridge. What they are going at at Hyde Park Corner nobody 
that I  talk with seems to know. The “  great Captain of the 
age,”  as that nasty palavorer. Brougham, called him, lives close 
to this spot, where also the “ English ladies’ ”  naked Achilles 
stands, having on the base of it the word W k u i n q t o n  in 
great staring Iptters, -while all the other letters are very, very 
small; so that base tax-eaters and fund-gamblers from the 
country, when they go to crouch before this image, think it is 
the image of the Great Captain himself ! The reader -will re- 
coUeot that after the battle of Waterloo, when we beat Napoleon 
■ with nearly a million of foreign bayonets in our pay, pay that 
came out of that harrowed 'money, for which we have now to 
■ wince and howl; the reader will recollect that at that “  glorious ” 
time, when the insolent -wretches of tax-eaters were ready to 
trample us under fo o t; that, at that time, when the Yankees 
were defeated on the Serpentine -River, and before they had 
thrashed Blue and BuS so ftnmeroifuUy on the ocean and on 
the lakes ; that, at that time, when the creatures called “  Eng
lish ladies ”  -were flocking from all parts of the country to 
present rings, to>f‘ Old Blucher ”  ; that, at that time of exulta
tion with the corrupt, and of mourning -with the virtuous, the 
Collective, in the hey-day, in the dehrium, of its joy, resolved 
to expend three millions of money on triumphal arches, or 
columns, or monuments#! some sort or other, to commemorate 
the glories of the w a r! Soon after this, however, low prices 
came, and they drove trii»nphal arches out of the heads of the 
Ministers, until “ prosperity, unparalleled prosperity”  came! 
This set them to work upon palaces and streets ; and I  am told 
that the triumphal-arch project is now going on at Hyde Park 
Comer! Good G od! If this should be true, how apt will every
thing be I Just about the time that the arch, or arches, will 
be completed; just about the time that the scaffolding wUl be 
knocked away, down will come the whole of the horrid borough- 
mongering system, for the upholding of which the vile -tax-eatmg 
crew called for the war ! AjJ these palaces anil other expensive 
projects were hatched two years ago ; they were hatched in-the 
days of “ prosperity,”  the plans and contracts w8re made, I  
dare say, two or three years ag<̂ ! However, they -will be com  ̂
pleted much about in the nick of time! Hiey -will hdp to 
exhibit the system in its true light. '
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The “  best possible public insttuotot ”  tells us that Canning 
is going to Paris. For what, I  wonder ? His brother, Huskis- 
SOn, was there last year; and he did nothing. I t  is supposed 
that the “  revered and ruptured Ogden ”  orator is going to try 
the force of his oratory in order to induce France and her 
allies to let Portugal alone. He would do better to arm some 
ships of war ! Oh 1 no : never will that be done again; or, at 
least, there never will again be Way for three months as long 
as this borough and paper system shall la s t! This system has 
run itself out. I t  has lasted a good while, and has done tremen
dous mischief to the people of England; but it  Is over; it is 
done fo r; it will live for a while, but it will gO’ about drooping 
its wings and half shutting its eyes, hke a cock that has got 
the pip ; it wdl never crow again ; and for that I  most humbly 
and fervently thank God 1 It  has crowed over us long enough: 
it has pecked us and spurred us and slapped us about quite long 
enough. The nasty,*-insolent creatures that it  has sheltered 
under its wings have triumphed long enough: they are now 
going to the workhouse ; and thither let them go.

I  Tcnow nothing of the politics of the Bourbons ; hut though 
I  Can easily conceive that they would not like to see an end 
pf the paper system and a ooi^quent Reform in England; 
though I  can see very good reasons for believing this, I  do not 
believe that Canning wiU induce theq). to sacrifice their own 
obvious and immediate interests for the sake of preserving our 
funding system. He will not get them outf of Cadiz, and he 
will not induce them to desist from interfering in the affairs 
of Portugal, if they find it  their interest to interfere. They 
know that we cannot go to war. They kpow this as well as we 
d o ; and every sane person in Englaftd seems to know it well. 
No war for us without Seform !. We are come to this at last. 
No war with this Debt; and this Ifcbt defies every power but 
that of Beform. Foreign nations were, as to our real state, 
a good deal enlightened by “  late panic.”  They had hardly 
any notion of our state before that. That opened their eyes, 
and led them to conclusions that they never before dreamed of. 
It  made them see that that which they had always taken for a 
mountain of solid gold was only a great heap of rubbishy, 
rotten paper 1 And they now, of course, estimate us accord
ingly. But it signifies not what they think, or what they d o ; 
unless they wilf subscribe and p*y off this Debt for the people 
at Whitehall. The :Sreign governments (not excepting the 
Aip6riean)*aU hate the' English Reformers; ttiose of Europe, 
because our example would l(e so dangerous to despots; and 
that of America, because we should not suffer it  to build fleets 
and to add to its territories at pleasure. So that we hare not
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only our own borough-mongers and tax-eaters against us; 
but also all foreign governments. Not a straw, however, do 
we care for them all, so long as we have for us the ever-living, 
ever-watohful, ever-eifioient, and all-subduing Debt! Let 
our foes subscribe, I  say, and pay off that Debt; fear until they 
do that we snap our fingers at them.

Higlltuorth, 
Friday, 8th Sept.

“  The best public instructor ”  of yesterda,y (arrived to
day) informs us that “  A  number of official gentlemen con- 
“  neoted with finance have waited upon Lord Liverpool ”  I 
Connected with finance ! And “  a number ”  of them too I 
Bless their numerous and united noddles ! Good God ! what 
a state of things it  is altogether! There never was the like 
of it seen in this world before. Certainly never ; and the end 
must be what the far greater part of the people anticipate. 
I t  was this very Lord Liverpool that ascribed the sufferings 
of the country to a surplus of food ; and that, too, at the very 
time when he was advising the King to put forth a begging 
proclamation to raise money to prevent, or, rather, put a stop 
to, starvation in Ireland; aijd when, at the same time, public 
money was granted for the causing of English people to emi
grate to Africa ! Ah ! *6 ood God ! who is to record or recount 
the endless blessings of a Jubiloe-Govemment! The “ instructor ” 
gives us a sad account of the state of the working classes in 
Scotland. I  am not glad that these poor people suffer: I  am 
very sorry for i t ; and if I  could relieve them out of my own 
moans, without doing good to and removing danger from the 
insolent borough-mongei# and tax-eaters of Scotland, I  would 
share my last shilling with the poor fellows. But I  must be- 
glad that something has %appened to silence the impudent 
Scotch quacks, who have been, for six years past, crying up the 
doctrine of Malthus, and railing against the English poor- 
laws. Let us now see what 'they -will do with their poor. Let 
us see whether they -will have the impudence to call upon us to 
maintain their poor! Well, amidst all this suffering, there 
is one good th in g; the Scotch political economy is blown to 
the devil, and the Edinburgh Review and Adam Smith along 
with it.

ifiilmshury (Wilts),
Monday, \lth Sept.

I  was detained at Highworth^partly by the rain and partly 
by company that I  liked very much. I  left it  at six o’clock
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yesterday morning, and got to this town about three or four 
o’clock in the afternoon, after a ride, including ir.y deviations, 
of 34 miles; and as pleasant a ride as man ever had. I  got 
to a farmhouse in the heighbourhood of Crioklade, to break
fast, at which house I was very near to the source of the river 
Isis, which is, they say, the first branch of the Thames. They 
call it  the “  Old Thames,”  and I rode through it  here, it not 
being above four or five yards wide, and not deeper than the 
knees of my horse.

The land here and aE round Cricklade is very fine. Here 
are some of the very finest pastures in aE England, and some 
of the finest dairies of cows, from 40 to 60 in a dairy, grazing 
in them. Was not this always so ? W as it  created. by the 
union with Scotland ; or was it begotten by Pitt and his crew ? 
Aye, it was always s o ; and there were formerly two churches 
here, where there is now only one, and five, six, or ten times as 
many people. I  saw in one single farmyard here more food 
than enough for four times the inhabitants of the parish; and 
this yard did not contain a tenth, perhaps, of the produce of 
the parish; but while the poor creatures that raise the wheat 
and the barley and cheese and the mutton and the beef are 
Eving uppn potatoes, an accursed Canal comes kindly through 
the parish to convey away the wheat and aE the good food to 
the tax-eaters and their attendants in the Wen ! What, then, 
is this “  an improvement ? ”  is a natio^ richer for the carrying 
away of the food'from those who raise it, and giving it to bayonet 
men and others,' who are assembled in great masses ? I  could 
broom-stick the fcEow who would look me in the face and caU 
this “  an improvement.”  What 1 was it  not better for the con
sumers of the food to live near to the pjaces where it  was grown ? 
We have very nearly come to the system of Hindostan, where 
the farmer is aEowed by the AtouiT, or tax-contractor, only 
so much of the produce of his farm to eat in the y e a r! The 
thing is not done in so undisguised a manner here t here are 
assessor,' coEector, exciseman, supervisor, informer, constable, 
justice, sheriff, jailor, judge, jury, jack-ketch, barrack-man. 
Here is a great deal of ceremony about i t ; all is done according 
to law ; it is the free-est country in the world: but somehow 
or other the produce is, at last, carried away ; and it  is eaten, for 
the main part, by those who do not work.

I  observed scune pages back Jhat when I  got to Mabns- 
bury I should have t#  explain my main object in coming to 
the North *of Wiltshire. In the year 1818 the Parliament, 
by an Act, ordered the bishojjs to cause the beneficed clergy 
to give in an account of them livings, which account was to 
contain the foEowing particulars relating to each parish:
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1. Wliether a Rocftory, Vicarage, or what.
2. In what rural Deanery.
3. Population.
4. Smnber of Churches and Chapels.
5. Climber of persons they (the churches and chapels) can 

contain.

In looking into this account as it was finally made up and 
printed by the parliamentary ofiieers, I  saw that it was im
possible for it to be true. I  have always asserted, and, in
deed, I  have clearly proved, that one of the two last popula
tion returns ig fate , barefacedly f a t e ; and I  was siue that 
the account of which I  am now speaking was eq̂ uaUy false. 
The falsehood consisted, I  saw principally, in the account of 
the capacity of the church to  cimtain people; that is, under 
the head No. 6 , as above stated. I  saw that in almost every 
instance this account must of necessity be false, though coming 
from under the pen of a beneficed clergyman. I  saw that there 
was a constant desire to make it  appear that the church was 
now become too sm all! And thus to help along the opinion 
of a great recent increase of population, an opinion so sedulously 
inculcated by all the tax-eaters of every sort, and by the most 
brutal and best public instructor. In some cases the falsehood 
of this account was impudent almost beyond conception ; and 
yet it required going to the spot to get unquestionable proof 
of the falsehood. ^In many of the parishes, in hundreds of them, 
the population is next to nothing, far fewer persons than the 
church porch would contain. Even in these cases the parsons 
have seldom said that the church would contain more than the 
population! In such ca^es they have generally said that the 
church can contain “  the population 1 ”  So it  can ; but it can 
contain ten times the nun^er ! And thus it was that, in words 
of truth, a lie in meaning was toM to the Parliament, and not 
one word of notice was ever taken of it. Little Langford, 
or Landlord, for instance, between Salisbury and Warminster, 
is returned as having a population under twenty, and a church 
that “  can contain the population.”  This church, which I 
went and looked at, can contain, very conveniently, tw'O hun
dred people ! But there was one instance in which the parson 
had been singularly impudent; for he had stated the popula
tion at eight persons, and had stated that toe church could 
contain eight persons! T h if was the ^oount of the parish of 
Shamcut, in this county of Wilts. It  lies on the v«ry norther- 
most edge of the county, and its boundary, on one side, divides 
Wiltshire from Gloucestershire.' To this Shamcut, therefore, 
I  was resolved to go, and to try the fact wdth my own eyes.
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When, therefore, I  got through Criekkde, I  was oompeDed to 
quit the Malmsbury road and go away to my right. I  had to 
go through a village Called Ashton Keines, with which place 
I was very much stricken. It is now a straggling village ; but 
to a certainty it has been a large market town. There is a 
market-cross stiU standing in an open place In it ;  and there 
are such numerous lanes, crossing each other, and cutting the 
land up into such little bits, that it must, at one time, have been 
a large town. I t  is a very curious place, and I should have 
stopped in it  for some time, but I was now within a few miles 
of the famous Sharucut, the church of which, according to the 
parson’s account, could contain eight persons ! ,

A t the end of about three miles more of road, rather diffi
cult to find, but very pleasant, I  got to Sharucut, which I found 
to consist of a church, two farmhouses, and a parsonage-house, 
one part of the buildings of which had become a labourer’s 
house. The church has no tower, but a sort of crowning-piece 
(very ancient) on the transept. The church is sixty feet long, 
and, on an average, twenty-eight feet wide; so that the area 
of it contains one thousand six hundred and eighty square 
fee t; or, one hundred and eighty-six square yards ! I  found 
in the church eleven pews that would contain, that were made 
to contain, eighty-two people ; and these do not occupy a third 
part of the area of the church; and thus* more than two hun
dred persons at the least might be accommodated with perfect 
convenience in this church, which the parson^ays “  can contain 
eight ”  / Nay, the church porch, on its two benches, would 
hold twenty people, taking little and big promiscuously. I 
have been thus particular in this instance, because I would 
leave no doubt as to the barefacedgess of the He. A  strict 
inquiry would show that the far greater part of the account 
is a most impudent lie, or, rather,, string of lies. For as to 
the subterfuge that this account was true, because the church 
“  can contain eight,”  it is an addition to the crime of lying. 
What the Parliament meant was, what “  is the greatest number 
“  of persons that the church can contain at worship; ” and 
therefore to put the figure of 8  against the church of Sharncut 
was to teU the Parliament a wilful he. This parish is a rectory ; 
it has great and small tithes; it  has a glebe, and a good solid 
house, though the parson says it is vmnt for him to live in I 
In short, he is got here; a curate that serves, perhaps, three 
or four other churches, »omes here St five o’clock in the afternoon.

The motwe for making out the returns in tjjis way is clear 
enough. The parsons see t ^ t  they are getting what they 
get in a deolining and a mouldering country. The size of 
the church tells them, everything tells them, that the country
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is a mean and miserable thing, compared with what it was in 
former times. They feel the facts; but they wish to disguise 
them, because they know that they have been one great cause 
of the country being in its present impoverished and dilapi
dated state. They know that the people look at them with 
an accusing e y e : and they wish to put as fair a face as they 
can upon the state of things. If you talk to them, they will 
never acknowledge that there is any misery in the country; 
because they well know how large a share they have had in 
the cause of it. They were always' haughty and insolent; 
but the anti-jacobin times made them ten thousand times 
more so than ever. The cry of Atheism, as of the Preneh, 
gave these fellows of ours a fine time of i t : they became identi
fied with loyalty, and what was more, with property; and 
at one time, to say, or hint, a word against a parson, do what 
he would, was to be an enemy of. God and of all property! 
Those were the glorious times for them. They urged on the 
w ar: they were the loudest of all the trumpeters. They saw 
their tithes in danger. If  they did not get the Bourbons restored, 
there was no chance of re-establishing tithes in Prance; .and 
then the example might be fatal. But they forgot that, to 
restore the Bourbons, a debt must be contracted; and that, 
when the nation could not pay the interest of that debt, it 
would, as it now does, begin to look hard at the tithes ! In 
short, they over-reached themselves; and those of them who 
have common sense now see i t : each hopes that the thing 
will last out his time ; but they have, unless they be half-idiots, 
a constant dread upon their minds: this makes them a great 
deal less brazen than they used to b e ; and I  dare say that, 
if the parliamentary return had to be made out again, the 
parson of Shamout wouli? not state that the church “  can con
tain cighi 'pmons”

Prom Shamout I  came'through a very long ahd straggling 
village, called Somerford, another called OckSey, and another 
called CrudwelL Between Somerford and Ocksey I  saw, on 
the side of the road, more goUfinches than I  had ever seen 
together; I  think fifty times as many as I  had ever seen at 
one time in my Ufe. The favoiuite food of the goldfinch is 
the seed of the thistle. This seed is just now dead ripe. The 
thistles are all cut and carried away from the fields by the 
harvest; but they ^ ow  alongside the roads; and, in this 
place, in great quantities, io  that the golcffinches were got 
here in flocks, and as they continued to fly along, before me 
for nearly h a lf\  mile, and still sticking to the road and the 
banks, I  do believe I had, at las^ a flock of ten thousand flying 
before me. Birds of every kind, including partridees and
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pheasants and all sorts of poultry, are most abundant this 
year. The fine, long summer has been singularly favourable to 
them ; and you see the effect of it in the great broods of chickens 
an4  ducks and geese and turkeys in and about every farm
yard.

The churches of the last-mentioned villages are ah large, 
_particularly the latter, which is capable of containing very 
conveniently 3 or 4,000 people. It is a  very large church; 
it has a triple roof, and is nearly 10 0  feet long; and master 
parson says, in his return, that it “  can contain two hundred 
people ”  ! At Ooksey the people were in church as I  came 
by. I  heard the Singers singing; and, as the church-yard 
v/aa close by the road-side, I  got off my horse and went in, 
giving m y horse to a boy to hold. The fellow says that his 
church “  can contain two hundred people.”  I  counted pews 
for about 450; the singing gallery would hold 40 or 50; two- 
thirds of the area of the church have no pews in them. On 
benches these two-thirds would hold 2 ,0 0 0  persons, taking 
one with another! But this is nothing rare; the same sort 
of statement has been made, the same kind of falsehoods, re
lative to the whole of the parishes throughout the country, 
with here and there an, exception. Everywhere you seo the 
indubitable marks of deca  ̂ in jftansions, m parsonage-houses 
and in people. Nothing can so strongly depict the great decay 
of the Villages as the state of the parsonage-houses, which are 
so many parcels of public property, and to ^ even t the dilapi
dation of which there are laws so strict. Since I left De
vizes, I  have passed close by, or very near to, thirty-two parish 
churches; and in fifteen out of these thirty-two parishes the 
parsonage-houses are stated, in the pqfliamentary return, either 
as being unfit for a parson to live in, or, as being wholly tunrbled 
down and gone ! What, then, ar*, there Scotch vagabonds; 
are there Chalmerses and Colquhounds, to swear, “ men,”  that 
Pitt and Jubilee George begat aU us Englishmen; and that 
there were only a few stragglers of us in the world before ! And 
that our dark and ignorant fathers, who built Winchester 
and Salisbury Cathedrals, had neither hands nor money !

When I  got in , here yesterday, I  went at first to an inn; 
but I very soon changed my quarters for the house of a friend, 
who and whose family, though I had never seen them before, 
and had never ^eard of them until I  was at Highworth, gave 
me a hearty receptio*> and premsely in the style that I  like. 

. This town! though it has nothing partioulai’ly  engaging in 
itself, stands upon one of the^rettiest spots that can be imag
ined. Besides the river Avon, which I  went down in the south
east part of the country, here is another river Avon, which
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runs down to Bath, and two branches, or sources, of which 
meet here. There is a pretty ridge of ground, the base of which 
is a mile, or a mile and a half wide. On each side of this ridge 
a branch of the river rims down through a flat of very fine 
meadows. The town and the beautiful remains of the famous 
old. Abbey stand on the rounded spot which terminates this 
ridge ; and just below, nearly close to the town, the two branches 
of the river m eet; and then they begin to be called fht Avon. 
The land rormd abput is excellent, and of a great variety of 
forms. The trees are lofty and fine: so that what ■ nith the 
water, the meadows, the fine cattle and sheep, and, as I  hear, 
the absence of Aard-pinching poverty, this is a very pleasant 
place. There remains more of the Abbey than, I  believe, of 
any of our monastic buildings, except that of Westminster, 
and those that have become Cathedrals. The church-service 
is performed in the part of the Abbey that is left standing. 
The parish church has faUeu down and is gone; but the tower 
remains, which is made use of for the bells; but the Abbey 
is used as the church, though the church-tower is at h consider
able distance from it. I t  was once a most magnificent building ; 
and there is now a door-way, which is the most beautiful thing 
I ever saw, and which was nevertheless built in Saxon times, 
in “  the darh ages,”  and WJB built by men who were not be
gotten by Pitt nor by Jubilee-George.— What jools, as well as 
ungrateful creatures, ■ #e have been and are ! There is a broken 
arch, standing from the sound part of the building, at which 
one cannot look up without feeling shame at the thought of 
ever having abused the men who made it. bio one need tell 
any man of sense ; he feds our inferiority to our fathers upon 
merely beholding the ’̂emains of their efforts to ornament 
their country and elevate the minds of the people. We talk of 
our skill and learning, indeed ! How do we know how skilful, 
Jiow learned they were ? If in all that they have left us we 
see that they surpassed us, why are we to conclude that they 
did not surpass us in all other things worthy of admiration ?

This famous Abbey was founded, in about the year 600, 
by Maidulf, a Sootoh Monk, who upon the suppression of a 
Nimnery here at that time selected the spot for this great 
establishment. For the great magnificence, however, to which 
it was soon after brought it was indebted to Aldhelm, a Monk 
educated within its first walls by the foundej himself; and to 
St. Aldhelm, who by his greUt virtues hecame very famous, the 
Church was d^ioated in the time of King Edgar.* This Mon
astery continue flourishing dm|jng those darlc ages; until it  was 
sacked by the great enlightener, at which time it  ̂  was found 
to be endowed to the amovmt of 16,0771. 11a. M. of the money
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of the present d a y ! Amongst other, many other, great men 
produced by this Abbey of Malmsbury was that famous scholar 
and historian, WiEiam de Malmsbury.

There is a market-cross in this- town> the sight of which is 
worth a journey of hundreds of miles. Time, with his scyme, 
and “ eidightened Protestant piety,” with its pick-axes and 
crow-bars; these united have done much to efface the beau
ties of this monument of ancient skill and taste and proof of 
ancient wealth; but In spite of all their* destructive efforts, 
this Cross still remains a most beautiful thing, though pos
sibly, and even probably, nearly, or quite, a thousand years 
old. There is a market-cross lately erected at Devizes, and 
intended to imitate the ancient ones. Compare that with 
this, and then you have pretty fairly a view of the difference 
between us and our forefathers of the “  dark ages.”

To-morrow I  start for BoUitree, near Boss, Herefordshire, 
my road being across the county, and through the city of 
Gloucester.

BID E, FBOM  M A LM SB U R Y , I N  WILTSHIRE, TH ROUGH  GLOUC3ESTBB- 
 ̂ SH IRE. H BR B FO B D SH IB E , AN D  W BE O B STB R SH IB B .

Stroud (OloucestersMre),
Tuesday f  orenoon, \%tk Sept. 1826.

I SE T o f f  from” Malmsbury this morning at 6  o’clock, in as 
sweet and bright a morning as ever (Ame out of the heavens, 
and leaving behind me as pleasant a house and as kind hosts as 
I  ever met with in the whole course ofm y life, either in England 
or America ; and that is saying a great deal indeed. This cir
cumstance was the more pleasant, as I had never before either 
seen or heard of these kind, unaffected, sensible, sans famous, 
and most agreeable friends. From Malmsbury I  first came, 
at the end of five miles, to Tutbury, which is in Gloucester
shire, there being here a sort of dell, or ravine, which, in this 
place, is the boundary line of the two counties, and over which 
you go on a bridge, one-half of which belongs to each county. 
And now, before T take^my leave * f  Wiltshire, I  must observe 
that, in the whole course of my life (days of courtship excepted, 
of course), I  never passed seventeen pleasanter ffays than those 
which I have just spent in Wftshire. It is, especially in the 
southern half, just the sort of country that I  like ; the weather 
has been pleasant; 1  have been in good houses and amongst
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good and beautiful gardens; and in eixry case I have not 
only been most kindly entertained, but my entertainers have 
been of just the stamp that I  like.

I  saw again this morning large flocks of goldfinch^ feeding 
on the thistle-seed on the roadside. The Erenoh call this bird 
by a name derived from the thistle, so notorious has it  always 
been that they live upon this seed. Thistle Is, in Erenoh, Ghar- 
don; and the French call this beautiful httle bird Chardonaret. 
I  never could have ssapposed that such flocks of these birds wojfld 
ever be seen in England. But it is a great year for all the 
feathered race, whether wild or tame ; naturally so, indeed ; for 
every one knows that it is the wet, and not the cold, that is 
injurious to the breeding of birds of aU sorts, whether land-birds 
or water-birds. They say that there are this year double the 
usual quantity of ducks and geese : and, really, they do seem to 
swarm in the farmyards, wherever I  go. It  is a great mistake 
to suppose that ducks and geese need water, except to drink. 
There is, perhaps, no spot in the world, in proportion to its size 
and population, where so many of these birds are reared and 
fatted as in Long Island ;■  and it is not in one case out of ten 
that they have any ponds to go to, or, that they ever see any 
water other than water that is drawn up out of a well.

A  little way before I  goUto Tutbmy I  saw a woman digging 
some potatoes in a strip of ground, making part of a field, 
nearly an oblong sqtare, and which field appeared to be laid 
out in strips, tghe told me that the field was part of a farm 
(to the homestead of which she pointed); that it  was by the 
farmer let out in strips to labouring people; that each strip 
contained a rood (or quarter of a statute acre); that each 
married labourer reut^  one strip; and that the annual rent 
was a pound for the strip. Now the taxes being all paid by 
the farmer; the fencesrtjeing kept in repair by him ; and, as 
appeared to me, the laud being exceedingly good: all these 
things considered, the rent does not appear to be too high.—  
This fashion is certainly a growing one; it is a little step towards 
a coming back to the ancient small Efe and lease holds and 
common-fields I This field of strips was, in fact, a sort of 
common-field ; and the “  agriculturists,”  as the conceited asses 
of landlords call themselves at their clubs and meetings, might, 
and they would if their skulls could admit any thoughts except 
such as relate to high prioes^nd low wages; tkey might, and they 
would, begin to suspect that the “  dSrk age ”  people were not 
so very fooli^ when they had so many oommon-ficids, and when 
almost every man that had a f ^ i l y  had also a bit of land, either 
large or small. It is a very curious thing that the enclosing of 
commons, that the shutting out of the labourers from all share
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in tlio lan d; that the prohibiting of them to look at a wild 
animal, almost at a lark or a frog ; it is curious that this hard
hearted system should have gone on, nntil, at last, it  has pro
duced effects so injurious and so dangerous to the grinders 
themselves that they have, of their own accord, and for their 
own safety, begun to make a step towards the ancient system, 
and have, in the manner I have observed, made the labourers 
sharers in some degree in the uses at any rate of the soil. 
The far greater part of these strips of land*have potatoes grow
ing in them; but in some cases they have home wheat, and in 
others barley, this year; and these have now turnips; very 
young, most Of them,^but in some places very fine, and in 
every instance nicely hoed out. The land that will bear 400 
bushels of potatoes to the acre will bear 40 bushels of w heat; 
and the ten bushels of wheat to the quarter of an acre would 
bo a crop far more valuable than a himdred bushels of potatoes, 
as I  have proved many times in the Register.

Just before I got into Tutbury I  was met by a good many 
people, in twos, threes, or fives, some running and nome waHdng 
fast, one of the first of whom asked me if I  had met an “  old 
man ”  some distance back. I  asked what sort of a man : “  A 
“  poor man.”  “  I  don’t  recollect, indeed ; but what are yoix all 
“  pursuing him for ? ” “  He has ^een stealing.”  “  What has 
“  he been stealing ? ”  “  Cabbages.”  “ Where ? ”  “  Out of 
“  Mr. Glover, the hatter’s, garden.”  “  W hat! do you call that 
“  stealing ; and would you punish a man, ^poor man, and, 
“  therefore, in all likelihood, a hungry man too, and, moreover 
“  an old m an; do you set up a hue-and-cry after, and would 
“  you punish, such a man for taking a  few cabbages, when that 
“  Holy Bible,' which, I  dare say, you |ffofes3 to believe in, and 
“  perhaps assist to circulate, teaches j-ou that the hungry man 
“  may, without committing any offence at all, go into his neigh- 
“  hour’s vineyard and eat hiS fill of grapes, one bunch of which 
“  is worth a Baek-fuU of cabbages ? ”  “  Y e s ; but he is a very
“  bad character.”  “  WTiy, my friend, very poor and almost 
“  starved people are apt to be ‘ bad characters ; ’ but the Bible, 
“  in both Testaments, commands us to be merciful to the poor, 
“  to feed the hungry, to have compassion on the aged ; and it 
“  makes no exception as to the ‘ character ’ of the parties.”  , An
other group or two of the pursuers had come up by this tim e; 
and I, bearing in %ind J^e fate of Ron Quixote when he inter
fered in sonjpwhat similar cases, gave my horse the hint, and 
soon got aw ay; but though doubtless I made l o  converts, I, 
upon looking baclt, perceived tlftt I  had slackened the pursuit! 
The pursuers went more slowly ; I could see that they got to talk
ing; it  was now the step of deliberation rather than that of
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decision; and thoueh I did not like to call npon Mr. Glover, I  
hope he was merciful. It  is impossible for me to witness scenes 
like this ; to hear a man called a thief for such a cause ; to see 
him thus eagerly and vindictively pursued for having taken 
some cabbages in a garden: it is impossible for me to behold such 
a scene, without calling to mind the practice in the United States 
of America, where, if a man were even to talk of prosecuting an
other (especially if that other were poor, or old) for taking from 
the land, or from tlje trees, any part of a growing crop, for his 
own personal and immediate use ; if any man were even to talk 
of prosecuting another for such an act, such talker would be held 
in universal abhorrence : people would hate him ; and, in short, 
if rich as Ricardo or Baring, he might live by himself; for no man 
would look upon him as a neighbour.

Tutbury is a very pretty town, and has a beautiful ancient 
church. The country is high along here for a mile or two to
wards Avening, which begins a long and deep and narrow valley, 
that comes all the way down to Stroud. When I  got to the end 
of the high country, and the lower country opened to my view, 
I  was at about three miles from Tutbury, on the road to Avening, 
leaving the Minching-hampton road to m y right. Here I  was 
upon the edge of the high land, looking right down upon the 
village of Avening, and seeing, just close to it, a large and fine 
mansion-house, a beautiful park, and, making part of the park, 
one of the finest, most magnificent woods (of 200 acrfes, I  dare say), 
lying facing m ^ going from a valley up a gently-rising hill. 
While I  was sitting on my horse admiring this spot, a man came 
along with some tools in his hand, as if going somewhere to work 
as pnjmber. “  Whose beautiful place is that ? ”  said I. “  One 
’Squire Ricardo, I  thij.k they call him, but . . . . .  ”— You 
might have “  knocked me down with a feather,”  as the old
women s a y , ...................but ”  (continued the plumber) “  the
Old Gentleman’s dead, and ” ......................... “  God ------- the
old gentleman*and the yoimg gentleman t o o ! ”  said I ;  and, 
giving m y horse a blow, instead of a word, on I  went down the 
hill. Before I  got to the bottom, my reflections on the present 
state of the “  market ”  and on the probable results of “  watching 
the turn of it,”  had made me better humoured ; and as one of 
the first objects that struck my eye in the village was the sign 
of the Cross, and of the Red, or Bloody, Cross too, I  asked the 
landlord some questions, which began a s^ e s  of joking and 
banthring that I  had with the people, fiom one end of the village 
to the other., I  set them all a  laughing; and,•though they 
could not know my name, t h ^  will remember me for a long 
while.— This estate of Gateomb belonged, I  am told, to a Mr. 
Shepperd, and to his fathers before him. I  asked where this
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Shepperd was ifow ? A  tradesman-looking man told me that 
he did not know where he w as; but that he had heard that he 
was living somewhere near to Bath ! Thus they go ! Thus they 
are squeezed out of existence. The little ones are gone; and the 
big ones have nothing left for it  but to resort to the bands of 
holy matrimony with the turn of the market watchers and their 
breed. This the big ones are now doing apace ; and there is this 
comfort at any rate; namely, that the connection cannot make 
them baser than they are, a boroughmongen being, of aU God’s 
creatures, the very basest.

Prom Avening I  came on through Nailsworth, Woodchester, 
and Rodborough, to this place. These villages he on the sides 
of a narrow and deep valley, with a narrow stream of water 
running down the middle of it, and this stream truns the wheels 
of a great many mills and sets of machinery for the making of 
woollen-cloth. The factories begin at Avening, and are scattered 
ah the way down the valley. There are,steam-engines as well as 
water powers. The work and the trade is so flat that in, I  should 
think, much more than a hundred acres of ground which I 
have seen to-day covered with rails or racks for the dr3ung of 
cloth, I  do not think that I have seen one single acre where the 
racks had cloth upon them. The workmen do not get half wages ; 
great numbers are thrown on the pariah; but overseers and magis
trates in this part of England do not presume that they are to 
leave anybody to starve to death; there is law here; this is in 
England, and not in “  the North,”  where those,^ho ought to see 
that the poor do not suffer talk of their dying with hunger as Irish 
’Squires do; aye, and applaud them for their patient resignation!

The Gloucestershire people have no notion of dying with 
hunger; and it is with great pleasure*that I  remark that I 
have seen no woe-wom creature this day. The sub-soil here 
is a yellowish ugly stone. The house# are a l  built with this ; 
and, it being ugly, the stone is made white by a wash of some 
sort or other. The land on both sides of the Galley, and all 
down the bottom of it, has plenty of trees on i t ; it  is chiefly 
pasture land, so that the green and the white colours, and the 
form and great variety of the ground, and the water and alto
gether make this a very pretty ride. Here are a series of spots, 
every one of which a lover of landscapes would like to have 
painted. Even the buildings of the factories are not ugly. The 
people seem to hasB been constantljt well oS. A  pig m almost 
every cottage sty; and lliat is the infallible mark of a happy 
people. A t present, indeed, this valley suffers ;* and though 
cloth will always be wanted, th#re will yet be much suffering 
even here, while at E ly and other places they say that the 
suffering is great indeed.
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HiinMey,
Between Glonee t̂er and Boss.

tVom Stroud I came up to Pitohcomb, leaving Painswick on 
my right. Erom the lofty hill at Pitohoomb I looked down into 
that great flat and almost circular vale, of which the city of 
Gloucester is in the centre. To the left I  saw the Severn, 
become a sort of arm of the sea; and before me I  saw the hills 
that divide this county from Herefordshire and Worcestershire. 
The hiU is a mile down. When down, you are amongst dairy- 
farms and orchards aU the way to Gloucester, and this year the 
orchards, particularly those of pears, are greatly productive. I 
intended to sleep At Gloucester, as I  had, when there, already 
come twenty-five miles, and as the fourteen, which remained 
for me to go in order to reach Bojj&ree, in Herefordshire, would 
make about nine more than e ith e ^  or m y horse had a taste for. 
But when I  came to Gloucester I  found that I  should run a risk 
of having no bed if I  did not bow very low and pay very high ; 
for what should there be here but one of those scandalous and 
beastly fruits of the system called a “  Music-Meeting ! ”  Those 
who founded the Cathedrals never dreamed, I  dare say, that they 
would have been put to such uses as this ! They are, upon these 
occasions, made use of as Opera-Houses ; and I am told that the 
money which is collected goes, in some shape or another, to the 
Clergy of the Church, ̂ r their widows, or children, or something. 
These assem bla^ of player-folks, half-rogues and half-fools, be
gan with the small paper-money; and with it they will go. 
They are amongst the profligate pranks which idleness plays when 
fed by the sweat of a starving people. Erom this scene of prosti
tution and of pooket-jicking I moved off with all convenient 
speed, but not before the ostler made me pay 9d. for merely 
letting my horse stand aWtut ten minutes, and not before he had 
begun to abuse me for declining, though in a very polite manner, 
to make him a present in addition to the 9d. How he ended 
I' do not know; for I soon set the noise of the shoes of my 
horse to answer him. I  got to this village, about eight miles 
from Gloucester, by five o’clock: it is now half past seven, and 
I  am going to bed with an intention of getting to Bollitree (six 
miles only) early enough in the morning to catch my sons in bed 
if they play the sluggard.

Bollitree,
Wednesday  ̂ 13& Sept.

This morning was most bea#iful. There has been rain here 
now, and the grass begins (but only begins) to grow. When I 
got within two hundred yards of Mr. Palmer’s 1 had the happi-
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ness to meet m y son Richard, who said that he had been Up an 
hour. As I came along I  saw one of the prettiest sights in the 
p>we.r way that I ever saw in my life. It  was a little orohaa-d ; 
the grass in it  had just taken a start, and was beautifully fresh; 
and Very thickly growing amongst the grass was the purple 
flowered Cokhicum in full bloom. They say that the leaves of 
this plant, which come out in the spring and die away in the 
summer, are poisonous to  cattle if they eat^ u ch  of them in the 
spring. The flower, if standing by itself, would be no great 
beauty; but contrasted thus with the fresh grass, which was 
a little shorter than itself, it  was very beautiful.

BoUitree,
Saturday, 23rd Sept.

Upon my arrival here, wfiich, as the reader has seen, was ton 
days ago, I  had a parcel o f letters to open, amongst which were a 
large lot from Correspondents, who had been good enough to set 
me right with regard to that conceited and impudent plagiarist, 
or literary thief, “  Sir James Graham, Baronet of Netherby.” 
One correspondent says that I  have reversed the rule of the Deca
logue by visiting the sins of the son upon the father. Another 
tens me anecdotes about the “  Magnus Apollo.”  I  hereby do 
the father justice by saying that, from what I  have now heard of 
him, I  am induced to believe that he would have been ashamed 
to commit flagrant acts of plagiarism, w hicl^he son has been 
guilty of. The whole of this plagiarist’s pamphlet is bad enough. 
Every part of it is contemptible ; but the passage in which he 
says that there was “  no man of any authority who did not 
“  under-rate the distress that would arise out of Peel’s B ill; ” 
this passage merits a broom-stick at the hands of any Englishman 
that chooses to lay it  on, and partioul*rly from me.

As to crops in Herefordshire and Gloucestershire, they have 
been very bad. Even the wheat here has been orJy a two-third 
part crop. The barley and oats really next to nothing. Bed off 
by cattle and sheep in many places, partly for want of grass and 
partly from their worthlessness. The cattle have been nearly 
starved in many places ; and we hear the same from Worcester
shire. In some ;^aoes one of these beautiful calves (last spring 
calves)' win be given for the wintering of another. Hay at 
Stroud was six pounds a to n : last ;jear it Was 31. a to n : and yet 
meat and cheese are Iqjver in price than they were last year. 
Mutton (I ntfan ahve) was last year at tliis timeJIJd.; it is now 
fW. There has been in North Wilts and in Gloucestershire half 
the quantity of cheese made this year, and yet the price is lower 
than it  was last year. Wool is half the last year’s price. There 
has, within these three weeks or a month, been a prodigious
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increase in the quantity of cattle food ; the grass looks like the 
grass late in May ; and the late and stubble-turnips (of which im
mense quantities have been sown) have grown very much, and 
promise large crops generally; yet lean sheep have, at the 
recent fairs, fallen in price; they have been lessening in price, 
while the facility of keeping them has been augmenting ! Aye ; 
but the paper-money has not been augmenting, notwithstanding 
the Branch-Bank at Gloucester! This bank is quite ready, they 
say, to take deposits; that is to say, to keep people’s spare 
money for them ; but to lend them none, without such security 
■ as would get money, even from the claws of a miser. This 
trick is, then, what the French call a cov/p-manqu6 ; or a missing 
of the mark. In spite of everything, as to the season, calculated 
to cause lean sheep to rise in price, they fell, I  hear, at Wilton 
fair (near Salisbury) on the 12th instant, from 2s. to 3s. a head. 
And yesterday, 22nd Sept., at Kewent fair, there was a fall since 
the last fair in this neighbourhood. , Mr. Pahner sold, at this fair, 
sheep for 23s. a head, rather better than some which he sold at 
the same fair last year for 34s. a head : so that here is a falling off 
of a third! Think of the dreadful ruin, then, wliich must fall 
upon the renting farmers, whether they rent the land„ or rent 
the money which enables them to call the land their ow n! 
The recent Order in Council Tias ruined many. I  was, a few days 
after that Order reached us, in Wiltshire, in a rick yard, looking at 
the ricks, amongst vfhich were two of beans. I  asked the 
farmer how muenkthe Order would take out of his pocket; and 
he said it had already taken out more than a hundred pounds I 
This is a pretty state of things for a man to live in ! The winds 
are less uncertain than this calling of a fanner is now become, 
though it  is a calling •the affairs of which have always been 
deemed as little liable to accident as anything human.

The “  best public instmetor ”  tolls us, that the Ministers are 
about to give the Militia-Clothing to the poor Manufacturers! 
Coats, waistcoats, trousers, shoes and stockings! Oh, what a 

, kind as weU as wise “  envy of surrounding nations ”  this is I 
Dear good souls ! But what are the women to do 1 No emochs, 
pretty gentlemen ! No royal commission to be appointed to 
distribute smocks to the suffering “  females ”  of the “  disturbed 
districts ! ” How fine our “  fnanufacturing population ”  will 
look all dressed in red !  Then indeed will the fanning fellows 
have to repent, that they dW not follow the ^ vio e  of Dr. Black, 
and fly to the “  happy manufacturing aistricts,”  where employ
ment, as the Doctor affirmed, was so abundant and so permanent, 
and where wages were so high^ Out of evil comes good; and 
this state of things has ^blown the Scotch pdleeteecal eeoonoomy 
to the devil, at any rate. In spite of all their plausibility and
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persevering brass, the Scotch writers are now generally looked 
upon as so many tricky humbugs. Mr. Sedgwick’s affair is 
enough, one would think, to open men’s eyes to the character 
of this greedy band of invaders ; for invgders they are, and of 
the Very worst sort: they come only to live on the labour of 
others; never to work themselves ; and, while they do this, they 
are everlastingly publishing essays, the object of which is, to 
keep the Irish out of England ! Dr. Black l^s, within these four 
years, published more than a hundred articles, in which he has 
represented the invasion of the Irish as being ruinous to Eng
land I What monstrous impudence! The Irish come to help 
do the work; the Scotch to help eat the taxes; or, to tramp 
“  ahoot mon ” with a  pack and licence ; or, in other words, to 
cheat upon a small scale, as their superiors do upon a large one. 
This tricky and greedy set have, however, at last, overreached 
themselves, after having so long overreached all the rest of man
kind that have had the misfortune to come in contact with them. 
They are now smarting under the scourge, the torments of which 
they have long made others feel. They have been the principal 
inventors and executors of all that has been damnable to Eng
land. They are now bothered ; and I thank God for it. I t  may, 
and it must, finally deliver us from 4heir baleful influence.

To return to the kind and pretty gentlemen of Whitehall, and 
their MdUia-Glothing: if they refuse ki supply the women 
with smocks, perhaps they would have no objection to hand 
them over some petticoats; or at any rate, to  give their hus
bands a musket a piece, and a little powder and b a ll; just to 
amuse themselves with, instead of the employment of “  digging 
holes one day and filling them up the^ext,”  as suggested by 
“  the great statesman, now ho more,” who was one of that 
“ noble, honourable, and venerable hfcdy ” the Privy Cormcil 
(to which Sturges Bourne belongs), and who cut his own throat 
at North Cray, in Kent, just about three years after he had 
brought in the bill, which compelled me to make the Register con
tain two sheets and a quarter, and to compel printers to give, 
before they began to print, bail to pay any fines that might be 
inflicted on them for anything that they might print. Let me 
see: where was I  ? Oh ! the muskets and powder and ball 
ought, certainly, to go with the red clothes ; but how strange it 
is, that the real re^ef never seems ig occur, even for one single 
moment, to the minds #of these pretty gentlemen; namely, 
taking off the taxes. What a thing it is to behold jjoor people re
ceiving taxes, or alms, to prevei^ them from starving; and to 
behold one half, at least, of what they receive, taken from them 
in taxes ! ' What a sight to behold soldiers, horse and foot, 
employed ta nrevent a distressed neonle from committing acts
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of violence, when the cost of the horse and foot would, probably,, 
if applied in the way of rehef to the sufferers, prevent the exist
ence of the distress ! A  cavah'y horse has, I. think, ten pounds 
of oats a day and twenty pounds of hay. These at present 
prices, cost 16s. a week. Then there is stable room, barracks, 
straw, saddle and all the trappings. Then there is the wear of 
the horse. Then the pay of them. So that one single horseman, 
with his horse, do jiot cost so little as 36s. a week ; and that is 
morethantheparishaUowanoetofive labourers’ or manufacturers’ 
families, at five to a family ; so that one horseman and his horse 
cost what would feed twenty-five of the distressed creatures. If- 
there be ten thousand of these horsemen, they cost as much as 
would keep, at the parish rate, two hundred and fifty thousand 
of the distressed persons. A y e ; it is even so, parson Hay, stare 
at it  as long as you like. But, suppose it  to be only half as much; 
then it would maintain a hundred and twenty-five thousand 
persons. However, to get rid of all dispute, and to state one 
staring and undeniable fact, let me first observe, that it  is 
notorious, that the poor-rates are looked upon as enormous ; that 
they are deemed an insupportable burden; that Scarlett and 
Nolan have asserted, that they threaten to swallow up the land ; 
that it is equally notorious that a large part of the poor-rates 
ought to be called wages ; all this is tmdeniable, and now comes 
the damning fa c t; namely, that the whole amount of these poor- 
rates falls far sjjgrt of the cost of the standing army in time of 
peace ! So that, take away this army, which is to keep the dis
tressed people from committing acts of violence, and you have, 
at once, ample means of rehaoving all the distress and all the 
danger of acts of v io l^ c e ! When wiU this be done ? Bo not 
say, “ Never,”  reader : if you do, you are not only a  slave, but 
you ought to be one. •

I  cannot dismiss this mUitia-dothing affair, without remarking, 
that I  do not agree with those who Uame the Ministers for having 
let in the foreign com out of fear. W hy not do it from that 
motive ? “ The fear of the Lord is the.beginning of wisdom.” 
And what is meaned by “  fear of the Lord,”  but the fear of doing 
wrong, or of persevering in doing wrong ? And whence is this 
fear to arise ? From thinking of the consequences, to be sure : 
and, therefore if the Ministers did let in the foreign com for fear 
of popular commotion, th ^  acted rightly, gjid their motive was 
as good and reasonable as the act waf wise and just. It would 
have been luc^y for them if the same sort of motive«had prevailed, 
when the Corn Bill was pass^ ; but that game-cock statesman,

' who at last, sent a spur into ms own throat, was then in high 
feather, and he, while soldiers were drawn up round the Hcmour- 
able, Honourable, Honourable House, said, that h# did not for
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tu3 part, care much about the B ill; but, since the mob had 
clamoured against it, he was resolved tp support i t ! Alas ! that 
such a coî k statesman should have come to such an end ! All 
the towns and cities in England petitioned against that odious 
Bill. Their petitions were rejected, and that rejection is amongst 
the causes of the present embarrassments. Therefore I  am not 
for blaming the Ministers for acting from jear. They did the 
same in the case of the poor Queen. Fear iaught them wisely, 
then, also. W h at! would you never have people act from 
fear .? What but fear Of the law restrains many men from com
mitting Crimes ? What but fear of exposure prevents thousands 
upon thousands of offences, moral as well as legal ? Nonsense 
about “  acting from fear.”  I  always hear with great suspicion 
your eulogists of “  mgoroua”  government; I  do not like your 
vigorous governments ; your game-oook governments. We saw 
enough of these, and felt enough of them too, under Pitt, Dundas, 
Perceval, Gibbs, EUenborough, Sidmouth and Castlereagh. I 
prefer governments like those of Edward I. of England and St. 
Louis of France; cocks as towards their' enemies and rivals, 
and chickens as towards their own people: precisely the reverse 
of our modern “  coimtry gentlemen,” as they call themselves; 
very Hons as towards their poor, sobbed, famishing labourers, 
but more than lambs as towards tax-eaters, and especially as 
towards the fierce and whiskered dead-we^ht, in the presence of 
any of whom they dare not say that their soj|)b are their own. 
This base race of men, called “  country gentlemen ” must be 
speedily changed by almost a miracle; or they, big as well as 
little,  ̂ must be swept away; and'if it should be desirable for 
posterity to have a just idea of them, le^postcrity take this one 
fa c t; that the tithes are now, in part, received by men, who are 
Rectors and 'Vicars, and who, at the stoe  time receive half-pay 
as naval or mibtary officers ; and that not one English “  country 
gentleman ”  has had the courage even to complain of this, though 
many gallant half-pay officers have been dismissed and beggared, 
upon the ground, that- the half-pay is not a reward for past ser
vices, but a retaining fee for future services ; so that, put the two 
together, they amount to th is; that the half-pay is given to 
church parsons, that they may be, when war comes, ready to 
serve as officers in the army or n a v y ! Let the world match that 
if it  can ! And yei there are scoundrels to say, that we do not 
want a radical reform 'I, W h y there must be such a  reform, in ' 
order to prevent us from becoming a mass of wretches too Corrupt 
and profligate and base even to cagtry on the common transactions 
of life.
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Bijall, near Upton on Severn (Worcestershire), 
Monday, 25th Sept.

I SET off from Mr. Palmer’s yesterday, siter breakfast, having 
his son (about 13 years old) as my travelling companion. We 
came across the country, a distance of about 22 miles, and, 
having crossed the Severn at Upton, arrived here, at Mr. John 
Price’s, about two o’clock. On our road we passed by the estate 
and park of anoihet Ricardo ! This is Osmond ; the other is 
David. This one has ousted two families of Normans, the . 
Honeywood Yateses, and the Scudamores. They suppose him 
to have ten thousand pounds a year in rent here ! Famous 
“  watching the turn of the market ”  ! The Barings are at work 
down in this country too. They are everywhere, indeed, de
positing their eggs about, like cunning-old guinea-bens, in sly 
places, besides the great, open showy nests that they have. 
The “  instructor ”  teUa us, that the Ric.ardos have received 
sixty-four thousand pounds Commission, on the “  Greek Loans,”  
or, rather, “  Loans to the Greeks.”  Oh, brave Greeks, to have 
such patriots to aid you with their financial skill; such patriots 
as Mr. Galloway to make engines of war for you, while his son is , 
making them for the Turks; and such patriots as Burdett and 
Hobhouse to talk of your political relations ! Happy Greeks ! 
Happy Mexicans, too, it  seems; for the “  best instructor ”  tells 
us, that the Barings? whose progenitors came from Dutchland 
about the sama^ime as, and perhaps in company with, the 
Ricardos; happy Mexicans too; for, the “  instructor ”  as good 
as swears, that the Barings wiU see that the dividends on your 
loans are paid in future ! Now, therefore, the riches, the loads, 
the shiploads of silvewand gold are now to pour in upon u s ! 
Never was there a nation so foolish as th is ! But, and this 
ought to be well underst§od, it is not mere foolishness ; not mere 
harmless foUy; it  is foolislmess, the offspring of greediness and 
of a gambling, which is little short of a roguish disposition; and 
tliis disposition prevails to an enormous extent in the country, 
as I  am told, more than in the monstrous Wen itself. Most 
delightfully, however, have the greedy, mercenary, selfish, unfeel
ing wretches, been bit by the loans and shares I The King 
of Spain gave the wretches a sharp bite, for which I  always most 
cordially thank his Majesty. I  dare say, that his sponging 
off of the roguish Bonds Itok reduced to be(|gary, or caused to 
cut their throats, many thousands o# the greedy, fund-loving, 
stock-jobbing»devils, who, if they regard it likely*to raise their 
“  securities ”  one per cent., T«)uld applaud the murder of half 
the human race. These vermin all, without a single exception, 
approved of, and rejoiced at, Sidmouth’s Power-of-Imprisomnent
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BUI, and they applauded his Letter of Thanles to the Manchester 
Yeomanry Cavalry. No matter what it is that puts an end to a 
system which engenders and breeds up vermin like these.

Mr. H,anford, of this county, and Mr. Canning of Gloucester
shire, having dined at Mr. Price’s yesterday, I  went, to-day, 
with Mr. Price to  see Mr. Hanford at his house and estate at 
Bredon Hill, which is, I  believe, one of the highest in England.’ 
The rid^e, or, rather, the edge of it, divides, in this part, Wor-̂  
cestershire from Gloucestershire. A t the v e ^  highest part of it  
there are the remains of an encampment, or rather, I  should 
think, oitadeL In many instances, fa  Wiltshire, these marks of 
fortifications are called castles stiH; and, doubtless, there were 
once castles on these spots. Erom Bredon HiE you see into 
nine or ten counties; and those curious bubblings-up, the Mal
vern HiEs, are right before you, and only at about ten miles’ 
distance, in a straight line. As this hiE looks over the counties 
of Worcester, Gloucester, Hereford and part of Warwick and the 
rich part of Stafford; and, as it  looks over the vales of Esham, 
Worcester, and Gloucester, having the Avon and the Severn, 
winding down them, you certainly see from this Bredon HiE one 

<of the very richest spots of England, and I  am fuEy convinced, a 
richer spot than is to be seen in anypther country in the world ; 
I  mean Scotland excepted, of course/ for fear Sawney should cut 
my throat, or, which is much the same thipg squeeze me by the 
h » d , from which last I  pray thee to deliver m ^ O  Lord I

The Avon (this is the third Avon that I  hafe crossed in this 
Ridej falls into the Severn just below Tewkesbury, through which 
town we went in our way to Mr. Hanford’s. These rivers, 
particularly the Severn, go through, ai^ sometimes overflow, 
the flnest meadows of which it is possible to form an idea. Some 
of them contain more than a hundred acres each; and the 
number of cattle and sheep, feeding in them, is prodigious. 
Nine-tenths of the land, in these extensive vales, appears to me 
to be pasture, and it  is pasture of the richest kind. The sheep 
are chiefly of the Leicester breed, and the cattle of the Hereford, 
white face and dark red body, certainly the finest and most 

, beautiful of aE hom-oattle. The grass, after the fine rains that 
we have had, is in its flnest possible dress; but, here, as in the 
parts of Gloucestershire and Herefordshire that I  have seen, 
there are no tumins, except those which have been recently 
sown ; and, thouglT amidat aE these thousands upon thousands 
of acres of th^ flnest meadows and grass land in the world, hay 
is, I  hear, seven pounds a ton at Worcester. H w ever, udess 
we should have very early and even hard frosts, the grass will 
be so abundant, that the cattle and sheep wiU do better than 
people are apt to think. But, be this as it  may, this summer has
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taught us, that our climate is the hest for 'produce, after a ll; and 
that we canuot have Italian sun and English meat and cheese. 
We complain of the drip ; but it is the drip that makes the beef 
and the mutton,

Mr. Hanford’s house is on the side of Bredon Hill ; about 
a third part up it, and is a very delightful place. The house is 
of ancient date, and it appears to have been always inhabited 
by and the property of Roman Catholics; for there is, in one 
comer of the very tep of the building, up in the very roof of it, a 
Catholic chapel, as ancient as the roof itself. It  is about twenty- 
five feet long and ten wide. It has arch-work, to imitate the 
roof of a church. A t the back of the altar there is a little room, 
which you enter through a door going out of the chapel; and, 
adjoining this little room, there is a closet, in which is a trap
door made to let the priests down into one of those hiding places, 
which were contrived for the purpose of evading the grasp of those 
greedy Scotch minions, to whom that pious and tolerant Prot
estant, James I., delivered over those English gentlemen, who 
remained faithful to the religion of their fathers, and, to set his 
country free from which greedy and cruel grasp, that honest 
Englishman, Guy Eawkes, wished, as he bravely told the King 
and his Scotch council, “  io blow the Scotch beggars back to their 
moimtains again.”  Even this King has, in his works (for James 
was an author}, bad the justice to c ^  him “  the English Sosevola” ; 
and we Englishmen,*fools set on by knaves, have the folly, or 
the baseness, ts^ u m  him in effigy on the 5th November, the 
anniversary of his intended exploit 1 In the haU of this house 
there is the portrait of Sir Thomas Winter, who was one of the 
accomplices of Eawkes, and who was killed in the fight with the 
sheriff and his party, here is also the portrait of his lady, who 
must have spent half her life-time in the working of some very 
curious sacerdotal vesiftients, which are preserved here with 
great care, and are as fresh and as beautiful as they were the 
day they were finished.

A  parson said to me, once, by letter: “ Your religion, Mr. 
Cobbett, seems to me to be altogether political.”  “  Very much so, 
“  indeed,”  answered I, “  and well it may, since I  have been

furnished with a creed which makes part of an Act of Parlia
ment.”  And, the fact is, I  am no Doctor of Divinity, and like a 
religion, any religion, that tends to make men innocent and 
benevolent and happy, by taking the beai possible means of 
furnishing them with plenty to eat anil drink and wear. I  am a 
Protestant o ith e  Church of England, and, as sucB, blush to see, 
that more than half the parso«age-houses are wholly gone, or are 
become mere hovels. 'V^at I have written on the “  Protestant 

/Reformation,”  has proceeded entirely from a sense of justice
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towards our calumniated Catholic forefathers, to Whom We owe 
all those of our institutions that are worthy of onr admiration 
and gratitude. I  have not written as a Catholic, but as an 
Englishman ; yet a sincere Catholic must feel some little grati
tude towards m e; and, if there was an ungrateful reptile in the 
neighbourhood of Preston, to give, as a toast, “  Success to Stanley 
and Wood,”  the conduct of those Catholics that I  have seen here 
has, as far as I am concerned, amply compensated for his base- 

.ness.
This neighbourhood has witnessed some pretty thumping trans

fers from the Kormans. Holland, one of Baring’s partners, or 
clerks, has-recently bought an estate of Lord Somers, called 
Dumbleton, for, it  is said, about eighty thousand pounds. An
other estate of the same Lord, called StrensLam, has been bought 
by a Brummigeham Banker of the name of Taylor, for, it is said, 
seventy thousand pounds. “  Eastpor Castle,”  just over the Mal
vern Hills, is still building, and Lord Eastnor lives at that pretty 
little warm and snug place, the priory of Reigate, in Surrey, and 
close by the not less snug little borough of the same name. 
Mbmoeaitdijm. When we were petitioning for reform, in 1817, 
my Lord Somers wrote and published a pamphlet, under his 
own name, condemning our conduct and our principles, and 
insisting that we, if let alone, should produce “  a revoltUion, and 
enAtmger all •pro'perly / ”  The Barings arg adding field to field 
and tract to tract in Herefordshire; and, as to & e Ricardos, they 
seem to be animated with the same laudable spiro. This Osmond 
Ricardo has a park at one of his estates, called Broom'sborough, 
and that park has a new porter’s lodge, upon which there is a 
span new cross as large as life ! Aye^ big enough and long 
enough to crucify a  man upon ! I  had never seen such an one 
before; and I  know not what sort of ijiought it was that seized 
me at the moment; hut, though my horse is hut a clumsy goer, 
I  Verily believe I  got away from it at the rate of ten or twelve 
miles an hour. My companion, who is always upon the look
out for croSs-ditohes, or pieces of timber, on the road-side, to fill 

, up the time of which m y jOg-trot gives him so wearisome a sur
plus, seemed delighted at this my new pace; and, I  dare say 
he has wondered ever since what should have given me wings
just for that once apd that once only.

*

Worcester, 
Tuesday, 20A Sc'pt.

Mr. Price rode with us to this city, which is one ^  the cleanest, 
neatest, and handsomest towns *  ever saw : indeed, I  do not 
recollect to have seen any one equal to it. The cathedral is, in
deed, a poor thing, compared with any of the others, except that
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of Hereford ; and I  have seen them all but those of Carlisle, 
Durham, York, Lincolu, Chester, and Peterborough; but the 
town is, I  think, the very best I  ever saw ; and which is, indeed, 
the greatest of all recommendations, the 'people are, upon the 
whole, the most suitably dressed and most decent looking people. 
The town is precisely in character with the beautiful and rich 
country, in the midst of which it Hes. Ever3rthing you see gives 
you the idea of real, solid wealth; aye ! and thus it  was, too, 
before, long before, t 'itt, and even long before “  good Queen 
Bess ”  and her military law and her Protestant raolm, were ever 
heard or dreamed of.

A t Worcester, as everywhere 'else, I  find a group of cordial 
and sensible friends, at the house of one of whom, Mr. George 
Brooke, I  have just spent a  most pleasant evening, in company 
with several gentlemen, whom he had had the goodness to invite 
to meet me. I  here learned a fact, which I  must put upon 
record before it  escape my memory. Some few years ago (about 
seven, perhaps), at the public sale by auction of the goods of,a 
then recently deceased Attorney of the name of Hyde, in this 
city, there were, amongst the goods to be sold, the portraits of 
Pitt, Burdett, and Paine, aU framed and glazed. Pitt, with hard 
driving and very lofty praises, fetched fifteen shillings ; Bmdett 
fetched twenty-seven shiHiags. Paine was, in great haste, 
knocked down at five pounds; and my informant was convinced, 
that the lucky pureh^er might have had fifteen pormds for it. 
I  hear Colonel D ^ e s  spoken of here with great approbation : he 
will soon have an opportunity of showing us whether he deserve it.

The hop-picking and bagging is over here. The crop, as in 
the other hop-countries, has been very great, and the quality as 
good as ever was kncWm. The average price appears to be 
about 75s. the hundred weight. The reader (if he do not belong 
to a hop-country) shoulcf be told, that hop-planters, and even 
all their neighbours, are, as hop-ward, mod, though the most 
sane, and reasonable people as to aU other matters. They are 
ten times more jealous upon this score than men ever are of 
their wives ; aye, and than they are of their mistresses, which is 
going a great deal farther. I, who am a Parnltam man, was 
weU aware of this foible ; and therefore, when a gentleman told 
me, that he would not brew With Eamham hops, if he could have 
them as a gift, I  took special care not to ask him how it came to 
pass, that the Pamham h*ps always sold ^  about double the 
price of the Worcester ; but, if he had«aid the same thing to any 
other Pamham man that I ever saw, I  should have preferred being 
absent from the spot; the h(jps are bitter, but nothing is their 
bitterness compared to the language that* my townsman would 
have put forth. •
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This city, Or this neighbourhood, at least, being the birth
place of what I  have called, the “  Little-Shilling project,”  and 
Messrs. Atwood and Spooner being the originators of the project, 
and the project having been adopted by Mr. Western, and having 
been by him now again recently urged upon the Ministers, in a 
Letter to Ijord Liverpool, and it being possible that some worthy 
persons may be misled, and even ruined, by the confident asser
tions and the pertinacity of the projectors ; this being the case, 
and I  having half an hour to spare, will hgre endeavour to show, 
in as few worcto as I  can, that this project, if put into execution, 
would produce injustice the most ctying that the world ever 
heard of, and would, in the present state of things, infallibly lead 
to a violent revolution. The project is to “  lower the standard,” 
as they call i t ; that is to say, to make a sovereign pass for more 
than 20a. In what degree they would reduce the standard they 
do not say but a vile pamphlet writer, whose name is Crutwell, 
and who is a beneficed parson, and who has most foully abused 
me, because I  laugh at the project, says that he would reduce it 
one half; that is to say, that he would make a sovereign pass 
for two pounds. Well, then, let us, for plainness’ sake, suppose 
that the present sovereign is, all at once, to pass for two pounds. 
What will the consequences be ? Why, here is a parson, who 
receives his tithes in kind and wh(jse tithes are, we will suppose, 
a thousand bushels of wheat in a year, on an average j and he 
owes a thousand pounds to Somebody. • He will pay his debt 
with 500 sovereigns, and he wifi still receive ^  thousand bushels 
of wheat a year 1 I  let a farm for lOOf. a yearj by the year; and 
I  have a mortgage of 2000f. upon it, the interest just taking away 
the rent. Pass the project, and then I, of course, raise my rent 
to 2001. a year, and I  still pay the jportgagee 1001. a year I 
What can be plainer than this ? But, the Banker’s is the fine' 
case. I  deposit with a banker a thousand whole sovereigns 
to-day. Pass the project to-morrow, and the banker pays me 
my deposit with a thousand half sovereigns 1 If, indeed, you 
could double the quantity of corn and meat and all goods by 
the same A ct of Parliament, then, all would be rig h t; but that 
quantity wiU remain what it was before you passed the project; 
and, of course, the money being doubled in nominal amount, 
the price of the goods would be doubled. There needs not an
other word upon the subject; and whatever may be the national 
inference respecting the intellects of Messrs. Atwood and Spooner, 
I  must say, that r  do njost sincerely believe, that there is not 
one of my leaders, who will not feel astonishnjent, that any 
men, having the reputation of ^en of sound mind, should not 
dearly see, that suolt a project must almost instantly produce a 
revolution of the«nost dreadful character.
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. • Stanford Parle,
Wednesday, With Sept. (Morning).

In a letter which I  received from Sir Thomas Wilmington 
(on^ of the Alembers for this county), last year, he was good 
enouglFto request that I  would call upon him, if I  ever came 
into Worcestershire, which I told him I would do ; and accord-, 
ingly hete we are in his house, 'situated, certainly. In one of the 
finest spots in aflffcngland. We left Worcester yesterday about 
ten o’clock, crossed the Severn, which rtins close by the town, 
and came on to this place, which lies )p a  north-western direction 
from Worcester, at 14 miles distance froiti thSt city, and at about 
six from the borders of Shropshire. About four milts back we 
passed by the park and through the estate of io rd  Eoley, 'to whom 
is due the praise of being a most indefatigable and successful 
planter of trees. He seems to have taken uncommon pains in the 
execution of this work ; and he has the merit of disinterestedness, 
the trees being chiefly oaks, which he is sure he can never see 
grow to timber. We crossed the Teme River just before we got 
here. Sir Thomas was out shooting; but he ^on came home, 
and gave us a very polite reception. I  fl*d time, yesterday, to 
see the place, to look at trees» and the like, and I  w i^ ed to get 
pway early this morning; but, being prevailed on to stay to 
breakfast, here I  am, at six oielook in the morning, in one of the 
best and best-stocked priva-te Kbraries that I  ever saw ; and,

- what is more, the owner, from what passed yesterday, when 
he brought me hither, convinced me that*he was acquainted 
•nith the insides of the books. I  asked, and shall ask, no ques
tions about who got these books 'together; but the collection 
is such as, I  am sure, I  never saw before in a priva'te house.

The house and stables and courts are such as they ought to be 
for the great estate that surrounds them ; and the park is every- 
tiling that is beautiful. On one side of the house, looking over a 
fine piece of water, you see a distant valley, opening between 
lofty hills: on another side the mound descends a little at first, 
then goes gently rising for a while, and then rapidly) to the dis
tance of a mile perhaps, where it is crowned 'with trees in ir
regular patches, or groups, single and most iftagnifiocmt trees 
being scattered all over the whole of the park ; on another side, 
there rise up beautiful little hills, some in the form of barrows on 
the downs, only forty or a hundred times as large, one or two -wth 
no trees on them, and others topped with trees; but, on one 
of these little hills, and some yards higher than the lofty trees 
which are on this little hill, you see rising up the tower of the 
j)arish church, which hill is, I  think, taken all together, amongst 
the most delightful objects that I  ever beheld.
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“  Well, then,”  ^ y s  the devil of laziness, “  and fould you n<% 
“  be contented to Uve here all the rest of your life ; and nevea

again pester yourself with the ottrse  ̂ politics ? ”  “ Why, I'
“ think I  have laboured enough. Let others work now.- And- 
“  such a pretty place for coursing and for. hare-hunting aiid Vood- 
“  cook shooting, I  dare say; and then those pretty -ssild-dpc ŝ in 
“  the water, and the fioWers and the grass and the trees .and all 
“ the birds in spring and the fresh air, and never, never.again 
“  to be stifled -with the smoke that from the infernal Wen as'cend- 
“  eth for ever more and*that every easterly wind brings to choke 
“  me at Kensington! ”  Xhe word of this soliloquy carried me 
back, slap, to my own siudj’ (very much unlike that which I am 
in), and ba^e me think «f the GRiDtRON-; bade me think of the 
complete triumph tliat J  have yet to enjoy: promised me the 
pleasirre of seeing a million of trees of my o-wn, and sown by my 
own hands this very year. Ah I but the hares and the pheasants 
and the -wild ducks ! Yes, but the delight of seeing Prosperity 
Bobinson hang his head for shame: the delight of beholding the 
tormenting embarrassments of those who have so long retained 
crowds of base miscreants to revile m e ; the delight of ousting 
spitten-upon Stanley «a»id bound-over W ood! Yes, but, then, 
the flowed and the birds and the |weet air ! What, then, shall 
Canning never d^ain hear of the “  revered and ruptured Ogden ! ” 
Shall he go into his grave without ̂ in g  again reminded of “  driv-j 
ing at the whole herd, in order to get at “ the ignohU animal/”  
Shall he never again be told of Six-Acts and of his wish “ to 
extinguish that oaMrsed torch of discard for ever I ”  Oh ! God 
forbid 1 farewell hares and dogs and birds ! what, shall Sid- 
moutii, then, never again hear of his Power of Imprisonment BUI,. 
of his Oircvlar, of his Letter of Thanhs to the Manchester Yeomanry!, 
I  really jumped up when this thought came athwart my mind, 
and, without thinking of the breakfast, said to George who was 
sitting by me, “  Go, George, and teH them to saddle the horses; ” 
for, it seemed to me, that I  had been meditating some crime. 
Upon George asking me, whether I would not stop to breakfast ? 
I  bade him'not order the horses out y e t ; and here we are, wait
ing for breakfast.

Byall,
Wednesday Night, With Sept.

After breakfast we took our leave of Sir Thomas Winnington, 
and of Stanford, very much pleased with our visit. We wished, to 

' reach Byall as early as possible in the day, and we did not, there
fore, stop at Worcester. We got here about three o’clock, and we 
intend to set off, in another direction, early in the morning.
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BID E ESOM  B Y A I i ,  IN  W OBOESTBESH IKB, TO BTJBOHOLERB, 
I N  H AM PSH IEB.

“  Alas, the country ! How shall tongue or pen 
Bewail her now, Mwoountry gentlemen !
The last to bid the cry of warfare cease.
The first to make a malady of peace !
For what ware all these country patriots boi« ?
To hunt, and vote, and raise the price of com.
But com, like evTy mortal thing, must fa ll;
Kings, conquerors, and, markets most of all."

L o r d  B y r o n .

Myall,
Mriday Morning,‘llHh September, 1826.

I  have observed, in this country, and especially near Worces
ter, that the working people seem to be better off than in many 
other parts, one cause of which is. I  dare say, that glove manu
facturing, which cannot be carried on by fire or by wind or by 
water, and which is, therefore, carried on by the hands of human 
beings. I t  gives work to women and children as well as to men ; 
and that work is, by a grea^ part of the women and children, 
done in their cottages, and amidst the fields and hop-gardens, 
where the husbands aqji sons must live, in order to raise the food 
and the drink ̂ d  the wool. This is a great thing for the land. 
If this glove-maldng were to cease, many of these women and 
children, now not upon the parish, must instantly be upon the 
parish. The glove-trade is, like all others, slack from this last 
change in the value of m^ney; but there is no horrible misery here, 
as at Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow, Paisley, and other HeU-Holes 
of 84 degrees of heat. T^ere misery walks abroad in skin, bone 
and nakedness. There are no subscriptions wanted for Worces
ter ; no militia-clothing. The working people suffer, trades’- 
people suffer  ̂and'who is to escape, except the monopolizers, the 
Jews, and the tax-eaters, when the Government chooses to raise 
the value of inoney, and lower the price of goods ? The whole of 
the industrious part of the country must suffer in such a case; 
but, where manufacturing is mixed with agriculture, where the 
wife and daughters are at the needle, or the wheel, while the 
men and the boys are at plough, and where the manufacturiitg, 
of which one or two towns are the C|jitres,*is spread over the 
whole country roimd about, and particularly where it is, in very 
great part, pefformed by femmes at their own homes, and where 
the earnings come in aid of trie man’s wages ; in such case the 
misery cannot be so great; and accordingly, while there is an
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absolute destruction of life going on in the hell, holes, there is no 
visMe misery at, or near, Worcester^ and I  cannot take my 
leave of this county without observing, that I  do not recollect to 
have seen one miserable object in it. The working people all 
seem to have good large gardens, and pig.s in their styes; and 
this last, say the fedomfers what they will about her “  antal- 
lectual enjoyments,”  is the only security for happiness in a 
labourer’s family.

Then, this glove-manufaoturiug is not hke that of cottons, a 
mere gambling concern, making Baronets* o-day and Bankrupts 
to-morrow, and making those who do the work slaves. Here 
are no masses of people, called together by a hell, and “  kept 
to it ”  by a driver ; here are no “  patriots,”  who, while they keep 
Englishmen to it  by fines, and almost by the scourge, in a heat 
of 84 degrees, are petitioning the Parliament to “  give freedom ” 
to the South Americans, who, as these “  patriots ”  have been 
Informed, use a great quantity of cottons h

The dilapidation of parsonage-houses and the depopulation 
of villages appears not to have been so great just round about 
Worcester, as in some other parts; but they have made great 
progress even here. No man appears to fat an ox, or hardly a 
sheep, except with a view of sending it to London,’ or to some 
other infernal resort of monopolizers and tax-eaters. Here, as in 
Wiltshire and Gloucestershire and ferefordshire, you find plenty
of large churches without scarcely any people. I  dare say, that, 
even in this county, more than one half of tlm parishes have 
either no parsonage-houses at a ll; or, have ndt one that a par-
.son thinks fit for him to live in ; and, I  venture to assert, that 
one or the other of these is the case in four parishes out of every 
-five in Herefordshire ! Is not this a monstrous shame ? Is this 
“  a church ”  ? Is this “  law ”  ? The parsons get the tithes 
and the rent of the glebe-lands, ane^the parsonage-houses are 
left to tumble down, and nettles and brambles to hide the spot 
where they stood. But, the fact is, the Jew-system has swept 
all the little gentry, the small farmers, and the domestic manu
facturers away. The land is now used to raise food and drink 
for the monopolizers and the tax-eatsrs and their purveyors and 
lackeys and harlots ; and they-get together in W’ens.

Of all the mean, aU the cowardly reptiles, that ever crawled 
on the face of the earth, the English land-owners are the most 
mean and the most cowardly i for, while they support the 
eharohes in their Sfevera  ̂parishes, ’roile they see the population 
drawn awaj^ from their* parishes to the Wens, while they are 
taxed to keep the people in the.Wens, and wlul? they see their 
©■ vm Parsons pocket the tithes and the glebe-rents, and suffer 
the parsonage-houses to fall do-wn; while they see all this, they,
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without uttering a word in the way of complaint, suffer them
selves and their neighbours to be taxed, to build new churches 
for the monopolizers and tax-eaters in those Wens ! Never was 
there in this world a set of reptiles so base as this. Stupid as 
many of them are, they must clearly see the flagrant injustice of 
making the depopulated parishes pay for the aggrandizement 
of those who have caused the depopulation, aye, actually pay 
taxes to add to the Wens, and, of course, to cause a further 
depopulation of the^taxed villages; stupid beasts as many of 
them are, they must see the flagrant injustice of this, and mean 
and cowardly as many of them are, some of them would remon
strate against i t ; but, a la s ! the far greater part of them are, 
themselves, getting, or expecting, loaves and fishes, either in 
their own persons, or in those of their family. They smouch, 
or want to smouch, some of the taxes; and, therefore, they 
must not complain. And thus the thing goes on. These land- 
owners see, too, the churches faUing down and the parsonage- 
houses either tumbled down or dilapidated. But, then, mind, 
they have, amongst them, the giving away of the benefices 1 
Of course, all they want is the income, and, the less the par
sonage-house costs, the larger the spending income. But, in 
the meanwhile, here is a destruction of public property; and 
also, from a diversion of the income of the livings, a great injury, 
great injustice, to the middle’ and the working classes.

Is this, then, is this “  church ” a  thing to remain untouched ? 
Shall the widojy and the orphan, whose money has been bor
rowed Try the laiti-oivners (including the Parsons) to purchase 
“ victories ”  w ith ; shall they be stripped of their interest, of 
their very bread, and shall the Parsons, who have let half the 
parsonage-houses fall down or become unfit to h've in, stiU keep 
all the tithes and th^  glebe-lands and the immense landed 
estates, called Church I^nds ? Oh, no ! Sir James Graham 
“ of Netherby,”  though you are a descendant of the Earls of 
Monteith, of John of the bright sword, and of the Seventh Earl 
of Galloway, K.T. (taking care, for God’s sake, not to omit the 
K .T.); though you may be the Magnus Apollo ; and, in short, 
be you what you may, you shall never execute your project of 
sponging the fund-holders and of leaving Messieurs the Parsons' 
untouched ! In many parishes, where the livings are good too, 
there is neither parsonage-house nor church ! This is the case 
at Draycot Foliot, in Wiltshire. The living is a Rectory; the 
Parson has, of course, both*great and small tithes ; these tithes 
and the glebe-land are worth, I  am t(Ad, more than three hun
dred pounds aPyear ; and yet there is neither church nor parson
age-house ; both have been sulffered to fall down and disappear; 
and, when a new Parson comes to take possession of the hving.
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there is, I  am told, a temporary tent, or booth, erected, upon 
the spot where the church ought to be, for the performance of 
the cefrenwny of, induction / What, then !— Ought not this 
church to be repealed ? An Act of Parliament made this 
church; an Act of Parliament can unmake i t ;  and is there 
any but a monster who would suffer this Parson to retain this 
income, while that of the widow and the orphan was taken 
away ? Oh, no ? Sir James Graham of Netherby, who, with the 
gridiron before yon, say, that there was “ no man, of any authority, 
“  who foresaw the effects of Peel’s B ill; ” «oh, no ! thou stupid, 
thou empty-headed, thou insolent aristocratic pamphleteer, the 
widow and the Orphan shall not be robbed of their bread, while 
this Parson of Drayoot Foliot keeps the, income of his living !

On my return from Worcester to this place, yesterday, I 
noticed, at a village called Severn Stoke, a very curiously- 
constructed grape house; that is to say a hot-house for the 
raising of grapes. Upon Inquiry, I  found, that it belonged 
to a Parson of the name of St. John, whose parsonage house 

■ is very near to it, and who, being sure of having the benefice 
when the then Rector should die, bought a piece of land, and 
erected his grapery on it, just facing, and only about 50 yards 
from, the windows, out of which the old parson had to look 
until the day of his death, with a view, doubtless, of piously 
furnishing his aged brother with*a memento mori (remember 
death), quite as significant as a death’s head and cross-bones, 
and yet dpne in a manner expressive of fiiat fellow-feeling, that 
delicacy, that abstinence from self-gratificati^ which are well 
known to be characteristics almost p ecu liar^  “  the cloth ’’ ! 
To those, if there be such, who may be disposed to suspect that 
the grapery arose, upon the spot where ft stands, merely from 
the desire to have the vines in bearing»state, against the time 
that the old parson should die, or, as I  heard the Botley Parson 
once call it, kick the bucket; ”  to 4hch persons I  would just 
put this one question; did they ever either from Scripture or 
tradition, learn that any of the Apostles or their disciples, 
erected graperies from motives such as this ? They may, indeed, 
say, that they never heard of the Apostles erecting any graperies 

■ at an, much less of their having erected them from such a motive. 
Nor, to say the truth, did I ever hear of any such erections on 
the part of those Apostles and those whom they commissioned 
to preach the word of G od; and. Sir WiUiam Scott (now a lord 
of some sort) nevej convinced me, 1^  his parson-praising speech 
of 1802, that to give the»ohuroh-olergy a  due degree of influence 
over the minds of the people, to make the peopl  ̂ revere them, 
it was necessary that the parsoqp and their wives should shine 
at balls and in pump-rooms. On the contrary, these and the
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jike have taken away almost the whole of their spiritual influ
ence. They never had m uch; but, lately, and especially since 
1793, they have had hardly any a.t a l l ; and, wherever I  go, I 
find them much better known as Justices of the Peace than as 
Clergymen. What they would come to, if this system could go 
on for only a few years longer, I  know n ot; but go on, as it is 
now going, it cannot much longer; there must be a settlement 
of some soft: and that settlement never can leave that mass, 
that immense mass, of pubHo property, caUod “  church prop
erty,”  to be used a stt now is.

I have seen, in this country, and in Herefordshire, several 
pieces of Mangel W urzel; and, I  hear, that it  has nowhere 
failed, as the turnips have. Even the Lucerne has, in some 
places, failed to a certain extent; but Mr. Walter Palmer, at 
Penooyd, in Herefordshire, has cut a piece of Lucerne four 
times this last summer, and, when I  saw it, on the 17th Sept. 
(12 days ago), it was got a foot high towards another cut. But, 
■ nuth one exception (too trifling to mention), Mr. Walter Palmer’s 
Lucerne is on the Tulliau p lan ; that is, it  is in rows at fom 
feet distance from each other; so that you plough between as 
often as you please, and thus, together with a little hand weed
ing between the plants, keep the ground, at all times, clear of 
weeds and grass. Mr. Palmer says, that his acre (he has no 
more) has kept two horses alfthe summer ; and he seems to com
plain, that it has done no more. Indeed 1 A  stout horse will 
eat much more than *a, fatting ox. This grass wfll fat any ox, 
or sheep; and niBuld not Mr. Palmer like to have ten acres of 
land that would fat a score of oxen ? They would do this, if 
they were managed well. But is it  nothing to keep a team of 

. four horses, for five mouths in the year, on the produce of two 
acres of land ? If a mSh say that, he must, of course, be eagerly 
looking forward to another world; for nothing will satisfy him 
in this. A  good crop of early cabbages may be had between 
the rows of Lucerne.

Cabbages have, generally, wholly failed. Those that I  see are 
almost all too backward to make much of heads; though it is 
surprising how fast they will grow and come to perfection as 
soon as there is twelve hours of night. I  am here, however, 
speaking of the large sorts of cabbage; for the smaller sorts 
will loave in summer. Mr. Walter Palmer has now a piece of 
these, of which I think there are from 17 to 20 tons to the acre ; 
and this, too, observe, aftft* a season whichf on the same farm, 
has not suffered a turnip of any sort*to come. If he had had 
20  acres of these, he might have almost laughed’ at the failure 
of his turnips, and at the sSort crop of hay. And this is a 
crop of which a man may always be sure, if he ta)£e proper pains.
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These cabbages (Early Yorks or some snob sort) should, if you'' 
want them in June or July, be sown early in the previous August. 
If you Want them in winter, sown in April, and treated as 
pointed out in my Cottage. Economy. These small sorts stand 
the winter better 'Uian the large ; they are more nutritious ; and 
Uiey occupy the ground little more than half the time. Dwarf 
Savoys are the finest and richest and most nutritious of cabbages. 
Sown early in April, and planted out early in July, they will, 
at 18 inches apart each way, yield a crop of 30 to 40 tons by 
Christmas. But all this supposes land vqry good, or, very well 
manured, and plants of a good sort, and well raised and planted, 
and the ground well tilled after planting ; and a crop of 30 tons 
is worth all these and all the care and all the pains that a man 
Can possibly lake.

I am here amongst the finest of cattle, and the finest sheep 
of the Leicester kind, that I  ever saw. My host, Mr. Price, is 
famed us a breeder of cattle and sheep. The cattle are of the 
Hereford kind, and the sheep surpassing any animals of the kind 
that I ever saw. The animals seem to be made for the soil, and 
the soil for them.

In taking leave of this county, I  repeat, with great satisfac
tion, what I  before said about the apparent comparatively happy 
state of the labouring people; and I have been very much 
pleased with the tone and manner in which they are spoken to 
and spoken of by their superiors. I  hear of no hard treatment 
of them here, such as I have but too ^ten heard of in some 
counties, and too often witnessed in others; and I  quit Worces
tershire, and particularly the house in w h iA  I am, with aU 
those feelings which are naturally produced by the kindest of 
receptions from frank and sensible people.

Faijrford (Oloucestershire), 
Saturmy Morning, SOth Sept.

Though we came about 45 miles yesterday, we are up by 
day-light, and just about to set off to sleep at Hayden, near 
Swindon, in Wiltshire.

Mayden, Saturday Night, 
30fii Sept.

Erom Ryall, in Worcestershire, we came, yesterday (Eridayj 
morning, first to 'i^wksbury in Gloijpestershire. This is a good, 
substantial town, which, for many years, sent to Parliament 
that sensibly and honest and constant hater of Pitt and his 
infernal pohtics, James Martin, and which noi^ sends to the 
'same place his son, Mr. John Martin, who, when the memorable
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Kentish Petition was presented, in June 1822, proposed that it 
should not be received, or that, if it  were received, “  the House 
“  should not separate, until it had resolved, that the Interest 
“  of the Debt should never be reduced ”  ! Castlereagh abused 
the petition ; but was for receioing it, in order to fix on it a mark 
of the House's reprobation. I said, in the next Register, that 
this fellow was mad ; and, in six or seven weeks from that day, 
he cut his own throat, and was declared to have been mad at 
the time when this petition was presented! The mess that 
“  the House,”  will be jp will be bad enough as it  i s ; but what 
would have been its mess, if it had, in its strong fit of “  good 
faith,”  been furious enough to adopt Mr. Martin’s “  resolution” I 

The Warwickshire Avon falls into the Severn here, and on 
the sides of both, for many miles back, there are the finest 
meadows that ever were seen. In looking over them, and be
holding the endless fiooks and herds, one wonders what can 
become of all the m eat! By riding on about eight or nine 
miles farther, however, this wonder is a little diminished; for 
here we come to one of the devouring W ens; namely, Chelten
ham, which is what they call a “  watering p lace; ”  that is to 
say, a place, to which East India plunderers. West India floggers, 
English tax-gorgers, together with gluttons, drunkards, and 
debauchees of all descriptions, female as well as male, resort, 
at the suggestion of silently laughing quacks, in the hope of 
getting rid of the bodily consequences of their manifold sins apd 
iniquities. When I  en^r a place like this, I  always feel disposed 
to squeeze up my nose with my fingers. It  is nonsense, to be 
sure; but I  concefi* that every two-legged creature, that I  see 
coming near me, is about to cover me with the poisonous pro
ceeds of its impurities. To places like this come aU that is 
knavish and all that is ^oMsh and aU that is base; gamesters, 
pickpockets, and harlots; young wife-hunters in search of rich 
and ugly and old women, %id young husband-hunters in search 
of rich and wrinkled or half-rotten men, the former resolutely 
bent, be the means what they may, to give the latter heirs to 
their lands and tenements. These things are notorious ; and 
Sir William Scott, in his speech of 1802, in favour of the non
residence of the Clergy, expressly said, that they and their families 
ought to appear at watering places, and that this was amongst 
the means of making them respected by their flocks! Memo
randum : he was a member for Oxford when he .said this t

Before we got into Cheltenhan^ I  learned from a coal-carter 
which way we had to go, in ^rder to see “  TM New Building^”  
which are now nearly at a stand. We rode up the main street 
of the town, fof some distance, and then turned off to the left, 
v/hioh soon brought us to the “ desolation of abomination.”  I  have
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seldom seen anything with more heartfelt satisfaction. “  Oh ! ” 
said 1  to myself, “  the accursed TflmG has certainly got a blow, 
“  then, in every part of its corrupt and corrupting carcass ! ” 
The whole town (and it was now tm  o’clock) looked delightfully 
dull. I  did not see more than four or five carriages, and, perhaps, 
twenty people on horse-back ; and these seemed, hy their hook
noses and round eyes, and by the long and sooty necks of the 
women, to be, for the greater part, Jews and Jewesses. The 
place really appears to be sinking very fa s t; and I have been 
told, and believe the fact, that houses, in Cheltenham, wiU now 
sell for only just about one-third as mu(5i as the same would 
have sold for only in last October. It  is curious to see the names 
which the vermin owners have put upOn the houses here. There 
is a new row of most gaudy and fantastical dwelling places, 
called “  Colombia Place,”  given it, doubtless,' by some dealer 
in Bonds. There is what a boy told us was the “  New Spa ; ” 
there is “  W a te r lo o -h o n se Oh ! how I  rejoice at the ruin of 
the base creatures ! There is “  Liverpodl-Oottage,”  “  Canning- 
Cottage,”  “  Bed-Cottage; ”  and the good of it  is, that the ridicu
lous beasts have put this word cottage upon scores of houses, and 
some very mean and shabby houses, standing along, and making 
part of an unbroken street! What a figure this place will cut 
in another year or two ! I  should not wonder to see it  nearly 
whofiy deserted. I t  is situated in a nasty, flat, stupid spot, with
out anything pleasant near it. A  fmtting down of the one pound 
notes will soon take -away its .spa-people. Those of the notes, 
that have already been cut off, have, i t  seems, lessened the 
(juantity of ailments very considerably; another brush will cure 
aU the complaints 1

They have had some rains in the summer not far from this 
place; for we saw in the streets very fine turnips for sale as 
vegetables,-and broccoli with heads sfic or eight inches over! 
But as to the meat, it was nothing Jo be compared with that 
of Warminster, in Wiltshire ; that is to say, the veal and lamb. 
I  have paid particular attention to this matter, at Worcester and 
Tewksbury as well as at Cheltenham; and I  have seen no veal 
and no Jamb to be compared with those of Warminster. I 
have been thinking, but cannot imagine how it  is, that the 
Wen-Devils, either at Bath or London, do not get this meat 
away from Warminster. I  hope that my observations on it will 
not set them to w ork; for, if it do, the people of Warminster 
will never have a bit of good meat ^ain.

♦ After Cheltenhrfhi we had t6  reanh this pretty little town of 
Fairford, the regular tufiipike road to which lay through Ciren
cester ; but 1  had from a fine m m  at Sir ThomaS Winnington’s, 
traced out a line for us along though a chain of villages, leaving
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Cirencester away to our right, and never coming nearer than 
seven or eight miles to it. We came through DodesweU, With- 
ington, Chedworth, Winston, and the two Cohies. A t Eodeswell 
we came up a long and steep hill, which brought us out of the 
great vale of Gloucester and up upon the Cotswold HiDs, which 
name is tautological, I  believe; for I  think that vx>ld meaned 
high lands of great extent. Such is the Cotswold, at any rate, 
for it is a tract of country stretching across, in a south-easterly 
direction from Dodeswell to near Fairford, and in a north
easterly direction, f»om Htoheomb Hill, in Gloucestershire 
(which, remember, I  descended on the 12th September) to near 
Witney in Oxfordshire. Here we were, then, when we got fairly 
up upon the Wold, with the vale of Gloucester at our back, 
Oxford and its vale to our left, the vale of Wiltshire to our 
right, and the vale of Berkshhe in our fro n t: and from one 
particular point, I  could see a part of each of them. This Wold 
is, in itself, an hgly country. The soil is what is called a stone 
brash below, with a reddish earth mixed with little bits of this 
brash at top, and, for the greater part of the Wold, even this 
soil is very shallow; and as fields are divided by walls made 
of this brash, and as there are, for a mile or two together, no 
trees to be seen, and as the surface is^not smoifth and meen 
like the downs, this is a sort of country, having less to pease 
the eye thap any other th a tJ  have ever seen, always save and 
except the heaths like those of Bagshot and Hindhead. Yet, 
even this Wold has m*ny fertile dells in it, and sends out, from 
its highest parts, several streams, each of which has its pretty 
valley and its m^dows. And here has coipe down to us, from 
a distance of many centuries, a particular race of sheep, called 
the Cotswold breed, wliich are, of course, the best suited to the 
country. They are sho»t and stocky, and appear to me to be 
about half way, in point of size, between the Rylands and the 
South Downs. When orSssed with the Leicester, as they are 
pretty generally in the Nofth of Wiltshire, they make very 
beautifm and even large sheep; q̂ uite large enough, and, people 
say, very profitable.

A  route, when it lies through villages, is one thing on a map, 
and quite another thing on the groimd. Our line of villages, 
from Cheltenham to Fairford was Very nearly straight upon 
the map ; but, upon the ground, it  took us round about a  great 
many miles, besides now and then a little going back, to get 
into the right road ; and, i^ c h  was a great^eonvenience, not 
a public-house was there on our road, #ntil we got Vithin eight 
mUes of Fairfej-d. Resolved that not one single farthing of my 
money should be spent in th* Wen of Cheltenham, we came 
through that place, expecting to find a public-house in the first
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or second of the villages; hut not one vras there, over the rvhole 
of the W old; and though I had, by pocketing some slices of 
meat and bread at Ryaff, provided against this contingency, as 
far as related to ourselves, I  could make no such provision for 
our horses, and they went a great deal too far without baiting. 
Plenty of farm-houses, and, if they had been in America, we 
need have looked for no other. Very likely (I hope it at any 

. rate) almost any farmer on the Cotswold wordd have given us what 
We wanted, if we had asked for i t ; but the fashion, the good 
old fashion, was, by the hellish system j f  fimding and taxing 
and monopolizing, driven across the Atlantic. And is England 
never to see it  return ! Is the hellish system to last for ever I 

Doctor Black, in. remarking upon my Ride down the vale of 
the Salisbury Avon, says, that there has, doubtless, been a falling 
off in the population of the villages, “  lying amongst the chalk- 
hills ; ” aye, and lying everywhere else to o ; or, how comes it, 
that four-fifths of the parishes of Herefordshire, abounding in 
rich land, in meadows, orchards, and pastures, have either no 
parsonage-houses a t all, or have none that a Parson thinks fit 

. for him to live in ? I  vouch for the fa c t; I  wiU, whether in 
Parliament or not, prove the fact to the Parliament: and, if the 
fact be such# the conclusion is inevitable. But how melancholy 
is the sight of these decayed and still decaying villages in the 
deJIs of the Cotswold, where the ^uilding materials, being stone, 
the mins do not totally disappear for ages 1 The village of 
Withiugton (moutioued above) has a cljjiroh like a small cathe
dral, and the whole of the population is now only 603 persons, 
men, women, and children 1 So that, acoo^ing to the Scotch 
fellows, this immehse and fine church, which is as sound as it 
Was 7 or 800 years ago, was built by and for a population, 
containing, a t most, only about 12 0  gj>wn up and able-abodiecl 
men I But here, in this once populous village, or I  think town, 
you see aU the indubitable marks tf most ’melancholy decay. 
There are several lanes, crossing each other, which rmist have 
been streets formerly. There is a large open space where the 
principal streets meet. There are, against this open place, two 
large, old, roomy houses, with gateways into back parts of tiiem, 
and with large stone upping-blocks against the walls of them in 
the street. These were manifestly considerable inns, and, in 
this open place, markets or fairs, or both used to be held. I  
asked two men, whd were threshing in a bam, how long it was 
since their public-house was put down, or dropped ? They told 
me about sixteen^ears^ One of tnese men, who was about fifty 
years of agp, could reruember three public-houses, one of which 
was what was called an inn ! The place standS by the side of 
a  little brook, which here rises, or rather issues, from a high hiU,
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and which, when it has winded down for some miles, and through 
several villages, begins to be called the River Colne, and con
tinues on, under this name, through Fairford and along, I  
suppose, till it  falls into the Thames. Withington is very 
prettily situated; it  was, and not very long ago, a gay and 
happy place; but it  now presents a picture of dilapidation and 
shabbiness scarcely to be equalled. Here are the yet visible 
remains of two gentlemen’s houses. Great farmers have sup
plied their place, as t» inhabiting; and, I  dare say, that some 
tax-eater, or some blaspheming Jew, or some still more base 
and wicked loan-mongering robber is now the owner of the land j 
aye, and ah these people are his slaves as completely, and more 
to their wrong, than the blacks are the slaves of the planters 
in Jamaica, the farmers here, acting, in fact, in a capacity corre
sponding with that of the negro-drivers there.

A  part, and, perhaps, a considerable part, of the decay and 
misery of this place, is owing* to the use of machinery, and to 
the monopolizing. In the manufacture of Blankets, of which 
fabric the town of Witney (above mentioned) was the centre, 
and from which town the wool used to be sent round to, and 
the yam, or warp, come back from, all these Cotswold villages, 
and quite into a part of Wiltshire. This work is all now gone, 
and so the women and the ^irls are a “  surplus popalashon, 
mon,”  and are, of course, to be dealt with by the “  Emigration 
Committee ”  of the • “  Collective Wisdom ”  ! There were, 
only a few years ago, above thirty blanket-manufacturers at 
W itney: twenty-fi^ of these, have been swallowed up by the 
five that now have all the manufacture in their hands ! And 
all this has been done b y 'th at system of gambling and of fic
titious money, which hite conveyed property from the hands 
of the many into the hands of the few. But wise Burdett likes 
this I He wants the lands to be cultivated by few hands, and 
he wants machinery, and all those things, which draw money 
into large masses ; that make a nation consist of a few of very 
rich and of millions of very poor! Burdett must look sharp; 
or this system will play him a trick before it come to an end.

The crops on the Cotswold have been pretty good ; and 
I was very much surprised to see a scattering of early tm- 
nips, and, in some places, decent crops. Upon this Wold I 
saw more' early turnips in a mile or two, than I  saw in all Here
fordshire and Woroestershije and in all the rich and low part 
of Gloucestershire. The high lands alwaysf during the year, 
and especially eduring the summer, reSeive much more of rain 
than the low lands. The clouds hang about the Rills, and the 
dews, when they rise, go, most frequently, and cap the hills.

Wheat-sowing is yet going on on the W old; put the greater
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part of it is sown, and not only sown, but up, and in some places, 
high enough to “  hide a hare.”  What a difference ! In some 
parts of England, no man thinks of sowing wheat till NoTember, 
and it  is often done in March- If the latter were done on this 
Wold there would not be a bushel on an acre. The ploughing 
and other work, on the Wold, is done, in great part, by oxen, 
and here are some of the finest ox-teams that I  ever saw.

AU the villages down to Fairford are pretty much in the 
same dismal condition as that of Withiijgton. Fairford, which 
is quite on the border of Gloucestershire, is a very pretty little 
market-town, and has one of the prettiest churches in the king
dom. I t  was, they say, built in the reign of Henry V II .; and 
one is naturally surprised to see, that its windows of beautiful 
stained glass had the luck to escape, not only the fangs of the 
ferocious “  good Queen Bess; ”  not only the imsparing plun
dering minions of James I. ; hut even the devastating ruiBans 
of Cromwell. *

We got in here about four o’clock, and at the house of Mr. 
lies, where we slept, passed, amongst several friends, a very 
pleasant evening. This morning, Mr. lies was so good as to 
ride with us as far as the house of another friend at Kempsford, 
which is the last Gloucestershire parish in our route. A t this 
friend’s, Mr. Arkall, we saw a fin® dairy of about 60 or 80 cows, 
and a cheese loft with, perhaps, more than two thousand cheeses 
in i t ; at least there were many hundreds. This village contains 
what are said to be the remnants and ruins of a mansion of 
John of Gaunt. The ohmoh is very aocient and very capacious. 
What tales these churches do teU upon u ^  What fools,, what 
lazy dogs, what presumptuous asses, what lying braggarts, they 
make us appear! No people here, more, Ud the Scots cam 
to seevdize ”  us ! Impudent, l3nng Beggars ! Their stinking 
“  kdts ” ought to be taken up, a ^  the brazen and insolent 
vagabonds whipped back to their heaths and their rooks. Let. 
them go and thrive by their “  cash-credits,”  and let their paper- 
money poet, Walter Scott, immortalize their deeds. That 
conceited, dunderheaded feUow, George Chalmers, estimated 
the whole of the population of England and Wales at a few 
persons more than two millions, when England was just at 
the highest point of her power and glory, and when all these 
churches had long been built and were resounding with the 
voice of priests, who resided in their parishes, and who relieved 
all the poor out^of their tithes* But this same Chalmers 
signed his solemn conviMion, that Vortigem and the other Ire- 
land-manus«ripts, which were written by a lad b f sixteen, were 
written by Shakspeabe. •

In coming to Kempsford we got wet, and nearly to the skin.
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But oui friends gave us coats to put on, while ours were dried, 
and while we ate our breakfast. In our way to this house, 
where we now are,'‘ Mr. Tuoky’s, at Heydon, we called at Mr. 
James Crowdy’s, at Highworth, where I  was from the 4th to 
the 9th of September inclusive ; but it looked rainy, and, there
fore, we did not alight. We got wet again before we reached 
this place; but, our journey being short, we soon got our clothes 
dry again.

Burghclere (Hampshire), 
Monday, '2nd October.

Yesterday was a really mjortunate day. The morning prom
ised fa ir ; but its promises were like those of Burdett! There 
was a little snivelling, wet, treacherous frost. We had to come 
through Swindon, and Mr. Tucky had the kindness to come 
with us, unto we got three or four miles on this side (the Hunger- 
ford side) of that very neat and plain and solid and respectable 
market town. Swindon is in Wiltshire, and is in the real fat 
of the land, all being wheat, beans, cheese, or fat meat. In 
our way to Swindon, Mr. Tucky’s farm exhibited to me what 
I  never saw before, four scoi^ oxen, all grazing upon one farm, 
and all nearly f a t ! They were, some Devonshire and some 
Herefordshire. They ^ere fatting on the grass only; and, I 
should suppose, that they are worth, or shortly will be, thirty 
pounds each. But the great pleasure, with which the con
templation of this% ie sight was naturally calculated to inspire 
me, was more than counterbalanced by the thought, that these 
fine oxen, this primest o  ̂human food, was, aye, every mouthful 
of it, destined to be devoured in the Wen, and that, too, for the 
far greater part, by the Jews, loan-jobbers, tax-eaters, and 
their base and prostiturod followers, dependents, purveyors, 
parasites and pimps, literary as well as other wretches, who, 
if suffered to live at all, ought to partake of nothing but the 
offal, and ought to come but one cut before the dogs and cats !

Mind you, there is, in m y opinion, no land in England that 
surpasses this. There is, I  suppose, as good in the three-last 
counties that I  have come through; but hett&r than this is, 
I  should think, impossible. There is a pasture-field, of about 
a hundred acres, close to Swindon, belonging to a Mr. Goddard, 
which, with its cattle and*sheep, was a m jst beautiful sight. 
But everything is full of riches; and^as fast as skill and care 
and industry eftn extract these riches from the land, the xmseen 
grasp of taxation, loau-jobbiag and monopolizing takes them 
away, leaving the labourers not half a belly-full, compelling the 
farmer to pinch them or to bo ruined himsra, and making even

14
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the landowner little better than a steward, or bailiff, for the 
tax-eaters, Jews and jobbers !

Just before we got to Swindon, we crossed a  canal at a place 
where there is a wharf and a coal-yard, and close by these a 
gentleman’s house, with coach-house, stables, walled-in-garden, 
paddock orni, and the rest of those things, which, all together, 
make up a vUla,, surpassing the second and approaching to
wards the first class. Seeing a man in the coal-yard, I  asked 
him to what gentleman the house belonged* “  to the head un o’ 
the canal,”  said he. And, when, upon further inquiry of him, 
I found that it  was the villa of the chief manager, I  could not 
help congratulating the proprietors of this aquatic concern; 
for, though I  did not ask the name of the canal, I  could readily 
suppose, that the profits must be prodigious, when the residence 
of the manager would imply no disparagement of dignity, if 
occupied by a Secretary of State for the Home, or even for the 
Foreign, department. I  mean an English Secretary of State; 
for, as to an American one, his salary would be wholly inade
quate to a residence in a mansion like this.

From Swindon we came up into the down-country "; and 
these downs rise higher even than the Cotswold. We left 
Marlborough away to our right, ajid came along the turnpike 
road towards Hungerford, but with a view of leaving that 
town to our left, further on, and going #way, through Rams- 
bury, towards the northernmost Hampshire hills, rmder which 
Surghclere (where we now are) lies. We passed some fine 
farms upon these downs, the houses and hdmesteads of which 
Were near the road. My companion, though he had been to 
London, and even to France, had ne^er seen downs before; 
and it was amusing to me to witness his surprise at seeing the 
immense flocks of sheep, which were n^w (ten o’clock) just going 
out from their several folds to the downs for the day, each having 
its shepherd, and each shepherd Ms dog. We passed the home
stead of a farmer Woodman, with sixteen banging wheat-ricks 
in the rick-yard, two of which were old ones; and rick-yard, 
farm-yard, waste-yard, horse-paddock, and all round about, 
seemed to be swarming with fowls, ducks, and turkeys, and on 
the whole of them not one feather but what was white 1 Turn
ing our eyes from this sight, we saw, just going out from the 
folds of this same farm, three separate and numerous flocks of 
sheep, one of which* (the fewmh-flock) %e passed close by the side 
of. The she;gberd told tft, that his flock consisted of thirteen 

' SQore and Ato ; but, apparently, he could not. If it  had been 
to save his soul, tell us how manj^huudreds he bad ; and, if you 
reflect a little, you will find, that Ms way of counting is much 
the easiest and best. This was a most beautiful flock of lambs;
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short legged, and, in eTery respect, what they ought to be. 
George, though bom and bred ainongst sheep-farms, had never 
before seen sheep with dark-coloured faces and legs; but his 
surprise, a t  this sight, was not nearly so great as the surprise 
of both of us, at seeing numerous and very large pieces (some- 

' times 50 acres together)' of very good early turnips, Swedish 
as well as l\"hite! AU the three counties of Worcester, Here
ford and Gloucester (except on the Cotswdld) do not, I  am con
vinced, contain as |p’eat a weight of turnip bulbs, as we here 
saw in one single piece ; for here there are, for miles and miles, 
no hedges, and no fences .of any sort.

Doubtless they must have had rain here in the months of 
June and J u ly ; but, as I  once before observed (though I  forget 
w/ien] a  chalk bottom does not suffer the surface to bum, how
ever shallow the top soil may be. It  seems to me to absorb 
and to reiain the water, and to keep it ready to be drawn up by 
the heat of the sun. A t any rate the fact is, that the surface 
above it does not burn ; for there never yet was a summer, not 
even this last, when the dorvus did not reiain their greenness to a 
certain degree, while the rich pastures, and even the meadows, 
(except actually watered] were burnt so as to be as brown as the 
bare earth.

This is a most pleasing <circumstanee attending the down- 
countries ; and thei'e are no downs without a chalk bottom.

Along here, the ccentry is rather too hare: here, until you 
come to Aubome, or Aldboume, there are no meadows in the 
valleys, and no trees, even round the homesteads. This, there
fore, is too naked to please m e; but I love the dooms so much, 
that, if I had to choose, I  would live even here, and especially 
I  would farm here, ra^iier than on the banks of the Wye in 
Herefordshire, in the vale of Gloucester, of Worcester, or of 
Evesham, or, even in what the Kentish men call their “  garden 
of Eden.” I  have now seen (for I have, years back, seen the 
vales of Taimton, Glastonbury, Honiton, Dorchester and Sher
burne) what are deemed the richest and most beautiful parts of 
England ; and, if called upon to name the spot, which I deem the 
brightest and most beautiful and, of its extent, best of all, I 
should say, the villages of North Bovant and Bishopst/row, between 
Heytesbury and Warminster in Wiltshire; for there is, as 
appertaining to rural objects, everything that I  delight in. 
Smooth and verdant downs in hiUs and vuUcts of endless variety 
as to height and depth ana shape ; ric^ corhuand, unencumbered 
by fences; meadows in due proportion', and thase watered at 
pleasure; ana, lastly, the l^^mesteads, and villages, sheltered 
in winter and shaded in summer by lofty and beautiful trees; 
to which may be added, roads never dirty and tjv.rfeam never dry.
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When we Ciuue to Anbome, we got amongst trees again. 
This is a town, and was, manifestly, once a  largo town. Its 
church is as big as three of that of Kensington. I t  has a  market 
now, I  believe ; but, I  suppose, it is, Kke many others, become 
merely nominal, the produce being nearly all carried to Hunger- 
ford, in order to be forwarded to the Jew-devils and the tax- 
eaters and monopolizers in the Wen, and in small Wens on the 
way. It  is a decaying place ; and, I  dare say, that It would be 
nearly depopulated, in twenty years’ time, jf this hellish jobbing 
system were to last so long.

A  little after we came through Aubome, we turned off to 
our right to go through Eamsbury to ShaUbum, where Tull, 
the father of the drill-husbandry, began and practised that 
husbandry at a farm called “  Prosperous.”  Our object was 
to reach this place (Burghelero) to sleep, and to stay for a day 
or tw o ; and, as I  knew Mr. Blandy of Prosperous, I  determined 
upon this route, which, besides, took ns out of the turnpike- 
road. We stopped at Ramsbury, to bait our horses. I t  is a 
large, and, apparently, miserable village, or “  town ”  as the 
people Call it. I t  was in remote times a Bishop’s Hee. Its 
church is very large and very ancient. Parts of it  were evi
dently built long and long before the Norman Conquest. Bur- 
dett owns a great many of the bouses in the village (which 
contains nearly two thousand people), and will, if  he live many 
years, own nearly the whole; for, as *1118 eulogist, William 
Ikiend, the Actuary, told the public, in a pamphlot, in 1817, 
he has resolved, that hjs numerous life-hM-^haU run out, and 
that those who were life-holders under his Aunt, from whom he 
got the estate, shall become rach-renters to him, or quit the 
occupations. Besides this, he is contaSuaUy purchasing lands 
and houses round about and in this place. He has now let 
his house to a Mr. Acres; and, as th^Morning Herald says, is 
safe landed at Bordeaux, with his family, for the w inter! When 
here, he did not occupy a square inch of his land ! He let It aU, 
park and aU; and only reserved “  a right of road ”  from the 
highway to his door. “  He had and has a right to do all this.” 
A  right ? Who denies that ? But is this giving us a  specimen 
of that “  liberality and generosity and hospitality ”  of those 
“  English Country Gentlemen,”  whose praises he so loudly sang 
last winter ? His name is Francis Bilrdett Jones, which last 
name he was oblig^ to take by hi» Aunt’s w ill; and he ac- 

, tually used it for some ^ime after the estate came to him 1 
“  Jones ”  waa^oo common a name for him, I  suppose 1 Sounded 
too much of the vulgar I

However, what I  have principally to do with, is, his absence 
from the country ' a time like this, and, if tho newspapers bo
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correct, his intended absence during the whole of nest winter; 
and such a winter, too, as it is likely to be ! He, for many 
years, complained, and justly, of the sinecure, placeman ; and, 
are we to suffer him to be, thus, a sinecure Member of Parlia
ment ! Tliis is, in my opinion, a great deal worse than a sine
cure placeman ; for this is shutting an active Member out. It 
is a dog-in-manger offence ; and, to the peaple of a place such as 
Westminster, it is not only an injury, but a most outrageous 
insult. If it  be tru#̂  th A  he intends to stay away, during the 
coming session of Parliament, I  trust, not only, that he never 
will be elected again; but, that the people of Westminster will 
call upon him to resign; and this, I am sure they will do too. 
The next session of Parliament must be a most important one, 
and that he knows well. Every member wiU be put to the test in 
the next session of Parliament. On the question of Corn-Bills 
every man must declare, for, or against, the people. He would 
declare against, if he dared; and, therefore, he gets out of 
the way ! Or, this is what we shall have a clear right to pre
sume, if he be absent from the next session of Parliament. He 
knows, that there must bo something like a struggle between 
the land-owners and the fund-holders. Hi^ interest lies with 
the former; he wishes to support the law-church and the army 
and all sources of aristooratioal profit; but, he knows, that the 
people of Westminster would be on the other side. I t  is better, 
therefore, to hear at Bordeaux, about this struggle, than to be 
engaged in i t ! He must know of the great embarrassment, 
distress, and of th% great bodily suffering, now experienced by a 
large part of the people; and has he a right, after hsTvmg got 
himself returned a member for such a place as Westminster, 
to go out of the counti^, at such a time and leave his seat va
cant ? He must know that, during the ensuing winter, there 
must be great distress in*Westmiuster itself; for there will be a 
greater mass of the working people out of employ than there 
ever was in any winter before; and this calamity will, too, be 
owing to that infernal system, which he has been supporting, 
to those paper-money Rooks, with whom he is closely con
nected, and the existence of whose destructive rags he expressed 
his wish to prolong: he knows all this very w ell: he knows 
that, in every quarter the distress and danger are great; and 
is it not, then, his duty to be here ? Is he, who, at his own 
request, has been intruslfd with the rep^senting of a groat 
city to get out of the way at a time liiie this, and under circum
stances like tl^ss ? If  this be so, then is this gtoat, and once 
public-spirited city, become »iiore contemptible, and infinitely 
more mischievous, than the “  accursed hill ”  of W iltshire: 
but this is not so ; the peopic of festininster are what they
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.always were, full of good sense and public spirit: they have been 
cheated by a set of bribed intriguers; and how this has been 
done, I  will explain to them, when I  punish Sir Erancis Burdett 
Jones for the sins, committed jar him, by a hired Scotch writer. 
I  shall dismiss him, for the present, with observing, that, if I  
had in me a millionth part of that malignity and vindictiveness, 
which he so basely snowed towards me, I  have learned anec
dotes sufficient to enable me to take ample vengeance on him 
for the stabs which he, in 1817, knew, that Mb was sending to the 
hearts of the defenceless part of my family 1 

While our horses were baiting at Ramsbury, it  began to 
rain, and by the time that they had ’done, it  rained pretty 
hard, with every appearance of continuing to rain for the day ; 
and it was now about eleven o’clock, we having 18 or 19 miles 
to go before we got to the intended end of our journey. Having, 
hoirever, for several reasons, a very great desire to got to Burgh- 
clere that night, we set off in tho rain ; and, as We carry no great 
coats, we were wet to the sldn pretty soon. Immediately upon 
quitting Ramsbury, we crossed the River Kennet, and, mounting 
a highish hill, we looked back over friend Sir Glory’s park, the 
sight of which brought into my mind the visit of Thimble and 
Cowhide, as described in the “ intense comedy,”  and, when 
I thought of the “  baker’s being starved to death,”  and of 
the “  heavy fall of snow,”  I  could not helj  ̂bursting out a laugh
ing, though it  poured of rain and though I  already felt the 
water on my skin.— M̂em. To ask, when I get to London, 
what is become of the intense “  Counsellor Brib ; ”  and whether 
he have yet had the justice to put the K- to the end of his name. 
I saw a lovely female shoy-hoy, engag^ in keeping the rooks 
from a newly-sown wheat field on the Cotswold Hills, that would 
be a Very suitable match for him ; and* as his manners appear 
to be mended; as he now praises to the sides those 40s. free
holders, whom, in my hearing, he asserted to be “  beneath brute 
beasts ; ”  as he does, in short, appear to be rather less offensive 
than he was, I  should have no objection to promote the union; 
and, I  am sure, the farmer- would like it of all things; for, if 
Miss Stuffed o’ straio can, when single, keep the devourers at a 
distance, say, you who know him, whether the sight of the 
husband’s head would leave a rook in the country 1 

Turning from viewing the scene of Thimble and Cowhide’s 
cruel disappointmesftf we pushed though coppices and across 
fields, to a little village, offlled Eroxfield, which we found to be 
on the great *Bath-Road. Here, cro,ssing the A ad  and also 
a run of water, we, under the guidinoe of a man, who was good 
enough to go about a mile,‘'with us, and to whom we gave a 
shilling and the price of 'a:' pot of beer, mounted another hill.
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from wliichi, after twisting about for awhile, I  saw, and recog
nised the out-buildings of Prosperous farm, towards W'Mch we 
pushed on as fast as w'e could, in order to keep ourselves in 
motion so as to prevent our catching cold; for it rained, and 
incessantly, every step of the way. I  had been at Prosperous 
before ; so that I  knew Mx. Blandy, the owner, and Ins family, 
who received us with great hospitality. They took care of our 
horses, gave us what we wanted in the eating and drinking 
way, and clothed ns, shirts and all, while they dried all our 
clothes; for not only the things on our bodies were soaked, 
but those also which we carried in little thin leather rolls, fas
tened on upon the saddles before us. Notwithstanding all 
that could be done in the way of dispatch, it took more than 
three hours to get our clothes dry. A t last, about three quarters 
of an hour before simset, we got on our clothes again and set 
off: for, as an instance of real bad luck, it  ceased to rain the 
moment we got to Mr. Blandy’s. Including the numerous 
angles and windings, we bad nine or ten miles yet to g o ; but 
I was so anxious to get to Burghclere, that, contrary to my 
practice as weU as m y principle, I  determined to encounter the 
darkness for once, though in cross-country roads, presenting 
us, at every mile, with ways crossing each o'ther; or forming 
a Y  ; or kindly giving us thb^hoice of three, forming the upper 
part of a y  aud a half. Add to this, that we were in an enclosed 
country, the lanes ■ fery narrow, deep-worn, and banks and 
hedges high. There was no moon; but it  was starlight, and, 
as I could see th^ Hampshire HiUs aU along to my right, and 
knew that I must not get above a mile or so from them, I  had 
a guide that could not deceive me; for, as to asking the road, 
in a case like this, it  i*  of little use, unless you meet some one 
at every half miie : for the answer is, keep right on ; aye, but in . 
ten minutes, perhaps, yfti come to a Y , or to a T, or to a + .

A  fellow told me once, in my way from Cbertsey to Guildford,
“  Keep right on, you can’t  miss your way.”  I  was in the per
pendicular part of the T, and the top part was only a few yards 
from me. “  Bight on," said I, “  what over that bank into the 
wheat ? ”  “  No, no,”  said he, “  I  mean that road, to be sure,”
pointing to the road that went off to the Itjt. In down-countries, 
the direction of shepherds and pig and bird boys is always in 
precisely the same words ; namely, “  right over the down,”  laying 
great stress upon the -v/orÔ rigltt. “  But,” ^ id  I,_to a boy, at the 
edge of the down at King’s Worthy Winchester), who gave 
me this direction to Stoke Charity; “ but, wha* do you mean 
by right over the down ? ” « “  Wily,”  said he, “  right on to 
Stoke, to be sure, Zur.”  “  Aye,” said I, “  but how am I, who 
was never here before, to Imow what is  right, m y boy ? ”
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That posed Mm. It  sot him to thinking : a.nd after a bit he pro
ceeded to teU me, that, when I  got up the hill, I  should see 
some trees ; that I  should go along by them ; that I  should then 
see a barn right before me ; that I  should go down to that bam ; 
and that I should then see a  wagon track that would lead me all 
down to Stoke. “  Aye ! ”  said I, “  Jioii) indeed you are a real 
clever fellow.”  And I  gave him a shilling, being part of my 
savings of the morning. Wlioever tries it will find, that the 
less they eat and drink, when travelling, tl»  better they will be. 
I act accordingly. Many days I  have no breakfast and no 
dinner. I  went from Devizes to Highworth without breaking my 
fast, a distance, including my deviations, of more than thirty 
miles. I  sometimes take, from a friend’s house, a little bit of meat 
between two bits of bread, which I eat as I  ride along; but 
whatever I save from this fasting work, I  think I  have a clear 
right to give aw ay; and, accordingly, I  generally put the 
amount, in copper, into m y waistcoat pocket, and dispose of it 
during the day. I  know well, that I  am. the better for not stuffing 
and mowing myself out, and with the savings I  make many and 
many a-happy boy; and, now-and-then, I  give a whole family 
a good meal with, -the cost of a breakfast, or a dinner, that would 
have done me-mischief. I  do not do this because I  grudge inn
keepers what they charge; for, A y  surprise is, how they can 
live -without charging more than they do in general.

It  was dark by the time that we got t8  a village, called East 
Woodhay. Sunday evening is the time Jar courting, in the 
country. It  is not convenient to carry this qga before faces, and, 
at farmhouses and cottages, there are no spare apartments; 
so that the pairs turn out, and pitch up, to carry on their nego- 
oiationa, by the side of stile or a gate, ^he evening was auspi
cious it was 'pretty dark, the weather ruUd, and Old Michaelmas 
(when yearlyser-vioes end) was fast apprfching; and,accordingly, 
I  do not recollect ever ha-ving before seen so many negoeiations 
going on, within so short a distance. A t West Woodhay my 
horse cast a shoe, and, as the road -was abominably flinty, we 
were compelled to go at a snail’s pace: and I  should have gone 
crazy -with impatience, had it  not been for these ambassadors and 
ambassadresses of Cupid, to every pair of whom I  said some
thing or other. I  began by asking the fellow my road ; and, 
from the tone and manner of his answer, I  could tell pretty nearly 
what prospect he h ^  of success, andrfmew what to say to draw 
something from him. I*had some famous sport with them, 
sajnng to the#! more than I  should have said by, daylight, and 
a great deal loss than I  should hagre said, if my horse had been 
in a condition to carry me away as swiftly as he did from Osmond 
Kioardo’s terrific cross 1 “  There ! ”  exclaims Mrs. Scrip, tho
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stock-jobber’s young wife, to her old hobbUng wittol of a spousej 
“  You see, m y love, that this mischievous man could not let 
“  even these poor peasants alone.”  “  Peasants i  you dirty- 
“  necked devil, and where got you that word ? You, who, but 
“  a few years ago, came, perhaps, up from the country in a 
“  wagon ; who ■ made the bed you now sleep in ; and rvho got the 
“  husband by helping him to get his wife out of the world, as 
“  some young party-coloured blade is to get you and the old 
“  rogue’s money by % similar process ! ”

We got to Burghclere about eight o’clock, after a very dis
agreeable d a y ; but we found ample compensation in the house, 
and aU within it, that we were now arrived at.

Burghclere,
. Sunday, Sih Sept.

It rained steadily this morning, or else, at the end of these 
six days of hunting for George, and two for me, we should have 
set oS. The rain gives me time to give an account of Mr. Budd’s 
crop of Tullian Wheat. I t  was sown in rows and on ridges, with 
very wide intervals, ploughed all summer. If he reckon that 
ground only which the wheat grew upon, he had one hundred 
and thirty, bushels to the « r e ; and even if he reckoned the 
whole of the ground, he had 28 bushels all but two gallons to the 
acre! But the best wheat he grew this year was dibbled in 
between rows of Swedish Turnips, in November, foiir rows upon 
a ridge, with an eighteen-inch interval between each two rows, 
and a five-feet inl^rval between the outside rows on each ridge. 
I t  is the white cone that Mr. Budd sows. He had ears with 130 
grains in each. This would be the farming for labourers in their 
Bttle plots. They m i^ t grow thirty bushels of wheat to the 
acre, and have crops of cabbages, in the interyals, at the same 
time ; or, of potatoes, it they liked them better.

Before my arrival here, Mr. Budd had seen my description of 
the state of the labourers in Wiltshire, and had, in consequence, 
written to my son James (not knowing where I was) as follows : 
“  In order to see how the labourers are now screwed down, look 
“  at the following facts: Arthur Young, in 1771 (55 years ago)

allowed for a man, his wife and three children 13s. Id. a week, 
“  according to present money-prices. B y  the Berkshire Magis- 
“  trates’ table, made in 1795, the allowance was, for such family, 
“  according to the present money-prices*|J Is. 4J. Now it is, 
“  according to the same standard, 8s. •  According to. your father’s 
“  proposal, tlie sum would be (supposing there to fte no malt tax) 
“  18s. a w eek; and little eiJIiugh too.”  Is not that enough to 
convince any one of the heUishness of this system? Yet Sir 
Glory applauds it. Is it  not horrible to contemjJate millions
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in this half-starTing state ; and, is it not the duty of “  England’s 
Glory,”  who has said that his estate is “  a retaining fee for de
fending the rights of the people ; ” is it not his duty to stay in 
England and endeavour to restore the people, the millions, to 
what their fathers were, instead of going abroad ; selling off his 
carriage horses, and going abroad, there to spend some part, 
at least, of the fruits of English labour ? I  do not say, that he 
has no right, generally speaking, to go and spend his money 
abroad ; but, I  do say, that having got himlielf elected for such 
a city as Westminster, he had no right, at a time like this, to 
be absent from Parliament. However, what cares he? His 
“  retaining fee ”  indeed ! He takes special care to augment that 
fee ; but I challenge aU his shoe-Uckers, all the base worshippers 
pf twenty thousand acres, to show me one single thing that he 
has ever done, or, within the last twelve years, attempted to do, 
for his clients. In short, this is a man that must now be brought 
to book; he must not be suffered to insult Westminster any 
longer: hp must tum-to or turn o u t: he is a  sore to West
minster ; a set-fast on its back; a choUo in its belly ; a cramp 
in its limbs ; a gag in its mouth ; he is a nuisance, a monstrous 
nuisance, in Westminster, and he must be abated.

E ID E , F B O M  BU EO H O LEEE TO I-Y N D H U K S lf T H B  N EW  
FOKBST.

“  The Reformers have yet many and powerful foes; we have 
to contend against a host, such as nevy existed before in the 
world. Nine-tenths of the press; all the channels of speedy 
communication of sentiment; all the pulpits; all the associa
tions of rich people ; all the taxing-people; aU the military and 
naval establishments ; all the yeomanry cavalry tribes. Your 
allies are endless in number and mighty in influence. But, we 
have one oRy worth the whole of them put together, namely, the 
DEBT ! This is an ally, whom no honours or rewards can 
seduce from us. She is a steady, unrelaxing, persevering, incor
ruptible ally. An ally that is proof Mainst all blandishments, 
all intrigues, all tenl|iiations, and alFopen attacks. She sets 
at defiance all ‘ mUitgry,’ dR ‘ yeomanry cavalry.’ They may as 
weU fire a t ,g h o s t .  She cares no more for the Sabres of the 
yeomanry Or nhe Life Guards tha# Milton’s angels did for the 
swords of Satan’s myrmidons. This ally cares not a  straw 
about apim and informers. She laughs at the employment of
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sccret-servicc money. She is alirays erect, day and night, and is 
always fii-mly moving on in our cause, in spite of all the terrors 
of gaols, dungeons, halters and axes. Therefore, Mr. Jabbt, 
be not so pert. The combat is not so unequal as you seem to 
imagine; and, confident and insolent as you now are, the day 
of your humiliation may not be far distant.” — L ettee to Me. 
Jabbt, of Birmingham, Register, v. 31, p. 477. (Nov. 1816.)

Hurstbourn Tarrant 
(cmnmonly called Uphusband), 

Wednesday, 11th October, 1826.

When quarters are good, you are apt to lurlc in them ; but, 
really it  was so wet, that we could not get away from Burghclere 
till Monday evening. Being here, there were many reasons 
for our going to the great fair at Weyhill, which began yesterday, 
and, indeed, the day before, at Appleshaw. These two days 
are allotted for the selluig of sheep only, though the horse-fair 
begins on the 10th. To Appleshaw they bring nothing but those 
fine curled-homed and long-tailed ewes, which bring the house- 
lambs and the early Easter-lambs; and these, which, to my 
taste, are the finest and most beautiful animals of the sheep 
kind, come exclusively ou# of Dorsetshire and out of the part 
of Somersetshire bordering on that county.

To Weyhill, which is a village of half a dozen houses on a 
down, ju.st above Appleshaw, they bring from the down-farms 
in Wiltshire a n ^  Hampshire, where they are bred, the South- 
down sheep; ewes to go away into the pasture and turnip 
countries to have lambs, wethers to be fatted and killed, and 
lambs (nine months cid) to be kept to be sheep. A t both fairs 
there is supposed to be about two hundred thousand sheep. ‘ It 
was of some consequeifte to ascertain how the price of these had 
been affected by “  late panic,” which ended the “  respite ”  of 
1822; or by the “  plethora of money ”  as loan-man Baring 
called it. I  can assure this political Doctor, that there was no 
such “  plethora ”  at Weyhill, yesterday, where, while I  viewed 
the long faces of the farmers, while I saw consciousness of ruin 
painted on their countenances, I  could not help saying to myself,
“ the loan-mongers think they are cunning; but, by ----- ,
“  they will never escape the ultimate consequences of this 
“  horrible ruin ! ”  T h^  prices, take them on a fair average, 
were, at both fairs, just about o:)jp-half what they were last 
year. So tl^at my friend Mr. Thwaites of the Tk-rald, who had a  
lying Irish reporter at Proton, was rather hasty, about three 
months ago, when he told his wdl-injormed readers, that, “  those 
politicians were deceived, who had supposed that prices of farm
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produce would fall in consequence of ‘ late panic ’ and the sub
sequent measures ”  ! There were Dorsetshire ewes that sold 
last year, for 50s. a head. Wo could hear of none this year that 
exceeded 25s. And only think of 25s. for one of these fine, large 
?wss, nearly fit to kill, and having two lambs in her, ready to be 
brought forth in, on an average, sis weeks’ time ! The average 
is three lambs to two of these ewes. In 1812 these ewes were 
from 55s. to 72s. each, at this same Appleshaw fa ir ; 8,nd in 
that year I bought South-down ewes at 451. each, just such as 
were, yesterday, sold for 18s. Yet the sheep and grass and aU 
things are the same in real value. What a false, what a decep
tions, what an infamous thing, this paper-money system is !

However, it is a pleasure, it is real, it is great delight, it is 
boundless joy to me, to contemplate this infernal system in its 
hour of wreci; swag here: crack there: sorbop this way : souse 
that w ay: and such a rattling and such a squalling: and the 
parsons and their wives looking so frightened, beginning, appar
ently, to think that the day of judgment is at hand ! I  wonder 
what master parson of Sharncut, whose church can contain eight 
persons, and master parson of Draycot Foliot, who is, for want of 
a church, inducted tmder a  tent, or temporary booth ; I  wonder 
what they think of South-down l^mbs (9 months old) selling 
for 6 or 7 shillings each ! I  wonder What the Barings and the 
Ricardos think of it. I  wonder what those^master parsons think 
of it, who are half-pay naval, or military officers, as well as 
master parsons of the church made by law. I  wonder what the 
Gaffer Gooches, with their parsonships and m iKary offices, think 
of it. I  wonder what Daddy Coke and Suffield tliink of i t ; and 
when, I  wonder, do they mean to get into their holes and bams 
again to cry aloud against the “  roguery wf reducing the interest 
of the Debt ”  ; when, I  wonder, do t h ^  manly, these modest, 
these fau’, these candid, these open, and; above aU things, these 
sensible, fellows intend to assemble again, and to call all “  the 
House of Quidenham ”  and the “  House of Kilmainham,”  or 
Kinsqleham, or whatever it  is (for I really have forgotten); to 
call, I  say, all these about them, in the holes and the bams, and 
then and there again make a formal and solemn protest against 
OoBBETT and against his roguish proposition for reducing the 
interest of the D ebt! Now, I have these fellows on the h ip ; 
and brave sport will I have with them before I have done.

Mr. Blount, at whc^g house (7 miles from Weyhill) I  am, went 
with me to the fair; and fre took particular pains to ascertain 
tlie prices. W8  saw, and spoke to, Mr. John Herbert, of Stoke 
(near Uphnsband) who was asking #0«., and who did not expect 
to gel it, for South-down ewes, just such as he sold, last year (at 
this fair), for, 8§s. Mr. Jolliff, of Crux-Easton, was asking 16«.
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for just such ewes as he sold, last year (at this fair)' for 32s. Farmer 
Holdway had sold “  for less than half ”  his last year’s price. 
A  farmer that I  did not know, told us, that he had sold to a 
great sheep-dealer of the name of Smallpiece at the latter’s own 
price ! I  asked him what that “  own price ”  was ; and he said 
that he was ashamed to say. The horse-fair appeared to have 
no business at all going on ; for, indeed, how were people to pur
chase horses, who had got only half-price for their sheep ?

The sales of sheep  ̂at this one fair (including Appleshaw), must 
have amounted, this year, to a hundred and twenty or thirty 
thousand poimds less than last year ! Stick a pin there, master 
“  Prosperity Robinson,”  and turn back to it again anon ! Then 
came the horses; not equal in amount to the sheep, but of great 
amount. Then comes the cheese, a very great article; and it 
will have a falling off, if you take quantity into view, in a still 
greater proportion. The hops being a monstrous crop, their 
price is nothing to judge by. But all is fallen. Even com, 
though, in many parts, all but the wheat and rye have totally 
failed, is, taking a quarter of each of the si% sorts (wheat, rye, 
barley, oats, pease, and beans), 11s. 9d. cheaper, upon the whole ; 
that is to say, 11s. 9d. upon 258s. And, if the “  late panic ”  had 
not come, it  must and it  would have been, and according to the 
small bulk of the crop, it  ought to have been, 150s. dearer, in
stead of 11s. 9d. che^er. Yet, it  is too dear, and far too dear, 
for the working people to eat 1 The masses, the assembled 
masses, must starve, if the price of bread bo not reduced that 
is to say, in Scotland and Ireland ; for, in England, I  hope that 
the people will “  demand and insist ”  (to use the language of the 
Bin of Eights) on a just and suitable provision, agreeably to the 
la w ; and, if they d o ^ o t get it, I  trust that law and justice 
will, in due course, be done, and strictly done, upon those who 
refuse to make such provision. Though, in time, the price of 
com win come down without any repeal of the Com B ill; and 
though it  would have come down now, if we had had a good 
crop, or an average crop; still the Corn BiE ought now to be 
repealed, because people must not be starved in waiting for the 
next crop; and the “ landovmers’ monopoly,”  as the sou of 
“  John with the bright sword ”  caljs it, ought to be swept away ; 
and the sooner it is done, the better for the country. I  know 
very weU that the landowners must lose their estates, if such 
prices continue, and if «the present t a j^  continue; I  know 
this very weU; and, I  like it  well^ for, the landowners mai/ 
cause the taxts to be taken off if they will. “  Ah ? wicked dog ! ”  
say they, “  What, then, y(*i would have us lose the half pay 

and the pensions and sinecures which our children and other 
“ relations, or that we ourselves, are pocketing out of the taxes,
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“  which are squeezed, In great part, out of the labourer’s skin 
“  and bone ! ”  Yes, upon my word, I  would ; but if you prefer 
losing your estates, I hare no great objection j for it is hard 
that, “  in a free country,” people shodd not have their choice 
of the different roads to the poor-house. Here is the rvb: 
the Tote-owners, the seat-owners, the big borough-mongers, 
have directly and indirectly, so large a share of the loaves and 
fishes, that the share is, in point of clear income, equal to, and, 
in some oases, greater than, that from their eftatos ; and, though 
this is not the case with the small fry of jolterheads, they are so 
linked in with, and overawed by, the big ones, that they have 
all the same feeling ; and that is, that to out off half-pay, pen
sions, sinecures, oommissionerships (such as that of Hobhouse’s 
father), army, and the rest of the “ good things,”  would be 
nearly as bad as to take away the estates, which, besides, are, 
in fact, in many instances, nearly gone (at least from the present 
ĥolder) already, by the means of mortgage, annuity, rent-charge, 

settlement, jointure, or something or other. Then there are the 
parsons, who with their keen noses, have smelled out long enough 
ago, that, if any serious settlement should take place, they go 
to a certainty. In short, they know well how the whole nation 
(the interested excepted) feel towards them. They know well, 
that were it not for their allies, it would soon be queer times 
with them. ,

Here, then, is the rvb. Here are the reasons why the taxes 
are nbt taken off 1 Some of these jolterheaded beasts were 
ready to cry, and I  know one that did actually cry to a farmer 
(his tenant) in 1822.' The tenant told him, that “  Mr. Cobbett 
had been right about this matter.”  “  Wfiat 1 ”  exclaimed he, 
“  I  hope you do not read Cobbett! H e^ U  ruin you, and he 
would ruin us all. He would introdiige anarchy, confusion, 
and destruction of property I ” Oh, no. Jolterhead ! There 
is no destruction of property. Matter, the philosophers say, is 
indestructible. But, it is all easily transferaUe, as is well-known 
to the base Jolterheads and the blaspheming Jews. The former 
of these will, however, soon have the faint sweat upon them again. 
Their tenants will be ruined first: and, here what a foul robbery 
these landowners have committed, or at least, enjoyed and 
pocketed the gain of I iThey have given their silent assent to 
the one-pound note abolition B il. They knew well that this 
must reduce the price farm produce 9ne-half, or thereabouts; 
and yet, they wore prepared ♦ o take and to insist on, and they do 
take and insist 8n, as high rents as if that BiU ha<J never been 
passed! What dreadful ruin will tnsue'! How many, many 
farmers’ families are now just preparing the way for their en
trance into the poor-hotise 1 How m any; certainly many a
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score farmers did I see at Weyhill, yesterday, wlio came there as 
it were to know their fate ; and who are gone home thoroughly con
vinced, that they shall, as farmers, never see Weyhill fair again!

When such a man, his mind impressed with such conviction, 
returns home and there beholds a family of children, half bred 
up, and in the notion that they were not to be mere working 
people, what must be his feelings I Why, if he have been a bawler 
against Jacobins and Radicals; if he have approved of the 
Power-of-Imprisonment Bill and of Six-Acts ; aye, if he did not 
rejoice at Castlereafh’s cutting his own throat; if he have been 
a cruel screwer down of the labourers, reducing them to skeletons ; 
if he have been an officious detector of what are called “ poachers,” 
and have assisted in, or approved of, the hard punishments, 
inflicted on them ; then, in either of these cases, I  say, that his 
feelings, though they put the suicidal knife into his own hand, are 
short of what he deserves ! I  say this, and this I  repeat with all 
the seriousness and solemnity with which a man can make a de
claration ; for, had it not been for these base and selfish and 
unfeeling wretches, the deeds of 1817 and 1819 and 1820 would 
never, have been attempted. These hard and dastardly dogs, 
armed up to the teeth, werb always ready to come forth to 
destroy, not only to revile, to decry, to belie, to calumniate in all 
sorts of ways, but, if necegsary, absolutely to cut the .throats 
of, those who had no object, and who could have no object, 
other than that of preventing a continuance in that course of 
measures, which have finally produced the ruin, and threaten 
to produce the absolute destruction, of these base, selfish, hard 
and dastardly d8gs themselves. Pity them ! Let them go for 
pity to those whom they have applauded and abetted.

The farmers, I  mean the renters, will not now, as they did 
in 1819, stand a good long emptying out. They had, in 1822, lost 
nearly all. The present stock of the farms is not, in one half 
of the oases, the property of the farmer. It  is borrowed stock; 
and the sweeping out will be very rapid. The notion that the 
Ministers will “  do something ”  is clung on to by all those who 
are deeply in debt, and all who have leases, or other engagements 
for time. These believe (because they anxiously wish) that the 
paper-money, by means of some sort or other, will be put out 
again ; while the Ministers believe (because they anxiously wish) 
that the thing can go on, that they can continue to pay the 
interest of the debt, and meet all the rest of their spendings,' 
■ without one-pound notfc and ■ without Jiank-restriotion. Both 
parties ■ will be deceived, and in th^midst of the strife, that the 
dissipation t)f the delusion ■ wiD infallibly leaS to, the whole 
T hujo is very hkely to go fo pieces ; and that, too, mind, tum
bling into the hands and placed at the meroy, of a people, the
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millions of -H-Iiora have boon fed upon less, to four persons, than 
%vhat goes down the throat of one single common soldier ! Please 
to mind that. Messieurs the admirers of select vestries I You 
have not done it. Messieurs Sturges Bourne and the Hampshire 
Parsons 1 You thought you had ! You meaned w ell; but it 
was a cowp-mauque, a missing of the mark, and that, too, as is 
frequently the case, by over-shooting it. The attempt will, 
however, produce its just consequences in the end; and those 
consequences will be,of vast importance. ,

Prom Weyhill I  was shown, yesterday, the wood, in which 
took place the battle, in which was concerned poor Turner, one 
of the young men, who was hanged at Winchester, in the year 
1822. There was another young man, named Smith, who was, 
on account of another game-battle, hanged on the same gallows ! 
And this for the preservation of the game, you will observe! This 
for the preservation of the sports of that aristocracy for whose sake, 
and solely for whose sake, “  Sir James Graham, of Netherby, 
“  descendant of the Earls of Monteith and of the seventh Earl of 
“  Galloway, K .T.”  -(being sure not to omit the K .T .) ; this hang
ing of us is for the preservation of the sports of that aristocracy, 
for the sake of whom this Graham, this barefaced plagiarist, 
this bungling and yet impudent pamphleteer, would sacrifice, 
would reduce to beggary, according»to his pamphlet, three hun
dred thousand families (making, doubtless, tioo millions of per
sons), in the middle rank of life ! It  is fonthe preservation, for 
upholding what he insolently calls the “  dignity ”  of this sporting’ 
aristocracy, that he proposes to rob all mortg^ees, all who have 
claims upon land ! The feudal lords in Prancemad, as Mr. Young 
teUs us, a right, when they came in, fatigued, from hunting or 
shooting, to cause the heUy of one of their jrassals to be ripped up, 
in order for the lord to soak his feet in the bowels ! Sir James 
Graham of the bright sword does not profiose to carry us back so 
tar as this ; he is willing to stop at taking away the money and 
the victuals of a very large part of the community; and, mon
strous as it may seem, I will venture to say, that there are scores 
of the Lord-Charles tribe who think him moderate to a fau lt!

But, to return to the above-mentioned hanging at Winchester 
(a thing never to be forgotten by me), James Turner, aged 28 
years, was accused of assisting to kill Robert Baker, gamekeeper 
to Thomas Asheton Smith, Esq., in the parish of South Tidworth ; 
and Charles Smith, aged 27 years, w ^  accused of shooting at 
(not killing) Robert Ifaellffove, assistant gamekeeper to Lord 
Palmerston (Secretary at War), at Broadlands, in the parish of 
Romsey. Poor Charles Smith ha^ better have Seen hunting 
after shares than after hares 1 Mines, however deep, ha would 
have found less perilous than the pleasure grounds of Lord
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Palmerston! I  deem this hanging at Winchester worthy of 
general attention, and particularly at this time, when the aris
tocracy near Andover, and one, at least, of the members for that 
town, of whom this very Thomas Asheton Smith was, until lately, 
one, was, if the report in the Meaning Ohronidt (copied into the 
Register of the 7th instant) be correct, endeavouring, at the late 
Meeting at Andover, to persuade people, that they (these aristo
crats) wished to keep up the price of com for the sake of the 
labourers, whom Sir John Pollen (Thomas Asheton Smith’s son’s 
present colleague as member for Andover) called “  poor devils,” 
and who, he said, had “  hardly a rag to cover them ! ”  O h! 
wished to keep up the price of com for the good of the “  poor 
devils of labourers who have hardly a rag to cover them ! ” 
Amiable feeling, tender-hearted souls! Cared not a straw 
about rents ! Oid n o t; oil no ! did not care even about the 
farmers 1 It was only for the sake of the poor, naked devils of 
labourers, that the colleague of young Thomas Asheton Smith 
cared ; it  was only for those who were in the same rank of life 
as James Turner and Charles Smith were, that these land An
dover aristocrats cared ! This was the only reason in the world 
for their wanting corn to sell at a high price ? We often say, 
“  that beats everything; ”  but really, I  think, that these pro
fessions of the Andover arist*crats do “  hexjl everything.”  Ah ! 
but. Sir John Pollen, these professions come too late in the day : 
the people are no longw to he deceived by such stupid attempts 
at disguising hypocrisy. However, the attempt shall do this : 
it shall make pie repeat here that which I  published on the 
Winchester hanging, in the Register of the Cth of April, 1822. 
It made part of a “  Letter to Landlords.”  Many boys have, 
since this article was piillshed, grown np to the age of thought. 
Let them now read i t ; and I  hope, that they will remember it well.

I, last fall, addressed ten letters to yOu on the subject of the 
Agricultural Report. My object was to convince you, that you 
would be ruined; and, when I think of your general conduct 
towards the rest of the nation, and especially towards the 
labourers, I  must say that I  have great pleasure in seeing that 
my opinions are in a  fair i^ y  of being verified to the full extent. 
I  dislike the Jews ; but the Jews Me so inimical to the 
industrious classes of the country as you are. 'Vljp should do a 
great deal befter .with the ’Squires from ’Change Alley, who, 
at any rate, have nothing of*the ferocious and bloody in their 
characters. Engrafted upon your native want of feeling is the
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sort of military spirit of command that you have acquired during 
the late war. You appeared, at the close of that war, to think 
that you had made a conquest of the rest of the nation for ever; 
and, if it had not been for the burdens which the war left behind 
it, there would have been no such thing as air, in- England, for 
any one but a slave to breathe. The Bey of Tunis never talked 
to his subjects in language more insolent than you talked to the 
people of England. The d e b t , the blessed Debt, stood our 
friend, made you. soften your tone, and will finally place you 
where you ought to be placed. *

This is the last Letter that I  shall ever take the trouble to 
address to you. In a  short time, you will become much too 
insignifioant to merit any particular notice; but just in the 
way of farewell, and that there may be something on record to 
show what care has beeq taken of the partridges, pheasants, and 
hare.s, while the estates themselves have been suffered to slide 
away, I  have resolved to address this one more Letter to you, 
which resolution has been occasioned by the recent putting to 
death, at Winchester, of two men denominated Poachers. This 
is a thing, which, whatever you may think of it, has not been 
passed over, and is not to be passed over, without full notice and 
ample record. The account of the matter, as it appeared in the 
public prints, was very short; hut the fact is such as never 
ought to be forgotten. And, while you are complaining of your 
“  distress,” I  will endeavour to lay befor* the public that which 
will show, that the law has not been unmindfid of even your sports. 
The time is approaching, when the people will have an opportunity 
of exercising their judgment as to what are od!led “  Game-Laws;” 
when they will look back a little at what has been done for the 
sake of insuring sport to landlords. short, landlords as well 
as labourers win pass under review. But, I  must proceed to my 
subject, reserving reflections for a subupquent part of my letter. 

The account, to which I  have alluded, is th is:
“  Hampshibb. The Lent Assizes for this county concluded 

“  on Saturday morning. The Criminal Calendar contained 58 
“  prisoners for trial, 16 of whom have been sentenced to suffer 
“  death, but two only of that number (poachers) were left by the 
“  Judges for execution, v iz .; James Turner, aged 28, for aiding 
“  and assisting in killing Robert Baker, gamekeeper to Thomas 
“  Asheton Smith, -Esq., in the parish of South Tidworth, and 
“  Charles Smith, aged 27, for h avi^  wilfully and maliciously 
“  shot at Robert sftiellgrove, assistant gamekeeper to Lord 
“  Palmerston^ at Broadrands, in the parish of Bomsey, with 
“  intent to do him grievous bodilwharm. Thî  JrSige (Burroughs 
“  observed, it became neceasari/ ro these casis, that the extreme 
“  ̂ etOence of the law should he inflicted, to deter others, as resistance
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“  to gamoTceepers was now arrived ai an alarming height, and 
“ many lives had been lost.”

The fii'st thing to observe here is, that there, were sixteen 
persons sentenced to suffer death; and that the only persons 
actually put to death, were those who had been endeavouring to 
get at the hares, pheasants or partridges of Thomas Asheton 
Smith, and of our Secretary a t War, Lord Palmerston. Whether 
the Judge Burrough (who was long Chairman of the Quarter 
Sessions in Hampshiref, uttered the words ascribed to him, or not, 
I  cannot s a y ; but the words have gone forth In print, and the 
impression they are calculated to make is th is : that it was 
necessary to put these two men to death, in order to deter others 
from resisting gamekeepers. The putting of these men to death 
has excited a very deep feeling throughout the County of H ants; 
a  feeling very honourable to the people of that county, and very 
natural to the breast of every human being.

In this case there appears to have been a killing, in which 
Tnrner assisted ; and Turner might, by possibility, have given 
the fatal blow; but in the case of Smith, there was no killing at 
aU. There was a mere shooting at, with intention to do him bodily 
harm. This latter offence was not a crime for which men were 
put to death, even when there^was no assault, or attempt at as
sault, on the part of the person shot a t ; this was not a  crime 
punished with death, tu^iil that terrible act, brought in b y  the late 
Lord Ellenborough, was passed, and formed a part of our match
less Code, that Code which there is such a talk about softening ; 
but which softening^oes not appear to havg in view this Act, or 
any portion of the Game-Laws.

In order to form a j)jst opinion with regard to the offence 
of these two men that have been hanged a t Winchester, we 
must first consider the pjotives by which they were actuated, 
in committing the acts of violence laid to their charge. For, it 
is the intention, and not the mere act, that constitutes the crime. 
To make an act murder, there must be malice aforethought. 
The question, therefore, is, did these men attack, or were they 
the attacked ? I t  seems to bo clear that they were the attacked 
parties: for they are executed, according to  this publication, 
to deter others from resisting gamekeepefs !

I  know very well that there is Law for this ; but what I  shall 
endeavour to show is, that the Law ought to be altered ; that 
the people of Hampshire oflght to petition^jor such alteration; 
and that if you, the Landlords, were %ise, you would petition 
also, for an altdhation, if  not a total annihilation o f that terrible 
Code, called the Game-Laws, r^ioh has been growing harder and 
harder all the time that it ought to haye been wearing away. 
It  should never be forgotten, that, in order to make prmish-
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ments efficient in the way of example, they must be thought 
just by the Community at large ; and they will never be thought 
just if they aim at the protection of things belonging to one 
particular class of the Community, and, especially, if those verj' 

' things be grudged to this class by the Community in general. 
When punishments of thu sort take place, they are looked upon 
as unnecessary, the sufferers are objects of pity, the common 
feeling of the Community is in their favour, instead of being 
against them ; and it  is those who cause thfc punishment, and not 
those who suffer it, who become objects of abhorrence.

Upon seeing two of our countrymen hanging upon a gallows, 
we naturally, and instantly, run back to the cause. First we 
find the fighting with gamekeepers; next we find that the 
men would have been transported if caught in or near a cover 
with guns, after d a rk ; next we find that these trespassers are 
exposed to transportation because they are in pursuit, or sup
posed to be in pursuit, of partridges, pheasants, or hares; and 
then, we ask, where is the foundation of a law to punish a man 
with transportation for being in pursuit of these animals ? And 
where, indeed, is the foundation of the Law, to take from any 
man, be he who he may, the right of Catching and using these 
animals ? We know very w ell; we are instructed by mere 
feeling, that we have a right to live, to see and to move. Com
mon sense tells us that there are some things which no man 
can reasonably call his property; and tlJbugh poachers (as they 

' are called) do not "read Blmkstone’s Commentaries, they know 
that such animals as are of a wild and unt#meable disposition, 
any man may seize u^ou and keep for his own use and pleasure. 
“  All these things, so long as they remain in possession, every 
“  man has a  right to enjoy without dfetnrbance; but if once 
“  they escape from his custody, or he voluntarily abandons the 
“  use of them, they return to the ooumiou stock, and any man 
“  else has an equal right to seize and enjoy them afterwards.”  
(Book 2, Chapter 1.)

In the Second Book and Twenty-sixth Chapter of Blachstone, 
the poacher might read as follows: “  With regard likewise to 
“ wild animals, a l  mankind had by the original grant of the 
“  Creator a right to pursue and take away any fowl or insect 
“  of the air, any fish or inhabitant of the waters, and any beast 
“  or reptile of the field ; and this natural right still continues in 
“ every individual,njnlesB where it«is restrained by the civil 
“ laws of the co u n ^ . And when a man has once so seized 
“  them, they 4)eoome, while living, his qualified property, or, if 
“  dead, are absolutely his own; »  that to steal them, or other- 
“  wise invade this property, is, according to the respective values, 
“  sometimes a criminsd 6ffenoe, sometimes only a civil injury.”
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Poacliera do not read this ; but that reason which is common 
to all mankind tells them that this is true, and tells them, also, 
what to think of any positive law that is made to restrain them from 
this right granted by the Creator. Before I  proceed further in 
commenting upon the case immediately before me, let me once 
more quote this English Judge, who wrote fifty years ago, when 
the Game Code was mild indeed, compared to the one of the 
present day. “ Another violent alteration,”  says he, “ of the 
“  English Constitutiom consisted in the depopulation of whole 
“  countries, for the purposes of the King’s royal diversion ; and 
“  subjecting both them, and .all the ancient forests of the king- 
“  dom, to the unreasonable severities of forest laws imported 
“  from the continent, whereby the slaughter of a beast was 
“  made almost as penal as the death of a man. In the Saxon 
“  times, though no man was allowed to kill or chase the King’s 
“ deer, yet he might start any game, pursue and kill it upon 
“ his own estate. But the rigour of these new constitutions 
“  vested the sole property of all the game in England in the 
“  King alone; and no man was entitled to disturb any fowl of 
“  the air, or any beast of the field, of such kinds as were specially 
“  reserved for the royal amusement of ■ the Sovereign, without 
“  express license from the King, by a grant of a chase or free 
“  warren: and those franchises were granted as much with a 
“  view to preserve the breed of animals, as to indulge the sub- 
“  ject. Prom a similaifpriuciple to which, though the forest laws 
“  are now mitigated, and by degrees grown entirely obsolete, yet 
“  from this root h ^  sprung up a bastard sHp, known by the 
“  name of the Game-Law, now arrived to and wantoning in its 

.“ highest vigour: both founded upon the same unreasonable 
“  notions of permanent*property in wild creatures; and both 
“  productive of the same tyranny to the commons: but with 
“ this difference; that %he forest laws established only one 
“  mighty hxmter throughout the land, the game-laws have 
“  raised a little Nimrod in every manor.”  (Book 4, Chapter 33.)

When this was written nothing was known of the present 
severity of the law. Judge Blackstone says that the Game 
Law was then wantoumg in its highest vigour; what, then, 
would he have said, if any one had proposed to make it  fdony 
to resist a gamekeeper ? He calls it tyranny to the commons, 
as it existed in his time ; what would he have said of the present 
Code ; which, so far fromdbeing thought f i l i n g  to be softened, 
is never so much as mentioned by ihosoTiumane and gentle 
creatures, whc  ̂are absolutely supporting a  sort t i  reputation, 
and aiming at distinction in»Society, in cansequence of their 
incessant talk about softening the Criminal Code 1

The Law may say what it  will, but the feelings of mankind
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will never be in favour of tliis Code; and whenever it produces 
putting to death, it  will, necessarily, excite horror. It is im
possible to make men believe that any particular set of in
dividuals should have a permanent property in wild creatures. 
That the owner of land should have a quiet possession of it is 
reasonable and right and necessary; it  is also necessary that he 
should have the power of inflicting pecuniary punishment, in a 
moderate degree, upon such as trespass on his lands; but his 
right can go no further according to r^son. If the law give 
him ample compensation for every damage that he sustains, in 
Consequence of a trespass on his lauds, what right has he to 
complain ? ,
, The law authorises the King, In case of invasion, or appre
hended invasion, to call upon all his people to take np arms 
in defence of the country. The Militia Law compels every 
man, in his turn, to become a soldier. And upon what ground 
is this ? There must be some reason for it, or else the law would 
be tyranny. The reason is, that every man has rights in the 
country to which he belongs ; and that, therefore, it is his duty 

. to defend the country. Some rights, too, beyond that of merely 
living, merely that of breathing the air. And then, I  should be 
glad to know, what rights an Englishman has, if the pursuit, of 
even wild animals is to be the gfound of transporting him from 
his country ? There is a sufficient pimishment provided by the 
law of trespass; quite sufficient meaiA to keep men off your 
land altogether ! how cfen it  be necessary, then, to have a law 
to transport them for coming upon your land f No, it is not for 
coming upon the land, it  is for coming after the wild animals, 
which nature and reason tells them, are as much theirs as they 
_ate yours. •

It is impossible for the people not to contrast the treatment 
of these two men at "Winchester wifti the treatment of some 
gamekeepers that have kiUed or maimed the persons they call 
poachers; and it  is equally impossible for the people, when they 
see these two men hanging on a gallows, after being recom
mended to ijiercy, not to remember the almost instant pardon, 
given to the exciseman, who was not recommended to, mercy, and 
who was found guilty of wilful murder in the County of Sussex !

It is said, and, I  believe truly, that there are more persons 
imprisoned in England for offences against the game-laws, than 
there are persons mprisoned in Fr*noe (with more than twice 
the population) foraU # orts of offences put together. When 
there was a loud outcry against the cruelties ccgnmitted on the 

. priests and the seigneurs, by the people of Erance, Arthur Young 
bade them remember the cruelties oommitted on the people by 
the game-laws; and to bear in mind how many had been made
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galley-slaves for having killed, or tried to kill, partridges, pheas
ants, and hares !

However, I  am aware that it  is quite useless to address obser
vations of this sort to you. I  am quite aware of th a t; and yet, 
there are circumstances, in your present. situation, which, one 
would think, ought to make you not very gay upon the hanging 
of the two men at Winchester. It delights me, I  assure you, 
to see the situation that you are in ; and I shall, therefore, now, 
once more, and for tHI last time, address you upon that subject. 
We all remember how haughty, how insolent you have been. 
We all bear in mind your conduct for the last thirty-five years ; 
and the feeling of pleasure at your present state is as general as 
it is just. ,  In my ten Letters to you, I  told you that you would 
lose your estates. Those of you who have any capacity, except 
that which is necessary to enable you to kill wild animals, see 
this now, as clearly as I  do ; and yet you evince nO' intention to 
change your courses. You hang on with unrelenting grasp ; and 
cry “  pauper ”  and “  poacher ” and “  radical ”  and “  lower 
orders ” with as much insolence as ever ! It  is always thus : men 
like you may be convinced of error, but they never change their 
conduct. They never become just because they are convinced 
that they have been unjust :,they must have a great deal more 
than that conviction to make them just.

Such was what \Hhen addressed to the Landlords. How well 
it fits the present time ! They are just in the same sort of mess, 
now, that they were in Jj822. But, there is this most important 
difference, that the paper-money .cannot now be put out, in a 
quantity sufficient to sa'^ them, without producing not only a 
“  laie panic,”  worse than the last, but, in all probability, a total 
blowing up of the whole system, game-laws, new trespass-laws, 
tread-min, Sunday toUs, six-acts, sun-set and sun-rise laws, apple- 
felony laws, select-vestry laws, and all the whole Thiug, root 
and trunk and branch ! Aye, not sparing, perhaps, even the 
tent, or booth of induction, at Draycot Boliot! Good Lord ! 
how should we be able to live without game-laws ! And tread
mills, then ? And Sunday-tolls ? How should we get on with
out pensions, sinecures, tithes, and the other “  gloriotis institu
tions ”  of this “  mighty erBpire ”  ? Let u%^urn, however, from 
the thought; but, bearing this in mini, if you please. Messieurs 
the gamo-peopie; that if, no matter in what shape and under 
what pretence; if, I  tell you,*paper be ptft out again, sufficient 
to raise the price of a Southdown ewe to  the last year’s mark, 
the whole system goes to atoms. I  tell you that 5 mind i t ; and
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look sharp about you, O ye fat parsons ; fqr tithes and half-pay 
Tvill, be you assured, never, from, that day, again go in company 
into parson’s pocket.

In this North of Hampshire, as everywhere else, the churches 
and all other things exhibit indubitable marks of decay. There 
are along under the north side of that chain of hills, which 
divide Hampshire from Berkshire, in this part, taking into 
Hampshire about two or three miles wide of the low ground 
along under the chain, eleven churches %long in a string in 
about fifteen miles, the chancels of which would coptain a great 
many more than all the inhabitants, men, women, and children, 
sitting a t their ease with plenty of room. How should this be 
otherwise, when, in the parish of Bmghclere, one single farmer 
holds by lease, under Lord Carnarvon, as one farm, the lands 
that men, now living, can remember to have formed fourteen 
farms, bringing up, in a  respectable way, fourteen families. In 
some instances these small farmhouses and homesteads are com
pletely gone; in others the buildings remain, but in a tumble
down state; in others the house is gone, leaving the barn for 
use as a bam or as a  cattle-shed ; in others the out-buildings are 
gone, and the house, with rotten thatch, broken windows, rotten 
door.sills, and aU threatening to^fail, remains as the dwelling 
of a half-starved and ragged family of labourers, the grand
children, perhaps, of the decent family ̂ of small farmers that 
formerly lived happily in this very house.*

This, with few exceptions, is the case aU over England ; a,nd, 
if we duly consider the nature and tendency »i the hellish system 
of taxing, of fimding, and of paper-money, it  must do so. Then, 
in this very parish of Bnrgholere, there was, until a few months 
ago, a famous cook-parson, the “  Honourable and Beverend ”  
George Herbert, who had grafted th^ parson upon tho" soldier 
and the justice upon the parson ; for he died, a little while ago, 
a half-pay officer in the army, rector of two parishes, and chair
man of the quarter sessions of the county of Hants !!  Mr. H one 
gave ns, in his memorable “  House that Josh built a portrait of 
the “  Clerical Magistrate.”  Could not he, or somebody else, 
give us a  portrait of the military and of the naval far son ? For 
such are to he found all over the kingdom. Wherever I  go, 
I  hear of them. And yet, there sits Burdett, and even Sir 
Bobby of the Borough, and say not a word upon the subject! 
This is the ease; t l^  King dismissed Sir Bobby from the half- 
pay list, scratched t o  neiiie out, turned him off, stopped his 
pay. Sir BoBby complained, alleging, that the half-pay was a 
reward for past servipes. No, n<h, said the Ministers: it is a 
retaining fee for fuiufe Services. Now, the law is, and the Par
liament declared, in tlie case of parson Horne looke, that once
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a parsun always a parson, and that a parson cannot, of course, 
again serve as an officer under the crown. Y et these military 
and naval parsons have “  a retaining fee for future military and 
naval services ! ”  Kever was so barefaced a tiling before heard 
of in the world. And yet there sits Sir Bobby, stripped of his 
“ retaining fee,”  and says not a word about the matter; and 
there sit the hig Whigs, who gave Sir Bobby the subscription, 
having sons, brothers, and other relations, military and naval 
parsons, and the big of course, bid Sir Bobby (albeit given
enough to twattle) held his tongue upon the subject; and there 
sit llr. Wetherspoon (I think it  is), and the rest of Sir Bobby’s 
Rump, toasting “  the independence of the Borough and its 
member! ”

“  That’s our case,”  as the lawyers say : match it  if you can, 
devil, in aU your roamings up and down throughout the earth! 
I  have often been thinking, and, indeed, expecting, to see Sir 
Bobby turn parson himself, as the likeliest w ay to get hack his 
half-pay. If he should have “  a call,”  I  do hope we shall have 
him, for parson at Kensington; and, as an inducement, I  promise 
him, that I  will give him a good thumping Easter-oSering.

In former B i m s , and especially in 1821 and 1822,1 described 
very fully this part of Hampshire. The land is a  chalk bottom, 
with a bed of reddish, stiff liftim, full of flints, at top. In those 
parts where the bed of loam and flints is deep the land is arable 
or woods: where the»bed of loam and flints is so shallow as to 
let the plough down to the chalk, the surface is downs. In the 
deep and long vaflCTs, where there is constantly, or occasionally, 
a stream of water, the top soil is blackish, and the surface mea
dows. This has been the distribution from all antiquity, except 
that, in ancient time,^ part of that which is now downs and 
woods was cottn-land, as we know from the marks of the plough. 
And yet the Scotch fell*ws would persuade us, that there were 
scarcely any inhabitants in England before it had the unspeak
able happiness to be united to that fertile, warm, and hospitable 
ooimtry, where the people are so well oft that they are above 
having poor-rates!

The tops of the hills here are as good corn-land as any other 
p art; and it is all excellent corn-land, and the fields and woods 
singularly beautifuL Never was there what m ay be called a 
more hiUy country, and all in use. Coming from Burghclere, you 
come up nearly a mile of^teep hill, from the top of which you 
can see all over the country, even to ^he M e of W ight; to your 
right a great part of Wiltshire ; lnto*Surrey on sonr le ft ; and, 
turning rouncl, you see, lyin^below you, the whole of Berkshire, 
great part of Oxfordshire, and part of Gloucestershire. This 
chain of lofty hills was a great favourite wdtti Kings and rulers
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in ancient times. A t Higjiclere, at Combe, and at other places, 
there are remains of great encampments, or fortifications; and 
Kingsclere was a residence of the Saxon Kings, and continued 
to be. a royal residence long after the Norman Kings came. 
Km a JoHsr, when residing at Kingsclere, founded one of the 
charities which still exists in the town of Newbury, which is 
but a few miles from Kingsclere.

From the top of this lofty chain, you come to Uphusband (or 
the Upper Hurstboum) over two miles^or more of ground, 
descending in the way that the body of a snake descends (when 
he is going fast) from the high part, near the head, down to the 
ta il; that is to say, over a series of hiU and deU, but the dell part 
going constantly on increasing upon the hilly part, till you come 
down to this village; and then you, continuing on (southward) 
towards Andover, go up, directly, half a mile of hill so steep, 
as to make, it  very difficult for an ordinary team with a load to 
take that load np it. So this Up-hurstbourn (called so because 
higher v/p the valley than the other Hip:stboums), the flat part of 
the road to which, from the north, comes in between two side- 
hiUs, is in as narrow and deep a deU as any place that I  ever saw.

The houses of the village are, in great part, scattered about, 
and are amongst very lofty and fine trees; and, from many, 
many points round about, from *he hiUy fields, now covered 
with the young wheat, or with scarcely less beautiful sainfoin, 
the village is a sight worth going many miles to see. The lands, 
too, are pretty beyond description. These chains of hills make, 
below them, an endless number of lower hills, of varying shapes 
.and sizes and aspects and of relative stat# as to each other; 
while the surface presents, in the size and form of the fields, in the 
woods, the hedgerov/s, the sainfoin, the j»ung wheat, the turnips, 
the tares, the fallows, the sheep-folds and the flocks, and, at 
every turn of your head, a fresh au4 different set of these; 
this surface all together presents that which I, at any rate, 
could look at with pleasure for ever. Not a sort of country 
that I  like so well as when there are downs and a hroader valley 
and more of meadow ; hut a sort of country that I  like next to 
th a t; for, here, as there, there are no ditches, no water-furrows, 
no dirt, and never any drought to cause inconvenience. The chalk 
is at bottom, and it  takes care of aU. The crops of wheat have 
been very good here this year, and those of barley not very bad. 
The sainfoin has given a fine crop (rf the finest sort of hay in 
the world, and, this f«ar, without a drop of wet,

I wish, thatj in speaking of this pretty village (which I  always 
return to with additional pleasure! I  could give & good account 
of the state of tJiose, withont whose labour there woxdi be neither 
corn nor sainfoin mrr sheep. I  regret to say, that my account
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of this matter, if I  give it  truly, must be a dismal account 
indeed ! For I have, in no part of England, seen the labouring 
people BO badly oS as they are here. This has made so much 
impression on me, that I  shall enter fully into the matter with 
names, dates, and all the particulars in the IVth Number of the 
“  PooE Ma s ’s P reekd.”  This is one of the great purposes for 
which I  take these “  Rides.”  I am persuaded, that, before 
the day shall come when my labours must cease, I  shall have 
mended the •meals of miilions. I  may over-rate the effects of my 
endeavours; but, this being my persuasion, I  should be guilty 
of a great neglect of duty, were I not to use those endeavours.

Anioixr, Sunday, 
I5th October.

I went to Weyhill, yesterday, to see the close of the hop and' 
of the cheese fa ir; for, after the sheep, these are the principal 
articles. The crop of hops has been, in parts where they are 
grown, unusually large and of super-excellent quality. The aver
age price of the Famham ho'ps has been, as nearly as I  can ascer
tain, seven pounds for a hundredweight; that of Kentish hops, 
five pounds, and that of the Hampshire and Surrey hops (other 
than those of Famham), abcfht five pounds also. The prices 
are, considering the great weight of the crop, very good ; but, 
if it had not been for •the effects of “  Zafe panic ”  (proceeding, 
as Baring said, from a “  plethora of money,” ) these prices would 
have been a full third, if not nearly one half, higher; for, 
though the crop has been so large and so good, there was hardly 
any stock on hand; the country was almost wholly without 
hops. •

As to cheese, the price, considering the quantity, has been 
not one half so high as it% as last year. The fall in the positive 
price has been about 2 0  per cent., and the quantity made in 
1826 has not been above two-thirds as great as that made in 
182.5. So that, here is a fall of o'ne-half in real relative price; 
that is to say, the farmer, while he has the same rent to pay 
that he paid last year, has only half as much money to receive 
for cheese, as he received for cheese last year; and observe, on 
some farms, cheese is almost the only saleable produce.

After the fair was over, yesterday, I  came down from the 
Hill (3 miles) to this town Andover ; which has, within the last 
2 0  days, been more talked of, in oth^r pfifts of the kingdom, 
than it ever i^as before from the creation of tha world to the 
beginning of those 20 days. TJlie Thomas Asheton Smiths and the 
Sir John Pollens, famous as they have been under the banners 
of the Old Navy Purser, George Rose, and his successors, have
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Kever, eTcn since the death of poor Turner, been half so famous, 
they and this Corporation, whom they represent, as they have 
been since the Meeting which they held here, which ended in 
their defeat and confusion, pointing them out as worthy of that 
appellation of “  Poor Devils,” which Pollen thought proper to

r e to those labourers without whose toil his estate would not 
worth a single farthing.

Having laid my plan to sleep at Andover last night, I  went 
with two Pamham friends, Messrs. Knovies and West, to dine 

.at the ordinary at the George Inn, which is kept by one Sutton, 
a rich old fellow, who wore a round-skirted sleeved fustian waist
coat, with a dirty white apron tied round his middle, and with 
no coat on; having a look the eagerest and the sharpest that I  ever 
saw in any set of features in my whole life-time ; having an air 
of authority arid of mastership, which, to a  stranger, as I  was, 
seemed quite incompatible with the meanness of his dress and 
the vulgarity of his manners; and there being, visible to every 
beholder, constantly going on in him a pretty even contest 
between the servility of avarice and the insolence of wealth. A 
great part of the farmers and other fair-people having gone off 
home, we found preparations made for dining only about ten 
people. But, after we sat down, and i t  was seen that we designed 
to dine, guests came m apace, the ̂ >reparations were augmented, 
apd as many as could dine came and dined with us.

After the dinner was over, the room b^ame fuller and fuller ; 
guests came in from the other inns, where they had been dining, 
till, at last, the room became as full as po|sible in every part, 
the door being opened, the door-way blocked up, and the stairs, 
leading to the room, crammed from bottom to top. In this state 
of things, Mr. Knowles, who was our clfeirman, gave my health, 
which, of course, was followed by a  speech ; and, as the reader 
will readily suppose, to have an opporiftnity of making a speech 
was the main motive for my going to dine at an inn, at any hour, 
and especially at seven o'clock at night. In this speech, I, after 
descanting on the present devastating ruin, and on those suc
cessive acts of the Ministers and the Parliament by which such 
rain had been produced; after remarldng on the shuffling, the 
tricks, the contrivances from 1797 up to last March, I  pro
ceeded to offer to the company my reasons for believing, that no 
attempt would be made to relieve the farmers and others, by 
putting out the paper-money again, ^  in 1822, or by a bank- 
restriction. Just aOT WM stating these my reasons, on a pro
spective matf*r of such deep interest to my hej-rers, amongst 
tvhom were land-owners, land-ren|^rs, cattle and sheep dealers, 
hop and cheese producers and merchants, and even one, two 
pr more, country bankers; just as I  was engaged in stating my
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reasons for my opinion on a matter of such vital importance to 
the parties present, 'who trere all listening to me 'vvith the greatest 
attention ; just at this time, a noise -was heard, and a sort of rotv 
•was taking place in the passage, the cause of tvliich was, upon 
inquiry, found to be no less a personage than our landlord, our 
host Sutton, who, it  appeared, finding that my speech-making 
had cut off, or, at least, suspended, aU intercourse betuheu the 
dining, now become, a drinking, room and the har ; who, finding 
that I had been the cause of a  great “ restriction in the exchange ” 
of our money for his “ ?ieat ”  “  genuine ”  commodities downstairs, 
and being, apparently, an ardent admirer of the “  liberal ” 
system of “  free trade ”  ; who, finding, in short, or, rather, sup
posing, that, if m y tongue were not stopped from running, his 
taps would be, had, though an old man, fought, or, at least, 
forced his way up the thronged stairs and through the passage 
and door-way, into the room, and was (with what breath the 
struggle had left him) beginning to bawl out to me, when some 
one called to him, and told him that he was causing an interrup
tion, to which he ans-wered, that that was what he had come 
to d o ! And then he went on to say, in so many words, that 
my speech injured his sale of liquor I

The disgust and abhorrence, which such conduct could not 
fail to excite, produced, at iijrst, a desire to quit the room and 
the house, and even a proposition to that effect. But, after a 
minute or so, to refleot,the company resolved not to quit the room 
but to turn him out of it who had caused the interruption ; and 
the old fellow, finding himself tacUed, saved the labour of shoving, 
or kicking, him ou#of the room, by retreating out of the door
way -with all the activity of which he was master. After this 
I  proceeded -with my speech-making; and, this being ended, the 
great business of the evening, namely, drinking, smoking, and sing
ing, was about to be prqeeeded in by a  company, who had just 
closed an arduous and anxious week, who had before them a 
Sunday morning to sleep in, and whose -wives were, for the far 
greater part, at a convenient distance. An assemblage of cir
cumstances more auspicious to “  free trade ”  in the “  neat ” 
and “  genuine,”  has seldom occurred! But, how behold, the 
old fustian-jacketed fellow, whose head was, I  think, powdered, 
took it  into that head not only to lay “  restrictions ”  upon 
trade, but to impose an absolute embargo; cut off entirely all 
supplies whatever from his bar to the room, as long qs I  remained' 
in that room. A message t% this effect, frojjithe old fustian man, 
having been, through the waiter, comftunioated to Mr. Knowles, 
and he havini^ communicated it  to the company, f  addressed the 
company in nearly these w o fts ; “  Gentlemen, bom and bred, 
“  as you know I  was, on the borders of this county, and fond, as
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“ I am of bacon, EamjisJdre hogs have, with me, always been 
“  objects of admiration rather than of contempt; but that which 
“ has just happened here, induces me to observe, that this 
“  feeling of mine has been confined to hogs of fov/r legs. For 
“ my part, I  like your o.ompany too well to quit it. I  have 
“  paid this fellow six shillings for the wing of a fowl, a bit of 
“  bread, and a pint of small beer. I  have a right to sit here; 
“  I want no drink, and those who do, .being refused it  here, 
“ have a right to send to other houses for it, and to drink it 

here.”  •
However, Mammon soon got the upper hand downstairs, all 

the fondness for “  free trade ”  returned, and up came the old 
fustian-jacketed fellow, bringing'pipes, tobacco, wine, grog, sling, 
ând seeming to  be as pleased as if he had just sprung a mine of 

gold 1 Nay, he, soon after this, came into the room with two 
gentlemen,' who had come to him to ask where I  was. He actu
ally came up to me, making me a bow, and, telling me that those 
gentlemen vrished to be introduced to me, he, with a fawning 
look, laid his hand upon my knee 1 “  Taka away your paw,”  
said I, and, shaking the gentlemen by the hand, I  said, “  I  am 
“  happy to see you, gentlemen, even though introduced by this 
“  fellow.”  Things now proceeded without interruption ; songs, 
toasts, and speeches filled up the time, until half-past two 
o’clock this morning, though in the house of a landlord who 
receives the sacrament, but who, frop^ his manifestly ardent 
attachment to the “ liberal principles”  of “ free trade,”  would, 
I  have no doubt, have suffered us, if we could have foraid 
money and throats and stomachs, to sit a*id sing and talk and 
drink until two o’clock of a Sunday afternoon instead of two 
o’clock of a Sunday morning. It  wasmot politics ; it was not 
personal dislike to m e; for the fellow taew  nothing of me. .It 
was, as I  told the company, just t l ^ : he looked upon their 
bodies as so many gutters to drain off the contents of his taps, 
and upon* their purses as so many small heaps from which to 
take the means of augmenting his great one ; and, finding that I 
had been, no matter how, the cause of suspending this work of 
“  reciprocity,”  he wstnted, and no matter how, to restore the 
reciprocal system to motion. AH that I  have to add is th is: 
that the next time this old sharp-looking fellow gets six shillings 
from me, for a dinner, he shall, if he choose, cook me, in any 
manner that he likes, and season me with hand so unsparing as 
to produce in the f^^ers thirst unqiKbnohable.

To-morrow morning set off for the New Forest; and, 
indeed, we hSve lounged about here long enough.* But, as some 
apology, I  have to state, tliat, #hile I  have been in a sort of 
waiting upon this great fair, where one hears, sees, and learns so
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much, I  have been writing No. IV. of the “  Poor Man’s Friend,”  
which, price twopence, is published once a month.

I see, in the London newspapers, accounts of dispatches from 
Canning 7, I  thought that he went solely “  on a party of 
pleasure ! ”  So, the “  dispatches ”  come to tell the King how 
the pleasure party gets on 1 N o : what he is gone to Paris 
for is to endeavour to prevent the “  Holy Allies ”  from doing 
anything which shall sink the English Government in the eyes 
of the world, and ihemby favour the radicals, who are enemies of 
all “  regular Government,”  and whose success in England would 
revive republicanism in Erance. This is my opinion. The sub
ject, if I be right in my opinion, was too ticklish to be committed 
to paper; Granville Levison Gower (for that is the man that is 
now Lord Granville) was, perhaps, not thought quite a match 
for the French as a talky; ; and, therefore, the Captain of Eton, 
who, in 1817, said, that the “ ever living luminary of British 
prosperity was only hidden behind a cloud ; ”  and who, in 1819, 
said, that “  Peel’s Bill had set the currency question a t rest for 
ever; ”  therefore the profound Captain is gone over to see what 
he can do.

But, Captain, a word in your ear: we do not care for the 
Bourbons any more than we do for y o u ! My real opinion is, 
that there is nothing that can put England to rights, that will 
jiot shake the Bourbon Government. This is my opinion ; but 
I  defy the Bourbons t5  save, or to assist in saving, the present 
system in England, unless they and their friends will subscribe 
and pay off your d%bt for you. Captain of toad-eating and non
sensical and shoe-licking E to n ! Let them pay off your debt 
for you. Captain; let the Bourbons and their aUies do th a t; 
or they cannot save you , no, nor can they help you, even in the 
smallest degree.

Bumsey {Sampshire), 
Monday Noon, \^th Oct.

Like a very great fool, I, out of senseless complaisance, waited, 
this morning, to breakfast with the friends, at whose house we 
slept last night, at Andover. We thus lost two hours of dry 
weather, and have been justly punished by about an hour’s 
ride in the rain. I  settled on Lyndhurst as the place to lodge at 
to-night; so we are here, feeding our horses, drying our clothes, 
and writing the account at our journey. We came, as much as 
possible, all the way through the v ijage^  and, almost aU the 
way, avoided i^e turnpike-roads. From Audo^^r to Stookbridge 
(about seven or eight miles) ie*forthe greatest part, an open com 
and sheep country, a considerable portion of the land being 
downs. The wheat and rye and vetch and sainfoin fields look

1
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l)eautiful here ; and, during the whole of the w ay from Andover 
to Bumsey, the early turnips of both kinds are not bad, and the 
stubble turnips very promising. The downs are green as meadows 
usually arc in April. The grass is most abundant in all situations, 
where grass grows. Rrom Stockbridge to Rumsey we came nearly 
by the river side, and had to cross the river several times. This, 
the River Teste, which, as 1 described, in my Bide of last blovember, 
begins at Uphusband, by springs, bubbling up, in March, out of 
the bed of that deep valley. I t  is at first % bourn, that is to say, 
a stream that runs only a part of the year, and is the rest of the 
year as dry as a road. About 5 miles from this periodical source, 
it becomes a stream all the year round. After winding about be
tween the chalk hiUs, for many miles, first in a  general direction 
towards the south-east, and then in a similar direction towards the 
south-west and south, it is joined by the little stream that rises 
just above and that, passes through the town of Andover. I t  is, 
after this, joined by several other little streams, with names ; and 
here, at Rumsey, it is a large and very fine river, famous, all the 
way down, for trout and eels, and both of the finest quality.

LynShwrst {New Forest), 
Monday Evening, ICi/i October.

I have just time, before I  go to bed, to observe that we arrived 
here, about 4 o’clock, over about 10 or l i  miles of the best road 
in the world, having a  choice too, for the great part of the way, 
between these smooth roads and green swar^ Just as we came 
out of Rumsey (or Bomsey), and crossed our River Teste once 
more, we saw to our left, the sort of park, called Broadlands, 
where poor Charles Smith, who (as mentlbned above) was hanged 
for shooting at {not killing) <?ne Snellgrove, an assistant-game
keeper of Lord Palmerston, who was tnlu our Secretary at War, 
and who is in that office, I  believe, now, though he is now better 
known as a Director of the grand Mining Joint-Stock Company, 
which shows the great industry of this Noble and “  Bight Honour
able person,”  and also the great scope and the various nature and 
tendency of his talents. What would our old fathers of the 
“  dark ages ”  have said, if they had been told, that their de
scendants would, at last, become so enlightened as to enable 
Jews and loan-jobbers to take away noblemen’s estates by  mere 
“ watching the turn of the market,”  #nd to cause members, or, 
at least, one Memb«% of ih a t “  most Honourable, Noble, and 
Reverend Assf^mbly,”  the King’s Privy Council^ in which he 
himself s its: so enlightened, I  say,^s to cause one of this “  most 
Honourable and Beverepd body” to become a Director in a  min
ing speculation ? How. one pities our poor, “ dark-age, bigoted”
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ancestors, wlio would, I  dare say, have been as ready to hang 
a man for proposing such a “  liberal ”  system as tliis, as they 
would have been to hang him for .shooting at (not killing) an 
assistant game-keeper ! Poor old fellows! How much they 
lost by not living in our enlightened times ! I  am here close by 
the Old Purser’s son George Rose’s !

EID B : m O M  L Y N D H T B S T  (iVBW  TO EEST) TO BBATTLIEtr A B B E Y ; 
THBSrOB TO SOTTTHAMPTOS A K D  W ESTON  ; TH BNOE TO B O T L B Y , 
ALTJNGTON, W EST E N D , N E A R  B A M B tK D O N ; AND TH EN CE TO 
FETBESFIELD , T H D S S D B Y , G O D A U n N G .

But where is iiow*the goodly audit ale ?
The purse-proud tenant, never known to fail ?
The farm which never yet was left on hand 2 
The marsh reclaim’d to most impi'oving land ?
The impatient hope of the expiring lease ?
The doubling rental * What an evil’s peace !
In vain the prize excites the ploughman’s skiB,
In vain the Commons pass their patriot B ill;
The Landed imterest— (you may understand 
The phras%much better leaving out the Land)—
The land self-interest groans from shore to shore.
For fear that plenty should attain the poor.
Up, np again, ye rents ! exalt your notes.
Or else the Ministry will lose their votes.
And patriotism,*so delicately nice.
Her loaves will lower to the market price.

L ord B yron , Age of Bronze..

Weston Grove, 
Wednesdag, 18 Oct., 1826.

Yesterday, from Lyndhurst to this place, was a ride, includ- 
ing our round-abouts, of more than forty miles ; but the roads 
the best in the world, one^alf of the Way green tu r f; and the 
day as fine an one as ever came out th# heavens. W e took 
in a breakfast, calculated for a long d ^ ’s work, and for no more 
eating till niglm. We had sli ĵ)t in a room, the access to which 
was only through another sleeping room, which was also occu
pied ; and, as I had got up about two o’clock at Andover, we 
went to bed, at Lyndhurst, about half-vast seven o’clock. I

16
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was, of course, awake "by three or four; I  had eaten little over 
night; so that here lay I, not liking (even after day-light began 
to glimmer) to go through a ohamW, where, by possibility, 
there might be “ a lady ” actually in bed ; here lay I, my bones 
aching with lying in bed, my stomach growling for viotuals, im
prisoned by my modesty. But, at last, I  grew impatient; for, 
modesty here or modesty there, I  was not to be penned up and 
starved; so, after having shaved and dresged and got r^ d y  to 
go down, I  thrusted George out a little before me into the other 
room; and through we pushed, previously resolving, of course, 
not to look towards the bed that was there. But, as the devil 
W'ould have it, just as I  was about the middle of the room, I, 
like. Lot’s wife, turned my head ! All that I  shall say is, first, 
that the Consequences that befel her did not befal me, and, 
second, that I  advise those, who are likely to be hungry in the 
morning, not to sleep in inner rooms ; or, if they do, to take some 
bread and cheese in their pockets. Raving got safe downstairs, 
I  lost no time in inquiry after the means of obtaining a  breakfast 
to make up for the bad fare of the previous d a y ; and finding 
my landlady rather tardy in the work, and not, seemingly, hav
ing a proper notion of the affair, I  went myself, and, having 
found a butcher’s shop, bought loin of small, fat, wether 
mutton, which I  saw cut out of the sheep and cut into chops. 
These were brought to the inn ; George and I  ate about 21b. out 
of the 51b., and, while I  was writing a letter, and making up my 
packet, to be ready to send from Southampton, George went out 
and found a poor woman to come and take ^ a y  the rest of the 
loin of mutton; for our fastings of the day before enabled us 
to do this ; and, though we had about ibrty miles to go, to get 
to this place (through the route that we intended to take), I  had 
resolved, that we would go without any #iore purchase of victuals 
and drink this day also. I  beg leave to suggest to m y wdl-jed 
readers; I  mean, those who have at their command more 
viotuals and drink than they can possibly swallow; I  beg to 
suggest to such, whether this would not be a good way, for them 
afi to find the means of bestowing charity ? Some poet has 
said, that that which is given in charity gives a blessing on both 
sides ; to the giver as well as the receiver. But I  really think 
that if, in general, the food and drink given, came out of food 
and drink deducted from the usual qjiantity swallowed by the 
giver, the blessing wc%ld be stiU greater, and much more certain. 
I  can speak fpr myself, any rate. I  hardly ever eat more 
than twice a d a y ; when at hom e^ever; and I  tever, if I  can 
well avoid it, eat any meat later than about one or two o’clock 
in the day. I  drink a little tea, or milk and water at the usual 
tea-time |about 7 o’clock); I  go to bod at eight, if I  ca n ; I  write
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or read, from about four to about eight, and then hungry a.s a 
hmter, I  go to breakfast, eating as small a pared of cold meat 
and bread as I  can prevail upon my teeth to be satisfied with. 
I  do just the same at dinner time. I  very rarely taste garden- 
stuff of any sort. If any man can. show me, that he has done, 
or can do, mare work, bodily and mentally united; I  say nothing 
about good health, for of that the public can know nothing; 
but I refer to the work: the public know, they see, what I can do, 
and what I aotuallyAave done, and what I  d o ; and when any 
one has shown the public, that he has done, or can do, more, then 
I  will advise my, readers attend to him, on the subject of diet, 
and not to me. As to drink, the.less the better; and mine is 
milk and water, or not-sour small beer, if I  pan get the latter; 
for the former I always can. I  like the milk and water best; 
but I  do not like much w ater; and, if I  drink much milk, it loads 
and stupefies and makes me fat.

Having made aE preparations for a day’s ride, w6  set off, as our 
first point, for a station, in the Forest, called New Park, there to 
see something about plarUations and other matters connected 
with the affairs of our prime cooks, the Surveyors of Woods and 
Forests and Crown Lands and Estates. But, before I  go forward 
any further, I  must just step back again to Kumsey, which we 
passed rather too hastily thraugh on the 16th, as noticed in the 
R i d b  that was published last week. This town was, in ancient 
times, a very grand jtace, though it is now nothing more than 
a decent market-town, without anything to entitle it to partic
ular notice, except its church, which was |the church of an 
Abbey Nunnery (formded more, I think, than a thousand years 
ago), and which church was the burial place of several of the 
Saxon Kings, and of “  Bady Palmerstone,”  who, a few years ago, 
“ died in child-birth ”  ! What a mixture 1 But there was an
other personage buried htre, and who was, it  would seem, a native 
of the place; namely, Sir William Petty, the ancestor of the 
present Marquis of Lansdown. He was the son of a cloth-weaver, 
and was, doubtless, himself a weaver when young. He became 
a surgeon, was first in the service of Charles I . ; then went into 
thak of Cromwell, whom' he served as physician-general to his 
army in Ireland (alas! poor Ireland), and, in this capacity, he 
resided at Dublin till Charles II. came, when he came over to 
London (having become very rich), was knighted by that profli- 
gate and ungrateful Kingi and he died in 1687, leaving a for
tune of 15,0007. a year 1 This is wha^ hisfciographers say._ He 
must have m|de pretty good use of his time while physician- 
general to OtomweE’s army, in  poor Ireland ! Petty by naturp 
as weU as by name, he got, fiom  CtomweU, a  “  patent for double- 
writing,, invented by him 1 ”  and he invented a “  double-bottomed
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“ ship to sail against wind and tide, a model of ■ which is still 
“  preserved in the library of the Eoyal Society,” of which ho was 
a most worthy member. His great art was, howh'ver, the amass
ing of money, and the getting of grants of lands in poor Ireland, 
in which he was one of the most successful of the English adven
turers. I  had, the other day, occasion to observe that the 
word Petty manifestly is the French word Petit, which means 
little; and that it is, in those days of degeneracy, pleasing to 
reflect that there is one family, at any rate,afchat “  Old England ”  
still boasts one family, which retains the character designated by 
its pristine name; a reflection that rushed with great force into 
my mind, when, in the year 1822, I  heard the present noble 
head of the family say, in the House of Lords, that he thought 
that a currency of paper, convertible into gold, was th% best and 
most solid and safe, especially since Plaiina had been discovered ! 
“  Oh, God I ”  exclaimed I to myself, as I  stood listening and 
admiring “  below the bar; ”  “  Oli, great God ! there it  is, there 
“  it is, stiH running in the blood, that genius which discovered the 
“  art of dbublo writing, and of making ships "with double-bottoms 
“  to sail against wind and tide ! ”  Uiis noble and profound 
descendant of Cromwell’s army-physsician has now seen that 
“  paper, convertible into gold,”  is not quite so “  solid and safe ”  
as he thought it was I He has now seen what a “  late panic ”  is ! 
And he might, if he were not so very well worthy of his family 
name, openly confess that he was deoei's^d, when, in-1819, he, 
as one of the Committee, who reported in favour of Peel’s Bill, 
said that the country could pay the interest^f the debt in gold ! 
Talk of a change of Ministry, indeed ! What is to be gained by 
putting this man in the place of any of those who are in power 
now ? *

To come back now to Lyndhm-st, -we had 'to go about three 
miles to New Park, which is a farm m  the New Eorest, and 
nearly in the centre of it. We got to this place about nine 
o’clock. There is a good and large mansion-house here, in which 
the “  Commissioners ”  of Woods and Forests reside, when they 
come into the Forest. There is a garden, a farm-yard, a farm, 
and a nmsery.. The place loolcs like a considerable gentleihan’s 
seat; the house stands in a sort of parlc, and you can see that 
a great deal of expense has been incurred in levelling the 
ground, and making it pleasing to the eye of m y lords “  the 
Commissioners.”  business here •was to  see, whether any
thing had been don#tow^ds the making of Loevst plantations. 
I  went first tx> Lyndhurst to make inqumes; Ijit I  was there 
told that; New Park was the placai and the only place, at which 
to get information on the subject; and I,was told, further, that 
the Commissioners were now at New Park; that is to say those
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experienced tree planters, Messrs. Arbuthnot, Dawkins, and 
Company. Gad ! tbouglit I, I  am hero coming in close contact 
with, a branch, or at least a twig, of the groat Thujo itself! 
When I heard this, I  was at breakfast, and, of course, dressed 
for the day. I  could not, out of my extremely limited wardrobe, 
afford a clean shirt for the occasion; and so, off we set, just 
as we were, hoping that their worships, the nation’s tree planters, 
would, if they met with us, excuse our dress, when they con
sidered the nature o f  our circumstances. When we came to the 
house, we were stopped hy a little fence and fastened gate. I 
got off my horse, gave him to George to hold, went up to the 
door, and rang the bell. Having told my business to' a person, 
who appeared to be a foreman, or bailiff, he, with great civility, 
took me into a nursery which is' at the back of the house ; and 
I  soon drew from him the disappointing fact that my lords, the 
tree-planters, had departed the day before ! I  foimd, as to 
LocvsU, that a patch were sowed last spring, which I  saw, 
which are from one foot to four feet high, and very fine and 
strong, and are, in number, about enough to plant two acres 
of ground, the plants at four feet apart each way. I  found 
that, last fall, some few Locusts had been put out into planta
tions of other trees already ni*de; but that they had twt thriven, 
and had been harked by the hares ! But a little bunch of these 
trees (same age), whiijjb. were planted in the nursery, ought to 
convince my lords, the tree-planters, that, if they were to do 
what they ought to do, the public would very soon he owners 
of fine plantations «of Locusts, for the use of the navy. And, 
what are the hares kept for here ? \Vh> eats them ? What 
right have these Commissioners to keep hares here, to eat up 
the trees ? Lord Folkestone killed his hares before he made 
his plantation of Locus% ; and, why not kill the hares in the 
people’s forest; for the people's it is, and that these Commis
sioners ought always to remember. And then, again, why tins 
farm ? What is it for .? Why, the pretence for it is this : that 
it  is necessary to give the deer hay, in winter, because the lop
ping down of limbs of trees for them to browse (as used to be 
the practice) is injurious to the gj-owth of timber. That will 
be a very good reason for having a hay-farm, when m y lords 
shall have proved two things; first, that hay, in ctuantity equal 
to what is raised here, could not be bought for a twentieth part 
of the money that this tSrm and all its Wrappings co st; and, 
second, that there ought to be any d(Jbr k ep t! IVhat are those 
deer for.? Who are to eat them ? Are they ftir the Royal 
Family ? Why, there are nftre deer bred in Richmond Park 
.alone, to say nothing of Rushy Park, Hyde Park, and Windsor 
Park j there are more deer bred in Richmond Park alone, than
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would feed all the branches of the Royal Family and all their 
households all the year round, if every soul of them ate as 
hearty as ploughmen, and if they never touched a morsel of any 
Wad of meat but venison ! For what, and for whom, then, are 
deer kept, in the New Forest; and why an expense of hay-farm, 
of sheds, of racks, of keepers, of lodges, and other things attend
ing the deer and the gam e; an expense, amounting to more 
money annually than would have given relief to aE the starving 
manufacturers in the North ! And again f  say, who is aE this 
venison and game for d There is more game even in Kew 
Gardens than the Royal Family can w ant! And, in short, do 
they ever taste, or even hear of, any game, or any venison, from 
the New Forest ?

What a pretty thing here is, then 1 Here is another deep bite 
' info us by the long and sharp-fanged Aristocracy, who so love 

Old Sarum! Is there a man who wfll say that this is right ? 
And that the game should be kept, too, to eat up trees, to 
destroy plantations, to destroy what is first paid for the plant
ing o f ! And that the public should pay keepers to preserve this 
game! And that the people should be tranaportei if they go 
out by night to catch the game that they pay for feeding 1 
Blessed state of an Aristocracy! »It is pity that it  has got a 
nasty, ugly, obstinate d e b t  to deal w ith! I t  might possibly

fo on for ages, deer and aE, .were it not^ for this d e b t . This 
few Forest is a piece of property, as much belonging to the 

pvUie as the Custom-House at London is. There is no man, 
however poor, who has not a  right in it. Srery man is owner 
of a part of the deer, the game, and of the money that goes 
to the keepers; and yet, any man may J)e transported, if he go 
out by night to catch any part of this game 1 We are compeEed 
to pay keepers for preserving game to «at up the trees that we 
are compelled to pay people to plant t Still however there is 
comfort; we might be worse off ; for the Turks made the Tartars 
pay a tax caEed tooth-money ; that is to say, they eat up the ■ 
victuals of the Tartars, and then made them pay for the ttse of 
their teeth. No man can say that we are come quite to that y e t : 
and, besides, the poor Tartars had no d e b t , no blessed Debt to 
hold out hope to them.

The same pej^n (a very civil and intelligent man) that 
showed me the nursery, took me, ii  ̂my way, back, through 
some plantations of which have been made amongst fir- 
trees. I t  waSj indeed, a ;^antation of Scotch firs, about twelve 
years old. In rows, at six feet apart. Every th id  row of firs 
was left, and oaks were (about s ii  years ago) planted instead 
of the firs that were grubbed u p ; and the winter shelter, that 
the oaks have received from the remaining firs, has made them
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grow very finely, though the land is poor. Other oaks planted 
in tha open, twenty years ago, and in land deemed better, are 
not nearly so good. However, these oaks, between the firs, 
will take fifty or sixty good years to make them timber, and, 
until they be Umber, they are of very little use; whereas the 
same ground, planted with Locusts (and the hares of “  my 
lords ”  kept down), w’ould, at this moment, have been worth 
fifty pounds an acre. What do “  my lords ”  oare about this ? 
For {hem., for “ m yjords,”  the New Forest would be no better 
than it is now : no, nor so good as it is now ; for there would 
be no hares for them.

From New Park, 1 w'as bound to Beaulieu Abbey, and I  
ought to have gone in a south-easterly direction, instead of 
going back to Lyndbunst, which lay ,in precisely the opposite 
direction. My guide through the plantations was not apprised 
of my intended route, and, therefore, did not instruct me. Just 
before we parted, he asked me my name: I  thought it  lucky 
that he had not asked it  before ! When we got nearly back to 
Lyndhurst, we found that we had come three miles out of our 
w a y ; indeed, it made six miles altogether; for we were, when 
we got to Lyndhurst, three miles further from Beaulieu Abbey 
than we were when we were at New Park. We wanted, very 
much, to go to the site of this ancient 'and famous Abbey, of 
which the people of the New Forest seemed to know very hftle. 
They call the place Mewley, and even in the maps it is called 
Barney. Ley, in the Saxon language, means place, or rather 
open place ; so th ^  they put ley in place of lieu, thus beating 
the Normans out of some part of the name at any rate. I  
wished, besides, to  see a good deal of this New Forest. I  had 
been, before, from Southampton to Lyndhurst, from Lyndhurst 
to Lymington, from Lymington to Sway. I  had now come in 
on the north of MinsteJll from Romsey, so that I  had seen the 
north of the Forest and all the west side of it, down to the sea. 
I  had now been to New Park and had got back to Lyndhurst; 
so that, if I  rode across the Forest down to Beaulieu, I  went 
right across the middle of it, from north-west to south-east. 
Then, if I  tmmed towards Southampton, and went to Dipten and 
on to Ealing, I  should see, in fact, the whole of this Forest, or 
nearly the whole of it.

We therefore started, or, rather, turned away from Lyndhurst, 
as soon as we got back to it, and went about six miles over a 
heath, even worse than Bagshot-He^th; As barren as it  is pos
sible for land to be. A little before we came t» the village of 
Beaulieu (which, observe, 4he people call Beuley), we went 
through a wood, chiefly of beech, and that beech seemingly 
desiaued to grow food for pigs, of which we saw, during this
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day, many, many thousands. I  should think that we saw at 
least a hundred hogs to one deer. I  stopped, at one time, and 
counted the hogs and pigs just round about me, and they 
amounted to 140, all within 50 or 60 yards of my horse. After 
a very pleasant ride, on land without a stone in it, we came 
down to the Beaulieu river, the highest branch of which rises 
at the foot of a hill, about a mile and a half to the north-east 
of Lyndhurst. For a great part of the way down to Beaulieu 
it is a very insignificant stream. A t last,*however, augmented 
by springs from the different sand-hills, it becomes a little river, 
and has, on the sides of it, lands which were, formerly; very 
beautiful meadows. When it comes to the village of Beaulieu, 
it forms a large pond of a great many acres; and on the east 
side of this pond is the spot where this  ̂famous Abbey formerly 
stood, and where the external walls of which, or a large part of 
them, are now actually standing. We went down on the western 
side of the river. The Abbey stood, and the ruins stand, on the 
eastern side.

Happening to meet a man, before I got into the village, I, 
pointing with my whip across towards the Abbey, said to the 
man,'^‘ I  suppose there is a bridge down here to get across to 
“ the Abbey.”  “ That’s not the Abbey, Sir,”  says he: “ the 
“  Abbey is about fouf miles further on.” I  was astonished to 
hear th is ; but be was very positive -; 'said that some people 
called it  the A bbey; but that the Abbey was further o n ; and 
was at a  farm occupied by farmer John BieL Having chapter 
and verse for it, as the saying is, I  believed the m an; and 
pushed on towards farmer John Biel’s, which I  found, as he had 
told me, at the end of about four miles. When I got there 
(not having, observe, gone over the wafer to ascertain that the 
other was the spot whore the Abbey Stood), I  really thought, 
at first, that this must have been the sfte of the Abbey of Beau
lieu ; because, the name meaning fine place, this was a thousand 
times finer place than that where the Abbey, as I afterwards 
found, really stood. After looking about it for some time, I  
was satisfied that it  had not been an A bbey; but the place is- 
one of the finest that ever was seen in this world. I t  stands 
at about half a mile’s distance from the water’s edge at high- 
water mark, and at about the middle of the space along the 
coast, from Calshot castle to Lymington haven. It stands, of 
course, upon' a rising ground ; it has*, gentle slope down to the 
water. To the rig!^ yo^ see Hiirst castle, and that narrow 
passage called the Needles, I  believe; and, to the left, you see 
Bpithead, and aU the ships tha1» are sailing or lie anywhere 
opposite Portsmouth. .̂ The Isle of Wight is right before you, 
and you have in viewi:at one and the same time, the towns of
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Yarmouth, Newton, Cowes and Newport, with all the beautiful 
fields of the island, lying upon the side of a great bank before, 
and going up the ridge of hills, in the middle of the island. Here 
are two little streams, nearly close to the ruin, which filled 
ponds for fresh-water fish; while there was the Beaulieu river 
at about half a mile or three quarters of a mile to the left, to 
bring up the salt-water fish. The ruins consist of part of the 
walls of a building aiout 200 feet long and about 40 feet wide. 
It has been turned into a bam, in part, and the rest into cattle- 
sheds, cow-pens, and inolosurea and walls to inclose a small yard. 
But there is another ruin, which was a church or chapel, and 
which stands now very near to the farm-house of IVIr. John Biel, 
who rents the farm of the Duchess' of Buceleugh, who is now 
the o-wner of the abbey-lands and of the lands belonging to this 
place. The little chm-ch or chapel, of which I have just been 
speaking, appears to have been a very beautiful building. A 
part only of its -walls is standing; but you see, by  what re
mains of the arches, that it  was finished in a manner the most 
elegant and expensive of the da^in which it was built. .Part 
of the outside of the building is now surrounded by the farmer’s 
garden : the interior is partly a pig-stye and partly a goose-pen. 
Under that arch which had on^e seen so many rich men bow their 
heads, we entered into tho goose-pen, wliich is by no Aeana one 
of the nicest concerns tn the world. Beyond the goose-pen was 
the pig-stye, and in it  a hog, which, -nken fat, wiU weigh about 
;10 score, actually ^bbing his shoulders against a little sort of 
column which had supported the font and its holy water. The 
farmer told us that there was a hole, which, indeed, we saw, 
going do-wn into the wAl, or rather, into the column where the 
font had stood. And he told us that many attempts had been 
made to bring water to ifll that hole, but that it  never had been 
done.

Mr. Biel was very civil to us. As far as related to us, he 
performed the office of hospitality, which was the main business 
of those who formerly inhabited the spot. He asked us to dine 
■ with him, which we declined, for want of time ; but, being 
exceedingly hungry, we had some bread and cheese and some 
very good beer. The farmer told me that a great number of 
gentlemen had come there to look at that place; but that he 
never could find out whatrfhe place had been, or what the place 
at Beuley had been. I  told him th ^  I #ould, when I  got to 
London, give ^ m  an account of i t ; that I  would write the 
account do'wn,*and send it  d%wn -to him. He seemed surprised 
that I should make such a promise, and expressed his wish not 
to give me so much trouble. I  told him not'to say a word about 
the matter, for that his bread and cheese and beer were so good
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that they deserved a filll history to be written, of the place where 
they had. been eaten and drunk. “  God bless me, Sir, no, no ! ” 
I  said, I  will, upon my soul, farmer. I  now left him, very 
grateful on our part for his hospitable reception, and he, I  dare 
say, hardly being able to believe, his own ears, at the generous 
promise that I  had made him, which promise, however, I  am 
now about to fulfil. I  told the farmer a little, upon the spot, 
to begin with. I  told him that the name awas all wrong: that 
it was no Bevhy but Beavlie/it; and that Beaulieu meant fine 
jiace; and I  proved this to him, in this manner. You know, 
said I, farmer, that when a girl has a sweet-heart, people call 
him her beau § Yes, said he, so they do. Very well. You 
know, also, that we say, sometimes, you shall have this In lieu 
of th at; and that when we say lieii, we mean in place of that. 
Now the beau means fine, as applied to the young man, and the 
lieu means place; and thus it is, that the name of this place 
Is Beaulieu, as it is so fine as you see It is. He seemed to be 
wonderfully pleased with the discovery; and we parted, I  believe, 
with hearty good wishes on his part, and, I  am sure, with very 
sincere thanks on m y part.

The Abbey of Beaulieu was founded in the year 1204, by 
King Johm for thirty monks of the reformed Benedictine Order. 
It  was deffioated to the blessed Virgin M ary; it  flourished until 
the year 1540, when it  was suppressed, and the lands confiscated, 
in the reign of Henry VIII. Its revenues were,' at that time, 
fov/r hundred and tuxnty-eight pounds, six shilf^ngs and eight pence 
a year, making, in money of the present day, upwards of eight 
thousand five hundred pounds a year. The lands and the abbey, 
and all belonging to it, were granted by Hie king, to one Thomas 
Wriothesley, who was a court-pander of that day. From him 
it passed by sale, by ■ will, by marriag * or by something or an
other, till, at last, it  has got, after passing through various 
hands, into the hands of the Duchess of Bucoleugh. So much 
for the abbey; and, now, as for the ruins on the farm of Mr. 
John B iel: they were the dweUing-plaoe of Knights’ Templars, 
or Knights of St. John of Jerusalem. The building they in
habited was called an Hospital, and their business was to re- 
Ueve travellers, strangers, and persons in distress ; and, if called 
upon, to accompany the king in his wars to uphold Christianity. 
Their estate was also confiscated by Henry VIII. I t  was worth, 
at the time of being Amfi^ated, upwards of two thousand pounds 
a year, monefĵ  of the present day. This estaj^lishment was 
founded a little before the Abbey of Beaulieu was founded; 
and it  was this foundation and not the other that gave the name 
of Beauheu to both establishments. The Abbey is not situated 
In a very fine place. She situation is low{ the lands above it
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rather a swamp than otherwise; pretty enough altogether; 
but by no means a fine place4 Templars had all the reason 
In the world to give the name of Beaulieu to their place. And 
it is by no means surprising that the monks were willing to 
apply it to their Abbey. ^

Yow, farmer John Biel, I  dare say that you are a  very good 
Protestant; and I  am a monstrous good Protestant too. We 
cannot bear the Pope, nor “  they there priests that makes men 
“  confess their sins and go down upon their marrow-bones before 

' “  them.” But, master Biel, let us give the devil his due j and 
let us not act worse by those Roman Catholics (who by-the-bye 
were our forefathers} than we are willing to act by the devU 
himself. Now then, here were a set of monks, and also a set 
of Knights’ Templars. Neither of them could marry ; of course, 
neither of them could have wives and families. They could 
possess no private property; they could bequeath nothing; they 
could own nothing; but that which they owned in commcm 
with the rest of their body. They could hoard no m oney; they 

■ could save nothing. Whatever they received, as rent for their 
lands, they must necessarily spend upon the spot, for they 
never could quit that spot. They did, spend it  all upon the spot: 
they kept all the p oor; Baiuley, and aU round about Beuley, 
saw no misery, and had never heard the damned nai ĵ  ̂of pauper 
pronounced, as long ̂ s  thos^ “monks and Templars continued ! 
You and I are excellent Protestants, farmer John B ie l; you and 
I  have often assisted on the 5th of November to burn Guy 
Fawkes, the Pope%nd the Devil. But, you and I, farmer John 
Biel, would much rather be life holders under monks and Tem
plars, than raok-renta«s under duchesses. The monks and the 

, knights'were the lords of their manors; but the fanners under 
them were not raok-re*ters; the farmers under them held by 
lease of lives, continued in the same farms from father to son 
for hundreds of years ; they were real yeomen, and not miserable 
rack-renters, such as now till the land of this once happy ooimtry, 
and who are little better than the drivers of the labourers, for 
the profit of the landlords. Parmer John Biel, what the Duchess 
of Buocleugh does, you know, and I  do not. She may, for any
thing that I  know to the contrary, leave her farms on lease of 
lives, with rent so very moderate and easy, as for the farm to 
be half as good as the t im e r ’s own, at any rate. The Duchess 
may, for anything that*I know to the.contrary, feed all the 
hungry, blothe all the naked, comfc#t all the sick, and prevent 
the hated nak\e of pauper from being pronoimcecl in the district 
of Beuley; her Grace m a^ for anjrthing that I  know to the 
contrary, make poor-rates to he wholly unnecessary and un
known in your country; she may receive, Iqdge, and feed the
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stranger; she may, in short, employ the rents of this fine estate. 
of Beuley, to make the whole distijict happy ; she may not carry 
a' farthing of the rents away from the sp ot; and she ma^ con
sume, by herself, and her own family and servants, only just as 
much as is necessary to the preservation of their life and health. 
Her Grace may do all this; I  do not say or insinuate that she. 
does not do it  a ll; but, Protestant here or Protestant there, 
farmer John Biel, this 1 do say, that unless her Grace do all 
this, the monks and the Templars were bditer for Beuley than 
her Grace.

.Prom the former station of the Templars, from real Beaulieu 
of the New Forest, we calno back to the village of Beaulieu, and 
there crossed the water to come on towards Southampton. Here 
we passed close along under the old abbey walls, a great part 
of which are .still standing. There is a mill here which appears 
to be turned by the fresh water, but the fresh water falls, here, 
into the salt water, as at the village of Botley. We did not 
stop to go about the mins of the abbey; for you seldom make 
much out by minute inquiry. It  is the political history of these 
places; or, at least, their connexion with political events, that 
is interesting. Just about the banks of this little river, there 
are some woods and coppices, and* some corn-land; but, at the 
distance |p half a mile from the water-side, we came out again 
upon the intolerable heath, and went on %>r seven or eight miles 
over that heath, from the village of Beaulieu to that of March- 
wood. Having a list of trees and enclosed land.s away to our 
right all the way along, which list of trees Itom the south-west 
side of that arm of the sea which goes from Chalshot castle to 
Redbridge, pa.ssing by Southampton, uiiioh lies on the north
east side. Never was a more barren tract of land than these 
seven or eight miles. We had come* seven miles across the 
forest in another direction in the morning; so that a poorer 
spot than this New Forest, there is not in all England; nor, 
I  believe, in the whole world. I t  is more barren and miserable 
than Bagshot heath. There are le.ss fertile spots in it, in propor
tion to the extent of each. Still, it is so large, it is of such 
great extent, being, if moulded into a circle, not so little, I 
believe, as 60 or 70 miles in circumference, that it must contain 
some good spots of laud, and, if properly and honestly managed, 
those spots must produce a prodigious quantity of timber. It 
is a pretty curious tto g , that, while the admirers of the paper- 
system are boosting of ouP “  wavst improvements Ma’am ”  there 
Should have been such a  visible such an enormous dilapida
tion in all the solid things uf the*country. I  have, io former 
parts of this ride, stated, that, in some counties, while the parsons 
have been pocketing the amount of the tithes and of the glebe.
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, they have suffered the parsonage-houses either to tall down and 
to be lost, brick by brick, and stone by stone, or to become such 
miserable places as to be unfit for anything bearing the name 
of a gentleman tp live in ; I  have stated, and I  am at any time 
ready to prove, that, in some counties, this is the case In more 
than one half of the parishes !

And now, amidst all these “  waust improvements,”  let us 
see how the accoun^ of timber stands in the New Forest! In 
the year 1608, a survey of the timber, in the New Eorest, was 
made, when there were loads of oak timber fit for the navy, 
315,477. Mark that, reader. Another survey was taken 
in the year 1783; that is to say, in the glorious Jubilee reign. 
And, when there were, in this same New Eorest, loads of oak 
timber fit for the navy, 20,830. “  Waust improvements.
Ma’am,”  under “  the Pilot that 'v^athered the storm,”  and in 
the reign of Jubilee ! What the devil, so*ne one would say, 
could have become of all this timber ? Does the reader observe 
that there were three hundred and fifteen thousand, four him- 
dred and seventy-seven loads.? and does he observe that a 
load is fifty-two cubic feet.? Does the reader know what is the 
price of this load of timber ? I suppose it  is now, taking in lop, 
top and bark, and bought up»n the spot (timber fit for the navy, 
mind !), ten pounds a load at the least. But let suppose 
that it  has been, upoij an average, since the year 1608, just the 
time that the Stuarts wore moimting the throne ; let us suppose 
that it has been, on an average, four pounds a load. Here is 
a pretty tough sun? of money. This must have gone into the 
pockets of somebody. At any rate, if we had the same quan
tity of timber now that, we had when the Protestant Reforma
tion took place, or even when Old Betsy turned up her toes, 
we should be now threatmiUions of money richer than we are; 
not in hills ; not in notes payable to bearer on demand ; not in 
Scotch “ cash credits;” not, in short, in lies, falseness, impu
dence, downright blackguard cheatery and mining shares and 
“  Greek cause ”  and the devil knows what.

I shall have occasion to return to this New Forest, which 
is, in reality, though, in general, a very barren district, a much 
more interesting object to Englishmen than are the services of 
m y Lord Palmerston, and the warlike undertakings of Burdett, 
Galloway and Company ;,but I  cannot quit this spot, even for 
the present, without asking the Scotch population-mongers and 
Malthus and his crew, and especially Q%orge Ghahnjrs, if he should 
yot be creeping about upon the face of the earth, what becomes 
of all their notions of the scantiness of the ancient population of 
England ; what becomes of aU these notions, of all their biindie.s 
of ridiculous lies about the fewness of the people in former times ;
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what heoomes of them all, if historians have told ns one word of 
trutti, with regard to the formation of the New Forest, by William 
the Ctonqueror. All the historians say, every one of them says, 
that this King destroyed several populous towns and villages 
in order to make this New Forest.

R lD I i:  FEOM  W BSTOSr, 3SWAR SOUTHAM PTON, T O  KH NSINOTON.

Western Grove, 18/h Oct. 1826.

I  broke off abruptly, under this same date, in m y last Regis
ter, when speaking of W illem the Conqueror’s demolishing 
of towns and villages .to make the New Forest; and I was 
about to show that aU the historians have told us Ues the 
most abominable about this affair of the New Forest; or, 
that the Scotch writers on population, and particularly Chalmers, 
have been the greatest of fools, or the most impudent of im
postors. I, therefore, now resume this matter, it  being, in my 
Opinion, a matter of great interest,»at a time, when, in order to 
account the present notoriously had living of the. people 
of England, it is asserted, that they are^beeome greatly more 
numerous than they formerly were. This would be no defence 
Of the Government, even if the fact were s o ; but, as I  have, 
over and over again, proved, the fact is false; and, to this I  
challenge denial, that either churches and great mansions 
and castles were formerly made without hands; or, England 
was, seven hundred years ago, much more populous than it  is 
now. But what has the formation o i the New Forest to do 
with this 1 A great deal; for the historians tell us that, in 
order to make this Forest, William the Conqueror destroj^ed 
“ many populous towns and villages, and thirty-six parish 
churches 1 ’’ The devil he d id ! How populous, then, good 
God, must England have been at that time, which was about 
the year 1090; that is to say, 736 years ago 1 For, the Scotch 
will hardly contend that the nature of the soil has been changed 
for the worse since that time, especially as it has not been cul
tivated. No, n o : brassy as they ar^ they will not do that. 
Come, then, let us seeiow  this matter stands.

This Forest, has b®n feawled upon by favourites, and is 
now much smaller than it  used to be. A  time jnay, and vtill 
come, for inquiring, h o w  George*Bose, and others, became 
owners of some of the very best parts of this once-publio prop
erty ; a time for such inquiry mttsi come, before the people
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of England will ever give their consent to a redvMion oj the. 
interest of the debi t  But this we know, that the New Eorest 
formerly extended, westward, from the Southampton Water 
and the River Oux, to the River Avon, and northward, from 
Lymington Haven to the borders of Wiltshire. We know 
that this was its utmost extent; and we know, also, that the 
towns of Christchurch, Lymington, Ringwood, and Eording- 
bridgo, and the villages of Bolder, Pawley, Lyndhurst, Dipdon, 
Eling, Minsted, and j l l  the other villages that now have churches ; 
we know, I  say (and, pray mark it), that all these towns and 
■ villages existed before the Norman Conquest: because the 
Roman names of several of them (all the towns) are in print, 
and because an account of them all is to be found in Doomsday 
Booh, which was made by this very William the Conqueror. 
Well, then, now Scotch population-liars, and you Malthusian 
blasphemers, who contend that God has implanted in man a 
princijde that leads, him to starvation; come, now, and face 
this history of the New Porest. Cooke, in his Geography of 
Hampshire, says, that the Conqueror destroyed here “  many 
populous towns and villages, and thirty-six parish churches.” 
The same writer says, that, in the time of Edward the Confessor 
(just before the Conqueror came), “ two-thirds of the Porest was 
inhabited and cultivated.”* Guthrie says nearly the same 
thing. But let us hear the two historians, who are^iow pitted 
against each other, Hume and Lingard. The former (vol. H. p. 
277) says : “  There was one pleasure to which William, as well as 
“  all the Nonnans and ancient Saxons, was extremely addicted, 
“  and that was hflnting: but this pleasure he indulged more 
“  at the expense of his unhappy subjects, whose interests he 
“  always disregarded,*than to the loss or diminution of his 
“  own revenue. Not content with those large forests, y^hieh 
“  former Kings possessW, in all parts of England, he rihsolved 
“ to make a new Forest, near Winchester, the usual^lace of 
“  his residence : and, for that purpose, he laid waste tlfo county 
“  of Hampshire, for an extent of thirty miles, expelled Ahe inhabi- 
“  fonts from their houses, seized their property, evey{ demolished 
“  churches and convents, and made the sufferers no^mpensation 
“  for the injury.”  Pretty well for a pensionedf Scotchman: 
and now let us hear Dr. Lingard, to prevent Society from 
presenting whose work to me, the sincere and pio/ia Samuel Butler 
was ready to go down u|>on his marrow bonea ; let us hear the 
good Doctor upon this subject. He sa;^ ( ^ 1 . I- PP- 4S2 and 
453), “  Thoush the King possessed*sixty-eifoht forests, besides 
“  parks and Aiases, in differ^t parts of England, he was not yet 
“  satisfied, but for the occasional acoommXdation of his court, 
“  afforested an extensive tract of eourdrfy lying between the
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“  city of Winchester and the S(!a Coast. The inhabitants were 
“  expelled: the cottages and the churches were burnt; and 
“  moro than thirty square miles of a rich and populous district 
“  were withdrawn from cultivation, and converted into a wil- 
“  derness, to afford sufficient range for the deer, and ample 
“  space for the royal diversion. The memory of this act of 
“  despotism has been perpetuated in the name of the New 
“  Forest, which it retains at the present day, after the lapse 
“  of seven hundred and fifty years.”

“  Historians ”  should be careful how tney make statements 
relative to places which are within the scope of the reader’s 
inspection. I t  is next to impossible not to believe that the 
Doctor has, in this case (a very interesting one), merely copied 
from Hume says, that the King “  expelled the in
habitants ; ”  and Lingard says “  the inhabitants uxrc ex- 
p d l e d Hume ^ y s  that the King ' ‘’demolished the churches;” 
and Lingard sayS that “  the churches were burnt; ”  but Hume 
says, churches “  and convents," and Lingard knew that to be a 
lie. The Doctor was too learned upon the subject of “  convents ” 
io follow the Scotchman here. Hume says that the King “ laid 
waste the country for an extent of thirty miles.”  “  The Doctor 
“  says that a district of thirty square miles was withdrawn from 
“  cultivation, and converted jnt* a wilderness.”  Now, what 
Httme mjfaned by the loose phrase, “  an extent of thirty miles,”  I  
cannot s a y ; but this I  know, that ®r. Lingard’s “  thirty 
square miles ”  is a piece of ground only five and a  half miles 
each w ay! So that the Doctor has got here a curious “  dis
trict,”  and a not less curious “  wilderness and what number 
of churches could WrcuAM find to burn, in a space five miles 
aridi a half each way ? If the Doctdl: meaned thirty miles 
square, instead of square miles, the falsehood is so monstrous 
as to destroy his credit for ever ; for hete we have Nine Hundred 
Square  ̂ Sliles, containing five hundred and seventy-six thousand 
acres op\ land ; that is to say, 56,960 acres more than are con
tained &  the whole of the county of Surrey, and 99,840 acres 
more tha^are contained in the whole of the county of Berks! 
This is “  h^^ory,”  is it  1 And these are “  historians.”

The true Statement is this: the New Forest, according to 
its ancient sf3^ , was bormded thus: by the line, going from 
the river "OuxVo the river Avon, and which line there sepa
rates Wiltshire j|from Hampshire ; the river Avon ; by the 
sea from Christc^ur^ to Calshot Castle; by the Southamp
ton W ater; ;a.nd\b* th#-river Oux. These are the bomjda- 
ries; and (as anyVone may, by ^ale and compfcss, ascertain), 
there are, within Vhese boundaries, about 224 square miles, 
containing 143,360 V'^res of land. Within these limits there
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are now remaining eleven parish churches, all of which were 
in existence before the time of William the Conqueror; so 
,that, if he destroyed thirty-six parish churches, what a popu
lous country this must have been I There must have been 
forty-seven parish churches ; so that there was, over this whole 
district, one parish church to every four and three quarters 
square miles! Thus, then, the churches must have stood, on 
an average, at within one mile and about two hundred yards 

'o f  each other I And observe, the parishes could, on an aver
age, contain no mofe, each, than 2,966 acres of lan d ! Not 
a very large farm ; so that here was a parish church to every 
large farm, unless these historians are ail fools and liars.

I defy any one to say that I  make hazardous assertions: I  
have plainly described the ancient boundaries: there are the 
maps: any one can, with scale and compass, measure the area 
as well as I  can. , I  have taken the statements of historians, 
as they call themselves: I  ha+e shown that their histories, as 
they call them, are fabulous; OB (and mind this or) that liig- 
land was, at one time, and that too, eight hundred years ago, 
heyond all measure more populous than it is now. For, observe, 
notwithstanding what Dr. lingard asserts; notwithstand
ing that he describes this district as “ rich”  it  is the very 
poorest in the whole king(Joni. Dr. Lingard was, I  believe, 
bom and bi'ed at Winchester;' and how, then, coul^ he be so 

. careless; or, indeed^so regardless of truth (and I  do not see 
why I  am to mince the matter with him), as to describe this 
as a rich district d Innumerable persons have seen Bagshot- 
Heath ; great numbers have seen the barren heaths between 
Loudon and Brighton; great numbers, also, have seen that 
wide sweep of barremness which exhibits itself between the 
Golden Farmer Hill and Black-water. • Nine-tenths of each 
of these are less barren* than four-fifths of the land in the New 
Forest. Supposing it to be credible that a man so prudent 
and so wise as William the Conqueror; supposing that such 
a man should have pitched upon a rich and populous district 
wherewith to make a chase; supposing, in short, these historians 
to have spoken the truth, and supposing this barren land to 
have been all inhabited and cultivated, and the people so numer
ous and so rich as to be able to build and endow a parish 
church upon every four and three quarters square miles upon 
this extensive district; supposing them to have been so rich 
in the produce of the soil as to Want ^priest to be stationed 
at every mile and 2 0 0  yatds, in oiSer to help them to eat i t ; 
supposing, ia a word, these historians not to Se the most far
cical liars that ever put ]^n upon paper, this country must, 
at the time of the Norman conquest, have literally swarmed
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with people; for, ihere is (he land now, and aU the land, too: 
neither Hume nor Dr. Lingard can change the nature of that. 
There it  is, an acre of it not having, upon an average, so much 
of productive capacity in it as one smgle square rod, taking 
the average, of Worcestershire; and if I  were to say one single 
square yard, I  should be right; there is the land; and if that 
land were as these historians say it was, covered with people 
and with churches, )vhat the devil must Worcestershire have 
been ! To this, then, we come at last: having made out what 
I  undertook to show; namely, that thS historians, as they 
call themselves, are either the greatest fools or the greater 
liars that ever existed, or that England was beyond all measure 
more populous eight hundred years ago than it  is now.

Poor, however, as this district is, and culled about as it 
has been for the best spots of land by those favourites who 
have got grants of land or leases or something or other. Still 
there are some spots here and there which would grow trees; 
but never will it grow trees, or anything else to the profit of 
this nation, until it  become private property. Public property 
must, in some cases, be in the hands of public officers; but 
this is not an affair of that nature. This is too loose a concern ; 
too Kttle controllable by superiors.' It  is a thing calculated 
for jobbing, above all others; calaulated to promote the success 
of favouritism. Who can imagine that the persona employed 
about plantations and farms for the puljlio, are employed be
cause they are fit for the employment ? Supposing the con- 
missioners to hold in abhorrence the idea of paying for services 
to themselves under the name of paying <or services to the 
public ; supposing them never to have heard of such a thing in 
their hves, can they imagine that n othin^ f this sort takes place, 
while they are in London eleven mouths out of twelve in the 
year ? I  never feel disposed to cast touch censure upon any 
of the persons engaged in .such concerns. The temptation 
is too great to be resisted. The pubUo must pay for every
thing A pois d'or. Therefore, no such thing should be in the 
hands of the public, or, rather, of the government; and I  hope 
to live to see this thing completely taken out of the hands of 
this government.

I t  was night-fall when we arrived at Eling, that is to say, 
at the head of the Southampton Water. Our horses were 
very hungry. We stopped to bait th^^sand set off just about 
dusk to come to thismlaee (Weston Grove), stopping at South
ampton on our way, and leaving a letter to come to London. 
Between Soutfiampton and this pj^ce, we cross ti bridge over 
the Itchen river, and, coming up a hill into a common, which 
is called Town-hiU Common, we passed, lying on our right, a
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little park and house, occupied by the Irish Bible-man, Lord 
Ashdown, I  think they call him, whose real name is French, 
and whose family are so very wdl known in the most unfortunate 
sister-kingdom. Just at the back of his house, in another sort 
of paddock-place, lives a  man, whose name I  forget, who was, 
I believe, a coachmaker in the Bast Indies, and whoso father, or 
uncle, kept a turnpike gate at Chelsea, a few years ago. See the 
Effects of “  industry and enterprise ”  ! But even these would 
be nothing, were itenot for this wondrous system by which 
money can be snatched away from the labourer in this very 
parish, for instance, sent off to the East Indies, there help to 
make a mass to put into the hands of an adventurer, and then 
the mass may be brought back in the pockets of the adventurer 
and cause him to be called a ’Squire by the labourer whose 
earnings were so snatched away! Wondrous system 1 Pity 
it cannot last for ever 1 P ity that it has got a Debt of a thou
sand millions to pay 1 P ity that it cannot turn paper into 
gold I Pity that it will make such fools of Prosperity Robinson 
and his colleagues 1

The moon shone very bright by the time that we mounted 
the hill; and now, skirting the enclosures upon the edge of 
the common, we passed several of those Cottages which I so 
well recollected, and in which I had the satisfaction to believe 
that the inhabitants were sitting comfortably with bellies full 
by a good fire. I t  v^s eight o’clock before we arrived at Mr. 
Chamberlayne’s, whom I  had not seen since, I  think, the year 
1816; for in the 4aU of that year I  came to London, and I 
never returned to Botloy (which is only about three miles add 
a  half from Weston) t% stay there for any length of time. To 
those who hke water-scenes (as nineteen-twentieths of people 
do) it is the prettiest spi^, I  believe, in all England. Mr. Cham- 
berlayne built the house about twenty years ago. He has been 
bringing the place to greater and greater perfection from that 
time to this. All round about the house is in the neatest possible 
order. I  should think that, altogether, there cannot be so little 
as ten acres of short grass; and when I  say those who 
know anything about gardens will form a pretty correct general 
notion as to the scale on which the thing is carried on. Until 
of late, Mr. Chamberla3me was owner of only a  sihall part, com
paratively, of the lands hereabouts. He is now the owner, I 
believe, of the whole of tlfe lands that come down to the ■ frater’s 
edge and that lie between the ferry wver^the Itohen at South
ampton, andtthe river which goes out from thff Southampton 
Water at Hamble. And noW let me describe, as well as I  can, 
what this land and its situation are.

The Southampton Water begins at Portsmouth, and goes
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tip by Soutbampton, to Redbridge, being, upon an average, 
about two miles wide, having, on the one side, the New 'Forest, 
and on the other side, for a great part of the way, this fine and 
beautiful estate of Mr. Chamberlayne. Both sides of this water 
have rising lands divided into hill and dale, and very beautifully 
clothed with trees, the woods and lawns -and fields being most 
advantageously intermixed. It is very curious that, at the 
iach of each of these tracts of land, there are extensive heaths, 
on this side as well as on the Now Forest%ide. To stand here 
and look across the water at the New Forest, you would imagine 
that it  was really a country of woods ; for you can see nothing 
of the heaths from here; those heaths over which we rode, 
and from which we could see a windmiU down among the trees, 
which windmill is now to be seen just opposite this place. So 
that the views from this place are the most beautiful that can 
be imagined. You see up the water and down the water, to 
Redbridge one w ay and out to Spithead the other way. Through 
the trees, to the right, you see the spires of Southampton, and 
you have only to walk a mile, over a beautiful lawn and through 
a not less beautiful wood, to find, in a little dell, surrounded 
with lofty woods, the venerable ruins of Netley Abbey, which 
make part of Mr. Chamberlayno’s ^tate.

The woods here are chiefly of oak; the ground consists of 
a series of hill and dale, as you go long*wise from one end of the 
estate to the other, about six miles in length,. Down almost 
every little valley that divides these hills or hiUooks, there is 
more or less of water, making the underwond, in those parts, 
very thick, and dark to go thrOugli; and these form the most 
delightful contrast with the fields and ^awns. There are in
numerable vessels of various sizes continually upon the w ater; 
and, to those that delight in water-sce||es, this is certainly the 
very prettiest place that I  ever saw in my life. I  had seen it 
many years ago; and, as I  intended to come here on my way 
home, I  told George, before we set out, that I  would show him 
another Weston before we got to London. The parish in which 
his father’s house is, is also called Weston, and a  very beautiful 
spot it certainly is ; but I.told him I  questioned whether I  could 
not show him a stiU prettier Weston than that. We let him 
alone for the first day. He sat in the house, and saw great 
multitudes of pheasants and partridges upon the lawn before the 
window: he went down to the water“ ide by himself, and put 
his foot upon the grotiid t*  see the tide rise. He seemed very 
much delighted The second morning, at breakfast, we put it 
to him, which he would rather have? this Weston or the Weston 
he had left in Herefordshire; hut, though I  introduced the 
question iniai way almost to extort a decision in favour of the
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Hampshire Weston, he decided instantly and plump for the 
other, in a manner very much to the delight of hlr. Chamber- 
layne and his sister. So true it  is that, when people are un- 
oorrupted, they always Hie home best, be it, in itself, what it may.

Ever3dhing that nature can do has been done here ; and 
money most judiciously employed has come to her assist
ance. Here are a thousand things to give pleasure to any 
rational m ind; but there is one thing, which, iri my estima
tion, surpasses, in pfcasure, to contemplate, all the lawns and 
all the groves and all the gardens and all the game and every
thing else; and that is, the real, unaffected goodness of the 
owner of this estate. He is a member for Southampton; he 
has other fine estates; he has great talents ; he is much admired 
by all who know him ; but he has done more by his justice, by 
his just way of thinking with regard to the labouring people, 
than in all other ways put together. This was nothing new to 
me ; for I was well informed of it several years ago, though I had 
never heard him speak of it in my life. When he came to this 
place, the common wages of day-labouring men were thirteen 
shillings a week, and the wages of carpenters, bricklayers, and 
other tradesmen, were in proportion. Those wages he has 
given, from that tirige to <^is,»without any abatement whatever. 
With these wages, a man can live, having, at the same time, 
other advantages attending the working for such a man as Mr. 
Chamberlayne. He 8as got less money in his bags than he 
would have had, if he had groimd men down in their wages; 
but if his sleep bg not sounder than that of the hard-fisted 
wretch that can walk over grass and gravel, kept in order by 
a poor creature that is*lialf-starved ; if his sleep be not sounder 
than the sleep of such a wretch, then all that we have been 
taught is false, and thei^ is no difference between the man who 
feeds and the man who starves the poor: all the Scripture is a 
bundle of lies, and instead of being propagated it ought to be 
flung into the fire.

I t  is curioiis enough that those who are the least disposed to 
give good wages to the labouring people, should be the most 
disposed to discover for them schemes for saving their money ! 
I have lately seen, I  saw it at Uphusband, a prospectus, or 
scheme, for establishing what they call a Gounly Friendly Society. 
Tills is a scheme for getting from the poor a part of the wages 
that they receive. Just Ss if a poor fellow could put anything by 
out of eight shillings a w eek! If, iwdeeiJI the schemers were to 
pay the labqjirers twelve or thirteen shillings *a week ; then 
these might have soiaethinf to lay by at some times of the 
year; but then, indeed, there would be no' poor-rates warded ; 
and it is to get rid of the poor-rates that these schemers have
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Invented tlieir society. What wretched drivelleia they must 
b e: to think that they should be able to make the pauper keep 
the pauper; to think that they shall be able to make the man 
that is half-starved lay by part of his loaf I I  know of aO ooimty 
where the poor are worse treated than in many parts of this 
county of Hants. I t  iS happy to know of one instance in which 
they are well treated ; and I deem it  a real honour to be under 
the roof of him who has uniformly set so laudable an example In 
this most important concern. What areeall his riches to me ? 
They form no title to my respect. ’Tis not for me to set myself 
up far judgment as to his taste, his learning, his various qualities 
and endowments; but of these his rmequivoeal works I am a 
competent judge. I  know how much good he inust d o ; and 
there is a great satisfaction in reflecting on the great happiness 
that he must feel, when, in laying his head upon his pillow of a 
cold and dreary winter night, he reflects that there are scores, 
aye, scores upon scores, of his country-people, of his poor neigh
bours, of those whom the Scripture denominates his brethren, 
who have been enabled, through him, to retire to a vparm bed after 
spending a  cheerful evening and taking a full meal by the side 

•of their own fire. People may talk what they will about happi
ness ; but I  can figure to myself im happiness surpassing that of 
the man W'bo falls to sleep with reflections hue these in bus mind.

Now observe, it  is a duty, on my part, to relate what I  have 
here related as to tlie conduct of llr. Chamberlayne ; not a duty 
towards him ; for I  can do lihn no good by it, and I do most 
sincerely believe, that both he and his equ%lly benevolent sister 
would rather that their goodness remained unproolaimed; but 
It is a duty towards my country, and jarticularly towards my 
readers. Here is a striking and a most valuable practical 
example. Here is a whole neighbourhood of labourers living as 
they ought to Hve; enjoying that happiness which is the just 
reward of their toil. And shaE I  suppress facts so honourable 
to those who are the cause of this happiness, facts»so interesting 
in themselves, and so likely to be useful in the way of example ; 

. shaU I  do this, aye, and, besides this, tasitly give a  false account 
of Weston Gfrove, and this, too, from the stupid and cowardly 
fear of being accused of flattering a rich man ?

Netley Abbey ought, it seems, to be caUed Letley Abbey, the 
Latin name being Raetus Locus, pr Pleasant Place. Letley was 
made up of an abbreviation of the Ldflus and of the Saxon word 
ley, which meaned pDice, ^eld, or piece of ground. This Abbey 
was founded by Henry HI. in 1239, fo^ 12 Monl^ of the Bene
dictine order; and when supprftsed b y  the wife-kiEer, Its 
revenues amounted to 3,2001. a year of our present money. 
The possessions of these monks were, by the wife-kiEing founder
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of the Church of England, given away (though they belonged to 
the public) to one of his court sycophants. Sir Wdliam Paulet, 
a man the most famous in the whole world for sycophancy, 
time-serving, and for all those qualities which usually distin
guish the favovurites of kings like the wife-kiUer. This Paulet 
changed from the Popish to Henry the Eighth’s religion, and was 
a great actor in punishing the papists ; when Edward VI. came 
to the throne, this l^ulet turned protestant, and was a great 
actor in punishing those who adhered to Henry V lllth ’s religion : 
when Queen Mary came to the throne, this Paulet turned back 
to papist, and was one of the great actors in sending protestants 
to be burnt in Smithfield: when Old Bess came to the throne, 
this Paulet turned back to protestant again, and was, until the 
day of his death, one of the great actors in persecuting-in fining, 
in mulcting, and in putting to death those who stifl had the 
virtue and the courage to adhere to the religion in which they 
and he had been born and bred. The head of this family got,*at 
last, to be Earl of Wiltshire, Marquis of Winchester, and Duke 
of Bolton. This last title is now gone ; or, rather, it  Is changed 
to that of “  Lord Bolton,”  which is now borne by a  man of the 
name of Orde, who is the son of a man of that name, who died 
some years ago, and who maftied a daughter (I think it  was) of 
the last “  Duke of Bolton.”

Pretty curious, and» not a little interesting, to look back at 
the origin of -this Dukedom of Bolton, and, then, to look at 
the perton now bearing the title of Bolton ; and, then, to go to 
Abbotston, near Winchester, and survey the ruins of the proud 
palace, once inhabited by the Duke of Bolton, which ruins, and 
the estate on which tfley stand, are now the property of the 
Loan-maker, Alexander Baring t Curious tmm of things! 
Henry the wife-killer Aid his confiscating successors granted 
the estates of Netley, and of many other monasteries, to the head 
of these Paulets: to maintain these and other similar grants, 
a thing called a “  Reformation ”  was made: to maintain the 
“  Reformation,”  a  “  Glorious Revolution ”  was made : to main
tain the “ Glorious Revolution ”  a Debt was made : to maintain 
the Debt, a large part of the rents must go to the Debt-Dealers, 
or Loan-makers: and thus, at last, the Barings, only in this 
one neighbourhood, have become the successors of the Wriothes- 
leys, the Paulets, and RusseUs, who, throughout all the 
reigns of confiscation, were constantlv the way, when a dis
tribution of good things was taking ^aoe ! Curipus enough all 
this ; but, the thing will not^top here. The Loan-makers think 
that they shall outwit the old grantee-fellows; and so they 
might, and the people too, and the devil himself; but they 
cannot Out-wit euente. Those events wiU have a thorough rum-
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imaging ; and of this fact tte  “  tHm-of-the-market ”  gentlemen 
may b© assured. Can it be law (I put the question to kmyers), 
can it be law (I leave reason and justice out of the inquiry), 
can it  be law, that, if I, to-day, see dressed in good clothes, 
and with a full purse, a man who was notoriously penniless 
yesterday; can it be law, that I  (being a justice of the peace) 
have a right to demand of that man how he came hij his dothcs 
and his purse i  And, can it be law, that I,^seeing with an estate 
a man who was notoriously not worth a crown piece a  few years 
ago, and who is notoriously related to nothing more than one 
degree above beggary; can it  be law, that I, a magistrate, seeing 
this, have not a right to demand of this man how he came by 
his estate ? No matter, however; for, if both these be law now, 
they win not, I  trust, be law in a few years from this time.

Mr. Chamberlayne has caused the ancient fish-ponds, at 
Netley Abbey, to be “  reclaimed,”  as they call it. What a loss, 
what a national loss, there has been in this way, and in the 
article- of water fo w l! I  am quite satisfied that, in these two 
articles and in that of rabbits, the nation has lost, has had anni
hilated (within the last 250 years) food sufficient for two days in 
the week, on an average, taking the year throughout. These are 
things, too, which cost so little labSur ! You can see the marks 
of old fish-ponds in thousands and thousands of places. I  have 
noticed, I  dare say, five hundred, since 14eft home. A  trifling 
expense would, in most cases, restore them ; but now-a-days 
all is looked for at shops ; all is to be had by trafficking: scarcely 
any one thinks of providing for his own wilits out of his own 
land and other his own domestic means. To buy the thing, 
ready made, is the taste of the d a y ; tho9sands, who are house
keepers, buy their dinners ready cooked; nothing is so common 
as to rent breasts for children to suck ? a man actually adver
tised, hr the London papers, about two month ago, to supply 
childless husbands with hfeirs! In this case the articles were, 
of course, to be ready made ; for to make them “  to order ” would 
be the devil of a business ; though in desperate cases even this 
is, I  believe, sometimes resorted to.

HamMedon, Sunday, 
23r« Oa. 1826.'

We left Weston Grove on Friday nioming, and came across 
to Botley, where we mmained during the rest of the day, and 
until after brejifast ^stefday. I  had not seen “ the Botley 
Parson ”  for several years, and I  washed to have d look at him . 
now, but could not get a sight of him, though we rode close 
before his house, at much about his breakfast time, and though 
we gave him the strongest of invitation that could be expressed
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by hallooiiig and by cracking of whips! The fox was too din
ning for ns, and do all we could, we could not provoke him to 
put even his nose out of kennel. From hir. James Warner’s at 
Botley we want to Mr. Hallett’s, at AHington, and had the very 
great pleasure of seeing him in excellent health. We intended 
to go back to Botley, and then to go to Titchfield, and, in our 
way to this place, over Portsdown HiU, whence I intended to 
show George the harbour and the fleet, and (of still more im
portance] the spot on^hicb. we signed the “  Hampshire Petition,”  
in 1817 ; that petition which foretold that which the “  Norfolk. 
Petition ”  confirmed ; that petition which will be finally acted
upon, o r ................That petition was the very last thing that I
wrote at Botley. I  came to London in November 1816; the 
Power-of-Imprisonment Bill was passed in February, 1817; 
just before it  was passed, the Meeting took place on Portsdown 
H ill; and I, in m y way to the hill from London, stopped at 
Botley and wrote the petition. We had one meeting afterwards 
at Winchester, when I  heard parsons swear like troopers, and saw- 
one of thqm hawk up Ifis spittle, and spit it  into Lord Cochrane’s 
poll! A h ! m y bucks, we have you now '!. You are got nearly 
to the end of your' tether j and, what is more, yov, know it. 
Pay off the Debt, parsons 1 I t  is useless to swear and spit, and 
to present addresses applauding Power-of-Imprisonment BiUs, 
unless you can pay off the D ebt! Pajf off the Debt, parsons ! 
They say you can lay 4he devil. Lay this devil, then ; or, confess 
that he is too many for yo n ; aye, and for Sturgos Bourne, or 
Bourne Sturges (I forget which], at your backs !

From AUington,*we, fearing that it  would rain before we 
could get round by Titchfield, came across the country over 
Waltham Chase and *Soberton Do-wn. The chase was very 
green and fine; but the down was the very greenest thing 
that I  have seen in the %hole country. It  is not a large down ; 
perhaps not more than five or six hundred acres ; but the land 
is good, the chalk is at a foot from the surface, or m ore; the 
mould is a hazel mould; and when I  was upon the opposite 
hiH, r  could, though I  knew the ^ o t  very well, hardly believe 
that it  was a do-wn. The green was darker than that of any 
pasture or even any sainfoin or Mover that I  had seen through
out the whole of my ride; and I  should suppose that there 
could not have been many less than a thousand sheep in the 
three flocks that were %ediug upon the down when I  came 
across it. I  do not speak -with anythi^  lilm positiveness as -to the 
measurement of this do-wn ; but I  d<Tno^elievo,that i t  exceeds 
six hundred Aid fifty acres.  ̂They must have more rain in 
this part of the country than in most other parts of it. Indeed, 
no part of Hampshire seems to have suffered very much from
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the drought. I  found the turnips pretty good, of both sorts, ah 
the way from Andover to Rumsey. Through the New Forest, 
you may as well expect to find loaves of bread growing in fields 
as turnips, where there are any fields for them to grow in. From 
Redbridge to Weston, we had not light enough to see much 
about u s ; but when we came down to Jotley, we there found the 
turnips as good as I  had ever seen them in my life, as far I  could 
judge from the time I  had to look at them. llr. Warner has as 
fine turnip fields as I  ever saw him hav^ Swedish turnips and 
white also; and pretty nearly the same may be said of the 
whole of that neighbom'hood for many miles round.

After quitting Soberton Down, we came up a hill leading 
to Hambledon, and turned off to our left to bring us down to 
Mr. Goldsmith’s at West End, where we now are, at about a 
mile from the village of Hambledon. A  village it  now i s ; 
but it  was formerly a considerable market-town, and it had three 
fairs in the year. There Is now not even the name of market 
left, I  beheve ; and the fairs amount to little more than a couple 
or three gingerbread-stalls, with dolls ai)d whistles foy children. 
If you go through the place, you see that it has been a con
siderable town. The church tells the same story ; it  is now a 
tumble-down rubbishy place; it is partaking in the fate of all 
those places which were formerly assort of rendezvous for persons 
who had things to buy*and things to sell. Wens have devoured 
market-towns and villages; and shops l^ve devoured markets 
and fairs ; and this, too, to the infinite injury of the moat numer
ous classes of the people. Shop-keepi^, merely as shop-keep
ing, is injurious to any community, Whi#t are the shop and 
the shop-keeper for ? To receive and distribute the produce of 
the land.. There are other articles, certafaly ; but the main part 
is the produce of the land. The shop must be paid fo r ; the 
shop-keeper must be k ep t; and the dhe must be paid for and 
the otber must be kept by the consumer of the produce; Or, 
perhaps, partly by the consumer and partly by the producer.

When fairs were very frequent, shops were not needed. A 
manufacturer of shoes, of stockings, of h ats; of almost any 
thing that man wants, could manufacture at home in an obscure 
hamlet, with cheap house-rent, good air, and plenty of room. 
He need pay>no heavy rent for shop; and no disadvantages from 
confined situation; and, then, by attending three or four or five 
or six fairs in a year, he sold the w(jfk of his hands, unloaded 
with a  heavy expanse attending the keeping of a  shop. He 
would get more for tab slMings in a booth at a fair or market, 
than he would get in a shop foĵ  ten or twenty pounds. Of 
course he could afford to sell the work of his ha.Tids for less ; and 
thus a greater portion of their earnings remained with those who
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raised the food and the clothing from the land. I  had an in
stance of this in what occurred to myself at WeyhiE fair; When 
I  was at Salisbury, in September, I  wanted to buy a whip. 
I t  was a common hunting-whip, with a hook to it  to puU open 
gates with, and I could not get it for less than seven shiEings 
and sixpence. This was more than I  had made up my mind to 
give, and I went on with my switch. When we got to WeyhiE 
fair, George had made shift to lose his whip some time before, 
and I had made him* go without one by way of punishment. 
But now, having come to the fair, and seeing plenty of wliips, I 
bought him one, just such a one as had been offered me at 
SaUsbury for seven and sixpence, for four and sixpence; and, 
seeing the man with his whips afterwards, I  thought I  would 
have one m yself; and he let me have it  for three shillings. 
So that, here were two whips, precisely of the same kind 
and quaUty as the whip at SaUsbury, bought for the money 
which the map a t Salisbury asked me for one whip, iind 
yet, far be it from me to accuse the man ht SaUsbury of an 
attempt at extortion: he had an expensive shop, and a famUy 
in a town to support, while m y WeyhiE feEow had been making 
his whips in some house in the country, which he rented, prob
ably for five or six pounds year, with a good garden to it. 
Does not every one see, in a mmute, how this exchanging of fairs 
and markets for shops creates idlers and tra flickers ; creates those 
locusts, oaEed middle-fhen, who create nothing, who add to the 
value of nothing, who improve nothing, but who live in idleness, 
and who Eve well, tqp, out of the labour of the producer and the 
consumer. The fair and the market, those wise institutions of 
our forefathers, and wjjh regard to the management of which 
they were so scrupulously careful; the fair and the market 
bring the producer and the consumer in contact with each other. 
Whatever is gained is, at any rate, gained by one or the other 
of these. The fair and the market bring them together, and 
enable them to act for their mutual Interest and convenience. 
The shop and the trafficker keeps them apart; the shop hides 
from both producer and ccmsumer the real state of matters. 
The fair and the market lay everything open: going to either, 
you see the state of things at once ; and the transactions are fair 
and just, not disfigured, too, by falsehood, and by those attempts 
at deception which disgrace traffickings in general.

Very wise, too, and ver;^’ust, were the laws against forestalling 
and regrating. They were laws to pr^enjfthe producer and the 
consumer froni being cheated by the trafficker. There are whole 
bodies of men' indeed, a  'v%ry large part of the community, 
who live’in idleness in this coxmtry, in consequence of the whole 
current of the laws now running in favour of the trafficking
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monopoly. I t  has been a great object with all wise governments, 
in all ages, from the days of Moses to the present day, to confine 
tralfiokmg, mere trafficking, to as few hands as possible. It 
seems to be the main object of this government to give all 
possible encouragement to traffickers of every description, and to 
make them swarm like the lice of Egypt. There is that numer
ous sect, the Quakers. This sect arosb in England : they were 
engendered by the Jewish system Of usury. Till excises and 
loanmongzring began, these vermin were n»ver heard of in Eng
land. They seem to have been hatched by that fraudulent 
system, as maggots are bred by putrid meat, or as the flounders 
come in the livers of rotten sheep. The base vermin do not 
pretend to Work : all they talk about is dealing ; and the govern
ment, in place of making laws that would put them in the stocks, 

. or cause tjiem to be whipped at the cart’s tail, really seem anxious 
to encourage them and to increase their numbers ; nay, it is not 
long since llr . Brougham had the effrontery to move for leave 
to bring in a bill to*make men liable to be hanged upon the bare 
word of these vagabonds. This is, with me, something never to 
bo forgotten. But everything tends the same w a y ; all the 
regulations, all the laws that have been adopted of late years, 
haVe a tendency to give encouragement to the trickster and the 
trafficker, and to take from the labouring classes all the honour 
and a great part of the food that fairly belonged to them.

In coming along yesterday, from WaltHhm Chase to Sobertou 
Down, We passed by a big white house upon a hiO that was, 
when I lived at Botley, occupied by one (Joodlad, who was a 
cook justice of the peace, and who had been a chap of some sort 
or other, in India. There was a man oijihe name of Singleton, 
who lived in Waltham Chase, and who was deemed to be a great 
poacher. This man, having been forcffily ousted by the order 
of this Goodlad and some others from an encroachment that ho 
had made in the forest, threatened revenge. Soon after this, a 
horse (I forget to whom it belonged) was stabbed or shot in the 
night-time in a field. Singleton was taken up, tried at Win
chester, convicted and transported. I  cannot relate exactly what 
took place. I  remember that there were some curious circum
stances attending the conviction of this man. The people in that 
neighbourhood were deeply impressed with these circumstances, 
Singleton was transported; but Goodlad and his wife were 
both dead and buried, in less, I  beiteve, than three months 
after the departure ofigoot Singleton. I  do not know that any 
injustice really»was done ; M t I do know that a great impression 
was produced, and a very sorroilful impressior? too, on the 
minds of the people in that neighbourhood.

I cannot quit Waltham Chase without observing, that I heard.
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last year, that a Bill was about to be petitioned for, to enclose that 
Chase ! Never was so monstrous a proposition in this world. 
The Bishop of Winchester is Lord of the Manor over this Chase. 
I f  the Chase be enclosed, the timber mirst be cut down, young 
and old ; and here are a  couple of hundred acres of land, worth 
ten thousand acres of land in the New Forest. This is as fine 
timber land as any in the wealds of Surrey, Sussex or Kent. 
There are two enclosures of about 40 acres each, perhaps, that 
were simply surroun^Jed by a bank being thrown up about 
twenty years ago, only twenty years ago, and on the poorest part 
of the Chase, too ; and these are now as beautiful plantations of 
young oak trees as man ever set his eyes o n ; many of them as 
big or bigger round than my thigh! Therefore, besides the 
sweeping away of two or three hundred cottages ; besides plimg- 
ing into ruin and misery all these numerous families, here is one 
of the finest pieces of timber land in the whole kingdom, going 
to be out up into miserable clay fields, for no earthly purpose 
but that of gratifying the stupid greediness of those who think 
that they must gain, if  they add to the breadth of their private 
fields. But if a thing like this be permitted, we must be prettily 
furnished with Commissioners of woods and forests 1 I  do not 
believe that they will s it  in Parhameut and see a Bill like this 
passed and hold their tongues^ but if they were to do it, there is 
no measure of reproach which they would not merit. Let them 
go and look at the t»5-o plantations of oaks, of which I have 
just spoken ; and then let them give their consent to such a Bill 
if they can.

Tlmrsley, Monday Evening, 
2.3rd October.

When I left Weston, my intention was, to go from Hambledon 
to Up Park, thence to ftrundel, thence to Brighton, thence to 
East-bourne, thence to Wittersham in Kent, and then by Crau- 
brook, Tunbridge, Godstone and Eeigate to London; but 
when I  got to Botley, and particularly when I  got to Hambledon, 
I found my horse’s back so much hurt by the saddle, that I  
was afraid to take so long a stretch, and therefore resolved to 
come away straight to this place, to go hence to Reigate, and so 
to London. Our way, therefore, this morning, was over Butser- 
hill to Petersfield, in the first place ; then to Lyphook and then 
to this place, in all about 4wenty-four miles. Butser-hiU belongs 
to the back chain of the South Downs: and, indeed, it  terminates 
that chain to the westward. It is tffe h^hest hijl in the whole 
country. Soi\^ think that Ijndhead, which is the famous sand
hill over which the Portsmouth road goes at sixteen miles to the 
north of this great chalk-hill; some think that Hindhead is the
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liigheat hill of the two. Be this as it may, Butser-hill, which Is 
the right-hand hill of the two between which you go at three 
miles from Petersfield going towards Portsmouth; this Butser- 
hill, Is, r  say, quite high enough; and was more than high 
enough for us, for it took us up amongst clouds that wet us very 
nearly to the skin. In going from Mr. Goldsmith’s to the hill, 
it is aU up hill for five mUes. Now and then a little stoop ; not 
much; but regularly, with these little exceptions, up hill for these 
five miles. The hill appears, at a distance to be a sharp ridge on 
Its top. It  is, however, not so. I t  is, in some parts, half a mile 
wide or more. The road lies right along the middle of it  from 
west to east, and, just when you are at the highest part of the 
hill, it is very narrow from north to south; not more, I  think, 
than about a hundred or a hundred and thirty yards.

This is as interesting a spot, I think, as the foot of man ever 
was placed upon. Here are two valleys, one to your right and 
the other to your left, very little less than half a mile down to 
the bottom of them, and much steeper than a tiled roof of a house. 
These valleys may be, where they join the hill, three or four hun
dred yards broad. They get wider as they get farther from the hill. 
Of a clear day you see all the north of Hampshire; nay, the 
whole county, together with a great part of Surrey and of Sussex. 
You see the whole of the South Dbwns to the eastward as far as 
your eye can carry y o u ; and, lastly, you see over Portsdown 
Hill, which lies before you to the south j» and there are spread 
open to your view the isle of Portsea, Porchester, Wiramerine, 
Fareham, Gosport, Portsmouth, the harbour, Spithead, the M e 
of Wight and the ocean. •

But something still more interesting occurred to me here in 
the year 1808, when I  was coming on iforsebaok over the same 
hill from Botley to'London. It  was a very beautiful day and 
in summer. Before I  got upon the htt (on which I  had never 
been before), a  shepherd told me to keep on in the road in which 
I was, tiU I Came to the London turnpike road. When I got 
to within a quarter of a mile of this particular point of the mil, 
I  saw, at this point, what I  thought was a cloud of d u st; and, 
speaking to my servant about it, I  foxmd that he thought so too ; 
but this cloud of dust disappeared all at once. Soon after, there 
appeared to arise another cloud of dust at the same place, and 
then that disappeared, and the spot was clear again. As we were 
trotting along, a pretty smart pace, vm soon came to this narrow 
place, having one^valky to our right and the other va,Uey to om 
Ifft, and, therg, to m ;^reat astonishment, I  saw the clouds come 
one after another, each appearing^to be about ^  big as two or 
three acres of land, skimming along in the valley on the north 
side, a grgat deal below the tops of the hiUs; and successively.
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as they arrived at our end of the valley, rising up, crossing the 
narrow pass, and then descending down into the other valley 
and going off to the south; so that we who sate there upon our 
horses, were alternately in clouds and in sunshine. I t  is an uni
versal rule, that if there be a fog in the morning, and that fog 
go from the valleya to the tops of the hiUs, there will be rain that 
day ; and if it  disappear by sinking in the valley, there will be no 
rain that day. The truth is, that fogs are clouds, and clouds 
are fogs. They are mtire or less full of w ater; but they are all 
w ater; sometimes a sort of steam, and sometimes water that 
falls in drops. Yesterday morning the fogs had ascended to the 
tops of the hills ; and it  was raining on aU the hills round about 
us before it began to rain in the valleys. We, as I observed 
before, got pretty nearly wet to the skin upon the top of Butser- 
h ill; but we had the pluck to come on and let the clothes dry 
upon our backs.

I  must here relate something that appears very interesting 
. to me, and something, which, though it must have been seen 

by every man that has bved in the Country, or, at least. In 
any hilly coxmtry, has never been particularly mentioned by 
anybody as far as I  can recollect. We frequently talk of clouds 
coming from dms ; and we astually see the heavy fogs become 
clouds. We see them go up to tlie tops of hiUs, and, taking a 
swim round, actually jjome and drop down upon us and wet us 
through. But I  am now going to speak of clouds coming out of 
the sides of hills in exactly the same manner that you sea smoke 
come out of a tohfcoco pipe, and rising up, with a wider 
and wider head, like the smoke from a tobacco-pipe, go to 
the top of the hill or c^er the hill, or very much above it, and 
then come over the valleys in rain. At about a  mile’s distance 
from Mr. Palmer’s house«at BoUitree, in Herefordshire, there is 
a large, long beautiful wood, covering the side of a lofty hill, 
winding round in the form of a Crescent, the bend of the crescent 
being towards Mr. Palmer’s bouse. I t  was here that I  first 
observed this mode of forming clouds. The first time I  noticed 
it, I  pointed it out to Mr. Palmer. We stood and observed 
cloud after cloud come out from different parts of the side of 
the hiU, and tower up and go over the hill out of sight. He told 
me that that was a certain sign that it would rain that day, for 
that these clouds would cojjie back again, and would fall in rain. 
I t  rained sure enough; and I  found that the country people, 
aU round about, had this mode of th® foAiing of the clouds as 
a sign of raima The hiE is caEed Penyard, and tliis forming of 
the clouds th e ^ a E  Old Penyard’s smoking his pipe ; and it  is 
a  rule that it  is sure to rain during the day if Old Penyard smokes 
his pipe in the morning. These appearances take place, espeoiaUy
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ia warm and sultry weather. I t  was very warm yesterday 
morning : it had thvmdered violently the evening before : we felt 
it hot even while the rain feE upon us at Butser-hiE. Petersfield 
lies in a pretty broad and very beautiful vaEey. On three sides 
of it are very lofty hiEs, partly downs and partly covered with 
trees: and, as we preceded on our way from the bottom of 
Butser-hiE to Petersfield, we saw thousands upon thousands of 
clouds, contiuuaEy coming puffing out from different parts of these 
hEls and towering up to the top of theA. I  stopped George 
several times to make him look at them ; to see them come 
puffing out of the chalk downs as weE as out of the woodland hiEs; 

- and bade him remember to teE his father of it  when he should 
get home, to convince him that the hills of Hampshire could 
smoke their pipes as well as those of Herefordshire. This is a 
reaEy curious matter. I  have never read, in any book, anything 
to lead me to suppose that the observation has ever foimd its way 
into print before. Sometimes you wiE see only one or two 
clouds during a whole morning, come out of the side of a hiE ; but 
we saw thousands upon thousands, bursting out, one after an
other, in aE parts of these immense hills. The first time; that I 
have leisure, when I  am in the high countries again, I  wiE have 
a conversation with some old shepherd about this m atter; if he 
cannot enlighten me upon the subject, I  am sure that no philoso
pher can. jj

We came through Petersfield without stopping, and baited 
our horses at LTOhook, where we stayed about half an hour. 
In coming from L3rphook to this place, we chrertook a man who 
asked for relief. He told me he was a weaver, and, as his accent 
was northern, I  was about to give him €he balance that I had 
in hand arising from our savings in the fasting way, amounting 
to about three shfllings. and sixpence^ but, unfortunately for 
him, I  asked him w hat place he had lived at as a weaver; and 
he told me that he was a Spitalfields weaver. I  instantly put 
on my glove and rptumed my piu'se into my pocket, saying, go, 
then, to Sldmouth and Peel and the rest of them “  and get 
“  relief; for I  have this minute, while 1 was stopping at Lyp- 
“  hook, read in the Evening Mail newspaper, an address to the 
“  Xing from the Spitalfields’ weavers, for which address they 
“ ought to suffer death from starvation. In that address those 
“  base wretches tefl the King, that tjjey were loyal m en: that 
“  they detested the designing men who were guilty of seditious 
“ practices in ^1817; S ie yfin  short, express their approbation 
“  of the Power-of-imprisonment BiU, of all the de^ds committed 
“  against the Reformers in 1817 and 1819 ; the;^ by fair infer- 
“ ence, express their approbation of the thanks given to the 
“  Manchester Yeomanry, You are one of them ; my name ia
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“  William Cobbett, and I  would sooner relieve a dog than relieve 
“ you.”  Just as I was closing my harangue, we overtook a 
country-man and woman that were going the same way. The 
weaver attempted explanations. He said that they only said 
it in order to get relief; but that they did not mean it in their 
hearts. “  Oh, base dogs ! ”  said I ; “ it  is precisely by such 
“  men that ruin is brought upon nations ; it is precisely by such 
“  baseness and insincerity, such scandalous cowardice, that ruin 
“  has been brought imon them. I had two or three shillings 
“  to give you ; I  had xhem in my hand: I have put them back 
“  into my purse : I  trust I  shall find somebody more worthy of 
“  them: rather than give them to you, I  would fling them into 
“  that sand-pit and bury them for ever.”

How curiously things happen ! It was by mere accident that 
I  took up a newspaper to read: it was merely because I was 
compeOed to stay a quarter of an hour in the room without 
doing an3Tthing, and above aU things it was miraculous that I 
should take up the Evening Mail, into which, I  believe, I  never 
before looked, in my whole life. I  saw the royal arms at the 
top of the paper; took it  for the Old Times, and, in a sort of 
lounging mood, said to George, “  Give me hold of that paper, 
“  and let us see what that foolish devil Anna Brodie says,”  
Seeing the words “  S'pitalp.dda" I  read on till I got to the base 
and scoundrelly part of the address. I then turned over, and 
looked at the title of ^le paper and the date of it, resolving, in 
my mind, to have satisfaction, of some sort or other, upon the.se 
base vagabonds. Little did I think that an opportunity would 
so soon occur of shotting my resentment against them, and that, 
too, in so striking, so appropriate, and so efficient a manner. 
I  dare say, that it  was%ome tax-eating scoundrel who drew up 
this address (which I  will insert in the Register, as soon as I 
can find i t ) ; but that is tiothing to me and my fellow sufferers 
of 1817 and 1819. This infamous libel upon us is published 
under the name of the Spitalfields weavers; and, if I  am asked 
what the poor creatures were to do, being without bread as they 
were, I  answer by asking whether they could find no knives to 
cut their throats with ; seeing that they ought to have out their 
throats ten thousand times over, if they could have done it, 
rather than sanction the publication of so infamous a paper as 
this.

It is not thus that the reavers in the north have acted. Some 
scoundrel wanted to inveigle them into an applauding of the 
Ministers; but they, though nothing ^  infemous ^  this address 
was proposed ^  them, rejected the proposition, though they 
were ten timesmore in want than the weavers of Spitalfields 
have ever been. Thev were only called upon to applaud the

16
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Ministera for tMe recent Orders in Council; but they justly said 
that the Ministers had a great deal more to do, before they 
■ would merit their applause. What ■ would these bra r̂e and 
sensible men have said to a tax-eating sooimdrel, who should 
have called upon them to present an address to the King, and 
in that address to applaud the terrible deeds committed against 
the people in 1817 and 1819 ! I  have great happiness in reflect
ing that this baseness of the Spitalfields Weavers will not bring 
them one single mouthful of broad. T hij ■ will be their lo t ; this 
■ still be the fruit of their baseness : and the nation, the working 
classes of the nation, ■ will learn, from this, that the way to get 
redress of their grievances, the way to get food and raiment in 
exchange for their labour, the way to ensure good treatment 
from the Government, is not to crawl to that Government, to 
lick its hands, and seem to deem it  an honour to be its slaves.

Before we got to ThUrsley, I  saw three poor fellows getting 
in turf for their winter fuel, and I  gave them a shilling apiece. 
To a boy at the bottom of Hindhead, I  gave the Other sixpence, 
towards buying him a pair of gloves; and thus I disposed of 
the money which was, at one time, actually out of my purse, 
and going into the hand of the loyal Spitalfields Weaver.

We got to this place (Mr. Knowles’s of Thnrsley) about 5 
o’clock in the evening, Very muolf delighted with oUr ride.

KensitigtoU, Thursday, 26ih Oct.
We left Mr. Knowles’s on Thursday morning, Came through 

Godaiming, stopped at Mr. Rowland’s af^Chilworth, and then 
came on through Dorlung to Colley Barm, near Reigate, where 
■ we slept. I  have so often described th^ country from Hindhead 
to the foot of Reigate Hill, and from the top of Reigate Hill to 
the Thames, that I  shaU not attempt lb do it  again here. When 
We got to the river Wey, we Crossed it  from Godaiming Pismarsh 
to come up to Chilwurth. I  desired George to look round the 
country, and asked him if he did not think it  was v;ery pretty. 
I  put the same question to him whar we got into the beautiful 
neighbourhood of Dorking, and when we got to Reigate, and 
especially when ■ We got to the tip-top of Reigate Hill, from 
which there is one of the finest views iu the whole World; but 
ever after our quitting Mr. Knowles’s, George insisted that that 
was the prettiest country that we h*d Seen in the course of our 
Whole ride, and that he liked Mr. Knowles’s place better than 
any other place tbaCTieliad seen. I  reminded him of Weston 
Grove; and I  reminded him of ^ le  beautiful jlonds and grass 
and plantations at Mr. Leach’s ; but he stiu persisted in his 
judgment in favour of Mr. Knowles’s place, in which decision.
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however, the greyhounds and the beagleajhad manifestly a great 
deal to do.

From Thursley to Beigate inclusive, on the chalk-side as well 
as on the sand-side, the' crops of turnips, of both kinds, were 
pretty nearly as good as I  ever sa-w them in my life. On a farm 
of Mr. Drummond’s at Aldhnry, rented by. a farmer Peto, I  saw 
a piece of cabbages, of the large kind, which will produce, I 
should think, not much short of five and twenty tons to the 
acre ; and here I  must mention (I do not know loliy I  must, by 
the bye) an instance %f m y own skill in measuring land by the 
eye. The cabbages stand upon half a field and on the part of 
it  furthest from the road where wo were. We took the liberty 
to open the gate and ride into the field, in order to got closer 
to the cabbages to look at them, I  intended to notice -this 
piece of cabbages, and I  asked George how much ground he 
thought there was in the piece., He said, tnx> acres : and asked 
me how much I  thought, I  said that there were ahem four 
acres, and that I  should not wonder if there 'were four acres and 
a half. Thus di-vided in judgment, we turned away from the 
cabbages to go out of the field at another gate, which pointed 
towards our road. Near this gate we found a man turning a 
heap of manure. This man, as it happened, had hoed the cab
bages by the acre, or had had a band in it. We asked him 
how much ground there was in that piece of cabbages, and he 
told us, four acres and a half ! I suppose it will not be difficult 
to convince the readef that George looked upon me as a sort 
of conjuror. A t Mr. Pym’s, at Colley farm, we found one of 
the very finest piecap of mangel 'wurzel that I  had ever seen in 
my life. We calculated that there would be httle short of forty 
ions to the acre ; and ttore being throe acres to the piece, Mr. 
Pym calculates that this mangel wurzel, the produce of these 
three acres of land, will c%:ry bis ten or twelve milch-oows nearly, 
if not wholly, through the winter. There did not appear to he 
a spurious plant, and there was pot one plant that had gone to 
seed, in the whole piece. I  have never seen a more beautiful 
mass of vegetation, -and I  had the satisfaction to learn, after 
ha-ving admired the crop, that the seed came from my o-wn shop, 
and that it had been saved by myself.

Talking of the shop, I  came to it in a very few hours after 
looking at this mangel wurzel; and I  soon found that it was 
high time for me to get home again; for here had been pretty 
devils’ works going on. ^fere I found the “  Greek cause,”  and 
all its appendages, figuring away in %ra# 8  style. But I  must 
make this matter of separate observation. *

I  have put ^  end to my*Ride of August, September, and 
October, 1826, during which I have traveled five himdred and
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sixty-eight miles, and have slept in thirty different beds, having 
written three monthly pamphlets, called the “  Poor Man's 
Priend,”  and have also written, (including the present one) 
eleven Registers. I  have been in three cities, in about twenty 
market towns, in perhaps five hundred villages; and I  have 
seen the people nowhere so well off as in the neighbourhood 
of Weston Grove, and nowhere so badly off as in the dominions 
of the Select Vestry of Hurstboum Tarrant, commonly called 
Uphusband. During the whole of this ride, I  have very rarely 
been a-bed after day-light; I  have driftik neither wine nor 
spirits. I  have eaten no vegetables, and only a very moderate 
quantity of m eat; and, it may be useful to m y readers to know, 
that the riding of twenty miles was not so fatiguing to me at 
the end of my tour as the riding of ten miles was at the begin
ning of it. Some ill-natured foo6  will call this “  egotism." Why 
is it egotism ? Getting upon a good strong horse, and riding 
about the country has no merit in i t ; there is no eonjuration 
in i t ; it requires neither talents nor virtues of any sort; but 
health is a very valuable thing ; and when a man has had the 
experience which I  have had in this instance, it  is his duty to 
state to the world and to his own countrymen and neighbours 
in particular,. the happy effects of early rising, sobriety, absti
nence and a resolution to be aotice. It  is his duty to do this ; 
and it becomes imperatively his duty, when he has seen, in the 
course' of his life, so many m en; so njany men of excellent 
hearts and of good talents, rendered prematmely old, cut off 
ten or twenty years before their time,-by a want of that early 
rising, sobriety, abstinence and activity fc*m which he himself 
has .derived so much benefit and such inexpressible pleasure. 
During this ride I  have been several tirfes wet to the skin. At 
some times of my life, after having indulged for a-long while in 
codling myself up in the house, th*se soakings would have 
frightened me half out of my senses ; hut I  care very little about 
them : I  avoid getting wet if I  can ; but it is very seldom that 
rain, come when it would, has prevented me from performing 
the day’s journey that I had laid out beforehand. And this 
is a very good ru le; to stick to your intention whether it  be 
attended with inconveniences or n o t; to look upon yourself as 
bound to do it. In the whole of this ride, I  have met with no 

, one untoward circumstance, properly so called, except the woimd- 
ing of the back of my horse, which ̂ e v e d  me much more on 
bis account than on my own. I  have a friend, who, when he 
is disappointed in ao%m1llishing anything that he has laid out, 
says that h e \ a s  been beaten, which is a very apod expression 
for the thing. I  was beaten in*my intentiojr to go through 
Sussex and K en t; but I  will retrieve the affair in a very few
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months’ time, or,,perhaps, few weeks. The Co l l e c t t v e  will be 
here now in a few days ; and as soon as I hare got the Preston 
Petition fairly before them, and find (as I  dare say I shall) that 
the petition will not be tried until February, I  shall take my 
horse and set off again to that very spot, in the London turnpike- 
road, at the foot of Butser-hill, whence I turned off to go to 
Petersfield, instead of turning the other way to go to Up P ark: 
I  shall take my horse and go to this spot, and, with a  resolution 
not to be beaten next time, go along through the whole length 
of Sussex, and swei^ round through Kent and Surrey tit! I 
come to Reigate again, and then home to Kensington; for I do 
not like to be beaten by horse’s sore back, or by anything else ; 
and, besides that, there are several things in Sussex and Kent 
that I  want to see and give an account of. For the present, 
however, farewell to the country, and now for the Wen and its 
vUlanous corruptions.

KTJBAL B ID E  : TO T B IN G , IN  H B BT FO ED SH IEE.

*Barn-Blm Farm, 23rd <Sepf. 1829.

As if to prove the tm th of all that has been said in The IFood- 
lands about the impolicy of cheap planting, as it is called, Mr. 
EUiman has p la n ts  another and larger field with a mixture 
of ash, locusts, and Marches ; not upon trenched ground, but upon 
ground moved with the plough. The larches made great haste 
to depart this life, bequeathing to Mr. EUiman a very salutary 
lesson. The ash appeared to be alive, and that is a ll: the 
locusts, though they hart to share in aU the disadvantages of 
their neighbours, appeared, it seems, to be doing pretty well, 
and had made decent shoots, when a neighbour’s sheep invaded 
the plantation, and, being fond of the locust leaves and shoots, 
as all cattle are, reduced them to mere stumps, as it were to 
put them upon a level with the ash. In The Woodlands, I  have 
strongly pressed the necessity of eUectual fences ; without these, 
you plant and sow in va in : you plant and sow the plants and 
seeds of disappointment and mortification; and the earth, being 
always grateful, is sure lo  reward you with a plentiful crop. 
One hafi acre of Mr. EUiman’s plantation of locusts before- 
mentioned, time win teU him, is wofth 4Rore thqp the whole of 
the six or s e v ^  acres of thisT^eaply planted field.

Besides the »5,000 trees wliich Mr. EUiman had from me, he 
had some (and a part of theili fine plants) which he himself had
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raised from seed, in the manner described in The Woodlands 
under the head “  Locust.”  This seed he bought from me ; and, 
as I  shall sell but a very few more locust plants, I'reoommend 
gentlemen to sow the seed for themselves, according to the 
Erections given in The Woodlands, in paragraphs 383 to 386 
inclusive. In that part of The Woodlands wdl bo found the most 
minute directions for the sowing of this seed, and particularly 
in' the preparing of it for sowing; for, unless the proper pre
cautions are taken here, one seed cut of on^undied will not come 
up ; and, with the proper precautions, one Seed in one hundred 
will not fail to come, up. I  beg the reader, who intends to sow 
locusts, to read with great care the latter part of paragraph 368 
of The Woodlands.

A t this town of Tring, which is a very pretty and respectable 
place, I  Saw what reminded me of another of m y endeavours 
to introduce useful things into this country. A t the door of 
a shop I  saw a large case, with the lid taken off, containing 
bundles of straw for platting. I t  was straw of spring wheat, 
tied up in small bundles, with the ear on ; just such as I myself 
have grown in England many times, and bleached for platting, 
according to the instructions so elaborately given in the last 
edition of my Cottage Economy ; and which instructions I was 
enabled to give from the informh.tion collected by my sou in 
America. I  asked the shopkeeper where he got this straw: he 
said, that it  came from Tuscany ; and th*t it  was manufactured 
there at Tring, and other places, for, as I understood, some single 
individual master-manufacturer. I  told the shopkeeper, that I 
wondered that they should send to Tuscanj^for the straw, seeing 
that it might be grown, harvested, and equally well bleached 
at Tring; that it was now, at this time, grown, bleached, and 
manufactured into-bonnets in Kent; and I  showed to several 
persons at Tring a bonnet, made in ^ en t, from the straw of 
Wheat grown in Kent, and presented by that most public- 
spirited and excellent man, Mr. John Wood, of Wettersham, 
who died, to the great sorrow of the Whole country round about 
him, three or four years ago. He had taken infinite pains with 
this matter, had brought a young Woman from Suffolk at his- 
own expense, to teach the children at'Wettersham the whole 
of this manufacture from beginning to end; and, before he died, 
he saw as handsome bonnets made as ever came from Tuscany. 
At Beneuden, the parish in which Mr. Hodges resides, there is 
now a manhfactory eff the same sort, begun, in the first place, 
under the benevolen^iuspices of that gentleman’s daughters, 
who began by teaching a ’ poor f^low who ha^been a cripple 
from his infancy, who was living with a poor -mdowed mother, 
and who is now the master of a school of this description, in
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the beautiful Yillages of Beuenden and Rolvenden, in Kent. 
My wife, wishing to have her bonnet cleaned some time ago, 
applied to a person who performs such work, at Brighton, and

fot into a conversation with her about the Evglish Leghorn 
ounets. The woman told her that they looked very well at 

first, but that they would not retain their colour, and added, 
“  They wiU not clean, ma’am, like this bonnet that you have.” 
She was left with a request to clean that ; and the result being 
the same as with all Leghorn bonnets, she w'as surprised upon 
being told that that* was an “  English Leghorn.”  In short, 
there is no difference at all in the tw o ; and if these people at 
Tring choose to grow the straw instead of importing it from 
Leghorn ; and if tliey choose to make plat, and to make bonnets 
just as beautiful and as lasting as those which come from Leg
horn, they have nothing to do but to read my Cottage Economy, 
paragraph 224 to paragraph 234, inclusive, where they wijl find, 
as plain as words can make it, the whole mass of directions for 
taking the seed of the wheat, and converting the produce into 
homiets. There they wiU find directions, iirst, as to the sort 
of w heat; second, as to the proper land for growing the wheat; 
third, season for sowing; fourth, quantity of seed to the acre, 
and manner of sowing; fifth, season for cutting 'the wheat; 
sixth, manner of cutting it f  seventh, manner of bleaching; 
eighth, manner of housing the straw ; ninth, platting; tenth, 
manner of knitting; eleventh, muster of pressing.

I request my correspondents to inform me, if any one can, 
where I can get some spring wheat. The botanical name of it 
is, Triticum Mstivu^. I t  is sown in the spring, at the same 
time that barley is ; these Latin words mean summer wheat. It 

> is a smaU-grained, beafded wheat. I  know, from experience, 
that the little brown-grained winter wheat is just as good for the 
purpose: but that must-be soxvn earlier; and there is danger 
of its being thinned on the ground, by worms and other enemies., 
I  should like to sow some this next spring, in order to convince 
the people of Tring, and other places, that they need not go to 
Tuscany for the straw.

Of “  Cohhett’s Corn ”  there is no considerable piece in the 
neighbourhood of Tring ; but I  saw some plants, even upon the 
high hiU where the locusts are growing, and which is very back
ward land, which appeared to be about as forward as my own 
is at this time. If Mr. Elliman were to have a fftitch of good 
com by the side of his loofist trees, and a piece of spring wheat 
by the side of the corn, people might 4hojr go and see specimens 
of the three great undertakings, or rather, great additions to the 
wealth of the roljion, introduAd under the name of Cobbeit.

I  am the more desirous of introducing this manufacture at
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Tring on account of the very marked civility which I met with 
at that place. A very excellent friend of mine, who is profes
sionally oonneeted with that town, was, some time ago, apprised 
of my intention of going thither to see Mr. Elliman’s plantation. 
Ho had mentioned this intention to some gentlemen of that 
town and neighbourhood; and I, to my great surprise, found 
that a dinner had been organized, to which I waS to be invited. 
I  never like to disappoint anybody; and, therefore, to this 
dinner I  went. The company consisted of about forty-five 
gentlemen of the town and neighbourfiood; and, certainly, 
though I have been at dinners in several parts of England, I 

, never found, even in Sussex, where I have frequently been so 
delighted, a more sensible, hearty, entertaining, and hospitable 
company than this. From me, something in the way of speech 
was expected, as a matter of course; and though I was, from a 
cold, so hoarse as not to be capable of making myself heard in 
a large place, I  was so pleased with the company, and wi h my 
reception, that, first and last, I  dare say I addressed the company 
for an hour and a half. We dined at two, and separated at 
nine; and, as I  declared at parting, for many, many years, I  
had not spent a happier day. There was present the editor, 
or some other gentleman, from the newspaper called The Bucks 
Gazette and General Advertiser, who has published in his paper 
the following account of what passed at the dinner. As far as 
the report goes, it is substantially con^ct; and, though this 
gentleman went away at a very early hour, that which he has 
given of my speech (which he has given very judiciously) con
tains matter which can hardly fail to be useful to great numbers 
of his readers.

MB. OOBBBTT AT THING.
•

“ Mr. EUiman, a draper at Tring, has lately formed a con- 
sidersble plantation of the locust tree, which Mr. Cobbett claims 
the merit of having introduced, into this- country. The number 
he has planted is about 30,000, on five oores and a half of very 
iadifierent land, and they have thrived so uncommonly well, 
that not more than 500 of the whole number have failed. The 
success of the plantation being made kuo-wn to Mr. Cobbett, 
induced him ̂  pay a visit to Tring to inspect it, and during his 
sojourn it  was determined upon hy.^is friends to give him a 
dinner at the Rose and Crown Inn. Thursday was fixed for the 
purpose; whqji about%>r(^ persons, agriculturists and tradesmen 
of Tring and the neighbouring towns, assem b ly  and sat down 
to a dinner served up in very excellent style, b y ^ r . Northwood, 
the landlord: dXr. Faithful, sohoitor, of Tring, in the ehair.
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“  The usual routine toasts having been given,
“  The Chairman said he was sure the company would drink 

the toast with which he should conclude what he was about to 
say, with every mark of respect. In addressing the company, 
he rose under feelings of no ordinary kind, for he was about 
to give the health of a gentleman who had the talent of com* 
munioating to his writings an energy and perspicuity which 
he had never met with elsewhere; who conveyed knowledge 
in a way so clear, tfeat aU who read could understand. He 
(the Chairman) had read the Political Register, from the first 
of them to the last, with pleasure and benefit to himself, and he 
would defy any man to put his finger upon a single line which 
was not in direct support of a kingly government. He advocated 
the rights of the people, but he always expressed himself favour
able to oxm ancient form of government; he certainly had 
strongly, but not too strongly, attacked the corruption of the 
government; but had never attacked its form or its just powers. 
As a public writer, he considered him the most impartial that 
he knew. He well recollected— ĥe knew not if Sir. Cobbett 
himself recollected it— a remarkable passage in his writings: 
he was speaking of the pleasure of passing from censure to 
praise, and thus expressed Ijimself. ‘ I t  is turning from the 
frowns of ft surly winter, to welcome a smihng spring come 
dancing over the daisied lavm, crowned with garlands, and 
surrounded with melc^y.’ Nature had been bountiful to him ; 
it had blessed him with a constitution capable of enduring the 
greatest fatigues ; ^nd a mind of superior order. Brilliancy, 
it was said, was a mere meteor; it was s o : it  was the solidity 
and depth of underst^ding such as he possessed, that were 
really valuable. He had visited this place in consequence of a 
gentleman having been wise and bold enough to listen to his 
advice, and to plant a large number of locust trees; and he 
trusted he would enjoy prosperity and happiness, in duration 
equal to that of the never-decaying wood of those trees. He 
concluded by giving Mr. Cobbett’s health.”

“ Mr. Cobbett returned thanks for the manner in which 
his heaith had been drunk, and was certain that the trees which 
had been the occasion of their meeting would be a  benefit to 
the children of the planter. Though it might appear hke pre
sumption to suppose that those who were assembled that day 
came solely in complimenf to him, yet it  would be affectation 
not to believe that it was expected *he should say something 
on the subject of politics. Every one wno heard ‘him was con
vinced that tlSlKe was sometSing wrong, and that a change of 
some sort must take place, or ruin to the country would ensue. 
Though there was a diversity of opinions as to the cause of the
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distress, and as to the means by which a change. might be 
effected, and though some were not so deeply affected by it  as 
others, ail now felt that a change must take jdace before long, 
whether they were manufacturers, brewers, butchers, bakers, 
or of any other description of persons, they had aU arrived at the 
Conviction that there must be a change. I t  would be presump
tuous to suppose that many of those assembled did not under
stand the cause of the present distress, yet there were many 
who did n o t; and those gentlemen who Aid, he begged to have 
the goodness to excuse him if he repeated what they already 
knew. Politics was a science which they ought not to have 
the trouble of studying; they had sufSoient to do in their 
respective avocations, wthout troubling themselves with such 
matters. For what were the ministers, and a whole tribe of 
persons under them, paid large sums of money from the country 
but for the purpose of governing its political affairs. Their 
fitness for their stations was another thing. He had been told 
that Mr. Huskissou was so ignorant of the cause of the distress, 
that he had openly said, he should he glad if any practical man 
would tell him what it  aU meant. If any man present were to 
profess his ignorance of the cause of the distress it  would he 
no disgrace to h im ; he might b# a very good butcher, a very 
good farmer, or a very good baker: he might well understand 
the business by which he gained his living; and if any one should 
say to him, because he did not understSd politics, ‘ You are a 
very stupid fellow 1 ’ he might fairly reply, ‘ ’V^at is that to 
you ? ’ But it  Was another thing to t h ^  who were Bp wei! 
paid to manage the affairs of the country to plead ignorance 
of the cause of the prevailing distress. •

“  Mr. Goulburn, with a string of figures as long as his arm, 
had endeavoured to prove in the House of Commons that the 
withdrawal of the one-pound notes, being altogether so small 
an amount, little more than two millions, would be of no injury 
to the country, and that its only effect would be to make bankers 
more liberal in discounting with their fives. He would appeal 
to the company if they had found this to be the Case. Mr. Ooiil- 
bum had forgotten that the one-pound notes were the legs upon 
which the fives walked. He had heard the Duke of Wellington 
use the same language in the other House. Taught, as they 
now were, by experience, it would scarcely be believed, fifty years 
hence, that a set of ̂ e i*  could have been found with so little 
foresight as to have devised measures sO frau gh t^ th  injury.

“  He felt convinced that if 18 looked to present com
pany, or any other accidentally assembled, that he would find 
thirteen gentlemen more fit to manage the aSairs of the king-
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dom than were those who new presided at the head of Govern
ment ; not that he imputed to them any desire to do wrong, 
or that they were more corrupt than others; it was clear, that 
with the eyes of the public upon them they must wish to do 
right; it  was owing to their sheer ignorance, their entire un
fitness to carry on the Government, that they did no better. 
Ignorance and unfitness wore, however, pleas which they had 
no business to make. It  was nothing to him if a man was 
ignorant and stupid, under ordinary circumstances ; but if he 
entrusted a man witR his money, thinking that he was intelli
gent, and was deceived, then it was something ; he had a right 
to say, ‘ You are not what I  took you for, you are an ignorant 
fellow; you have deceived me, you are an impostor.’ Such 
was the language proper to all under such circumstances : never 
mind their titles!

“  A  friend had that morning taken him to view the beauti
ful vale of Aylesbury, which he had never before seen; and 
the first thought that struck him, on seeing the rich pasture, 
was this, ‘ Good God ! is a country like this to be ruined by 
the folly of those who govern it ? ’ When he was a naughty 
hoy, he used to say that if he wanted to select Members for our 
Houses of Parliament, he would put a string across any road 
leading into London, and that*the first 1000 men that ran against 
his string, he would choose for Members, and he would hot a 
wager that they wouH be better qualified than those who now 
filled those Houses. xKat was when he was a naughty b o y; 
but since that time a Bill had been passed which made it banish
ment for life to use*language that brought the Houses of Par- 
hament into contempt, and therefore he did not say so now. 
The Government, it  slftuld he recollected, had passed all these 
4cts with the hearty concurrence of both Houses of Parliament; 
they were thus hacked l«)r these Houses, and they Were backed 
by ninety-nine out of one hundred of the papers, which affected 
to see all their acts in rose-colour, for no one who was in the 
habit of reading the papers, could have anticipated, from what 
they there saw, the ruin which had fallen on the country. Thus 
we had an ignorant Government, an ignorant Parliament, 
and something worse than an ignorant press; the latter being 
employed (some of them with considerable talent) to assau 
and turn into ridicule those who had the boldness and honesty 
to declare their dissent fiym  the opinion of the wisdom of the 
measures of Government. I t  was no easy task to stand, un
moved, their ridicule and sarcasms, many yere thus de
terred from e^ressing the sgntiments of their minds. In this 
country we haxKaU the elements of prosperity; an industrious 
people, such as were nowhere else to be found ; a country, too.
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which was onco Called the iinest and greatest on the earth (for 
whatever might be said of the country in comparison with others, 
the turnips of England were worth more, this year, than all the 
vines of France). It  was a glorious and a great country until 
the Government had made it otherwise; and it ought still to be 
what it once was, and to be capable to driving the Russians 
back from the country of our old and best ally— t̂he Turks. 
During the time of war, we were told that it  was necessary to 
make great sacrifices to save us from ^isgrace. The people 
made those sacrifices; they gave up their all. But had the 
Government done its part; had it saved us from disgrace ? 
N o : we were now the laughing-stock of all other countries. 
The French and all other nations derided u s ; and hy and by 
it would be seen that they would make a partition of Turkey 
with the Russians, and make a fresh subject for laughter. Never 
since the time of Charles had such disgrace been brought upon 
the country; and why was this ? When were we again to see 
the labourer receiving his wages from the farmer instead ot being 
sent on the road to break stones ? Some people, under this 
state of things, consoled themselves by saying things would 
come about again; they had come about before, and would 
come about again. They deceived themselves, things did not 
come about; the sea.sons came about, it was tru e; but some
thing must be done to bring things about. Instead of the 
wMcr verb (to speak as a grammarian^ they should use the 
active, ; they should not say things will come about, but things 
must be yiit about. He thought that the distress would shortly 
become so great, perhaps, about Christmas^that the Parliamen
tary gentlemen, finding they received but a small part of their 
rents, without which they could not So, any more than the 
farmer, without his crops, would endeavour to bring them 
about; and the measures they would propose for that purpose, 
as far as he could judge, .would be Bank restriction, and the 
re-issue of one-pound notes, and what the effect of that would be 
they would soon see. One of those persons who were so pro
foundly ignorant, wovJd come down to the House prepared to 
propose a return to Bank restriction and the issue of small 
notes, and a bill to that effect woxild be passed. I f  such a bill 
did pass, he would advise all persons to be cautious in their 
dealings; it would be perilous to make bargains under such 
a state of things. Money was the jpeasure of value; but if 
this measure was liable to be three times as large at one time 
as at another^who ccHfid^now what to do ? bow was any one 
to know how to purchase wheat, the bushel to be altered 
at the pleasure of the Government to three troes its present 
size ? The remedy for the evils of the country was not to be
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fotmd in palliatives; it was not to be found in strong measures. 
The first step must be taken in the House of Commons, but 
that was almost hopeless ; for although many persons possessed 
the right of voting, it  was of little use to them ; whilst a few 
great men could, render their votes of no avail. If we had 
possessed a House of Commons that represented the feelings 
and wishes of the people, they would not have submitted to much 
of what had taken place ; and until we bad a reform we should 
never, he believed, see measures emanating from that House 
which would conduct to the glory and safety of the country. 
He feared that there would be no improvement until a dreadful 
convulsion took place, and that Was an event which he prayed 
God to avert from the country.

“  The Chairman proposed ‘ Prosperity to Agriculture^ when
“  Mr. Cobbett again rose, and said the Chairman had told 

him he was entitled to give a sentiment. He would give pros
perity to the towns  ̂of Aylesbury and T rin g; but he would 
again advise those who calculated upon the return of prosperity, 

, to be oare.ful. Until there was an equitable adjustment, or 
Government took off part of the taxes, which was the same 
thing, there could be no return of prosperity.”

After the reporter went away, we had a great number of 
toasts, most of which were fallowed by more or less of speech ; 
and, before we separated, I  think that tho seeds of common 
sense, on the subjeot^f oiu distresses, were pretty well planted 
in the lower part of Hertfordshire, and in Buckinghamshire.

The gentlemen present were men of information, well able 
to communicate others that which .they themselves had 
heard; and I endeavoured to leave no doubt in the mind of any 
man that heard me,. tlft.t the cause of the distress was the work 
of the Government and House of Commons, and that it was 
nonsense to hope for a olire until the people had a real voice in 
the choosing of that House. I  think that these truths were 
well implanted; and I  further think that if I  could go to the 
capital <jf every county in the kingdom, I should leave no doubt 
in the minds of any part of the people. I  must not omit to 
mention, in conclusion, that though I  am no eater or drinker, 
and though I  tasted nothing but the breast of a little chicken, 
and drank nothing hut water, the dinner was the best that ever 
I  saw called a public dinner, and certainly unreasonably cheap. 
There were excellent joiijts of meat of the finest description, 
fowls and geese in abundance ; and, finally, a very fine haunch of 
venison, with a bottle of wine for %arfl p,erson,; and all for 
smen. shilling^and sixpence per head. Good waiting upon ; 
civil landlord akd landlady; and, in short, everything at this 

.very pretty town pleased me exceedingly.. Yet, what is Tring
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but a fair specimen of English towns and English people ? And 
is it right, and is it  to  be suffered, that such a people should be 
plung^ into misery by the acts of those whom they pay so 
generously, and whom they so loyally and cheerfully obey ?

As far as I  had an opportunity of ascertaining the facts, 
the farmers feel all the pinohings of distress, and the still 
harsher pinohings of ansdety for the future; and the labour
ing people are suffering in a degree not to be described. The 
shutting of the mala paupers up in pounds is common through 
Bedfordshire and Buckmghamshire. I s f t  at large during 
the day, they roam about and maraud. W hat are the farmers 
to do with them ? God knows how long the peace is to he 
kept, if this state of things be not put a stop to. The natural 
course of things is, that an attempt to impound the paupers 
in cold weather will produce resistance in some place; that 
those of one parish will he joined by those of another; that a 
formidable band will soon be assembled; then will ensue the 
rummaging of pantries and cellars; that this will spread from 
parish to parish; and that* finally, mobs of immen^ magnitude 
wifi set the law at open defiance. Jails are next to useless in 
such a case : their want of room must leave the greater part of 
the offenders at large; the agonizing distress of the farmers 
will make them comparatively inSifferent with regard to these 
violences; and, at last, general confusion will come. This is 
by no means an unlikely progress, or ^  unlikely result. It 
therefore becomes those who have much at stake, to join heartily 
in their applications to Government, for a  timely remedy for 
these astounding evils.

S O K TH fiB N lolm.

ShejjiM, 3lsf Januam 1830.
Ok  the 26th instant I gave my third lecture at Leeds. I  
should in vain endeavour to give an adec[uate description of 
the pleasure which I felt at my reception, and at the effect which 
I produced in that fine and opulent capital of this great county 
of York ; for the capital it is in fact, though not in name. On 
the first evening, the play-house, whjgh is pretty spacious, was 
not completely filled in all its parts; but on the second and the 
third, it  was filled bri^ fflU, boxes, pit and gallery; besides a 
dozen or two of gentlemen who vgre aooommodated with seats 
on the stage. Owing to a cold which I took<M Hilddcrsfield, 
and which I  spoke of beforej, I was, as the players call it, not in
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very good voice ; but the audience made allowance for that, and 
very wisely preferred sense to sound. I  never was more de, 
lighted than with my audience at Leeds; and what I  set the 
highest value on, }s, that I  find I  produced a  prodigious effect 
in that important town.

There had been a meeting at Doncaster, a few days before 
I went to Leeds from Ripley, where one of the speakers, a Mr. 
Becket Denison, had said, speaking of the taxes, that there 
must be an application of the 'pruning 'hooh or of the sponge. 
This gentleman is a hanker, I believe; he is one of the Rockets 
connected with the Lowthers ; and he is a brother, or very near 
relation of that Sir John Becket who is the Judge Adiiocate 
General. So that, at last, others can talk of the pruning hook 
and the sponge, as well as I.

From Leeds I  proceeded on to this place, not being able 
to stop at either Wakefield or Barnsley, except merely to change 
horses. The people in those towns were apprised of the time 
that I  should pass through them; ahd, at each place, great 
numbers assembled to see me, to shake me by the hand, and to 
request me to stop. I  was so hoarse as not to be able to make 
the post-hoy hear me when I called to h im ; and, therefore, 
it would have been useless to stop; yet I  promised to go back 
if my time and my voice woqjd allow me. They do n o t; and 
I have written to the gentlemen of those places to inform them, 
that when I go to Scotland in the spring, I  will not faU to stop 
in those towns, in ordter to express my gratitude to them. All 
the way along, from Leeds to Sheffield, it is coal and iron, and 
iron and coal. I t  y a s  dark before we reached Sheffield; so 
that we saw the iron furnaces in aU the horrible splendour of 
thoir everlasting blaze.* Nothing can be conceived more grand 
or more terrific than the yellow waves of fire that incessantly 
issue from the top of the|p furnaces, some of which are close by 
the way-side. Nature has placed the beds of iron and the 
beds of coal alongside of each other, and art has taught man to 
make one to operate upon the other, as to turn the iron-stone 
into liquid matter, which is drained off from the bottom of the 
furnace, and afterwards moulded into blocks and bars, and aU 
sorts of things. The combustibles are put into the top of the 
furnace, which stands thirty, forty, or fifty feet up in the air, 
and the ever blazing mouth of which is kept supplied with coal 
and coke and iron stone, from little iron wagons forced up by 
steam, and brought down fgain to be re-fiUed. It  is a surprising 
thing to behold ; and it  is impossible *o tebold it  without being 
convinced tb ^ , whatever other nations may dd with cotton 
and with wooV they will iftver equal England with regard 
to things made of iron and steel. This S he& ld , and the land
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afl about it, is one bed of iron and coal. Tbey call it  black 
Sheffield, and black enough it  i s ; but from this one town and 
its environs go nine-tenths of the knives that are used in the 
whole world; there being, I  understand, no knives made at 
Birmingham; the manufacture of which place consists of the 
larger sort of implements, of lodes of all sorts, and guns and 
swords, and of aU the endless articles of hardware which go 
to the furnishing of a house. As to the land, viewed in the way 
of agriculture, it  really does appear to be very little worth. 
I  have not seen, except at Harewood'a^d Ripley, a stack of 
whea^ since I'cam e into Yorkshire; and even there, the whole 
I  saw ; and aU that I have seen since I  came into Yorkshire; 
and all that I  saw during a ride of sax miles that I  took into 
Derbyshire the day before yesterday; all put together would not 
make the one-half of what I have many times seen in one single 
rick-yard of the vales of Wiltshire. But this is all very proper: 
these coal-diggers, and iron-melters, and knife-makers, compel 
u? to send the food to them, which, indeed, we do very cheer
fully, in exchange for the produce of their rocks, and the won
drous works of their hands.

The trade of Sheffield has fallen off less in proportion than 
that of the other manufacturing districts. North America, 
and particularly the Dnited States, where the people have so 
much victuals to cut, form a great branch of the custom of this 
town. If the people of Sheffield could-only receive a tenth 
part of what their knives seE for by retau in America, Sheffield 
might pave its streets with sEver. A  gross of knives and forks 
is sold to the Americans for less than three knives and forks can 
be bought at retail in a country store in America. No fear of 
rivalship in this trade. The Americans m fy lay on their tariff, and 
double it, and triple i t ; hut as long as they continue to cut their 
victuals, from Sheffield they must hav^ he things to cut it with.

The ragged hills aE round about this town are bespangled 
with groups of houses inhabited hy the working cutlers. They 
have not suffered like the working weavers; for, to make 
knives, there must be the hand of man. Therefore, machinery 
cannot come to destroy the wages of the labourer. The home 
demand has been very much diminished; but stEl the depres
sion has here not been what it has been, and what it  is, where the 
machinery can he brought into play. We are here just upon 
the borders of Derbyshire, a nook of vjiich runs up and separates 
Yorkshire from. Nottinghamshire. I  went to a viEage, the day 
before yester4ay, oaEBj 9losborongh, the whole of the people 
of which are employed in the n ^ in g  of sicldm and ^cylhes; 
and where, as I was told, they are very weE ^  even in these 
times. A  prodigious (juautity of these things go to the United
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States of America. In short, there are about twelve millions 
of people there continually consuming these things; and the 
hardware merchants here have their agents and their stores 
in the great towns of America, which country, as far as relates 
to this branch of business, is still a part of old England.

Upon my arriving here on Wednesday night, the 27th instant, 
I  by no means intended to lecture until I  should be a little re
covered from my co ld ; but, to my great mortification, I  found 
that the lecture had been advertised, and that great numbers 
of persons had aotflally assembled. To send them out again, 
and give back the money, was a thing not to be attempted. 
I, therefore, went to the Music Hall, the place which had been 
taken for the purpose, gave them a specimen of the state of my 
voice, asked them whether I  should proceed, and they, answer
ing in the affirmative, on I  went. I  then rested until yesterday, 
and shall conclude m y labours here to-morrow, and then proceed 
to “  jair Nottingham”  as we used to sing when I  was a boy, in 
celebrating the glorious exploits of “  Eobin Hood and Little 
John.”  B y the by, as we went from Huddersfield to Dewsbury, 
we passed by a hiU which is celebrated as being the burial-place 
of the famed Eobin Hood, of whom the people in this country 
talk to this day.

At Nottingham, they haare advertised for my lecturing at 
the play-house, for the 3rd, 4th, and 5th of February, and for 
a pubHo breakfast to be given to me on the first of those days, 
I  having declined a oiuner agreeably to my original notification, 
and my friends insisting upon something or other in that sort 
of way. I t  is verj* curious tiiat I  have always had a very great 
desire to see Nottingham. This desire certainly originated in 
the great interest tha< I  used to take, and that aU country boys 
took, in the history of Eobin Hood, in the record of whose 
achievements, which w « e so well calculated to excite admiration 
in the country boys, this Nottingham, with the word “  fair ” 
always before it, was so often mentioned. The word fair, as 
used by our forefathers, meant fine; for we frequently read in old 
descriptions of parts of the couniiy of such a district or such 
a parish, containing a fair mansion, and the lik e ; so that this 
town appears to have been celebrated as a very fine place, even 
in ancient tim es; but within the last thirty years, Nottingham 
has stood high in my estimation, from the conduct of its people; 
from their public spirit ^from their excellent sense as to public 
matters; from the noble struggle which they have made from 
the beginning of the French war i*  ^  present hour: if dnly 
forty townsyn England equal in size to Nottingham had fol
lowed its hri^y^ example, tnere would have been no French war 
against liberty; the Debt would have been now nearly paid off.
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aad we should have Imown notaing of those manifold miseries 
which how afflict, and those greater miseries which now menace, 
the pOTintry. The Rreneh would not have been in Cadiz; the 
Russians would not have been at Constantinople ; the Americans 
would not have been in the Ploridas ; we should not have had to 
dread the combined fleets of America, France, and Russia; 
and, which is the worst of all, we should not have seen the 
jails four times as big as they w ere; and should not have seen 
Englishmen reduced to such a state of misery as for the honest 
labouring man to be fed worse than the felons in the jails.

B A ST E E ir TOUB.

“  Yotr permit the Jews openly to preach in their synagogues, 
“  and call Jesus Christ an impostor; and you send women to 
“  jail (to be brought to bed there, too), for declaring their un- 
“  belief in Christianity.”—-E'lJigf of Bohemia’s Letter to Canning, 
“  published in the Begister, 4th of January, 1823.

H(frgham, 22>id March, 1830.
I  set off from London on the 8th of March, got to Bury 

St. Edmund’s that evening; and, to m y^reat mortification, 
saw the county-election and the assizes both going on at Chelms
ford, where, of course, a great part of the people of Essex were 
met. If I  had been aware of that, I should certainly have 
stopped at Chelmsford in order to addres%a few words of sense 
to the unfortunate constituents of Mr. Western. A t Bury St. 
Edmimd’s I gave a  lecture on the nin^ and another on the 
tenth of March, in the playhouse, to very crowded audieuoes. I  
went to Norwich on the 12th, and gave a lecture there on that 
evening, and on the evening of the 13th. The audience here 
was more numerous than at Bury St. Edmund’s, but not so 
numerous in proportion to the size of the place ; and, contrary 
to what has happened in most other places, it  consisted more of 
town’s people than of country people.

DAing the 14th and 15th, I  was at a friend’s house at Yejver- 
ton, half way between Norwich and Bungay, which last is in 
Suffolk, and at which place I lectured o® the 16th to an audience 
consisting chiefly of farnmrs^nd was entertained there in a most 
hospitable and fend manmr at the house of a Jriend.

The next day, being the 17th, I  *eat to Eye, j«Sd there leo, 
tured in the evening in the neat little playhou® of the place.
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which was crowded in every part, stage and all. The audience 
consisted almost entirely of farmers, who had come in from Uiss, 
from Harleston, and from all the villages round about, in this 
fertile and thickly-settled neighbourhood. I stayed at Eye all the 
day of the 18th, having appointed to be at Ipswich on the 19th. 
Eye is a beautiful little place, though an exceedingly rotten borough.

AU was harmony and good humour: everybody appeared to 
be of one mind ; and as these friends observed to me, so I 
thought, that more effect had been produced by this one lecture 
in that neighbourhood, than could have been produced in a 
whole year, if the Register had been put into the hands of every 
one of the hearers during that .space of time ; for though I  never 
attempt to put forth that sort of stuff which the “  intense ”  
people on the other side of St. George’s Channel call “  eloquence”  
I  bring out strings of very interesting facts ; I  use pretty power
ful arguments; and I  hammer them down so closely upon the 
mind, that they seldom fail to produce a lasting impression.

On the 19th I  proceeded to Ipswich, not imagining it to be the 
fine, populous, and beautiful pace that I  found it to he. On 
that night, and on the night of the 20th, I  lectured to boxes and 
pit, crowded principally with opulent farmers, and to a gallery 
filled, apparently, with journeymen tradesmen and their wives. 
On the Sunday before I  caAe away, I  heard, from all quarters, 
that my audiences had retired deeply impressed with the truths 
which I had endeavoured to inculcate. One thing, however, 
occurred towards the close of the lecture of Saturday, the 20th, 
that I  deem worthy of particular attention. In general it would 
he useless for me *o attempt to give anything like a report of 
these speeches of mine, consisting as they do of words uttered 
pretty nearly as fas^ as I  can utter them, durhig a space of 
never less than two, and sometimes of nearly three hours. But 
there occurred here sonlfething that I  must notice. I  was speak
ing of the degrees by which the established church had been 
losing its legal influence since the peace. First, the Unitarian Bill, 
removing the penal act which forbade an impugning of the doc
trine of the T rin ity; second, the repeal of the Test Act, which 
declared, in effect, that the religion of any of the Dissenters was 
as good as that of the church of England ; third, the repeal of the 
penal and excluding laws with regard to the Catholics ; an^ this 
last act, said I, doe.s in effect demare that the thing called “ the 
Rejormation ”  was unnei^ssary. “  No,”  said one gentleman, in 
a very loud voice, and he was followed by four or five more, 
who said “  No, No.”  “  Then,”  saitR l^  we wUl^if you like, put 
“  it to the vote. UnderstancL gentlemen, that I  do not say, what- 
“  ever I ma;^think, that the Reformation was unnecessary; 
“  but I  say that t!us m i amoutUs to a declaration that it was
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“  unnecessary; and, without losing our good humour, we will, 
“ if that gentleman choose, put this question to the vote.” I 
paused a little while, receiving no answer, and perceiving that the 
company were-with me, I  proceeded with my speech, concluding 
with the complete demolishing blow which the church would 
receive by the bill for giving civil and political power for training 
to the bar, and seating on fte  bench, for placing in the commons 
and amongst the peers, and for placing in the council, along 
with the King hirnself, those who deny that there ever existed a 
Redeemer ; who p ve  the name of impostor to him whom we 
VMrship as Cfod, and who boast of having hanged him upon the 
cross. “  Judge yop, gentlemen,”  said I, “  of the figure which 
“  England will mahe, when its laws will seat on the bench, from 
“  which people have been sentenced to suffer most severely for 
“  denying the truth of Christianity; from which bench it has 
“  been held that Christianity is part and parcel of the law of the 
“  land; judge you of the figure which England wiU make 
“ amongst Christian nations, when a Jew, a blasphemer of 
“  Christ, a professor of the doctrines of those who murdered him, 
“  shall be sitting upon that bench ; and judge, gentlemen, what 
“  we must think of the dergy of this church of ours, if they remain 
“  silent while such a law shall be passed.”

We were entertained at Ipswich by a very kind and excellent 
friend, whom, as is generally the case, I  had never seen or heard 
of before. The morning of the day of the Ip-st lecture, I  walked 
about five miles, then went to his house to breakfast, and stayed 
with him and dined. On the Sunday morning, before I came 
away, I  walked about six miles, and repeated the good cheer at 
brealdast at the same place. Hero I  heard the first singing of 
the birds this year; and I here ohserv^ an instance of that 
petticoat government, which, apparently, pervades the whole of 
animated nature. A  lark, very near tdime in a ploughed field, 
rose from the grormd, and was saluting the sun with his de
lightful song. He was got about as high as the dome of St. 
Paul’s, having me for a motionless and admiring auditor, when 
the hen started up from nearly the same spot whence the cock 
had risen, flew up and passed close by him. I could not hear 
what she said; but supposed that she must have given him a 
pretty smart reprimand ; for down she came upon the ground, 
and he, ceasing to sing, took a  twirl in the air, and came down 
after her. Others have, I  dare say, s^u this a thousand times 
Over ; but I  never observed it before.

About twel\;e o’clooUj  ̂i8y son and I set off for this place 
(Hargham), -coming through Needham Market, #Stowmarket, 
Bury St. Edmund’s, and Thetford, at which Isi^er place I in
tended to have lectured to-day and to-morrow, where the theatre
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was to .have been the scene, but the mayor of the town thought 
it best not to give his permission until the assizes (which com
mence to-day the 22nd) should be over, lest the judge should take 
offence, seeing that it is the custom, while his Lordship is in the 
town, to give up the civil jurisdiction to him. Bless his wor
ship ! what in all the world should he think would take me to 
Thetford, except it being a time for holding the assizes 9 At no 
other time should I  have dreamed of finding an audience in so 
small a place, and j n  a country so thinly inhabited. I  was 
attracted, too, by me desire of meeting some of m y “  learned 
friends ”  from the W en; for I deal in arguments founded on the law 
of the land, and on Acts of Parliament. The deuce take this mayor 
for disappointing m e ; and, now, I am afraid that I  shall not 
fall in with this learned body during the whole of my spring tour.

Finding Thetford to be forbidden ground, I came hither to 
Sir Thomas Beevor’s, where I  had left my two daughters, hav
ing, since the 12th inclusive, travelled 120 miles, and delivered 
six lectures. These 120 miles have been through a fine farming 
country, and without my seeing, until I  came to Thetford, but one 
spot of waste or common land, and that not exceeding, I  should 
think, from fifty to eighty acres. From this place to Norwich, 
and through Attleborough and W 3unondham, the land is all 
good, and the farming excellent. It is pretty nearly the same 
from Norwich to Bungay, where we enter Suffolk. Bungay is 
a large and fine tow'#, with three churches, lying on the side of 
some very fine meadows. Harleston, on the road to Eye, is a 
very pretty market-town: of Eye, I  have spoken before. From 
Eye to Ipswich, rfc pass through a series of villages, and at 
Ipswich, to my great ̂ urprise, we found a most beautiful town, 
with a population of about twelve thousand persons; and here 
our profound Prime Minister might have seen most abundant 
evidence of prosperity? for the new houses are, indeed, very 
numerous. .But if our famed and profound Prime Minister, hav
ing Mr. Wihnot Horton by the arm, and standing upon one of 
the hills that surround this town, and which, each hiU seeming to 
surpass the other hiU in beauty, command a complete view of 
every house, or, at least, of the top of every house, in this opu
lent tow n; if he, thus standing, and thus accompanied, were to 
hold up his hands, clap them together, and bless God for the 
proofs of prosperity contained in the new and red bricks, and 
were to cast his eye soutl^vard of the town, and see the numerous 
little vessels upon the little arm of the sea which comes up from 
Harwich, and which here finds its ?;e^iination,; and were, in 
those vessels) to discover aa additional proof of prosperity; if 
he were to b'e^hus situatem and to be thus feeling, would not 
some doubts be awakened in his mind, if I , standing behind him,
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-were to whisper ia liis ear, “  Do you not think that the greater 
part ot these new houseJi have been created by taSes, which went 
to pay the about 2 0 ,0 0 0  troops that were stationed here for 
pretty nearly 2 0  years during the war, and some of which are 
stationed here stijl ? Look at that immense building, my Lord 
Duke; it is fresh and new and fine and splendid, and contains 
indubitable marks of opulence ; but it is a B A R R A C K ; aye, 
and the money to build that barrack, and to maintain the 
20,000  troops, has assisted to beggar, to ditoidate, to plunge into 
ruin and decay, hundreds upon hundreds ofvillages and hamlets 
in Wiltshire, in Dorsetshire, in Somersetshire, and in other coun
ties who shared_ not in the ruthless squanderings of the war. 
But,” leaning my arm upon the Duke’s shoulder, and giving 
Wilmot a poke in the poU to make him hsten and look, and 
pointing with my fore-finger to the twelve large, lofty, and 
magnificent churches, each of them at least 700 years old, and 
saying, “  Do you think Ipswich was not larger and far more 
“  populous 700 years ago than it is at this hour ? ”  Putting this 
question to him, would it not check his exultation, and would it 
not make even Wilmot begin to reflect ?

Even at this hour, with all the unnatural swellings of the war, 
there are not two thousand people, inchiding the bed-ridden and 
the babies, to each of the magnificent churches. Of adults, there 
cannot be more than about 1400 to a ehiuch; and there is one 
of the churches which, being well filled, ^s in ancient times, 
would contain from four to seven thousand persons, for the nave 
of it appears to me to he larger than St. Andrew’s HaU at Nor
wich, which Hall was formerly the ohurch#of the Benedictine 
Priory. And, perhaps, the great church hero might have belonged 
to some monastery; for here were- thAe Augustine priories, 
one of them founded in the reign of William the Conqueror, 
anbther founded in the reign of Henri* the Second, another in 
the reign of King John, with an Augustine friary, a Carmelite friary, 
an hospital founded in the reign of King John; and here, too, was 
the college founded by Cardinal Wolsey, the gateway of which, 
though built in brick, is still preserved, being the same sort of 
architeotjve as that of Hampton Court, and St. James’s Palace.

There is no doubt but that this was a much greater place than 
it is now. I t  is the great outlet for the immense quantities of, 
com grown in this most productive county, and by farmers the 
most clever that ever lived. I am iĵ ld that wheat is worth 
six shillings a quarter more, at some times, at Ipswich than at 
Norwich, the n^vigatior^e^ondon being so much more speedy 
and safe. Immense quantities of fcu r are sent frqfn. this town. 
The windmills on the hills in the vicinage are s^um erbus that 
J' counted, whilst standing in one place, no less than seventeen.
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They are all painted or washed white; the sails are b lack; it 
was a fine morning, the wind was brisk, and their twirling alto
gether added greatly to the beauty of the scene, which, having 
the broad and beautiful arm of the Sea on the one hand, and the 
fields and meadows, studded with farm-houses, on the other, 
appeared to me the most beautiful sight of the kind that I  had 
ever beheld. The town and its churches were down in the dell 
before me, and the only object that came to disfigure the scene 
was THE BAEEM IK, and made me utter involuntarily the 
words of BlackstoIse : “  The laws of England recognise no dis- 
“  tinction between the citizen and the soldier; they know of 
“  no standing soldier: no inland fortresses} no barracks.” 
“  Ah ! ”  said I  to myself, but loud enough for any one to have 
heard me a hundred yards, “  such were the laws of England when 
“  mass was said in those magnificent churches, and such they 
“  continued until a septennial Parliament came and deprived the 
“  people of England of their rights.”

I know of no town to be hoBipared with Ipswich, except it 
be Nottingham; and there is this difference in the tw o ; that 
Nottingham stands high, and, on one side,, looks over a very 
fine country; whereas Ipswich Is in a dell, meadows rtaming 
up above it, and a beautiful arm of the sea below it. The town 
itself is substantially built, well .paved, everything good and 
solid, and no wretched dwellings to be seen on its outskirts. 
Erom the town itseB, you can see nothing; but you can, in no 
direction, go from it a quarter of a mile without finding' views 
that a painter migjit crave, and then, the country round about 
it, so well cultivated; the land in such a  beautiful state, the 
farm«houSea all whit% and all so much ah ke; the barns, and 
everything about the homesteads so snug: the stocks of tiunips 
so abundant everyw h^e; the sheep and cattle in such fine 
order; the wheat all drilled ; the ploughman so expert; the 
furrows, if a quarter of a mile long, as straight as a line, and 
laid as truly as if with a level; in short, here is everything to 
delight the eye, and to make the people proud of their country; 
and this is the case throughout the whole of this county, I  
have always found Suffolk farmers great boasters of their supe- 

^riority over others ; and I  must say that it is not without reason.
But, ohserve,< this has been a very highly-favoured county : 

it has had poured into it  millions upon millions of moneyi drawn 
from Wiltshire, and otffer inland counties. I , should suppose 
that Whbihire alone has, within th e a l^  forty years, had two or 
three millions of money drawn from K, to be giien to Essex and 
Suffolk.’ A t cme time therff were not less than sixty thousaii/ 
men kept on root in these counties. The increase of Londg 
too, the sweUings of the immortal Wen. have assisted to b.
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wealth TipoQ these counties ; but, in spite of all this, the distress 
pervades all ranks and degrees, except those who live on the 
taxes. At Eye, butter used to sell for eighteen-pence a pound: 
it now sells for nine-pence halfpenny, ttiough the grass has not 
yet begun to spring ; and eggs were sold at thirty for a shilling. 
Fine times for me, whose principal food is eggs, and whose sole 
drink is milk, but very bad times for those who sell me the 
food and the drink.

Coming from Ipswich to Bury St. Edmund’s, you pass through 
Needham-market and Stpwmarket, two very pretty market 
towns; and, like aU the other towns in Suffolk, free from the 
drawback of shabby and beggarly houses on the outskirts. I  
remarked that I  did not see in the whole county one single 
instance of paper or rags supplying the place of glass in any 
window, and did not see one miserable hovel in which a labourer 
resided. The county, however, is fiat: with the exception of the 
environs of Ipswich, there is none of that beautiful variety of 
hill and dale, and hanging woods, that you see at every town 
in Hampshire, Sussex, hnd Kent. It is t)tirious, too, that though 
the people, I  mean the poorer classes of people, are extremely 
neat in their houses, and though I found all their gardens dug 
up and prepared for cropping, you, do not see about their cot
tages (and it is just the same in Norfolk) that ornamental garden
ing ; the walks, and the flower borders, and the honey-suokles, 
and roses, trained over the doors, or ove» arched sticks, that 
you see in Hampshire, Sussex, and Kent, that I  have many a 
time sitten upon my horse to look at so long and so often, 
as greatly to, retard me on my journey, i f  or is this done for 
show or ostentation. I f  you find a oot1»ge in those counties, 
by the side of a hy lane, or in the midst of a forest, you find 
just the same care about the garden al^ the flowers. In  those 
counties, too, there is great teste with regard to trees \oi every 
description, from th  ̂ hazel to the oak. In Suffolk it  appears 
to be just the contrary: here is the great dissight of all these 
three eastern counties. Almost every bank of every field is 
studded with 'pollards, that is to say, trees that have been he- 
headed, at from six to twelve feet from the ground, than which 
nothing in nature can be more ugly. They send out shoots from 
the head, which are lopped off once in ten or 3, dozen years for 
fuel, pr other purposes. To add to the deformity, the ivy is 
suffered to grow on them, which, at ifle same time, checks the 
growth of the shoots. Thego pollatds become- hollow very soon, 
and, as timber? are fit nothing but gate-posts, even before 
(they be hoHow. Upon a farm of a hundred acres these pollards, 

root and shade, spoil at least six acres of the^round, besides 
'^ g  most destructive to the fences. Why not plant six acres
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of the ground with timber and underwood ? Half an acre a year 
would most amply supply the farm with poles and brush, and 
with everything wanted in the way of fu el; and why not plant 
hedges to be unbroken by these pollards ? I  have scarcely seen 
a single farm of a hundred acres without poUards, sufficient to 
find the farm-house in fuel, without any assistance from coals, 
for several years.

However, the great number of farm-houses in Suffolk, the 
neatness of those houses, the moderation in point of extent which 
you generally see, a5d the great store of the food in the turnips, 
and the admirable management of the whole, fdrm a pretty 
good compensation for the want of beauties. The land is gener
ally as clean as a garden ought to b e ; and, though it  varies a 
good deal as to lightness and stiffness, they make it  all bear 
prodigious quantities of Swedish turnips; and on them pigs, 
sheep, and cattle, all equally thrive. I  did not observe a single 
poor miserable animal in the whole county.

To conclude an account of Suffolk, and not to sing the praises 
of Bury St. Edmund’s, would offend every creature of Suffolk 
birth; even at Ipsw'ioh, when I  was praising that 'place,, the 
very people of that town asked me if I  did not think Bury St. 
Edmund’s the nicest town in the w;orld. Meet them wherever 
you will, they have all the feme boast'; and indeed, as a town 
in itself, it is the neatest place that ever was seen. I t  is airy, 
it has several fine o^en places in it, and it  has the remains of 
the famous abbey walls and the abbey gate entire ; and it is so 
clean and so neat that nothing can equal it  in that respect. It 
was -a favourite sppt in ancient tim es; greatly endowed with 
monasteries and hospitals. Besides the famous Benedictine 
Abbey, there were oifte a college and a fria ry ; and as to the 
abbey itself, it  was one of the greatest in the kingdom; and was 
so ancient as to have b * n  founded only about forty years after 
the landing of Saint Austin in Kent. The land all round about 
it is good ; and the soil is of that nature as not to produce much 
dirt at any time of the year; but the country about it  Is fiat, 
and not of that beautiful variety that we find at Ipswich.

After all, what is the reflection now called for ? I t  is that this 
fine county, for which nature has done all that she can do, 
soil, climate, sea-ports, people; everything that can be done, 
and an internal government, ci'vil and ecclesiastical, the most 
complete in the world, -panting nothing but to he lei alone, to 
make every soul in it as happy as people can be upon earth; 
the peace provided for by the county ^tes ; property protected 
by the law o ithe laud ; the noor-prov^od for by the poor-rates ;

' religion providi|^ for by the tithes and the church-rates; easy 
and safe conveyauoe provided for by the high-fi'ay-rates; extra-
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ordinftry danger provided against by the militia-ratea; a com
plete government in itself; hut having to pay a portitm oj mxty 
millions (t year in taxes, over and above alt this ; and that, too, 
on account of wars carried on, not for the defence of England, not 
for the upholding of English liberty and happiness, but for the 
purpose of crushing liberty and happiness in other countries; 
and all this because, and only because, a septennial Parliament 
lias deprived the people of their rights.

That whioh we admire most is not always that whicli would 
be owr choice. One might imagine, that SlEter all that I  have 
said about this fine county, I  should certainly prefer it as a 
place of residence. I  should not, however: m y choice has been 
always very much divided between the woods of Sussex and the 
downs of Wiltshire. I  should not like to be compelled to decide ; 
but if I  were compelled, I  do believe that I  should fix on some vale 
in Wiltshire. Water meadows at the bottom, oorn-land going 
up towards the hills, those hills being Down land, and a farm
house, in a clump of trees, in some little cross vale between the 
hills, sheltered on every side but the south. In short, if Mr. 
Rennet would give me a farm, the house of whioh lies on the 
right-hand side of the road going from Salisbury to Warminster, 
in the parish of Norton Rovant, just before you enter that 
village; if  he would but boteo good»as to do that, I  would freely 
give up aU the rest of the world to the possession of whoever 
may get hold of it. I  have hinted this to him once or twice 
before, but I  am sorry to say that he tuA s a deaf ear to my 
hinting.

Cambridge, ^8th March, 1830.
I  went from Hargham to Lynn on Tilesday, the 23rd; hut 

owing to the disappointment at Thetford, everything was de
ranged. It  was market-day at Lynn,* but no preparations of 
any sort had been made, and no notification given- I  therefore 
resolved, after stasdng at Lynn on Wednesday, to make a short 
tour, and to come back to it  again. This tour was to take in 
Ely, Cambridge, St. Ives, Stamford, Peterborough, Wisbeaoh, 
and was to bring me baoi: 1» Lynn, after a  very busy ten days. 
I  was particularly desirous to have a little political preaching at 
Ely, the place where the flogging of the English local militia under 
a guard of German bayonets cost me so dear.

I  got there about noon on Thursdav, the 25th, being market- 
day ; but I  had been apprised even olfore I  left Dynn, that no 
place had been provided f «  my accommodation- A  gentleman 
at Lynn gave lue the nltae of one at Ely, who, he thought, 
would he glad of an oppijtunity of pointing out a proper place, 
and of speaking about ;t j but just before I  ser off from Lynn,
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I received a notification from this gentleman, that he could do 
nothing in the matter. I  knew that Ely was a small place, but 
I was determined to go and see the spot where the militia-men 
were flogged, and also determined to find some opportunity or 
other of relating that story as publicly as I  could at Ely; and of 
describing the tail of the story; of which I will speak presently.

■ Arrived at Ely, I  first walked round the beautiful cathedral, 
that honour to our CathoHc forefathers, and that standing dis
grace to OUT Protestant selves. It  is impossible to look at that 
magnificent pile without feding that we are a fallen race of men. 
The cathedral would, leaving out the palace of the bishop, and 
the houses of the dean, canons, and prebendaries, weigh more, 
if it were put into a scale, than all the houses in the town, and 
all the houses for a mile round the neighbourhood if you exclude 
the remains of the ancient monasteries. You have only to open 
yoirr eyes to be convinced that England must have been a far 
greater and more wealthy country in those days than it  is in these 
days. The hundreds of thousands of loads of stone, of which 
this cathedral and the monasteries in the neighbourhood were 
built, must aU have been brought by sea from distant parts of 
the kingdom. These foundations were laid more than a thou
sand years a g o ; and yet l^ere are vagabonds who have the 
impudence to say that it  Is the Protestant religion that has made 
England a great country.

E ly is what one lam  ̂call a miserable little town : very prettily 
situated, but poor and mean. Everything seems to be on the 
decline, as, indeed, is the case everywhere, where the clergy are 
the masters. They^ay that this bishop has an income of £18,000 
a year. He and the ^̂ pau and chapter are the owners of all the 
land and tithes, for a great distance round about, in this beau
tiful and most productwe part of the country; and yet this 
famous building, the catnedral, is in a state of disgraceful irrepair 
and disfigurement. The groat and magnificent windows to- the 
east have been shortened at the bottom, and the space plastered 
up with briolr and mortar, in a very slovenly manner, for the 
purpose of saving the expense of keeping the glass in repair. 
Great numbers of the v;indows in the upper part of the build
ing have been partly closed up in the same manner, and others 
quite closed up. One door-way, which apparently had stood in 
need of repair, has been rebuilt in modem style, because it was 
cheaper; and the churcHJrard contained a flock of sheep acting 
as vergers for those who live upon file immense income, not a 
penny of which ought to he expend^ upon themselves while 
any part of tHis beautiful buiding is ia a state of irrepair. This 
cathedral was fceoted “  to the honour of God and the Holy 
Church.”  My daughters went to the service in the afternoon.
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in the choir of which they saw God honoured by the presence 
of two old men, forming the whole of the congregation. I  dare 
say, that in Catholic times, five thousand people at a time have 
been assembled in this church. The cathedral and town stand 
upon a, little hill, about three miles in circumference, raised up, as 
it wore, for the purpose, amidst the rich feu laud by which the hall 
is surrounded, and I dare say that the town formerly consisted 
of houses built over a great part of this hill, and of, probably, from 
fifty to a hundred thousand people. The wople do not now ex
ceed above four thousand,'inoluding the beofidden and the babies.

Having no plane provided for lecturing, and knowing no single 
sdul in the place, I  was thrown upon my own resources. The 
first thing I  did was to walk up through the market, which con- 
taiued much more than an audience sufficient for m e; hut, 
leaving the market people to carry on their affairs, I  picked 
up a sort of laboming man, a.sked him if he recollected when 
the local militia-men were flogged under the guard of the Ger
mans ; and,.receiving an answer in the aflfiirmative, I  asked him 
to go and show me the spot, which he did ; he showed me a little 
common along which the men had been marched, and into a piece 
of pasture-land, where he put his foot upon the identical spot 
whore the flogging had been executed. On that spot, I  told 
him what I  had suffered for expressing my indignation at that 
fldgging. I  told him that a large sum of English money was 
now every year sent abroad to furnish half pay and allowances 
to the officers of those German troops, *and to maintain the 
widows and children of such of them as were dead ; and I  added, 
“  You have to work to help to pay that mon#y ; part of the taxes 
which you pay on your malt, hops, beer, leather, soap, candles, 
tobacco, tea, sugar, and everything else, ̂ oes abroad every year 
to pay these people: it has thus been going abroad ever since 
the peace; and it  will thus go abioad for the rest of your 
life, if this system of managing the nation’s affairs continue; 
and I told him that about one million seven hundred thousand 
pounds had been sent abroad on this account, since the peace.
' When I  opened, I  found that this man was willing to open 
to o ; and he uttered sentiments that would have convmoed me, 
if I  had not before been convinced of the fact, that there are 
very few, even amongst the labourers, who do not clearly under
stand the cause of their ruin. I  discovered that there were two 
Ely men flogged upon that occasion,^nd that one of them was 
still alive and residing near the town. I  sent for this man, who 
came to me ju  the ei^BlIbg when he had done liis work, and 
who told me that he haa^ved se-ren years with tl»e same master 
when he was flogged, ana was bamff or head to bis master. 
He has now a wife and several children ; is a very nice-looking.
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and appears to be a hard-working, man, and to bear an excellent 
character.

But how was I  to harangue ? For I was determined not to 
quit Ely without something of that sort. I  told this labouring 
man who showed me the flogging spot, m y name, which seemed 
to surprise him very much, for he had heard of me before. After 
I had returned to m y inn, I  walked back again through the 
market amongst the farmers; then went to an inn that looked 
out upon the market-place, went iqto an up-stairs room, threw 
up the sash, and saM ow n at the window, and looked out upon 
the market. Little groups soon eoUeoted to survey me, while 
I  sat in a very unconcerned attitude. The farmers had dined, 
or I  should have found out the most numerous assemblage, and 
have dined with them. The next best thing was, to go and sit 
down in the room where they usually dropped in to drink after 
dinner ; and, as they nearly all smoke, to take a pipe with them. 
This, therefore, I  did ; and, after a time, we began to talk.

The room was too small to contain a twentieth part of the 
people that would have come in if they could. I t  was hot to 
suffocation; but, nevertheless, I  related to them the account 
of the flogging, and of m y persecution on that account; and I 
related to them the account above stated with regard to the 
English money now sent to the Germans, at which they appeared 
to bo utterly astonished. I  had not time sufficient for a lecture, 
but I explained to them briefly the real cause of the distress 
which prevailed; I  'Earned the farmers particularly against the 
consequences Of hoping that this distress would remove itself. 
I  portrayed to thenj the effects of the tax es; and showed them 
that we owe this enormous burden to the want of being fairly 
represented in the Ptrliament. Above all things, I  did that 
which I never fail to do, showed them the absurdity of grumbling 
at the six millions a ye*.' given in relief to the poor, while they 
were silent, and seemed to think nothing of the sixty millions 
of taxes collected by the Government at London, and I  asked 
them how any man of property could have the impudence to 
caU upon the labouring man to serve in the militia, and to deny 
that that labouring man had, in case of need, a clear right to a 
share of the produce of the laud. I  explained to them how the 
poor were originally relieved ; told them that the revenues 
of the livings, which had their foundation in chanty, were divided 
amongst the poor. The demands for repair of the churches, and 
the clergy themselves ; I  explained to them how church-rates and 
poor-rates came to be introduced ; ho*  ̂ e  burden of maintaining 
the poor carqp to be thrown upon th ^ eo p le  at la rg e ; how the 
nation had sunk by degreA ever dmee the event called the 
Reformation; £md, pointing tov/ards the cathedral, 1 said, “  Gan
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you believe, gentlemen, that when that magnificent pile was 
reared, and when ah. the fine inonasteries, hospitals, schools, and 
other resorts of piety and charity, existed in tliis town and 
neighbourhood; eau you believe, that Ely was the miserable 
little place that it now is ; and that that England which had 
never heard of the name of 'pauper, contained the crowds of 
miserable creatures that it now contains, some starving at stone- 
eraoking by the wray-side, and others drawing loaded wagons on 
that way ? ”  ,

A  young man in the room (I having ooBie to a pause) said:
But, Sir, were there no poor in Catholic times ? ”  “  Yes,”

said I, “ to be sure there were. The Scripture says, that the poor 
shall never cease out of the land; and tliere are five hundred 
texts of Scripture enjoining on all men to be good and kind to 
the poor. It is necessary to the existence of civil society, that 
there should be poor. Men have two motives to industry and 
care in all the walks of life : one, to acquire w ealth; but the 
other and stronger, to avoid poverty, If there were no poverty, 
there would be no industry, no enterprise. But this poverty is 
not to be made a punishment unjustly severe. Idleness, extrav
agance, are offences against morality ; but they are not offences 
of that heinous nature to justify the infliction of starvation by 
way of punishment. It is, therefere, the duty of every man 
that is able; it is particularly the duty of every government, 
and it was a duty faithfully executed by the Catholic Church, 
to take care that no human being should •perish for want in a 
land of plenty ; and to take care, too, that no one should be de
ficient of a sufficiency of food and raiment,,not only to sustain 
life, but also to sustain health.”  The young man said: “  I 
thank you. Sir ; I  am answered.”  •

I strongly advised the farmers to be well with their work
people ; for that, unless their flocks we*e as safe in their fields 
as their bodies were in their beds, their lives must he lives of 
misery; that if their sacks and barns were not places of as safe 
deposit for their corn as their drawers were for their money, the 
life of the farmer was the most wretched upon earth, in place 
of being the most pleasant, as it ought to be.

Boston, Friday, Qth April, 1830.
Quitting Cambridge and Dr. Chafv and Serjeant Erere, on 

Monday, the 29th of March, I  arrived at St. Ives, in Huntingdon
shire, about one o’clock m 4he 'day. In the evening I  harangued 
to about 2 0 0  pSrsous, pri^ pally  farmers, in a wheefevright’s .shop, 
that being the only saft pl^e in the^own, of sufficient dimensions 
and sufficiently strong. I t  was market-day ; and this is a great
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cattle-market. As I  was not to be at Stamford in Lincolnshire 
till the 31st, I  went from St. Ives to m y friend Mr. Wells’s, near 
Huntingdon, and remamed there tiU the 31st in the morning, 
employing the evening of the 30th in going to Chatteris, in the 
Isle of Ely> and there addressing a good large company of 
farmers.

On the 31st, I  went to Stamford, and, in the evetung, spoke 
to about 2 0 0  farmers and others, in a large room in a very fine 
and excellent inn, q^Iled Standwell’s Hotel, which is, with few 
exceptions, the nicest inn that I have ever heen in. On the 
1st of April, I  harangued here again  ̂ and had amongst my 
auditors some most agreeable, intelligent, and public-spirited 
yeomen, from the little county of Eutland, who made, respecting 
the seat in Parliament, the pfoposition, the details of the pur
port of which I  communicated to my readers in the last Begister.

On the 2ud of April, I  met toy audience in the playhouse at 
Peterborough ; and though it had snowed all day, and was very 
wet and sloppjr, I  had a good large audience ; and I did not let 
this opportunity pass ifrithout telling my hearers of the part that 
their good neighbour. Lord FitzwiUiaffl, had acted with regard to 
the French war, with regard to Burke arid his ‘pension ; with 
regard to the dungeoning law, which drove me across the Atlantic 
in 1817, tod  with regard to*the putting into the present Parlia
ment, aye, and for that very town, that very Lawyer Scarlett, 
whose state prosecu;^ons are now become So famous. “  Never,”  
said I, “  did I  Say that behind a man’s back that I  would not 
“  say to his face. I  wish I  had his face before me : hut I  am 
“  here as near to i* as I  can g e t: I  am before the face of his 
“  friends: here, themfore, I  wiU say what I  think of him.”  
When I  had describe his conduct, and giveh m y opinion on 
it, many applauded, and not one expressed disapprobation.

On the 3rd, I  speecl#fied at Wisbeach, in the playhouse, to 
about 220 people, I  think It w as; and that same Uight, went to 
sleep at a friend’s (a total stranger to me, however) at St. Ed
mund’s, in the heart of the Pens. I  stayed there on the 4th (Sun
day), the morning of which brought a hard fro st: ice an inch 
thick, and the total destruction Of the apricot blossoms.

After passing Sunday and the greater part of Monday (the 
5th)' at St. Edmund’s, where my daughters and myself received 
the greatest kindness and attention, we went, on Monday after
noon, to Crowland, where we were most kindly lodged and 
entertained at the houses of two gentjemen, to whom also we were 
personally perfect strangers; and in evening, I  addressed a 
very large assemblage of n^st respa^able farmers and others, 
in this once fanipus town. There wM another hard frost on the 
Monday morning ; just, as it Were, to finish the apricot blODm.
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On the 6th I went to Lynn, and on that evening and on the 
evening of the 7th, I  spoke to about 300 people in the playhouse. 
And here there was more interruptvm than I  have ever met 
with at any other place. This town, though containing as good 
and kind friends as I  have met with in any other, and though 
the people are generally as good, contains also, apparently, a. 
large proportion of de^-weight, the offspring, most likely, of 
the rpttenTiess of the horpiigh. Two or three, or even one man, may, 
if not tossed out at once, disturb and interrupt everything in a 
case where constant attention to fact and Argument is requisite, 
to insure utility to the meeting. There were but three here; 
and though they were finally silenced, it was not without great 
loss of time, great noise and hubbub. Two, I was told, were 
dead-weight men, and one a sort of higgling merchant.

On the 8th I went to Holbeaoh, in this noble' cormty of Lin
coln ; and, gracious G od! what a contrast with the scene at 
Lynn ! I  knew not a soul in the place. Mr. Fields, a bookseller 
and printer, had invited me by letter, and had, in the nicest 
and most unostentatious manner, made all the preparations. 
Holbeach Hes in the midst of some of the richest land in the 

-world; a small market-town, but a parish more than twenty 
mUes across, larger, I  believe, than the county of Rutland, pro
duced an audience (in a very nice tOom, with seats prepared) of 
178, apparently all wealthy farmers, and men in that rank of 
life ; and an audience so dseply attentive to the dry matters on 
which I had to address it, I  have very selcfbm met with. I  was 
delighted with Holbeaoh; a neat little town ; a most beautiful 
church with a spire, like that of “  the m ^  of Ross, pointing 
to the skies ; ” gardens very pretty; fruit-trees in abundance, 
with blossom-buds ready to burst; and Idhd, dark in colour, and 
as fine in substance as flour, as fine as if sifted through one of the 
sieves with which we get the dust outsof the clover seed ; and 
when cut deep down into with a spade, precisely, as to sub
stance, like a piece of hard butter; yet nowhere is the distress

S’eater than here. I  walked on from Holbeach, six miles, towards 
oston; and seeing the fatness of the land, and the fine grass 

and the never-ending sheep lying about like fat hogs, stretched in 
the sxm, and seeing the abject state of the labouring people, I  
could not help exclaiming, “  God has given us the best country 
in the world; our brave and wise and ■ virtuous fathers, who 
built all these magnificent churches, ̂ ave us the best govern
ment in the world, and we, their cowardly and foolish and 
profligate son ,̂ have uaafle this onoe-naradise what we now 
behold! ”  -  /*

I  arrived at Boston (wnCTe I  amnow writingUio-day, (Friday, 
9th April) about ten o’clock. I  must arrive at Louth before I
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can say precisely -what my future route ■ will be. There is an im
mense fair at Lincoln next •week; and a friend has been here. 
to point out the proper days to be there; as, howe'ver, this 
Register 'wOl not come from the press until after I  shall have had 
an opportunity of ■ writing something at Louth, time enough to 
be inserted in it. I  will here go back, and speak of the country 
that I  have travelled over, since I left Cambridge on the 29th of 
March.

From Cambridge to St. Ives the land is generally in open, 
unfenced fields, and*some common fields; generally stiff land, 
and some of it not very good, and wheat, in many places, look
ing rather thin. From St. Ives to Chatteris (which last is in the 
Isle of Ely), the laud is better, particularly as you approach 
the latter place. From Chatteris I  came back to Huntingdon 
and once more saw its beautiful meadows, of which I spoke when 
I  went thither in 1823. From Huntingdon, through Stilton, to 
Stamford (the two last in Lincolnshire), is a country of rich arable 
land and grass fields, and of beautiful meadows. The enclosures 
are very large, the soil red, ■ with a whitish stone below; very 
much like the soil at and near Ross in Herefordshire, and like 
that near Coventry and Warwick. Here, as all over this 
country, everlasting fine sheep. The houses all along here are 
built of the stone of the coflntry: you seldom see brick. The 
churches are large, lofty, and fine, and give proof that the 
country was formerly much more populous than it  is now, and 
that the people had a vast deal more of wealth in their hands 
and at their own disposal. There are three beautiful churches 
at Stamford, not less, I  dare say, than three [qucere\ hundred 
years old ; but two of them (I did not go to the other) are as per
fect as when just finisRed, except as to the images, most of which 
have been destroyed by the ungrateful Protestant barbarians, 
of different sorts, but soAe of which (o«< of the reach of their ruth
less hands) are still in the niches.

From Stamford to Peterborough is a country of the same 
description, with the additional beauty of woods here and there, 
and with meadows just like those at Huntingdon, and not sur
passed by those on the Severn near Worcester, nor by those on 
the Avon at Tewkesbury. The cathedral at Peterborough is 
exquisitely beautiful, and I  have great pleasure in saying, that, 
contrary to the more magnificent pile at Ely, it  is kept in good 
order  ̂ the Bishop (Herlj^rt Marsh) residing a good deal on 
spot; and though he did write a pamphlet to justify and urge oil 
the war, the ruinous war, and thougS did get  ̂rpension for it, 
he is, they told me, very goo^ to the B ^ r people. My daughters 
had a great de.dre to see, and I  haiFa great desire they should 
sec, the burial^laoe of that ill-used, that savagely-treajjpd.
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woman, and that honour to woman-kind, Catherine, queen of the 
ferooioua tyrant, Henry the Eighth. To the infamy of that ruffian, 
and the ahame of after ages, there is no monument to record her 
virtues and her sufferings; and the remains of this daughter of 
the wise Ferdinand and of the generous Isabella, who sold her 
jewels to enable Columbus to discover the new world, lie under 
the floor of the cathedral, commemorated by a short inscription 
on a plate of brass. AU men, Rrotostants or not Protestants, feel 
as I feel upon this subject; search the hear^ of the bishop and of 
his -dean and chapter, and these feelings are there; but to do 
justice to the memory of this illustrious victim of tyranny, 
would be to cast a reflection on that event to which they owe 
their rich possessions, and, at the same time, to suggest ideas 
not very favourable to the descendants of those who divided 
amongst them the plunder of the people arising out of that event, 
and which descendants are their patrons, and give them w'hat 
they possess. From this cause, and no other, it  is, that the 
memory of the virtuous Catherine is unblazoned, while that of 
the tyrannical, the cruel, and the immoral Elizabeth, is recorded 
with aU possible veneration, and all possible vamishing-over of 
her disgusting amours and endless crimes.

They relate a t Peterborough, that the same sexton who buried 
Queen Catherine, also buried here*Mary, Queen of Scots. The 
remains of the latter, of very questionable virtue, or, rather, of 
unquestionable vice, were removed to Wg^tminster Abbey by 
her son, James the F irst; but those of the virtuous Queen were 
Suffered to remain nnhonoured 1 Good God 1 what injustice, 
what a want of principle, what hostility to»all virtuous feeling, 
has not been the fruit of this Protestaid; Reformation; what 
plunder, what disgrace to England, what shame, what misery, 
has that event not produced ! There is nothing that I  address 
to my hearers with more visible effecl^than a statement of the 
manner in which the poor-rates and the church-rates came. This, 
of course, includes an account of how the poor were relieved in 
Catholic times. To the far greater part of people this is in
formation wholly new ; they are deeply interested in i t ; and the 
impression is very great. Always before we part, Tom Oranmer’s 
church receives a considerable bloW.

There is in the cathedral a very ancient monument, made 
to commemorate, they say, the murder of the abbot and his 
mpnks by the Danes. Its date is the year 870. Almost'^ll the 
cathedrals, w-ere, it appears originally churches of monasteries. 
That of Winchsster and si^eral others, certainly were. There has 
lately died, in the gardei^f the bijhop’s palace, a*tortoise that 
had been there more, they Say, than two hundred years ; a fact 
vcjy likely to be known; because, at the end oi thirty or forty.
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people would begin to talk about it aa something remarkable; 
and thus the record would be handed down from father to 
son. I

JBVom Peterborough to Wisbeaoh, the road, for the most part, 
lies through the Fens, and here we passed through the village 
of Thomey, where there was a famous abbey, which, together 
with its valuable domain, was given by the savage t3nant, 
Henry VIII., to John Lord Russell (made a lord by that tyrant), 
the founder of the family of that name. This man got also the 
abbey and estate at Woburn; the priory and its estate at Tavis
tock ; and in the next reign he got Covent Garden and other 
parts adjoining; together with other things, aU then public 
property. A  history, a true history of this family (which I hope 
I  shall find time to write) would be a most valuable thing. It 
would be a nice little specimen of the way in which these families 
became possessed of a great part of their estates. I t  would show 
how the poor-rates and the church-rates came. I t  would set the 
whole nation right at once. Some years ago I  had a set of the 
Encydopasdia Britannica (Scotch), which contained an aocormt 
of every other great family in the kingdom j  hut I  could find in 
it no account of this family, either under the word Russell or the 
word Bedford. I  got into a passion with the hook, because it 
contained no account of the’mode of raising the biroh-tree; and 
it was sold to a son (as I  was told) of Mr. Alderman H eygate; 
and if that gentleman look into the book, he will find what I 
say to be true ; but if I  should be in error about this, perhaps he 
will have the goodness to let me know it. I  shall be obliged to 
any one to point m »out any printed account of this fam ily; and 
particularly to tell me where I can get an old folio, containing 
(amongst other things) Bulstrode’s argument and narrative in 
justification of the sentence and execution of Lord William 
Russell, in the reign of flharles the Second. I t  is impossible to 
look at the now-miserable village of Thomey, and to think,of its 
once-splendid abbey; it is impossible to look at the twenty thou
sand acres of land around, covered with fat sheep, or bearing 
six quarters of wheat or ten of oats to the acre, without any 
manure; it is impossible to think of these without feeling a 
desire that the whole nation should know all about the surp-ising 
merits of the possessors.

Wisbeaoh, lying farther up the arm of the sea than Lynn, is, 
like the latter, a little iown of commerce, chiefly engaged in 
exporting to the south, the corn that grows in this productive 
country. It is a good solid town, thflimh not handsome, and has 
a large marl*t, particularly Jor com^iT

To Crowland^I went, as before smted, from Wisbeaoh, stay
ing two nights at St. Edmund’s. Here I was in the heart of the
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Fens. .The whole country as Iwd as the table on which I am now 
writing. The horizon like the sea in a dead calm : you see the 
morning sun come up, just as at sea; and see it  go down over 
the rim, in just the same way as at sea in a calm. The land 
covered with beautiful grass, with sheep lying about upon it, as 
fat as hogs stretched out sleeping in a stye. The kind and polite 
friends, with whom we were lodged, had a very neat garden, 
and fine young orchard. Everything grows well here: earth 
without a stone so big as a pin’s head ; gr#ss as thick as it can 
grow on the ground; immense bowling-greens separated by 
ditches; and not the sign of dock or thistle or other weed to 
be seen. W hat a contrast between these and the heath-covered 
sand-hills of Surrey, amongst which I was b o m ! Yet the 
labourers, who spuddle about the ground in the little dips be
tween those sand-hills, are better off than those that exist in this 
fat of the land. Here the grasping system takes aU away, be
cause it has the means of coming at the value of aU: there, the 
poor man enjoys something, because he is thought too poor to 
have anything: he is there allowed to have what is deemed 
vxnrth nothing ; but here, where every inch is valuable, not one 
inch is he permitted to enjoy.

A t Crowland also (stUl in the J'ensJ was a  great and rich 
abbey, a good part of the magnificent ruins of the church of 
which are still standing, one corner or part of it being used 
as the parish church, by the worms, whiofe have crept out of 
the dead bodies of those who lived in the days of the founders ;

“  And wond’ring man could want the ftirger pile, *
“  Exult, and claim the comer with^ smile.”

They tell you, that aU the country at and near Crowland was 
a mere swamp, a mere bog, bearing mthing, bearing nothing 
worth naming, imtil the modern drainings took place ! The thing 
caUed the “  iReformation,”  has lied common sense out of men’s 
minds. So lihely a thing to choose a barren swamp whereon, 
or wherein, to make the site of an abbey, and of a benediotine 
abbey to o ! I t  has been always observed, that the monks took 
care to choose for their places of abode, pleasant spots, sur
rounded by productive land. The Ukehest thing in the world for 
these monks to choose a swamp for their dwelling-place, sur
rounded by land that produced nothing good ! The thing gives 
the lie to itself: and it  is impossible to reject the belief, that 
these Fens weae as procfcotive of com and meat a  thousand 
years ago, and more so, t l ^  they *re at this hour.* There is a 
curious triangular bridge here, on one part of vjhioh stands the 
statue of one of the ancient kings. It  is aU of great age j and
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everything shows that Crowland was a place of importance in 
the earliest times.

From Crowland to Lynn, through Thomey and .Wisbeach, is 
all Fens, well besprinkled, fonnerly, with monasteries of various 
descriptions, and still well set with magnificent churches. From 
Lynn to Holbeach you get out of the real Pens, and into the 
laud that I attempted to describe, when, a  few pages back, I  
was speaking of Holbeach. I  say attempted ; for I  defy tongue 
or pen to make tijp description adequate to the m atter: to 
know what the thing is, you must see it. The same land con
tinues all the way on to Boston: endless grass and endless fat 

not a stone, not a weed.

Boston, Sunday, Wth April, 1830.
Last night, I  made a speech at the playhouse to an audience, 

whose appearance was sufficient to fill me with pride. I  had 
given notice that I  should perform on Friday, overlooking the 
circumstance that it was Good Friday. In apologising for this 
inadvertence, I  took occasion to observe, that even if  I  had 
persevered, the clergy of the church could have nothing to 
object, seeing that they were now silent while a bill was passing 
in Parliament to put Jeios on a level with Christians ; to enable 
Jews, the blasphemers of the Redeemer, to sit on the bench, to 
sit in both Houses (^Parliament, to sit in council with the King, 
and to be kings of England, if entitled to the Crowm, which, by 
possibility, they might become, if this bill were to p a ss; that 
to this bin Bte clerfy had oifa-ed no opposition ; and that, there
fore, how could the;^hold sacred the anniversary appointed to 
commemorate the crucifixion of Christ by the hands of the blas
pheming and bloody Jews ? That, at any rate, if tlxis biU passed ; 
if those who oaUed Jesift Christ an impostor were thus declared to 
be os good as those who adored him, there was not, I  hoped, a 
man in the kingdom who would pretend, that it  would be just 
to compel the people to pay tithes, and fees, and offerings, to men 
for teaching Christianity. This was a clincher ; and as shell it 
was received.

This morning I  went out at six, looked at the town, walked 
three miles on the road to Spilsby, and back to breakfast at 
nine. Boston (hoa is Latin for ox) though not above a fourth or 
fifth part of the size of ile daughter in New England, which got its 
name, I dare say, from some per|ecuted native of this place, 
who had quitted England and all ne^wealth arsi all her glories, 
to preserve* that freedom, jvhich 'vrM stiff more dear to him ; 
though not a i^wn like New Boston? and though little to what it 
formerly was, when agricultural producie was the great staple
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of the kingdom and the great subject of foreign exchange, is, 
nevertheless, a very fine town ; good houses, good shops, pretty 
gardens about it, a fine open place, nearly equal to that of 
Nottingham, in the middle o iit  a river and a canal passing through 
it, each crossed by a handsome and substantial bridge, a fine 
market for sheep, cattle, and pigs, and another for meat, butter, 
and fish; and being, like Lynn, a great place for the export of 
com and flour, and having many fine mills, it  is altogether 
a town of very considerable importance; -and, which is not to 
be overlooked, inhabited by people none of whom appear to- be 
in misery.

The great pride and glory of the Bostonians, is their church, 
which is, I  think, 400 feet long, 90 feet wide, and has a tower 

. (or steeple, as they call it) 300 feet high, which is both a land
mark and a sea-mark. To describe the richness, the magnificence, 
the symmetry, the exquisite beauty of this pile, is wholly out of 
m y power. It  is impossible to look at it  without feeling, first, 
admiration and reverence and gratitude to the memory of our 
fathers who reared i t ; and next, indignation at those who affect 
to believe, and contempt for those who do believe, that, when 
this pile was reared, Qie age was dark, the people rude and 
ignorant, and the country destitute of wealth and thinly peopled. 
Look at this church, then; look a? the heaps of white rubbish 
that the parsons have lately stuck up unde^ the “  New-chwch 
Act," and which, after having been buili^with money forced 
feom the nation by odious taxes, they have stufied full of locked- 
up pens, called pewa, wliich they let for money, as cattle- and 
sheep- and pig-pens are let at fairs and markeilfe; nay, after having 
looked at this work of the “  dark ages,”  look at that great, heavy, 
ugly, unmeaning mass of stone called St. Rato ’s, which an 
American friend of mine, who came to London from Ealmouth 
and had seen the cathedrals at Exeter^nd Salisbury, swore to 
me, that when he first saw it, he was at a loss to guess whether it 
were a court-house or a ja il; after looking at Boston Church, go 
and look at that great, gloomy lump, created by a Protestant 
Parliament, and by taxes wrung by force from the whole nation; 
and then say which is the age really meriting the epithet dark.

St. Botolph, to whom this church is dedicated, while he (if 
saints see and hear what is passing on earth) must lament that 
the piety-inspiring mass has been, in this noble edifice, supplanted 
by the monotonous hummings of an •aken hutch, has not the 
mortification to see his chureh treated in a manner as if the new 
possessors sighed for th^lmur of its destruction. It  is taken 
great care of ; and thouglmt has cruelly suffered frdm Protestant 
repairs; though the images are gone and th^ stained glass; 
and though the glazing is now in squares instead of lozenges;
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though the nave is stufied with pirn called pew s; and though 
other changes have taken place detracting from the beauty of the 
edifice, great care is taken of it as it now is, and the inside is 
not disfigured and disgraced by a gaUery, that great and ohar- 
aoteristio mark of Protestant taste, which, as nearly as may be, 
makes a church like a playhouse. Saint Botolph (on the sup
position before mentioned) has the satisfaction to see, that the 
base of his celebrated church is surrounded by an iron fence, to 
keep from it  all offensive and corroding matter, which is so 
disgusting to the s i^ t  round the magnificent piles at Norwich, 
Ely and other places; that the churchyard, and all appertain
ing to it, are kept in the neatest and most respectable state; 
that no money has been spared for these purposes; that here 
the eye tells the heart, that gratitude towards the fathers of the 
Bostonians is not extinguished in the breasts of their sons; 
and this the Saint will know that he owes to the circumstances, 
that the parish is a poor vicarage, and that the care of his church 
is in the hands of the industrious people, and not in those of a fat 
and luxurious dean and chapter, wallowing in wealth derived from 
the people’s labour.

Horncastle, 12th April.

A  fiue  ̂soft, showery morning saw ns out of Boston, caaT3nng 
with us the most ;^leasiug reflections as to our reception and 
treatment there by numerous persons, none of whom we had 
ever seen before. The face of the ooimtry, for about haH the 
way, the soil, the grass, the endless sheep, the thickly-scattered 
and magnificent churches, continue as on the other side of 
Boston; but, after that, we got out of the low and level land. 
At Sibsey, a pretty village five miles from Boston, we saw, for the 
first time since we left Peterborough, land rising above the 
level of the horizon; and, not having seen such a thing for so 
long, it had struck m y daughters, who overtook me on the road 
(I having walked on from Boston), that the sight had an effect 
like that produced by the first sight of land after a voyage across 
the Atlantic.

We now soon got into a country of hedges and dry land and 
gravel and clay and stones; the land not bad, however ; pretty 
much like that of Sussex, lying between the forest part and the 
South Downs. A  gooc  ̂ proportion of woodland also; and

gist before we got to Horncastle, we passed the park of that Mr.
ymook who is called “ the Chaiflmpn of England,”  and to 

whom, it  is «aid hereabouts* that w dpay out of the taxes eight 
thousand pounds a year ! This new r can be, to he sure; but 
if we pay him rally a hundred a year, I  will lay down my glove
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against that of the “  OhampiOn,”  that we do nOt pay him even 
that for five years longer.

It is curious, that the moment you get out of the rich land, 
the churches become smaUer, mean, and with scarcely anything 
in the way of tower or stee’fie. This town is seated in the middle 
of a large valley, not, however, remarkable for anything of 
peculiar value or beauty ; a  purely agricultural town ; well built, 
and not mean in any part of it. I t  . is a great rendezvous for 
horses and cattle, and sheep-dealers, and for^hose who seU these; 
and accordingly, it sufiers severely from the loss of the small 
paper-money.

Rornmstle, \Zth April, Morning.

I made a speech last evening to from 130 to 150, almost all 
farmers, and most men of apparent wealth to a certain extent. 
I  hive Seldom been better pleased with my audience. I t  is not 
the clapping and huzzaing that I  value so much as the silent 
attention, the earnest look a t  me from all eyes at once, and then 
when the point is concluded, the look and nod at each other, as if 
the parties were saying, “  Think of that / ”  And of these I  had 
a  great deal at Homcastle. They say that there are a hundred 
parish churches within six miles of this town. I  dare say that 
there was one farmer from almost every one of these‘ parishes. 
Tlus is sowing the seeds of truth in a very sjjre manner: it  is not 
scattering broadcast; it is really drilling the country.

There is one deficiency, and that, with me, a great one, through
out this country of com and grass and oxe* and sheep, that I 
have come over dining the last three wee]js ; namely, the want 
of singing birds. We are.now just in that season when they sing 
most. Here, in all this country, I  have seen and heard only 
about four skjr-larks, and not one otSer singing bird of any 
description, and, of the small birds that do not sing, I  have 
seen only one yellow-hammer, and it was perched on the rail 
of a pound between Boston and Sibsey. Oh ! the thousands of 
liimets all singing together on one tree, in the sand-hills of Surrey ! 
Oh ! the carolling in the coppices and ttie dingles of Hampshire 
and Sussex and Kent 1 A t this moment (5 o’clock in the morn
ing) the groves at Bam Elm are echoing with the warbUngs of 
thousands upon thousands of birds. The thrush begins a little 
before it is light; next the black-bird ; next the larks begin to rise; 
all the rest begin the moment the sun gives the signal; and, 
from the hedges, the b u sl^ , from the middle and the topmost 
twigs of the trees, co m es^ e singing of endless viCtiety; from 
the long dead grass comes tne sound of the swe^ and soft voice 
of the white-throat or nettle-tom, while the loud and merry song of
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the lark (the songster himself out of sight) seems to descend from 
the skies. M il t o n , in his description of paradise, has not 
omitted the “  song of earliest birds.”  However, everything 
taken together, here, in Lincolnshire, are more good things than 
man could have had the conscience to ask of God.

And now, if I  had time and room to describe the state of 
men's affairs in the country through which I have passed, 
I  should show that the people at Westminster would have 
known, how to tumiparadise itself into hell. I  must, however, 
defer this until my next, when I shall have been at HuU and 
Lincoln, and have had a view of the whole of this rich and fine 
country. In the meanwhile, however, I  caimot help congratu
lating that sensible, fellow, Wilmot Horton, and his co-operator, 
Burdett, that Emigration is going on at a swimming rate. Thou
sands are going, and that, too, withovt mortgaging the poor-rates. 
But, sensible fellows ! it is not the aged, the halt, the ailing ; it 
is not the paupers that are going; hut men with from 20 0 1. to 
2,0001. in their pocket! This very year, from two to five millions 
of pounds sterling will actually he carried from England to the 
United States. The Scotch, Who have money to pay their pas
sages, go to New Y o rk ; those who have none get carried to 
Canada, that they may thgnce get into the United States. I  
wiO inquire, one of these days, what right Burdett has to live in 
England more than those whom he proposes to send away.

Spittal, near Linooln, 19ft April 1830.

Here we are, atS;he end of a pretty decent trip since we left 
Boston. The next pfece, on our way to Hull, was Homoastle, 
where I preached pohtics in the playhouse to a  most respect
able body of farmers, who had come in the wet to meet mo. 
Mr. John Peniston, who had invited me to stop there, behaved 
in a very obliging manner, and made all things very pleasant.

The country from Boston continued, as I  said before, flat for 
about half the way to Homoastle, and we then began to see the 
high land. Erom Homoastle I  set off two hours before the 
carriage, and going through a very pretty village called Ashby, 
got to another at the foot of a hiU, which, they say, forms part 
of the Wolds; that is, a ridge of hiUs. This second village is called 
Scamblesby. The vale in which it  lies is very fine land. A  hazel 
mould, rich and light Ibo. I  saw a man here ploughing for 
barley, after turnips, with one hor^e: the horse did not seem 
to work hard, and the man was singirm : I  need*not say that he 
was young ;* and I  dare sa|f he hac^me good sense to keep his 
legs under anc^her man’s table, amd to stretch his body on 
another man’s bed.
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This la a very fine corn country; chalk at bottom : stony 

near the surface, in some places: here and there a chalk-pit 
in the hills: the shape of the ground somewhat like that of the 
broadest valleys in Wiltshire; but the fields not without fences 
as they are there: fields from fifteen to forty acres: the hills 
not downs, as in Wiltshire ; but cultivated aU over. The houses 
white and thatched, as they are in all chalk countries. The 
valley at Scamblesby has a little rivulet running down it, just 
as in aE the chalk countries. The laud Continues nearly the 

■ same to Louth, which Ees in a deep dell, with beautiful pastures 
on the surrounding hills, like those that I  once admired at 
Shaftesbury, in Dorsetshire, and like that near St. Austle, in 
ComwaU, which I  described in 1808.

A t Louth the wise corporation had refused to let us have the 
playhouse; but my friends had prepared a very good place; 
aijih I  had an opportunity of addressing crowded audiences two 
nights running. At no place have I been better pleased than 
at Louth. Mr. Paddison, soEcitor, a young gentleman whom 
I had the honour to know sEghtly before, and to know whom, 
whether I estimate by character or by talent, would be an 
honour to any man, was particularly attentive to us. Mr. 
NauU, ironmonger, who had had the battle to fight for me for 
twenty years, expressed his exultation at my triumph in a 
manner that showed that he justly participated it  with me. 
I  breakfasted at Mr. NauE’s with a gentlAnan 8 8  or 89 years 
of-age, whose joy at shaking me by the hand was excessive. 
■“  Ah ! ”  said he, “  where are now those sajages who, at HuE, 
“  threatened to kiE me for raising my voice against this system 1 ”  
This is a veryfine town, and has a beaufcittl churoh,'nearly equal 
to that at Boston.

We left Louth on the morning of Thursday the 1.5th, and 
got to Barton on the Humber by about noon, over a very fine 
country, large fields, fine pastures, flocks , of those great sheep, 
of from 200 to 1,000 in a flock; and here at Barton, we arrived 
at the northern point of this noble county, having never seen 
one single acre of waste land, and not one acre that would be 
caEed bad land, in the south of England. The Wolds, or high
lands, Jie away to our right, from Homoastlc to near Barton; 
and on the other aide of the Wolds He the Marshes of Lincoln
shire, which extend along the coast frgm Boston to the mouth 
of the Humber, on the bank of which we were at Barton, HuE 
being on the opposite side Wf the river, which is here about five 
miles wide, and* which wejiad to cross in a steam-b<^t.

But let me not forget ^ e a t  Grifhsby, at which we changed 
horses, and breakfasted, in our way from L#ith to Barton. 
“  What the d e vil! ” the reader will say, “  should you want to
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“  recollect that place for ? Why do you want not to forget that 
“  sink of corruption ? W hat could you find there to be snatched 
“ from everlasting oblivion, except for the purpose of being 
“  execrated ? ”  I  did, however, find something there worthy 
of being made loiown, not only to every man in England but 
to every man in the w orld; and not to mention it  here would 
be to be guilty of the greatest injustice.

To my surprise I found a good many people assembled at 
the inn-door, evidently expecting my arrivab While breakfast 
was preparing, I  wished to speak to the bookseller of the place, 
if there were one, and to give him a hst of my hooks and writings, 
that he might place it in his shop. When he came, I  was sur
prised to find that he had it  already, and that he, occasionally, 
sold my books. Upon m y asking him how he got it, he said 
that it  was brought down from London and given to him by 
a  IVIr. Plaskitt, wbo, he said, had all m y writings, and who, he 
said, he was sure would be very glad to see m e ; but that he 
lived above a mile from the town. A  messenger, however, had 
gone off to carry the news, and Mr. Plaskitt arrived before we 
had done breakfast, bringing with him a Son and a daughter. 
And from the bps of this gentleman, a man of as kind and 
benevolent appearance and planners as I  ever beheld in my life, 
I  had the following facts ; namely, “  that one of his sons sailed 
for New York some years ago; that the ship was cast away on 
the shores of Long is la n d ; that the captain, crew, and passen
gers all perished ; that the wrecked vessel was taken possession 
of by people on the coast; that his son had a watch in his 
trunk, or chest, a flurse with fourteen shillings in it, and divers 
articles of wearing a^»parel; that the Americans,.who searched 
the wreck, sent all these articles safely to England to him ”  ; “  and,” 
said he, “ I  keep the m rse and the money at home, and here 
“  M the watch in my fo ^ et ”  I

It would have been worth the expense of coming from London 
to Grimsby, if for nothing but to learn this fact, which I  record, 
not only in justice to the free people of America, and particularly 
in justice to my late neighbours in Long Island, but in justice 
to the character of mankind. I  publish it  as something to 
counterbalance the conduct of the atrocious monsters who 
plunder the wrecks on the coast of Cornwall, and, as I  am told, 
on the coasts here in the east of the island.

Away go, then, all th§ accusations upon the character of the 
Yankees. People may caE them cunning, overreaching ;
and when t|iey have exhausted the ^oabulary* of their abuse, 
the answer is found in this *ne faotjftated by Mr. Joshua Plas
kitt, of Great ̂ Grimsby, in Lincomshire, Old England. The 
person who sent the things to Sir. Plaskitt was.aamed Jones.
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It did not oocnf to me to ask his Christian name, nor to inquire 
what was the particular place where he lived in Long Island. 
1 request Mr. Plaskitt to contrive to let me know these partic
ulars ; as I  should like to communicate them to friends that I 
have on the north side, of that island. However, it would excite 
no surprise there, that one of their countrymen had acted this 
part; for every man of them, having the same opportunity, 
would do the same. Their forefathers carried to New England 
the nature and character of the people of Old England, before 
national debts, paper-money, septennial bills, standing armies, 
dead-weights, and jubilees, had beggared and corrupted the 
people.

-4t HuU I  lectured (I laugh at the word) to about seven hundred 
persons on the same evening that I  arrived from Louth, which 
was on Thursday the 15th. We had what they call the summer 
theatre, which was crowded in every part except on the stage ; 
and the next evening the stage was crowded too. The third 
evening was merely accidental, no previous notice having been 
given of it. On the Saturday 1 went in the middle of the day 
to tBeverley; saw there the beautiful minster, and some of the 
fine horses which they show there at this season of the year; 
dined with about fifty farmers; rr^ e  a speech to them and 
about a hundred more, perhaps; and got back to Hull time 
enough to go to the theatre there.

The country rormd HuU appears to eseeed even that of 
Lincolnshire. The three tnornings that I  was at Hull I  walked 
out in three different directions, and found the country every
where fine. To the east Ues the Holdemess Sountry. I  used to 
wonder that Yorkshire, to which I, from •ome false impression 
in my youth, had always attached the idea of stcrUity, should 
send us of the south those beautiful cat^e with short horns and 
straight and deep bodies. You have only to see the country 
to cease to wonder at this.' It  lies on the north side of the 
mouth of the Humber; is as flat and fat as the land between 
Holbeaoh and Boston, without, as they teU me, the necessity 
of such numerous ditches. The appellation “  Yorkshire hite ”  ; 
the acute sayings ascribed to Yorkshiremen; and their quick 
manner, I  remember, in the army. When speaking of what 
country a man was, one used to say, in defence of the party, 
“  York, but honest.” Another saying was that it  was a bare 
common that a Yorkshireman would ^  over without taking a 
bite. Every one knows th%,story of the gentieman who, upon 
finding that a feoot-cleanw in the south was a Y^kshireman, 
and expressing his surpriffikthat heawas not beconfe master of 
the inn, received for answer,'" Ah, sir, but master is York too I ” 
And that of the Yorkshire boy who, seeing a gentleman eating
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some eggs, asked the cook to give him a little salt; and upon 
being what he could want with salt, he said, “  Perhaps
that gentleman may give me an egg presently.”

It  is surprising what effect sayings like these produce upon 
the mind. Prom one end to the other of the kingdom, York- 
shiremen are looked upon as being keener than other people; 
more eager in pursuit of their own Interests; more sharp and 
more selfish. Por my part, I  was onred with regard to the 
people long before la a w  Yorkshire. In the army, where, we see 
men of ajl counties, 1  always found Yorkshiremen distinguished 
for their frank manners and generous disposition. In the United 
States, my kind and generous friends of Pennsylvania were the 
children and descendants of Yorkshire parents; and, in truth, 
I  long ago made up m y mind that this hardness and sharpness 
ascribed to Yorkshiremen arose from the sort of envy excited 
by that quickness, that activity, that buoyancy of spirits, which 
hears them up through adverse circumstances, and their con- 
quent success in all the situations of life. They, like the people 
of Lancashire, are just the very reverse of being cunning and 
sdfish ; be they farmers, or be they what they may, you get 
at the bottom of their hearts in a minute. Everjdhing they 
think soon gets to the tongue, and out it  comes, heads and tails, 
as fast as they can pour it.* Kile materials for Oliver to work 
o n ! If he had been sent to the west instead of the north, ho 
would have found people there on whom he would have exer
cised his powers in vain. You are not to have every valuable 
quality in the same man and the same people: you are not to 
have prudent oauticu nnited with quickness and volubility.

But though, as to the character of the people, I, having known 
so many hundreds of Yorkshiremen, was perfectly enlightened, 
and had quite gOt the better of all prejudices many years ago, 
I  stiU, in spite of the uAtohless horses and matchless cattle, had 
a general impression that Yorkshire was a sterile county, com
pared with the counties in the south and the w est; and this 
notion was confirmed in some measure by m y seeing the moory 
and rooky parts in the West Riding last winter. It  was neces
sary for me to come and see tlie country on the banks of the 
Humber. I  have seen the vale of Honiton, in Devonshire, that 
of Taunton and of Glastonbury, in Somersetshire: I  have seen 
the vales of Gloucester and Worcester) and the banks of the 
Severn and the A von : i  have seen the vale of Berkshire, that 
of Aylesbury, in Buckinghamshire: I  have seen the beautiful 
vales of Wiltshire; and the bank? of the Medjvay, from Tun
bridge to Maidstone, oaHe  ̂ the Gaffien of Eden: I  was bom 
at one end of Arthur Young’s “  fiA st ten miles in England 
I  have ridden m y horse across the Thames at its two sources;
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and I have teen along every inch of its banks, from its sources, 
to Gravesend, whence I  have sailed out of it into the channel; 
and having seen and had ability to judge of the goodness of 
the land in all these places, I  declare that I  have never seen̂  
any to be compared with the land on the banks of the Humber, 
from the Holdemess country included, and with the exception 
of the land from Wisbeach to Holbeach, and Hoi beach to Boston. 
Really, the single parish of Holbeach, or a patch of the same 
size in the Holdemess country, seems to j?e equal in value to 
the whole of the county of Surrey, if we leave out the little plot 
of hop-garden at Famham.

Nor is the town of Hull itself to be overlooked. I t  is a little 
city of London : streets, shops, everything like i t ; clean as the 
best parts of london, and the people as bustling and attentive. 
The town of HuU is surrounded with commodious docks for 
shipping. These docks are separated, in three or four places, 
by draw-bridges; so that, as you walk round the town, you 
walk by the side of the docks and the ships. The town on the 
outside of the docks is pretty considerable, and the walks from 
it into the country beautiful. I  went about a good deal, and 
I  nowhere saw marks of beggary or filth, even in the outskirts : 
none of those nasty, shabby, thiefdooking sheds that you see 
in the approaches to London: none of those ofi-soourings of 
pernicious and insolent luxury, I  hate commercial towns in 
general: there is generally something sc  ̂ loathsome in the 
look, and so stem and unfeeling in the maimers of seafaring 
people, that I  have always, from my very youth, disliked sea
ports ; but really the sight of this nice toWn, the manners of 
its people, the civil, and Kind and cordial reception that I met 
with, and the x:lean streets, and especially the pretty gardens 
in every direction, as you walk into the country, has made Hull, 
though a sea-port, a  ^aoe that I  shall ^ways look back to with 
delight.

Beverley, which was formerly a very considerable city, with 
three or four gates, one of which is yet standing, had a great 
college, built in the year 700 by the Archbishop of York. It 
had three famous hospitals and two friaries. There is one church, 
a very fine one, an(J the minster still le ft; of which a bookseller 
in the town was so good as to give me copper-plate representa
tions. It  is still a very pretty tow n; the market large; the 
land all round the country good; and<t is particularly famous 
for horses ; those for speed ^eing shown off here on the market- 
days at this time of the year. The farmers and gentlemen 
■ assemble in a very wide w e e t, on#the outside of*the western 
gate of the tow n; and at ^certain time of the^ ay the grooms 
come from their different stables to show off their beautiful
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horses ; blood horses, Coach horses, hunters, and cart horses ; 
• sometimes, they tell mo, forty or fifty in number. The day 

that I was there (being late in the season) there were only seven 
or eight, or ten at the most. When I was asked at the inn to 
go and see “  the horses”  I  had no curiosity, thinking it  was 
such a parcel of horses as we see at a market in the south ; but 
I  found it a sight worth going to see; for besides the beauty 
of the horses, there were the adroitness, the agility, and the 
boldness of the grooms, each running alongside of his horse, 
with the latter trotting at the rate of ten or twelve miles an 
hour, and then swinging him round, and showing him off to 
the best advantage. In short, I  was exceedingly gratified by 
the trip to Beverley: the day was fair and m ild ; we went by 
one road and came back by another, and I  have very seldom 
passed a pleasanter day in m y life.

I foimd, very much to m y surprise, that at Hull I  was very 
nearly as far north as at Leeds, and, at Beverley, a little farther 
north. Of all things in the world, I  wanted to speak to Mr. 
JToster of the Leeds Patriot; but was not aware of the relative 
situation till it  was too late to write to him. Boats go up the 
Humber and the Ouse to within a few miles of Leeds. The 
Holderness country is that piece of land which lies between Hull 
and the sea: it appears to ne a perfect fla t; and is said to be, 
and I dare say is, one of the very finest spots in the whole king
dom. I  had a ver^ kind invitation to go into i t ; hut I could 
not stay longer on that side of the Humber without neglecting 
some duty or other. In quitting Hull, I  left behind me but one 
thing, the sight o i  which had not pleased m e; namely, a fine 
gilded equestrian statue of the Dutch “  Deliverer,”  who gave 
to England the national debt, that fruitful motber of misobief 
and misery. Until this statue be replaced by that of Andrew 
Marvell, that real hou§ur of this town, England will never be 
what it ought to be.

We came back to Barton by the steam-boat on Sunday in 
the afternoon of the 18th, and in the evening reached this place, 
which is an inn, with three or four houses near it, at the distance 
of ten miles from Lincoln, to which we are going on Wednesday, 
the 21st. Between this place and Barton we passed through 
a delightfully pretty town called Brigg. The land in this, which 
is called the high part of Lincolnshire, has generally stone, a 
solid bed of stone of gr«.t depth, at different distances from the 
surface. In some parts this stone is of a yellovdsh colour, and 
in the form of very thick slate; in these .parts the soil is 
not so godtl; but, generaj^y speaUkg, the land is excellent; 
easily tilled ; no surface w ater; thrf fields very large; not many 
trees; but what there are, particularly the ash, very fine, and
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of free growth; and innnmerable flocks of those big, long- 
wooUed sheep, from one hundred to a thousand in a flock, each 
having from eight to ten pounds of wool upon its body. One 
of the finest sights in the world is one of these thirty or forty-1 
acre fields, with four or five or six hundred ewes, each with her! 
one Or two lambs skipping about upon mass, the most beautiful 
that can be conceived, and on lands as level as a bowling-green, 
I  do not recoUeot having seen a mole-hill or an ant-hill since 
I  came into the country ; and not one acre qf waste land, though 
I  have gone the whole length of the country one way, and am 
now got nearly half way back another way.

Having seen this country, and having had a glimpse at the 
Holdemess country, which lies on the banks of the sea, and to 
the east and north-east of Hull, can I cease to wonder that those 
devils, the Danes, found their way hither so often. There were 
the fat sheep then, just as there are now, depend upon i t ; and 
these numbers of noble churches, and these magnificent minsters. 
Were reared because the wealth of the country remained in the 
country, and was not carried away to the south, to keep swarms 
of devouring tax-eaters, to cram the maws of wasteful idlers, 
and to be transferred to the grasp of luxurious and blaspheming 
Jews. ^

You always perceive that the churches are large and fine and 
lofty, in proportion to the richness of the soil and the extent of 
the parish. In many places where there %re now but a very 
few houses, and those comparatively miserable, there are churches 
that look like cathedrals. It  is quite curious to observe the 
difierence in the style of the churches of Suffolk and Norfolk, 
and tho.se of Lincolnsbire, and of the other*bank of the Humber. 
In the former two counties the churches are good, large, and 
with a good, plain, and pretty lofty tower. And in a few in
stances, particularly at Ipswich and j5cng Melford, you find 
magnificence in these buildings ; but in Lincolnshire the magui- 
fioenoe of the churches is stuprising. These churches are the 
indubitable proof of great and solid wealth, and formerly of 
great population. From everything that I have heard, the 
Netherlands is a country very much resembling Lincolnshire; 
and they say that the church at Antwerp is like that at Boston ; 
but my opinion is, that Lincolnshire alone contains more of these 
fine buildings than the whole of the continent of Europe.

Stfll, however, there is the almost t#tal want of the singing 
birds. There had been a shnwer a little while before we arrived 
at this plaqe; it was about six o’clock in the evening; and 
there is a thick wood, toother witl* the orchards aSid gardens, 
very near to the inn. We'heard a little twittering from one 
thrush; but at that very moment if we had been as near to
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just such a wood in Surrey, or Hampshire, or Sussex, or Kent, 
we should have heard ten thousand birds singing altogether; 
and the thrushes continuing their song till twenty minutes after 
sunset. When I  was at Ipswich, the gardens and plantations 
round that beautiful town began in the morning to ring with 
the voices of the different birds. The nightingale is, I  believe, 
-never heard anywhere on the eastern side of Lincolnshire; 
though it is sometimes heard in the same latitude in the dells 
of Yorkshire. How jidiculous it is to suppose that these frail 
birds, with their slender wings and proportionately heavy bodies, 
cross the sea, and Come back again ! I  have not yet heard more 
than half a dozen skylarks; and I  have, only last year, heard 
ten at a time make the air ring over one of my fields at Bam- 
Elm. This is a great drawback from the pleasure of viewing 
this fine country.

It  is time for me now, withdrawing myself from these objects 
visible to tlie eye, to speak of the state of the -peo-ple, and of the 
mannet in which their affairs are affected by the workings of 
the system. With regard to the labourers, they are, everywhere, 
miserable. The wages for those who are employed on the land 
are, through aU the counties that I  have come, twelve shillings 
a week for married men, and less for single ones; but a large 
part of them are not even a,i this season employed on the land. 
The farmers, for want of means of profitable employment, suffer 
the men to fall upgn the parish; and they are employed in 
digging and breaking stone for the roads; so that the roads 
are nice and smooth for the sheep and cattle to walk on in 
their way to the ali-devouring jaws of the Jews and other tax- 
eaters in London an^ its vicinity. None of thp best meat, 
except by mere accident, is consumed here. To-day (the 20th 
of April) we have seen hundreds upon hundreds of sheep, as 
fat as hogs, go by this*inn door, their toes, like those of the 
foot-marks at the entrance of the lion’s den, all pointing towards 
the W en; and the landlord gave us for dinner a little skiimy, 
hard leg of old ewe mutton 1 Where the man got it  I  cannot 
imagine. Thus it  i s : every good thing is literally driven or 
carried away out of the ooimtry. In walking out yesterday, 
I  saw three poor fellows digging stone for the roads, who told 
me that they never had anything but bread to eat, and water 
to wash it down. One of them was a widower with three chil
dren ; and his pay Was •eighteen-pence a-d ay; that is to say, 
about three pounds of bread a dav each, for six days in the 
w eek; nothing for Sunday, and nOThing for lodging, washing, 
clothittg) candle-light, or fue^! Just ^ ch  was the state of things 
in France at tljp eve of the revoliition ! Precisely such; and 
precisely the same were the camee. Whether the effect will be
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the same I  do-not take npon myself positiTely to determine. 
Just on the other side of the hedge, -while I  -was talking to these 
men, I  sa-vr about two hundred fat sheep in a rich pasture. I 
did not tell them what I might have told them ; hut I explained 
to them why the farmers were rmable to give them a sufficiency 
of wages. They listened -with great attention; and said that they 
did believe that the farmers Were in great distress themselves.

With regard to the farmers, it is said here that the far greater 
part, if sold up, woffid bo found to be iq^olvent. The trades
men in country towns are, and must be, in but little better 
state. They all teU you they do not sell half so many goods 
as they used to sell; and, of course, the manufacturers must 
suffer in the like degree. There is a diminution and deteri
oration, every one says, in the stocks upon the farms. Sheep
washing is a sort of business in this cotmtry; and I heard at 
Boston that the sheep-washers say that there is a gradual 
falling off in point of the numbers of sheep washed.

The farmers are all gradually sinking in point of property. 
The very rich ones do not feel that ruin is absolutely approach
ing ; but they are aU alarmed; and as to the poorer ones, 
they are fast falling into the rank of paupers. When I  was 
at Ely a gentleman who appeared to he a great farmer told 
me, in presence of fifty farmers a\ the White Hart km, that 
he had seen that morning three men cracking stones on the 
road as paupers of the parish of Wilbarton^ and that all these 
men had bron merseera of the poor of that same parish within 
the last seven years. Wheat keeps up in price to about an average 
of seven shillings a bushel; which is owing our t-wo successive 
bad harvests j but fat beef and pork ai% at a very low price, 
and mutton not much better. The beef was selling at Lynn for 
five shillings the stone of fourteen pounds, and the pork at four 
hnd sixpence. The wool (one of the |reat articles of produce 
in these eountries) seUing for less than half of its former price.

And here let me atop to observe that I  was well informed 
before I  left Loudon that merchants were exporting our long 
wool to France, where it  paid thirty per cent, dtily. Well, say 
the landowners, but -we have to thank Huskisson for this at 
any rate; and that is tnie enough; for the law was most 
rigid against the export of wool; but what -will the marmjac- 
tiirers say ? Thus the collective goes on, smashing one class 
and then another; and, resolved to eadhere to the taxes, it 
knocks away, one after another, the props of the system itself. 
By every measure that it*adopts for the sake of obtaining 
security, or of affording ^lief -to t je  people, it  do'hs some so t' 
of crying injustice. To saite itself from the natural effects of 
its own measures, it  knocked down the country bankers, in
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direct violation of the law in 1822. It is now about to lay 
its heavy hand on the big brewers and the publicans, in order 
to pacify the cal] for a reduction of taxes, and with the hope 
of preventing such reduction in reality. It is making a  trifling 
attempt to save the West Indians from total ruin, and the 
West India colonies from revolt; but by that same attempt 
it  reflects injury on the British distillers, and on the growers 
of barley. Thus it cannot do justice without doing injustice; 
it  cannot do good ■ ujthout doing evil; and thus it must con
tinue to do, until it  take off, in reality, more than one half of 
the taxes.

One of the great signs of the poverty of people in the middle 
rank of life is the falung off of the audiences at the playhouses. 
There is a playhouse in almost every country town, where the 
players used to act occasionally; and in large towns almost 
always. In some places they have of late abandoned acting 
altogether. In others they have acted, very frequently, to not 
more than ten or twdve persons. A t Norwich the playhouse 
had been shut up for a long time. I  heard of one manager who 
has become a porter to a warehouse, and his company dispersed. 
In most places the insides of the buildings seem to be tumbling 
to pieces ; and the curtains and scenes that they let down seem 
to be abandoned to the damp’ and the cobwebs. My appearance 
on the boards seemed to give new life to the drama. I  was, 
until the birth of mjf third son, a constant haunter of the play
house, in which I took great delight; but when he came into 
the world T said, “  Now, Nancy, it is time for us to leave ofl: 
going to the play.’h I t  is really melancholy to look at things 
now, and to thank of tl^ngs then. I  feel great sorrow on account 
of these poor players; for, though they are made the tools of the 
Government and the corporations and'the parsons, it  is not their 
fault, and they have unirormly, whenever I have come in contact 
with them, been very civil to me. I  am not sorry that they are 
left out of the list of vagrants in the new A c t ; but in this case, as 
in so many others, the men have to be grateful to the women ; 
for who believes that this merciful omission would have taken 
place, if so many of the peers had not contracted matri
monial alliances with players; if so many playeresses had not 
become peeresses. We may thank God for disposing the hearts 
of our law-makers to be guilty of the same sins and foibles 
as ourselves; for when #lord had been sentenced to the pillory, 
the use of that ancient mode of puni^ng offences was abolished : 
when a lord (Ca stler ea g h ), who was also a minister of state, 
had cut his'own throat, th% degrading punishment of burial in 
cross-roads was^bolished ; and no-#, when so many peers and 
great men have taken to  wife play-actresses, which the law
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termed vagrants, that term, as applied to the children of Mel
pomene and Thalia, is abolished ! Laud we the Gods that ouC 
rulers cannot after all divest themselves of flesh and blood! 
Eor the Lord have mercy upon us if their great souls were once 
to soar above that tenement!

Lord Stanhope cautioned his brother peers a little while 
ago against the angry feeling which'was rising Up in the poor 
against the rich. His Lordship is a wise and humane man, 
and this is evident from aU his conduct Nor is this angry 
feeling confined to the counties in the south, where the rage 
of the people, from the very nature of the local circumstances, 
is more formidable; Woods and coppices and dingles and 
bye-lanes and sticks and stones ever at hand, being resources 
unknown in counties like this. 'When I was at St. Ives, in 
Huntingdonshire, an open country, I  sat with the farmers, 
and smoked a pipe by way of preparation for evening service, 
which I performed on a carpenter’s bench in a wheelwright’s 
shop ; m y friends, the players, never having gained any regular 
settlement in that grand mart for four-legged fat meat, coming 
from the Fens, and bound to the 'Wen. While we were sitting, 
a hand-biH was handed round the table, advertising farming 
stock for sale; and amongst the implements of husbandry 
“  an excellent fire-engine-, several sted traps, and spring guns ”  ! 
And that is the life, is it, of an English farmer ? I  walked on 
about six mUes of the road from Holbeac% to Boston. I  have 
before observed upon the inexhaustible riches of this land. 
At the end of about five miles and three quarters I  came to a 
public-house, and thought I  Would get s#me "breakfast; but 
the poor woman, with a tribe of childre» about her, had not a 
morsel of either meat Or bread! A t a house called an inn, a 
little further on, the landlord had no^meat except a little bit 
of chine of bacon; and though there wore a good many houses 
near the spot, the landlord told me that the people were become 
so poor that the butchers had left off killing meat in the neigh
bourhood. Just the state of things that existed in France on the 
eve of the Revolution. On that very spot I  looked round 
me, and counted more than two thousand fat sheep in the 
pastures ! How lon g; how long, good God ! is this state 
of things to last ? How long will these people starve in the 
midst of plenty ? How long will fire-engines, steel traps, and 
spring guns be, in such a state of thingsfa protection to property ? 
When I  was at Beverley a gentleman told me, it was Mr. Dawson 
of that place, ttiat some time before a farmer had Jicmi sold up 
by his landlord ; and ths^, in a fev* weeks afterwards, the farm
house was on fire, and thfft; when the servant^of the landlord 
arrived to put it out they formd the hhndle of the pump taken
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away, and that the homestead was totally destroyed. This was 
told me in the presence o£ several gentlemen, who aU spoke of 
it as a fact of perfect notoriety.

Another respect in which our situation so exactly resembles 
that of Prance on the eve of the Revolution is the fleeing from 
the country in every direction. When I  Was in Norfolk there were 
four hundred persons, generally young men, labourers, car
penters, wheelwrights, millwrights, smiths, and bricklayers; 
most of them with some money, and some farmers and others 
with good round sums. These people were going to Quebec in 
timber-ships, and from Quebec by land into the United States. 
They had been told that they would not be suffered to land in 
the United States from on board of ship. The roguish vihains 
had deceived them : but no m atter; they will get into the 
United States; and going through Canada will do them good, 
for it  will teach them to detest everything belonging to it. 
From Boston, two great barge loads bad just gone off by .canal to 
Liverpool, most of them farmers; all carrying some money, 
and some as much as two thousand poimds each. From the. 
North and West Biding of Yorkshire numerous wagons have 
gone carrying people to the canals leading to Liverpool; and 
a gentleman, whom I saw at Peterboro’, told me that he saw 
some of them ; and that the men all appeared to be respectable 
farmers. At HuU the scene would delight the eyes of the wise 
Burdett; for here the emigration is going on in the “  Old Roman 
Plan.”  Ten large sfips have gone this spring, laden with these 
fugitives from the fangs of taxation ; some bound direct to the 
ports of the United s t a t e s ; others, like those at Yarmouth, for 
Quebec. Those that jjiave most money go direct to the United 
States. The single men, who are taken for a mere trifle in the 
Canada ships, go that way, have nothing but their carcasses to 
carry over the rocks an# swamps, and through the myriads of 
place-men and pensioners in that miserable region ; thei-e are 
about fifteen more ships going from this one port this spring. 
The ships are fitted up with berths as transports for the carry
ing of troops. I  went on board one morning, and saw the people 
putting their things on board and stowing them away. Seeing 
a nice young woman,, with a little baby in her arms, I  told her 
that she was going to a country where she would be sure that her 
children would never want victuals; where she might make 
her own malt, soap, and ^ndles without being half put to death 
for it, and where the blaspheming Jews would not have a mort
gage on the life’s labour of her childftn. > ,

There is »t Hull one farmer going*who is seventy years of 
age; but who takes out five sons aĵ d fifteen hundred pounds ! 
Brave and sensible old m.an 1 and good and affectionate father 1
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He is performing a truly parental and sacred d u ty ; and ho 
will die with the blessing of his sons on his head for having 
rescued them from this scCne of slavery, misery, cruelty, and 
crime. Come, then, Wilmot Horton, with your sensible asso
ciates, Burdett and Poulett Thomson; come into Lincolnshire, 
Horfolk, and Yorkshire; come and bring Parson Malthus along 
with you; regale your sight with this delightful “  stream of 
emigration” ; congratulate the “  greatest-captain of the age,” 
and your brethren Of the CoHective : cohjjratulate the “  noblest 
assembly of free men,” on these the happy effects of their 
measures. Oh ! no, W ilm ot! Oh ! no, generous and sensible 
Burdett, it is not the aged, the infirm, the halt, the blind, and 
the idiots that g o : it is the youth, the strength, the wealth, 
and the spirit, that will no longer brook hunger and thirst in 
order that the maws of tax-eaters and Jews may be crammed. 
You want the Irish to go, and so they will at our expense, and all 
the bad, of them, to be kept at our expense on the rooks and 
swamps of Nova Scotia and Canada. You have ho money 
to send them away w ith: the tax-eaters want it a ll; and 
thanks to the “  improvements of the age,”  the steam-boats 
will continue to bring them in shoals in pursuit of the orts 
of the food that their task-masters have taken away from them.

After evening lecture at Homoa.stle a very decent farmer 
came to me and asked me about America, telling me that he 
was resolved to go, for that if he stayed rqjioh longer he should 
not have a shilling to go with. I  promised to send him a letter 
from Louth to a friend at New York, who might be useful to 
him there and give him good advice. I  rforgot it  at L outh; 
but I win dp it before I go to bed. Ijrom the Thames, and 
from the several ports down the ChaimeT, about two thousand 
have gone this spring. -All the flower of the labourers of the 
east of Sussex and west of Kent will 1ft cuUed out and sent off 
in a short time. Prom Glasgow the sensible Scotch are pouring 
out amain. Those that are poor and cannot pay their passages, 
or can rake together only a trifle, are going to a rascally heap of 
sand and rook and swamp, called Prince Edward’s Island, in the 
horrible Gulf of St. Lawrence; but when the .American vessels 
come over with Indian corn and flour and pork and beef and 
poultry and eggs and butter and cabbages and green pease and 
asparagus for the soldier-officers and other tax-eaters, that 
we support upon that lump of wortfelessness; for the lump 
itself bears nothing but potatoes; when these vessels come, 
which they ase contiauauy doing, winter and summer; to
wards the fall, with ap^le#and pearjand melons and cucumbers; 
and, in short, everlastingly doming and taking ^ a y  the amount 
of taxes raised in England; when these vessels return, the
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sensible Scotch will go back in them for a dollar a head, till at 
last not a man of them will be left but the bed-ridden. Those 
villanons colonies are held for no earthly purpose but that of 
fimtiiehing a pretence of giving money to the relations and 
dependents of the aristocracy; and they are the nicest channels 
in the world through which to send English taxes to enrich and 
strengthen the United States. Withdraw the English taxes, 
and, except in a  small part in Canada, the whole of those hoiiible 
regions would be left«to the bears and the savages in the course 
of a year.

This emigration is a famous blow given to the borough- 
mongers. The way to New York is now as well known and 
as easy, and as little expensive as from old York to London. 
Eirst, the Sussex parishes sent their paupers; they invited 
over others that were not paupers; they invited over people 
of some property; then persons of greater property; now 
substantial farmers are going; men of considerable fortune 
will follow. It  is the letters written across the Atlantic that 
do the business. Men of fortune will soon discover that to 
secure to their families their fortunes, and to take these out 
of the grasp of the inexorable tax-gatherer, they must get 
away. Every one that goes will take twenty after him ; and 
thus it  will go on. There can be no interruption but vxir; 
and war the Thing dares not have. As to Erance or the Nether
lands, or any part#of that hell called Germany, Englishmen 
can never settle there. The United States form another Eng
land without its unbearable taxes, its insolent game-laws, its 
intolerable dead-weight, and its tread-miUs.

K iS T E B N  T o r s  B H D E n , j n D l . i N D  TOTJ» B E G U N .

Lirwoln, iZrd April 1830. -

F e o m  the inn at Spittal we came to this famous ancient 
Homan station, and afterwards grand scene of Saxon and 
Gothic splendour, on the 21st. It was the third or fourth 
day of the Spring fair, -^ich is one of the greatest in the king
dom, and which lasts for a whok week. 'Horses begin the 
fa ir ; then ,come sheep; and to-d^ , the hdhied-cattle. It 
is supposed that there wei^ about 5u,OO0 sheep, and I think 
the whole of th» space in the varioifs roads and streets, covered 
by the cattle, must have amounted to ten acres of ground or
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more. Some say that they were as numerous as the 
The number of horses I did not hear; but they say that there 
were 1,500 fewer in number than last year. The sheep sold 
os. a head, on an average, lower than last y ea r; and the cattle 
in the Bam,e proportion. High-priced horses sold well; but 
the horses which are called tradesmen’s horses were very low. 
This is the natural march of the Thing s those who live on the 
taxes have money to throw aw ay; but those who pay them are 
ruined, and have, of course, no money to k y  out on horses.

The coimtry from Spittal to Lincoln continued to be much 
about the same as from Barton to SpittaL Large fields, rather 
light loam at top, stone under, about half com-land and the 
rest grass. Not so many sheep as in the richer lands, but a 
great many stilL As you get on towards Lincoln, the ground 
gradually rises, and you go on the road made by the Romans. 
When you come to the city you find the ancient castle and the 
magnificent cathedral on the hrow of a sort of ridge which ends 
here ; for you look all of a  sudden down into a  deep valley, where 
the greater part of the remaining city lies. I t  once had fifty- 
tioo chwches ; it has now only eight, and only about 9,000 in
habitants ! The cathedral is, I  believe, the finest building in the 
whole world. All the others that I  have seen (and I have seen 
all in England except Chester, York, Carlisle, and Durham] 
are little things compared with this. To the task of describing 
a thousandth-part of its striking beantie* I  am inadequate; 
it surpasses greatly all that I  had anticipated ; and oh I how 
loudly it gives the lie to those brazen Scotch historians who 
would have us believe that England was fomferly a poor country ! 
Tlie whole revenue raised from Linoolushite, even by this present 
system of taxation, would not rear Such another pile in two 
hundred years. Some of the city gaijgs are dow n; but there 
is one standing, the arch of which is said to be two thousand 
years old; and a most curious thing it  is. The sight of the 
cathedral fills the mind alternately with wonder, admiration, 
melancholy, and rage: wonder at its ^andeur and magnifi
cence ; admiration of the zeal and dismterestedness of those 
who here devoted to the honour of God those immense means 
which they might have applied to their owp enjoyments; melan
choly at its present neglected state; and indignation against those 
who now enjoy the revenues belonging to it, and who creep 
about it merely as a pretext for dev(fhring a part of the frmt 
of the people’s labour. Tlupe are no men in England who ought 
to wish for reform so anxiously as the working olergy of the 
church of England; we*are all oppressed; but they are op- 
prea.sed and insulted more than any men that #ver lived in the 
world. The clergy in America; I  mean in free America, not
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in our beggarly colonies, -irhere clerical insolence and partiality 
prevail still more than here; I  mean in the United States, 
where every man gives what he pleases, and no more : the 
clergy of the episcopal church are a hundred times better off 
than the working clergy are here. They are, also, much more 
respected, because their order has not to bear the blame of 
enormous exactions; which exactions here are swallowed up 
by the aristocracy and their dependents; but which swallow
ings are imputed to every one bearing the name o f ' parson. 
Throughout the wholS country I have maintained the necessity 
and the jusstice of resuming the church property; but I  have 
never failed to say that I know of no more meritorious and 
ill-used men than the working clergy of the established church.

Leicester, 2%{h April 1830.
At the famous ancient city of Lincoln I  had crowded au

diences, principally consisting of farmers, on the 2 1 st and 
2 2 n d; exceedingly well-behaved audiences; and great im
pression produced. One of the evenings, in pointing out to 
them the wisdom of explaining to their labourers the cause 
of their distress, .in order to ward off the effects of the resent
ment which the labourers now feel everywhere against the 
farmers, I  related ‘ to them what my labourers at Barn-Elm 
had been doing since I left home: and I  repeated to them the 
complaints that m f  labourers made, stating to them, from 
memory, the following parts of that spirited petition :

“ That your petiljoners have recently observed that many 
great sums of the mgney, part of which we pay, have been 
voted to be given to persons who render no services to the 
country; some of which sums we will mention here; that 
the sum of 94,9007. has bien voted for disbanded foreign officers, 
their widows and children; that your petitioners know that 
ever since the peace this charge has been annually made ; that 
it has been on an average *110,0007. a-year, and that, of course, 
this band of foreigners have actually taken away out of Eng
land, since the peace, one million and seven hundred thousand 
pounds ; partly taken from the fruit of our labour ; and if our 
dinners were actually taken from our table and carried over to 
Hanover, the process could not be to our eyes more visible than 
it now is ; and we are astonished that those who fear that we, 
who make the land bring forth crops, and who make the cloth
ing and the houses, shall swallow up*the rental, ^ p ear to think 
nothing at *11 of the swaUowings o{» these Hanoverian men, 
women, and children, who may coDtiniio thus to swallow for 
half a ceutmy tc^ome.
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“ That the advocates of the project for sendiag us out of 
our country to the rooks and snows of Nova Scotia, and the 
swamps and wilds of Canada, have insisted on the necessity 
of checking marriages amongst us, in order to cause a decrease 
in our numbers; that, however, while this is insisted on in your 
honomable House, we perceive a part of our own earnings voted 
away to encourage marriage amongst those who do not work, 
and who live at our expense; and that to your petitioners 
it does seem most wonderful, that there should be persons to 
fear that we, the labourers, shall, on account of our numbers. 
Swallow up the rental, while they actually vote away our food 
and raiment to increase the numbers of those who never have 
produced, and who never rrill produce, anything useful to man.

"  That your petitioners know that more than one-half of 
the whole of their wages is taken from thfem by the taxes; 
tjiat these taxes go chiefly into the hands of idlers ; that your 
petitioners are the bees, and that the tax-receivers are the 
drones; and they know, further, that while there is a project 
for sending the bees out of the country, no one proposes to 
send away the drones; but that your petitioners hope to see 
the day when the checking of the increase of the drones, and 
not of the bees, will be the object of an English Parliament.

“  That, in consequence of taxes, your petitioners pay six
pence for a pot of worse beer than they could make for one 
penny ; that they pay ten shillings for a pair of shoes that they 
could have for five shillings; that they p^y seven-pence for a 

■ pound of soap or candles that they could have for three-pence; 
that they pay seven-pence for a pound of sjigar that they could 
have for three-pence; that they pay six shiHings for a pound 
of tea that they could have for two shillings; that they pay 
double for their bread and meat of what they would have to 
pay if there were no idlers to be kept out of the taxes; that, 
therefore, it is the taxes that make their wages insufficient for 
their support, and that compel them to apply for aid to the 
poor-rates; that, knowing these things, they feel indignant at 
hearing themselves described as •paupers, while so many thou
sands of idlers, for whose support they pay taxes, are called noble 
Lords and Ladies, honourable Gentlemen, Masters, and Misses; 
that they feel indignant at hearing themselves described as 
a  nuisance to be got rid of, while the idlers who live upon their 
earnings are upheld, caressed and c)|erished, as if they were 
the sole support of the country.”

Having reputed to them these passages, I  proceeded: “  My 
.workmen were induced* thus to ̂ petition in ooflsequence of 
the information which I, ^heir roaster, had communicated to 
them ; and. Gentlemen, why should not your libourers petition
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in the same strain ? W hy should you suffer them to remain 
in a state of ignorance relative to the cause of their misery ? 
The eye sweeps over in this county more riches in one moment 
than are contained in the whole county in which I was born, 
and in which the petitioners live. Between Holbeach and 
Boston, even at a public-house, neither bread nor meat was to be 
found; and while the landlord was telling me that the pe'ople 
were become so poor that the butchers killed no meat in the 
neighbourhood, I  coqjited more than two thousand fat sheep 
lying about in the pastures in that richest spot in the whole 
world. Starvation in the midst of plenty; the land covered 
with food, and the working people without victuals : everything 
taken away by the tax-eaters of various descriptions; and yet 
you take no measures for redress; and your miserable labourers 
seem to be doomed to expire with hunger, without an effort to 
obtain relief. What I cannot you point out to them the real 
cause of their sufferings ; cannot you take a piece of paper and 
write out a petition for them ; cannot your labourers petition 
as well as mine j are God’s blessings bestowed on you without 
any spirit to preserve them ; is the fatness of the land, is the 
earth teeming with food for the body and raiment for the back, 
to be an apology for the want of that courage for which your 
fathers were So famous ; is the abundance which God has put 
into your hands, to be the excuse for your residing yourselves 
to starvation ? My^God ! is there no spirit left in England 
except in the miserable sand-hills of Surrey ? ”  These words 
were not uttered without effect I  can assure the reader. The 
assemblage was of 4hat stamp in which thought goes before 
expression ; but the e ^ o t of this example of my men in Surrey 
will, I  am sure, be greater than anything that has been done 
in the petitioning way for a long time past.

We loft Lincoln on the*23rd about noon, and got to  Newark, 
in Nottinghamshire, in the evening, where I gave a lecture 
at the theatre to about three hundred persons. Newark is a 
very fme town, and the Castle Inn, where we stopped, extra
ordinarily good and pleasantly situated. Here I  was met by a 
parcel of the printed petitions of the labourers at Bam-Elm.

I  shall continue to sow these as I  proceed on my way. It 
should have been stated at the head of the printed petition 
that it  was presented to the House of Lords by his Grace the 
Duke of Richmond, and b5»Mr. Ballmer to the House of Commons.

The country from Lincoln to ^ew,ark (sixteen miles) is 
by no means so fine as that which we have been in for so many 
weeks. The land is clayey ip ^ a n y  pafts. A  pleasant coimtry; 
a variety of hill and v a lley ; but npt that richness which we 
had so long hac? under our eye: fields smaller; fewer sheep.
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and tJiose not so large, and so manifestly loaded ■ with flesh. 
The roads always good. .Newark is a town very much like 
Nottingham, ha-ving a very fine and spacious marliet-plaoe; 
the buildings everywhere good; but it  is in the villages that 
you find the depth of misery.

Having appointed positively to be at Leicester in the even
ing of Saturday, the 24th, we could not stop either at Grantham 
or at Melton Mowbray, not even long enough to view their fine 
old magnificent churches. In going from*Newark to Grantham, 
we got again into Lincolnshire, in which last county Granthanx 
is. From Newark nearly to Melton Mowbray, the country 
is about the same as between Lincoln and Newark; by  no means 
bad land, but not so rich as that of Lincolnshire, in the middle 
and eastern parts; not approaching to the Holderness country 
in poiat of riches ; a large part arable land, well tilled ; but not 
such large homesteads, such numerous great stacks of wheat, 
amd such endless flocks of lazy sheep.

Before we got to Melton Mowbray the beautiful pastures 
of this little verdant county of Leicester began to appesj. 
Meadows and green fields, with here and there a com field, 
all of smaller dimensions than those of Lincolnshire, but all 
very heautifid; with gentle hills and woods to o ; not beau
tiful woods, like those of Hampshire and of the -wilds of Surrey, 
Sussex and K e n t; but very pretty, all the country around 
being so rich. A t Mowbray we began *to get amongst the 
Leicestershire sheep, those fat creatures which we see the but- 
ohers’ boys battering about so unmercifully in the streets 
and the outsldrts of the Wen. The land»is warmer here than 
in Linoolnshire; the grass more forwaad, and the wheat, be
tween Mowbray and Leicester, six inches high, and generally 
looking exceedingly well In Lmcojjishire and Nottingham
shire I found the wheat in general rather thin, and frequentty 
sickly; nothing like so promising as in Suffolk and Norfolk.

We got to Leicester on the 24th at about half-after five 
o’clock; and the time appointed for the lecture was six. Lei
cester is a very fine town ; spacious streets, fine inns, fine shops, 
and containing, they say, thirty or forty thousand people. 
I t  is well stocked -with jails, of which a new one, in addition to 
^ e  lest, has ju.st been built, covering three acres of ground ! 
And, as if froud of it, the grand portM has little turrets in the 
castle style, with enibrasures in miiftiture on the caps of the 
turrets. Nothing speaks want of reflection in the people 
so much as ttie self-gratmation which they appgar to feel in 
these edifices in fheir Several t#wns. Instead of expressing 
shame at these indubitable proofs of the himible increase of 

■ misery and of crime, they really boast of these"* improvements,”
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as they call them. Our forefathers built abbeys and priories 
and churches, and they made such use of them that jails were 
nearly mmecessary. We, their sons, have knocked down the 
abbeys and priories; suffered half the parsonage-houses and 
churches to pretty nearly tumble down, and make such uses of 
the remainder, that jails and tread-mills and dungeons have now 
become the most striking edifices in every county in tho kingdom.

Yesterday morning (Sunday the 2.')th) I  walked out to tlie* 
village of Knighton, two miles on the Bosworth road, where 
I breakfasted, and thin walked back. This morning I  walked 
out to Hailstone, nearly tluee miles on the Lutterworth road, 
and got my breakfast there. You have nothing to do but to 
walk through these villages, to see the cause of the increase of 
the jaUs. Standing on the hill at Knighton, you see the three 
ancient and lofty and beautiful spires rising up at Leicester; 
you see the river winding down through a broad bed of the most 
beautiful meadows that man ever set his eyes o n ; you see the 
bright verdure covering all the land, even to the tops of the hills, 
with here and there a little wood, as if made by God to give 
variety to the beauty of the scene, for the river brings the coal 
in abiuidance, for fuel, and the earth gives the brick and the 
tile in abundance. But go down into the villages ; invited by 
the spires, rising up amongst the trees in the dells, at scarcely 
over more than a mile or two apart; invited by these spires, 
go down into these villages, view the large, and once the most 
beautiful, churches ;• see the parson’s house, large, and in the 
midst of pleasure-gardens; and then look at the miserable 
sheds in wliich the, labourers reside ! Look at these hovels, 
made of mud and of straw ; bits of glass, or of bid off-cast 
windows, without f r ^ e s  or hinges, frequently,' but merely 
stuck in the mud wall. Enter them, and look at the bits of 
chairs or stools; the wretched boards tacked together to 
serve for a table; the floor of pebble, broken brick, or of the 
bare ground; look at the thing called a b e d ; and survey the 
rags on the backs of the wretched inhabitants; and then wonder, 
if you can, that the jails and dungeons and tread-mills increase, 
and that a standing army and barracks are become the favourite 
establishments of England !

A t the village of Hailstone, I  got into the purlieu, as they 
call it  in Hampshire, of a person well known in the Wen ; namely, 
the Reverend Beresford, sector of that fat affair, St. Andrew’s, 
Holbom! In walking through the village,' and surveying its 
deplorable dwellings, so much wors#than the cow-sheds of the 
cottagers on»the skirts of the forests 4 0  Hampshire, m y atten
tion was attracted by the sutprising^ontrast between them and 
the house of thsir religious teacher.* I met a labouring man.
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Country people linow everything. If you have ever made a 
jaux pas, of any sort of description ; if you have anything about 
you of which you do not want all the world to know, never 
retire to a village, keep in some great town ; but the Wen, for 
your life, for there the next-door neighbour will not know oven 
your nam e; and the vicinage will judge of you solely by the 
quantity of money that you have to spend. This labourer 
ŝeemed not to be m a very great hurry. He was digging in his 

garden; and I, looldng over a low hedg^ pitched him up for a 
gossip, commencing by asking him whether that was the parson’s 
house. Having answered in the affirmative, and I, having 
asked the parson’s name, he proceeded th u s; “  His name is 
Beresford; but though he lives there, he has not this hving 
now, he has got the living of St. Andrew’s, Holbom ; and they 
say it is worth a great many thousands a year. He could not, 
they say, keep this living and have that too, because they were so 
far apart. And so tlris living was given to Mr. Brown, who 
is the rector of Hobey, about seven miles off.”  “  Well,”  said 
I, “  but how comes Beresford, to live here now, if the living be 
given to another man ? ”  “  Why, Sir,”  said he, “  this Bcres-
ford married a daughter of Brown; and go, you know (smiling 
and looking very archly). Brown comes and takes the payment 
for the tithes, and pays a curate that lives in that house there 
in the field; and Beresford lives at that fine house still, just 
as he used to do.”  I  asked him what the living was worth, and 
he answered twelve hundred pounds a ydhr. I t  is a rectory, I  
find, and of course the parson has great tithes as well as small.

The people of this village know a g r^ t deal more about 
Beresford than the people of St. An^ew’s, Holborn, know 
about him. ‘ In short, the ooimtry poo*e know all about the 
whole thing. They will be long before they a c t ; but they 
will make no noise as a signal for actibn. They will be moved 
by nothing" but actual want of food. This the Thing seems 
to be aware o f ; and hence all the innumerable schemes for 
keeping them quiet: henee the endless jails and all the terrors 
of hardened la w : hence the schemes for coaxing them, by 
letting them have bits of laud: hence the everlastiug bills 
and disoussicms of committees about the state of the poor, and 
the state of the poor-laws: all of which will fa il; and at last, 
unless reduction of taxation speedily take place, the schemers 
wiE find what the consequences are q| reducing millions to the 
vhrge of starvation.

The labourers here, whc^are in need of parochial relief, are 
formed into what are called roundsmen ; that is»to Bay, they 
are sent round from one farmer to  another, each maintaining 
a certain number for a  certain length, of timi^ and thus they
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go round from one to the other. If the farmers did not pay 
three shillings in taxes out of every six shillings that they give 
in the shape of wages, they could afford to give the men four 
and sixpence in wages, which would he better to the men than 
the six. But as long as this burden of taxes shall continue, 
so long the misery will last, and it will go on increasing with 
accelerated pace. The march of circumstances is precisely 
what it was in Prance, just previous to the French revolution. 
I f  the aristocracy were wise, they would put a stop to that 
march. The middle Tlass are fast sinking down to the state 
of the lower class. A  community of feding between these classes, 
and that feeling an angry one, is what the aristocracy has to 
dread. As far as the higher clergy are concerned, this community 
of feeling is already complete. A  short time will extend the 
feeling to every other branch; and then, the hideous conse
quences make their appearance. Reform; a  radical refoi-m 
of the Parliament; this reform in time ; this reform, which 
would reconcile the middle class to the aristocracy, and give 
renovation to that which has now become a mass of decay and 
di.sgust; this reform, given with a good grace, and not taken 
by force, is the only refuge for the aristocracy of this kingdom. 
Just as it was in France. All the tricks of financiers have been 
tried in va in ; and by-and-by some trick more pompous and 
foolish than the re st; Sir Henry Parnell’s trick, perhaps, w  
something equally foolish, would blow the whole concern into 
the air. •

, Worcester, l&th May, 1830.

In tracing m yself from Lei&ester to this place, I  begin at 
Lutterworth, in LeioSstershire, one of the prettiest country 
towns that I ever saw ; that is to say, prettiest situated. At 
this place they have, i*  the church (they say), the identical 
pulpit from which Wicldiffe preached ! This was not his birth
place ; but he was, it  seems, priest of this parish.

I set off from Lutterworth early on the 29th of April, stopped 
to breakfast at Birmingham, got to Wolverhampton by two 
o’clock (a distance altogether of about 50 miles), and lectured 
at six in the evening. I  repeated, or rather continued, the 
lecturing, on the 30th, and on the 3rd of May. On the 6th 
of May .went to Dudley, and lectured there : on the 10th of May, 

I at Birmingham ; on the0 l 2 th and 13th, at Shrewsbury; and 
on the 14th, came here.

Thus have I  come through counflies of com ând meat and 
iron and oo»l 5 and from the banka the Humber to those 
of the Severn, I  find all th f  peoplu who do not.share in the 
taxes, in a state * f  distress, greater S: less. Mortgagers all fright-
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eaed out of their w its; fathers trembling for the fate of their 
children; and working people in  ̂the most miserable state, 
and, as they ought to be, in the worst of temper. These will, 
I  am afraid, be the state-doctors at la s t! The farmers are cowed 
down : the poorer they get, the more cowardly they are. Every 
one of them sees the cause of his suffering, and sees general ruin 
at hand; but every one hopes that by some trick, some act 
of mearmciss, some contrivance, }te shedl escape. So that there 
is nO hope of any change for the better but from the working 
people. The fanners will sink to a verjflow  state; and thus 
the Thing (barring accidents) may go on, until neither farmer nor 
tradesman will see a joint of meat on his table once in a quarter 
of a year. I t  appears likely to be precisely as it was in France : 
it is now just what France was at the close of the reign of Louis 
XV. I t  haS been the fashion to ascribe tjje French devolution to 
the writings of Voltaire, Rousseau, Diderot, and others. These 
writings had nothing at all to do with the m atter: no, nothing 
at all. The Revolution was produced by taxes, which at lasr 
became unbearable; by debts of the State ; but, in fact, by 
the despair of the people, produced by the weight of the taxes.

It is curious to observe how ready the supporters of tyranny 
and taxation are to ascribe rebellions, and revolutions to dis
affected leaders; and particularly to writers; and, as these 
supporters of tyranny and taxation have had the press at 
thoir command; have had generally the absolute command 
of it, they have caused this belief to get down from genera
tion to generation. It  wiE not do for them to ascribe revolu
tions and rebeUions to the true causer because then the 
rebellious and revolutions wouM be juirtifled; and it is their 
object to cause them to be condemiilM. Infinite delusion 
has prevaEed in this country, in consequence of the efforts of 
which I  am now speaking. Voltaire' was just as much a 
cause of the French Revolution as I  have been the cause of 
imposing these sixty miUious of taxes. The French Revolu
tion was produced by the grindings of taxation; and this I 
wiE take an opportunity very soon of proving, to the conviction 
of every man in the kingdom who chooses to read.

In the iron country, of which Wolverhampton seems to 
be a sort of central point, and where thousands, and perhaps 
two or three hundred thousand people, are assembled to
gether, the truck or tommy system g^erally prevails; and this 
is a very remarkable feature in the state of this country. I 
have made irjjquiries w ith^gard to the origin, or etymology, 
of this word tommy, an<b could find no one to fuiftish me with 
the information. It is cffirtainl)  ̂ Eke so many other good 
things, to be ascribed to the army ; for, whe® I was a recruit
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at Chatham barracks, in the year 1783, we had brown bread 
served out to us twice in the week. And, for what reason 
God knows, wo used to call it tommy. And the sergeants, 
when they called us out to get our bread, used to tell us to 
come and get our tommy. Even the officers used to call it 
tommy. Any one that could get white bread, called it bread ; 
but the brown stuff that we got in lieu of part of our pay was 
called tommy ; and so we used to call it when we got abroad. 
When the soldiers came to have bread served out to them in 
the several towns in*England, the name of “  tommy ” went 
down by tradition ; and, doubtless, it  was taken up and adapted 
to the truck system in Staffordshire and elsewhere.

Now, there is nothing wrong, nothing essentially wrong, in 
this system of barter. Barter is in practice in some of the 
happiest communities in the world. In the newHsettled parts 
of the United States of America, to w’hich money has scarcely 
found its way, to which articles of wearing apparel are brought 
from a great distance, where the great and almost sole occupa
tions are, the rearing of food, the building of houses, and the 
making of clothes, barter is the rule and money pa3unent the 
exception. And this is attended with no injury and with very 
little inconvenience. The bargains are made, and the accounts 
kept in money ; but the payments are made in produce or in 
goods, the price of these being previously settled on. The 
store-keeper (which we eaU shop-keeper) receives the produce 
in exchange for his ^ods, and exchanges that produce for more 
goods; and thus the concerns of the community go on, every 
one living in abundance, and the sound of misery never heard.

But when this tommy system ; this system of barter ; when 
this makes its appeartnee where money has for ages been the 
medium of exchange, and of payments for labour; when this 
system makes its appeajance in such a state of society, there 
is something wrong; things are out of jo in t; and it becomes 
us to inquire into the real cause of its being resorted t o ; and 
it does not become us to join in an outcry against the employers 
who resort to it, until we be perfectly satisfied that those em
ployers are guilty of oppression.

The manner of carrying on the tommy system is this: suppose 
there to be a master who employs a hundred men. That hun
dred men, let us suppose, to earn a pound a week each. This 
is not the case in the irog-works; but no matter, we can illus
trate our meaning by one sum as w’ell as by another. These 
men lay out weeldy the whole of the%undred pounds in victuals, 
drink, clothiwig, bedding, fuel, and house-rent. Now, the master 

, finding the profits of his tAde faU off very much, and being 
at the same tim%in want of money *to pay the hundred pounds
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546 RURAL RIDES.
weftUy, and perceiving that these hundred pounds are carried 
away at once, and given to shopkeepers of various descriptions ; 
to butchers, bakers, drapers, hatters, shoemakers, and the 
rest; and knowing that, on an average, these shopkeepers 
must all have a profit of thirty per cevi., or more, he determines to 
heep this thirty per cent, to himself; and this is thirty pounds 
a week gained as a shop-keeper, which amounts to 1,660?. a year. 
He, therefore, sets up a tommy shop: a long place containing 
every commodity that the workman can want, liquor and houso- 

- room excepted. Here the workman takes^ut his poimd’s w orth; 
and his house-rent he pays in truck, if he do not rent of his master; 
and if he will have liquor, beer, or gin, or anything else, he must 
get it by trucking with the goods that he h ^  got at the tommy shop.

Now, there is nothing essentially unjust in this. There is 
a little inconvenience as far as the house-rent goes; but not 
much. The tommy is easily turned into m oney; and if the 
single savirig man does experience some trouble in the sale 
of his goods, that is compensated for in the more important 
case of the married man, whose wife and children generally 
experience the benefit of this payment in kind. I t  is, to be 
sure, a sorrowful reflection, that such a check upon the drink
ing propensities of the fathers should be necessary; but the 
necessity exists; and, however sorrowful the fact, the fact, 
I  am, assured, is, that thousands upon thousands of mothers 
have to bless this system, though it arises from a loss of trade 
and the poverty of the masters. •

I  have often had. to observe on the cruel effects of the sup
pression of markets and fair.s, and on the consequent power of 
extortion possessed by the country shop^reepers. Arid what 
a thing it is to reflect on, that these shojfceepers have the whole 
of the labouring men of England constantly in their debt; have 
on an average a mortgage on their wajes to the amount of five 
or six weeks, and make them pay any price that they choose to 
extort. So that, in fact, there is a tommy system in every 
village, the difference being, that the shop-keeper is the tommy 
man instead of the farmer.

The only question is in this case of the manufacturing tommy 
work, whether the master charges a higher price than the shop
keepers would charge; and, while I have not beard that the 
masters do this, I  think it improbable that they should. They 
must desire to avoid the charge of sucl^xtortion ; and they have 
little temptation to i t ; because they*buy at best hand and in 
large quantities; because# they are sure of their customers, 
and know to a certainty the quantity tha"t thej* w ant; and 
because the distribution of the gocMs is a matter of such perfect 
regularity, and attended vflith so little expens#, compared with
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the expenses of the shopkeeper. Any farmer who has a parcel 
of married men working for him, might supply them with meat 
for four-pence the pound, when the butcher must charge them 
seven-pence, or lose by his trade; and to me, it  has always 
appeared astonishing, that farmers (where they happen to have 
the power completely in their hands) do not compel their married 
labourers to have a sufficiency of bread and meat for their wives 
and children. What would be more easy than to reckon what 
would be necessary f(^ house-rent, fuel, and clothing; to pay 
that in money once a month, or something of that sort, and to 
pay the rest in meat, flour, and malt ? ■ I  may never occupy a 
farm again; hut if I  were to do it, to any extent, the East and 
West Indies, nor big brewer, nor distiller, should ever have one 
farthing out of the produce of my farm, except he got it  through 
the throats of those who made the wearing apparel. If I had a 
village at my command, not a tea-kettle should sing in that village : 
there should he no extortioner under the name of country shop
keeper, and no straight-backed, bloated fellow, with red eyes, 
unshaven face, and slip-shod till noon, called a publican, and 
generally worthy of the name of sinner. Well-covered backs 
and wefl-lined bellies would be my delight; and as to talking 
about controlling and compelling, what a controlling and com
pelling are there now ! I t  is everlasting control and compulsion. 
My bargain should be so much in money, and so much in bread, 
meat, and malt.

And what is the bSrgain, I  want to know, vnth yearly servants ? 
Why, so much in money and the rest in bread, meat, beer, 
lodging and fuel, .^ d  does any one affect to say that this is 
wrong ? Does any oi^ say that it is wrong to exercise control 
and compulsion over these servants; such control and com
pulsion is not only the master’s right, but they are included 
in his bounden duties. Jb is Ms duty to make them rise early, 
keep good hours, be industrious, and careful, be cleanly in their 
persons and habits, be civil in their language. These are amongst 
the uses of the means which God has put into-his hands; and 
are these means to be neglected towards married servants any 
more than towards single ones ?

Even in the well-cultivated and thickly-settled parts of the 
United States of America, it is the generm custom, and a very 
good custom it is, to pay the wages of labour 'partly in money and 
partly in hind ; and tMs pfactioe is extended to carpenters, brick
layers, and other workmen about buildings, and even to tailors, 
shoemakers, and weavers, who go (S most excellent custom) to 
farm-houses* to work. The bargain #s, so much money and 
found; that is to say, found In food and drink, and sometimes in 
lodging. The nfcney then used to ne, for a  common labourer,
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la Lons Island, at common -work (not haying or harvesting), 
three York shillinga a day, and found; that is to say, tiiree 
times seven-pence halfpenny of our money; and three times 
seven-pence halfpenny a day, which is eleven shiUings and three
pence a week, and found. This was the wages of the commonest 
labourer at the commonest work. And the wages of a good 
labourer now, in Worcestershire, is eight shillings a week, and not 
found. Accordingly, they are miserably poor and degraded.

Therefore, there is in this mode of payment nothing essentially 
degrading; but the tommy system of Staff^dshire, and elsewhere, 
though not unjust in itself, indirectly inflicts great injustice on the 
whole race of shop-keepers, who are necessary for the distribution 
of commodities in great towns, and whose property is taken 
away from them by this species of monopoly, which the em
ployers of great numbers of men have been compelled to adopt 
for their own safety. I t  is not the fault of the masters, who can 
have no pleasure in making profit in this w a y : it  is the fault 
of the taxes, which, by lowering the price of their goods, have 
compelled them to resort to this means of diminishing their ex
penses, or to quit their business altogether, which a great part of 
them cannot do without being left without a penny; and if a law 
could be passed and enforced (which it cannot) to put an end to 
The tommy system, the consequence would be, that instead of a 
fourth part of the furnaces being let out of blast in this neighbour
hood, One-half would be let out of blast, and additional thousands of 
poor creatures would be left solely dependeflt on parochial rehef.

A  view of the situation of things at Shrewsbury, will lead us 
in a minute to the real cause of the tommy |ystem. Shrewsbury 
is one of the_most interesting spots that man ever beheld. I t  is 
the capital of the county of Salop, and Salop appears to have 
been the original name of the town itself. I t  is curiously en
closed by the river Severn, which i s her^large and fine, and which, 
in the form of a horse-shoe, completely surrounds it, leaving, of 
the whole of the two miles round, only one little place whereon 
to pass in and out on land. There are two bridges, one on the 
east, and the other on the w est; the former called the English, 
and the other, the Welsh bridge. The environs of this town, 
especially on the Welsh side, are the most beautiful that can be 
conceived. The town lies in the midst of a fine agricultural coun
try, of which it is the great and almost only mart. Hither come 
the farmers to sell their produce, a n i hence they take, in ex
change, their groceries, t h ^  clothing, and all the materials for 
their implements and thenomestic conveniences. I t  was fair- 
day when I  arrived at i61newsbv|jy. Everything was on the 
decline. Chee.se, which foitf years ago sold at sixty shillings the 
six-score pounds, would not bring forty. I  tocA particular pains
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to ascertain tlio fact with regard to the cheese, -which is a great 
article here. I  -was assured that shoy-keepers in general did 
not now sell half the quantity of goods in a mouth that they did 
in that space of time four or five years ago. The ironmongers -were 
not selling a fourth-part of what they itsed to sell five years ago.

l4ow, it is impossible to believe that a somewhat similar falling 
off in the sale of h-on must not have taken place all over the- 
kingdom; and need we then wonder that the iron in Stafford
shire has fallen, within these five years, from thirteen pounds 
to five pounds a tori? or perhaps a great deal m ore; and need 
we wonder that the iron-masters, who have the same rent and 
taxes to pay that they had to pay before, have resorted to the 
tommy system. In order to assist in saving themselves from 
ruin ! Here is the real cause of the tommy system ; and if Mr. 
Littleton really wishes to put an end to it, let him prevail upon the 
Parliament to take off taxes to the amount of forty millions a year.

Another article had experienced a still greater falling off at 
Shrewsbury; I  mean the article of corn-sacks, of which there has 
been a falling off of five-sixths. The sacks are made by weavers 
in the N orth; and need w6  wonder, then, at the low wages 
of those industrious people, whom I used to see weaving sacks 
in the miserable cellars at Preston !

Here is the true cause bf the tommy system, and of aH the 
other e-vils which disturb and aiBict the country. It  is a great 
coraitry; an immense mass of industry and resources of all 
sorts, breaking up *  a prodigious mass Of enterprise and capital 
diminishing and dispersing. The enormous taxes oo-operating 
with the Corn-bill, which those taxes have engendered, are driv
ing skill and wealfti out of the country in all directions; are 
causing iron-masters^o make Prance, and partfoillarly Belgium, 
blaze -with furnaces, in the lieu of those which have been ex
tinguished here ; and tkat have established furnaces and cotton- 
mills in abundance. These same taxes and this same Corn-bill 
are sending Hie long wool from Lincolnshire to France, there to 
be made into those blankets which, for ages, were to be obtained 
nowhere but in England.

This is the true state of the cmmtry, and here are the true 
causes of that state; and all that the corrupt -writers and 
speakers say about over-population and poor-laws, and about all 
the rest of their shuffiiug excuses, is a heap of nonsense and of lies.

T cannot quit Shrew^ury without expressing -the great satis
faction that I  derived from my -visit to that place. It is the 
only to-wn. into which I have gAie, in all England, without 
knowing, beforehand, something of ^m e person in it. I  could 
find out no person that to^k the Register; and could discover 
but one person «'ho took the Advic$to Young Men. The number
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of my auditors was expected to be so small, that I  doubled the 
price of admission, in order to pay the expense of the room. To 
my great surprise, I  had a roomiuU of gentlemen, at the request 
of some of whom I repeated the dose the next n igh t; and if my 
audience were as well pleased with me as I  was with them, 
their pleasure must have been great indeed. I  saw not oneshigle 
pefson in the place that I  had ever seen before; yet I  never 
had more cordial shakes by the hand; in proportion to their 
numbers, not more at Manchester, Oldham, Bochdale, Halifax, 
Leeds, or Nottingham, or even Hull. T v«,s particularly pleased 
with the conduct of the young gentlemen at Shrewsbury, and 
especially when I asked Ihem, whether they were prepared to 
act upon the insolent doctrine of Huskissoa, and quietly submit 
to this state of things “  during the present generation ”  ?

T O U R  l U  T H E  W EST.
ZrdJvly, 1830.

Just as I was closing my third Lecture (on Saturday night), 
at Bristol, to a numerous and most respectable audience, the 
news of the above event [the death of George IV.] arrived. 
I  had advertised, and made aU the preparations, for lecturing 
at Bath on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday; but, under the 
drcumstanoes, I  thought it would not be proper to proceed 
thither, for that purpose, until after the burial of the King. 
When that has taken place, I  shall, as soon#,s may be, return to 
Bath, taking Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire in m y w a y ; 
from Bath, through Somerset, Devon, and into Com wau; and 
back through Dorset, South Wilts, Hantsf Sussex, Kent, and 
then go into- Essex, and, last of 8,U, int» m y native cormty of 
Surrey. I  shall then have seen all England with m y own eyes, 
except Butland, Westmoreland, Drq^am, Cumberland, and 
Northumberland ; and those, if I  have life and health till next 
spring, I shall see, in my way to Scotland. But never shall I  see 
another place to interest me, and so pleasing to me, as Bristol 
and its environs, taking the whole together. A  good and solid 
and wealthy c ity : a people of plain and good manners ; private 
virtue and public .spirit united; no empty noise, no insolence, 
no flattery ; men very much like the Yorkers and Lancastrians. 
And as to the seat of the city and its environs, it  surpasses all 
that I  ever saw. A great commercial pity in the midst of corn
fields, meadows and woods, and the ships coming into the centre 
of it, miles from anything like sea, up a narrow river, and passing 
between two clefts of a r^ck probably a  hundred fifet high; so 
that from the top of these clefts, j%u look down upon the main
top gallant masts of lofty skips that are glid in ^ lohg !
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PKOGBESS I K  TH E KO ETH .

NewcastU-upon-Tym, 23rd Septemher, 1832.
Prom Bolton, in Lancashire, I  came, through Bury and 

Rochdale, to Todmorden, on the evening of Tuesday, the 18th 
September. I  have formerly described the vaUey of Todmorden 
as the most curious a ĵd romantic that was ever seen, and where 
the water and the coal seemed to be engaged in a struggle for 
getting foremost in point of utility to man. On the 19th I  staid all 
day at Todmorden to write and to sleep. On the 20th I set off 
for Leeds by the stage coach, through Halifax and Bradford; 
and as to agriculture, certainly the poorest country that I  have 
ever set my eyes on, except that miserable Nova Scotia, where 
there are the townships of Horton and of Wilmot, and whither 
the sensible suckling statesman. Lord Howiok, is wanting to 
send English country girls, lest they should breed if they stay in 
England ! This country, from Todmorden to Leeds, is, however, 
covered over with population, and the two towns of Halifax and 
Bradford are exceedingly populous. There appears to be noth
ing produced by the earth but the natural grass of the country, 
which, however, is not bad. The soil is a sort of yellow-looking, 
stiffish stuff, lying about a foot thick, upon a bed of rooky 
stone, lying upon sohd rock beneath. The grass does not seem to 
burn here; nor is it Dad in quality; and all the grass appears to 
be wanted to rear milk for this immense population, that absolutely 
covers the whole fao%of the country. The oidy grain crops that I 
saw were those of v ^ j' miserable oats; some of which were 
out and carried ; some standing in elioch, the sheaves not being 
more than about a foot and a half long; some still standing, 
and some yet nearly greSk. The land is very high from Halifax 
to Bradford, and proportionably cold. Here are some of those 
“  Yorkshire Hills ”  that they see from Lancashire and Cheshire.

I got to Leeds about four o’clock, and went to bed at eight 
precisely. A t five in the morning of the 21st, I  came off by the 
coach to Newcastle, through Harrowgate, Ripon, Darlington, 
and Durham. As I never was in this part of the country before, 
and can, therefore, never have described it  upon any former 
occasion, I  shall say rather more about it  now than I  otherwise 
should do. Having hear* and read so much about the “  Northern 
Harvest,”  about the “ Durham ploughs,”  and the “ Northumber^ 
land system of husbandry,” what was my surprise at finding, 
which I  verfiy believe to b^the faot,*hat there is not as much 
com grown in the North-Riding of^Yorkshire, which begins at 
Ripon,. and in tHb whole county of Durham, as is grown m the
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Isle of Wight alone. A  very small part, comparatively speaking, 
is arable land ; and all the outward appearances show that that 
which is arable *was formerly pasture. Between Durham and 
Newcastle there is a pretty general division of the land into grass 
fields and com fields ; but, even here, the absence of homesteads, 
the absence of bams, and of labourers’ cottages, clearly show 
that agriculture is a sort of novelty; and that nearly aU was 
pasturage not many years ago, or at any rate only so much of the 
land was cultivated as was necessary to f urmsh straw for the horses 
kept for other purposes than those of agriculture, and oats for 
those horses, and bread com sufficient for the graziers and their 
people. AU along the road from Leeds to Durham I  saw hardly 
any wheat at all, or any wheat stubble, no barley, the chief 
crops being oats and beans mixed with peas. These everywhere 
appeared to be what we should deem most miserable crops. The 
oats, tied up in sheaves, or yet tmout, were scarcely ever more 
than two feet and a half long, the beans were about the same 
height, and in both cases the land so fuU of grass as to appear 
to be o pasture, after the oats and the beans were cut.

The land appears to be divided into very extensive farms. The 
com, when out, you see put u]p into little stacks of a circular 
form, each containing about three of our southern wagon-loads of 
sheaves, which stacks are put up round about the stone house 
and the buildings of the farmer. How they thrash them out I 
do not know, for I  could see nothing resembling a bam or a 
barn’s door. By the com being put iuto^uch smaU stacks, I 
should suppose the thrashing places to be very smaU, and capable 
of holding only one stack at a time. I  h|ve many times seen 
one single rick containing a greater qu^ tity  of sheaves than 
fifteen or twenty, of these stacks; and I  have seen more than 
twenty stacks, each containing a number of sheaves equal to, 
at least, fifteen of these stacks; I  ha-^ seen more than twenty 
of these large stacks, standing at one and the same time. In one 
single homestead in Wiltshire. I  should not at all wonder if 
Tom Baring’s farmers at klioheldever had a greater bulk of 
wheat-stacks standing now than any one would be able to find 
of that grain, especially, in the whole of the North-Riding of 
Yorksliire, and in one half of Durham.

But this by no means implies that these are beggarly counties, 
even exclusive of their waters, coals, and mines. They are 
not agricultural counties ; they are not*ounties for the producing 
• of bread, but they are oomties made for the express purpose 
of producing m eat; in wmoh respect they excel the southern 
counties, in a degree beyomd all ootgparison. I  hav6  just spoken 
of the beds of ^ass that are everywhere seen after the oats and 
the beans have been out. *Grass is the natural produce of this
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land, •which seems to have been made on purpose to produce i t ; 
and ■ we are not to call land poor because it will produce nothing 
but meat. The size and shape of the fields, the sort of fences, 
the absence of all homesteads and labourers’ cottages, the thin
ness of the country churches, everything shows that this -was 
always a country purely of pasturage. It is curious, that, be
longing to every farm, there appears to be a large quantity of 
turnips. They are so-wed in drills, culti-Tated between, beauti
fully clean, very largg in the bulb, even no-w, and apparently 
having been sowed e ^ y  in June, if not in May. They are gener
ally the white globe turnip, hero and there a field of the Swedish 
kind. These turnips are not fed off by sheep and followed by 
crops of barley and clover, as in the South, but are raised, I  
suppose, for the purpose of being carried in and used in the 
feeding of oxen, which have come off the grass lands in October 
and November. These turnip lands seem to take all the manure 
of the farm ; and, as the reader ■ will perceive, they are merely 
an adjunct to the pasturage, serving, during the -winter, instead 
of hay, where-with to feed the cattle of various descriptions.

This, then, is not a country of farmers, but a country of 
graziers; a country of pasture, and not a country of the plough ; 
and those who formerly managed the land here were not hus
bandmen, but herdsmen. Portescue was, I  dare say, a native of 
this country; for he describes England as a country of shep
herds and of hordsiijen, not working so very hard as the people 
of Prance did, having more leisure for contemplation, and, there
fore, more likely to form a just estimate of their rights and 
duties; and he desgribes them as having, at aU times, in their 
houses, plenty of to eat, and plenty of woollen to wear. 
St. Augustine, in writing to the Pope an account of the char
acter and conduct of his converts in England, told him that he 
found the English an Aceedingly good and generous people; 
but they had one fanlt, their fondness for flesh-meat was so great, 
and their resolution to have it  so determined, that he could not 
get them to abstain from it, even on the fast-days ; and that he 
was greatly afraid that they woiJd return -to their state of hor
rible heathenism, rather than submit to the discipline of the 
church in this respect. The Pope, who had more sense than the 
greater part of bishops have ever had, -wrote for answer ; “  Keep 
“  them within the pale of the church, at any rate, even if they 
“  slaughter their oxen f c  the churchyards: let them make 
“  shambles of the churches, rather ^ a u  suffer the devil to carry 
“  away their souls.”  The taste of our fathers was by no means 
for the pota^ ; for the “  nijp mealy p*tato.”  The Pope himself 
would not have been able to induce ^em  to carry “  cold potatoes 
in their bags ”  t8  the plough-field, as was, in evidenoe before the
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special commissions, proved to have been the common practice in 
Hampshire and Wiltshire, and which had been before proved by 
evidence taken by unfeeling committees of the boi-oughmongor 
House of Commons. Faith ! these old papas of ours would have 
burnt up not only the stacks, but the groimd itself, rather than 
have lived upon miserable roots, while those who raised none of • 
the food were eating up all the bread and the meat.

Brougham and Birkbeck, and the rest of the Malthusian crew, 
are constantly at work preaching content to the hungry and naked. 
'To be sure, they themselves, however, are not content to be 
hifngry and naked. Amongst other things, they tell the worldng- 
people that the working-folks, especially in the North, used to have 
no bread, except such as was made of oats and of barley. That 
was better than potatoes, even the “  nice mealy ones ; ” especi
ally when carried cold to the field in a bag. But these literary 
impostors, these deluders, as far as they are able to delude; 
Itheae vagabond authors, who thus write and publish for the 
purpose of persuading the working-people to be quiet, while they 
sack luxuries and riches out of the fruit of their toil; these 
literary impostors take care not to tell the people, that these 
oatcakes and this barley-bread were always associated with 
great lumps of flesh-meat; they forget to teU them this, or 
rather these hah-mad, perverse, and perverting literary impostors 
suppress the facts, for reasons far too manifest to need stating.

The cattle here are the most beautiful by far that I  ever saw. 
The sheep are very handsome; hut the Homed cattle are the 
prettiest creatures that my eyes ever beheld. My sons will 
recollect that when they were little boys I^ook them to see tbo 
“  Durham Qx,” -of which they drew th| picture, I  dare say, a 
hundred times. That was upon a large scale, to be sure, the 
model of all these beautiful cattle: short horns, strait back, a 
taper neck, very small in proportion ■ iftiere it joins on the small 
and handsome head, deep dewlap, small-boned in tlie legs, hoop- 
ribbed, square-hipped, tail slender. A great part of them are 
white, or approaching very nearly to white : they aU appear to 
be half fat, cows and oxen and aU ; and the meat from them is 
said to be, and I believe it is, as fine as that from Lincolnshire, 
Herefordshire, Romney Marsh, or Pevensey L ev el; and I am 
ready, at any time, to swear, if need be, that one pound of it fed 
upon this grass is worth more, to me at least, than any ten 
pounds or twenty pounds fed upon bil*3ake, or the stinldng stuff 
of distilleries ; aye, or evemupon turnips. This is aU grass-land, 
even from Staffordshire to mis point. In its very nature it pro
duces grass that fattens^ The lit^e producing-IaifU that there 
is even in Lancashire andjthe West-Riding-of Yorkshire, pro
duces grass that would fatten an ox, though th#land he upon the
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tops of hills. Everywhere, where there is a suiBcienoy of grass, 
it wiU fatten an o x ; and well do we Southern people know 
that, except in more vales and meadows, we have no land that 
wiU do this ; we know that we might pat an ox up to his eyes in 
our grass, and that it would only just keep him from growing 
worse; we know that we are obliged to have turnips and med 
and cabbages and parsnips and potatoes, and then, with some 
of our hungry hay for them to pick their teeth with, we make 

I shift to put fat upon «n ox.
Yet, so much are we like the beasts which, in the fable, came 

before Jupiter to ask him to endow them with faculties incom
patible with their divers frames and divers degrees of strength, 
that we, in this age of “  waust improvements, Ma’um," are 
always hankering after la3ring fields down in pasture, in the 
South, while these fellows in the North, as if resolved to rival 

'• us in “  improvement ”  and perverseness, must needs break up 
• their pasture-lands, and proclaim defiance to the will of Provi

dence, and, instead of rich pasture, present to the eye of the 
traveOer half-green starveling oats and peas, some of them in 
blosf3om in the last week of September. The land itself, the 
earth, of its own accord, as if resolved to vindicate the decrees of 
its Maker, sends up grass imder these miserable crops, as if to 
punish them for their intrusion; and, when the crops are off, 
there comes a pasture, at any rate, in which the grass, like that 
of Herefordshire and Lincolshlre, is not (as it is in our Southern 
countries) mixed with weed^; but, standing upon the ground as 
thick as the earth can hear it, and fattening everything that eats 
of it, it  forbids the perverse occupier to tear it  to pieces. Such 
is the land of this ooiaitry ; all to the North of Cheshire, at any 
rate, leaving out the East-Biding of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, 
which are adapted for com in some spots and for cattle in others.

These Yorkshire and Durham  cows are to be seen in great 
numbers in and about London, where they are used for the 
purpose of giving milk, of which I  suppose they give great 
quantities; but it is always an observation that if you have 
these cows you must keep them exceedingly well; and this is 
very true; for, upon the food which does very well for the 
common cows of Hampshire and Surrey, they would dwindle 
away directly and he »ood for nothing at a ll; and .these sheep, 
which are as beautiful as even imagination could make them, 
so round and so loaded ̂ ith  flesh, would actually perish upon 
those downs and in those folds w%ere our innumerable flocks 
not only liyp hut fatten so well, and with such facility are made 
to produce ns such quantities of fine*tauttoil ■ and such hales of 
fine wool, Ther^ seems to he some^ing in'the soil and climate, 
and particularly in the soil, to create everywhere a sort of cattle
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and of shoep fitted to i t ; Dorsetshire and Somersetshire have 
sheep different from all others, and the nature of ■ n'hioh it is to 
have their lambs in the fall instead of having them in the spring.
I remember when I was amongst the villages on the Cotswold- 
hills, in Gloucestershire, they showed me their sheep in several 
places, which are a stout big-boned sheep. They told me that 
many attempts had been made to cross them with the small
boned Leicester breed, but that it had never succeeded, and that 
the race always got back to the Cotswold |^eed immediately.

Before closing these rural remarks, I  cannot help calling to 
the mind of the reader an observation of L ord  J ohn S oott 
E ldo n , who, at a Ijme when there was a-great complaint about 
“  agricultural distress ” and about the fearful increase of the 
poor-rates, said, “  that there was no Such distress in Northumber
land, and no such increase of the poor-rates: ”  and so said my 
dignitary, Dr. Black, at the same time : and this, this wise lord, ■ 
and this not less wise dignitary of mine, ascribed to “  the bad 
“  practice of the farmers o’ the Sooth paying the labourers their 
“  wages out of the poor-rates, which was not the practice in 
“  the North.”  I  thought that they were telling what the 
children call stories ; but I  now find that these observations of 

liheirs arose purely from that want of knowledge of the country 
which was, and is, common to them both. Why, Lord John, 
there are no such persons here as we call farmers, and no such 
persons as we call farm-labourers. Froin Cheshire to New
castle, I  have never seen one single labourers cottage by the side 
of the road!. Oh, Lord ! if the g'ood people of this country 
could but see the endless strings of vine-covered cottages and 
flower-gardens of the labourers of Kent* Sussex, Surrey, and 
Hampsliire; if they could go down the vale of the Avon in 
Wiltshire, from. Marlborough Forest to the city of Salisbury, 
and there see thirty parish churches in distance of thirty miles ; 
if they could go up from that city of Salisbury up the valley of 
WyUy to Warminster, and there see one-aud-thirty churches in 
the space of twenty-seven miles; if they could go upon the top 
of the down, as I  did, not far (I think i t  was) from St. Mary 
Cotford, and there have under the eye, in the valley below, ten 
parish churches vhthin the distance of eight miles, see the downs 
covered with innumerable flocks of sheep, water meadows 
running down the middle of the valley, while the sides rising 
from it were covered with com, soiHetimes a  hundred acres 
of wheat in one single pi^e, while the staok-yards were still 
well stored from the previous harvest; if John Scott Eldon’s 
countrymen could behol# these thjngs, their quicff-sightedness 
would soon discover' why pmr-ratos should have increarod in tho 
South and not in'the Nortn; andj though theif liberality would
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suggest an apology for my dignitary, Dr. Black, who wag freighted 
to London in a smack, and has ever since been impounded in 
the Strand, relieved now and then by an excursion to Blaokheath 
or Clapham Common ; to find an apology for their countryman, 
Lord John, would be putting their liberality to an uncommonly 
severe te st; for he, be it known to them, has chosen his country 
abode, not in the Strand like my less-informed dignitary, Dr. 
Black, nor in his native regions in the N orth; but has, hi the 
beautiful county of l^orset, amidst valleys and downs precisely 
like those of Wiltshire, got as ne%r to the sun as he could pos
sibly get, and there, from the top of his mansion he can see a 
Score of churches, and from Ms lofty and ever-green downs, and 
from his fat valleys beneath, he annually sends his flocks of 
long-tailed ewes to Applesliaw fair, thence to be sold to all the 
southern parts of the kingdom, having L. E. marked upon their 
lieautiful w ool; and, like the two factions at Maidstone, all* 
tarred with the same brush. I t  is curious, too, notwithstanding 
the old maxim, that we all try to get as nearly as possible in onr 
old age to the spot whence we first sprang. Lord John’s brother 
William (who has some title that I  have forgotten) has taken up 
liis quarters on the healthy and I  say beautiful Cotswold of 
Gloucestershire, where, in going in a postchaise from Stowe-ln- 
the-Wold to Cirencester, I  thought I  should never get by the wall 
of his p ark; and I  exclaimed to Mr. Dean, who was along with 
me, “  Curse this N’orthumbrian ship-broker’s son, he has got 
one half of the coufity; ” and then aU the way to Cirencester 
I was explaining to Mr. Dedn how the man had got his monoy, at 
which Dean, who is ^ Roman Cathohc, seemed to me to be ready 
to cross himself sever^ times.

No, there is no apmogy for Lord John’s observations on the 
difference between the poor-rates of the South and the North. 
To go from London to*his country-houses he must go across 
Surrey and Hampshire, along one of the vales of Wiltshire, and 
one of the vales of Dorsetshire, in which latter county he has 
many a time seen in one single large field a hundred wind-rows 
(stacks made in the field in order that the com may get quite dry 
before it be put into groat stacks); ho has many a time seen, 
on one farm, two or three hundred of these, each of which was 
very nearly as big as the stacks which you see in the stack-yards 
of the North Riding of Yorkshire and of Durham, where a large 
farm seldom produces m«re than ten or a dozei  ̂ of these stacks, 
and where the farmer’s property consists of his cattle and sheep, 
and where little, very little, agnoultural ^ o u r  is wanted. 
Lord John (Tught tO have kngwn the cause of t o  great difference, 
and net to have suffered such nonsense to come out of a head 
covered with so Very large a wig. *
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I looked with particular care on the sides of the road all tho 

way through Yorkshire and Durham. The distance, altogether, 
from Oldham in Lancashire, to ISfewoastle-upon-Tyne, is about 
a hundred and fifty miles; and, leaving out the great towns, I  
did not see so many churches as are tp be seen in any twenty 
miles of any of the valleys of'Wiltshire. All these things prove 
that these are by  nature counties of pasturage, and that they 
were formerly used solely for that purpose. I t  is curious that 
there are none of those lands here which we call “  meadows.” 
The rivers run in deep beds, and have generally very steep sides ; 
no little rivulets and oooasional overflowings that make the 
meadows in the South, which are so very beautiful, but the 
grass in which is not of the rich nature that the grass 
is in these counties in the North: it will produce milk 
enough, but it will not produce beef. It is hard to say which 
part of the country is the most valuable gift of God ; but every 
one must see how perverse and iujOTious it is to endeavour to pro
duce in the one that which nature has intended to confine to the 
other. After all the unnatural efforts that have been made here 
to ape the farming of Norfolk and Suffolk, it is only idaying at 
farming, as stupid and “  loyal ”  parents used to set their children 
to flay at soldiers during the last war.

If any of these sensible men of Newcastle were to see the 
farming in the South Downs, and to see, as I saw in the month 
of July last, four teams of large oxen, six in a team, aU ploughing 
in one field in preparation for wheat, and s^eral pairs of horses, 
in the same field, dragging, harrowitig, and rolling, and had seen 
on the other side of the road from five to jix  quarters of wheat 
standing upon the acre, and from nine Jp*ten quarters of oats 
standing alongside of it, each of the two fields from fifty to a 
hundred statute acres; if any of these sensible men of Newcastle 
could see these tilings, they would la%gh at the childish work 
that they see going on here under the name of farming ; the very 
sight would make them feel how imperious is the duty on the 
law-giver to prevent distress from visiting the fields, and to take 
care that those whose labour produced all the food and all the 
raiment, shall not be fed upon potatoes and covered with rags; 
contemplating the important effects of their labour, each man 
of them could say as I  said when this mean and savage faction had 
me at my trial, “  I  would see all these laboureres hanged, and 
“  be hanged along with them, rather*than see them live upon 
“  potatoes.”

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Zitli Seftew-isr, 1832.

Since writing the above I  have had an opportunity of re
ceiving information from ft very intelligent ^ntleman of this
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county, trho tells me, that in Northumberland there are some 
lands which bear very heavy crops of wheat; that the agricul
ture in this county is a great deal better than it  is farther south ; 
that, however, it  was a most lamentable thing that the paper- 
money price of corn tempted so many men to break up these 
fine pastures; that the turf thus destroyed cannot be restored 
probably in a whole century; that the land does not now, with 
present prices, yield a clear profit, anything like what it would 
have yielded in the jjpsture; and that thus was destroyed the 
goose with the golden eggs. Just so was it  with regard to the 
downs in the south and the v êst of England, where there are 
hundreds of thousands of acres, where the turf was the finest in the 
world, broken up for the sake of the paper-money prices, but now 
left to be downs again ; mud which will not be downs for more 
than a century to come. Thus did this accursed paper-money 
cause even the fruitful qualities of the earth to be anticipated, 
and thus was the soil made ivorth less than it  was before the 
accursed invention appeared ! This gentleman told me that this 
breaking up of the pasture-land in this country had made the 
land, though covered again with artificial grasses, unhealthy for 
sheep ; and he gave as an instance the facts, that three farmers 
purchased a hundred and fifty sheep each, out of the same 
flock; that two of them, who put their sheep upon these 

' recently broken-up lands, lost their whole flocks by the rot, with 
the exception of four in the one case and four in the other, out 
of the three hundrecT: and that the third farmer, who put his sheep 
upon the old pastures, an(? kept them there, lost not a single 
sheep out of the Jumdred and f ifty ! These, ever accursed 
paper-money, are am(#ngst thy destructive effects 1.

I>»shall now, laying aside for the present those rural affairs, 
turn to the pohtics of this fine, opulent, solid, beautiful, and 
important town; but Bi this would compel me to speak of 
particular transactions and particular persons, and as this 
Register will come back to Newcastle before I  am hkely to quit it, 
the reader Will see reasons quite sufficient for my refraining to go 
into matters of this sort, until the next Register, which will in aU. 
probability be dated from Edinburgh.

While at Manchester, I  received an invitation to lodge while 
here at the house of a friend, of whom I  shall have to speak more 
fully hereafter; but every demonstration of respect and kind
ness met me at the do#r of the coach in which I  came from 
Leeds, on Friday, the 21st Septe:ij|ber. In the early part of 
Saturday, the 22nd, a deputation waited upon me with an address. 
Let the readers, in m y native cou*ty and parish, remember 
that I am now at the end of thir^  years of calumnies poured 
out incessantly ^pon me from the ’ poisonous mouths and pens
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, of three hundred mercenary villains, called newspaper editors 
and reporters; that I  have written and published more than a 
hundred volumes in those thirty years; and that more than a 
thousand volumes (chiefly paid for out of the taxes) have been 
■ written and published for the sole purpose of impeding the 
proCTess of those truths that dropped from my p en ; that my 
whole life has been a life of sobriety and labour; that I  have 
invariably shown that I loved and honoured my country, and 
that I  preferred its greatness and happine^ far beyond my own ; 
that, at four distinct periods, I  might have rolled in wealth 
derived from the public money, which I always refused on any 
account to touch ; that, for ha-ving thwarted this Government in 
its -wastefulness of the public resources, and particularly for my 
endeavom’S to produce that Reform’ of the Parliament 'U'hioh the 
Government itself has at last been compelled to resort to ; that, 
for having acted this zealous and -virtuous part, I  have been 
twice stripped of aU m y earnings by the acts of this Government; 
once lodged in a felon’s jail for two years, and once driven into 
exile for two years and a half; and that, after aU, here I am 
on a spot within a hundred miles of -K-hich I  never -was before in 
my life ; and here I  am reoei-ving the unsolicited applause of men 
amongst the most intelligent in the whole kingdom, and the 
names of some of whom have been pronounced accompanied with 
admiration, even to the southernmost edge of the kingdom.

I Ressham, 1 st Ocl., 1832.

I  left Morpeth this morning pretty ea^y, to come to this 
town, which lies on the banks of the Tyi^, at thirty-four miles 
distant from Morpeth, and at twenty distant from Newo^tle. 
Morpeth is a great market-to-wn, for cattle especially. It  is a solid 
pld town; but it  has the disgrace of Seeing an enormous new 
jail rising up in it. Prom cathedrals and monasteries we are 
come to be proud of our jails, which are built in the grandest 
style, and seemingly as if to imitate the Gothic architecture.

Projn Morpeth to -within about four miles of Hexham, the 
land is but very indifferent; the farms of an enormous extent. 
I  saw in one place more than a hundred corn-stacks in one 
yard, each ha-ving from six to seven Surrey wagon-loads of 
sheaves in a stack; and not another house to be seen within a 
mile or two of the farmhouse. Ther* appeared to be no such 
thing as barns, but merely ^  place to take in a stack at a  time, 
tod thrash it  out by a machine. The country seems to be almost 
wholly destitute of peopl*. Immejjfse tracks of oofn-land, but 
neither cottages nor churches. There is here and there a spot of 
good land, just as in the d e ^  valleys that I  orofeed ; but, gener-
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ally speaking, the country is poor; and its bleakness is proved 
by the almost total absence of the oak tree, of which we see 
scarcely one all the way from Morpeth to Hexham. Very few 
trees of any sort, except in the bottom of the warm valleys j what 
there are, ate chiefly the ash, which is a very hardy tree, and will 
live and thrive where the oak will not grow at all, which is very 
curious, seeing that it  comes out into leaf so late in the spring, 
and sheds its foliage so early in the fall. The trees which stand 
next in point of hajjiiness are the sycamore, the beech, and the 
hirch, which are aU seen here ; hut none of them fine. The ash 
is the most common tree, and even it flinches upon the hills, which 
it  never does in the South. I t  has generally become yellow in the 
leaf already ; and many of the trees are now bare of leaf before 
any frost has made its appearance.

The cattle all along here are of a coarse kind ; the cows swag- 
backed and badly shaped; "Kiloe oxen, except in the dips of 
good land by the sides of the bourns which I crossed. Never
theless, even here, the fields of turnips, of both sorts, are very 
fine. Great pains seem to be taken in raising the crops of these 
turnips: they are all cultivated in rows, are kept exceedingly 
clean, and they are carried in as winter food for all the animab 
of a farm, the horses excepted.

As I  approached'Hexham, which, as the reader knows, was 
formerly the seat of a famous abbey, and the scene of a not 
less famous battle and was, indeed, at one time the see of a 
bishop, and whicS has now churches of great antiquity and 
oathedral-like architecture^ as I  approached this town, along a 
valley down which juns a small river that soon after empties itself 
into the Tyne, the l^ d  became good, the ash trees more lofty, 
and green as in June ; the other trees proportionably large and 

Itfine; and when I  got down into the vale of Hexham itself, 
there I  found the oak tfte, certain proof of a milder atmosphere; 
for the oak, though amongst the hardest woods, is amongst the 
tenderest of plants known as natives of our country. Here 
everything assumes a different appearance. The Tyne, the 
southern and northern branches of which meet a  few miles above 
Hexham, runs close by this ancient and celebrated town, all 
round which the ground rises gradually away towards the hills, 
crowned here and there with the remains of those castles which 
were formerly found neoes.sary for the defence of this rich and 
valuable valley, which,* from tip of hill to tip of hiU, varies, 
perhaps, from four to seven mile^wide, and which contains as 
fine corn-fields as those of Wiltshu-e, and fields of turnips, of 
both kindsT the largest, fin^t, and bflfet cultivated, that m y eyes 
ever beheld. As a proof' of the modnes.s of the laud and the 
mildness of th# oUmate here, th ae  is, in the grounds of the
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gentleman who had the kindness to receive and to entertain me 
(and that in a manner which will prevent me from ever forgetting 
either him or his most amiable w ife); there is, standing in his 
gronnd, about an acre of my corn, which will ripen perfectly w ell; 
and in the same grounds, which, together with the kitchen- 
garden and all the appurtenances belonging to a house, and the 
house itseK, are laid out, arranged, and contrived, in a manner 
so judicious, and to me so original, as to render them objects of 
great interest, though, in general, I  set vejgr little value on the 
things which appertain merely to the enjoyments of the rich. 
In these same grormds (to come back again to the climate), I  
perceived that the rather tender evergreens not only lived but 
throve perfectly well, and (a criterion infallible) the biennial stocks 
stand the winter without any covering or any pains taken to 
Shelter them ; which, as every one knows, is by no means 
always the case, even at Kensington and Rulham.

At night I gave- a lecture at an inn, at Hexham, in the midst 
of the domains of that impudent and stupid man, IMr. Beaumont, 
who, not many days before, in what he called a speech, I  sup
pose, made at Newcastle, thought proper, as was reported in the 
newspapers, to utter the following words with regard to me, 
never having, in his life, received the slightest provocation for so 
doing. “  The liberty of the press had nothing to fear from the 
“  Government. I t  was the duty of the administration to be upon 
“  their guard to prevent extremes. Thern was a crouching 
“  servility on the one hand, and an excitement to disorganization 
“  and to licentiousness on the other, which ought to be dis- 
“  countenanced. The company, he behe-^ed, as much dis- 
“  approved of .that poUtical traveller who \aas mow going through 
“  the country— he meant Cobbett— as they detested the servile 
“ effusions of the Tories.”  Beaumont, addition to his native 
stupidity and imbecility, might have been drunk when he said 
this, but the servile wretch who published it was not drunk; and, 
at any rate, Beaumont was my mark, it  not being m y custom to 
snap at the stick, but at the cowardly hand that wields if.

Such a fellow cannot be an object of what is properly called 
vengeance with any man who is worth a straw; but, I  say, with 
S w if t , “  If  a flm or a bvg bite me, I  will kill it if I  can ; ’’ and, 
acting upon that principle, I, being at Hexham, put my foot 
upon this contemptible creeping tiring, who is offering himself as 
a candidate for the southern division %i the county, being so 
eminently fitted to i>e a mak*r of the laws !

The newspapers have told the whole country thaj; Mr. John 
Ridley, who is a tradesma® at Hexhurn, and occupies some land 
close by, has made a stand ga in st the demand for tithes ; and 
that the tithe-owner recently broke open, in th f  night, the gate
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of his field, and carried away what he deemed to be the tith e; 
that Jlr. Ridley applied to the magistrates, who could only refer 
him to a court of law to recover damages for the trespass. 
When I arrived at Hexham, I found this to be the case. I  further 
found that Beaumont, that impudent, sUly and slanderous 
Beaumont, is the lay-owner of the tithes in and round about 
Hexham; he being, in a right line, doubtless, the heir or suc
cessor of the abbot and monks of the Abbey of Hexham; or, 
the heir of the donor, Egfrid, king of Northumberland. I  found 
that Beaumont hadleased out his tithes to middle men, as is the 
laudable custom with the pious bishops and clergy of the law- 
ohmoh in Ireland.

North Shields, 2nd Oct., 1832.
These sides of the Tyne are very fine : corn-fields, woods, pas

tures, viUagos; a church every four miles, or thereabouts; 
cows and sheep beautiful; .oak trees, though none very large; 
and, in short, a fertile and beautiful country, wanting only the 
gardens and the vine-covered cottages that so beautify the 
counties in th6 South and the West. All the buildings are of 
stone. Here are coal-works and railways every now and then. 
The working people seem to be very well o ff; their dwellings 
soHd and clean, and their furniture good ; but the little gardens 
and orchards are wanting. The farms are all large; and the 
people who work on them either live in the farmhouse, or in 
buildings appertaJhing to the farmhouse ; and they are aU well 
fed, and have no temptatflrn to acta like those which sprang up 
out of the ill-treatment of the labourers in the South. Besides, 
the mere country*]jpople are so few in number, the state of 
Society is altogether so different, that a man who' has lived here 
all his life-time, can form no judgment at aU with regard to the 
situation, the wants, sBid the treatment of the working people 
in the counties of the South.

They have begun to make a railway from Carlisle to New
castle ; and I  saw them at work at it  as I  came along. There 
are great lead mines not far from Hexham; and I  saw a great 
number of little one-hoise carts bringing down the figs of lead 
to the point where the Tyne becomes navigable to Newcastle; 
and sometimes I  saw loads of these figs  lying by the road-side, as 
you see parcels of timber lying in Kent and Sussex, and other 
timber counties. No f*ar of their being stolen: their weight is 
their security, together with thein value compared with that of 
the labour of carrying. Hearing that Beaumont was, somehow 
or other, cbimeoted with thip lead-worfc, I  had got it into my head 
that he was a pig of leaa himself, and kalf expected to meet 
with him amemgst these groups €f his feQow-creatures; but.
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upon inquiry, I  found that some of the lead-mines belonged to 
him j descending, probably, in that same right line in which the 
tithes descended to Mm ; and as the Bishop of Durham is said to 
be the owner of great lead-mines, Beaumont and the bishop 
may possibly be in the same hoot with regard to the subterranean 
estate as well as that upon the surface; and if this should bo 
tile case, it  will, I  verily believe, require all the piety of the 
bishop, and aU the wisdom of Beaumont,, to keep the boat 
above water for another five years.

North Shields, ‘3rd Oct., 1832.

I lectured at South Shields last evening, and here this even
ing. I  came over the river from South Shields about eleven 
o’clock last night, and made a very firm bargain with myself 
never to do the like again, This evening, after my lecture was 
Over, some gentlemen presented an address to me upon the 
Stage, before the audience, accompanied with the valuable and 
honourable present of the late Mr. Eneas Mackenzie’s History of 
the County of Northumberland ; a very interesting work, worthy 
of every library in the kingdom.

Erom Newcastle to Morpeth; from Morpeth to Hexham ; and 
then all the way down the T yne; though everywhere such 
abundance of fine turnips, and in some cases of mangel-wurzel, 
you see scarcely any potatoes : a certain sign that the working 
people do not live like hogs. This root is raised in Northumber
land and Durham, to be used merelylas garden stuff ; And, used 
In that way, it  is very good; the contrary of which I  never 
thought, much less did I  ever say it, It^a the using of it  as 
a swsHtute for bread and for meat, that 1 have deprecated i t ; 
and when the Irish poet. Dr. Drennen, called it  “ the lazy 
root, and the root of misery,”  he gave iffits true character. Sir 
Charles Wolseley, who ha» traveled a great deal in France, 
Germany and Italy,'and who, though Soott-Bldon scratched him 
out of the commission of the peace, and though the sincere 
patriot Brougham will not put him in again, is a very great and 
accurate observer as to these interesting matters, has assured 
me that, in whatever proportion the cultivation of potatoes 
prevails in those countries, in that same proportion the working- 
people are wretched. ,

BVom this degrading ciuse ; from sitting round a dirty board, 
with potatoes trundled out uyon it, as the Dish d o ; from going 
to the field ■ with cold potatoes in their bags, as the working-people 
of Hampshire and W3tshi»e did, buj which they h»^e not done 
since the appearance of certain coruscations, which, to spare the 
feelings of tire “ Lambs, tb% Broughams, theeGreys, and the
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Russells,”  and their dirty bill-of-indictment-drawer Denman, I 
will not describe, much less will I  eulogize ; from this degrading* 
ciirse the county of Northuniberland is yet happily free !

Sunderland, 4th Oct., 18:12.
This morning I  left North Shields in a post-chaise, in order 

to come hither through Newcastle and Gateshead, this affording 
me the only opportu|>ity that I  was likely to have of seeing a 
plantation of Mr. Annorer Donkin, close in the neighbourhood 
of Newcastle ; which plantation had been made according to the 
method prescribed in my, book, called the “  Woodlands ; ”  and 
to see which plantation I  previously communicated a request 
to Mr. Donkin. That gentleman received me in a manner 
which will want no describing to those who have had the good 
luck to visit Newcastle. The plantation is most advantageously 
circumstanced to furnish proof of the exceUenoe of my instruc
tions as to planting. The predecessor of Mr. Donkin also made 
plantations upon the same spot, and consisting precisely of the 
same sort of trees. The two plantations are separated from 
each other merely by a road going through them. Those of the 
predecessor have been made six-and-twenty years ; those of Mr. 
Donkin six years ; and, incredible as it .may appear, the trees 
in the latter are full as lofty as those in the former ; and, besides 
the equal loftiness, are vastly superior in point of shape, and, 
which is very curious, r e t ^  all their freshness at this season 
of the year, while the old plantations are brownish and many of 
the leaves falling of^the trees, though the sort of trees is precisely 
the same. As a sort of reward for having thus contributed to this 
very rational source of bis pleasure, Mr. Donkin was good enough 
to give me an elegant cony of the fables of the celebrated Bewick, 
who was once a native m Newcastle and an honour to the town, 
and whose books I had had from the time that my children began 
to look at boots, until taken from me by that sort of rapine which 
I  had to experience at the time of my memorable flight across 
the Atlantic, in order to secure the use of that long arm which I 
caused to reach them from Long Island to London.

In Mr. Donkin’s kitchen-garden (my eyes being never closed 
in such a scene) I  saw what I  had never seen before in any 
kitchen-garden, and which it  may be very useful to some of my 
readers to have desoribecf to them. Wall-fruit is, when destroyed 
in the spring, never destroyed by dr^-cold ; but ninety-nine times 
out of a hundred, by wet-frosts, which descend always per
pendicularly, and which aretgenerally^atal if they come between 
the expansion of the blossom and ^ e  setting of the fru it; that 
is to say, if the^ come after the bloom is quite open, and before
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it has disentangled itself from the fruit. The great thing, 
•therefore, in getting wall-fruit, is to kefep off these frosts. The 

Erench make use of boards, in the neighbourhood of Paris, pro
jecting from the tops of the walls and supported by poles ; and 
some persons contrive to have curtains to come over the whole 

- tree at night and to be drawn up in the morning. Mr. Donkin’s 
walls have a top of stone ; and this top, or dap, projects about 
eight inches beyond the face of the wall, which is quite sufficient 
to guard against the wet-frosts which alwaj* fall perpendicularly. 
This is a  country of stone to be sure ; but those who can afford 
to build walls for the pin-pose of having wall-fruit, can afford to 
cap them in this manner : to rear the wall, plant the trees, and 
then to save the expense of the cap, is really like the old pro
verbial absurdity, “  of losing the ship for the sake of saving a 
pennyworth of tar.”  _

A t Mr. Donkin’s I  saw a portrait of Bewick, which is said 
to be a great likeness, and which, though imagination goes a 
great way in such a case, really bespeaks that simplicity, accom
panied with that genius, which distinguished the man. Mr. 
,Wm. Armstrong was kind enough to make me a present of a copy 
of the last performance of this so justly celebrated man. I t  is 
entitled “  Waits for Death,”  exhibiting a poor old horse just about 
to die,aud preceded byan explanatory writing, which does as much 
honour to the heart of Bewick as the whole of his designs put 
together do to his genius. The sight of the j»ioture, the reading 
erf the preface to it, and the fact t te t  it  was the last effort of 

■ the man; altogether make it  diffimilt to prevent tears from 
starting from the eyes of any one not uncommonly steeled with 

' insensibility. • •
You see nothing here that is pretty ; but everything seems to 

be abundant in v d u e ; and one great thjftg is, the working people 
live well. Theirs , is not a life of ease to be sure, but it  is not a 
life of hunger. The pitmen have twenty-four shillings a week; 
they live rent-free, their fuel costs them nothing, and their 
doctor cost them nothing.. Their wprk is terrible, to be sure; 

' and, perhaps, they do not nave what they ought to have ; but, 
at any rate, they live well, their houses are good and their 
furniture good ; and though they live not in a beautiful scene, 
they are in the scene where they were bom, and their lives seem 
to.be as good as that of the working p aij of mankind can reason
ably expect. Almost the Whole of the country hereabouts is 
owned by that curious thii% called the Dean and Chapter of 
Durham. Almost the w’hgle of South Shields is th^rs, granted 
upon leases with fines at stated peridHs. This Dean and Chapter 
are the lords of the Lords, Londonderry, witjjf all his hufiSng 
and strutting, is but a tenant of the Dean and Chapter of Durham,
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who souse him so often with their fims that it is said that he has 
had to pay them more than a hundred thousand pounds within 
the last ten or twelve years. What wiU Londonderry bet that 
he is not the tmarit, of the public before this day five years ? 
There would be no difficulty in these oases, but on the contrary 
a very great convenience ; because all these tenants of the Dean 
and Chapter might then piuohase out-and-out, and make that 
property freehold, which they now hold by a tenure so uncertain 
and so capricious.

Alnwkh, Ith Oct., 1S32.
Bkom Sunderland I  came, early in the morning of the 5th of 

October, once more (and I hope not for the last time) to New
castle, there to lecture on the paper-money, which I  did, in the 
evening. But before I  proceed further, I  must record something 
that I heard at Sunderland respecting that babbling fellow 
Trevor! My readers wiU recollect the part which this fellow 
acted with regard to the “  liberal Whig prosecution ; ”  they will 
recollect that it was he who first mentioned the thing in the 
House of Commons, and suggested to the wise Ministers the 
propriety of prosecuting me; that Lord Althorp and Denman 
hummed and ha’d about i t ; that the latter had not read it, and 
that the former would offer no opinion upon i t ; that Trevor 
came on again, encouraged by the works of the curate of Crow- 
hurst, and by the bloody old Times, whose former editor and 
now printer is aSluaUy a candidate for Berkshire, supported 
by that unprincipled pohfcal prattler, Jephthah Marsh, whom 
I  will call to an ^oomit as soon as I  get back to the South. 
My readers wiU fuiTlipr recollect that the bloody gld Times then 
put forth another document as a confession of Goodman, made 
to Burrell, Tredcroft, and Scawen Blunt, while the culprit was 
in Horsham jail with ^  halter g,ctually about his neck. My 
readers know the result of this affair; but they have yet to learn 
some circumstances belonging to its progress, which circum
stances are not to be stated here. They recollect, however, that 
from the very first I  treated this T e b v o b  with the utmost dis
dain ; and that at the head of the articles which I  wrote about 
him I  put these words, “  TBEVOR AND P O T A T O E S;” 
meaning that he hated me because I  was resolved, fire or fee 
not, that working men should not live upon potatoes in my 
country. Now, mark ; tiow, chopsticks of the South, mark the 
sagacity, the justice, the promptitude, and the excellent taste 
of these lads of the North ! A t the last general election, which 
took place ̂ fter the “  liberal Whig prcJfeocntion ”  had been begun, 
Trevor was a candidate for the city of Durham, which is about 
fourteen miles fifem this busy townof Sunderland. The freemen
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of Diirham are the voters in that city, and some of these freemen 
reside at Sunderland. Therefore this fellow (I wish to God yon 
could see him !) went to Sunderland to canvass these freemen 
residing there; and they pelted him out of the town; and (oh 
appropriate missiles !) peltrf him out with the “  accursed root,” 
hallooing and shouting after him— “ Trevor and potatoes / ”  Ah ! 
stupid coxcomb ! little did he imagine, when he was playing his 
game with Althorp and Denman, what would bo the ultimate 
effect of that game !

Erom Newcastle to Morpeth ^me country is what I  before 
described it to be). Erom Morpeth to this place (Alnwick), the 
country, generally speaking, is very poor as to land, scarcely 
any trees at a l l ; the farms enormously extensive; only two 
churches, I  think, in the whole of the twenty miles; scarcely 
anything worthy the name of a tree, and not one single dwelling 
having the appearance of a labourer’s house. Here appears 
neither hedging nor ditching; no such thing as a sheep-fold or 
a hurdle to be seen; the cattle and sheep very few in number; 
the farm servants Hving in the farm-hotisea, and very few of 
them ; the thrashing done by machinery and horses ; a country 
without people. This is a pretty country to take a minister 
from to govern the South of England ! A  pretty country to take 
a Lord Chancellor from to prattle about Poor Laws and about 
surplus population I My Lord Grey has, in fact, spent his life 
here, and Brougham has spent his life in tlm Inns of Coiu-t, or 
in the botheration of speoulative books. How should either of 
them know anything about the ealtem, southern, or western 
counties ? I  wish I  had my dignitary Dr. Jlack here ; I  would 
soon make him see that he has all these •umber of years been 
talking about the bull’s horns instead of his tail and his buttocks. 
Besides the indescribable pleasme of h » in g seen Newcastle, the 
Shieldses, Sunderland, Durham, and Imxham, I  have now dis
covered the true ground of aU the errors of the Scotch fedosofers 
with regard to population, and with regard to poor-laws. The 
two countries are as different as any two things of the same 
nature can possibly b e ; that which applies to the one does not 
at all apply to the other. The agricultural counties are covered 
aU over with parish churches, and with people thinly distributed 
here and there.

Only look at the two counties of Dorset and Durham. Dorset 
contains 1,005 square miles; Durhai# contains 1,061 square 
miles. Dorset has 271 parishes ; Durham has 75 parishes. The 
population of Dorset is scattered over the whole of the county, 
there being no town.’̂ 'of dJiy magnitude in it. Th^ population 
of Durham, though larger than that o f Dorset, is almost aU 

' gathered together at the mcmths of the Tyne, the Wear, and the
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Tees. Northumberland has 1,871 square miles ; and Suffolk has 
1,512 square miles. Northumberland has eighty-eight parishes ; 
and Suffolk has five hrindred and ten parishes. So that here is 
a county one third part smaller than that of Northumberland 
with six times as many villages in i t ! W hat comparison is there 
to be made between states of society so essentially different ? 
What rule is there, with regard to population and poor-laws, 
which can apply to both oases 1 And how is m y Lord Howick, 
born and bred up in^orthumberland, to know how to judge of 
a population suitable to Suffolk ? Suffolk is a county teeming 
with production, as well as /with people; and how brutal must 
that man be who would attempt to reduce the agricultural 
population of Suffolk to that of the number of Northumberland 1 
The population of Northumberland, larger than Suffolk as it is, 
does not equal it in total population by nearly one-third, not
withstanding that one half of its whole population have got to
gether on the banks of the Tyne. And are we to get rid of our 
people in the South, and supply the places of them by horses 
and machines t W hy not have the people in the fertile counties 
of the South, where their very existence causes their food and 
their raiment to come ? Blind and thoughtless must that man 
be who imagines that all hut farms in the South are unpro- 
duetive. I  much question whether, taking a strip three miles 
each way from the road, coming from Newcastle to Alnwick, 
an equal quantity of what is called waste ground, together with 
the cottages that fk irt it,^ o  not exceed such strip of ground 
in point of produce. Yes, (le  cows, pigs, geese, poultry, gardens, 
bees and fuel that^rise from those wastes, far exceed, even in 
the capacity of suOT^biing j)eople, similar breadths of ground, 
distributed into these large farms in the poorer parts of North- 
umberland. I  have seen not less than ten thousand geese in 
one tract of common, r# about six miles, going from Chobham 
towards Earnham in Surrey. I  believe these geese alone, raised 
entirely by  care and b y i^ e  common, to be worth more than 
the clear profit that can be drawn from any similar breadth of 
land between Morpeth and Alnwick. What foUy is it to talk, 
then, of applying to the counties of the South, principles and 
rules applicable to a country like this !

To-morrow morning I  start for “  Modem Athens ”  ! My 
readers will, I  dare say, perceive how much my “  antaUuct ”  
has been improved sine# I  crossed the Tyne. W hat it  will get 
to when I  shall have crossed the ^weed, God only knows. I 
wish very much that I  could stop a day at Berwick, in order 
to find soiffe fedosofer to aj(oertain, ®y some chemical process, 
the exact degree of the improvement of the “  arUaUuct." I  am 
afraid, however,*that I  shall not flfe able to manage this; for
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I  mtist get along; beginning to feel devilishly home-sick since I 
have left Newcastle.

They tell me that lo rd  Howick, who is just married by-the- 
by, made a speech here the other day, during which he said, 
“  that the Reform was only the means to an en d ; and that 
“  the end was cheap government.”  Good ! stand to that, my 
Lord, and, as you are now married, pray l*t the country fellows 
and girls marry too : let uS have chea%> government, and I warrant 
you that there will be room for us all, and plenty for us to 
eat and drink. I t  is the drones, and not the bees, that are too 
numerous; it  is the vermin who live upon the taxes, and not 
those who work to raise them, that we want to get rid of. We 
are keeping fifty thousand tax-eaters to breed gentlemen and 
ladies for the industrious and laborious to keep. These are the 
opinions which I promulgate ; and whatever your flatterers may 
say to the contrary, and whatever fe.dosoflcal stuff Brougham and 
his rabble of writers may put forth, these opinions of mine will 
finally prevail. I  repeat my anxious wish (I would call it a hope 
if I  could) that your father’s resolution may be equal to his 
sense, and that he will do that which is demanded by the right 
which the people have to insist upon measures necessary to 
restore the greatness and happiness of the country; and, if he 
show a disposition to do this, I  should dea»n myself the most 
criminal of aU mankind, if I  were trf make use of any influence 
that I possess to render hip undertaking more difficult than it 
naturally must be ; but, if he show not ths*fc disposition, it will 
be my boundten duty to raideavour to dr^e him from the pos
session of power; for, be the consequences to individuals what 
they may, the greatness, the freedoi% and the happiness of 
England must be restored.
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